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PREFACE 

Tuis translation was begun shortly before the war, 
laid aside mm 1940, and finally completed in August 
1948. I have added, in proof stage, some references 
to publications since that date, but have not been 
able ta use them in detail. I have acknowledged in 
the appropriate places help that has generously been 
given to me, but I should lke to record here in 
particular my gratitude to Professor Fobes for per- 
mission to use his text and mdex, and my sense of 
indebtedness to E. W Webster’s version in the 
Oxford Translation. 

H. D. P. L. 
Cuirton CoLLEGE 
September 1951 
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INTRODUCTION? 

Tue Meteorologica falls into two well-defined parts, 
Books J-III and Book IV. The first three books form 
a complete work by themselves. The programme set 
out in Book I ch 1 contains nothing that can plausibly 
be said,to look forward to Book IV and appears to have 
been completed by the end of Book III,° and the last 
chapter of Book III looks forward to a treatment of 
metals and minerals, which Book IV does not contain. 
Book IV 1s in fact a separate treatise, as had already 
been noticed by the Greek commentators.° The two 
parts of the work may therefore be treated separately 
in this Introduction. 

A. Booxs J-III 

1. Authentscity and place. The authenticity of these 
books has not been seriously questioned, and there 
seems no reason to doubt that they are by Aristotle.@ 

¢ T am grateful to Piof. Hackforth for reading this Intro- 
duction in manuscript and fo: his comments. 

> See introductory note to Book I. ch. 1 ef. W. Capelle, 
‘Das Proomium der Meteorologie,”’ /7ermes xlvii (1912), pp. 
514-535 

¢ Alex. 179. 3, Olymp. 273. 91. 
¢ W. Capelle, loc. cit , argues cogently for the authentiaty 

of Book I. ch 1, and, by imphecation, of Books I-IJI. Cf. 
also Ideler1 pp. vi ff.. St.-Hulane pp. lxv ff. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Their place in the series of his physical works is de- 
fined m the opening chapter of Book I. There Ans- 
totle gives, in effect, the following arrangement : (1) 
The Physics, dealing with first causes and natural 
movement in general ; (2) the De Caelo i and it, deal- 
ing with astronomy ; (3) De Caelo iii and 1v and De 
Generatione et Corruptione, dealing with the four 
elements, their mutual transformations and the 
general principles of the consequent processes of 
generation and destruction ; (4) the Meteorologica ; 
(5) the works on biology. 

2. Contents. The subjects dealt with in Books I-III 
appear to us very miscellaneous. They are sum- 
marized by Aristotle in Book I. ch. 1, but can perhaps 
best be seen at a glance in chapter headings. 

Boox I. Ch. 1. Introduction. the place of 
Meteorology in the Natural 
Sciences and summary of 
matters to be dealt with. 

Chs. 2-3 Preliminaries. Ch. 2. Recapitu- 
lation of the conclusions 
reached on the four elements 
in De Caelo m1, iv and De Gen. 
et Corr. 

Ch. 3. The re- 
lative dispositions of air and 
fire in the terrestrial sphere. 

Ch. 4. Shooting stars. 
Ch. 5. The Aurora Borealis. 

Chs. 6-7. Comets. 
Ch. 8. The Milky Way. 
Ch. 9. Rain, cloud and mist. 

Ch. 10. Dew and hoar-frost. 
Ch. 11. Snow. 
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Ch 12. Hail. 
Ch. 13. Winds, rivers and springs. 
Ch. 14. Climatic changes, coast erosion 

and silting. 
Boox II. Chs. 1-3. The sea; its origin, place and 

saltness. 
Chs. 4-6. Winds. 
Chs. 7-8. Earthquakes. 

Ch. 9. Thunder and lightning. 
Boox III. Ch. 1. Hurricanes, typhoons, firewinds 

and thunderbolts. 
Chs. 2-3. Haloes. 
Chs. 4-5. Rainbows. 

Ch. 6 Rodsand mock suns: concluding 
remarks. 

It will be seen at once that we have here subjects 
dealt with to-day by several sciences, by astronomy, 
geography, geology and seismology, as wellas meteoro- 
logy m its modern connotation But this is typical 
of a stage in the development of the natwal sciences 
in which they had not yet fully differentiated out 
from an all-embracing Natural Philosophy. The 
process of differentiation was largely started by Aris- 
totle, and Book I. ch. 1 shows us how far he had taken 
it. He places the Meteorologica, whose subject he 
himself seems to feel to be somewhat ill-defined, after 
the De Caelo iii and iv and De Gen. et Corr. In the 
De Caelo Books I-II he deals with astronomy and 
cosmology. He believes the universe to be spherical 
in form, and accepts the system of Eudoxus which 
accounts for the movements of the stars and planets 
by a system of concentric spheres, fitting inside each 
other, whose combined motions produce the apparent 
movements of the heavenly bodies. This system of 
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INTRODUCTION 

spheres is not described in detail in the De Caelo, 
though 1t is apparently assumed (Book II. ch. 12, 
293 a5 ff.); the only description of it which we have 
is that m Met. .\. ch. 8. The spheres are made of a 
fifth element (cf. Meteor. 1. 2) and the innermost set 
of spheres is that of the moon. The region below the 
moon, the “ terrestrial ’’ or “ sublunar ”’ sphere. 1s 
filled by the four elements, earth, air, fire and water. 
They form four further concentric spheres, each 
element having its own natural place, but there is 
a constant process of intermixture between them 
which produces all the phenomena of the terrestrial 
world as we know it (¢f. note at end of Book I. ch. 3). 
De Caelo Books III-IV outline the general doctrine 
of the four elements, and of their four natural places ; 
the De Gen. et Corr. deals with the general principles 
which govern their intermixture and the consequent 
processes of generation and destruction which con- 
stitute the natural world. In the Meteorologica Anis- 
totle comes to deal with these processes in detail. 
The first, and in a sense the most obvious group of 
them, is the meteorological group (including those 
astronomical phenomena which Aristotle regarded 
as meteorological) : shooting-stars, meteors, comets 
and the milky way, rain, hail, snow, frost, thunder 
and lightning, winds of all sorts, haloes and rainbows. 
But though the opening words of the description in 
Book I. ch. 1 of the scope of the work ® indicate that 
these phenomena will be its main concern, Aristotle 
cannot confine it within these bounds. So in Book I 
we have an account of rivers and springs and of coast 

, | 838 b 21 wept rov yerrmdvra pdhora romov 7H dope rH r&v 
dorpwy: it is concerned with phenomena ‘in the region 
which borders most nearly on the movements of the stars,” 
xii 
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erosion and silting, and in Book ITI of the sea and of 
earthquakes, topics which can hardly be classed as 
peréwpa, though they are not unrelated to the re- 
maining topics in these books and their inclusion is 
therefore not altogether surprising. But whereas 
Book J. ch. 1% indicates that the Meteorologica will be 
followed immediately by the biological works, Book 
III, 378 a 15 ff., promises a treatise on metals and 
minerals, on the grounds that these also are pro- 
ducts of the two exhalations studied earlier in the 
work, 

The fact is that in the Meteorologica Aristotle em- 
barksen an account of the processes of change 1n the 
four elements whose general principles have been 
laid down in De Gen. et Corr He starts with meteoro- 
logical processes and includes with them certain 
allied topics But these two groups between them 
clearly do not exhaust the processes and products 
of the transformation and mixture of elements: there 
is a vast field of physical and chemical changes and 
substances left unaccounted for, and even Aristotle 
with his strong bias towards biology cannot have been 
unaware of them. Hence the promise (never fulfilled 
in the extant works) at the end of Book III, and hence 
also the inclusion of Book IV in its present position, 
for it is just those processes of chemical change, inter- 
preted in terms of Aristotle’s doctiine of the four 
elements, and certain physical properties of materials 
that are its subject. 

: B. Boox IV 

1. Authentcity. The authenticity of Book IV has 

2 339 a 5. 
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been doubted, and Ross @ says that it is “ pretty cer- 
tainly not genuine,” while Jaeger? refers to it as 
‘“spurious.’” On the other hand, Joachim ° treats it 
as genuine. The only attempt to argue the case 
against its authenticity is that by I. Hammer-Jensen,# 
who has in turn been eritiazed by Dr. V. C. B. 
Coutant.? 

As Dr. Coutant remarks, H.-J.’s argument turns 
mainly on “an analysis of the natural philosophy 
behind the book’; or, more precisely, on an attempt 
to show that certain ideas in the book are un-Aris- 
totelian, for, “ asserting the character of the book to 
be very mechanical and atomistic in its explenation 
of certain phenomena, she ventures to ascribe the 
work to Strato of Lampsacus, on the ground that 
Strato was the most atomistic of the Peripatetics.”’ / 
Such arguments from the ideas expressed in a par- 
ticular book and their consistency or inconsistency 
with the main tenets of a philosopher expressed in 
the main body of his work are bound to be, to some 
extent, subjective: but I agree wth Dr. Coutant 
that H.-J. has failed to make a convincing case, and 

@ Aristotle (3id ed.), p 11. 
» Aristotle (Eng. trans.), p. 386. 
* Aristotle on Coming-to-be and Passing-away and article 

on ‘* Aristotle’s Conception of Chemical Combination,” J. PA. 
xxix (1903). 

¢ “ Das sogennante IV. Buch der Meteorologie des Ans- 
toteles,’” Hermes, 1 (1915), pp. 113-136. 

¢ In a dissertation for the degree of D.Ph. at Columbia 
University entitled llewander of Aphrodisias. Commentary 
on Book IV of Arvstotle’s Meteorologica, privately printed, 
1936. I am grateful to Mr. D. J. Allan of Balliol College for 
lending me his copy of this work (reviewed by him in C.R. hi 
(Nov. 1937)), of which copies are deposited at Columbia Uni- 
versity but which 1s not generally available. 

* Op. cit. p. 8. 
xiv 
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it is surprising that her arguments have remained 
unanswered so long.“ 

H.-J.’s two main arguments are (1) that the ex- 
planations of natural processes given in the book are 
of a very “‘ mechanistic’? kind, the characteristic 
Aristotelian msistence on the final cause being 
absent ; (2) that the use made of the ideas of wdpou 
and éyxo. in chs. 3, 8 and 9 is un-Aristotelian and 
indicates a connexion with Atomism. 

(1) The answer to the first of these objections is 
supplied by Aristotle himself in ch. 12 and overlooked 
by H.-J. Briefly, it is to be found in the words 7d yap 
od évexe arora évravGa SjAov, drov by TwAclotov THs 
bAns ”’ (890.a 3). ‘‘ The final cause is least obvious 
where matter predominates.” Throughout the book 
Aristotle 1s dealing with changes that arise from the 
mutual relations of the four “ prime contraries ” and 
the four elements through which they operate, which 
are the material basis of the universe. The formal 
and final causes are not entirely overlooked ®: but, 
as Aristotle is careful to point out in the final chapter, 
they are in the nature of things less obvious when one 
is dealing with matter and material processes in the 
more elementary stages ; they become obvious only 
when we get higher im the scale of creation, in par- 
ticular when we reach plants and animals It is true ° 
that in ch. 12 Aristotle speaks of the homoeomerous 
substances as being formed “by hot and cold and 
the motions set up by them” (z.e. by material and 
efficient causes only), while in De Gen. An. ii. 1,734 b 
29 ff. he speaks as if a final-formal cause were also 

@ W. Capelle in Pauly-Wissowa, Supp. Bd. vi (19335), pp. 
339-342, 15 unconvinced by them but does not give his reasons. 

> Cf. 379 b 25, 881 a 1, 388 a 20. 
¢ H.-J. p. 197, 
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necessary for their formation But, as Dr. Coutant 
points out, he is not consistent elsewhere on this point 
in De Gen. An itself“; and what he says m ch. 12 is 
not that a final cause 1s ever entirely absent, but that 
in material processes of the kind dealt with m Book 
IV it 1s difficult to perceive, and can therefore, 1 is 
implied, be ignored The homoeomerous bodies are, 
clearly, a borderline case and can be spoken of in 

either way. 
There is therefore nothing inconsistent with Aris- 

totle’s philosophy of nature in the comparative 
absence of the final-formal cause from Book IV. The 
subject matter 1s, on Aristotle’s own showing,«such as 
to make that absence likely ; and it is perhaps worth 
adding that the same is true of the first three books, 
which are undoubtedly genuine, and which could with 
equal plausibility be argued to be ‘ mechanical.” ° 
Nor is H.-J.’s contention ¢ that Aristotle was hardly 
aware of the problems of mechanical causation and 
the antithesis of évexa—éE oritynns till they were 
brought to his attention by Strato as author of Meteor. 
IV in the least plausible. Aristotle was acutely aware 
of these problems, both in Physics B and in De Part. 
An. (cf. Book I. ch 1 in particular) and De Gen. An. ; 
and Physics B and the main groundwork of his bio- 
logical work were certainly completed before the end 
of his residence in the Troad and Lesbos." 

¢ 743 a 7 states the same view as .Veteor. iv. 12 and clearly 
refers to 1t. 

> Cf. Coutant, op. cit. p. 10. 
¢ Pp, 126. 
@ For the Physics cf. the Introduction to Ross’s edition, 

H.-J. makes no reference to the Physics and erroneously 
assumes (p 129), with Jaeger, that the biological works are 
late: cf. my paper in C.Q. (July-Oct. 1948). There is no 
Xvi 
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(2) H.-J. finds traces of atomistic doctrine in the 
references to dyxou and wépor in chs. 3, 8 and 9.¢ But 
there 1s no evidence that a belief in zopo was char- 
acteristic of the Atomists. For 1f Democritus used 
the word in connexion with sense perception, so also 
did a number of other early philosophers® ; and 
the use of the idea of répo: as part of the theory of 
the constitution of matter is characteristic not of the 
atomists but of Empedocles. It is true that in De 
Gen. et Corr. i. 8 Aristotle associates the theory of 
“pores” with the doctrine of the Atomists on the 
grounds that the empty spaces between the atoms 
are analogous to the “ pores’ of Empedocles,* but 
it is clear that the two doctrines are different, that 
the association is made by Aristotle himself for pui- 
poses of criticism, and that the theory of pores is not 
part of atomist doctrine? The case 1s little better 
with dyxo. The word is used by the Atomists and 
may mean “ atoms,”’ but the use is very occasional ° 
and the meaning uncertain, and in Epicurus at any 
rate it seems to mean little more than “ particle ” 
without any specific reference to atoms / 

evidence that Strato attended the Lyceum during the life- 
time of Aristotle. He 1s said to have been a pupil of Theo- 
phrastus, whom he succeeded as head of the Lyceum, dying 
corca 270-268 Bc He cannot have been more than a child 
in the decade 350-340 Bc. and can theiefoie hardly be re- 
sponsible for having diawn Anisiotle’s attention to difficulties 
of which he was at that time wellawaie. Cf. Zeller, .fristotle 
and the Earlier Peripatetics, u. p. 451, note 1 

@ Pp, 122. >’ Cf. nels, Vors. Index, ¢ v. 
¢ Uf, 325 b 5-11. 
@ Cf. Joachim’s notes on this chapter (Ar éstotle on Coming- 

to-be and Passing-away, pp. 156 ff.); and Bailey, Greek 
Atomists, chs 2 and 8. 

é Diels, Vors. Index, s v.; Bailey, op. ert, p 156,note 1. 
* Bailey, op. cet. pp. 577-579. 
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The general meaning “ particle,”’ in fact, suits the 
two ® contexts in which the word occurs in Book IV 
very well. In both Aristotle is speaking of water 
penetrating and melting or softening other bodies, 
and it is natural enough to talk of particles of water 
penetrating into other matenals Simularly it is not 
unnatural in these contexts to speak, without using 
the words in any technical sense, of “ pores ’’ into 
which the particles of water penctrate. The obvious 
example which presents itself is that of asponge : and 
this is, in fact, used by Aristotle when speaking of 
pores in 386 b 5, 7 and 17. It is easy to extend the 
idea to penetration by fire (387 a 19, 21) and, with 
the analogy of the sponge in mind (386 b 5), to com- 
pressibility (386 b 2 ff.). In all these cases the body 
concerned can be called “ porous ”’ without stretching 
the ordinary meaning of the word far. Nor need it 
be stretched much farther to make it cover the break- 
ing or splitting of materials (386 a 15, 387 a 2): the 
grain of wood (387 a 2), for example, 1s a kind of path 
(another meaning of zépos) along which it splits ? 

The references to wdpar and dyno: are thus best 
explained by taking the words 1n their non-technical 
ordinary meaning - and Olympiodorus’ explanation ° 
that by ropo.: Aristotle means 7é& ebrruderrepu pdpia 18 
not far wrong. There is no reason whatever to see 
any reference to atomism.? But even if the refer- 

* 385 a 30, b 20. 
» The passages in which awdépo. are mentioned may be 

grouped as follows: penetration by moisture 381 b 1, 3, 
385 a 29, b 20, 24, 25; penetration by fire 387 a 19, 21; 
compressibility 386 b 2, 4, 5, 6,9; breakability 386 a 15; 
fissibility 387 a 2 ¢ 313. 18. 

¢ H.-J.’s case 1s not improved by an attempt (p. 122) to 
read atomism into 387 a 12 ff., where there 1s no conceivable 
reference to it. 
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ences to atomism were proved, this would not neces- 
sarily indicate Strato as author. For though Strato 
is said to have abandoned the Aristotelian teleology, 
to have regarded heat and cold as ultimate causes, 
and to have adopted the atomists’ conception of the 
void, he is also said to have refused to accept the 
atomic theory itself on the grounds that the possi- 
bility of infinite division made the existence of a 
minimum physical body impossible. 

H.-J.’s two main arguments thus seem to be ill 
founded Without them the others can hardly carry 
much weight and in themselves are lacking in cogency. 
Most gf them turn on discrepancies between state- 
ments in Book IV and statements made elsewhere 
by Aristotle. But as Dr. Coutant points out (p. 10, 
note 18), Aristotle is frequently inconsistent on minor 
matters; and the search for minor inconsistencies 
in his works really throws little light on their authen- 
ticity. Thus if Aristotle in this book (ch. 4, 381 b 24, 
and 382 a 4) says that all bodies are compounded of 
earth and water, while in De Gen. ef Corr. 334 b 31 ff. 
he says that all bodies are composed of all four 
elements, the difference is one of point of view rather 
than of fundamental doctrine. For in this book all 
four elements are sti]l mvolved in the composition 
of bodies ; but two are regarded as active, and there- 
fore as efficient cause, two as passive, and therefore 
as material cause. In ch. 4, 382 a 3, water is called 
the element most characterized by moisture, in De 

@ Zeller, Phil. der Griechen 11°, 2, pp. 901 ff.: Eng. trans. 
Aristotle and the Harlier Peripatetics, pp. 456-460. H.-J.’s 
statement (p. 125), ‘‘ Von Straton wissen wir, dass er Peri- 
patitiker war, und doch der atomschen Lehre, die er aus- 
baute, serne Zustimmung gab,”’ seems to contradict what 
Zeller, to whom she 1efers, in fact says. 
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Gen, et Corr 331 a tat is said to be characterized by 
cold rather than moisture but Aristotle is not con- 
sistent on this point in De Gen et Corr, itself and at 
834b 3timphes that water is characteristically moist, 
which agrees with what 1s said here inch. #.". Again, 
there 1s no radical inconsistency between what Anis- 
totle says about olive oi] in ch. 7, 383 b 20 ff ,and what 
he says in De Gen. An. 785 b 12 ff, and I agree with 
Dr. Coutant that there is no conflict between what 
Aristotle says at 379 a 26 about }) oiwela Geppdrys and 
what he says in Book II, 355 b 9, about the qdrtous 
Gepusrys.® But further detailed argument may be 
omitted here. 

Finally, there are certain positive indications that 
the book is by Aristotle. There are three fairly clear 
references to it in the biological works (with which 
ch. 12 deliberately lnks it): De Part. An. ii 2, 649 a 
33 ff. refers to chs. 6-8 and 10, De Gen. An. iu. 6, 743 a, 
3-7 refers to chs. 4-7, and v. 4, 784 b 8 refers to ch 1, 
379 a 16. The doctrine of ch. 12 is, as has been in- 
dicated above, thoroughly Aristotelian, and indeed 
an important passage for Aristotle’s views on teleo- 
logy 1n organic and inorganic nature ‘The use of the 
parallel between reyvy and dius (cf ch. 2, note a 
on p 298 and ch. 3, note 6b on p 308) 1s typically 
Aristotelian, and can be found, for example, running 
through Physics B and De Part An. i.1. The treat- 
ment of hard and soft as the primary qualities in chs. 
4 ff is, as H.-J. herself points out (p. 120), consistent 
with what Aristotle says elsewhere on the subject 
(De Gen. et Corr. iu. 2, 329 b 32 ff., De Anima ii 11, 
423 b 27 ff., iii. 13, 435 a 21 ff.), and what is said about 

@ Cf. ch 4, note ¢ on p. 312. 
® Cf. chap. 1, note aon p. 294. 
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the four prime contraries and the four elements in 
general is in complete accord with De Caelo iu and iv 
and De Gen. et Corr. (which is perhaps why Alexander 
grouped the book with the De Gen. et Corr.). Lastly, 
in the latter part of the book the homoeomerous sub- 
stances are given a place in the constitution of the 
physical world similar to that given to them in De 
Part. An. i. 1, 646 a 12 fF. 

I conclude that the case against the authenticity 
of Book IV has not been made out, that what indica- 
tions there are point to it being genuine, and that 
it should be accepted as such until a far stronger case 
is mad@out against it than hitherto. 

2. Contents. Book IV, as has been remarked,? is 
concerned with chemical change and various pro- 
perties of matter.’ In it Aristotle deals m detail 
with processes of what we should to-day call chemical 
change, whose general princyples he has laid down in 
the De Gen. et Corr.: he deals also with various 
secondary properties of matter, secondary, that is, to 
the four “ prime contraries,’”’ which have also been 
dealt with in De Gen. et Corr. The sequence of 
thought in the book is by no means easy to follow, 
and can best be seen in a brief analysis of its contents. 

A Chs. 1-3. The effects of heat and cold. 
Ch.1. Summary of the doctrine 

of four prime contraries (hot, 
cold, moist, dry) and four 
elements (fire, air, water, 
earth). Heat and cold as 
active factors are responsible 
for generation and destruc- 
tion. 

¢ P.xhiabove. ° Cf. Joachim, loc. cit., J.Ph. xxix (1903). 
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Chs. 2-3. The effects of heat and 
cold on natural bodies. These 
are assimilated to the two 
easily observable processes 
of cooking food and repenng 
fruit (cf. chapter analysis to 
chs. 2-3 and p 298, note a). 

B. Chs. 4-9. Qualities arising from the primary 
factors moist and dry, which 
enter into the constitution of all 
physical bodies. 
Ch. 4 Moist and dry imply 

hard and soft, which are in 
this sense primary qualities. 

Ch. 5. Hard and soft imply solidi- 
fication and _ liquefaction, 
which are due to heat and 
.cold. Drying as a form of 
solidification. 

Chs. 6-7. Solidification and 
liquefaction proper. 
(1) In watery liquids, which 

are solidified by cold, 
liquefied by heat. 

(2) In mixtures of earth and 
water (which may also 
thicken instead of solidi- 
fying). 
(a) In which earth pre- 

dominates. 
(6) In which water pre- 

dominates. 
Ch. 7, 383 b 20-end. Discussion 

of particular examples. Any- 
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thing that will either solidify 
or thicken contains earth. 

Chs. 8-9. Eighteen pairs of fur- 
ther quahties arising from 
the four primary factors are 
defined and discussed. 

C. Chs. 10-11. The homoeomerous bodies (cf. chap. 
8, introductory note). These are 
classified according to the pre- 
dominance in them of dry and 
moist (ch 10) or hot and cold 
(ch. 11). 

D. Ch,12. Conclusion. Looks forward to a treat- 
ment of the homoeomerous bodies 
in detail (presumably in the bio- 
logical works, e.g. De Part An.) 
and points out the importance 
of the final-formal cause in 
nature, even though it is not 
always apparent. 

C. Darr 

The evidence for the date of the composition of the 
Meteorologzca is inconclusive. Positive indications in 
the work are as follows : 

I. 7, 345 a 1, mentions a comet which appeared in 
the archonship of Nicomachus 341/0 B.c. 

At III. 1, 371 a 31, the burning of the temple at 
Ephesus (356 8 c ) 1s referred to as having taken place 
vuv, which would seem to mark it as a recent event. 

At III. 2,372 a 28, Aristotle, speaking of the appear- 
ance of a rambow at night, says “ we have only met 
with two instances of it over a period of more than 
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fifty years’; andit may be argued that this indicates, 
though not conclusively, that Aristotle was not a 
young man at the time he wrote it ¢ 

These indications are not conclusive, and are mutu- 
ally inconsistent. Tor the first and third indicate 
a date after 340: the second a date not far from 356. 
Two further arguments are used by Ideler (1. p. 1x) : 
(1) That Aristotle’s references to the Caspian and 

Aral Seas (Book J. ch. 13, 351 a 8, Book II. ch. 1, 
354 a 3) argue a date prior to Alexander’s expedition, 
on the grounds that after Alexander the two seas 
were supposed to be one and to be a gulf of the Ocean 
(cf. Ideler’s notes adi 13,1. 29, and 1i.1,1.19). But 
this argument is invalidated by Tarn’s discussion.? 

(2) That the observations on the position of the 
constellation of the Crown in Book IT. ch. 5, 362 b 9, 
appear to be made as from the latitude of Athens. 
But the passage is of doubtful authenticity (cf. O.T. 
note ad loc.) and in any case would only indicate a 
date after 335 or before 347. 

It cannot therefore be said that internal evidence 
gives any conclusive evidence of date. On other 
general grounds Ross °¢ and Jaeger,? followed by 
Dr. Coutant,? favour a later date But they base 
themselves on Jaeger’s conclusion that the biological 
works, with their attention to detail, are the products 
of Aristotle’s later years, and that other works, show- 
ing a similar attention to detail, must be referred to 
the same period. Jaeger’s view of the date of the 
biological works is ill founded, and all indications 

« Cf. Jaeger, Aristotle (Eng. trans.), p. 307, note 1. 
» Alexander the Great, u. pp. 6 ff. Cf. Note on Aristotle’s 

Geography, Bk. I. ch, 13. 
¢ Aristotle, p. 19. @ Loc. cit. 
° Op. cié. p. 18. 
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pomt to an early origin for them’; and this argu- 
ment for a later date for the Meteorologica therefore 
fails But there 1s undoubtedly some connexion 
between it and the biological works. The introduc- 
tion (Book I. ch. 1) looks forward to them in a way 
which suggests that Aristotle may have started work 
on them ; and the conclusion of Book IV. ch. 12 again 
deliberately links itself with them. In addition, the 
only clear references to the Meteorologica elsewhere 
are in the biological works.® 

The evidence, therefore, if meonclusive, would 
seem to indicate that the Meteorologica was started 
not later than Aristotle’s period of residence in the 
Troad and Lesbos, when so much of his biological 
work was done. The connexion with the biological 
works and the reference to the temple of Ephesus 
both point to this. At the same time Aristotle with- 
out doubt continued to revise and bring up to date 
his work on the subject, and this accounts, for instance, 
for the reference to the archonship of Nicomachus, 
which must certainly be later than 340 3.c. We know 
that Aristotle's extant works are either lecture-notes 
or connected closely with his teaching work; and 
the one thing any lecturer is constantly domg is to 
revise and bring his notes up to date. 

D. Concuusion 

That the Meteorologica is a little-read work is no 
doubt due to the intrinsic Jack of interest of its con- 
tents. Aristotle 1s so far wrong in nearly all his con- 
clusions that they can, it may with justice be said, 

@ Cf. above, p. xvi, note d, 
Cf. above, p. xx, and Bonitz, Jndea, p. 102 b 49. 
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have little more than a passing antiquarian interest. 
Certain passages there are which have an interest of 
their own, and which are less well known than they 
otherwise might be because of their context. Such 
are Book J. ch. 1, with its review of the physical 
sciences, perhaps the best-known passage in the work 
and the basis for the accepted arrangement of Anis- 
totle’s works ; Book I. ch. 13, 350 a 14 ff. and Book 
II. ch 5, 362 b 12 ff, from which we learn Aristotle’s 
view of the nature and extent of the habitable world 
and the extent of his geographical knowledge ; pas- 
sages in Book I of considerable interest for the history 
of Greek astronomy, for instance, those whech give 
the views of Aristotle and of his predecessors on 
comets and the Milky Way (chs. 6-7, and 8; Aris- 
totle’s view of the former was to hold the field until 
Newton?); Book IV. ch. 12, which adds considerably 
to our understanding of Aristotle’s views on the place 
of the final-formal cause in nature. 

But, apart from these passages of special interest, 
the main interest of the work is to be found not so 
much in any particular conclusions which Aristotle 
reaches, as in the fact that all his conclusions are so 
far wrong and in his lack of a method which could 
lead him to right ones. In this he is typical of Greek 
science. The comparative failure of the Greeks to 
develop experimental science was due to many causes, 
which cannot be considered here They lacked in- 
struments of precision—there were, for instance, no 

accurate clocks until Galileo discovered the pendulum. 
They did not produce until a comparatively late date 
any glass suitable for chemical experiment or lens- 
making. Their iron-making technique was elemen- 

* Heath, Aristarchus of Samos, p. 247. 
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tary, which precluded the development of the machine. 
Their mathematical notation was clumsy and unsuited 
to scientific calculation. All these things would have 
severely limited the development of an experimental 
science had the Greeks fully grasped its method. 
But the experimental method eluded them. They 
observed but they did not experiment, and between 
observation and experiment there is a fundamental 
difference, which it is essential to recognize if the 
history of Greek thought 1s to be understood.* This 
difference can be clearly seen in the Meteorologzca. 
There 1s plenty of observation: Books I-III are full 
of it, an@é Book IV shows a keen observation of the 
processes of the kitchen and garden in terms of which 
Aristotle tries to explain chemical change in general. 
But there is practically no experiment, and in those 
experiments which Aristotle does quote the results 
given are wrong (cf. Book II. ch. 3, note 6 on p 156 
and note aon p. 158). A good example of his attitude 
and method is the theory of exhalations, which plays 
so prominent a part in Books I and II.® It has a 
basis in observation: Aristotle had obviously ob- 
served the phenomena of evaporation. Yet not only 
has 1t no basis in experiment but it is not designed to 
be verified experimentally, nor is it easy to conceive 
any experiment which could either confirm or invali- 
date it. It is this absence of the awareness for the 
necessity of an experimental test that 1s the mark of 
thought that is rational but not yet scientific, of the 
natural philosopher rather than the natural scientist. 
And of Aristotle’s natural philosophy and of Greek 
natural philosophy in general it is true that it re- 

¢ Burnet, # G.P 4, p 27, for instance, fails to recognize it. 
> Cf. note at the end of Book [. ch. 3. 
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mained rational without being scientific, that it never 
passed from natural philosophy to natural science. 
There are, of course, exceptions both in Aristotle and 
elsewhere in Greek thought. Greek medicine comes 
very near to being scientific," so also do Aristotle's 
biological works; and the Greeks made further 
progress in astronomy than in any of the other 
physical sciences, though this was just because their 
astronomy involved no experiment, but only observa- 
tion and mathematical calculation. But these are 
exceptions. Of the more general tendency the 
Meteorologica is typical ; it is a product of the natural 
philosopher, not the natural scientist, and 111s in this 
that its main interest lies. 

TExtT 

The text printed in this edition is that of Professor 
Fobes, lo whom I wish to express my thanks and 
gratitude for his permission to use it. I have occa- 
sionally and with great diffidence adopted a different 
reading from that given in his text, in an attempt 
to produce a version that would give better sense 
I have noted these variations, and also in some places 
where the text is obscure some of the alternative 
readings given in his apparatus. 

BrpiioGRAPHY 

The following are the works to which most frequent 
reference is made and the abbreviations used in 
referring to them. 

* Cf. W. H.S. Jones, The Medical Writings of Anonymus 
Londiniensis, Excursus I, pp. 148 ff., and Philosophy and 
Medicine in Ancient Greece, p. 32. 
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I L. Ideler., Arstotels Meteorolog:- 
corum Libri IT’, Lipsiae, 1836. 

F. H. Fobes. Aristotels Meteorolog:- 
corum Libis Quatituor, Harvard, 
1918 

J. Barthélemy-Saint-Hilaire, Météoro- 
logie d’Aristote, Paris, 1863 

The Works of Aristotle, translated into 
English, vol. iii contaming Me- 
teorologica, by EK. W. Webster, 
Oxford, 1931 (the “ Oxford trans- 
lation ” 

F. C. E, Thurot, “ Observations cri- 
tiques sur les Meteorologica 
d’Aristote,” Revue Archéologique 
xx (1869), pp. 415-420, xxi 
(1870), pp 87-93, 249-255, 339- 
346, 396-407. 

Alexandri in Aristoteis Meteorologi- 
corum libros Commentaria, ed. M. 
Hayduck, Berlin, 1899. 

Olympiodori in Arisioteis Meteora Com- 
mentaria, ed. Guil. Stuve, Berlin, 
1900. 

Ioannis Philopont an Aristotelis Meteoro- 
logicorum hbrum primum Commen- 
tartum, ed. M. Hayduck, Berlin, 
1901. 

Ideler. 

Fobes. 

St -~Hhlaire. 

O.T. 

Thurot. 

Alex. or A 

Olymp. or O. 

Philop. or P. 

In the notes on the text I have added, following 
Fobes, to the initial letter of the commentator the 
letters c, 1, or p to indicate whatever the reading 
referred to is to be found in a citation, in a lemma, or 
in the paraphrase and commentary. 
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A fuller bibliography, concerned primarily with 
more recent publications, will be found in Fobes 
pp. xlii-xhii. To it may be added : 

D’Arcy Thompson, “ The Greek Winds,” Classical 
Revien, xxxii (1918), pp. 49-56. 

D EH. Enchholz, “ Aristotle’s Theory of the Formation 
of Metals and Minerals,” Classical Quarterly, siiii 
(July-October, 1949), p 141. 

VY. C. B. Coutant, Alexander of Aphrodisias : Commen- 
tary on Book IV of Aristotle’s Meteorologica : dis- 
sertation submitted to Columbia University, 
privately printed, 1936. 

Sir T. L. Heath, Avistarchus of Samos: a History of 
Greek Astronomy to Aristarchus, Oxford, 1913. 

Sir W. Napier Shaw, Manual of Meteorology, vol. 1: 
Meteorology in History, Cambridge, 1932. 

Of the older commentators, who fall outside the 
scope of Fobes’ bibliography, the most noteworthy 
(apart from Ideler) is : 

F, Vicomercatus, Jn quatuor kbros Artstotelis meteoro- 
logecorum Commentarit, Paris, 1556, and Venice, 
1565. 

To these should be added: 

Ingemar Diiring, Arisioiles’s Chemical Treatse 
Meteorologica Book IV, Géteborg, 1944, 

which did not come into my hands until this book 
was in proof. Diuring’s chief object is to prove 
Meteorologeca IV to be “a genuine work from the 
hand of Aristotle by a thorough-going comparison of 
the contents and the language of this treatise with 
the treatises of undisputed Aristotelian origin” 
(p. 20). His arguments supplement those given in 
my Introduction. 
XXX 
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APIS TOTEAOTS 

METEQPOAOTIKON 

A 

CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT 

The scope and subject-matter of Meteorology and its place in 
the system of Natural Philosophy. Natural Philosophy com- 
prises (1) Physics, which deals with first principles and the 
various kinds of natural motion (the Physics) ; (2) Astronomy 
(the De Caelo) ; (8) the general theory of the elements and 
ther transformation (De Caelo 212, iv, De Generatione et 
Corruptione) ; (4) Meteorology, the subject of the present 
work ; (5) Zoology and Botany. 

Note.—Jn section (4), 388 a 26—38389 a 5, Aristotle gives a 
summary of the subjects to be treated an the first three books. 
Jt 13 a preliminary survey, not a table of contents, and we 
must not look for too precise a correspondence between rt and 
the contents of the work and the order of treatment : thus the 
milky way, comets and meteors are mentioned here in the 
reverse order to that in which they are wn fact treated, and no 
specific mention rs made of the contents of Book I. ch.5. But 
broadly speaking the contents of the first three books do corre- 
spond to the summary here gwen. There are only three pas- 
sages which cause difficulty. 

(1) 338 b 24 doa re Geinuev dv ddpos efvar xowda wéOn cat 
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ARISTOTLE 
METEOROLOGICA 

BOOK I 

CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

véaros. These words most naturally refer to Book I. chs. 9-12 
(which are summed up as a untt at the end of ch. 12) : but they 
may refer to Book III. chs. 2-6 as the commentators suppose. 

(2) 388 b 25 ere 8€ yijs Soa pépy xal cfSy Kal naOy Trav prepadv. 
These words describe not very exactly the contents of Book 
I, ch. 138-Book JI. ch. 3, and zt seems best to suppose with the 
O.T. that it is to them that reference is intended, and to tahe 
e€ av 338 b 25 as marking sequence only and not causal 
connexion. 

(3) 389 a 4 Kal rdv G\dwy rdv éynuxdlav, doa dud wIitw ovp- 
Baive. man tv atrav cwydtwr tovrav Tavatrav.. rtovrwv 
can hardly refer to thunderbolts, eic., and must therefore 
presumably be taken to refer to air and waiter, the two elements 
most recently mentioned (888 b 24, ef. Alew. 3. 25). eyxd- 
KAws 18 used of any recurrent phenomenon, and though it 
might more easily be used to describe raun, hail, ete., 1.e. 
Book I. chs. 9-12, it tg not wmpossible to interpret wt to refer 
to haloes, rainbows, etc., described in Book III. chs. 2-6. These 
are all due to condensation, which 1s what mijéis seems to mean 
here. Cf. JW. Capeille, ‘‘ Das Proomium der Meteorologie,”’ 
Hermes alui, pp. 514-535. 
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38 a 20 

25 

338 b 

25 

339 a 

ARISTOTLE « 

Ilept pev obv rv mpwtwv airiwy ris Pvocws 
Kab mept mdans Kwhoews puoikys, ert bé mEpi TOV 
Kara THY dvw dopav diakeKoouynpevwy aoTpwv Kal 
Tept THY oToLyeilwy TOY CWpaTiKOY, 7d0a TE Kal 
mola, Kal THs eis dAAnAa peTraBoAjs, Kat zepi 
yevéeoews Kal dOopds THs Koww*is etpnTat mpoTepov. 
Aourov 8 €orl pépos THs weOddov radrys ert Jew- 
pynréov, 6 mdvres of mpdrepos perewpodoyiay exd- 
Novy: ratra 8 deriv dca ovpBaiver Kata dvow peév, 
GTaKTorépayv évroL THs TOO mpwrov oTowyeiou TwV 
Gwudrwy, mepl TOV yerTUdvTA pddLoTa TOToV TH 
hopa TH tav dotpwv, olov wept re ydAaKros Kal 
KouynTav Kal TOY éxmupovpérvwy Kal Kivoupévewy 
dacpatwv, doa re Oeinwev dy dépos elvar Kowd 
7a0n Kat voaros, er. dé ys Goa pépn Kai «iby Kal 
maby trav pep@v, €€ wv wept re TrVevudTwY Kal 
cetopav Gewpnoaev av Tas airias Kal epi 
mdvrwv TOV yuyvouevwv KaTa TAS KiWHOES TAs 
ToUTwy: €v ols Ta ev Grropotpev, THY b€ epamrTd- 
peOd rua tpdmov- ert Sé wept Kepavvav mrdcews 
Kal Tudadvev Kal mpynoTipwr Kal Tov GAwy Tov 
éykuKNiwrv, doa bia wHEw ovpBaiver man radv 
atTay owudtwy Tovrwr. 

AveABdvres 5é€ rept rovTwv, Oewprhowpev «i Te 
duvapela Kara Tov ddnynuévov tpdmov azrodobva. 

@ Physics. 
» Physics, esp. Books V-VIII. 
© De Caelo1 and in. 
@ De Caelo 111 and iv, De Gen. et Corr. 
¢ The fifth element of which the heavenly bodies and then 

spheres are made. 
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MET#OROLOGICA, I. 1 

(1) We have already dealt with the first causes of 
nature ® and with all natural motion ® ; (2) we have 
dealt also with the ordered movements of the stars 
in the heavens,° (3) and with the number, kinds and 
mutual transformations of the four elements, and 
growth and decay in general.? (4) It remains to con- 
sider a subdivision of the present inquiry which all 
our predecessors have called Meteorology. Its pro- 
vince is everythmg which happens naturally, but 
with a regularity less than that of the pnmary 
element ° of material things, and which takes place 
in the region which borders most nearly on the move- 
ments “of the stars. For instance the milky way, 
comets,’ shooting stars and meteors,” all phenomena 
that may be regarded as common to air and water,* 
and the various kinds and parts of the earth and their 
characteristics? There follows the investigation of 
the causes of winds ” and earthquakes ? and all occur- 
rences associated with their motions. Of all these 
phenomena, some we find inexplicable, others we 
can to some extent understand. We shall also be 
concerned with the fall of thunderbolts,™ with whirl- 
winds,” with firewinds,” and with all other recurrent 
conditions which affect these same bodies owing to 
condensation.° 

(5) After we have dealt with all these subjects let 
us then see if we can give some account, on the lines 

F108. 9 i. 6-7. A 4. 4, 
+ 1, 9-12, and perhaps ui. 2-6, $378 a 14. 
9 1, 18-i1. 3, though 1t 1s difficult to find a precise 1eference 

for this phrase. It can hardly, however, refer to Book IV. 
& vi. 4-6. tu. 7-8. 

m™ 13, 9, iii. I. "iu. 1. 
° ‘© Same bodies *’. not thunderbolts, etc., but presumably 

air and water. iu. 2-6, 378 a 14, or 1. 9-12. 
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ARISTOTLE: 
339 a 

qept Cyenv Kal guTay, Kaborov TE aul Xunpis: 
axedov yap. TOUTWY pn bevroy réAos av ein yeyovos 
Ths €€ apx'is Hpiv mpoapecews maons. 

10 *QS ody dpEdpevos Adywpev rept adrdv mpa@rov. 

@ The zoological works, with which should be included the 
De Anima. 

» A reference to the lost work On Plants. ef. Bonitz, 
index 104 b 38. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT 

There is one element in the celestial region, un the terrestrial 
there are four, earth, air, fire and water. These four are the 

339 a 14 "Errewdy) yap Sicbprorau mporEpov piv pio pev 
apxyn TOV cwparwv, €& F qs" ouvéoTnKey 7 TOV ey 
KuKAiws: PEpopeveny ooparwv gvats, GAda de Tér- 
Tope owmara Sid Tas TérTapas Gpxds, av Sur dy 

15 elvat papev THY Know, THY pev aro Too jeégou 
THY 3S emt 70 jécov’ TeTTapwv 5° ovreoy Toure, 
Tupos Kal dépos Kai vdaros Kat yis TO fev TOUTOLS 
aéaouw erruroAa Cov elvan mop, TO 8 Dpiords.evov viv 
duo dé & pos abr TOUTOLS dvddoyov é exer (arp pev 
yap mupos eyyurdre Tov Gddwv, J vowp d¢€ vis): 6 

20 87) TEpl THY yh ddos KOopos EK TOUTWY ouveornke 
TOV Cee Tepi ob TA OvpPaivovra man dapyev 

1 2 #s Vicomercatus O.T. é dy codd. 

* Hot, cold, dry, moist which combine to form the four 
elements, here called ‘‘ bodies.’’ Earth is a combination of 
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METE@ROLOGICA, I. 1-11 

we have laid down, of annunals ¢ and plants,® both in 
general and in particular ; for when we have done 
this we may pethaps claim that the whole investiga- 
tion which we set before ourselves at the outset has 
been completed. 

With this introduction let us begin our discussion 
of the subject in hand. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

material cause, the eternal motion of the celestral region the 
efficent cause of all that happens in the terrestrial region. 

We have previously laid down that there is one 
element from which the natural bodies in circular 
motion are made up, and four other physical bodies 
produced by the primary qualities,? the motion of 
these bodies being twofold, either away from or 
towards the centre. These four bodies are fire, air, 
water and earth: of them fire always rises to the 
top, earth always sinks to the bottom, while the other 
two bear to each other a mutual relation similar to 
that of fire and earth—for air 1s the nearest of all to 
fire, water to earth. The whole terrestrial ® region, 
then, 1s composed of these four bodies, and it is the 
conditions which affect them which, we have said, 

cold and dry ; air of hot and wet ; fire of hot and dry ; water 
of wet and cold. De Gen. et Corr.u.3. Cf. Book IV. ch. 1, 
note a on p. 290. 

> 4.¢ below the sphere of the moon; cf. 339 b 5. 
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ARISTOTLE 
339 a 

eva Anmréov. éorw 5° ef dvdyKns OUVEXT}S obros 
Tails avw popais, WOTE mécav avrod 7H Uv aye 
KuBepracGar exeidev- obev yap 7 Tis Kujoews 
apy”) mow, exeivgy aitiay VOHLLOTEOY mpurTyy. 

25 mpos be ToUToLs 77 pev aidvos Kal Té)os ovK éxougs, 
TO romp Tis KiycEews, GAN’ det ev réAeu’ Tatra 
5 Ta oWpaTa mavro. TETTEPATLEVOUS OveornKce 
TomOUS aj Awv. WOTE TOY ovpBawovrev mepi 
avTov mip pev Kat yhv Kat Ta ouyyevh ToUTOLS 
ws €v tdns elder TOV yeyvopevay aitia ypn vouilesv 

30 (To yap dioKEtwevov Kal maoxov TooTov mpooayo- 
pevojev TOV TpdTOV), TO 8 OUTWS airiov és obev 
h THS Kwhoews apyyn, THY TOV adel KivOUMEevWY 
airiareov Suvapuy. 

1 som. Fobes: habent E@F,.,, Ap. 
np eememeiaannny 

@ I have translated dvvayis “ capacity for movenient ”’ 
because it 15 the capacity of the elements for movement, and 
50 for change and combination, which Aristotle seems to ‘have 
in mind, 

® The characteristics of cucular motion 
¢ Kach of the four elements has its ‘‘ natural place ” to 

which it has a natural tendency to move in a straight line 
F a 16-19 above). I have taken mpds 5€¢ rovros a 2k... 

AjAwy a 27 as a parenthesis in which the circular motion 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT 

The argument of this chapter is somewhat involved because 
Aristotle approaches the solution of rts main problem—the 
disposition of earth and fire in the terrestrial region—tn~ 
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are the subject of our inquiry. This region must be 
continuous with the motions of the heavens, which 
therefore regulate 1ts whole capacity for movement @ : 
for the celestial element as source of all motion must 
be regarded as firstcause. (Besides, the celestial ele- 
ment is eternal and moves in a path that 1s spatially 
endless but always complete,’ while the terrestrial 
bodies have each their distinct and limited regions). ¢ 
Fire, earth and the kindred elements must therefore 
be regarded as the material cause of all sublunar 
events (for we call the passive subject of change the 
material cause); while the driving power of the 
eternally moving bodies must be their cause in the 
sense of the ultimate source of their motion. 

of the celestial region 1s contrasted with the linea: motion of 
the terrestrial, linear motion lacking, according to Aristotle, 
the perfection of circular. The parenthesis may perhaps 
have a further implication. Left to themselves the four 
elements would each move to its natural place and come to 
rest; they have not done so because the celestial motion 
keeps them stirred up, as 1t were, to form the world that we 
know. Thus the celestial motion 1s apy} xwyjcews of the pro- 
cesses in the terrestrial region. The reference to natural 
places in the parenthesis may be intended to recall this and 
so to enforce the previous statement of the dependence of the 
terrestrial on the celestial region. 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

directly, by discussing certain other, though closely related, 
problems. It may be analysed as follows : 

1. There are four elements. Earth 1s comparatively small 
in bulk and hes, with water (seas, rivers, etc.), at the centre 
of the universe. What is the position of air? And, more 
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generally, what is the nature of the substance or substances 
that occupy the space between the earth and the farthest stars 
(339 a 33-b 16) ? 

2. The celestial region is composed of a devine Jifth element 
which we may rdentyfy with the traditional “ aether”’ (389 b 
16-30). So (a) the stars are not made of fire nor set 1n fire 
(839 b 30—340 a 3); (b) nor are the intervals between them 
full of air (840 a 3- 17). 

3. We are left with two problems - (a) the desposition of 
air and fire below this fifth element ; (b) how heat reaches us 
from the stars (840 a 17-22). (A discussion of (b) 18 necessary 
now the stars have been shown not to be made of fire and so 
not to be hot.) 

3 (a). Let us first deal with air, and approach the solution 
of our main problem by means of a discussion of the question, 
why do not clouds form in the oy da air as one might on the 
Face of it expect (840 a 22-82) ? 

839 a 88 ‘AvahaBovres obv Tas &€ apyns Oéces Kal TOUS 
etpnuevous TpOTEpov Stoptapous, Aéywwev mept Te 

35 THs TOD yadarros povracias Kal mepl KOLNTOY Kal 
Tav ddAAwv doa Tuyxaver ToUTOLS ovTa ouyyerh. 
Pape 57) 7p Kal dépa Kat 8wp Kal viv yiyve- 

s39b ofa €€ aAAjAwY, Kat ExaoToV ev ExdoTw drrdpye 
TroUTwy dSuvdpe., womep Kat THY aAAwY ols & Tt 
Kab TADTOV drdxevran, eis 6 6%) avadvovrar Eoyarov. 

Hpa&rov pev oby dmropyjcetev av Tus mept TOV Ka- 
Aovpevoy a dépa, Tiva Te xp7 AaBety avrod THY puow 

bev TO TEpLeXOvTe Koop THY yhv, Kal 7s exet 
TH dee mpos TaMa Ta Aeyopeva oToLyeta TOV 
COMLATIOV. 6 pev yap 8) Ths vis OyKos mdiKos a dv 
TUS ely mpos Ta TEpLEXOVTA peyeln, od« ddndov 
70n yap Orra, dua THv aoTporoyixayv Yewpnudrwv 

@74.¢.1n the De Caelo and De Gen. et Corr., to which re- 
ference has been made above. 
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(i) Introduction: any solution which wunpired that the 
whole region was full of avr, or arr-cum-vapour, would upset 
the balance of the elements unduly (840 a 32—b 8). 

(ii) Arzstotle’s own solution : 
a. The motion of the celestial sphere generates heat (which 

prevents clouds) 1n the part of the terrestrial nearest to wt 
(340 b 4-14). 8. There are in fact two strata in this region, 
an upper one of fire, a lower one of ar. So clouds will not 
form wn ut because wt contarns fire as well as air (840 b 14-82). 
y. The whole mass, fire and aur, must move round uth the 
motion of the celstral sphere ; and this would prevent cloud 
Formation (840 b 32—341 a 12) 

3 (b). a. The sun generates heat by ats motion, like a 
projectile, This alone is enough to account for all the heat 
an the terrestrial region (341 a 12-30). 

B. The fire that surrounds the terrestrial sphere ws some- 
He ala unwards by the motion of the heavens (841 a 
30-31 

Ler us then recall our initial assumptions and the 1 The pro- 
definitions given earlier,” and then proceed to discuss pune UE 
the milky way, comets, and other similar phenomena. space be. 
We maintain that fire, air, water and earth are earth and 

transformable one into another, and that each is ‘he farthest 
potentially latent in the others, as is true of all other 
things that have a single common substratum under- 
lying them into which they can in the last resort be 
resolved? 

Our first difficulty concerns what we call the aur. 
What are we to suppose its nature to be in the ter- 
restrial region? And what is its position in relation 
to the other so called elements of physical things? 
(For there is no doubt about the relative size of 
the earth and of the masses which surround it, as 
astronomical researches have now made it clear that 

>’ De Gen. et Corr. ii. 1, 43 De Caelo ni. 6, 7. 
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339 

nptv Ort qoAv Kat TOV dorpwy eviwy eAdrren € €or, 

10 U8aros de piow GuveoTnKUIAay Kal adwpiopel uy 
ov? dpdmev ovr’ evddyerar Kexwpioperny elvat rod 
TEpL THY ynv iopuevov owparos, olov Tay Te 
pavepav, Gaddrrns Kal TOTAMAY, Kav €b TL KATO 
Bd fous dn Aov qpiy éorw, TO Oe oy) peerage THs 
vis Te KaL TOY eoxdtew dorpwv TOTEPOV ev m 

15 vowworéov elvar cua thy pow } mAciw, Kav el 
mei, 7000, Ka expe 700 Sucbpuorar Tots TOTrOUs 5 
‘Hyiv pev obv elpnTau TpOTEpov repl Tou mpusrou 

orouxelov, moidy Tt THY Sdvapiv cor, Kal Odre 
mas 6 mEpl Tas diven dopas KdoWo0S éxetbou Tob 
ou)juaTos mAxpns éori. Kaul TAUTHV THY dd€av ob 

20 wdvov tuets TUYXavopev exovres, gpaiverar dé ap- 
yata Tus drrdAnius adrn Kal TOY mpdTEpov avOpas- 
Tw" oO yap Aeyopevos a.tOxp TroAauay elAnge vy 
mpoonyopiay, nv ’Ava€ayopas pev T@ mruph Tavrov 
Hyjoacbat jou doKel onuatvew: rd Te yep ave 
TAnpn Trupos elvan, KaKEivous" THY ext Siva 

25 aifépa Kahetv EVO[LLGED, tobro pev dpbas vopicas 
TO yap det dua gov aso. Kat Oetdv te thy ddow 
coikaow dmoAaBeiv, Kab Suabpucay dvopdlew aiGépo, 
70 Tovobrov ws ov odvdert THY Trap’ Hye TO adTd° 
od yap on dyooper Gma€ ovde dis 000 Oduyacts 
Tas auras bofas dvarvichetv yeyvopevas €v Tots 

30 avOpemrots, GAN’ aareipdKis. dooe 8€ wip Kabapov 
1 xdxeivous cl. Thurot: xdaxetvos codd. 

236. > De Caelor. 2, 3. 
¢ Cf. below 11. 9, 369 b 14 and +. Diels 56 A 43, is, 84. 
? As if ante were derived from def and Gey, with a play 

on 8eios as well. For this etymology cf. Plato, Cratylus 410 s, 
[Aristotle], De Jfundo 2, 392 a 5. 
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the earth is far smaller even than some of the stars ¢: 
while water we never see existing as a separate and 
distinct physical substance, nor can it so exist apart 
from the mass of it situated round the earth, by which 
I mean both that which we can see, for instance sea 
and rivers, and any that may be hidden from us 
underground.) But to return—are we to consider 
that one physical substance occupies the space be- 
tween the earth and the farthest stars, or more than 
one” And if more than one, then how many are 
there and what are the limits of the various regions 
which they occupy ? 
Now “we have already discussed the primary 2. The 

element and its properties, and explained why the (osn". 
whole region of the celestial motions is filled by that posed of the 
body.” This opinion moreover is one that we are not element, 
alone in holding, for it appears to be an ancient belief 
and one held by men in former times; for what 1s 
called the aether was given this name in antiquity. 
Anaxagoras seems to think that the name means the 
same as fire,“ since he considered that the upper 
regions are full of fire and that the ancients meant 
by “‘ aether ” the substance which fills them. In the 
latter belief he was nght. For men seem to have 
supposed that the body that was in eternal motion was 
also in some way divine in nature, and decided to call 
a body of this kind aether,? as it is different from all 
terrestrial things. For we maintain that the same 
opinions recur in rotation among men, not once or 
twice or occasionally, but infinitely often.? (a) On the Two other 

refuted. 
¢ For the doctrine of a recurrent cycle of knowledge c/. 

De Caelo 1. 3, 270 b 16, Met. A 8, 1074 b 1-14, Politecs vn. 9, 
1829 b 25: see also Jaeger, Aristotle, pp. 128 ff., and ef. 
ch. 14 below, note aon p 115. 
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elvai pact To TEpléyov Kal pny }ovov | 7a PEpopeva 
oobparo., TO be peTagd yas Kat TOV dorpuv dé po, 
Jewpyoavres av 70, vov Seucvdpeva, dud TOV pabn- 
pdtwv ixavds tows ay erravoavTo TAVTNS Tis 
TmavOuKhs dd€ns° Aiav yap amAoby Td vopilew pueK pov 

35 Tots peyéebeow elvar TOV Pepopevenv EKAOTOY, ort 
paiverau Jecwpobaw evredlev Huiv odTws. elpyTat 
pev ody Kal mpoTepov ev Tots mept Tov avw TOTrOV 
Dewpruc.cr Aéywpev dé Tov avrov Adyov | Kal viv. 

a40a €L yap Td. TE SiaorTHparo, mAnpn qupos Kal To ow- 
para ouveoTnKey €x mupds, 7aAau ppobdov av ay 
EKAOTOV TOV dAAwy aTouxetiuy. GAG. pny 9vo° dé- 
pos ye pdvou mip TmoND yap av bdrepBadAo THY 

5 lodrnTa THis Kow*js dvadoyias mpos Ta VOT OLX. 
owpara, Kay el dvo orouxeleuy arAnpns 6 peerage 
vis Te Kat odpavod Toros eoriy: ovdev yap as 
elarety poptov é THis yijs €or GyKos, ev @ ouvel- 
Aqarow wav Kat TO tod vdaTos mijbos, TOS 70 
TEpLeXOV péyeBos. op@sev 6 ovK €v ToooUTy 

10 Pea yuyvopevny THY DiTEpoXnY TOV OyKov, éTav 
ef U vo aTOS ainp yernrau Svaxpibevros 7 i) mip ef 6 aépos* 
dvdyien be TOV avTOV exe Adyov 6 dv Exer Td Tooovdi 
Kal pikpov vdwp mpos Tov €€ avTod yuyvduevoy 
aépa, Kal TOV mavra ampos 70 may vowp. Svapéper 
&° oddev od” el TUS pyoe pev py yryveobat Tatra 

15 €€ aAAj Aw, too HEVTOL THY Suvayuv elvau: KarTd. 
TooToV yap TOV Tpdmrov avayKn THY todryta Tis 
Suvdpews dadpyew Tois peyébcow atra&v, worep 

¢ Perhaps Heracleitus, as he 1s definitely referred to at 
b 34 (see note 6). 

> Heracleitus believed the sun was the size it looks to us, 
“ about a foot across **; Diels 22 A 1 (141, 12), 22 B3. 
14 
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other hand those* who maintain that not only the 
bodies in motion but also the element surrounding them 
are composed of pure fire, and that the space between 
the earth and the stars is filled by air, would perhaps 
have ceased to hold this childish opinion if they had 
studied what mathematics has now sufficiently 
demonstrated. For it is too simple to believe that 
each of the moving bodies is really small in size be- 
cause it so appears to us when we look at it from the 
earth.? The matter is one we have already discussed 
in our consideration of the celestial region,® but let 
us repeat the argument again here. If the intervals 
between the bodies were full of fire and the bodies 
also composed of fire each of the other elements 
would long ago have disappeared. (6) But neither 
can the intervals be full of air alone: for air would 
then far exceed its due proportion in relation to its 
fellow elements, even if the space between earth and 
sky were filled with two elements, as the bulk of the 
earth, including the whole mass of water, is, we may 
say, a mere nothing when compared in size with 
the surrounding universe. But in fact we see no such 
excessive disproportion of masses when air is formed 
by separation from water or fire from air: yet any 
small quantity of water of given volume must neces- 
sarily bear the same proportion to the air which is 
formed from it, as the total aggregate of air bears 
to the total aggregate of water. And this still holds 
even if you deny that the elements can be trans- 
formed one into another, but say that they have equal 
powers of action ; for on this argument certain quan- 
tities of them must be equal in powers of action just 

¢ De Caelo ii. 7 (stars and surrounding element not fire), 
ibid. u. 14, 297 b 30 ff. (the smallness of the earth), 
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> € ~*~ 

Kav ef yuyvoueva, €€ AAAHAWwY vafpyer. dru pev 
~ / obv ot7 anp ovTe mip aupmemAjnpwKe povov Tov 

? petagy Tomov, pavepov €are. 
Aowrdv 5é diaropioavras eimeity mas TéTaKTOL 

Ta Svo Mpos THY TO Tpwrov GwuaTos Béow, Aéyw 
~ / 

Sé dépa re Kal wip, Kat Sua riv’ airtay 7 Oepydrns 
amo T&v dvabev dotpwv ylyverar Tois mept Thy 

“ On / ~ viv rdémow. epi aépos ody eEimovres mpdrov, 
4 

womep vrebéueba, Aéywpev ovTW Kal wept TovTwY 
7waAwy. 

3 4 

Ei 81) yiyveras vdwp €€ dépos Kai dnp e& Bdaros, 
/ 

dud Tiva mor airiay od cuviorara, védyn Kara TOV 
~ \ “a ‘4 

dvw Témov; mpoojKe yap udddov dom mroppwreporv 
~ ~ A $ 

6 Tém0s THS ys Kat puypdrepos, b1a 7d pO” odtw 
mAnotov elvar TOv dorpwy Oepuadv dvrwv pyre TOV 

“~ 4 
amo THS ys dvakAwpévwr axtivwy, at Kkwdvovar 

a ~ ; ~ mAynoiov THs yhs ovvioracba, Siaxpivoveat TH 
Beppdrnt. Tas ovordoets yiyvovrar yap at Tdv 

~ 3 ; in ? 7 \ \ ? vehd@v abpoicers, od Arjyovaw 7d7 dia TO oyileoDas 
eig Gyaves at axrives. 

a“ Ss > 3 ¢ ~ DF / Ud H odv ot« &€ amavros Tod adpos mépuxev Bdwp 
> ~ 

ylyveobar, 7 €t dpoiws €€ Gravros, 6 TEpl THY yhv 
+) / >? ? ? 3 @ 3 / 4 - od pdvov ajp €or GAN otov arpis, 8.0 madw 

i ] ¢ > ‘ \ 3 ~ “\ ¢ 

ouvioTara. eis Vowp. GAA pV ei ToCODTOS MV 6 
dnp dias arpis €ort, dd€evev av Todd vrrepBarAcw 

¢ Of De Gen. et Corr, ii. 6, esp. 333 a 16-27, where Aris- 
totle argues that if the elements are mutually comparable 
(¢.g. by any form of measurement) they must be mutually 
transformable. For the reference to Empedocles see Diels 
31 B 17,1. 27. 

> This is a problem because Aristotle believes the stars 
16 
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as they would be if transformation were possible.* 
It is clear therefore that neither air nor fire fills the 
space between earth and the outermost heaven. 

It now remains for us to discuss and give our solu- 8. Two 
tion of two problems—what positions these two, BPwems. 
that is air and fire, occupy mm relation to that of the on of ar 
first element, and what is the cause of the heat that () heat’ 
reaches the places in the neighbourhood of the earth om stars. 
from the stars in the upper region Let us therefore 
deal with air first, as we proposed, and then proceed 
to deal with these problems. 

If water is produced from air and air from water, (@) ee 
why afe no clouds formed in the celestial region ? Uscussng” 
The farther the region from the earth and the lower the seston 
its temperature the more readily should clouds form clouds form 
there: and its temperature should be low because fy nacne” 
it is not so very near to the heat of the stars nor to might | 
the rays reflected from the earth, which by their heat “?** 
break up cloud-formations and so prevent clouds 
gathering near the earth—for clouds gather where 
the rays begin to lose their force by dispersion in 
the void. 

Hither then water is not naturally produced from () Intro- 
all air, or, if it 1s, what immediately surrounds the engitan: 
earth 1s not air simply but a sort of vapour which can 
condense into water again.° Butif the whole expanse 
of the air is all vapour, then the amount of the sub- 

(with which of course he includes the sun and planets) are 
not made of fire and so not hot: ¢/. note ¢ on p. 15 above. 

¢ Two alternatives: either there aie two strata of air, one 
(the lower) of which will condense and form clouds and one 
of which will not, or all air will condense but the stratum of 
air rmmediately round the earth contains an admixture of 
vapour so that clouds form more readily init. Cf. Alex. 11. 
31 f., Phil. ad 340 a 32. 
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TOO aepos pvars Kal 7 rob voOaTos, éimep TA TE 
duaornuara Tov dve mAjp eort TwoUATOS Tivos, 
Kat mupos poev addvarov dua TO KaregnpavOau dv 
raAda mavra, Acirerau S dépos Kab TOU mept THY 
yhv wacav voatos' » yap atyls vdaros SidKptois 
éorw. 
epi yey oby roUTwy nrropyate ToOTov TOV 

TpoTov" Hpets d€ Aéyeomev Gyo. mpos TE 7a, Aex8n- 
odpeve. diopicovres Kal mpos Ta viv elonueva. 70 
pev yap dvw Kat pexpr cehnvns erEpov elvat ob 
Popvev mupos TE Kal depos, ov pany GAN &v adr 
ye. TO pLev KaGapayrepov elvar to 8° Hrrov eiexcpwvés, 
Kat Siadopas é exew, Kal padre qh Karadyyer pos 
TOV dépa Kat ™pos TOV Tept THY yy Kdopov. 
Pepopevov 6é Too mpusrou orouxetou KtKhy Kad 
Tey ev aire owparoy, TO Tpooexes aet Too KdTw 
KOOLOV_ Kat odparos TH KUHoEL Svarpuvdpevov 
exmrupovr au Kal moved THY Oepudryra. bet be voetv 
ovTws Kal evredlev apfapevous. Td yap dao THY 
dive Tepupopay ome olov vAn Tus oven, kau du- 
vader Bepun Kat duypa Kal Enpa Kal dypda, Kal éoa 
aAAa. ToUTOLS dxodovbel 7d. Ns. yiyverau TOUT 
Kod éorw vm0 KUNOEDS. Kal dxunotas, HS THY 
aurioy Kal THY dpxny cipyxapev mpOTEpov. eri 
pev obv Tob pecou Kal rept TO peécov TO Bapirardy 
corw Kat puxporarov a dro KEK piLevov, 4) Kal vdup* 
mept d¢ Tabra Kal éxdpeva TovTw, ap te Kal 6 

« ©.T. takes this to refer to ‘the region between air 
properly so called and the moon ”’: s0 also Ideler (1. p. 346), 
This seems very unnatural. Alex., Phil. and Ol. all Pale 1 
to refer to the celestial region and the fifth element, as does 
also Heath, 4ristarchus, p 228: and 1 have followed their 
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stances air and water will be unduly large: for the 
spaces between the heavenly bodies must be filled 
by some substance, and if this cannot be fire because 
everything else would have been burnt up if it were, 
then it must be air and the water that surrounds the 
earth—for vapour is evaporated water. 

So much then for the difficulties involved—let us (i) Solv- 
now give our own statement of the matter with refer- 89:4 
ence both to what we have already said and to our sphere 
future discussions We maintain that the celestial pra 
region as far down as the moon is occupied by a body 
which is different from air and from fire, but which 
varies fn purity and freedom from admixture, and 
is not uniform in quality, especially when it borders 
on the air and the terrestrial region.? Now this 
primary substance and the bodies set in it as they 
move in a circle set on fire and dissolve by their 
motion that part of the lower region which is closest 
to them and generates heat therein. We are also led 8, Two 
to the same view if we reason as follows: The sub- ne Oe 
stance beneath the motion of the heavens is a kind 
of matter, having potentially the qualities hot, cold, 
wet and dry and any others consequent upon these ?: 
but it only actually acquires and has any of these 
in virtue of motion or rest, about whose originating 
cause we have already spoken elsewhere.* So what 
is heaviest and coldest, that is, earth and water, sepa- 
rates off at the centre or round the centre: immedi- 
ately round them are air and what we are accustomed 

interpretation, taking péyp: to mean “‘ down as far as ” and 
the odpa to be the fifth element. 

b> De Gen. et Corr. ii. 2-8. 
¢ Ibid. ii. 10, where the sun’s annual movement in the 

ecliptic is stated to be the efficient cause of terrestrial change. 
Cf, 341 a 19 below, and ch. 2, note c on p. 8. 
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Sua, ovrviBerav Kadoduev mip, odk éorr dé zip: 
rrepBodn yap Oepyod Kal olov Léow éori ro wip. 
GAAG Set vofaa Tod Aeyouevou bd” Hudv aépos TO 
pev rept THY viv olov Sypov Kal Oepyov elvau bud TO 
drpilew re Kat avabuptaow Exew ys, TO b€ daép 
Totro Geppov Hon Kal Enpdov. €orw yap arpidos pev 
duocis typov Kal puypdv,” avabuyidcews 8 Jepyov 
kat Enpov: kal gor atpis pév Suvdpet olov vdwp, 
dvabuptacis Sé Suvdpuer olov wip. Tod pév ovv ev 
7@ dvw tonw ph ovvicracbar vépn tadryy dirodn- 
aréov aitiay elvar, OTL ovK éveoTiv anp dvoyv adda 
paddrov olov mip. ovdev Sé KwdAver Kai dfa TV 
KUKAw dopav KwAvecIar ovvioracbar védyn év TH 
dvwrépw Ttom@: pely yap dvayKaiov dazavTa Tov 
KUKAW Gépa, doos fu) evTos THs TrEpidepetas Aap- 
Bdveroar THs amaptilovons wore THY yhv odat- 
poeioy elvar maoav: daiverar yap Kal viv y Tav 
dvewwv yéveots év Tots Ayvdlovor rémois THs is, 
Kal ovy drepBadAcy Ta mVvedpata Tov tinddv 
opav. pet dé KiKAw Sa TO ovvedeAkeoOa TH Tod 
GAov mepipopa. TO pev yap Trip TH dvw oroyely, 
T® 5é Tupt 6 dip ovveyys eorw: wore Kal bid. rhv 
Kivyow Kwdderar ovyKpiveodas eis Bdwp, add’ adel 

1 duypev EK, YB Ross, Aristotle, p. 109, n. 4, O.T., ef, 
Thurot: Geppdv Fobes cett. 

¢ T agree with Ross that the logic of the passage requnes 
yuxpdv here. The ‘‘ part of what we call air” immediately 
surrounding the earth is moist and hot because it is drpis 
(moist and cold) plus dvafupiacrs (hot and dry). 360 a 23 
speaks of drpis as wet and cold and 367 a 34 implies the same. 

e Gen. et Corr. 330 b 4 speaks of air as hot and moist, 
adding oloy drpis yap 6 dyjp. But I do not think this neces- 
sarily implies that drpis 1s hot and moist: air is ofov drys, 
not the same thing as dryis, and the present passage seems 
20 
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to call fire, though it i, not really fire: for fire is an 
excess of heat and a sort of boilmg. But we must 
understand that of what we call air the part which 
immediately surrounds the earth is moist and hot 
because 1t is vaporous and contains exhalations from 
the earth, but that the part above this 1s hot and dry. 
For vapour is naturally moist and cold * and exhala- 
tion hot and dry: and vapour 1s potentially like 
water, exhalation like fire. We must suppose there- 
fore that the reason why clouds do not form in the 
upper region 1s that 1t contains not air only but rather 
a sort of fire. At the same time there 1s no reason y. Motion 
why tMe formation of clouds in the upper region of" 2% 
should not also be prevented by the circular motion. 
For the whole encirchng mass of air must necessarily 
be in motion, except that part of 1t which is contained 
within the circumference that makes the earth a 
perfect sphere.? (Thus in fact we find that winds 
rise in low marshy districts of the earth, and do not 
blow above the highest mountains.) It moves in a 
circle because it is carried round by the motion of 
the heavens. For fire * is contiguous with the element 
in the celestial regions, and air contiguous with fire, 
and their movement prevents any condensation ; 

to umply that air combines the characteristics of druds and 
avaduyiacts, while the “ fire ” that surrounds it has those of 
dvabupiacis only: cf. Ross, Aristotle, pp. 109-110, and the 
note on the arrangement of the elements at the end of this 
chapter, 

> The earth is not a perfect sphere because of the moun- 
tains and valleys on its surface. The “ circumference that 
makes the earth a perfect sphere ” will have as its radius the 
distance from the centre of the earth to the top of the highest 
mountains. 

¢ 4.e. “what we are accustomed to call fire”: 340 b 22 
above. 
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6 tu dv Bapdvynrar pdptov adrod €xGABopevou eis 
cov dvw tomov Tot Oepuod Kdtw péperat, adAa 3° 
év péper cuvavadeperar T@ avalvpwwpyevw sup, 
Kal obTw auvexas TO pev dépos SiareAe? mAfpes dv 
76 8é mupds, Kal dei dAAo Kat dAdo yiyverat Exacrov 
aUTOV. 

Tlept pev odv tod pr ylyveobar védn pnd’ eis 
Bswp avyKpiow, Kal m@s Set AaPely epi rod 
peraéd rém0v THY doTpwv Kal THs yijs, Kat Tivos 
éorly omparos mAnpNs, ToCabra eipjatw. 

Tlept S€ ris yuyvoperys beppornros, Hv TrapéxeTar 
6 HAtos, waAAov prev Kal? éavTd Kat axpiBds év Trois 
wept aicOncews mpoojKer A€yew (md0os yap Tt TO 
Jepyov aicOnoeds ear), dua Tiva 8° airiav yiyverat 
py TovotTwy dvrwy éxeivwy thy dvoww, Aexréov Kai 
vov. dp@pev 51) rH Kivnow ore S0varar Svaxpivew 
TOV Gépa Kal ékrupotv, wore Kal Ta dhepopeva 
mKopeva daiverba, moAAdKis. Td pev ody yiyve- 
ofa. Thy dAdav Kat thy Oepydryra ixavy éeorw 
Tapackevdtew Kal 7 TO HAiov Popa p.ovov Taxeldy 
Te yop Sei Kat py TOppw elvar. 7 pwev ody TaY 
doTpwv rayxela pev moppw Sé, 7 Sé THS oEAHNS 
Karw prev Bpadeta dé: 7 Sé rod HAriov dudw Tratira 

-” 

¢ 4.¢. of fire surely, not “ air’ (O.T.). The point of the 
pa (a 5-9) is that the terrestrial region (outside the 
ighest mountains) has an upper layer of “‘ fire ” and a lower 

of “ air’ and that air and fire are in a constant process of 
change one into other. dAAa (1. 6) . . . awupi (1. 7) refers 
to the change into fire: so dA” del (1. 5) . . . déperas (I. 6) 
must refer to the change back to air or drpis (cf. O.T. note on 
Bapuvyrat, “i.e. becomes druis”’). Aristotle uses pdpov with- 
out further qualification because he is apparently thinking 
22 
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for any paiticle* that becomes heavy sinks down, 
the heat in it beg expelled and rising into the upper 
region, and other particles in turn are carried up with 
the fiery exhalation: thus the one layer is always 
and continually full of air, the other of fire, and each 
one of them is in constant process of transformation 
into the other. 

These then are the reasons why clouds do not form 
and why the air is not condensed into water, and this 
is the correct description of the space between the 
stars and the earth and the substance with which 
it is filled. 

a, A’separate and exact account of the heat gener- 3 () Heat 
ated by the sun’s action would be more in place in a that teaches 
treatise on sensation ? (for heat is a sensible quality) : due to two 
but we may explain now the reason why it is gener- 
ated although the heavenly bodies themselves are not 
naturally hot. We see that motion can raref'y and in- 
flame air, so that, for example, objects in motion are 
often found to melt. The sun’s motion is therefore in 
itself sufficient to produce warmth and heat: for to 
produce heat a motion must be rapid and not far off. 
The motion of the stars is rapid but far off: that of the 
moon close but slow: but the sun’s motion has both 
required characteristics to a sufficient degree. That 

of the substance, which fills the region, as a whole, and 
saying that any part of 1t that becomes heavy sinks, while 
other parts “ rise with the exhalation ”; so the region con- 
sists of two strata each constantly changing into the other. 
Thus air and fire are (a) mn constant circular motion, (5) nn 
constant process of mutual transformation. (6)1s presumably 
due to (a) (this I take to be the force of the dAAd 341 a 5), and 
the non-formation of clouds due to (a) and (6) and to (a) 
through (6). 

» No such account 1s to be found either in the De Anima 
or in the De Sensu. 
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oa dye (kavads. Td b€ paGAdov yiyverOar dua TH HAiw 
2 atte riv Oepporyta evAoyov, AauBavovras ro 

dwouv ék TV map Hiv yryvowevwy: Kal yap 
évratda trav Bia depopevwy 6 rAnoialwr anp 
pddora, yiyverar Oepuds. Kal robr’ etAdyws cvp- 
Baiver: uddiora yap 7 Tod arepeot Siaxpiver Kivynors 
adrov. Sia re Ta’rnv ody THY airtay adiKvetras 

30 mpos TévSe TOV TOmOv 4 Oepworns, Kal dua TO TO 
mepieyov mip tov dépa Siappaivecar TH Kwjoe 
moAAdKis Kat dépecbat Bia KaTw. 

Xnuetov 8 tkavov 6tr 6 dvw TdTos odK Eort 
Gepuos ob’ éxmemupwpévos Kat at dadpoftat Tov 
aorépwv. ékel pev yap od yiyvovTa, Kdrw dé: 
Kairo. Ta UaAAov Kivotpeva Kal GGrrov, éxmrupobras 
Oarrov. mpos Sé TovTous 6 yAtos, Gomep padvora 
elvat Soxel Oepuds, haiveras AevKos aA’ ov Tv- 
pwons wv. 

@ Cf. with this account De Caelo u. 7, 289 a 29 ff. The 
‘** air” which 1s ignited by the motions of the sun and stars 
is the fiery layer of air referred to above, 340 b 22 ff. It 1s 
described as teréxxavpa and as “ fie” in ch. 4 below, 341 
b 14 ff. The chief difficulty in Aristotle’s account seems to 
be that this “ air” is strictly speaking only in contact with 
the innermost of the spheres of the celestial region. Mr. 
Guthrie (Aristotle, On the Heavens, L.C.L. p. 179) suggests 

3 or 

NOTE ON THE STRATA IN ARISTOTLE’S 
UNIVERSE 

The following note on the arrangement of the elements and 
the stratification of the atmosphere in Aristotle’s natural 
philosophy may be useful at this point. 

1. The Elements. There are five elements. The fifth 
element is the material from which stars and planets and 
the spheres which carry them are made. These constitute the 
24 
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the heat is increased by the presence of the sun 1s 
easily enough explained by considering analogies 
from our own experience : for here too the air in the 
neighbourhood of a projectile becomes hottest. That 
this should be so is easily explicable, for the move- 
ment of a solid object disintegrates 1t most. This 
then is one reason why heat is transmitted to the 
terrestrial region.? 6 Another reason is that the fire 
which suirounds 1t is frequently scattered by the 
motion of the heavens and forcibly carried downwards. 

(A sufficient proof that the celestial region 1s not 
hot or fiery is provided by shooting stars For they 
do not %riginate there but in the terrestrial region : 
and yet the longer and more rapid 1ts movement the 
more rapidly does an object catch fire.’ A further 
proof is that the sun which appears to be the hottest 
of the heavenly bodies is bright rather than fiery in 
appearance.) 

that Aristotle perhaps ‘‘ saw a way of escape in the thesis 
that the fifth element exists in purity only at the outer 
extreme of the universe, and gets more and more con- 
taminated at its lower levels ” (¢f. above, 340 b 6). See also 
Heath, Aristarchus, p. 242. 

> And so if the celestial sphere could catch fire it would, 
as its motion 1s fastest of all. This last paragraph 1s an after- 
thought or footnote to the last section of the argument and 
has been omitted from the analysis at the head of the chapter. 

Celestial or Heavenly Sphere, the outermost layer of the 
Universe: Fig. 1, a (p. 26). Beneath the Celestial Sphere is 
the Terrestrial or Sub-Lunar Sphere (the moon being the 
mmnermost of the planets). Celestial and Terrestrial spheres 
are contiguous and the Celestial is the souce of motion in 
the Terrestrial: of. ch. 2 above, 339 a 21 ff. 

In the terrestrial sphere the fou: tez1estiial elements are 
arranged in concentric spherical strata, with earth at the 
centre (e) and water, air and fire above in that order (d, c, b). 
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But this stratification 15 not rigid. Dry land rises above 
water, and fire burns on the earth; and in addition all fom 

Fig. 1 

elements are in constant process of change one into the other 
(cf. De Gen. et Corr. ii. 4 and 341 a 5, with ch. 3, note a 
on p. 22, for the constant interchange of “ air” and “‘ fire ’’). 
The four concentric spheres represent, rather, the “ natura] 
places ’ to which each of the four elements naturally move 
and in which the main bulk of each 1s found. 

But “ air’ and “ fire” are still further analysed in terms 
of Aristotle’s theory of “‘ exhalations.’”’ This theory is men- 
tioned in this chapter, 340 b 238, and recurs constantly 
throughout the work: ¢g. ch. 4 and Book II. ch. 4. The 
earth when heated by the sun gives off two kinds of exhala- 
26 
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tion, one hot and dry, from the earth itself (the wveusarwSqs 
o1 xanvddns dvabvyiaos of ch. 4: often called dva@uyiacs 
simply), the other cool and moist, from the wate: on the 
earth (drpyis). The outermost terrestrial stratum (b) to which 
Aristotle often refeis as “ fire,” is, strictly speaking, com- 
posed of the hot-dry exhalation, which rises above the cool- 
moist: it is a highly inflammable material (dméxxavpa), 
which 1s the material of which shooting stars, etc. are com- 
posed (ch. 4 below) and which 1s igmted to produce the sun’s 
heat (341 b 10 and note a on p. 24). The inner shatum, “air,” 
1s composed of a mixture of the two exhalations, and is there- 
fore hot and moist: ¢/. 340 b 23 and ch. 3, note a on p. 90. 
It is the material from which cloud, 1ain, etc. are formed. 

2. Stratification of the Atmosphere. There are thus two 
main strata of what we may call the atmosphere, “ air” and 
** fire.” Sut within the sphere of air there are certain further 
differentiations. (a) Clouds cannot form beyond the tops 
of the highest mountains: for the air beyond them is carried 
round with the celestial motion and clouds cannot therefore 
form in it (340 b 32): ef. 361 a 22 for the celestial motion 
being imparted to air. (6) Clouds also cannot foim close to 
the earth, because the heat reflected from the earth prevents 
it (340 a 31). 
We thus reach an arrangement ilustiated in Fig. 2, where 

m-m-m are the mountain tops and the stratum a-a is the 
stratum in which clouds can form. 

Fig. 2 

But Aristotle is not always consistent and it is difficult to 
see where the calm region ‘‘ near the earth *’ in which haloes 
are formed (373 a 23) is situated. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT 

The subject of the chapter 1s “ burning flames, shooting 
stars, torches and goats,” different hinds of meteoric pheno- 
mena, with which Aristotle rightly classes so-called shooting 
stars (841 b 1-5). These are due to two causes. (1) There are 
two kinds of exhalation that rise from the earth, one vaporous, 
one dry and hot. The dry and hot erhalation 1s lighter and 
rises to the top, fornmng a sheath of “fire” round the 
terrestrial sphere, the more vaporous exhalation or “ air” 
lyung below tt. Though we must call it fire for lack of a better 
word vé 18 not fire in the ordinary sense, but rather a hind of 
inflammable material (éméxxavpa) (841 b 5-22). This nflam~ 
mable matertal ws lable, when set in motion by the celestial 

Tovrwv dé diwpropevwy, A€ywpev Oia tiv’? airiav 
at te hAGyES at KatdpEevat daivovTar Trept TOV od- 
pavov Kat of diabéovres aorépes Kal of Kadovpevot 
dd tuvwv Sadoi Kal alyes: radra yap way éoriv 
TO avTo Kat dia THY adryV aitiay, Siaddpa dé TH 
waAdov Kal Arrov. 

"Apxyy 5€ €orw Kal rovrwy Kat moAAdv dAdwv 
noe. Gepwawouerns yap THs yhs bad Tot HAtov 
TH avafuptacw avayKatov yiyvecbar py aTAqv, as 
gives olovTat, GAAG SurARv, THY ev aTuLOWseoTépay 
Tv S€ mvevpaTtwoeorépay, THY wev TOD ev TH yi 
Kal €mt TH yh bypot arpisa, thy 8 adbtiis rhs yas 
ovens Enpas Kamvadn Kal rovTwY THY pév TvEv- 
paradn émuroddlew dua TO Oepudcv, tiv 8 bypo- 
répav ddioracbar b1a 7o Bdpos. Kal 8a radra 
todrov Tov tpomov KeKdopnrat TO mépié> mp@rov 
pev yap bid Thy éyKdkdov dopdv éorw 76 Geppov 
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CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

sphere ammediately above wt, to burst into flames. The par- 
ticular hound of meteoric phenomenon produced depends on 
the postition, amount and consistency of the inflammable 
materral avatlable (841 b 22-85). (2) These phenomena are 
also caused by heat being ejected forcibly downwards by pres- 
sure, when aur condenses owing to cold (841 b 35—342 a 16). 
Cause (1) operates in the upper atmosphere, cause (2) an the 
lower. The direciton taken depends on the position, ete of 
the exhalad&ion, which 1s the materral cause in both cases, the 
efficient wn (1) being the heavenly motion, en (2) condensation 
(842 a 16-80). Ad these phenomena tahe place below the moon, 
as their motion shows (842 a 30-33). 

Havine laid down these principles let us now explain subject— 
what is the cause of the appeaiance of burning flames ena 
in the sky, of shooting stars and of what some people 
eall “ torches” and “ goats.” All these phenomena 
are the same thing and due to the same cause, and 
only differ in degree. 

Their origin, as the omgin of many other pheno- Caused (1) 
mena, is as follows. The exhalations that anse from boca 
the earth when it 1s heated by the sun must be not, 
as some think, of a single kind, but of two kinds ; one 
is more vaporous in character, the other more windy, 
the vapour arising from the water within and upon 
the earth, while the exhalations from the earth itself, 
which is dry, are more like smoke. The windy exhala- 
tion being hot rises to the top, the more watery 
exhalation being heavy sinks below 1t. And there- 
fore the region round the earth 1s arranged as follows : 
first, immediately beneath the circular celestial 
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ARISTOTLZ 

4 td a / ~ > 4 ‘ ‘\ A kal Enpdov, 6 Aéyomev Trop (avwvupov yap Ta Kowvov 
A / / 

él mdons THS Kamvadous Suaxpicews’ Opws de 
“~ / 

Sia ro pdAvora meduKdvas 7d ToLodrov exKaleaBar 
TOV CwpadTwr ovTws avayKatov ypholat Tots d6vd- 

¢€ 4 PS) A v4 4 ra > / 5 “A PS \ pacw), wrod Sé€ ravrnv rHv pvow arp. det $7 
vofjoat olov UmexKava TodTo 6 viv etmouev rip 

“~ fod ; 

mepireTaobas THs wepl THY yhv odaipas éoxarTor, 
wore piKpds Kiwioews TuxXov éxxateoPat modAdKis 

\ worep Tov Kamvev: EoTt yap 4 PACE mvevparos 
“~ / a On 4 ? ? vf € Enpot Céois. H av obv pddsora edKaipws exn 7 

rotavTn avoTaots, Grav Urd THs mepipopas KivynOy 
TWS, EKKQETAL. 

, > + \ 4 a ¢ / é Avadépa 8° 78n Kara rHv Tod brexkatpuaros How 
aN \ Ane ; ba \ \ r , a” \ ~ A 7) T6 TARGOS: av ev yap wAaTOs Exn Kal pHKos TO 

/ ~ bréxkavpa, ToAAdKs GpGrat Katouevyn PASE wWomep 
év dpovpa Katouevns KaAduns, eav 5é Kara pkos 
povov, of KaAovpevot Sadot Kai alyes Kat dorépes. 

9. \ / \ e / ‘\ \ o~ “\ [eav pev mAéov TO vréxKavpa } KaTa TO PHKOS 7H 
‘ / 1? N 2 9 t ef To mAaTos,) orav prev odv® aroomwOnpiln dpa 

Katdpevov (rodTro Se yiyverat Sia TO TapEeKTuU- 
~ 4 “~ potobar, Kara puKpa pév, em’ apyny dé), al€ KaAci- 
1 gay... wdAdros seclusi. 2 ofv N:: olov Fobes. 

@ Cf. 340 b 25-27 above, > Cf. 340 b 23 above. 
¢ I have bracketed dav pév (28) . . . 7d wAdros (29) as a 

gloss on xara pijxos (27). The words appear in all the mss. 
and in Phil. and Alex. with some variations (v. Fobes’ 
apparatus): but they are not required by the logic of the 
passage and only serve to give it a rather confused appear- 
ance (cf. Ideler 1. pp. 368-370). They do in fact explain the 
meaning of xara pijxos, which is a somewhat odd phrase, 
but which must mean, I take it, “‘ with greater length than 
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motion comes a warm and dry substance which we 
call fire* (for we have no common name to cover 
every subspecies of the smoky exhalation: but 
because it is the most inflammable of all substances, 
we must adopt this nomenclature) ; below this sub- 
stance comes air. Now we must think of the substance 
we have just called fire as extending round the out- 
side of the terrestrial sphere like a kind of inflammable 
material, which often needs only a little motion to 
make it burst into flames, hke smoke: for flame is 
the boiling up of a dry current of air.2 Wherever then 
conditions are most favourable this composition 
bursts infto flame when the celestial revolution sets 
it in motion. 

The result differs according to the position and whose 
quantity of the inflammable material. If it extends Govent 
both lengthwise and breadthwise we often see a causes 
burning flame of the kind one sees when stubble is Seno miae 
being burnt on ploughland : if it extends lengthwise 
only, then we see the so-called torches and goats and 
shooting stars. When ° it throws off sparks as it 
burns (which happens when small portions of matter 
catch fire at the side but in connexion with the main 

breadth *’—as we talk of a ‘‘ long ” object: so Alex. 21. 1 b 
(ef. Phil. 59. 20, 23) interprets it. The bracketed words 
might have been a gloss to explain an odd phrase and have 
found their way into the text later. If we omit them, and 
read ody in 1. 29 with N, we have a passage whose logic is 
fairly clear, and which may be analysed as follows: (1) dy 
pev yap mAdros éyn Kat ufos, (25). . Padé (2) éav Sé xara 
piKos povov (27). . Sadol Kal alyes Kai dorépes, (a) Grav 
pev ody (29)... alg, (b) Grav 8 dvev rovrov (32). . dards, 
(c) éav 8¢ (33) . dorépes The omitted clause 1s thus quite 
unnecessary to the logic of the passage, which it merely 
serves to confuse by repeating what has already been stated 
in Kara wiKos. 
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341 b 

~ / , 

rat, orav & dvev rovrou Tod mafous, dards. éav 
Sé ra pep’ THs davabupsdcews KaTa puLKpG TE Kal 
modAayy Sveorappeva 7 Kat Guowws Kara, TAaTOS 

35 Kal Babos, ot SoKobdyres aorépes Sudrrew yiyvovras. 
‘Ore pev odv dbrd THs Kwioews 7 avabvpiaors 

éxkaropern yerva avra> dré 6€ bo Tot Sia THY 
42a Wve ovviotayevov adpos éxbAiBerar Kat exkpive- 

Tat TO Geppov, O10 Kai €ouxev 7 dopa pier paAdov 
adra@v, GAN odK éxxatoe. amophoce yap ay tts 
mérepov womep % Umd TOUS AUyVoUS TiMELEeVy ava- 

5 Ouptacis aro THs dvwhev ddoyos dare. Tov Kdrwhev 
Adyvov (avpaorh yap Kai TovTov 7 TaxUTHS EoTLW 
Kal duoia pier, aA”? ot~x ws aAdAov Kal dAdAov 
yuyvopevov mupos), 7 piers Too avrod Tuvos ou) 
pards elow at dvadpopat. eouxe 82) du’ dudw: Kal 
yap oUTWS WS 7H amo TOD AdYVoU yiyveral, Kat Evta, 

10 dua 7d exOAiBeoPat pimretrat, womep ot ek TeV 
SaxruAwy muphves, wore Kal eis THY yhy Kal eis 
thy Odrarrav paiveoba mimrovrTa, Kat vUKTWP Kab 
pel” hudpav Kat aiOpias ovoyns. KaTw bé purretrau 
dua TO THY MUKVWOW eis TO KaTW péTELY THY aT- 
whotcav. 816 Kal ot KEepavvol KdTw mimtovaww* 

15 TavTWY yap TOUTWY 7H yéveots ODK ExKavois GAN’ 
exkptats UT0 THs exOAubeds ear, émel KaTa duow 
ye TO Deppov avw réduxe hépeoBan wav. 

1 népn Kear m 1 U8 N Ideler: pjen Plp Fobes. 
ed ¢/ 2 rod mupds dvw depopévov xara dvauv post aimrovow 

habent Pl Fobes: om, codd. 

* So the O.T., following Alex. 21. 20, Phil. 59. 37 ff. 
Ideler and Saint-Hilaire take the words to mean “ when 
consumed bit by bit, but entirely.” 

’ I have omitted the words roi mupds . . . dvow (v. ert. 
note) because they do not seem to add anything to the passage. 
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body @) it is ealled a goat: when this characteristic 
is absent 1t is called a torch: and if the parts of the 
exhalation are broken up small and scattered in man 
directions both vertically and horizontally, then what 
are commonly thought to be shooting stars are pro- 
duced. 

Sometimes then the exhalation produces these ? By con- 
oe j ensation 

phenomena when ignited by the heavenly motion. of air. 
But sometimes heat is ejected by pressure when the 
air contracts owing to cold; and then they take a 
course more like that of a projectile than of a fire. 
For one might be uncertain whether shooting stars 
are the fesult of a process like that in which, when 
one lamp is placed beneath another, the exhalations 
from the lower one cause it to be ht from the flame 
of the upper (the speed with which this takes place 
is extraordinary and resembles the action of a pro- 
jectile rather than of a train of fire), or whether again 
they are caused by the projection of a single body. 
Probably both causes operate, and some of these phe- 
nomena are produced in the same way as the flame 
from the lamp, others are shot out under pressure, 
as fruit stones from the fingers. And we see them 
falling onto the earth and into the sea, both at night 
and by day, from a clear sky. They are shot down- 
wards because the condensation which propels them 
has a downward inclination. For this reason thunder- 
bolts too fall downwards: for all these phenomena 
are produced not by combustion but by projection 
under pressure, since naturally all heat tends to rise 
upwards.? 

Aristotle says the same thing in Il. 15-16, which surely makes 
the words superfluous here: and Pl seems the only authority 
for them. 
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42 

ia “Oca pev odv [paAdov]}* ev TH avw® ré7qw ovr- 
lorarat, exKaomerns yiyverar Ths avalvuyuwacews, 
doa, Sé KaTwrepov, éxxpiwwopevns Sia TO ouvievan 

20 Kat udyecBar tiv byporépay avabupiaow: atry 
yap auviotca Kal Kdtw pémovoa amwie? muKvov- 
pévyn Kal Kdtw Trovet ToD Depyod Thy piu: dia Be 
TH Ogow Ths avaluusdcews, Omews av TUX] KELLEry 
tod wAdTous Kal tot Babous, odTw héperar 7 avw 
 Kdtw } «ig TO TAdyiov. Ta mAEctoTa 8 Eis Td 

25 TAdytov Sud TO SV0 hépecbar dopds, Bia pev KdTw, 
dice. 8 dvw mdvra yap Kata THY SdidpeTpov 
déperar Ta Towra. did Kat Tov diabedvrwy 
datépwy % mActorn Aor yiyverar dopa. 
Tdvrwy 8) rovtwr aitiov as pev vAn } avabv- 

piacis, ws 5é€ TO Kivodyv Ore pev 7 dvw dopd, oré 
305° 4 Tov dépos ovyKpivopevov mpéis. amdvra Se 

Katw Tadra oedjvns yiyverat. onpetov &° 4 dawo- 
pevn avtdv rayvtTys dpoia otea Tots tp Hudy 
pirtoupevois, & dia TO mAnciov elvar Hudv Todd 
doxel TH Taye: mapadrAdrrew doTpa TE Kat Aor 
Kal oeAnvny. 

1 w&dov om. E Ap Ol: habet Fobes. 
2 dvw E XY Ol: dvwrdrw Pl Fobes: dvwrépw Ap. 

¢ On the readings in 1]. 17 the O.T. has the following note : 
“Omit p@dAov and read dvw with E and the lemma in 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT 

The aurora borealis 1s due to the condensation of ar. This 
may produce the phenomena mentioned in the last chapter ; 
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When therefore formation takes place in the upper Summary 
part of this region, the phenomenon is produced by 
combustion of the exhalation * : when in the lower, 
by ejection consequent upon the condensation and 
cooling of the more humid exhalation, which inclines 
downwards when it condenses and as it contracts 
propels the heat and causes it to be shot downwards. 
The motion is upwards, downwards or sideways ac- 
cording to the position of the exhalation and whether 
it happens to lie vertically or horizontally. The 
motion is most often sideways because it is a com- 
bination of two motions, an impressed motion down- 
wards and a natural motion upwards, and bodies under 
these conditions move obliquely.? Therefore the 
movement of shooting stars is commonly transverse 

The material cause then of all these phenomena 
is the exhalation, the moving cause in some cases the 
celestial motion, in others the condensation of the air 
as it contracts. And all of them take place below the 
moon : a proof of which 1s the fact that the speed of 
their movement is comparable to that of objects thrown 
by us, which seem to move much faster than the 
stars and sun and moon because they are close to us. 
Olympiodorus. pa@Adov and the superlative dvwrdrw are ex- 
planations of dvw.’’ So also is Alex.’s dvwrépw. 

* As Thurot (p. 89) points out, Aristotle’s mechanics here 
are at fault. 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

but may also, when wt takes place to a lesser degree and when 
the air 2s also lit up by reflectron, produce the various pheno- 
mena of the aurora. 
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(The 0.T. supposes that the chapter deals with “* phenomena 
of cloud coloration.” Ideler says it deals with the aurora 
and produces evidence that this can be seen as far south as 

, / } v4 > , Dalverat S€ wore aumordyeva voKrwp aibpias 
~ ~ e / 

ovens 7odAd ddopara év TH odpavg@, olov yacpuara 
” 

re Kat BdOuvor Kal aiwarwdy xypwpara. attiov dé 
/ > 

émt ToUTwY TO avTO* émel yap davepds eam ovv- 
“~ ‘ taTdevos 6 avw dnp wor exmupodabar, Kal Thy 

/ 4 

éxmpwow oré pev ToravTyny yiyveobar wore prdya 
~ / ¢ \ A e \ , A Soxeiv KaleoOa, dTé 5é ofov Sadrovs PépecOar Kai 

, 

dorépas, ovdev dromov «i xpwparilerat 6, abros 
a \ 

ovTos ap ovrviorduevos travTodamas xpdas' bia 
Té yap muKVoTéepou Siadawvdpevoyv EAarrov dds Kal 

¢ \ A f dvdkAaow dexdpevos 6 anp mavrodama ypwpara 
/ / 5 “\ “ \ moujoe, pddiora dé dowixodiv 7% mopdupoby, did 

~ 3 o~ ~ 

To Tatra pdAvora €K Tot mupwdovs Kal AEevKod 
‘ paiveoba: pevyvupevwy Kara Tas emimpocbjo«s, 

olov avioxyovTa Ta aoTpa Kal Sudpeva, dav H Kata, 
~ “a , o~ Kal dud. Kamvod powiKd paiverar. Kal TH avakrAdoer 

dé ToUjoel, Grav TO EvomTpOV % TOLODTOY WoTE jL1) 
\ on 2 A ~ ~ TO oxfpa aAda TO xpGpa SéyecOar. Tod 8é 1) 

‘ é ~ ~ moAdy xpovov peévew radra % ovoracts aitia rayela 
ovo. 

\ A A > ? ~ \ > Ta b€ xdopara avappynyvupevov toi dwrds ék 
~ ‘ / “ “A Kvavod Kat péAavos motel te Babos éyew Soxeiv. 

AA é 3° 3 o~ 4 4 4 3 / modAdkus 5° €x Tv ToLOvTWY Kali Sado éxmirrovaw, 
¢ o~ ra) a 6rav ovyKpiO7 padAov- sundry 8 ers ydopna Soret. 

@ [ have translated ovvictacda: etc. “ condense,” “ con- 
densation ”’ (with O.T.) because 1t seemed to make the best 
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Gfreece and so might be hnown to Arvstotle (1. p. 374) + Heath, 
Atistarchus (p. 243), also supposes Aristotle 1s referring here 
to the aurora.) 

Sometimes on a clear night a number of appearances 
can be seen taking shape in the sky, such as “‘ chasms,”’ 
‘trenches ”’ and blood-red colours. These again have 
the same cause. For we have shown that the upper 
air condenses @ and takes fire and that its combustion 
sometimes produces the appearance of a burning fire, 
sometimes of “torches” or stars in motion ; itis there- 
fore to be expected that this same air in process of 
condensation should assume all sorts of colours. For 
light penetrating more feebly through a thicker 
medium, and the air when it permits reflection, will 
produce all sorts of colours, and particularly red and 
purple - for these colours are usually observed when 
fire-colour and white are superimposed and combined, 
as happens for instance in hot weather when the stars 
at their rising or setting appear red when seen through 
asmoky medium. The air will also produce the same 
effects by reflection, when the reflecting medium is 
such as to reproduce colour only and not shape. The 
cause of the brief duration of these phenomena is 
that the condensation lasts for a short time only. 

Chasms have an appearance of depth because the 
light breaks out from a dark blue or black back- 
ground. Similar conditions often cause the fall of 
‘torches ’”? when there 1s a greater degree of con~ 
densation : but while the process of contraction is 

sense. The word can bear this meaning (cf. 342 a 1), and 
auxvorépou 1. 5 and cvyxp.6F 1. 17 seem to indicate that it bears 
it here. 

The atriov .. . 76 adrd of the previous sentence must then 
refer to cause (2) of the last chapter. 
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842 b Ld 3 ~ / t \ 4 a“ ddws & &v tH pedave 7d AevKdv ToAAds srovet mow- 
KiAias, ofov » PAE ev TH KarrvG. Nuwepas pev odv 

206 Atos KwAdvet, vuKTos 8 Ew TOU GowwiKod Té, 
dAAa 5.” cudyporay od daiverau. 

Tlepi pev odv t&v StabedvTwy aorépwy Kai Tdv 
éxmupoupevwv, etre 5€ Trav dAdwy Trav ToLwovTwy 
dacudrwyv daa trayelas moira, Tas pavracias, 
ravras troAaBeiv det Tas aittas. 

ee Rae 

@ Thurot (p. 90) finds these words (cuudv . . . Soxe? ll. 17- 
18) ‘* unintelligible,” and suggests reading ouridy Sé ti <Pdbuvos 
elvar 76> ydopo Soxet, a suggestion which the O.T. adopts and 
translates “When the ‘chasm’ contracts 1t prebents the 
appearance of a ‘trench.’ ”’ This has the advantage that it 
provides us with a definition of the Bdé@uvor in 342 a 36, which 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT 

Comets. .d. Previous mews stated and criticized. (1) An- 
axagoras and Demoeritus—Comets are due to a conjunction of 
planets (842 b 27-29). (2) (a) The Pythagoreans beltere thai 
comets are a planet which only appears at long intervals (842 b 
29-35). 2 (b) Hippocrates and Aeschylus agree, but suppose 
that the tail is due to reflection of the sun in morsture attracted 

a4ap25 Ilept d€ rv Kounrav Kal roo Kadoupévov yd- 
Aaxtos Aéywyev, Siatrophoavres mpds Ta Tapa TOY 
GAAwy eipnuéva mp@rov. 

>A / \ * \ A / / ‘y vafayopas wer odv Kat Anudxpirds daow elvat 
\ / vA “~ i TOUS KOUNTAS OUUdacw TV TAaviTw dorépwy, Sray 

4 \ - 
dua 70 mAnotov eAbety ddEwou Ouyydvew adAjrwv. 

~ > ~ 

30 Tév 8° "Iradikdv tives Kadovpéevewv Tubayopetwr 
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goimg on achasm appears.” In general, white thrown 
on black produces a variety of colours, as does flame 
on smoke. In the day time the sun prevents their 
appearance, at night all other colours except red are 
lost because they provide no contrast with the back- 
ground of darkness. 

These then must be assumed to be the causes of 
shooting stars and fires and of other such phenomena 
whose appearance 1s of brief duration ® 
otherwise remain unmentioned. But it 1s not unlike Aristotle 
to leave them unmentioned, particularly as they are so 
evidently similai to xdouara; and I have accordingly left 
the text as it stands in Fobes, and taken cvrdv to mean the 
same as ovviordyevos. This when read in conjunction with 
the first part of the sentence makes good sense. 

» These last words sum up the contents of chs. 4 and 5. 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

by the comet. and add further explanations of its infrequent 
appearance (342 b 35—343 a 20). All these views are an- 
correct : errticusms, (1) of 2 (a) and (b) (848 a 20-b 6), (IT) 
of 1 and 2 jointly (848 b 7-25), (Z77) of 1 (843 b 25—344 a 2), 

With this chapter cf Heath, Aristarchus, pp. 243 ff 

Our next subjects are comets and the so-called milky 
way. First let us examine the views of others on 
these subjects 

1. Anaxagoras * and Democritus » say that comets Previous 
are a conjunction of planets, when they appear to 1 Anaxa- 
touch each other because of their nearness. Secor 

. emocritus 
2 (a). Of the Italian schools some of the so-called 9 (4) whe 
ee ; Pytha- Diels 59 A 81: A I (in. 6. 3). > Ibid. 68 A sa ; saroant. 
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842 b ad / 9 5 *” r ; 4 P 3 a 

EeVa Aéyovow QUTOV €lLVAtL TWY TAAL HTL aOTEPWY), 

GAAG Sud TroAAoG Te xpdvou tiv gdavractav adrod 
elva. Kat rHv daepBodnv emi puxpdv, Omep cup- 
Balves kat wept tov Tod “Eppod aorépa: dia yap 70 
pixpov emavaBaivewy moAAas exAeirer Paces, wore 

35 Oud xpdvov daiveoar zroAdod. 
TlapamAnciws S€ rovrows Kat ot mept ‘li7o- 

3488 KpaTynv Tov Xiov Kat Tov palnryv adrod AioydAov 
anedyvavto, TAnv thy ye Kounv ovK e€€ atrod 
dacw éxew, GAda mAavapevov did TOV TdzoV 
éeviore AapPavew avakaAwperns THs HueTépas dibews 
amo THs éAKopévns bypdTnros bm’ adrob mpos Tov 

5 HAvov. dua dé TO drodcizecfa. BpadvTara TO 
xpdvy Sa mAciorov ypovov daivecba t&v dAdwy 
doTpwv, ws étav ex tadTod havi diroAcAcrpmevov 

@ Diels 42. 5. 
> The mathematician. Heath, Greek Maths. 1. pp. 182 ff; 

Diels 42. 5. ¢ Ibid. 
@ We normally speak only of the object being reflected by 

the mirror to the eye: Aristotle here speaks of the sight 
(dys) being reflected by the muror to the object. Fig. 1 
ulustrates this theory of Hippocrates and Aeschylus (I have 
followed Alex. 27 and Phil. 77). 

¢ Two reasons are given for the infrequent appearance of 
comets. (1) The planet ‘1s slowest of all in falling behind ” 
(uw. note f). (2) It does not acquire a tail, and so appear as a 
comet, in every region of the sky, but only when its couise 
hes towards the north. 

? drodetreoOas 1s the ordmary word for the apparent retro- 
grade motion of the planets, which seem “ to fall behind ” 
the motion of the fixed stars. And early cosmologies sup- 
posed that this was in fact what happened, the stars moving 
more que than the planets, which were consequently left 
behind and so appeared to have a “‘ backward” motion of 
their own (Heath, wlristarchus, pp. 108-109; Cornford, 
Plato's Cosmology, p. 112; Alex. 27.13). Alex. (27. 165 ff.) 
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Pythagoreans @ say that a comet is one of the planets, 
but that 1t appears only at long intervals and does 
not rise far above the horizon. This is true of Mercury 
too; for because it does not rise far above the honzon, 
many of its appearances are invisible to us, and so it 
is only seen at long intervals of time. 

2 (6). Hippocrates ® of Chios and his discrple 2 (6) Hip- 
Aeschylus * held views similar to this. But they Powte 
maintain that the tail does not belong to the comet Aeschylus. 
itself, but that it acquires it when in rts passage 
through space it draws up moisture which reflects 4 

—_ -” —_ —_ — =o 

~~ 
oo — — ~~ 

KOMATNS 

vyporns 
oe 

f 

Fig. 1 

Sun’s image reflected in moisture produces appearance 
of comet’s tail. 

our vision towards the sun. It appears at longer 
intervals than any of the other stars * because it is 
the slowest of all in falling behind the sun,’ and when 
it reappears again at the same point it has completed 

takes this to be the meaning of the word here. But it 1s 
difficult to see how this could account fo: the comet-planet 
appearing more seldom; indeed, as Philoponus (79. 27) re- 
marks, 1 would have the opposite effect. He accordingly 
supposes (78) that dmoAeiwecfar here means not “‘ fall behind 
the stars ’’ but “* fall behind the sun ”’ ; and that this accounts 
for its rare appearance, because it remains for a long time 
too close to the sun to be visible. The analogy with Mereury, 
one of the slowest planets on this view, thus gains point 
(Phil. 79. 35). Ideler (1. p. 385, quoting Vicomercatus) and 
Heath (p. 2438) follow Philoponus. 
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aie Tov €avTood KUKAOV* BaroAcirrecOat 8’ adrov Kal 
mpos apKTov Kai mpds voTov. év ev odv TH weraky 
cénw tdv tpomKav ody éAxew TO vdwp pds 

10 €avrov Sua TO KeKadobar bd THs TOD HrLov dopas: 
apos Sé¢ vorov Grav gépynrar, Sarpidecay pev éxew 
Ths TowavTns voridos, aAAd Sia TO puKpov elvas ro 
brép THs ys TuAwa Too KUKAOV, TO S€ KaTW TIOA- 
AamAdctov, od Sivacba Thy ddbw rdv avOpdmwv 
dépecba KkAwpevyv mpos Tov yALov ovTEe TH Tpo- 

1b TUK@ Tomy TAnoidlovros ob’ emt Jepwvats rpomais 
évros TOO HAiov: Sidmrep év TovTOLS pEVv TOlsS Tér7oIS 
ov ylyveo$ar Kounrnv adrdv: Grav dé mpos Bopéay 
brodeibbels TUN, AapBaverw Kdunv dia TO weyddAnv 
elvoar Tv mepipeperay Thy avabev rod dpilortos, 
To 5€ KdtTw pépos Too KUKAOU puKpdv’ padiws yap 

20 THY oxy TOV avOpwmewv adixvetobas ToTE TpPOS TOV 
nALov. 

Tl@ow 8€ rovrows Ta ev Kowh ouprimrer Aéyew 
adduvara, Ta Sé yuwpis. 

IIp@rov pev ody tots Adyovow ért tev mravw- 
pévwv eotiv els dorépwv 6 Kopnrns: ot yap mAa- 
vwpevor ravres ev TH KUKAW UiroAEcimovTaL TH THY 

25 Cwdiwv, Kopyra. 5é aoAAot éwpayévor eloly &w 
TOTe 

1 yorm Ey Horr : rpomixd otre r vote Eree : TpomiKg® ore 
yori 

TH vote YW: rpomud F: vorip rémy Pl: (voriov yuépous Ap). 

* It 1s visible only for a short period and must complete 
its ‘‘ backward ” orbit and come back to the same relative 
position before it is visible again. 

? Though the text is uncertain it seems clear what the 
meaning must be. When the planet’s course falls south of 
the tropics, then, though there 1s plenty of moisture, reflection 
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its backward orbit.* It falls behind both to the north 
and to the south. In the zone between the tropics 
it cannot draw up water to itself because the sun in 
its course dries up that whole region. In its south- 
ward course it finds plenty of the requisite moisture, 
but as only a small segment of its course 15 visible 
above our horizon, the greater part of 1t being below, 
human vision 1s incapable of being reflected as far as 
the sun either when it approaches its southern limit 
or at the summer solstice.’ In these regions therefore 
it does not become a comet. But when it falls behind 
towards the north, then it gets its tail because the 
segment of its course that is above the horizon 1s a 
large one, and the arc of its circle below the horizon 
small, and when this is so, human vision can easily 
reach the sun by reflection. 

There are impossibilities in all these views, some 
of which apply to all, others to some only. 

(I) Let us first deal with those who say the comet Cntiasms : 
is one of the planets. (i) The planets all fall into ae 
retrogradation within the zodiac circle, but many goreans, 

: * .” dippocrat comets have been seen outside that circle. (ii) Again, an 
is impossible, either when the sun approaches the southern sini aii 
or the northern lhmuit of its course. We have the northern 
in the summer Solstice (Oepivais rpomais 1.15); and the words 
tpomx@ rom should define the southern, but as they stand 
hardly do. vérqw or voriw appears in Some MSS., and some 
phrase with one or the other would give the necessary sense. 
But it 1s difficult to see exactly what the reading should be. 
(Thurot’s note here (p. 90) seerns to rest on a misunderstand- 
ing. Ll. b 4-7, to which he refers, can have no relation to this 
passage, which states the conditions under which comets do 
not appear: b 4-7 deals with conditions under which they 
do and should be related to a 17-20 The view that comets 
cannot appear in the south at the summer solstice 1s not in- 
consistent with the view that they can appear then in the 
north.) 
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more than one comet has frequently appeared at 
the same time (an) Besides, if they owe their tails 
to reflection, as Aeschylus and Hippocrates say, the 
star in question should sometimes appear without its 
tail, since it falls into retrogradation in several regions 
but does not have a tail in all of them @; but in fact 
no planet has been seen other than the five, and all 
of these are often visible in the sky together above 
the horizon, and comets have appeared with equal fre- 
quency both when all the planets are visible and when 
some are not, being too close to the sun. (iv) Nor 1sit 
true that comets only appear in the northern part of 
the sky when the sun is at the summer solstice.? For 
the great comet, which appeared about the time 
of the earthquake in Achaea® and the tidal wave, 
rose in the west.? And there have been many in the 
south. And when Euclees, son of Molon, was archon ¢ 
at Athens, there was a comet towards the north in 
the month Gamelion’ about the time of the winter 
solstice : and even the upholders of this theory are 
prepared to admit that reflection at such a distance 
is impossible 

(II) Objections which apply both to those who qa) Apply- 
hold this theory and also to those who suppose comets [3g 4 
are due to conjunction of two planets are (i) that some 
of the fixed stars have tails. And for this we need 
not rely only on the evidence of the Egyptians who 
say they have observed it ; we have observed it also 
ourselves. For one of the stars in the thigh of the 

northern part of the sky ; the further condition “ and at the 
summer solstice ’’ was omitted. 

¢ 373-372 w.c. Also referred to at b 18, 344 b 34, 368 b 6. 
4 Lit. ‘‘ towards the equinoctial sunset,” cf. ch. 13 below 

and Heidel, Frame of Greek Maps. 
e 4927/6 B.C. ? Jan.—Feb. 
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343 b 

20 

30 

35 

ARISTOTEF 

Kuvds GoTip Tis éoxe KouNY, auaupay perro 
dreviCovow pev yap eis avrov aduvdporv éyiyvero 
76 héyyos, TapapA€émovor 5° jpéua rHv oyu aéov, 
mpos dé TovToLs amavres of Kal” Huds Mppevor dyev 
Sicews Hdavicbnoay ev TH vmrep Tod dpilovros 
comm arropnapavievres KaTa pLKPOV OUTWS, Wore 
pre évos dorépos droherpOivan o@ 0. pare TA«i6- 
vu, eel Kal 6 péyas aoTnp TEept ob mpdrepov 
éuvyabnev edavn pev xeys@vos €v mdyots kal 
aibpiaus ad’ éorépas, emi “Aoreiouv apyovros, Kal 
TH wev TpwTY OVK WHEN ws mpodeduKWs TOD HAiov, 
7H 8 torepaia whbn- dcov evdéverau yap eAdycorov 
bredeibOn, Kat evOds ev 7d Bé heyyos amérewe 
péxpt Tod Tpirov pépous Tov odpavod ofov dAua™: 
510 Kal éxAjnOn dd0s. éemraviAbe Sé expe Tis Cavys 
tot "Opiwvos, kai évravbot SiedAvOn. 

Kairo. Anpoxpirés ye mpoomedidoveiknkev Tf 
ddén TH adtod: dno yap dplas Stadvoyevav rdv 
KounTav aorépas rivds. Tobro dé ody dré pev 
edet yiyveobar dré dé ov, GAN’ Gael. mpos Se Tov- 
Tos Kat ot Aiyvariot dact Kal rdv tAavyTev Kal 
mpos avTovs Kal mpos Tovds amAavets yiyveoba 
ovvedovs, Kal adTol éewpdKapev Tov aoTépa Tov Tob 
Aus rv év tots duddpots ovveAPdvra rwi 78 Kai 
adavicavra, ad’ od Kounrny yevopevov. ert Se 
Kat €k Tod Adyou havepdv: of yap dorépes Kay él 
peilous Kat eAdrrovs gaivovrat, GAN’ Guws ddu- 
aiperot ye kal?’ éavrods elvar SoKxodow. womep obv 
kat i Hoay ddtaiperot, dydpevoe oddév dy érroincar 

1 dupa E, Fl: dpa J. 
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Dog had a tail, though a dim one : if you looked hard 
at it the hght used to become dim, but to a less intent 
glance it was brighter. (ii) Further, all the comets 
seen in our time disappeared without setting, gradu- 
ally fading away in the sky above the horizon and 
leaving behind neither one star nor more than one. 
For instance, the great comet which we mentioned 
before? appeared during the winter in clear frosty 
weather in the west, in the archonship of Asteius: 
on the first night it was not visible as it set before the 
sun did, but it was visible on the second, being the 
least distance behind the sun that would allow it to 
be seen, and setting immediately. Its light stretched 
across a third of the sky in a great jump,° as it were, 
and so was also called a path. It rose as high as 
Orion’s belt, and there dispersed. 

(III) Democritus, however, has defended his view (1D) of 
vigorously, maintaining that stars have been seen to 
appear at the dissolution of some comets. (i) But 
this ought, on his view, to happen not sometimes but 
always. (ii) And further, the Egyptians say that 
there are conjunctions both of planet with planet and 
of planets and fixed stars, and we ourselves have 
observed the planet Jupiter in conjunction with one 
of the stars in the Twins and hiding it completely, 
but no comet resulted. (iii) Besides, the theory can 
be shown to be wrong on purely logical grounds. For 
though some of the stars seem to be bigger, some 
smaller than others, yet individually they seem to 
be indivisible pomts. As therefore, if they were 
indivisible points, the addition of one to another 

> ofov dAua, “ like a jump,” is an odd phrase: the alter- 
pene reading duya, “like a cord (or band),”’ is perhaps 
etter, 
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343 b 

f ~ v4 \ ? \ 3 >A A péyebos petlov, otTws Kal é7reldn OUK Elow pev 
/ \ 3 } \ AG6 3 344a daivovrar bé ddvaiperot, Kai ovveAPovres oddev ga- 

voovras peilous To péyebos dvres. 
> ~ f 

“Ore pev ody at Aceyopevas wept adTrav airiou 
a“ > \ wevdets obcar Tvyyadvovow, ei pr dua mAElovenr, 

GAAG Kat Sid. ToUTw ixkavads SHAdv éotw. 
(em are er tN A eR 

¢ Aristotle regarded the geometrical point as indivisible 
(aSiatperov) ; the line cannot be composed of points, the 
point 1s not part of the line. Thus the point has no magnitude, 
and cannot increase or decrease a magnitude (¢7f. Phys. vi. 

CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT 

Comets (continued). B. Aristotle’s own theory. Comets 
have two causes. (1) As has been said, the outermost part of 
the terrestrial sphere consists of a hot dry exhalation, which is 
carried round by the motion of the heavenly sphere with which 
it is contiguous. When this motion sets up a fiery principle 
of moderate strength and this meets a surtably constituted 
exhalation, a comet 1s produced. (It will bea“ comet ”’ Kopsj- 
ms or ‘‘ bearded-star ” mwywvias according to the shape of the 
exhalation.) A comet of this kind is in fact a self-contained 
shooting star (844 a 8-33). (2) When the exhalation vs formed 
by one of the stars this star becomes a comet, and is followed 
by a tar just as the sun and moon are sometemes followed by 

sa4a5  “Kvret S€ wept Trav apavay TH aiobyoes voutlowev 
lkav@s amodedetyOar Kara tov Adyov, édy eis 76d 
duvarov avaydywpev, ek te TV viv haivopever 
brohapo. tis dv Bde wepi rovtwv pddiora ovp- 
Baivevv. 
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could not give an increase in magnitude, so now, 
since they appear to be indivisible points even though 
they really are not, their conjunction will bring no 
appearance of an increase in magnitude. 
Though more could be said, this is enough to 

demonstrate the falsity of current theories of the 
causes of comets. 

chs. 1,2). So here he argues that as the stars Zook like poinis, 
their conjunction (addition) can bring no appearance of 
increase in magnitude. 

CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

haloes * (344 a 33-b 8). Comets of type (2) have the same 
motion as the star in question : type (1) move with the ter- 
restrral sphere and so fail behind the star's (344 b 8-12). Con- 
jirmation of this view that comets are fiery 1s that they are 
generally the sign of winds and drought: the more of them 
there are the more likely are these to occur (844 b 12-31). 
Examples (844 b 31—345 a 5). The reason why comets are 
rare is that the motion of the sun and stars not only causes the 
hot principle to form but also dissolves it (845 a 5-10). 

WE consider that we have given a sufficiently rational 
explanation of things inaccessible to observation by 
our senses if we have produced a theory that is pos- 
sible: and the following seems, on the evidence 
available, to be the explanation of the phenomena 
now under consideration. 

¢ ** Comets are thus bodies of vapour in a state of slow 
combustion either moving freely or in the wake of a star,” 
Heath, Aristarchus, p. 246. 
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10 

15 

20 
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ARISTOTLEF 

a ~ a A 

‘Yoréxerra: yap july tod Kdopou Tob rept THV 
viv, doov Uo THY éyKUKAdy é€orw gopav, eivar TO 

~ \ \ , ¢ 
amp@rov pépos avaluytacw Enpav Kat Gepunv: avery 
Sé adri Te Kal Too cuvexods ba’ abrnv aépos ent 

‘ ~ A ~ ~ 

TOAD ovpTEpiayeTar TrEpL THY yhv bro THs popas 

Kal THS Kwihoews THs KUKAw: epowevyn Sé Kal 
KwWovpevn TOUTOY TOV TPdTrOV, H av TUX EUKPATOS 

S 4 3 ~ 4 / ovca, moAAdKis éxmrupodras: 8:6 dayev yiyveoda 
Kal Tas TOV oTopdiwy daorépwr dtadpouds. dray 

obv eis THY ToLavTHY TUKVWoLW EeuTéon Sid THY 
Ed é 3 N / v4 id A 

dvwlev Kivnow apyyn mupwoys, pATE ovTW TOA 
f @ A A > A \ 3 , ?f}3 y Niav Wore Tay Kal emi TOAD éexkatew, nO ovTwWSs 

? \ e > land ? 3 \ é \ 

aoberns wore amocBeoOjvas Taxv, adAG mrAciwy Kal 
9 4 fi “ A Fa / ? f 

émt todd, apa dé Kdtwhev ovprinryn avaBaivev 

evkpatov avalvpiacw, doTip TodTo yiyverat Kopy- 

TNS, OTws av TO avabupuwpevov TUYN EeoyHLaATLE- 
A 

opevov’ eav yey yap mavTn dpoiws, KopArns, éav 

&° émt pijkos, kadeirar mwywrias. wormep be % 
f 4 3 4 A “A iy e 4 

Trovattn popda aorépos dopa Soxe? elvar, ovTws Kal 
‘ € / “a 

7 wovn 7 dpota aorépos port SoKe? elvas Trapa- 
é 

TARGLOY yap TO yeyvdpevov olov Et Tis eis GYUpwY 
~ A “~ i) 

Onudva Kat mAjPos woee Saddv 7 mupds apyhv 
Bd bn. , \ ¢ 8 eae Seen 
euPdAot pixpav' daiveras yap dopoia Kal 4 Tav 
LO7Te } >) 4 ra s 4 A Py \ 4 9 of 

GoTEpwv dLadpou.N TOVT@* TaXD yap Sia THY Edpviay 
Tob umexkavparos Sadidwow eéml pfKos. «i 8% 

30 TOTO puetvere Kal pr) KaTayapavie’n SieAOdv, F 
ahora émvKvwoe TO drré ae ee 

& VITEKKAUULG, YEVOLT GY apy) 
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We have laid down that the outer part of the two types 
terrestrial world, that is, of all that hes beneath the eye 
celestial revolutions, is composed of a hot dry exhala- by a fiery 
tion. This and the greater part of the air which is i ae 
continuous with and below it are carried round the *halation ; 
earth by the movement of the circular revolution : 
as it is carried round its movement frequently causes 
it to catch fire, wherever 1t is suitably constituted, 
which we maintain is the cause of scattered shooting 
stars. Now when as a result of the upper motion 
there impinges upon a suitable condensation a fiery 
principle which is neither so very strong as to cause 
a rapid and widespiead conflagration, nor so feeble 
as to be quickly extinguished, but which is yet strong 
enough and widespread enough ; and when besides 
there coincides with it an exhalation from below of 
suitable consistency ; then a comet is produced, its 
exact form depending on the form taken by the ex-~ 
halation—if it extends equally in all directions it is 
called a comet or long-haired star, if it extends 
lengthwise only it is called a bearded star. And 
just as a phenomenon of this sort when it moves 
seems to be a shooting star, so when it remains 
stationary it seems to be a Stationary star. An 
analogy may be found in what happens when one 
thrusts a burning torch into a large quantity of chaff 
or drops a spark onto it ; for the course of a shooting 
star is similar in that because the fuel is suitable it 
runs quickly along it. But ifthe fire were not to run 
through the fuel and burn itself out, but were to stand 
still at a point where the fuel-supply was densest, 

@ Ch. 3, 340 b 14 ff. and ch. 4, 341 b 5 ff, 

1 gal émt aod del. Thurot. 
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eae dopas 4 TeAeuTh Ths Stadpopfs. rowdrov 6 
KopyTys €or doTip, wWomep Siadpopy aorépos, 
éywv év éavt@ mépas Kal apxyv. 
“Orav pev ody ev atT@ TH Katw TOT 7 apy) 

35 THs ovordcews 7H, Kal” éavrdv paiverar Kopajrys: 
érav 8 dnd trav dorpwr tivds, H THY amdavdv 
) TOY TrAaviTWV, tno THS KivnTEwWS GuvLOTHTAL 7 

s44b avabvpiaois, TOTE KouTHS ylyverat TovTWY TIS 
od yap impos adrots 4 Kon ylyveras Tots doTpois, 
GAN dorep at dAw mept rov yAvov daivovras Kat 
Tv cedyvnv mapakorAovbodca, Katrrep peOiora- 

5 Pévwv, STav ovTwWS H TETUKVwWpEVOS 6 A7p WoTE 
rotro yiyvesOat To mdB0s tad THY TOO HAiov T0- 
petav, oUTw Kal 7 Kdun Tots dorpos olov ddws 
éoriv: mAnv H pev yiyveras 60 dvdKAacw TovadTy 
THY xpoav, exel 8 ex’ adrav ro xpGpa paivopevov 
eT. 
"Orav pev otv Kar aorépa yévnrat 4 TovavrTy 

10 avyKptois, THY adTHVY avdyKn daiveoba. dopdav 
KivoUmEvov TOV KopATHY Hvrep héperar 6 GOTH: 
orav &é ovoTH Kal? adrdv, tore trodermdpevor 
daivovrar. rovvrn yap 7 dopa tot Kdopov rod 
qept THY viv. 

(Totro yap pddora pyvies 7 elvar avdkdAaciv 
TWO, TOY KOMATHY, Ws GAw ev dréxkadpart Kalape," 

1B mpos avrov Tov doTépa yuyvoervny, Kal pt) ws 
Adyovew of wepi “Iamoxpatny, mpds Tov HAsov, drt 

1 interpunxit O.T. 

¢ The point of this comparison appears to be as follows. 
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then this point at which the fire stops would be the 
beginning of the orbit of a comet.* So we may define 
a comet as a shooting star that contains its beginning 
and end 1n itself.? 
When therefore the material gathers in the lower (2) formed 

region, the comet is an independent phen Drees gion, p phenomenon. 
But when the exhalation is formed by the movement 
of one of the stars—either of the planets or of the 
fixed stars—then one of them becomes a comet. The 
tail 1s not attached to the stars themselves, but is a 
kind of stellar halo, ike the haloes which appear to 
accompany the sun and moon as they move, when 
the air has condensed in such a way as to produce 
such formations beneath the sun’s course. The 
difference between them is that whereas the colour 
of the sun’s halo 1s due to reflection, the colour of the 
comet’s tail 1s what it actually appears to be. 
When therefore the formation of matter occurs in Motion of 

connexion with a star, the comet must necessarily fe age 
appear to follow the same course as that on which comet. 
the star is moving : when it is an independent forma- 
tion it seems to fall behind the stars, as it follows the 
movement of the teriestrial sphere. 

(A conclusive disproof that the comet 1s reflection, 
not to the sun, as the school of Hippocrates maintain, 
but to the star itself—thus being a kind of halo in 
the clear inflammable materia]—is that a comet often 

If you ignite a large quantity of inflammable material (¢.9. 
chaff), if 1t is scattered over an area, the fire will run quickly 
across it. This is analogous to a shooting star If the 
material is gathered together in a heap, then the fire will burn 
at the place where the hes is. This is analogous to a comet 
(cf. Alex. 34, 24 ff. and Phil. 93. 28). 

> ..e. burns in a single place, like the heap of chaff, and 
does not “ shoot ” like a shooting star propet, 
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844 b 
Kat Kal? adrov ylyverau KOLATHS Trohaxis Kal 
meova.ces 7 mept Tov copropevov TWaOs dorépww. 
qTEpl [ev ovv THs dAw THY airiay Uorepov epodper.) 

Ilept dé Too TuUpwon THY ovoracw avr@v elvat 
20 TEKLLT|PLOV xpn vopite Ort onuatvovat YuyVopevor 

meious mevpLore Kal adxpous: BfAov yap OTL 
yiyvovrau dua TO mony elvas THY TOLOUTAY ExKpLoW, 
WOTE Enporepov dvayKatov ela TOV dépa, Kat 
Siaxpivertas Kat StadvecOat To Svarpilov & dypov brr0 
Tob mAnGous Tis Jepyiis dvabupiacews, wore pa 

25 ovvioractat pedias eis Dow. cadhéorepov 0° €pob- 
peev Kal mept TovTOU Tod maGous, Orav Kal Tepi 
TVEVLATWV Aéyew 7  Katpos. 
“Orav pev ody muKvol Kat mAelous Paivwvrar, 

Kabdrep Aéyopev, Enpol Kai mvevpaTrwoers ylyvovra. 
ot eviauTot emdndws: érav be OTAVLESTEpOL Kal 
GpaupoTepo. TO péeyebos, Gmoiws pev ov yiyveras 

30 TO TOLOUTOV, Ov pay GAN? ws emt TO Trond ylyverat 
Tis brrepBorn) TVEVBOTOS 2 KaTa xXpovov 4 Kara, 
peyebos, Emel Kal 6 ore 6 ev Aiyos TOTAPOIS ETTETE 
AiBos ex 700 dépos, bao TVEvLATOS dpoets efémece 
pel Tpepay® eTUXE d€ Kat TOTE KOMNTNS aoTHp 
YEVvOLEVOS ap coTrepas. Kat trept TOV péeyav dor épo, 

85 TOV Koya Enpos 7 4 6 YErpav Kal Bopevos, kal 70 
Kopa 80° évaytiwow éyevero mrvevpdtwv: év wev yap 

45a 7T@ KOATw Bopéas Katetyev, E€w 5é voros emveuce 

@ [ take it that Aristotle is meeting a possible modification 
of Hippocrates’ theory. This seems to be how Phil. (98. 19) 
took the passage: it is not clear from Alex. (35. 93 f.) that 
he had the same text, as he seems to find only a simple refer- 
ence to the opmion of Hippocrates above, ch. 6, 342 b 36. I 
have bracketed the passage in my translation because it 
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appears independently, indeed more ofien than 
round one of the stars* The cause of the halo we 
will explain later.) 
We may regard as a proof that their constitution Proof that 

is fiery the fact that their appearance m any number 7c! 97 
1s asign of coming wind and drought. Forit is evident 
that they owe their origin to this kind of exhalation 
being plentiful, which necessanly makes the air drier, 
while, at the same time, the moist evaporation 1s 
disintegrated and dissolved by the quantity of the 
hot exhalation so that it will not readily condense 
into water. But we will give a clearer explanation 
of this when the time comes to deal with winds.¢ 

So when comets appear frequently and in consider- 
able numbers, the years are, as we say, notoriously 
dry and windy. When they are less frequent and 
dimmer and smaller in size, these effects are not so 
considerable, though as a rule the wind 1s excessive 
either in duration or in strength. For instance when 
the stone fell from the air at Aegospotami @ it had 
been lifted by the wind and fell during the day tame : 
and its fall coincided with the appearance of a comet 
in the west. Again at the time of the great comet ¢ 
the winter was dry and the wind strong and northerly, 
and the tidal wave was due to a conflict of winds, for 
the north wind was blowing inside the gulf, while 
outside it there was a southerly gale. Again in the 

seems to be rather a parenthesis or footnote than part of the 
main argument: and I have therefore also omitted it from 
the chapter analysis. 

® Book ITI. ch. 2. ¢ Book IT. chs. 4 ff. 
@ The fall of this meteor attracted the attention of Anaxa- 

goras (Diels 59 A 11,12: cf. 71). He was even said to have 
foretold 1t (Diels 59 A 1, ii. 6. 9). 

6 Cf. 343 b 1, ch. 6, note ¢ on p. 45. 
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5 
sae péyas. er. 8° én dpxovros Nixopdyou éyévero 

dAlyas hucpas KouyTNS Tept TOV Lonwepivov KUKAo?, 
odk ad’ éoméepas monodmevos THY avaToAny, Ed’ @ 

570 mept Kdpwoov mvedua yevéodar ovvérecev. 
Tod 8€ pH yiyveofar soAAovs nde zodAdxis 

KOMHTAS, Kal padrov exros T&yv TpomuKay 7) eves, 
airios m Tob WAiov Kal } Tdv dorépwv Kivnars, ob 
povoy éxxpivovoa TO Oepyov, add. Kal Svaxpivovea 
7 ovvioTaevov. pddtoTa 8° airiov Gre TO mAEloTov 

10 es THY TOD ydAaKTos aOpoileras xwpav. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT 

The Milky Way. <A. Previous views siated and criticized. 
(1) The Pythagoreans say wt 18 the path of a star that fell in 
Phaethon’s tume or else the path the sun once described (3465 a 
13-17). Critirsms (845 a 17-25). (2) Anaxagoras and 
Democritus say that wt as the laght of the stars that fall within 
the shadow cast by the earth when the sun passes beneath rt : 
for the light of these stars is not overpowered by that of the 
sun (345 a 25-31). Critecisms (845 a 31-b 9). (8) A third 
view which supposes that rt 1s due to reflection of our sight to 
the sun (like the view of comets above, ch. 6 (2) (b) (845 b 
9-12). Oritecisms (345 b 12-31). 

B. Aristotle’s own view. The Milky Way rs formed in the 
same way as the type of comet formed by a star ; only the 
formation affects @ whole curcie of the heavens (845 b 31— 

aasaii “Osrws S€ Kai dia. Tiv’ airiay yiyveras Kai Ti éort 
i ld 4 ” 

TO yada, Adywuev Hn. mpodieAwuev Sé Kal rept 
4 ‘ \ ~ ~ 

TovTov 7a Tapa Tay aAAwY eipnuéva mpBrov. 
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archonship of Nicomachus * a comet appeared in the 
equinoctial circle for a few days (this one had not 
risen in the west), and this coincided with the storm 
at Corinth. 

The reason why comets are few in number and Why 
infrequent, and why they appear more outside the {mes 
tropics than within them, is that the movement of 
the sun and stars not only separates off the hot sub- 
stance but also disintegrates it as itis forming But 
Lhe chief reason 1s that most of it collects in the area 
of the Milky Way.? 

@ 341/0 B.c. ® Cf. 346 b 7 below. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

346411). Jn the zodiac circle the formation of the necessary 
exhalation ws prevented by the movement of the sun and 
planets: and similarly sun and moon do not have tazls (846 a 
11-16). The Milky Way extends beyond the tropre circles, 
and contains very many bright stars which cause the exhala- 
tion to gather there * that this 1s the cause 1s indicated by the 
fact that it is brighter where wt 1s double and that vt ts there 
that the stars are thichest (846 a 16-30). So, assuming our 
account of comets to be reasonable, we may define the Aliiky 
Way as the tal of the greatest circle, due to exhalation (846 
a 30-b 6). (So comets are rare because the material for them 
collects in the Milky Way (846 b 7-10).) So such for the 
upper atmosphere (346 b 10-15). 

Let us now explain how the Milky Way 1s formed, and 
what is 1ts cause and nature and let us again first 
review what others have said on the subject. 
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a Tév pev odv Kadovpévwv IIvbayopeiwy daci 
15 TIWes GOOV elvat TaUTHY OL prev TOV EKTrEcoVTWY 

Twos aoTépwrv, Kata THY Aeyowevnv emt DadGovros 
Pbopdv, of Sé Tov wAtov Tobrov Tov KUKAoV dépecbai 
moré hac: olov ody diaxexatabas Tov Tdmov Tob- 
Tov 7 TL ToLovrov dAdo metrovlevar mafos wre THs 
dhopads adrav. 
"Aromov 6€ TO py) GUvvoeiy OTL eimep ToOtT Hv 

2076 atriov, ede. Kal TOV TOV Cwdiwv KUKAoV obTus 
€yew, Kal padAdov H Tov Tod ydAaKTos: dravra 
yap ev avT@ déperar Ta TAavw@peva Kal oby 6 
nAtos povos dros 8 huiv das 6 KUKAos: alel 
yap avTod davepdov AutkdKALov THs vuKTds. GaAAd 
merovdas ovdev gaiverat Tovotrov, mAnv el Tr 

25 ouvarres pdptov avTod mpos Tov Tod ydAaKrTos 
KUKAov. 

Ot dé wept "Ava~aydpav Kat Anuoxpitov dds 
elvar TO ydAa Aéyovow daoTpwv TWwadv: Tov yap 
TPAvov b770 Thy viv Pepopevov ody pay eva. TOv 
|} 2 2 dorpwv. Goa pév ovv mepioparat dm” adrod, Tov- 
Twv ev od daiveobar ro dds (KwAVEobat yap tro 

30 T@v Tov HAtov axrivwr): doors 5° avridparre 7 
yh wore pH opadoba: dao ToD HAtov, TO ToUTwWY 
oixetoy dads elvai dace To ydAa. davepov 8° srt 

¢ Diels 58 B 37 c. The second view 15 attributed also to 
Oenopides ; Diels 41. 10 (Heath, Aristarchus, p. 133). 

> Diels 59 A I (u. 6.2); 42 (1. 16. 31); 80. 
¢ Jind. 68 A 91. 
a ** As we have seen, he (Anaxagoras) thought the sun to 

be smaller than the earth. Consequently, when the sun in 
its revolution passes below the earth, the shadow cast by the 
earth extends without limit. The trace of this shadow on 
the heavens is the Milky Way. The stars within this shadow 
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The so-called Pythagoreans give two explanations 4. Previous 
Some say that the Milky Way 1s the path taken by fe" (0 
one of the stars at the time of the legendary fall of goreans; 
Phaethon: others say that it is the mrcle in which 
the sun once moved* And the region is supposed 
to have been scorched or affected in some other such 
way as a result of the passage of these bodies 

But it is absurd not to see that if this is the cause, 
the circle of the zodiac should also be so affected, 
indeed more so than the Milky Way: for all the 
planets, as well as the sun, move in it. But though 
the whole zodiac circle is visible to us (for we can see 
half of it at any time during the mght) it shows no 
sign of being so affected, except when a part of it 
overlaps the Milky Way. 

The schools of Anaxagoras® and Democritus ¢ (2) Anaxa- 
maintain that the Milky Way is the hght of certain fummstus; 
stars. The sun, they say, in 1ts course beneath the 
earth, does not shine upon some of the stars ; the 
light of those upon which the sun does shine is not 
visible to us, being obscured by its rays, while the 
Milky Way 1s the light peculiar to those stars which 
are screened from the sun’s light by the earth? This 

are not interfered with by the hght of the sun, and we there- 
fore see them shining ; those stars, on the other hand, which 
are outside the shadow are overpowered by the light of the 
sun, which shines on them even duiing the night, so that we 
cannot see them.” So Heath (fristarchus, p. 83) summarizes 
this passage. What is not easy to understand is why, on 
Anaxagoras’ theory, we see any stars outside the Milky Way, 
if the light of stars outside it is “‘ overpowered by the light 
of the sun.” Alex. 37. 24-27 implies that such stars owe their 
light to reflection from the sun. Anaxagoras was the first 
to discover that the moon owes its hght to the sun (Heath, 
op. cit. p. 78); he may have held that the stars outside the 
Milky Way did too. 
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ARISTOTL® 

‘ a > 307 ‘ 4 ‘ tA 2 4 ‘ % \ 
Kal Tobr’ advvarov TO wev yap ydaAa aet TO adro 

a a / \ , 

év Tots avTots cor dor pous (paivera yap peyvoros 
av" KUKAos), bro bé Tob HAiov del erepa Ta. ovx 

35 épehpeva. Sud, TO py ev TavTe pévew ToTw. et 
ovv peroraevov TOD jAiov peBloracbar Kal 70 
yada vov dé od haivetat TodTO yuyvopsevov. Tpos 

345b O€ TOUTOLS, EL KaUdmEp Seikvura viv év Tots mept 

10 

dorpodoyiay Jecwpypacwv, TO Tod HAtov péyebos 
petlov €orw } TO Tis yijs Kal TO Sidornua TOA 
AamAacios petlov To TOV dorpwy TpOs aid viv 4 
70 Tob aAtou, Kabdzrep TO Too nAiov mos THY viv 

TO Tis cehnvns, ovK av TOppw Tov THs vis 6 
K@vos 6 G70 rob apAiov oupBador Tas axrivas, 
ovd av ) OKLa mpOS Tots dar pots ein THs vis, yi 
KaAoupery vog- GAN avayen mavTo. Tov jALov Ta 
dor pa meptopay, Kal pnoevt THY yHv avtTibparreww 
adra@v. 
"Ere 6° éorly Tpirn Tis br dAnybus Tept avrot: 

Aéyovow yap Ties dvdichaow elvae TO yaha Tis 
TET epas opens mpos TOV HALOV, WomEep Kal TOV 
dor épa. TOV KOMATNY. 

“Addvarov O€ Kat Totro: éb bev yap TO TE Spay 
Tpewotn | Kal TO évom'T pov Kat TO Opd)pevov aay, 
ev TO atdT@ onueiw Tod evdrrTpov TO otro patvour” 
av HHépos THs eupdcens: ef bé Kwotro 70 evoTrTpov 
Kaul TO Opepevov ev TO adre peev dmroorh part ™pos 
TO Op@v Kal Hpeodv, mpos aAAnAa 4é pre ico- 
meee und’ év tO atdr@ det StacrHuar., advvarov 

+ péyoros dv Pl+ péyas Ey, I: péyworos Ey : méysoros 
avo Oc: pésov dv6 Ol: péyioros evar Ald 

@ The text 1s uncertain and the meaning of yéyseros KdKdos, 
“ meatest circle,” doubtful. But by referring to the Milky 
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theory is also manifestly impossible. For the Milky 
Way always remains stationary among the same con- 
stellations, and is clearly a greatest circle * : whereas 
the stars on which the sun does not shine change 
constantly as the sun changes its position. The 
Milky Way should therefore change with the sun’s 
change of position: but in fact no such change is 
observed. Besides, astronomical researches have now 
shown that the size of the sun is greater than that 
of the earth and that the stars are far farther away 
than the sun from the earth, just as the sun is farther 
than the moon from the earth: therefore the vertex 
of the cone formed by the rays of the sun will not fall 
very far from the earth, nor will the earth’s shadow 
(which we call night) reach the stars. The sun must 
therefore shine on all the stars, nor can the earth 
screen any of them from it. 

There is still a third theory about the Milky Way. (3) a third 
For some say that it is a reflection of our vision to “™ 
the sun, Just as a comet was supposed to be.” 

But this too is an impossibility. For ifthe eye and 
the mirror and the whole of the object seen were at 
rest, the same part of the image would always appear 
at the same point in the mirror. But if mrror and 
object are in motion, keeping the same distance from 
the eye, which is at rest, but moving with different 
speeds and so not keeping the same distance from 

Way as ‘a (or “ the”) greatest circle, ” Aristotle appears 
to mean that it hes on the outermost celestial sphere, The 
phrase occurs again at 346 a 17 and 346 b 6. 

» Diels 42. 6. He attributes the theory to Hippocrates and 
Aeschylus. There seems no explicit independent evidence 
that it is theirs, bul the words dowep . .. xourrny b 11-12 
refer to their theory of comets (ch, 6, 2 (6)) and perhaps sug- 
gest that this theory of the Milky Way was theirs too, 
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345 b 

THY avr eupaory émt rob adtod elvat wépovs Tod 
evomTpou. 7a 8 ev TH Tob yaAaKTos cbc PEpO- 

20 preva. dorpa Kweirar Kal oO TAvos mos év vy avd 
KAaots, jeevovrenv par, Kab opolus Kal isov mpos 
Hpas dméxovra, autadv 8 ovK icov: ore bev yap 
péowy voKT@y 6 deArdis emreMet, ore be ewber, 
TO be pdpia. Tob ydarros Ta avrTa Hever éy exdory, 

25 KaLTOL OUK eden, el Hv Eupaais, aAAd ph év adrois 
Ti hv TobTO TO ndGos trois rémoss. 

"Ere be vuKTurp év voaTt Kal Tots TowovTous évorr- 
Tpovs TO pev yada eupaiverau Dewpoton, ro 8é TH 
oxy dvaxddoba ™pos TOV WAvov aa@s duvarov; 
"Or. pev odv odte dd0s THY TAaVITwWY oddevds 

otre dds €oT. THY pn Spwuevwy doTpwy ot 
80 avakAaois, ek TovTwy gavepdv. axyedov b€ TabT 

€oTly povov Ta pwéxpt ToD viv mapadedopéva mapa 
TOV dAkwy. 
"Hyets dé Aéyupev dvadaBovres THY VITOKELLEVIV 

apxny Htv. elpnrar yap ™porepov ¢ OTL TO eoXaTov 
TOO Aeyopevov aépos Svvapuy é EVEL TUPOS, WOTE TH 
Kuhaer Buaxpuvopevov Tob dépos amoxpivecba TOL 

35 avTHY ovoTacL olay Kal TOS Komiras dorépas elvat 
papev. Towobrov 81) bet voyjoa yeyvopevov Omep em 

846 a exeiveoy, OTay p71 adrh Kal adrny yernrar i] TOL- 
avTn EKKPLOLS, GAN’ dad Twos TOV dorpwy 7 Tay 
evocdeevay un TOY Thoveapeveny: TOTE yap odToL 
paivovrat Kopjra, dua TO mapakoAovbely adrav ri 

@ Which is close to the Milky Way. 
® Alex. 40. 16 and Phil. 108 ad loc. explain this to mean 

that the double reflection that would be necessary 1s 1m- 
possible at such a distance. 

¢ 340 b4f., 341 b 6 f, 
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each other, it is impossible for the same image to 
remain in the same part of the mirror. But the stars 
whose course lies through the circle of the Milky Way 
are in motion, and so also is the sun from which the 
reflection comes. And while their distances from us, 
who are at rest, remain constant and equal, their 
distances from each other vary: for the Dolphin? 
sometimes rises at midnight, sometimes at dawn. 
But the constitution of the Milky Way remains the 
same in each case. But this should not be so if it were 
a reflection and not a characteristic of the region. 

Besides, we can see the Milky Way reflected at 
night in water and similar reflecting surfaces: but 
how can our sight in these circumstances be reflected 
to the sun ? ? 

This shows clearly enough that the Milky Way is 
not the path of one of the planets, nor the light of 
stars unlit by the sun, nor a reflection: and these are 
more or less the only views on the subject previously 
put forward. 

Let us now recall the first principle we have laid Aristotie’s 
down and then proceed to give our own explanation °w» View 
of the matter. We have previously said ° that the 
outer part of what is commonly called air has the 
properties of fire, and that when the air is disin- 
tegrated by motion there is separated off a kind of 
mixture out of which, we maintain, comets are 
formed. We must then suppose that the same thing 
happens here as when a comet is formed not by an 
independent formation of the requisite material but 
by one of the stars—either one of the fixed stars or 
one of the planets. For the stars then appear as 
comets because there accompanies their mohon a 

4 34447 f. 
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ARISTOTLE 

Aw » HAtw 77; vavTny avyKpio, ad’ dopa worep TO YAiw THY ToLavTHY avyKpiow, 
5 hs Sua rHY avaxAaow TH drdw daivecdai paper, 
érav otrw TUYN KeKpapyévos 6 ajp 0 87 Kal? eva 
oupPaiver Tav dotépwrv, Todro det AaPeiv yuyv- 
wevov meplt GAov Tov otpaveyv Kal THY avw dopdy 
daracav: etAoyov ‘yap, elmrep % Evos aoTpov Kiryots, 
Kal THY TOV Tdvrwy Tovely TL ToLoDTOY Kal éexpl- 
milew dépa te Kal Sivaxpivew 61a 76 ToD KvKAoVv 

/ 1 \ \ , ry) 8° “A } 10 wéyedos.” Kal mpos rovros ere Kal’ ov Toro 

15 

muKvorata Kal mAeloTa Kal péeytoTa TUYYdvovoWw 
évra TOY dotpwv. 6 pev ody Tov Cwdiwy bia TH 
Tot HAlov Popay Kat THY THv rAavynTav Sradves THY 
TovavTny avoraci: Sid7rep of oAAol THY KopnTdy 
éxtos yiyvovra: TOv tpomiKdv. ere 8° odre repli 
Tov HAtov ovTEe TEpt ceAjvny yiyveras Kon: Orrov 
yap Suaxpivovow 7 wore ovorivat Tovavrny ovy- 
Kpiaw. obdTos 8 6 KUKAos év @ 76 ydAa daiveras 
Tois dpaw, o Te péyrotos wv Tuyydver Kal TH 
Béoe. KEeipevos otTwSs Wore TOAD TOS TpoTLKODS 
drepBaArew. mpos d€ tovToas doTpwv 6 TéTOS 
mAypns eorly TOV peyiorwy Kat Aapmpordrwy, Kal 
eT. TOV oTOpddwy Kadovpevw (robtro 8° éotiv Kal 
Trois Gupaow ideivy davepov), ware Sid ratra our- 
exOs Kat aet tadrny mdcav abpoilecbar ri avy- 
Kptow. onelov dé- Kal yap adrod rod KuKdAov 
miéov Tro das eorw ev Darépw hutkuKrAiw TQ 76 

1 dépa .. péyefos om. J E MW: (an voc. expuriLew cadit 
Pl) : post péyebos <avdyen Toivuy TOV adr ay peyioray KiKkawyv 
padvore, tiv péhdoveay Tobro troujaew popdy .. xph yap Tobro, 
iva, woAAy Kivnows # Sia Td péyebos yryvodvn Kai mAciova Thy 
eLaysw rroujon > Fobes, praebet Ol: om. codd. 
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formation similar to that which follows the sun and 
causes, so we maintam, the appearance of a halo 
when the constitution of the air is suitable. We must 
assume then that what happens to one of the stars 
happens to the whole heaven and the whole upper 
motion. For it 1s reasonable to suppose that, if the 
motion of a single star can produce this effect and 
set the air on fire or disintegrate 1t because of the 
size of the circle,? the movement of all the stars can 
do so too ®; and especially in a region in which the 
stars are thickest, most numerous and largest in size. 
In the zodiac circle any such mixture is dissolved 
because of the movement of the sun and the planets 
—and. consequently the majority of comets fall out- 
side the tropics Besides, no tail appears around the 
sun or moon because they dissolve any such mixture 
before it can form. But this circle m which the Milky 
Way appears to our eyes is the greatest circle and 
is so placed that 1t extends far beyond the tropics. 
And in addition the region is full of stars of greatest 
size and brilliance, and also of what are called scat- 
tered stars (you can see this clearly enough if you 
look). So for these reasons all this mixture always 
continues to gather there. A proof of this is the 
following : the light of the circle itself is stronger 
in that half of it in which the Milky Way is double, 

@ Cf, 345 a 7. 
> As they stand the words inserted by Fobes do not con- 

Strue easily, if at all: as he indicates, there is a lacuna after 
dopav, It seems that the words might be a gloss on 8:4 76 708 
KUKAov péyebos, meaning roughly “‘ The circle must be one 
of the gieatest; for thus 1ts motion will be great because of 
its size, and the conflagration caused greater ’’—a fairly 
intelhgible comment. I have accordingly omitted them, but 
retained dépa . . . wéyefos with Fobes. 
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SirAwpa Eyovre: év TOUTW yap TAEciw Kal TUKVOTE PE, 
gorw dotpa 7) év Garépw, ws od Su érépay tw” 
airiay yuyvouevov tod déyyous 4 Sia THY Tdv 
dorpwy dopdy: ei yap & Te TH KvKAwW TOUTH Yyiy- 
vera. ev @ TA TAcloTa KeiTas TOV doTpwY, Kal 

e atrod tod KUkAov' év @ paAdov dgaiveras Kara- 
A / mervKvecba, Kat peyéber Kat wAnGe. daordpwr, 

a“ ? 

Tavrny eikos drodaPety olkeorarny atriay elvar 
Tot maGovs. 

/ 3 o6¢ , 4S 4 3 3 aA 3 

Ocwpeicbw 8 6 re KvKAOS Kai Ta &v adT@ dorpa 
“a ~ \ / ex THs Dmoypadhs. tovs de omopdbas Kadovpévous 

ovTw pev els THY odatpay odK eorar Tafas Sid TO 
/ ‘\ / ” b) ¢ é pndepiav dua rédovs éxewv havepay exacrov Oéow, 

> de \ 3 ‘ ? re f > Ona ‘i 9 els b€ TOv ovpavoyv avaBAémovciy €oTe SiAov- é&v 
a ¢ / pdvy yap rovtm Tav KdKAwy ra peTakd mAjpy 

? nn 
TotovTwy doTtépwy €oriv, ev Sé Tots dAAous Siareirer 

~ + \ \ o~ davepas. wor elirep Kal mept Tod daivecba 
Kopnras amodexoucla THY aiTiav ws eipnuevny 
petpiws, Kal mept tod ydAakros Tov adrov tro- 

a “a 

Annréov rpbmov exew 6 yap éxet wept eva éoriv 
“ \ mdfos 4 KON, TodTO TeEpt KUKAOY TIVa avpBaiver 

yiyvesOas TO atrd, Kat éorw TO ydda, wes eimely 
olov dpildpevorv, 4 Tod peylorov 8a Thy ExKpiow 
KUKAOV KOEN. 

” 

(Aco Kabdzep wporepov eizopev, od moAdol ovdé 
moAAdKis yiyvovrat Kopfras, Sia TO ovvEeyds dzro- 

a poet xUkAou fortasse adAw adActov yiverat scribenda : 
praebel Ap (43. 4. 5). 

4 1f the words from Alex. are mserted the translation 
would read “ and if again it is stronger in that segment.” 
The sense remains substantially the same in either case. 
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and in this half the stars are greater in number and 
density than in the other, which indicates that the 
cause of the light is none other than the movement 
of the stars: for if the Milky Way lies on the circle 
in which are the greatest number of stars, and ¢ in 
that segment of the circle in which the stars appear 
to be of a greater density and size, it 1s reasonable 
to assume that this is the most likely cause of the 
phenomenon. 

The circle and the stars in it can be seen on the 
diagram.® It is not possible to mark the so-called 
scattered stars on the sphere in the same way because 
none of them has a clear permanent position : but 
they are clear enough to anyone who looks up at the 
sky. For in this one alone of the circles the inter- 
vening spaces are full of stars of this sort, in the others 
they are clearly absent. So that if the cause of the 
appearance of comets given above is accepted as 
reasonable, it is to be assumed that something 
similar holds good for the Milky Way: for that 
which produces the tail in a single star affects a whole 
circle in the same way, so that the Milky Way might 
perhaps be defined as the tail of the greatest circle 
produced by the material formation we have de- 
scribed. 

(For this reason, as we have said before,’ comets (So comets 
oceur neither often nor in large numbers, because frequent.) 
the requisite formation of material has been and 

» Aristotle’s extant works are lecture-notes, or were 
written to be used in close conjunction with the teaching work 
in the Lyceum. References like the present are to diagrams 
displayed on the walls of the lecture-room; 1. 33 suggests 
that it also contained a celestial globe. Cf. Jackson, J. Ph, 
Xxxy. pp. 191 ff. 

¢ 345 a 8 above. 
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846 b 

Kexpiodan Kat dmoxpweabau Kal? exdorny Treptodov 
10 Ets Tobrov TOV TOTOV QiEl Thy ToLaUT AY | ovoracw.) 

Tlept pev ovv TOV yeyvopevan év T@ Tept Tay 
viv Kdouep T@ ovvexel rats Popais elpyrat, mept 
TE THs SuaSpopiis TOV dorpwy Kau Tis eK TILT PO 
pevns ddroyds, éTt S€ TEpi TE KopnT@y Kal rod 
Kadoupevov yaAaKTos: oxedov yap elow Tooatra 

15 Ta md0n Ta dawoueva wept TOV TOTOV ToOUTOY. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARGUMENT 

The lower atmosphere, the sphere of water and ar below 
the sphere of fire (846 b 16-20). The moisture on the earth’s 
surface 1s evaporated by the sun + when rt rises unto the atmo- 
sphere it 1s cooled again, condenses and falls as rain (846 b 
20-31). Cloud is condensed vapour, most the residue of cloud 

a46b16 ©[lepi b€ rot rH Oéoes prev Sevrépov rém0v pera 
Tobrov, mposTov dé epi THY vi, Adyupev’ odros 
yap Kowvos voards TE Toros Kat dépos Kat TOV 
oupBawovroy TEpl THY aves yeveow adrod. Ane 

£20 mTEOv be Kal ToUTwY Tas apxas Kal Tas airias 
TAVTWY Spots. 

“H bev obv ws kwotoa Kad Kupia Kal mparrn TOV 
apy@v 6 KvKAos cori, ev @ Pavepars y) Tod 7Atov 
@opa. Siaxpivovoa Kal ouyKpivoves. TO yiyve Bat 
mAnoiov 7 TOppuyrepov airia Tis yeveoews Kal 
THis plopas eo. pevovons de Tis yijs, TO _mept 

25 avr ay bypov 76 THY aKTivwy Kal dao THs aAAns 
tis avdev Oepudrnros arusovpevov déperas dvw- 
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continues to be separated off and collected at each 
revolution of the heavens into this region.) 

This completes our account of the phenomena in 
the region of the terrestrial world which is continuous 
with the heavenly motions; that is, shooting stars 
and burning flames, comets and the so-called Milky 
Way—for these are practically all the phenomena 
which characterize that region. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

(346 b 32-35). The process varves with the sun’s course wn the 
ecliptic, evaporation being greater in summer, rawnfall in 
winter (846 b 35—347 a8). (Difference of drizzle and rain 
(347 a 8-12).) 

Let us next deal with the region which lies second 
beneath the celestial and first above the earth. This 
region is the joint province of water and air, and of 
the various phenomena which accompany the forma- 
tion of water * above the earth. And we must deal 
with their principles and causes also. 

The efficient, controlling and first cause is the circle Rain. 
of the sun’s revolution.? For it is evident that as it 
approaches or recedes the sun produces dissolution 
and composition and is thus the cause of generation 
and destruction. The earthis atrest, and the moisture 
about it is evaporated by the sun’s rays and the other 
heat from above and rises upwards: but when the 

2 adrod 1. 19 must refer to water: so O.T. and Ideler 1. 
p. 423. > Cf. ch. 2 above; De Gen, e¢ Corr. in. 10. 
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346 b “A 4 4 3 / ~ ? 4 ths S¢ Gepudrytos amodurovens THs avayovons 
aird, Kal THs pev diacKkedavyvperyns mpds Tov dvw 

~ 4 

TéTrov, THS dé Kal oBevvuprevns Oia TO peTewpileabar 
4 “ an 2/7 

moppuitepov eis Tov birep TIS ys aépa, ovviorara 
/ eo. 4 / / \ > + as 

30 maAw 4) atpis puyowevyn dua Te THY amrdAcubiy Tod 
Oepuod Kal Tov Témov, Kal ylyverar Bdwp && dépos: 

4 \ ~ 

yevopevov Se maAw péperar mpos THV yhv. ore 
> e \ ? 4 3 / ? / ¢ 3.043 af dy pev e€ Udaros dvabupiaos atpis, nS && dépos 
> C4 / e¢ 67 4 / f ~ els Udwp védos: duiyAn Sé veddAns mepirrwua THs 

A a ~ 

els Yowp ouyKpioews. 510 onpetov paAAdv éorw 
so 7 \ ¢€ ? ® 4 ? € ¢€ / / 35 evolas 7) VOdTwY: olov yap €oTW 1 dpixAn vedeAy 

dyovos. 
Yj \ / & / A aw (ys Diyverat 6€ KUKAos obTos piwovpevos TOV TOO HALov 

‘4 Wd ‘ ? “A ? \ , La 47a KUKAOV* Gua yap eKelvos eis TA TAdyLa peTaPaAder 
Kat oros advw Kal Katw. Set d€ vofjoat Todrov 

‘4 wonmep moTapov peovra KUKAW davw Kal KdTw, 
KolWoV dépos Kat vdaTos' mAnciov pev yap OVvToOS 
Tob jAiov 6 THs aTpidos avw pet oTamds, adiora- 

5 wévov b€ 6 ToD VdaTos KdTw. Kal TobT’ évdeAeyés 
3A / ij é \ ; @ 3 edéder yiyveobar Kara ye Thy takw: wor’ eElmep 
HviTTOVTO TOV wWKEAVOY OL TpdTEpoV, TAY’ av TobTOV 
Tov moramov A€yovev TOV KUKA@ péovTa mTeEpt TV 

ality ‘ \ 7 \ ~ © ~ > \ on ~ Avayopévov b¢ Tod bypod aici 81a THv Tot Depwod 
, ‘ , lA LA 4 ‘ , dvvapiv Kal adAw depopévov kdrw dia tiv pew 

A \ ~ “~ 10 pos TI Yhy, oixeiws' ra dvéuatra Trois mdbeow 
ketra, Kai Triow Siapopats atrav: orav pev yap 

\ ae / £5 ef 3 \ , KaTa pKkpa dépyrat, taxdbdes, 6rav é Kara weil 
? a) peopia, beros KaAciras. 
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heat which caused it to rise leaves it, some being dis- 
persed into the upper region, some being quenched 
by rising so high into the air above the earth, the 
vapour cools and condenses again as a result of the 
loss of heat and the height and turns from air into 
water : and having become water falls again onto the 
earth® The exhalation from water is vapour; the cloud and 
formation of water from air produces cloud. Mist is ™8* 
the residue of the condensation of air into water, and 
is therefore a sign of fine weather rather than of rain ; 
for mist is as 1t were unproductive cloud.? 

This cycle of changes reflects the sun’s annual Winter and 
movement: for the moisture rises and falls as the "™™*" 
sun moves in the ecliptic. One should think of it as 
a river with a circular course, which rises and falls 
and 1s composed of a mixture of water and air. For 
when the sun is near the stream of vapour rises, when 
it recedes it falls again. And in this order the cycle 
continues indefinitely. And if there is any hidden 
meaning in the “river of Ocean” of the ancients, 
they may well have meant this river which flows in 
a circle round the earth. 

Moisture then is always made to nse by heat and Drile 
to fall again to the earth by cold; and there are and Rain. 
appropriate names for these processes and for some 
of their sub-species—for instance when water falls 
in small drops it is called drizzle, when in larger drops, 
rain. 

@ Cf, 359 b 34 ff. 
® Vapour condenses into cloud, which subsequently falls 

as rain. Mist 1s what 1s left over in the process of condensa- 
tion ; it is therefore ‘‘ unproductive ” in the sense that it will 
not produce rain, and 1s thus a sign of fine weather. 

1 § post ofxeiws coll. Thurot, qui dvayoudvov .. . y#v cum 
antecedentibus coniungit. 
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CHAPTER X 

ARGUMENT 

Dew and hoar frost are due to moisture which has evapo- 
rated during the day, but has not risen far and falls ayarn 
when cooled at night. When the vapour freezes before con- 
densing the result is hoar frost, when rt condenses the result 

s47aia. "Hx dé tot Kal” yucpav arpilovros Goov ay BY 
perewpioOA ov ddiyornTa, tod avdyovros atrd 

15 TUPOS TMpOs TO avaydouevov Vdwp, mdAw KaTadepd- 
Hevov orav pox Oh voKroop, Kahetrau Spdaos Kal 
TaAXvn, TAYVN pev oTav m aruls Tayh mplv els dup 
ovyKpiBfivat maw (yéyverat dé yeudvos, Kal 
paAAov év Tois xeyrepwots TOmoIs), Spdoos 3° Oray 
ovyK pif eis DOWD 7 arpis, Kat ne? ovrws exn 7} 

20 @rda wore Enpavat TO dvax bev, une ovr Pixos 
More Tayhvar THY arputoa adryvy Sia TO 7 TOV TA7T0V 
dAcewwdrepov 4 THY wWpar elvat’ yiyverar yap waAAov 
% Spdgos ev eddia Kal ev Tois eddrervorépots TOTOIS, 
um dé maxyys Kabdmep elpnTat, Tovvavriov: bFiAov 

25 yap ws a atuis Gepuorepov ddatos (éyes yap 70 
avdtyov ert mip), Wore wAeiovos duypdTynTos auray 
THEA. ylyverat 8° dyupay aifpias TE Kal vyvewtas: 
ovre yap avayOyoeras pt) ovons aifpias, ore ov- 
ortva. Sdvair’ av avépou mvéovtos. 

Lnpetov 8 ate ylyverat rabra did. TO Uo Opp 
perewpileobar tiv arpida év yap Trois Speow ov 

80 ylyveran mayvyn. airia dé pia pev avrn, oT dv- 
dyera, €k T&v Koiwy Kal éddSpwv réawv, wore 
Kaldmep popriov pépovca mAgov 7 avdyouoa bepd~ 
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CHAPTER X 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

as dew. Dew forms in warm and fine weather, frost in cold 
and clear (847 a 13-28). A proof-that they are so caused 1s 
that hoar frost does not forin on mountains: reasons for 
this i a 29-35). Condstrons 1n which dew forms (847 a 
35-b 11). 

Any moisture evaporated during the day that does not Cause of 
rise far because the amount of the fire raising it com- °¥,44 
ared to the amount of water that is being raised is 

small, falls again when it is chilled during the mght 
and is called dew or hoar frost. It is hoar frost when 
the evaporation is frozen before it has condensed into 
water again ; this happens in winter, and more readily 
in wintry places than elsewhere. It is dew when the 
vapour has condensed into water and the heat is not 
so great as to dry up the moistuie that has risen nor 
the cold so intense as to freeze the vapour, either 
because the district or the season is too warm. Dew 
tends to form rather in fair weather and mild districts ; 
hoar frost, as said, under opposite conditions. For 
it is obvious that vapour is warmer than water, as it 
still contains the fire that caused it to rise, and so 
needs more cold to freeze it Both dew and hoar 
frost form in clear calm weather: no moisture will 
rise except in clear weather, and no condensation is 
possible in a wind. 
A proof that they are due to the vapour not rising A proof 

very far is that no hoar frost is formed on mountains. {bat this is 
There are two reasons for this: firstly, that vapour 
rises from hollow, damp places, so that the heat which 
is causing it to rise 1s unable, as if it were carrying 
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847 8 a“ 3 e \ 3 / , > 4 ™s 9 Kal é€autav od StvaTrar perewpilew eri 

modvv Tomov attTd Tot vious, add’ éyyds adinor 
f e f/f 3 ty A ec am / e > \ es mdAw: érépa 8° dru Kal pet ppddAcora 6 anp péwv 

? “ e a a ? 4 f \ 35 ev Tots winAois, 6s Siadves THY GVOTACLW THY ToOL- 

avrTny. 
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/ 4 > ~ / 3 a \ 9 / pelos, wAnv év 7 IIldvtTw. exe? 8é rotvavtiov: 

347 Bopeiows ev yap yiyveras, votiois 8° ov yiyverar. 
” 3 e é ¢ @ 3Q7 \ 4 aittov 8° dpoiws womep Ste evdias prev yiyveras, 

~ > ” ¢ \ 4 , 9Q7 “a € \ 

xeuudvos 8° ot: o pev yap votos evdiay motel, 6 dé 
~ - ~ ~ Bopéas yeysdva: tuypos yap, wor’ éx Tot yetudvos 

Ths davabupidcews oBévvvct tiv Gepudrynta. &v 
\ “A / e \ / ? 4 a“ 29Q/ 5 6¢ TH IldvTm 6 pév voros ody ovTWS motel eddiav 

, wore ylyvecba atpida, 6 5é Bopéas Sia rHv yv- 
/ 3 \ 4 ‘A > / ¢ YpoTnra avrurepuoTas TO Gepudov abpoiler, wore 

mréov arpiler waAAov. aoAAdKis 8€ TobTo Kai év 
a ” ? ? a / 4 > / \ Tots €£w Tarot ely yuyvomevoy eorw: arpiler yap 

~ a\ 
7a dpéara Popeiows waAAov 7 voriows: GAAG Ta ev 

10 Bopeva oBevvucw amply ovorivat tr. ARVs, ev Sé 
“~ f 3a 3 / e > 4 

Tots votiows éGrat abpoileobar 4 avafupiacts. 
> A 5 A ¢ 3 4 / 3 ~ 

Abro b€ 7 vdwp od mAyvuTa, Kabdrep ev TH 

mepi Ta vedy TOTW. 

@ Of. above, ch. 3, 340 b 33 ff. and note ad loc. 
* On dvrimepuocrava cf. ch. 12, note b on p. 82 below. 

Here it means to ‘‘ surround and compress,” the ‘‘ compress ” 
being repeated in dOpoile. 
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a burden too heavy for it, to lift 1t to a great haght, 
but lets it fall agam while still close to the earth 
Secondly, that the flow of air 1s especially strong at 
great heights and this dissolves a formation of this 
kind. 
Dew is formed by south winds, and not by north, Conditions 

everywhere except in Pontus. There the opposite Sita 
is true, for it is produced there by north winds and 
not by south. The cause is the same as that which 
makes it form in mild weather and not in wintry ; 
for the south wind brings mild weather, while the 
north wind, being cold, brings wintry weather, by 
which the heat of the exhalation is quenched. But 
in Pontus the south wind does not make the weather 
mild enough to produce vapour: while the north 
wind, because it 1s cold, surrounds ? and compresses 
the heat and so causes more evaporation. This 1s a 
thing which it is often possible to observe happening 
in places outside Pontus. For instance, wells give 
off vapour in north winds rather than in south ; but 
the north winds quench the heat before any quantity 
of it has collected, while the south winds allow the 
exhalation to accumulate. °¢ 

The water formed from vapour does not freeze on 
the earth as it does in the region of the clouds.4 

¢ And so, except in Pontus, dew forms in south winds and 
not in north. 

@ The point of this sentence, which the next chapter 
elaborates, 1s that while to dew and frost on the earth there 
correspond rain and snow m the clouds, there is nothing 
on the earth to correspond to hail. As Ideler i. p. 482 notes, 
the sentence comes rather awkwardly at the end of this 
chapter and might be better placed at the beginning of the 
next; but I have kept the conventional chapter division to 
avoid confusion. 
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CHAPTER XI 

ARGUMENT 

From the clouds there fall as a result of refrigeration rain, 
snow and hail. Rain and snow correspond to dew and frost 
respectively, are due to sumilar causes and differ only in 
degree: ran rs due to the condensation of a large quantity 

347b12 EixefOev yap rpia dor owpara cuvioTdpeva dia. 
thy wvéw, vdwp Kal yrwv Kal ydAala. TovTwy dé 

15 Ta pev dUo avdAoyov Kal dia tds avras airias 
ylyveras Tois KaTw, dtadepovra TH paddov Kal 
hrrov Kat mAnbe. Kal dAvyornte: yuwv yap Kal 
mdyvn TavToV, Kal beTos Kal Spdaos, aAAa TO peév 
moAv To 8 ddiyov. 6 pev yap teros éx moAAfs 
aTpidos yiyveras yuyouevns: TovTou 8° airiov 6 TE 

20 TO70s Trodds Kal 6 Xpovos wv, ev @ oudreverau Kal 
ef ov. TO e oAtyov 7) Spdoos: epripiepos yap ) 
avoracus Kal O TOTOS HuKpds: dnAot Te 7 TE yEeveois 
ovca Tayeta Kat Bpayd To 7ARGos. spoiws bé Kal 
TAaXVN Kal XLwV' oTaV yap Tayh TO védos, yiwv 
eoTw, orav 8° 7 atpis, maxVN. G10 7 Wpas H ywpas 

25 €oTiv onuetov wbuypas: od yap av émyvuTo ért 
TmoAAfs evovons Oepudryntos, «i uy émeKpdrer TO 
poyos: év yap TO veder ert Eveotw TOAD Oepydy ro 
bmdAovrov ToD eEatpioavros é€k THs yhs TO dypdv.' 
Xddala 8° exe? pév yiyverar, ev 5€ 7TH mAnoiov 

THs ys atpilovre totr’ exAcimer: Kabdaep yap el- 
30 TOMEV, WS pev Exel xiv, evTatba yiyverar mdyvn, 

as 8° éxe? deros, evraivba dpdaos: ws 8 éxei ydAala, 
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CHAPTER XI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

of vapour, dew of a small quantity, snow is frozen cloud, as 
frost 1s frozen vapour (347 b 12-28). But therers no analogy 
on the earth rtself to hail (347 b 28-83). 

For from the clouds there fall three bodies formed by 
refrigeration, water, snow and hail. Two of these 
correspond to and are due to the same causes as dew 
and frost on the earth, differing from them only in 
degree and amount. For snow is the same as frost, 
rain the same as dew, there being a merely quanti- 
tative difference between them For rain is the result 
of the cooling of a large body of vapour, which owes 
its quantity to the length of time durmg which and 
the size of space in which 1t collects Dew, on the 
other hand, is produced by small quantities of vapour, 
which collect for a day only and over a small area, 
as is shown by the rapidity with which it forms and 
its scanty quantity. The same is true of hoar frost 
and snow. when cloud freezes snow is produced, 
when vapour, hoar frost. So snow is a sign of a cold 
season or a cold country. For the cloud would not 
have frozen, since it still contains much heat, unless 
the cold predominated : for a good deal of the heat 
which caused the moisture to evaporate from the 
earth 1s still left in the cloud. 

Hail forms at higher levels, but there 1s nothing 
to correspond to it in the evaporation close to the 
earth: for as we have said, snow above corresponds 
to frost below, rain above to dew below but there 

1 Sypdv aupds Exee Fobes: aupéds om. E, F Ap O.T. 
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347 bh ° 
3 ~ +) 3 / \ @& \ > ” 

evraiéa odk avraTobidwat TO OuoLtoy. TO d° aiTiov 
elmrota mept yadalns éora dfAov. 

CHAPTER XII 

ARGUMENT 

Hail. A. Doefficulives. (1) Hast 2s wee: yet hailstorms are 
commonest in spring and summer, ie. in warm weather. 
(2) How does the necessary water remarn in the ar long enough 
to be frozen (847 b 34—3848 a 14)? B. Anaxagoras’s view. 
Haul 1s due to cloud being forced into the upper atmosphere 
and there frozen (848 a 14-20). Critzcrsms (848 a 20-b 2). 
C. Aristotie’s own mew. Heat and cold react on one another. 
When cold 1s compressed by heat surrounding rt, wt may (a) 
cause heavy rain or (b), when the compression 18 greater and 
the consequent refrigeration quicher, cause hail. The nearer 

sa7p34 Ac? dé AaBeiy dua Kal ra ovpPaivovra mepi THY 
85 yeveow avdTHs, Ta TE pn) TAQVaVTA Kal Ta SoKODVT’ 

elvas mapddoya. 
"Kort pev yap 7 xadala Kptoraddos, myyvuTas dé 

TO vowp Tod yeysdvos: at de ydAala. yiyvovrar 
848.2 €apos prev Kal jeroTMpov pdAiora, elra 5é Kal 

Tis oma@pas, yeysddvos 5° dAuydKis, Kal drav hrrov 
Hh wodyos. Kat ddlws 5é yiyvovrar yaAalar pev ev 
Tots evdtewvoTépots TéTois, at Sé yudves ev Tots 
sux porépots. 

a” A A \ 7 ¢ 3 ~ of 65 “Arosov b€ Kal ro wiyvvo8a tdowp &v TH dvw 
ToTm" ovTe yap Tayhva. Svvarov mpl yevéoBat 
vdwp, ore TO Vowp ovdéva ypdvov oidv re pévew 
peréwpov ov. dAAd pny otd’ domep al axddes 
ave wev dxodvras Sia puxpdryra, evdiarpibacar 8 
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is no analogous phenomenon below to correspond to 
hail above. The reason for this will become clear 
when we have dealt with hail. 

CHAPTER XII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

the earth and the more intense the refrigeration, the heavier 
the rain and the larger the hailstones. Hail is more frequent 
in spring and autumn because there is more morsture vn the 
aw at these seasons (848 b 2-80). Refrigeration takes 
place more quickly of the water 1s warmed first (so hai will 
form more easily in warm weather) (848 b 30—349 a 4). 
This rg also the reason for the violent summer ranfalle in 
Arabia and Aethiopia (849 a 4-9). So much for racn, dew, 
snow, frost and hail (849 a 9-11). 

In considering the process by which hail is produced, 
we must take into account both facts whose inter- 
pretation is straightforward and those which appear 
to be inexpheable. 

(1) Hail is ice, and water freezes in the winter: A. Difi- 
yet hailstorms are commonest in spring and autumn, *UHes 
rather less common at the end of the summer, and 
rare in winter when they only occur when it is not 
very cold. And, in general, hailstorms occur in milder 
districts, snowstorms in colder. 

(2) It is also odd that water should freeze in the 
upper region ; for it cannot freeze before it becomes 
water, and yet having become water it cannot remain 
suspended in the air for any length of time. Nor 
can we maintain that just as drops of water ride 
aloft because of their minuteness and rest on the 
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348 a 

~ ss \ ~~ UO ~ 

én Tod aépos, Womep Kal émi Too VdaTos yh Kal 
4 A / vA + 2 rv / ° 10 ypucds Sia puxpopréperay mroAAdKis €mimA€govaw, ov- 

“~ \ ~ 
TWS el TOO aépos TO Vowp, cvveAPdvTwv Sé TOMY 

“~ , a pikp@v peydAa Katradéepovrar yakddes: Tovtro 
HW ~ 4 yap ovK évddyeras yevéobar emt rhs xaAdlns: od 

A \ / ~ 

yap cupdveTar TA TeTNYOTA WoTrEep TA ¥ypa. SHAov 
~ \ 

obv Ort dvw rooodrov vdwp Epewev' od yap ay 
émdyn Tooobrov. 

~ \ oy “a “~ 4 of > / 15 Tots pev ov doxel rod mafous airiov etvar TovTou 
Kal THS yevéoews, Orav amwolh Tro vépos eis Tov 

~ / A dvw rémov paAdov évra puypov bia TO Anyew éxel 
TOS amo THS ys Tov axtivwy avakdAdcets, éADov 

> 9 a / Q A i) SY \ ay @ / EAA 0 éxel miyvvcba Td vdwp* 810 Kal Bépovs paAdAov 
Kal ev Talis dAcewais ywpats yiyveoOa Tas yaAdlas, 

20 OTe emi mA€ov TO Oepuov avwhet amo THs yhs Tas 
a / “ vedédas. ovpPaive 5 év tots aodddpa wbndois 

nKioTa ylyvecbar ydAalav: Kairos der, wWomep Kai 
~ a a / THhv xudva Op@pev emi tots dynAois paAvora yuyvo- 

pevnu. ere € ToAAdKis Arrrae védyn depopeva odv 
25 podw TOAA® trap’ adrnyv THY yhv, wore doBepov 

elvat tols axovovow Kal dp@ow ws ésouevou Tivos 
/ eK de 4 » / 4 ? Ad peiLovos. sré d€ Kal avev sodov rowovtTwv dbév- 

“~ 4 ? \ \ \ / Twv vepav xdAala yiyverat moAAn Kai To wéyeBos 
dmuoTos, Kal Tols oxyjpacw od otpoyyvtAn, dia 76 
pn) woAdv xpdvov yiyveoBar THY popav adris ws 

80 wAnalov tis mews yevouevns tis yiis, dAr’ ody 
womep exeitvot pacw. adAAa pv dvayKaiov dtr 

“~ 3 ~ 

Tod pddtor’ airiov THs mi~ews peydras yiyveobar 
\ ~ xaralas: Kptoraddos yap % ydAala, Kat rodro 

mavrt Sfjdov. peydda: 8 eioly af rots ayrjpacw 
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air, like minute particles of earth or gold that often 
float on water, so here the water floats on the air till 
a number of the small drops coalesce to form the 
large drops that fall. This cannot take place in the 
case of hail, because frozen drops cannot coalesce 
like liquid ones. Clearly then drops of water of the 
requisite size must have been suspended in the air : 
otherwise their size when frozen could not have been 
so large. 

Some * then think that the cause of the origin of 
hail is as follows: when a cloud is forced up into the 
upper region where the temperature is lower because 
reflection of the sun’s rays from the earth does not 
reach it, the water when it gets there is frozen and 
so hailstorms occur more often in summer andin warm 
districts because the heat forces the clouds up farther 
from the earth. But (1) in the very high places hail 
falls very infrequently; but on their theory this 
should not be so, for we can see that snow falls mostly 
in high places (2) Clouds have often been seen 
swept along with a great noise close to the earth, 
and have struck fear into those that heard and saw 
them as portents of some greater catastrophe But 
sometimes, when such clouds have been seen without 
any accompanying noise, hail falls in great quantities 
and the stones are of an incredible size, and irregular 
in shape ; the reason being that they have not had 
long to fall because they were frozen close to the 
earth, and not, as the theory we are criticizing main- 
tains, far above it. (3) Moreover, large hailstones 
must be formed by an intense cause of freezing: for 
it is obvious to everyone that hail is ice. But hail- 

¢ Anaxagoras, as Aristotle tells us at b 12 below: Diels 
59 A 85. > Of. 340 a OT ff. 
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stones that are not rounded in shape are large in size, 
which is a proof that they have frozen close to the 
earth : for stones which fall farther are worn down 
in the course of their fall and so become round in 
shape and smaller in size. 

It is clear then that the freezing does not take place 
because the cloud 1s forced up into the cold upper 
region. 

Now we know that hot and cold have a mutual 0. Aris- 
totle’s own reaction ® on one another (which 1s the reason why Yew. 

subterranean places are cold in hot weather and warm Mutual 
reaction of 

in frosty weather). This reaction we must suppose heat and 
takes place in the upper region, so that in warmer Id the 
seasons the cold 1s concentrated within by the sur- 
rounding heat. This sometimes causes a rapid forma- 

Examples fiom elsewheie are, verb Problems 909 a 23, 936 
b 16, 943 a 11; noun Problems 867 b 32, De Somn. 457 b 2, 
458 a 27 (sleep due to a concentration (¢/. cvvewopévy 458 a 10) 
of vital warmth by cold). There remains the use of the noun 
in the present passage 348 b 2, which L&S list under sense 
(2), At first sight this meaning seems to suit it better: yet 
twice in the next dozen lines the verb 1s used clearly in sense 
(1), and it is therefore more likely that the noun bears this 
sense too. The apparent ambiguity perhaps throws some 
hight on the relation of the two senses. Substance a gives 
place to substance 6 (sense (2)) : from this itis not a long step 
to think of a and 6 exercising a mutual reaction or repulsion 
(cf. the O.T.’s “ recoil” here). This explains the example 
which Auistotle gives, that caves are warm in winter, cold in 
summer. For in winter the surrounding cold drives the heat 
underground, in summer vice versa: ef. Alex. 50. 23, where 
the meaning hovers instructively between mutual replace- 
ment (¢f. avrysefiordpevov 1. 26) and mutual repulsion. 
Finally we get compression when a larger quantity of a (or db) 
drives together, as 1t were, and so compresses a smaller 
quantity of 6 (or a). This 1s the way hail is formed: compare 
the account of sleep in the De Somn, (sleep due to the vital 
warmth being driven together by cold). 
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348 b Sats AR \ 5 ; ; es \ : 

THTA OTE ev TAYD VOwp eK Vvéhous Trovet*: Sid Kal 
ai haxddes odd peilous ev Tais areewais yiyvovrat 

10 Huepars H ev TH yey@w, Kat vdara AaBpdrepa: 
AaBporepa pev yap A€yerar drav AOpodrepa, dbpow- 
Tepa dé dia TO TAaXOS THS TUKYVWoEWS. (TodTO Sé 
ylyvera, adto Tovvarriov 7 ws “Avakaydpas héyes: 
6 pev yap Grav eis Tov uypov apa érravéAOn dai 

15 TobTO mdoyew, Huets 8 Stray eis Tov Depyov KaT~- 
é\On, Kai pddvora érav pdAcora.) sdrav 8° ére 
paAdov ayrimepioTh évros TO yuyxpdv tao rot &&w 
Jepot, towp torfoay emnkev Kat yiyveras ydAala. 
oupBaiver bé toro Grav OGrrov FH 7 wikis 7) 4 Tot 
vdatos dopa 7 KdTw: «i yap déperas pev ev Too@de 

20 ypovw, 7 5é tuypdrns ododpa otoa ev édAdrrov 
émnfev, ovdev KwAver pweréwpov mayivat, édv 7 
mings ev eAdrrom yiyvnta: xpdvw THs Kadtw dopas. 
Kal dom 8° dv éyytrepov Kal abpowrédpa yévynra. 
 mwhéis, Ta Te vOaTa AaBporepa yiyverar Kal ai 
pakddes Kal at yddalas petCous da To Bpaydv 

25 dépecbar Tomov. Kat od quKVal at ywaKkddcs al 
peydAa. minrovow dia THY adrnv airiav. Arrov 
dé trot Odpous yiyverar 7 Eapos Kal peroTdpon, 
paAAov pévroe 7 xeyw@vos, ort Enpdrepos 6 arp 
Tod Gdpous: év 8¢ 7H aps Er bypds, ev Sé 7G per- 
oTmpm on vypaiverat. yiyvovrar dé more, Kab- 

80 direp elpnraL, Kal THs omuwpas ydAalae Sia Hv 
adr airiav. 

1 post move? add. dré Sé xdAala Niu, 6ré 5é ydAalay Pe PIM. 

@ Omit ére dé ydéAalay in 1. 8, with all the mss. except 
Noorr 67é pév is answered by éray 8’ 6 15 below and the inter- 
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tion of water from cloud.* And for this reason you 
get larger raindrops on warm days than in winter 
and more violent rainfall—rainfall is said to be more 
violent when it is heavier, and a heavier rainfall is 
caused by rapidity of condensation. (The process is 
just the opposite of what Anaxagoras says it 1s. He 
says it takes place when cloud rises into the cold air : 
we say it takes place when cloud descends into the 
warm air and is most violent when the cloud descends 
farthest) Sometimes, on the other hand, the cold 
is even more concentrated within by the heat outside 
it, and freezes the water which it has produced, so 
forming hail This happens when the water freezes 
before it has time to fall. For if it takes a given time 
(4) to fall, but the cold being intense freezes 1t in a 
lesser time (#*), there is nothing to prevent it freezing 
in the air, if the time (#) taken to freeze it is shorter 
than the time (#) of its fall. The nearer the earth 
and the more intense the freezing, the more violent 
the rainfall and the larger the drops or the hailstones 
because of the shortness of their fall. For the same 
reason ? large raindrops do not fall thickly. Hail is 
rarer in the summer than in spring or autumn, though 
commoner than in winter, because in summer the 

air is drier: but in spring it is still moist, in autumn 
it is beginning to become so. For the same reason 
hailstones do sometimes occur in late summer, as 
we have said.° 

4 vening lines 6:6 kat. . . Grav udAvora are parenthetical. . .’ 
fh 
> Tt 1s not at all clear why this 1s so, ¢f. Alex. 51. 32 and 

Phil. 130. 4. Perhaps Aristotle thinks of large and few as an 
alternative to small and many: wf a given amount of vapour 
1s condensed. into large drops, as here, there will be fewer of 
them than if 1t was condensed into small. ¢ 348 a 1. 
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848 b 

LupBddrerar 8° ér. ampos THY TAXUTHTA THs 
m7eews Kal TO mporebepydvbat TO vowp' OGrrov 
yap wdyerar. 820 mohhol 6Tav TO vdwp* poEau 
TaXD Bovanbdov, ets TOV TAvov. TiWéaor mparov, 

35 KQL Ol mept TOV IIévrov oTav emt Tod KpvardAdov 
aKnvoTor@vTa mpos Tas TeV txOvwv Oypas (Onpev- 
ovo. yap Svaxdmrovres TOV KptotaMov), Vdwp 

349 a Jepjnov TEPLXEOUOL Tots xahduous dud TO GGrrov 
anyvucbas: Xp@vrau yap TO KpvoTadr@ worep TH 
poddpow, iv” TpemBow ot KdAapoL. Geppov Se 
yiyverat TAXYD TO |, ovviaTdevoy vowp ev TE Tails 
xapass Kal Tats pais Tais dAcewaits 

5 Pe lyverau dé Kal mept THY “ApaBiay KOb Thy Aibto- 
miav Tod Odpovs Ta voara Kal ov Tob xedvos, Kal 
Tatra paydaia, kat THS auriis Huepas TOAAGKLS, 
dua Thy avryy airiav: Taxd yap pdyerat TH dyrt- 
TmeploT acer, 7 yiyveras Sid TO GAcewhy elvar THY 
Xapav loxupds 

10 Ept pe oby veto Kai Bpocov al vuperoo Kal 
maxvns Kal yaAdlns, da Tiv’ aitiay yiyverau Kal 
tis 9 pots atdrav éorw, cipjolw rocaira. 

1 +6 dowp corr. F Ap: 70 Pepyov Fy cet. PIV: om PIM. 

@ +o Gepudv, the reading adopted by the O.T. “ with all the 

CHAPTER XIII 

ARGUMENT 

Our neut subjects are wind, rivers and the sea. 
(1) Wind.—Some people say wind ws a current of ar: 
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If the water has been previously heated, this con- Warm 
tributes to the rapidity with which it freezes: for it Water cools 
cools more quickly (Thus so many people when they quickly. 
want to cool water ® quickly first stand 1t m the sun ° 
and the inhabitants of Pontus when they encamp on 
the ice to fish—they catch fish through a hole which 
they make in the ice—pour hot water on their rods 
because it freezes quicker, using the ice like solder 
to fix their rods.) And water that condenses in the 
air in warm districts and seasons gets hot quickly.® 

For the same reason in Arabia and Aethiopia rain Arabia and 
falls in the summer and not in the winter, and falls “om 
with violence and many tiumes on the same day : for 
the clouds are cooled quickly by the reaction due to 
the great heat of the country. 

So much then for our account of the causes and 
nature of rain, dew, snow, hoar frost and hail. 

Mss.,”’ must be wiong 1n spite of the mss. authority. The only 
point in Pane the water in the sun is to warm it so that it 
may cool more quickly If it 1s already warm when put in 
the sun the whole point of the process is lost. 

® Aristotle is returning to the argument of 11, 30-32, which 
he interrupted at d.¢ 1. 32 1n order to give examples (Thurot : 
cf. Ol. 98. 34); 616... xdAapor 349 a 3 15 really paren- 
thetical and is printed as a parenthesis in the translation. 
The point of the paragraph is to give another reason for the 
formation of hail (ice) in summer, 76 ovverdpevov Ddwp being 
the water which freezes into hail. 

CHAPTER XII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

some produce the ludicrous mew that all winds are the same 
wind blowing in different directions. We must investigate 
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the nature and origin of wind (849 a12-b 1). (Aristotle here 
drops the subject of wind, and does not resume wt until Book 
IT. ch. 4.) 

(II) Rivers.—There are some who believe that rovers flow 
From subterranean reservoirs fed by rainfall (3849 b 1-15). 
Criticasms (an the course of which Arvrstotle’s own view 
emerges). (1) Such reservoirs would have to be unpossibly 
large (849 b 15-19). (2) Condensation produces water below 
the earth as well as above wt (849 b 19-27). (8) Rainfall does 
not collect into reservoirs. Most of tis absorbed by mountains 

349212 Ilept dé avéuwry Kal mdvrwv mvevpdtov, eri Oé 
ToTapav Kat Gadarrns Adywpev, mpOrov Kal mept 
TovTwy Siatropnoavres mpos Huds avrouvs: worep 

15 yap Kal epi dAAwy, ovTws Kal mepi ToUTwY oddév 
Tapendayev Acydpevov Tototrov 6 un Kav oO TUXw@Y 
elmrevev. 

Hioi 8é ries of dao tov Kadovpevov aépa Ktvov- 
pevov pev Kal péovra dvepov elvar, ovvioTdpevov 
S¢ rov adrov Tobrov mdAw védos Kai vdwp, ws THs 
airfs dvoews otons vdaros Kat mvevparos, Kal 

20 Tov avepov elvar Kivnow dépos. 86 Kal TOV codds 
BovAopévan Aéyew tives Eva daciv avepwov elvar 
advras Tovs avémous, OTe oupmémTwKEe Kal TOV 
aépa, TOV KivoUpevov eva Kal TOV adrov eivaL mdvTa, 
Soxeiy Sé Siaddpew oddév Staddpovra dia Tods 

26 Tomous Gbev ay TUyYdvNn pewy EKdOTOTE, TAapa- 
mAnoiws Aéyovres Worrep av El TIS OloLTO Kal Tods 
moTapovs Tavras eva moTapov elvar. d10 BéAriov 
ot woAAol A€yovow dvev Cnticews tev peta Cn- 
Thoews ovTW AeydvTwv' eb pev yap eK pds apyts 
dimavres péovot, Kakel Ta mvedpara Tov avrov 
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and high ground, which act as a hind of sponge and, in addt- 
tion, beng cold, cause condensation; rt then gradually 
trickles together to form springs (349 b 27—850 a 18). This 
1s confirmed by the fact that all the largest rivers flow from 
mountains : a brief geographical review to demonstrate this 
(350 a 14-b 22). Summary (850 b 22-30). There are of 
course bodes of water underground, as 1s proved by rwers 
that are swallowed up by the earth: this happens when no 
other outlet can be found to the sea. Examples (850 b 830— 
351 a 18). 

Ler us go on to deal with winds and all kinds of dis- 
turbances in the air, and also with mvers and the sea. 
And here again let us first discuss the difficulties in- 
volved: for on this subject as on many others we 
know of no previous theory that could not have been 
thought of by the man in the street. 

There are some * who say that wind is simply a (1) Wind. 
moving current of what we call air, while cloud and 
water are the same air condensed ; they thus assume 
that water and wind are of the same nature, and 
define wind as air in motion. And for this reason 
some people, wishing to be clever, say that all the 
winds are one, on the ground that the air which moves 
is in fact one and the same whole, and only seems to 
differ, without differing in reality, because of the 
various places from which the current comes on 
different occasions : which is like supposing that all 
rivers are but one river. The unscientific views of 
ordinary people are preferable to scientific theories 
of this sort. If all rivers flowed from a single source, 
and something analogous were true of winds, there 

¢ Alex. and Ol. both refer to Hippocrates, wepi dvodv: 
the passage is given by Diels 64 C 2 (under Diogenes). C/. 
also Diels 12 A 24 (Anaximander). 
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/ , 7 4 e / @ 9 80 TpOTTov, Taya Aéyouev dv TL of A€yovTes OUTWS: El 

35 

349 b 

on 

3 ¢ / > ~ ? “A o~ g \ 4 
8° dpoiws évratéa KaKet, SfAov ort TO Koppevpa 
av ein todTto wetdos, evel TotTS ye mpoonKovoay 
éyer oxeduv, Ti T eoTiv 6 avEm“os, Kal ylyverat Tas, 
Kal TL TO KwWodv, Kal 4 apyy md0ev adtdv, Kal 

/ ¥ 3 i 3 3 / o “ r ~ c/s morepov ap wormep €€ ayyelouv Set AaPety péovra 
TOV GVE“LoV, Kal expt TOUTOU pEiv Ews av KevwhF 
TO ayyetov, olov &€€ dox@v dadiduevov, 7) Kabdzep 
Kal of ypadeis ypadovow, &€€ adra&v thy apynv 
adiévras. 

e / de ‘ 4 ~ “ a / 
Opoiws b€ Kai rept Tis TOV ToTapav yevéoews 

Soke? Tiow eye’ TO yap avaylev do Tot HAiov 
30 a e? 10 Ge ¢ \ ~ com > vowp mdadw ddpevov abpoobev vireo yhv peiv ex 

/ at 4 a i OF # KotAias peyaAns,  mavrTas puds 7 adAdov AAs: 
\ ‘] / « 99 7 2 4 4 \ Kat ov yiyvecbar dowp oddédv, aAAad TO ovdAdexGev 

ék TOU Xerdvos eis Tas TOLavTAS drrodoxas, TodTo 
yiyveodar 70 mAAB0s TO T@v ToTapay. d10 Kal 
peilous del ToD xeyudivos petv ) rod Bépous, Kal 
Tovs pev aevdous elvas Tovds 8° ovK devdous: dowv 

10 pev yap da TO wéyeDos THs KotAias TOAD TO ovAAe- 
youevov vdwp €oriv, WOTE StapKety Kal a) mpoava- 
Aiorecban imply emeAdety 70, 0uBptov év TH Xeyedve 
aaAww, ToUrous pev aevdovs elvau Sid. téovs, Scots 
dé éAdrrous at birodoyat, TovTous 5é du” dAvyorynra 

~ / 4 A ? a A Tob vdaros pbdvew Enpaxvopevous mp emreAGetv +0 
15 éx TOU ovpavod, KEVOUHLEVOV TOU dyyetou. 

Kairot pavepor, et Ts BovAerau Toujoas otov 
drodoxhy 7™po Opparey: T® Kal” Huépav wart 
Peovre cuveys vofoar 76 mAROS: SepBdAdou yap 

@ Of. Odyssey x. 19. 
> Cf. De Mot. An. 2, 698 b 25. 

¢ Anaxagoras: Diels 59 A 42 (ii. 16. 18). 
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might be something in such a theory : but if nothing 
of the sort is true in either case, it is clear that 
the theory, though ingenious, 1s false. In fact, the 
following questions are worth investigation: What 
is the wind and how does it arise > What is the motive 
cause of winds, and what their origin’? Are we to 
suppose that the wind flows hike a stream from some 
vessel, and continues to flow until the vessel is empty, 
hke wine poured from wineskins*?# Or are the 
winds rather self-originating as the pamters depict 
them ° 2 

Some people ° hold similar views about the origin (1D) Rivers 
of rivers. They suppose that the water drawn up ane fee. 
by the sun when it falls again as rain is collected 
beneath the earth into a great hollow from which 
the rivers flow, either all from the same one or each 
from a different one : no additional water is formed 
im the process,? and the rivers are supplied by the 
water collected during the winter in these reservoirs 
This explains why rivers always run higher in winter 
than in summer, and why some are perennial, some 
are not. When the hollow is large and the amount 
of water collected therefore great enough to last out 
and not be exhausted before the return of the winter 
rains, then rivers are perennial and flow continuously : 
when the reservoirs are smaller, then, because the 
supply of water is small, rivers dry up before the 
rainy weather returns to replenish the empty con- 
tainer. 

(1) But itis evident that if anyone tries to compute Criticisms. 
the volume of water constantly flowing each day and 
then to visualize a reservoir for it, he will see that to 

@ e.g. by condensation, as Aristotle himself maintains, 
349 b 23 below. 
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dv T@ peyele Tov Tis ys GyKov 4 od Todd av 
é\XNeiron TO Sexdpevov av TO peov Ddwp eis TOV 
€viauTov. 

20 “AdAG SijAov ore oupBatver pev Kal mona TOU 
atra mohhaxod Tis vis, ov pany arn’ dromov et 
TUS pL) vowicer ue. THY adray airiay Bdwp ef depos 
viyveoBar di yvirep brép ys Kal év TH yh. wor 
elmep KaKel dua wuypdrnra ovvioratas 6 atpilwy 
ap eis U8wp, Kal UO THS ev TH YH puxporntos TO 

25 avo ToOTo bel voice ovpBaivew, Kat ylyvecdau 
ea povov TO dro KEK plLevov vowp ev auTH, Kal 
Toro peiv, aAAd Kat yeyveoda ouvex ds. 
"Ere be Tob pay yuyvojsevov GA’ dmdpxovros vOaTOS 

Kal” Tyeépav ay Touadray elvat THY apYTnv TOV ToTa- 
30 wav, olov br0 yhv Aiuvas Twas darokekpuLevas, Ka- 

dzep eviot A€yovow, GAN’ dpoiws Womep Kal ev TH 
dmép yas Tomm puiKpal ovviordpevar pavides, Kal 
maAw adrat érépats, TeAos weTa TAVOous KaTraBaiver 
TO UOLEVOY VOW P, OVTW Kal Ev TH yh EK pLKp@v ovA- 
AciBeobat To mpdrov Kai elvas ofov mdwons eis év 

8b THS yHs Tas apyas THv woTaud@v. SyAot 8’ adro 
850a TO Epyov' ol yap tas vdpaywytas ovobvres Uro- 

vopos Kai duwpvs ouvayovow, womep dv idwovens 
Ths yhs amo tov tinAdv. 816 Kal ta pedwara Tdv 
TOTALOV Ek TOV OpGv Paiverar péovra, Kal mAEtoTOL 
Kal peyioTot ToTapol pEeovow eK TOV peyioTrwv 

5 Op@v. dpolws b€ Kal at KpHvar al mAciorar Opec 

¢ Rainfall is not the only source of supply: there is also 
subterranean condensation. 

» i.e. by condensation. 
¢ Construe roo... datos with Aiuvas (Thuiot): a literal 

translation would run “ the source of rivers 1s not as 1t were 
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contain the whole yearly flow of water it will have to 
be as large as the earth in size or at any rate not much 
smaller. 

(2) And though it is true that there are many such 
reservoirs in different parts of the earth, yet it is 
absurd for anyone not to suppose that the same cause 
operates to turn air into water below the earth as 
above it. If then cold condenses vaporous air into 
water above the earth, the cold beneath the earth 
must be presumed to produce the same effect. So 
not only does water form separately within the earth 
and flow from it, but the process is continuous.* 

(3) Besides, even if one leaves out of account water 
so produced ” and considers only the daily supply of 
water already existing,° this does not act as a source 
of rivers by segregating into subterranean lakes, as 
it were, in the way some people maintain: the pro- Anstotle’s 
cess is rather like that in which small drops form in °¥"”"™ 
the region above the earth, and these again join 
others, until rain water falls in some quantity; simi- 
larly inside the earth quantities of water, quite smal] 
at first, collect together and gush out of the earth, 
as it were, at a single point and form the sources of 
rivers. <A practical proof of this is that when men 
make urigation works they collect the water in pipes 
and channels, as though the higher parts of the earth 
were sweating it out. So we find that the sources of 
rivers flow from mountains, and that the largest and 
most numerous rivers flow from the highest moun- 
tains. Similarly the majority of springs are in the 

lakes of ready-made as opposed to produced wate.’ Thurot 
would read drdpyew for yéyveoOa in 1. 25—" car Aristote 
oppose l’eau qui se forme (yiyvecBa:) & cette qui est toute 
formée (drdpyev) *—and transpose cal’ judpav |. 29 to 1. 28 
after yuyvopevou. 
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350 a 

Kal rétrous tysndois yeurvidow- ev Sé Tols Tedious 
dvev ToT apy dAtyau yiyvovran mayTray. ot yep 
dpewot Kal dunAol tdzroL, olov omdyyos TuKVds 
eTTUK PE LG LLEVOL, Karo. puKpa pev mrodAayh dé bia.- 
TLOGaL Kal avAdeiBovot TO vdwp" dexovrat TE yap 

10 TOD KaTLOVTOS Udaros TOAD mAGos (Ti yap Siadéper 

15 

Kotdny Kal brriav Y mpnvn THY TE pLpEpevay elvou 
Kal KupTiHy; duporépws yap Tov toov dykov TeEpt- 
Arpberau oop.aros) Kal Thy o aviotoay arpida pvyovat 
Kal ovykpivovo. mdAw «is vdup. 

Aid, Kabdsrep elzropev, of péytoro. THY TroTa- 
pav éx tadv peyiorwy daivovra, péovres dpdv. 
dfrov 8 éori totro Pewpdvois tas THs ys 
mepiodous * Tavras yap €K To0 muvOdvecBas Tap 
exdorwv ovTws dvéyparpav, Cowy My ouuBéBnev 
adromras yevéctau Tovs Adyovras. év pev oov TH 
*"Acia mhetorou [ev eK Too Hapvaccob KaAovpevou 

20 gaivovras péovTes Cpovs Kal peyrorou TOT O}404, 
totro 8 dpodoyetrar mavrwy elvar péyotrov To 
Gpos TOV ™pos THY Ew THY YELLE pL HV barepBavre 
yap 707 TovTO paver ar n efw OdAarra, is TO 
mépas od dHAov Tots evreddev. ex pev odv TovTOU 
péovow dNou TE TOTApMOL Kal 6 Baxrpos Kal 6 
Xodomns Kal 6 “Apdgns: TovTov 5° 6 Tavais daro- 

25 oxicerar }€pos ay eis THY Mardruv Aipny. pei 
be Kat 6 “Ivdds ef adrod, mdvrwy TOv TmoTrapav 
peta mAciotov. ék dé Tod Kavxdoov dAdo Te 

® So condensation, as well as rainfall, contributes to the 
supply : : cf. 349 b 23 and note a on p. 92 above, Alex. 56. 31. 

®’ More correctly Paropamisus: the Hindu Kush. For 
the geography of this passage and Book II. ch. 5 see the note 
at the end of this chapter. 
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neighbourhood of mountains and high places, and 
there are few sources of water in the plams except 
rivers. For mountains and high places act like a thick 
sponge overhanging the earth and make the water 
drip through and run together in small quantities in 
many places. For they receive the great volume of 
rain water that falls (it makes no difference whether 
a receptacle of this sort is concave and turned up or 
convex and turned down: it will contain the same 
volume whichever it is) : and they cool the vapour as 
it rises and condense it again to water.? 

Hence the largest rivers flow, as we said, from the Geograph- 

highest mountains. You can see this if you look at "¥*" 
the maps of the earth, which have been drawn up by 
their authors from their own first-hand knowledge or, 
when this failed, from inquiries made from others. 
We find that most of the rivers in Asia and the largest Asia. 
of them flow from the mountain range called Par- 
nassus,® which is commonly regarded as the highest 
mountain towards the winter dawn. For when you 
have crossed 1t the outer ocean, whose farther limit 

is unknown to the inhabitants of our part of the world, 
is already in sight. There flow from this mountain 
among other rivers the Bactrus,? the Choaspes,’ and 
the Araxes/ from the last of which the Tanais 9 
branches off and flows into Lake Maeotis.”” From 
it also flows the Indus, the greatest of all rivers. From 
the Caucasus there flow many rivers, extraordinary 

¢ South-east; the direction in which the sun rises at the 
winter solstice. @¢ Oxus. 

é Karun: or possibly Kabul River. 
* Or Jaxartes: Syr Darya. 
§ Don. Sea of Azov. 
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ARISTOTLE 

péovot moAAol Kai Kara 7AHOos Kal Kara peyebos 
drepBadovtes, Kat O Daars- 6 dé Kavxacos pe 
yLorov 6pos TOV POS THY Ew THY Gepwyy € €or Kal 
mAnber Kal ver. onueta de Tot pev tous ér 
6para. Kal amd Tov Kadovpévwyv Babdwy Kal els 
Thy Aiyyny elo AcdvTa, ETL & WAvobrae TAs vUKTOS 
atrod 7a dicpa. expe Tou Tptrou Hépous a6 TE THs 
Ew Kal mddw a dro Tijs eomrépas: TOU O¢€ mAndous 6 Ort 
Todds € €yov €dpas, ev ais eOvy Te KaTouKel TroAAd 
Kal Nipvas elvai daot peydadas, Tarn’ Gpcws mdcas 
TAS E€opas elvai dace Pavepas péypt THs éoydrns 
Kopupijs fF 

"EK be THs lupins (robr0 3° eorly 6pos mpos 
Svopunv lonuepuyy* ev TH KeArucf) péovow 6 TE 
"Torpos Kal 6 Taptnoods. otros pev obv es 
oTnAdy, 6 o “lotpos_ du dns THS Edpuimns els TOV 
Evgeuvov TOVTOV. Tov 5° dNcov TOT OAV ot mAct~ 
oTou mpos dpxtov ék Tadv opa@v trav ’ApKuviwy: 
rabdra bé Kal vier Kat mAnOer péyiora mepi Tov 
ToTov TOUTOV eoTL. OT avTnYy Oé THY ApKTOV diTép 
THis coxdrns LkvOias ai KaAovpevar ‘Pizrar, mept 
av tot peyelous Atay etolv ol Aeyopevor Adyou 
pubddeis- péovar 8° ody of mAcioro. Kal péyroror 
peta Tov “lorpov r&v aGAkwv morapdy evretber, 
ws pac. 
“Opoiws 5€ Kat mepi tiv ArBdnv ot pev ex TaV 
1 gpos Svopiv lonuepwhv fortasse post orynAdy |. 3 collo- 

canda censet Heidel. 

® Rion. » North-east. ¢ Cf 351 a 11 below. 
@ * This is unintelhgible: our text, though it goes back to 

Alexander (Alex. 57.32 f.), must be corrupt’ (O.T.). I agree, 
and have accordingly obelized the words. 

¢ The Pyrenees, 
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both in number and in size, among them the Phasis.* 
The Caucasus is the largest mountain range, both in 
extent and height, towards the summer sunnse.? 
A proof of its height is the fact that it is visible both 
from the so-called Deeps ° and also as you sail into 
Lake Maeotis ; and also that its peaks are sunlit for 
a third part of the night, both before sunrise and 
again after sunset. A proof of its extent is that it 
contains many habitable regions in which there live 
many tribes and in which there are said to be many 
great lakes. tAnd yet they say that all these regions 
are visible up to the last peak: @ 

From Pyrené@ (this is a mountain range towards Burope 
the equimoctial sunset in Celtice*) there flow the 
Istrus 2 and the Tartessus.” The latter flows into 
the sea outside the pillars of Heracles, the Istrus flows 
right across Europe into the Euxine. Most of the 
remaining European * rivers flow northward from the 
Arkynian ? mountains which are the largest both in 
height and extent in that region. Beneath the Bear 
itself * beyond the farthest part of Scythia is a range 
of mountains called the Rhipae’: the stories told of 
their size are too fanciful for credence, but they say 
that from them the greatest number and, after the 
Istrus, the largest of other European rivers flow. 

Similarly in Libya from the Aethiopian moun- Afnea. 

* A general name for France and Spain. 
9 Danube. 
» Or Baetis: Guadalquivir. 
+ I have inserted “‘ European’ here and at b 9 below, 

though it is not in the Greek: Aristotle must be thinking 
of Europe here and not of the world as a whole. 

? The mountains of Central Europe, the Alps to the Car- 
pathians. 

# i.e. in the extreme North: ef. 362 b 9. 
1 These seem to be purely mythical, as Aristotle indicates, 
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350 b 

Aiftomudy Spay, 6 te Aiyav Kab 6 Nvons, ot 8¢ 
péytorou TOV Sumvopacpevenr, 6 TE Xpeperns 
kahovpevos, 6 ds els THY ew pet Oddarray, Kal Too 
NeiAov 70 pedua TO mpaTov, €k To “Apyupot Ka- 
Aovpeévov Gpous. 

15 Tdv dé zept TOV ‘EA gviroy TOTOV 6 pev "AxeAdos 
éx Ilivdov, Kat 6 “Tvaxos evredber, 6 O€ Lrpupesy 
kat Néooos xal 6 “Epos dmavres tpets évres ex 
Tot XKouBpov- oe de pedpara Kat ék ris 
‘Poddzrns éoriv. 
“Opoiws 5é Kal Tods GAAovs ToTapods Evpot TIS 

20 dy péovras: aAAd paprupiov xdpw Tovrous elzropev: 
émel Kal doo. avta&v péovaw é€ Eldv, ra EAN do 
ép7 keiobae ovpBaiver mavTa oxedov i) ToTOUS 
tynAods € éK mpooayary is. 
“Ore pev obv od Set vopilew ovrw yiyvecbat ras 

apyas Tov moTapav as ef apwproweveov Koray, 
pavepov: ore yap av 6 TOT0S ixavos Hy 0 6 Ths yijs 

25 ws ciety, worrep ovo" 6 Tov vepav, éb 76 ov EdEL 
peiy povov, aAAa, L7) TO pev camper TO 5° eyiyvero, 
GAN’ atel amo OVvTOS ETOLEVETO® TO TE UT TOTS 
Cpeow exe Tas myas Haprupel SudTe TH ouppety 
eis dAtyov Kal KaTa puucpov éx Tomy voribey 

30 Stadidwow 6 rémos Kal yiyvovTat ovTWS at mHyal 
TOV TOTALOV. 
Od pny GAdAa Kal rovodrous elvas TOTOUS exovras 

mfBos vdaTOS, olov Aiuvas, ovodev aromov, mAnvy 
ovrt THALKavTAs WoTE TODTO CUupPaiverv, obdéy war 

* Unidentrfiable. 
> Unidentifiable. 
¢ Later called the Mountains of the Moon: perhaps 

Mts. Kilimanjaro and Kenya or the Ruwenzori range. 
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tains there flow the Aegon® and the Nyses°; fiom 
the so-called Silver Mountains ° the two largest of 
rivers distinguished by names, the river called the 
Chremetes,? which flows into the outer ocean, and 
the most important of the sources of the Nile ¢ 

Of the rivers in Greek lands, the Achelous flows 
from Mount Pmdus, as does also the Inachus, and the 
trio Strymon, Nessos and Hebrus from Mount Scom- 
brus : and there are also many rivers that flow from 
Mount Rhodopé. 

Further investigation would show that all other 
rivers flow similarly from mountains: these have 
simply been given as examples. For even when 
rivers flow from marshes it will almost always be 
found that these marshes lie beneath either moun- 
tains or gradually rising ground. 
We can now see that the supposition that rivers Summary. 

spring from definite hollows in the earth is a false 
one. For, firstly, the whole earth, we might say, 
would hardly be room enough, nor the region of the 
clouds, if the flow were fed only by water already 
existing, and if some waters were not in fact vanishing 
in evaporation, some re-forming all the time, but all 
were produced from a ready-made supply. Secondly, 
the fact that nvers have their sources at the foot of 
mountains proves that the place accumulates water 
little by little by a gradual collection of many drops, 
and that the sources of rivers are formed in this 
way. 
A is not, of course, at all impossible that there do subter- 

exist such places containing large volumes of water, Siters ana 
like lakes : but they cannot be so large as to act in rivers. 
the way this theory maintains, any more than one 

4 Probably the Senegal River. ¢ The White Nile. 
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Aov H Et Tis OloLTO Tas pavepas elva. myas Tov 
¢ 

TrOTOpGY" oyedov yap €k Kpynvdv oi méioror 
85 peouoty. Opotov obv TO exeivas Kal TO TavTas 

vopilew Elva. TO O@pa TO TOU ddaTos may. 
"Ort 8 eioty rovadra: ddpayyes Kal Siaordoeis 

B51aTHS VIS, dnrodow ol KAT OMLVOMEVOL Tov Trorapay. 
oupPaiver dé Totro ToAaxob Tis vis, olov THs pev 
HeAorovvyjcou mretora Touatira rept THY “Apkadiay 
eortv. airLov dé did TO Gpewiy ovoav ph éxew 

5 expods eK TOV Koide ets OdAarray: mn povjevot 
yap ot TOmOL Kal ovK exovtes éxpvow adrois evpi~ 
cKovrat THY diodov «is Babos, drroPialouevou Tob 
avewbev émdvros voaros. epi pev odv THv “EAAdba 
puKpa Towra, mavTeAas cor YLyYVOLEVO.' GAA’ u] 
ye vmod TOV Kavxacov Aipyn, nv KaAobow ot Exel 

10 PdAarrav*: avr yap TOT OLCV TOAADY Kai peyddwy 
eloBaAAovrey ovK €xovoa EKpOUV pavepov exdiowow 
do yhv xara Kopagous, mel TO. kaAovpeva Baba 
tod [lovrov: tadra 8’ eorly dimeupov TL THS Jaharrns 
BaBos- ovdels yoov TemToTE Kabeis edvv70n mépas 
evpely. TaUry d€ TOppw THs yrs ayedov rept TpLa- 

15 Koala ordéva TOTLLOV avadiowow dow emt mrohby 
TOTOV, OD ouveys dé, GAAG Tpicoaxy. Kal mepl THY 
Avyvorixny ovK edarreov rod “Podavod Karamiverat 
Tis morauos, Kal mdAw davabdidbwow Kar’ dddov 
tétrov: 6 O€ ‘Podavos wotapyds vavoimépards éotiv. 

1 @ddarrav davepd Sie. Cam.+: OddAarrav peyddy ci. Thurot. 

* And it cannot be merely the spring which we see at the 
source that supplies the river with water: 1t must rather be 
the whole process of accumulation described at b 27 and 
350 a7 above. Cf. Alex. 58. 20 ff, 
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could 1easonably suppose that their visible sources 
supply all the water for the rivers, most of which flow 
from springs.* It is thus equally umeasonable to 
believe either that lakes or that the visible sources 
are the sole water supply. 

But the rivers that are swallowed up by the earth 
prove that there are chasms and cavities in the earth. 
This happens in many places: in the Peloponnese, 
for example, one finds it most oftenin Arcadia. The 
reason is that because the country is mountainous 
there are no outlets from the valleys to the sea: so 
when these valleys get filled with water and there 
is no outlet, the water flowing in from above forces 
its way out and finds a way through into the depths 
of the earth. In Greece this only happens in quite 
a small way. But there is the lake ® beneath the 
Caucasus, which the inhabitants call a sea °: for this 
is fed by many great rivers, and having no obvious 
outlet runs out beneath the earth in the distnet of 
the Coraxi? and comes up somewhere about the 
so-called deeps of Pontus. (This is a part of the sea 
whose depth is unfathomable : at any rate no sounding 
has yet succeeded in finding the bottom.) Here at 
about three hundred stades’ distance from shore 
fresh water comes up over a large area, an area not 
continuous but falling into three divisions And in 
Liguria a river’ as large as the Rhone (and the 
Rhone is large enough to be navigable) 1s swallowed 
up, and comes up again in another place. 

» The Caspian Sea. 
Thurot inserts peydAn after @dAarray to answer to puxpd 

in 1. 7. 
@ On the east coast of the Black Sea. 
é Perhaps the Po. ‘“* Pliny alleges (falsely) that it flows 

underground (Pliny ii. 6)” (O.T.). 
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NOTE ON ARISTOTLE’S GEOGRAPHY 

From the geographical review in this chapter, and from the 
passage in Book JI. ch. 5, 362 a 32 ff. on the zones of the 
earth, we learn Aristotle’s views about the dimensions and 
geography of the habitable world. 

Aristotle believed the earth to be a sphere, of no great 
relative size, situated at the centre of the universe (Book I. 
ch. 3, 339 b 6-8, 340 a 6-8: cf. De Caelo nu. 14, 298 a 10 ff, 
where he quotes an estimate of 400,000 stades =about 46,000 
miles for 1ts circumference). There are two habitable zones of 
the earth, “‘ one, in which we live, towards the upper pole, the 
other towards the other, that 15 the south pole.” The zone 
in which we live is bounded by the tropic of Cancer on the 
south and the Arctic circle on the north, the other sector zone 
by the tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic cnele They are 
the only habitable 1egions, the zone between the tropics being 
uninhabitable owing to the heat, the zones beyond the Arctic 
and Antarctic circles owing to the cold. The habitable zones 
thus extend right round the globe in two broad stiips; and 
the length of ihe portion of our strip which we know, that 1s, 
from “‘ the pillars of Heracles to India,” exceeds 1ts breadth 
in the proportion of 5 to 3. “‘ Beyond the Pillars of Heracles 
and India les the ocean which severs the habitable zone and 
prevents it forming a continuous belt,” though if 1t were not 
for the ocean the complete cucuit could be made. 

Such 1s the account of the zones of the earth in Book II. 
ch. 5, and it gives us the general dimensions (length 5: 
breadth 3) of the maps (zrepiddous 350 a 16) which Aristotle 
has in mind in Book I. ch. 13. In this chapter he is not, of 
course, setting out to give an account of the geography of 
the known world; he is using geography to illustrate the 
theme that the largest rivers flow from the highest mountains. 
But 1t seems clear that he had a map or maps in mind, if not 
before him, and 1t should therefore be possible to draw a map 
that will illustrate what he says. 

Such a map is given here (Map 1) together with a map of 
the same area as we know it to-day (Map 2). In making 
this map, and in identifying the rivers and mountains to 
which Aristotle refers, I have been guided largely by the 
following works (in addition to Ideler and the O.T.): Bun- 
bury, History of Ancient Geography, vol.1; Tozer, History of 
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Ancient Geography (Ed. 2, with additional notes by M. Cary) ; 
E. H. Warmington, (7 eek Geography; Heidel, The Fiame of 
the Ancient Greek Maps; J. L. Myres, article on Herodotus's 
maps in the Ceographical Journal, 8, 1896; TP. Bolchert, 
Aristoteles Erdhunde von Asien und Libyen. Prof. Heidel’s 
book I have found particularly useful, as it explains very 
clearly how the thiee co-ordinates, summer-equinoctial- 
winter-sunrise and sunset, were used as the frame within 
which Gieek maps were drawn (see Map 1). To these 
authors the reader 1s 1eferred for further information, but 
the following notes on particular identifications may be useful. 

1. Mounraiys. 
Parnassus 350a19. By this Aristotle must mean the range 

which later writers called Paropanisus or Pa1opamisus: 4¢. 
the Hindu-Kush (Tozer, p. 133, Bunbury, p. 400, Heidel, p. 
42, note 107). Aristotle locates it ** towards the wenter dawn,” 
which Heidel thinks too far south. But there 1s no authority 
for a change of the text to read ‘* equinoctial ” or ‘‘ summer 
dawn ” as Heidel suggests, and it looks as ifm Aristotle’s 
map Parnassus balances Caucasus (350 a 26) which 1s towards 
the swmmer dawn (the Greeks hked their maps to be sym- 
metrical: ef. Myres, loc. cit. p. 608) ; though it 1s true that 
with the present reading the course of the Araxes-Tanais 1s 
very long. Heidel (doc. cit.) also thinks Aristotle puts the 
Pyrenees too far south, and has suggested that the text should 
be amended (v 350 b 1 and note ad loc.). But Herodotus, 
who thought the Ister (Danube) rose “‘from the city of 
Pyrené”’ (11. 33), seems to locate it very far south (cf, maps in 
How and Wells’s Commentary, p. 303, Tozer, p. 75, Bunbury, 
p. 172), and it 15 still possible to draw a map without altering 
the text. But the map could of course quite easily be re- 
drawn if these two amendments of Heidel were adopted. 

The Silver Mountarns (350 b 14), the source of the Chre- 
metes and the Nile, are more difficult to place. But Olymp. 
105. 30 identrfies them with the mountains called later the 
Mountains of the Moon, which Tozer (p. 352) supposes to 
be Mounts Kilimanjaro and Kenya. Warmington (p. 144) 
suggests the Ruwenzor range “ which, though equatorial, 
has miles of snow and glacier.” I have placed them in 

Central Africa where they balance the mountain masses in 

Central Europe. For Herodotus thought that the Nile 
followed an easterly course in its upper reaches, and it was 
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not until the Ptolemues that a fuller knowledge of it was 
gained. 

9, Rivers. 
Choaspes, called by Herodotus v 52 “‘ the river on which 

Susa stands,” and so presumably the Karun River. But 
Aristotle may have a different Choaspes in mind: Bunbury, 
p 434 (¢f Bolchert, p. 39), suggests the Cabul River. 

Bactrus “1s probably the ‘ 1:ver of Bactria ’—that 15, the 
Oxus ” (Bunbury, (oe. czt.). 

cAraves + it seems generally agreed that by this Aristotle 
means the IJaxartes or Syr Darya: ef. Bunbury, pp. 400 and 
434, Tozer, pp. 82, 135 and additional notes, p. xvi, and for 
Herodotus’s confusions about the Araxes, How and Wells, 
1. pp. 152 and 202. 

The Chremetes 15 otherwise unknown, unless 1t 1s to be 
identified with the Chretes of the Periplus of Hanno, which 
was probably the Senegal River or a branch of it. It 1s 
possible that Aristotle may have had some knowledge of the 
voyage of Hanno, just as the persistent Greek tradition about 
the shallowness of the sea beyond the pillars of Heracles 
(Book II ch. 1, 354 a 22: ef. Plato, Jimaeus 25 vp) may 
reflect the experience of Himilco in the Sargasso Sea: see 
Bunbury, pp. 324-325, 335 and 401 (Hanno), and 409-403 
(Himilco), Tozer, pp. 111-112 (Himilco). 

The lack of any reference to the Tigzes or Huphrates 1s 
sui prising, for they were known to Herodotus and could have 
been used to illustrate .Aristotle’s thesis. 

CHAPTER XIV 

ARGUMENT 

The same districts of the earth are not always wet and dry, 
nor the same places always sea and land. The reason for this 
ws that different parts of the earth grow old and dry up at 
different times, while others correspondingly revive and grow 
wet (851 a2 19-b 8). But the whole process takes a long tume 
to complete, and peoples perish by war, pestilence or famine 
before it 18 complete, so that no record of tt is preserved (351 
b 8-22). So also a people forgets tts own first settlement in 
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The traditional consensus of opinion (ef. Tozer, pp. 134, 
136, Bunbury, p 401) 1s that Aristotle did not distinguish 
the Caspian and Aral: and I have drawn the map accord- 
ingly. But Aristotle speaks at Book IT. ch 1, 354 a3 of the 
Hyrcanian and Caspian as distinct (e/. Book II ch. 1, note a 
on p. 126), and Tarn (A levander the Great, vol. 11. pp. 5 ff.) has 
aigued that he believed the two seas to be separate, his name 
for our Caspian being Hyrcanian, for our Aral Caspian, Tarn’s 
argument is persuasive , but the reference in Book II. ch. |! 
is the only reference in Aulstotle’s genuine works to either 
sea, It 1s a passing reference, not made in the course of his 
geographical review, and it 1s not easy to draw any firm con- 
clusions from it. If Tain’s view is accepted it must be on 
the strength of his contention that the truth was known to 
Alexander before his expedition ; for if this 1s so, 1t 15 reason- 
able to suppose, in view of this reference, that 1t was known 
to Aristotle and that Alexander learned it from him _ If 
Aristotle believed the two seas to be separate, then the map 
should be redrawn to show the Araxes and Bactrus falling 
into the Caspian-Aral, though this makes the course of the 
Araxes-Tanais even more awkward and perhaps strengthens 
the case for Heidel’s emendment of 350 a 21] 

J. O. Thomson, /istory of .incient Geography, to which 
reference may also be made, appeared when this note had 
already gone to the press, as did also L Pearson’s article in 
o shv (N.S. 1) (1951), pp. 80 ff., in which he criticizes 
arn. 

CHAPTER XIV 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

a district and the character of the district at the time of settle- 
ment, as has happened wn Egypt. We can, however, wnfer 
From the evidence we have that this is a district that 1s drying 
up. It has been formed by the silt deposited by the Nile : the 
deposit us at first marshy but umproves as it dries and is then 
inhabited, while other districts deteriorate and become too 
dry for habitation. A similar improvement and deterira- 
tron has taken place in Argosand Mycenae. The same process 
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takes place on a larger scale and affects larger areas (351 
b 22-352 a 17). 

The cause of these changes 1s not, as some say, a change in 
the universe as a whole—this zs to lose sight of the relatwely 
small size of the earth—but periodical seasons of rarn, as rt 
were winters in a great year, which affect different parts of 
the earth at different tumes: e.g. Deucahon’s flood (352 a 

ss1ai9 OvdK aiel 8° of adrot TOTOL THS ys ovr évuypoi 
20 Eloy OUTE Enpot, aAAa peraBdadrAovow Kara Tas 7Ov 

TroTap@y yevéoeis Kal TAS daroneibers 610 Kal 7a 
mept THY Hrrerpov peraBdArer Kal THY Oddarray, Kat 
ovK atet Th [ev v9 Ta b€ GdAaTTa Suarehet mavro, 
TOV Xpdvov, GAAG yiyverat Oddatra per O7TOv Xépaos, 

25 evda d€ viv OdAatra, maAw evrat0a yh. Kara. perro 
Twa raw vopilerv xpn Tadra yiyvecbas kal rept 
odor. apy) d¢ Toure Kal airuov OTe Kal Tis yijs 
Te, ev7os, dorrep Ta Obata Tov pur ay Kal spur, 
dcp Exel Kal yfjpas. mhny € éxeivous HEV ov Kara 
pépos Tatra cupBaive. mdoyew, add’ da. wey 

30 akpalew Kat pbivew avayKaiov: rH Sé yh Tobro 
yiyverau Kara [Lépos bua pvt Kab Geppornra. 
Tabra pev ody abferau Kal piven du. TOV AALov Ka 
Thy mEpipopay, dia 5€ Tatra Kai THY SUvapiy TO 
HEpn Tis ys AapBave diadépovoay, wore HEexXpL 
TLvOS evvdpa ddvarau Suapeverv, elra Enpaiveras Kad 

35 ynpaores mad: ETEpOL be TOOL Pidoxovrau kal 
évdpor ylyvovTaL Kara HEpos. avayKn bé TOV meV 

851 b TOTWwY yuyvopevery npoTépwyv Tas myyas adavi- 
feodau, Toure de oupBaivovrey TOUS TmoTapovds 
T™pOTov pev éK peyddev parpous, elra téAos yt 
yveobat Enpovs, TOV 5é 7roTapav weliorapéevev Kat 
evOev pev adavitouevwy év GAdos 8° dvdAoyov 
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17-b 2) The effects of such a deluge last a long time, and 
longer in drstricts with surtable mountain ranges to retain 
the moisture (852 b 2-16). These changes must tahe place : 
and the facts show that they have. Ewdence -—Egypt has 
been formed by Nile deposits, and hes lower than the Red Sea: 
clearly wt was once all continuous sea. Lake Maeotrs 1s sima- 
larly oe up (3852 b 16—353 a 14). Conclusion (858 a 
14-28). 

Tue same parts of the earth are not always moist or Changes in 
dry, but change their character accordmg to the Umit 
appearance or failure of rivers So also mainland and relative ; 
sea change places and one area does not 1emain earth, eer a 
another sea, for all time, but sea replaces what was #94 
once dry land, and where there is now sea there is at 
another time land. This process must, however, be 
supposed to take place in an orderly cycle. Its 
originating cause is that the intenor parts of the earth, 
hke the bodies of plants and animals, have their 
maturity and age. Only whereas the parts of plants 
and animals are not affected separately but the whole 
creature must grow to maturity and decay at the 
same time, the parts of the earth are affected separ- 
ately, the cause of the process being cold and heat. 
Cold and heat increase and decrease owing to the 
sun’s course, and because of them the different parts 
of the earth acquire different potentialities ; some 
are able to remain moist up to a certain point and 
then dry up and become old again, while others come 
to hfe and become moist in their turn. As places 
become drier the springs necessarily disappear, and 
when this happens the nvers at first dwindle from 
their former size and finally dry up; and when the 
rivers are removed and disappear in one place, but 
come into existence correspondingly in another, the 
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351 b P % F ; p \ 

5 yuyvopévwry perabardrAew tHv OddAarray: O7ov pev 
vap e€wlovpevn to Ta&v toTtapady emdAecvater, 
amuotcav Enpav moeiy avayKatov, dmov S€ toils 
pevpacw mAnBvovoa" eEnpaivero mpocyovupevn,” md- 
Aw évratda Apvdlew. 
"AAG Sia TO yiyvecBat Tacav THY pvoikny TeEpi 

Thy yhv yévecw eK Tpocaywyns Kal €v ypdvots 
10 TApLuAKEoL TOs THY HueTépav CwHv, AavOaver Tabra, 

ViyVo"EVa, Kal mpoTEpov OAwY TeV EOvaV amddAciat 
yiyvovras Kal d0opar mpiv pvnuovevOfvas rHv Tov- 
Ttwv peraBodAny €€ apyfs eis TéAos. peyroras pev 
otv dbopat yiyvovra: Kat raxvoras ev Tois TmoAguats, 

15 GAAat Sé vdcots, at Sé adopious, Kal Tavrais ai ev 
peydAa ai d€ Kara pixpdv, wore AavOdvovor tiv 
ye TovovTwy eOvav Kal at peravaordoes dia TO 
Tovs pev Acimew tas ydpas, Tods dé dropdvew 
pexpt TovTov péxpiiep av pnKers SvvyTar Tpédew 
% xwpa TAAIs pndev. aro THs mpwTys obv amo- 

20 Aciibews eis THY vorépay eiKos yiyvecBat waxpods 

1 aAnOvovar ci. O.T. 
2 adynOivovoa nogdvero mpocxovpéry IN YX: mAyOvovca éfn- 

paivero mpoxoupevrn Ny: wAnGivovaa éfnpaivero mpocyoupevy 
Niece + efnpaivero (in ras.) wAnBtovoa (in ras.) mpooyouyery 
(-c- fortasse postea add.) E,: nvédvero dyoundyyn YB: wAfPovea 
eénpaivero mpooxoupevn Ald. 

@ Rivers fall into the sea at A, push it back by silting and 
cause it to flood the land at B; when the rivers dry up the 
sea will recede from B (first ézrov clause 5-6), and at the same 
time flood the land made by the river silt at A (second ézrov 
clause 6-8). The two dou clauses are concerned with the 
same process but the first considers the flooding and sub- 
sequent drying of B, the second the formation and subsequent 
flooding of land at A. An example of the process as it affects 
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sea too must change. lor wherever it has encroached 
on the land because the rivers have pushed it out, it 
must when it recedes leave behind it dry land . while 
wherever it has been filled and silted up by rivers and 
formed dry land, this must again be flooded. 

But these changes escape our observation because These 
the whole natural process of the earth’s growth takes ¢hanges 
place by slow degrees and over periods of time which JOE 10 
are vast compared to the length of our hfe, and whole them to 
peoples are destroyed and perish before they can “tvve. 
record the process from beginning to end. Of such 
destructions the most extensive and most rapid are 
caused by war, others by disease and famine. Famines 
may be either immediately destructive or else so 
gradual that the disappearance of the people affected 
goes unnoticed; for when the inhabitants emigrate 
in relays, some leaving, some remaining until at last 
the land is unable to support any population at all, 
the time that elapses between the first and last 

A can be found at 352 b 20 below. The whole of Egypt 
has been formed by the Nile silt. It lies lower than the 
Red Sea, which shows that the whole area was once sea 
(352 b 20-30). So pean when the Nile dries up the 
land will again flood. As the O.T. points out, Aristotle is 
more familiar with one side of the process, the encroaching 
of land on sea. 
(My explanation in the first paragraph follows the O.T. 

closely. Alex. gives the same explanation of the first ézov 
clause: but takes Awrdfew in the second to refer to a stage 
in the process of silting ub So he supposes that each clause 
describes a way in which land 1s formed (by retirement of the 
sea or by silting), rather than that each describes from a 
different point of view the same process of reciprocal land 
formation and flooding. The O.T. explanation seems the 
better. Its variant reading wAyj@vouvo. does not materially 
affect the sense. The text of the passage 1s doubtful, as the 
note on the text indicates.) 
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25 

30 

35 

352 a 

ARISTOTLEY 

; 4 ; v4 3 4 
ypovovs, wore pyndeva pvnpovevew, adda owlo- 
evo ert TOV bTropevdvrwy emdrcAHobar dia yxpdvov 
mAnGos. tov attov dé Tpdmov ypy vopilew Kal 
Tovs KaTotkiapovs AavOdvew wdTE Tp&rov éyévovro 
rois €Oveow éxdotois eis Ta petaBdAAovra xal 

‘4 4 3 >" 5 o~ \ > 10 A \ yiyvoneva, Enpa €€ eAwddv Kal evddpwv' Kal yap 
9 A \ \ 3 ~ ; , : 
evraita. Kara puKpov &v TOAAG) yiyverar xpove 4 
emidoois, WoTE pn) pvNuovedey Tives mpaTor Kal 
more Kal mds éxdvrwv AAGov Tav TéTwY, 

e / eee . AMY A 
Ofov cupBeBykev Kal ra wept Atyumrov: Kat yap 

e e / 

odros del Enpdrepos 6 Té70s haiveras yuyvopevos 
Kal 7doa 7 ywWpa Tob woTapyod mpdcywors oboa 
tod Netdov, Sia, 8€ TO Kara piKpdv Enpawowerwy 
trav éd&v rods trAnciov eicoixileoBa 76 Tod ypdvou 

“~ ‘ 3 / / pnkos adjpynta: THV apxyv. gaivera odv Kal Ta. 
\ “~ “~ 

orduara mavra, mAnY évds Too KavwfiKod, yeipo- 
“~ a A qointa Kal o¥ Tod moTauod GvTa, Kal TO apxatov 

% Alyurros @ABar Karovpevar. SyAot 8é kal 
"Opunpos, ovrws mpdcparos wy ws eimeiy mpos Tas 

> ‘ “ a 

rovatrtas weraBoAds: exeivou yap Tob romov Trotetrau 
f e ” ’ ” “\ ¢ a 3 pvelav ws ov7w Méudsos ovons 7 dAws 4 od THAL- 

KavTns. Totro 8° eikos ovTw ovpPaive- ot yap 
Karwlev toro. TOY avwlev vorepoy wxicbyoay: 
EAWSers yap emt mAciw ypdvov avayxKatov elvar Tods 
3 4 “~ A \ A / ? BéyyUTepov THs mpooywoews bua TO Ayvdlew ev 
trois éoydrois dei paddov. peraBdAdAe Sé roto 

2 4.e. before starvation 01 emigration has removed the last 
of the original inhabitants. 

> In spite of the lack of records we can prove that the pro- 
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emigration is hkely to be too long for memory to 
cover, and indeed so long that memory fails before 
the last survivors have died out.* In the same way 
we must suppose that the time of the first settlement 
of the various peoples in places that were in process 
of change from wet and marshy to dry has been for- 
gotten. For here, too, the advance is gradual and 
takes a long time, so that there is no record of who 
the first settlers were or when they came or in what 
state they found the land. 

This has happened in Egypt. This is a land which Examples : 
is obviously in the process of getting drier, and the Be? 
whole country is clearly a deposit of the Nile: but 
because the adjacent peoples have only encroached 
on the marshes gradually as they dried up, the be- 
ginning of the process has been lost in the lapse of 
time. We can see, however,® that all the mouths of 
the Nile, except the one at Canopus, are artificial and 
not formed by the action of the river itself; and the 
old name of Egypt was Thebes. Homer’s evidence ° 
proves this last point, though in relation to such 
changes he 1s comparatively modern : for he mentions 
the country as though Memphis either did not exist 
as yet at all or at any rate were not a place of its 
present importance. And it is quite likely that this 
was in fact so. For the higher lands were inhabited 
before the lower-lying, because the nearer a place 
is to the point where silt is being deposited the longer 
it must remain marshy, as the land last formed is 
always more water-logged. But this land changes 

cess has taken place by adducing the following facts as 
evidence. 

¢ Homer, Ji. 1x. 881; ef. Od iv. iv. 83-85, 229 ff., xiv. 
245 ff., 295. 
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352.4 

7 \ ; ‘) a , \ e 4 ” Kat maAw edbevet- Enparvdpevoe yap ot Tdmo1 ép- 
~~ M4 ¢ \ / n 

yovrat eis TO KaAds Exe, ol dé mpdTEpov edKpais 
f / 

brepEnpawopevol ToTE ylyvovTat YELpous. 
~ , 

"Ozrep oupBeBnke THS ‘EMAados Kab mrepl vhy 
10 °"Apyeiwy kai Muxnvaiwr Xwpav: emi pev yap Tap 
Towikay 7) ev "Apyeia dua TO EAWSys elvar dALyous 
éSuvaro tpépev, 7 5€ Muxnvaia cards elyev (816 
évryotépa Fv), viv dé rodvavriov ba Tv mpoeipy- 

e A \ 3 \ 4 4 

pévny aitiav: 4 pev yap apyn yéyovev Kal Enpa. 
pe . \ > os 

mapmay, Tis dé Ta TOTE Sia TO Ayuvalew apya viv 
v4 “~ 

15 YPHOU.a. yeyovev. Bomep ovv emt TOvTOV TOD TOTO 
ov BeBynKev 6 ovTos puKpod, TAUTO Set voile Tobro 

A 

cupPaivew Kal mept weydAous Témovs Kal ywpas 
dAas. 

ey > , 2 \ \ "7 ov Oi pév odv BArézrovres eri ptkpov aitiay olovraL 
a“ , \ “A t&v TrovovTwy elvar Tabnpdrwv Thy Tob dAov pera- 

“~ > “~ 

Bodjv ws yeyvopevov tod ovpavod: 810 Kal rH 
/ 34 7 / @ / ¢ / 20 Oddarrav éharrw yiyvecbat dacw ws Enpawopevny, 

/ “~ a 

Ott mAelous paivovra. TOT0L TOOTO TemoVvOdres vv 
a / » de 4 \ \ 1A be \ > ) mpotepov. éotw d€ TovTwY To wev dAnbes TO 

/ ? 1 

ov aAnbés: mXeiovs ev ydp eiow of mpédrepov 
évvdpot viv dé yepoevovres, od nv aAAG Kal Tobvar- 

~ A an) / 
tiov' toAAayf yap cKotobvres etpyoovow émedn- 

”~ \ td 3 4 , \ >. +) 25 AvOuiay tiv OdAartav. aAAd Tovrov THY airiav ob 
Thv Tob Kdopou yéveow oleoBar xpi} yedoiov yap 

4 a“ ~ 
dua uKpas Kat aKkapiaias pweTraBoAds Kiely 76 wav, 

“~ Epa # \ \ / 

6 S€é Tis yijs GyKos Kat TO péyebos odd8ev éort 8% 
qouv mpos Tov GAov odpavev: adAd advrwv TovTwWY 

@ The reference 1s presumably to Democritus, to whom a 
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in its turn and in time becomes thriving. For as 
places dry they improve, and places that formerly 
enjoyed a good climate deteriorate and grow too dry. 

This has happened in Greece to the land about Greece. 
Argos and Mycenae. In the time of the Trojan War 
Argos was marshy and able to support few inhabitants 
only, while Mycenae was good land and therefore 
the more famous. Now the opposite is the case for 
the reason given above: for Mycenae has become 
unproductive and completely dry, while the Argive 
land that was once marshy and unproductive is now 
under cultivation. What has happened in this small 
district may therefore be supposed to happen to 
large districts and whole countries. 

Those whose vision is limited think that the cause The cause 
of these effects 1s a universal process of change, the fhe 
whole universe being in process of growth. So they periodical 
say the sea is becoming less because it 1s drying up,2 “"™ 
their reason being that we find more places so affected 
now than in former times. There is some truth in 
this, but some falsehood also. For it is true that there 
is an increase in the number of places that have 
become dry land and were formerly submerged ; but 
the opposite 1s also true, for if they will look they will 
find many places where the sea has encroached. But 
we must not suppose that the cause of this 1s the 
growth of the universe: for it is absurd to argue 
that the whole is in process of change because of 
small changes of bnef duration hke these ; for the 
mass and size of the earth are of course nothing com- 

‘ pared to that of the universe.2 Rather we should 

belief that the sea 1s drying up 1s attributed in un, 3, 356 b 10, 
a passage Diels quotes as 68 A 100. 

® Cf. ch. 8, note a on p. 12. 
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352 a 
» e / oe / d 4 4 ¢ 

airov dmoAnmréov ots yiyverar Oud Ypovwn eiwap- 
“A $ 3 \ @ 

30 évewv, olov év Talis Kar EeviavTov wpals year, 
? , \ \ oUTWws mepiddsov TIVOS peydAns péyas Yel Kal 

¢ \ ” v4 de ? 2 _\ A \ dmepBoAy duSpwv. avtrn dé odK det KaTa Tods 
> ‘ ld LAA’ Ld ¢€ r 4 9 A A 

adrovs TOTous, aAN’ wWomep 6 KaAovpevos emi Acv- 
/ A A eS A 

KaAlwvos KaTaKAvapes’ Kal yap OvTOS qTEpL Tov 
“EAAnvixor éyévero TéTov paAoTa, Kal TOTOV TeEpl 

\ e lA N 3 , ¢ >: > \ e¢ \ 

35 Tv “EAAdda THY apyatav. avrn 8 early 7 Tepl 
4 A 4 °A Ar “~ . *e A MA ”~ 

ss2b Awdavnv Kat rov “AyeAgov: odtos yap todAayot 
PY ¢€ 

TO petpa peraBeBAnkev’ @Kovv yap ot Leddol 
evratda Kat of Kadovpevot Tore prev U'parkol viv & 

"EAAnves. O6rav odv yevnra, rovavTyn direpBoAt 
»” 7 / 4 > A ‘ 3 7 duBpwv, vopilew ypn émt moAdv ypdvov S.apkely, 

5 Kal Womep viv TOD aevdous elval Twas THY ToTALaV 
Tous Sé pr of pév dacw airiov elvat To péyeBos 

“~ “~ ; a sy “~ 

T&v 31d yHs xaopaTrwv, Huets 5é TO péyeBos Trav 
~ A 

dibnrAGy TréTWV Kal THY TUKVdTYHTA Kal puypdryTa 
avrdv (otro. yap mAeiorov Kai déyovrat vowp Kal 
oTéyovow Kal Tovodaw: Ogos dé piKpal at émuKpe- 

10 papevat TOV opa@v avordoets 7) copdat Kat ALOwdeus 
Kal dpytAwders, TovTous Sé mpoarrodeizeww), ovrws 
oteoGat dei’ TdT, ev ols av yévntas 4} ToLavTy TOO 

o~ ae 4 “~ “A 

bypod dopa, olov devdovs movety ras dypdrnras TOV 

ToTuv pardrov.2 TH xpdvm bé ratra Enpaivera 
~ / 

15 [yuyvopeva]® uGAAov, Barepa 8 2Aarrov* ra edvdpa,* 

1 de¢ W O.T. 
2 om. O.T.: worapdv pro rézwv waddov habent Par. 2032 Ol. 

3 secl. Ideler O.T., cf. Ap 62. 33-34. 
4 arrov O.T., ef. Ap 62. 343 d&drrw Fobes, 

5 +a Epvdpa secl, Ideler. 
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suppose that the cause of all these changes is that, 
just as there is a winter among the yearly seasons, 
so at fixed intervals in some great period of time 4 
there 1s a great winter and excess of rains. This does 
not always happen in the same region of the earth: 
for instance, the so-called flood of Deucalion took 
place largely in the Hellemc lands and particularly 
in old Hellas, that is, the country round Dodona and 
the Achelous, a river which has frequently changed 
its course. Here dwelt the Selloi and the people then 
called Greeks and now called Hellenes. Whenever 
such an excess of rains occurs it must be supposed to 
suffice for along time. To give an analogy—We have 
just said that the cause of some rivers flowing peren- 
nially, some not, 1s considered by some to be the size 
of the chasms beneath the earth, but that we con- 
sider it to be the size and frequency and low tempera- 
ture of mountainous districts, for such districts catch, 
contain and produce most water ; while if the moun- 
tain systems overhanging a district are either small 
or porous and composed of stones and clay, the supply 
of water runs out earlier: so then we must suppose 
that where the fall of water is so large, it tends to 
make the moisture of the districts almost inexhaus- 
tible. But in course of time distnets of the second 
kind dry up more, the others, that is those of the 

¢ Perhaps a great year, the period which 1t takes the 
heavenly bodies to return to the same relative positions. 
This is an old idea: cf. Heath, Aristarchus, and Taylor, 
Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, p. 215, ad 39 p. There is 
no association of the great year in this passage with periodic 
cataclysms: but the idea that there are such cataclysms 
occurs several trmes in Plato, Tim. 22 s-c, 23 a-s, Laws 677 a, 
Critias 109 p, ef. Polztueus myth 268 x ff., esp. 273 a. Com- 
pare the doctrine of a recurrent cycle of knowledge, ch. 3, 
note é on p. 13. 
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\ ~ / “ 

éws av €AOn wddw 7% KataBoAn THs mepidou Tis 
avrhs. 

? \ 3 > 4 ~ 5A / al / Eael 8° avayKn tod Gdov yiyveofar pev twa 
/ \ / f \ 4 ” peraBoAny, pn pévTo. yeveoww Kal pOopdy, eimep 

“ ? aA péver TO TAV, avayKn, Kabdrep yyeis Adyopev, pn 
TOUS avToUs del TOTOUS Uypods T° elvar OaddtTyn Kal 

“a \ é a \ \ / a 20 ToTapois Kal Enpovs. SnAot dé TO yuyvdmevov: ots 
yap dapev apyatorarous c«lvas trav avOpdmwy 
Aiyurrious, rovtwy 7 ywpa mioa yeyovuia daiverat 
Kal otca Tov moTauot épyov. Kal Todro KaTd Te 
Thy xwopav adrnv dp@vrt SHAov eorw, Kal Ta Trepl 
Thv épvpav OdAarray rexpjpiov tkavov: ravrny 

4 “~ / > / / +) 4 25 yap tov Baoiléwy ris érretpdbn Sioptrew (ov yap 

8 © 

puKkpas elyev av adtois wedcias mAwTos was 6 
ToTros ‘yevopevos: Aéyerar Sé mpdtos Udoworpis 
éyyeipyoa, ta&v madadv), add’ edpev dyndrorépav 
ovoav tiv Bddarrav Tis yijs: 510 éxetvos Te mpd- 
tepov Kal Aapetos vorepov éemavoato Ss.opuTrwr, 
érws pn SvadGapH To pedua tod trorapod ovppi- 
yelons ths Baddrrns. davepov odv dru OdAatra 
mdvra pia TavTNH ovvexyns Hv. O10 Kal Ta mepl THV 

¢ The text and interpretation of Il. 8-15 are doubtful My 
interpretation follows the O.T. and makes zaéra (13) refer 
to the latter of the two types of district described in the 
parenthesis, 7.¢. to dcous O€ . . . poamodAelrew (9-11) > Adrepa 
then refers to otros yap . . . zovodo. 8-9, words which de- 
scribe a type of distmct that may fairly be described as édudpos 
(14-15). On this interpretation Aristotle is contrasting two 
types (odros ydp and écas dé) of districts and saying that after 
a deluge one retains its moisture longer than the other. 

Thurot makes raira refer to the wet districts described in 
ll. 12-18, and alters Il. 18-15 to read as follows—7rd ypdvw 5¢ 
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moist kind, less,* until the beginning of the same 
eycle returns again. 

Since some change must necessanly take place Evidence 
in the whole, but this change cannot be growth and (00, 
decay as the universe is permanent, it must be as we Baypt and 

+ at m e Red Sea 
say that the same districts are not always moistened 
by sea and rivers nor always dry. The facts prove 
this. For the land of the Egyptians, who are sup- 
posed to be the most ancient of the human race, 
appears to be all made ground, the work of the river. 
This 1s clear to anyone who looks at the country 
itself, and further proof is afforded by the facts about 
the Red Sea One of the kings tried to dig a canal 
toit. (For 1t would be of no little advantage to them 
if this whole region was accessible to navigation : 
Sesostris is said to be the first of the ancient kings 
to have attempted the work ) It was, however, found 
that the sea was higher than the land: and so Sesostris 
first and Dareius after him gave up digging the canal 
for fear the water of the river should be ruined by 
an admixture of sea-water.?2 This makes it clear that 
there was once a continuous sea here, which again is 

raira Enpawopeva yiyveras éAdr7w 7a Epvdpa, Oarepa. bé mAciw, 
éws . .. Thus the contrast 1s between districts subject to 
the deluge and in consequence wet, which shrink while other 
districts not subject to 1t and so dry correspondingly expand. 

yryvoueva (14) 1s condemned by Ideler (i. p. 487) as well as 
by O.T. and Thurot, and does not seem to have been read by 
Alex. I have therefore bracketed 1t. gAarrov seems necessary 
in l. 14 on the interpretation I have adopted. 

> Cf. Herod. u. 108, 158, Strabo xvii. 25, Diodouus i. 33, 
Phny, Nat. Hist. vi. 33; and How and Wells’s Commentary on 
Herodotus, vol. 1. pp. 245-246. The canal ran from the Nile 
at Bubastis to the Bitter Lakes and thence southwards to 
the Red Sea. Strabo, Diodorus and Pliny all mention the 
difficulty caused by the difference in levels, which Diodorus 
says was overcome by means of a lock. 
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why the district of Ammon “in Libya is unexpectedly 
found to be lower and hollower than the land to sea- 
ward of it: for clearly what happened was that the 
river deposited silt which formed dry land and lakes, 
but that in course of time the water left im the lakes 
dried up and has now disappeared. Furthermore, take 
there has been such a great increase of river silt on the “ets. 
shores of Lake Maeotis that the ships that ply there 
now for trade are far smaller in size than they used 
to be sixty years ago And from this fact it 1s easy 
to deduce that, hke most other lakes, this too was 
originally produced by rivers and that eventually 
it must all become dry. Besides, there is always a 
current through the Bosphorus as a result of the 
silting, and one can even see with one’s own eyes how 
the process works. For whenever the current made a 
sandbank off the shore of Asia, there formed behind 
it at first a small lake, which subsequently dried up : 
then a further sandbank formed in front of this one 
and another lake, and so the process went on. When 
this has happened often enough the channel must 
in course of time be narrowed till it is like a river, 
and even this in the end must dry up. 

It is therefore clear that as time is infinite and the Conclusion. 
universe eternal that neither Tanais nor Nile always 
flowed but the place whence they flow was once dry . 
for their action has an end whereas time has none. 
And the same may be said with truth about other 
rivers. But if rivers come into being and perish and 
if the same parts of the earth are not always moist, 
the sea also must necessarily change correspondingly. 
And if in places the sea recedes while in others it 
encroaches, then evidently the same parts of the earth 

@ Qattara Depression. 
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353 a 
ys ovK adel Ta abra Ta ev éorw PdAarra 7a 8’ 
HITELpOS, dAha, weraBadrer TO xpovep mara. 

3 3 “~ 25 Acdre pev odv od act Tadra ovTEe yxepoeder Tis 
ys otre wAwTa éorw, Kai dia TW” airiav ratra 
ovpBaiver, etpnrat: cpwoiws Sé Kat dua Ti of pev 
dévaot of 8 ov Thy ToTapav elow. 
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as a whole are not always sea, nor always mainland, 
but in process of time all change. 
We have now explained why the same parts of the 

earth are not always either dry land or navigable 
water and what the reason for this 1s: and we have 
explained similarly why some rivers are perennial, 
some not. 
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CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT 

The sea and tts nature. (J) Previous views. The theo- 
loguans belreved that the sea has sources (hhe a rier); the 
secular philosophers believed that wt had a beginning in tame 
and give various accounts of tts saltness (853 a 32—-b 16). 
(IT) The sea cannot have sources. A (1) Water that has a 

358232 Ilepi d¢ Gaddrrns, Kal Tis 7 vows atrijs, Kai dud 
tw’ aitiav dAuupov Toootrév éotw vdaros TAHOGos, 
ere 5€ wept THs e€ apyfs yeveoews Adywpev. 

35 Oi pev obv dpyaio. Kal dvarpiBovres aept rds 
358b Jeodoyias movodow atras myyds, Ww’ adtois dow 

dpyat Kal pilar yijs Kal Oadarrns: TpayeKaTtepov 
yap ovTw Kal ceuvorepov dméAaBov tows elvar 70 
Aeyopmevov, WS péya TL TOD TavTOs TOOTO pdpLoV oY 
Kat Tov Aowtrov ovpavoy GAov TEpL TODTOV OVVEOTAVAL 

5 TOV TOTOV Kal TOUTOV yap WS dvTA TLLLMTaATOY 
Kal apynv. 
Oi Sé codadrepot THY avOpwrivyny codiav mo:otew 

atris yéveow: elvar yap TO mparov bypov azavra 
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CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

source ts either running or artifieral, the sea is neither ; (2) 
some seas are land locked and their sources would have been 
discerned (353 b 17—354 a 5). B (1) Though the sea does 
flow wn places this 18 due (1) to confinement in narrow straits, 
(2) to differences of depth (354 a 5-84). 

Our next subject is the sea and its nature, the pro- 
blem of why so great a volume of water is salt and of 
its original formation. 

(1) The ancients who concerned themselves with The Theo- 
theology * make it have sources, their purpose being !°#*"5 
to provide both land and sea with origins and roots. 
They perhaps supposed that this would give a more 
dramatic and grander air to their theories, according 
to which the earth was an important part of the 
universe, the whole of the rest of which had formed 
around it and for its sake, as if the earth were the 
most important and primary part of it. 

Those who were more versed in secular philosophy The Phio- 
suppose it to have had a beginning They say that “°P"°™* 

Cf. Hesiod, Theogony 282, 785-792. 
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oe TOV TEpL THY yHv TOTMoV, b70 Sé TOG HALou Enpawwo- 
pevov TO wev Siatpicay mvevpara Kat TpoTas AAlov 
Kat ceAnvns dact movetv, To Sé Aerpbev Oddarray 

10 efvar' 810 Kal éAdrrw yiyveoBar Enpawopévnv 
olovrat, Kat téAos oeobat mote ma&cav Enpdy, 
éviot 8 adrav Oeppaivoperns dacty bd Tod HAiov 
Ths yas olov para yiyveoBar d10 Kal dAuupay 
elvar kai yap 6 i8pws aAwupds. of dé Tis dAuupd- 
Tnros airiay thy yh elvat pacw: Kaldmep yap To 

15 ua. THS Tébpas HOovpwevov aAwupov yiyveras, Tov 
adrov Tpomov Kal TavTHV aAuvpay elvor peuyelons 
avr Toavrys ys. 
"Ori pev odv mynyas THs Gaddrryns advvarov elva, 

dia TeV brapyovtTwy 7dn Gewpety Sei. 
Tav yap mepi tiv yay dddrwv Ta ev puTa TUy- 

20 ydver dvra Ta Se oTdowa. Ta pEev OdV pUTa TavTa 
mnyata: wept S€ THY THYOV eipHKawev TPOTEpOV Ort 
Sel voeiv ody wWorep €€ ayyeiov Tamsevomwevwr’ Tip 

1 raprevopevwy Kurr US Vhurot O.T.: rayievoopdrwn (ut 
videtur) E,: rapsevduevov Fohes. 

@ Alex., on the authority of Theophrastus, attributes this 
view to Anaximander and Diogenes of Apollonia (ef. Diels 
12 A 27 and 64 A 9, 17): though there is also perhaps some 
reminiscence of Thales and of Anaximenes (Diels 13 A 7 (5)). 
There are, however, two views of the cause of the solstices 
to be found in this and the following chapter: (1) that thesun 
is fed by moisture and the solstices are due to the lack of it, 
354 b 34-—355 a 5; (2) that they are due to the resistance of 
the air 353 b 7, 355 a 22-25. The second view was held by 
Anaximenes (Diels 13 A 15); and also, according to Theo- 
phrastus, by Anaximander and Diogenes. Ideler (1. p. 509) 
seems right in attributing the first view to Heracleitus: ef. 
Burnet, £.G.P.*, pp. 155-156, and especially the passage 
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at first the whole region about the earth was wet,” and 
that as it dried up the water that evaporated became 
the cause of winds and the turnings of sun and moon,? 
while what was left is the sea: consequently they 
believe that the sea is still drying up and becoming 
less, and that in the end a time will come when it is 
all dried up. Some ¢ again believe that the sea is, as 
it were, the sweat of the earth which it sweats out 
when the sun heats it: which is the reason why it is 
salt because sweat 1s salt. Others ¢ suppose that the 
earth is the cause of its saltness: just as water strained 
through ashes becomes salt, so the sea is salt be- 
cause earth with this property is mixed with 1t. 

(II) We must therefore now show by an examina- The sea 
tion of the facts that the sea cannot have sources, cannot have 
A (1) The water on the earth’s surface is either 

running or standing. Running water flows from 
sources. (We have spoken about sources above and 
said that a source must not be supposed to be the 
point at which a supply of water flows out of a kind 

quoted from the Ilepi Acairys. But Burnet, Diels and Heath 
all ignore the passage 354 b 34-355 a 5 in which this first 
view is given. 

® Heath, Aristarchus, p. 33 (following Zeller, Phit. der 
Griechen®, i. p. 298, note 1), doubts if rpowai can mean solstice 
here. But his doubts are partly based on his interpretation 
of 355 a 25 (on which see ch. 2, note b on p. 135), and of the 
reference to the moon here he says “‘ rpowaé could be used of 
the moon in a sense sufficiently parallel to its use for sol- 
stices.”” It seems better, therefore, to take zpozvraé in what is 
its natural sense as referring to the limits of the variations 
in the course of the sun (solstices) and of the moon. CY. 
Burnet, £.G.P.*, p. 63, note 2. 

¢ Empedocles: cf. 357 a 24 and Diels 31 A 66. Also 
Democritus (Diels 68 A 99 A) and Antiphon (87 B 32). 

¢ Xenophanes: Diels 21 A 33 (4); Metrodorus: Diels 
70 A 19; Anaxagoras: Diels 59 A 90. 
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353 b 3 A 9 / LAA? 3 a qz34\ ; \ 

apynv elvas mnyiv, add’ eés Hv* del yeyvouevov Kal 
cuppéov amavTa”® ampwtnv. Trav dé cTacinwr Ta 
pev ovAdoyysata Kai broordoets, olov 7a TeAua- 

25 Tiata Kat doa Auyvwdy, TAPE Kal dAvydrnte Siadé- 
povra, Ta bé myyaia. Tatra dé mavra xeipdKpnra, 
Adyw 8° olov ra, ppeariaia Kadodpeva: mdvrwv yap 
dvwtépw Sel tiv mnynv etvar THs proews. 81d 74 
pev adropara pet Ta Kpnvaia Kal mwoTduwwa, Tabra 
dé réyvns mpoodeirar THs épyacopevns. al pev ody 

30 Suadopat Tooatra: Kai roradras THY vddTwv «iciv: 
rovtwv § otrw diwpiomevwy advvarov mnyas elva 

‘ris Oaddrrns: év odderépw yap TovTwy ofdv 7° 
elvar Trav yevOv adriv: ovte yap dmdppurds éorw 
ovre yeipotrointos, 7a Sé mnyaia mavra tovrwr 
Odrepov rérovbev: adréparov b€ oTdouLov Tocobroy 

35 TARGs ovdev OpOuev mnyatov yuyvdpevor. 
54a “Ere 8° érret mAeious eiot OdAarrat mpds adAyAas 

od ovppevyvtovoa Kar odddva TOTOV, VY 1 [eV 
Epvllpa paiveras KaTa LKpOV KoWwvotoa pds THD 
é€w ornrAdv Oddarrav, 7 8’ “Ypxavia nat Kaozia 
KeYwplomeva, TE TAVTNS KAL TEpLoLKOvpEVvaL KUKAW, 

5 wor ovK dv éAdvOavov ai mnyai, ef Kard Twa 
TOTIOV AUTOV Hoav. 

‘Péovoca 8  OdAarra daiveras KaTd te Tas 
OTEVOTHTAS, et Tov dua THY Tepiéyovoay yhv eis 
puKpov éK peyddov ovvayerat meAdyous, bid TO 

1 ov Ey Wt WHA Noon m 1 Thurot O.T.: & Fobes. 
2 dravrd E, YW MW WHA N Ap Thurot O.T.: daayrév Fobes. 

¢ Aristotle’s language here, with the plural participles, 
imphes, as Tarn remarks (Alexander the Great, u. p. 6, note 3), 
that the Hyrcanian and Caspian are separate seas. If this 
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of vessel, but the point at which water which is con- 
tinually forming and tnckling together first gathers.) 
Of standing water some collects and remains static, 
for instance swamps and lakes, which differ only in 
size ; some springs from sources, but is always made 
to do so artificially, as for instance the water in wells. 
For the source must always be higher than the stream 
it feeds: and hence water in springs and rivers runs 
of its own accord, but well-water always needs an 
artificial construction. This is a complete enumera- 
tion of the various species of water: and from this 
classification one can see that it is impossible for the 
sea to have sources. For water that has a source is 
either running or artificial: but the sea has neither 
of these characteristics, and therefore cannot fall 
into either class And we know of no volume of water 
of comparable size that has sources and yet stands 
of its own accord. 

(2) Besides, there are many seas that have no con- 
nexion with each other at any point; for instance the 
Red Sea communicates with the ocean outside the 
straits by only a narrow channel, and the Hyrcanian ¢ 
and Caspian have no connexion with the outer ocean 
and are inhabited all round, and so their sources 
would have been observed if they had any any- 
where. 
B (1) The sea, however, obviously flows in narrow 

places where a large expanse of water is contracted 
by the surrounding land into a small space: but this 

is Aristotle’s real view, and he is not merely confused by a 
single sea having two names (cf. Bunbury, Ancient Geography, 
1. p. 401, and P. Bolchert, Aristoteles Hrdkunde von Asien 
und Libyen, p. 10), then the seas in question must be the 
Caspian (‘Ypxovia) and Aral (Kaozia). See also Note on 
Aristotle’s Geography at end of Book I. ch. 13. 
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8540 

raAavrevecGa: Seipo KaKxeioe mroAAdKis. Totro § 
év pev TOA TAHOE Oadarryns adynAov: F Sé Sid 

10 THY oTevoTynTa THS yhs dAd¢yov éméxer TOmov, dvay- 
Katov Thy év TH meAadyer pikpav Taddvrwow éxel 
daiverBar peyadns. 

‘H 8 évros ‘Hpakdciwy ornAdv daca Kara 
Thy THS yas KowWdrnra pet, Kal Tov toTapav 76 
mAnbos* 4 pwev yap Madris eis tov IIdvrov pet, 

@ > 9 \ 2 ow 1 Qo » , ” 
15 opTos © eis Tov Aiyatov ra 8° 7dn TovTwr ew 

meAayn HrTov movel totr emidyAws. éxeivors Se 
Sud te TO TMV TroTapdmv ARVs ovpBaiver todro 
(mAelous yap eis Tov Eveuvov péovow trorapot Kat 

Y M ~ n \ NA r 4 ? 5 # 

ryv Madrw 4 THY TroAAatAaciay ywpav avris) 
A \ A / a 10 > 4 \ wv Kal dia THY Bpaxydrnta tod Bafous: dei yap én 
@ / / > € @ tA A ~ \ 20 Baburépa daiverat otoa 1 GdAarra, Kai THs per 

, € 4 4 > ¢ ? a a 93 Maudtid0s 6 IId6vros, rodrou 8’ 6 Alyatos, rod 8 
Alyaiov 6 LuKeAukds: 6 5€ LapdoviKds Kai Tuppy- 

‘\ vA / \ 2 9 “~ ; 

vikos Babdrara: révrwv. Tad e€w ornAdy Boayéa 
4 \ A A / + 5° > \ e > ? “ pev 1a Tov TAdV, airvoa 8’ éoTlv ws év KoiAw Tis 

Baddrrns ovens. wWomep ody Kal KaTa pépos ék 
tay bynAdv ot morapol daivovras péovres, ovTw 

25 Kal THs GAns ys ex tov tyndotépwv tadv mpds 
dpKrov TO peta yiyvera, TO wAEloTov: wore Th 
pev dua THY Exxvow od Baléa, Ta 8” cEw medAdyy 
Babéa paddov. epi Sé rot 7a mpos apxrov elvas 
Tis ys dynAd onpetdv tr Kal Td TOAAOds TrevoOFvaL 

30 TOV apyaiwy perewpoAdywv Tov Atov un hépeobar 

¢ It is not clear exactly what Aristotle means by this ebb 
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is because the sea ebbs and flows frequently. In a 
large expanse this motion is unnoticeable ; but where 
the expanse 1s small because the shores constrict it 
the ebb and flow which in the open sea seemed small 
now seems strong ° 

2) The whole Mediterranean flows according to 
the depth of the sea-bed and the volume of the rivers. 
For Lake Maeotis flows into the Pontus and this into 
the Aegean. In the remaining seas the process is 
not so obvious. In the seas mentioned it takes place 
because of the rivers—for more rivers flow into the 
Euxine and Lake Maeotis than into other areas many 
times their size—and because of then shallowness. 
For the sea seems to get deeper and deeper, the 
Pontus being deeper than Lake Maeotis, the Aegean 
deeper than the Pontus, and the Sicilian sea deeper 
than the Aegean, while the Sardinian and Tyrrhenian 
are the deepest of all. The water outside the pillars 
of Heracles is shallow because of the mud but calm 
because the sea lies in a hollow.® As, therefore, rivers 
in particular are found to flow down from high places, 
so in general the flow is greatest from the higher parts 
of the earth which lie towards the north. So some seas 
are shallow because they are always being emptied, 
while the outer seas are deeper. An indication 
that the northerly parts of the earth are high is the 
opinion of many of the ancient meteorologists ° that 

and flow (lit swinging to and fro) of the sea, for he had no 
real knowledge of the tides. 

>» “*4.e, 1t 1s shallow, yet the water does not flow baclx (as 
you might expect on the analogy of Maeotis, etc.) because 
the sea hes in a hollow as is proved by the calm (Alexander) ”’ 
(O.T.). For the shallowness of the sea beyond the Pillars of 
Heracles cf. Plato, Timaeus 25 v. 

¢ Anaximenes: Diels 13 A 7 (b) 14. 
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354 a 

eA ae 4 , oA = \ \ , ma 
bo yhv aAAa mEept THY Yiv Kal Tov TéTOV TodToY, 
2 ! \ \ a / \ \ oe ‘ ddavilecbar 5é Kat movety viKTa dia 7d dYmAiy 

\ ~ elvas mpos apKTov THY Yyhv. 
o \ s 4 \ el > “A / Ore pev ody ovtre myas olov 7° elvat THs Daddr- 

Tns, Kat did tiv’ airiay ovtTws daiverar péovoa, 
le) “~ a / rovatra Kal Tooatl” yuiv cipjobw. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT 

The sea (continued). (III) Its origin and saltness. Our 
predecessors regarded the sea as the main body of water ; and 
some thought that rivers flow out of it as well as anto rt (864 
b1-18). But why then rs rt salt ? Water surrounds the earth 
just as ar surrounds water: and the sun evaporates fresh 
water, which subsequently falls as rain (354 b 18-33). (The 
sun cannot be fed by moisture as some have maintained, for 
(1) the analogy with flame which they use is not valid ; (2) fire 

a54b1 Ilepi d€ Hs yevéoews atris, et yéyove, Kal tod 
xupod, Tis H aitia THs GAwupoTnTos Kal TUKpOTTOS, 
AeKTEéov. 

@ \ ey + e 7 4 / H pev ody airia 7 wowjoaca Tovs mpoTEpov 
oleoba. tHv Badarrav apy elva. Kal odpa rod 

¢ 3 

6 wavTos vdaTos HO éoriv: ddfere yap av evAoyov 
elvat, Kabdmep Kat tov GAAwy orTotyeiwy éoriv 
3 4 bid A ? \ 4 \ al 4 HOpovopévos OyKos Kal apyt dua TO wARGos, dbev 

/ a“ 
peraBaArAe. re pepilouevov Kal pelyvuTat ois 
dAAois—olov mupds pev ev Tols avw TdOTrots, aépos 
dé wAGos TO pera TOV TOU mupos TdroV, yHs 5é 

10 o@pa wept 6 Tatra mdvra Ketras davepds* wore 
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the sun does not pass under the earth but round its 
northerly part, and that it disappears and causes 
night because the earth is high towards the north. 

So much then for our proofs that the sea cannot 
have sources, and for the reason why it seems to flow 
as it does. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

ws not fed by the water which rt heats; (8) when water 18 
evaporated an equivalent amount always condenses and falls 
again (3854 b 383—355 a 32).) The fresh water, then, is 
evaporated, the salt water vs left. The process 1s analogous to 
the digestion of liquid food. The place occumed by the sea 18 
the natural place of water : and fresh water evaporates more 
quickly and easily when it reaches and is dispersed in the sea 
(355 a 32—b 32). Criticasm of the account of rivers and the 
sea given in the Phaedo (55 b 32—356 b 2). 

(III) We must now deal with the origin of the sea, 
if it had one, and the reason for its salt and bitter 
taste. 

The reason that made our predecessors think that predeces- 
the sea is the primary and main body of water is that 8% views. 
they thought it reasonable to suppose that what was 
true of the other elements must be true of water. 
For of each of them there is one mass which is primary 
because of its volume, and from which come those 
parts of it which change and are mixed with the other 
elements: thus there is a mass of fire in the upper 
regions, of air in the region beneath that of fire, and 
a main body of earth round which it is obvious that 
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OfjAov 6Tt Kata TOV avTov Adyov Kal Tept BdaTos 
dvdyKn onteiv. ToLobrov oo obdev dAdo daivera 
oda Ketpevov afpdov, WOTEP Kal TOV dMuy oTOL- 
yeiwv, Thay TO THS Daddrrns péyeBos TO yap TOV 
TOT OpLOV ovr dOpdov ovre oTdouyLov, arn’ as yi~ 
yvopevov del paivera Kal” mEpay. éK ravens oy 
Tis d.mopias Kal apx7 TOV vypav edogev elvau Kal 
Too mavTOs U8aros 7 Oddarra. 610 Kal Tods so- 
Tapovds od povov «is TavTnv GAAG Kal ex Tadvrns 
dact tiwes peiv: Bun Bovpevov yap yiyveoBar TO 
GApupov TOT LOY. dyrixeurau de € érépa mpos Tadryy 
THY ddgay a amopia, Tt ; On) mor ouK éorw TO OvVEaTOS 
vowp Tobro TOT ULOV, elrep apy) Tob TavTos vdarTos, 
aan GAuupsv. | To O° aitvov da Taurns Te Tis 
daopias Avous é eorat, Kal rept Gadrdrrns THY mpwTHy 
AaBetv drrodni a dvaryKatov opfds. 
Tod yap vdatos rept Thy vv TEpLTETAMEVOD, 

Kabdrrep Tept TOTO 7% Tob dépos o atpa Kal mel 
ravTnv 7H Aeyouevn wupds (rotTo yap éore mavrwy 
raat et0” ws ot mAciorot Adyovow «if ws 
jyets) PEpopevou dé Tod HAiov Tobrov Tov TpoTov, 
kal Sid Taira Ths peraBoAjs Kab yevécedis TE Kal 
pbopas ovons, TO pev Aenrorarov Kal vAUKUTaTOV 
dvdyerau Kal” éxdorny TRE PAV Kab Pepera d.a~ 
K puvOLLEvov Kal dir puilov eis TOv dvw Tomov, éxet dé 
maAw ovordy dud, THY pos KaTapeper au mah 
mpos Thy viv. Kal Toor" Gel Bovderau qrovely 1) 
vos ovTws, Kabamep etpyTau TpOTEpov. 
Aco kat yerotor waves Gaot Tv mporepov bnéha- 

Bov Tov qAvov Tpepeadan TQ dyp@: Kal bid tobr 
nol yé daow Kal moeioOae tds tpomds abrév- ob 
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the other two lie. Clearly, therefore, we must look 
for something analogous for water. But there is no 
obvious single mass of water, as there 1s of the other 
elements, except the sea. For the water of the rivers 
is neither a single mass nor standing, but appears to 
change continuously from day to day. It was this 
difficulty which led people to suppose that the sea was 
the primary source of moisture and of all water. So 
some say that rivers not only flow into it but out of 
it,* and that the salt water becomes drinkable by 
being filtered. But there is a further difficulty in the 
way of this view—Why is not this body of water fresh 
and not salt, if it is the origin of all water? A know- 
ledge of the reason for this will provide us with an 
answer to the difficulty and also ensure that our basic 
ideas about the sea are correct. 

Water surrounds the earth just as the sphere of air Water 
surrounds water and the so-called sphere of fire sur- S270U™"8 
rounds that of air—fire being the outermost both on 
the commonly accepted view and on ours. As the 
sun moves in its course—and by its movement causes 
change, generation and destruction—it draws up the 
finest and sweetest water each day and makes it dis- 
solve into vapour and rise into the upper region, 
where it is then condensed by the cold and falls again 
to the earth. This is the natural and normal course 
of events as we have said above.® 

(So it is absurd to believe as some of our prede- The sun 
cessors have that the sun is fed by moisture. Indeed piri 6 
some say that this is the cause of the solstice,’ as the 

® Xenophanes: Diels 21 B 30. 
> Book I. ch. 9. 
¢ Heracleitus: ch. 1, note a on p. 124. It is not clear to 

whom, besides Heracleitus, Aristotle is referring in deor, 
354 b 33; possibly to Heracleitus’s followers. 
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@ Diels 22 B 6. 
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same regions cannot always provide it with nourish- 
ment yet nourishment it must have or of necessity 
perish, just as the fire we can see burns as long as it 
has fuel to feed 1t, and moisture is the only fuel that 
will feed fire. This supposes that the moisture which 
is drawn up reaches as far as the sun and that it nses 
in the same way as flame does ; for this theory of the 
sun 1s based on the analogy of fire But (1) in fact 
there is no such analogy. Flame is the result of a 
constant metabolism of wet and dry: it is not a thing 
that can be fed, for it can hardly be said to remain 
one and the same for any length of time. But this 
cannot be true of the sun: for if it were fed in the 
same way as a flame, as they say, clearly there would 
not only be, as Heracleitus * says, a new sun every 
day, but a new sun every second. (2) Besides, the 
drawing up of moisture by the sun is similar to the 
heating of water by fire : so that if the fire beneath 
is not fed by the water above it, there is no reason 
to suppose that the sun is fed by water either, even 
if its heat were to evaporate all the water there is. 
And it is absurd to think of the sun only and say 
nothing about the maintenance of the other stars, 
when they are so many and so large. (3) And they 
are open to the same objection as those who maintain 
that at first the earth also was moist, and that subse- 
quently the universe about the earth was heated by 
the sun ; that this produced air and led to the growth 
of the whole heaven, and that the air caused winds 
and the solstices.2 For we can see clearly that the 

> See ch. 1, note a on p. 124. It seems unnecessary to 
take avroé to refer to odpardy as Heath suggests (op. cit. p. 33). 
Neither soiroy (1. 24) nor adrod is unambiguous; and it 
seems to give the best sense if rodrov is taken as referring to 
dépa and adrod to jAlov: of. Burnet, #.G.P.*, p. 64, note 1. 
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water drawn up always falls again Even if the corre- 
spondence is not exact im any one year or any one 
place, yet in a certain fixed period what was taken 
is returned. So it cannot feed the heavenly bodies, 
nor can some of it become and remain air while some 
after becoming air turns into water again; all alike 
is resolved into air and all condenses again into water ) 

The fresh and sweet water, then, as we said, is all mesh water 
drawn up because it is light, while the salt water v#porates 
because 1t 1s heavy remains, but not in 1ts own natural remains. 
place. For this is a difficulty which may be properly 
raised (for 1t would be unreasonable that water should 
not have its natural place lke the other elements) 
and 1ts solution is as follows: The place which we see 
the sea occupying is not really its natural place ¢ but 
rather that of water. But it seems to be the sea’s 
because the salt water geis left behind because it 1s 
heavy, and the sweet and fresh drawn up because 
it is light. Something similar happens in the bodies 
of hving things. For here the food when it goes in 
is sweet, but the sediment and residue from hquid 
food is bitter and salty—for the sweet and fresh part 
of it is drawn off by the natural heat of the body and 
passes into flesh and the other constituent parts of 
the body as appropriate.? But it would be absurd 
not to regard the belly as the proper place of fresh 
liquid food because it vanishes so quickly, but of 
residue because this is observed to remain. Similar 
remarks apply in our present subject. The place 
occupied by the sea is, as we say, the proper place of 
water, which is why all rivers and all the water there 
is run into 1t: for water flows to the deepest place, 

2 Cf. above, 354 b 23 ff., and note at end of Book I. ch. 3. 
® Cf. Book IV. ch. 1, note a on p. 294. 
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and the sea occupies the deepest place on the earth. 
But one part of 1t 71s all quickly drawn up by the sun, 
while the other for the reasons given is left behind 
The old question why so great an amount of water 
disappears (for the sea becomes no larger even 
though innumerable rivers of immense size are flow- 
ing into 1t every day) is quite a natural one to ask, 
but not difficult to answer with a little thought. For 
the same amount of water does not take the same 
time to dry up if it is spread out as if 1t is concentrated 
in a small space: the difference is so great that in 
the one case it may remain for a whole day, in the 
other, if for instance one spills a cup of water over a 
large table, it will vanish as quick as thought. This 
is what happens with rivers: they go on flowing in 
a constricted space until they reach a place of vast 
area when they spread out and evaporate rapidly 
and imperceptibly. 

Plato’s description of rivers and the sea in the The Phaedo. 
Phaedo ® is impossible. He says they all flow into each 
other beneath the earth through channels pierced 
through it, and that their original source is a body of 
water at the centre of the earth called Tartarus, from 
which all waters running and standing are drawn. This 
primary and original mass causes the flow of the vanous 
rivers by surging perpetually to and fro ; for it has 
no fixed position but is always oscillating ° about the 
centre, and its motion up and down fills the rivers. 
Many of them form lakes, one example of which is 
the sea by which we live, but all of them pass round 
again in a circle to the original source from which they 

@ 4.¢. the fresh water. > Phaedo 111 c ff. 
¢ On the meaning of cfAciofa cf. Cornford, Plato’s Cos- 

mology, p. 122. 
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flowed ; many return to it again at the same place, 

others at a point opposite to that of the outflow, 
for instance if they flowed out from below they return 
from above. They fall only as far as the centre, when 
once that is passed all motion is uphill And water 
gets its tastes and colours from the different kinds of 
earth through which it happens to flow. 

But (1) on this account rivers do not always flow Objections. 
in the same sense. For if they flow towards the centre 
and also away from it, they will flow uphill as much 
as down, according to the direction in which the surge 
of Tartarus inclines. And if this is so we have the 
proverbial impossibility of mvers flowing uphill 

(2) Besides, where is the water that forms as rain 
and is again drawn up to come from? It must be 
entirely left out of account if equality is to be pre- 
served, for the same amount flows back to the source 
as flowed from it. 

(3) And again all rivers that do not flow into each 
other manifestly flow into the sea : none of them flow 
into the earth, and even if they do disappear under- 
ground they come up again. The great rivers are 
those which flow for great distances through valleys, 
but they are joined by many tributaries whose courses 
they intercept because of the length and position 
of their course. That is why the Istros and the Nile 
are the largest of the rivers flowing into our sea; and 
because so many rivers flow into them different 
accounts are given of the sources from which they 
rise. But clearly none of these things could possibly 
happen on this theory, especially as it maintains that 
Tartarus is the source of the sea. 

This completes our proof that the place the sea Conclusion. 
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occupies is the natural place of water and not of the 
sea, and our explanation of why fresh water is always 
running water, salt water standing ; and of why the 
sea is the terminus rather than the source of water, 
being analogous to the residue of all food, and par- 
ticularly of liquid food m living creatures, 

CHAPTER ITI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

we have already spoken, which is analogous to the residues left 
en combustion and digestion, and like them saliy. This dry 
exhalation 1s mixed with the moist exhalation, 18 carried 
down with rt wn rain, and so makes the sea salt (857 b 21— 
358 a 27). Hence south winds and autumn winds are 
brackish (358 a 27-b 12). So the sea increases in saltiness, 
for little or no salt 1s lost in the process of evaporation (358 b 
12-34). Ewamples to show that saltiness is due to an admiz- 
ture of an appropriate substance (858 b 834—359 b 26). 

THE sea’s saltness is our next subject; this we must Cosmos and 
discuss, and also the question whether the sea remains ** °°"! 
the same for all time, or whether there was a time 
when it did not exist, or will be a time when it will 
cease to exist and disappear as some people think. 

It is, then, generally agreed that the sea had a 
beginning if the universe as a whole had; for the 
two are supposed to have come into being at the same 
time. So, clearly, if the universe is eternal we must 
suppose that the sea is too. The belief held by Demoentus 
Democritus * that the sea is decreasing in volume and 
that it will m the end disappear is like something out 
of Aesop’s fables. For Aesop has a fable about 
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Charybdis in which he says that she took one gulp 
of the sea and brought the mountains to view, a 
second one and the islands appeared, and that her 
last gulp will dry the sea up altogether. A fable like 
this was a suitable retort for Aesop to make when the 
ferryman annoyed him, but is hardly suitable for 
those who are seeking the truth. For whatever cause 
originally made the sea come to rest where it does— 
whether it was its weight, as some even of these 
earlier thinkers say (for it is obvious that this is the 
reason), or whether some other cause—the same 
cause must clearly make it stay where 1t is for all 
time. For they must either say that the water drawn Evapora- 
up by the sun does not fall agai, or if 1t does, that #onand 
the sea must remain, either for ever or at any rate as balance. 
long as the process goes on, and that the fresh water 
must continue to be drawn up first. It follows that 
the sea will never dry up: for before 1t can do so the 
water that has left it will fall again into it, and to 
admut that this happens once is to admit it continues 
to happen. If, then, you arrest the sun’s course, what 
is there to dry the water up? But if you let it con- 
tinue in its course it will, as we have explained, always 
draw up the fresh water when it approaches and let 
it fall again when it retires. This idea about the sea 
drying up arose because many places were observed 
to be drier than they were formerly ; and we have 
already explained @ that the cause of this phenomenon 
is an excess of rain at certain periods, and that it is 
not due to the growth of the universe as a whole and 
its parts. Some day the opposite will happen, and 
after that the earth will again dry up. And so the 
process must go on in a cycle. For this is a more 

@ Book I. ch. 14, 352 a 25 ff. 
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@ Anaxagoras (Diels 59 A 90; Aetius iii. 16. 2), Diogenes 
(Diels 64 A 17). 

® Anaxagoras (Diels 59 A 90; Alex. 67. 17), Xenophanes 
(Diels 21 A 3 (4)), Metrodorus (Diels 70 A 19). 
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reasonable way of accounting fo1 the facts than to sup- 
pose that the whole universe is in process of change. 

But we have spent longer talking about these 
things than 1s really justified. To return to the sea’s The ses’s 
saltness. Those who make it come into existence all $#lines#: 
at once, or for a matter of that those who make it dismissed. 
come into existence at all, cannot account for its salt- 
ness. For it is all the same whether they maintain 
(1) that sea is what is left of the moisture on the earth 
after evaporation by the sun,* or (2) that the taste 
inherent in the great mass of naturally sweet water 
is due to a suitable admixture of earth.® For (1) on 
the first view,° since the volume of water that falls 
as rain is equal to the volume evaporated, the sea 
must either have been salt in the first place, or if 
it was not it cannot have become salt subsequently. 
But if it was salt at first the reason for this should be 
given, and also the reason why if salt water was sub- 
ject to evaporation then it is not now. While (2) as 
for those who attribute the sea’s saltness to an ad- 
mixture of earth, saying that the earth has many 
tastes and so when carried down by the rivers and 
mixed with the sea it makes it salt—if that is so it is 
odd that the rivers are not salt also. For how is it 
possible that the admixture of earth of this kind 
should have so obvious an effect in a large volume of 
water, but not in each individual river? For it is 
clear that on this view the sea is composed of water 
from the rivers, as it does not differ from the rivers 

¢ Thurot points out that the clause beginning oddey frrov 
deals only with the first of the two views ‘put forward in the 
previous sentence, and that the passage makes better sense 
if it 18 supposed that some words have dropped out after 
Tovavrnv. But neither mss. nor commentators give any in- 

f dication of a lacuna. 
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elre mAciwy etre eAdtrwv, idier; TH yap dypérns 
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except in being salt and the salt is carried down in 
them to the place into which they all flow. 

It is equally absurd (3) for anyone to think, like Em- 
pedocles,* that he has made an intelligible statement 
when he says that the sea is the sweat of the earth. 
Such a statement is perhaps satisfactory in poetry, for 
metaphor is a poetic device, but it does not advance 
our knowledge of nature. For it is by no means clear 
how salt sweat 1s produced in the body from sweet 
drink—whether, for example, 1t is simply by the loss 
of its sweetest constituent or whether it is due to the 
admixture of something else, as in the case of waters 
strained through ashes. The cause appears to be the 
same as that which makes the residue that collects 
in the bladder bitter and salty though our drink and 
the liquid in our food is sweet. If then the cause in 
both cases 1s the same as that which makes water 
filtered through ashes bitter, and uf some substance 
like the salty deposit we see in chamber-pots is 
carried through the body with the urine, and secreted 
in sweat from the flesh, being washed out of the body 
as it were by the water on its way out, then the 
admixture of some substance from the earth must be 
responsible for the saltness of the water in the sea 
also. Now in the body the sediment of food caused 
by failure to digest is such a substance. But we still 
need to be told how anything of the kind is produced 
in the earth. Besides, more generally, how can the 
drying and heating of the earth cause the secretion 
of so large a volume of water? And this can only 
be a small proportion of what is still left in the earth. 
Again, why does not the earth still sweat to-day when 
dried in larger or smaller quantities ? [For sweat and 

@ Diels 31 A 66. 
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@ These words do not fit into the argument. ‘ The point 
is not that the earth secretes moisture but not salt moisture ; 
but, as the following lines show, that 1t does not secrete any- 
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moisture are both bitter.]* For if it used to happen 
once it should happen now. Yet in fact it does not 
happen, but when earth 1s dry 1t absorbs moisture, 
when it 1s moist 1t shows no sign of sweating. How 
then can the earth when it first came into being and 
was moist have sweated when dried? The view that 
most of the moisture left it and was drawn aloft by 
the sun and that the sea is what was left is more 
plausible. But 1t cannot possibly sweat when it is 
moist. 

Thus none of the current explanations of the sea’s 
saltness appear to stand examination, so let us offer 
our own, starting from the principle already laid 
down. 
We have assumed that there are two kinds of Saltness 

exhalation, one moist and one dry ; and of these the ie oe 
latter must clearly be the origin of the phenomena halation. 
in question. 

But there is a difficulty which we must discuss first. 
Does the sea always consist of identically the same 
parts; or does it remain the same in quality and 
quantity though the parts are continually changing, 
as in air, fresh water and fire’? For each of these 1s 
in constant process of change, though the character- 
istic qualities of any aggregate of it remain the same, 
as for instance with running water and a burning 
flame. It is then obviously plausible to assume that 
the same account must hold good of all of them, so 
that they differ only in that their speed of change 

thing at all under the conditions supposed ” (O.T.). The 
O.T. omits the words altogether: but if the passage is to be 
emended it seems better to follow Thurot and to omit 4 yap 
dypérns and read idie, xal 6 pws yiyverat mxpds; “ 
ay not the earth still sweat ... and that sweat taste 
salt 2” 
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25 pépeoBat mdAw vovros, Kai Totr’ det yiyveodu 
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differs. In all the process of decay and generation 
is taking place, though 1m all it takes place in a fixed 
manner. 

This being so, let us try and give the reason for the 
sea’s saltness There are many indications that this 
kind of salty taste is due to the admixture of some- 
thing For in living bodies it 1s the least digested 
matter that is salty and bitter, as we have remarked 
before. For the residue of liquid food is least 
digested ; this is true of all waste products, princi- 
pally of that which collects in the bladder (whose 
extreme lightness proves 1t to be a waste product, 
as digestion naturally condenses), but also of sweat. 
In both of these the same substance 1s secreted and 
produces this taste. Something similar happens in 
combustion. What the heat fails to master becomes 
residue in living bodies, ash in combustion. So some 
have maintained that the sea is made of burnt earth. 
Thus expressed their opinion 1s absurd : but itis true 
that something of this sort makes it salt. For we 
must suppose that something happens in the world 
as a whole analogous to what happens in the pheno- 
mena just described: just as in combustion there is 
a residue of earth of this kind, so there is in all natural 
growth and generation, and all exhalation on dry 
land is such a residue. And it is dry land that pro- 
vides the great bulk of the exhalation. Now since, 
as we have said, the moist and vaporous exhalation 
is mixed with the dry, when it condenses into clouds 
and rain it must necessarily include a certain amount 
of this property * which will subsequently be carried 
down in rain. The process follows a regular order, 

@ 4¢ the dry exhalation which being a residue 1s salty. 

1 sec]. Fobes. - 
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so far as things in this world admit of regularity. 
This then accounts for the presence of salt in sea 
water. 

This explains why the rams from the south and the Southerly 
first rains of autumn are brackish For the south sane 
wind is the warmest of winds (both im size and rains 
strength *) and blows from regions that are dry and on 
warm, and so contains little moist exhalation, which 
is the reason why it is hot. And even if it 1s not 
naturally hot but starts as a cold wind, it none the 
less becomes hot because it picks up large quantities 
of hot exhalation from the places that le on its way. 
The north wind, on the other hand, carries moist 
vapour because it comes from damp places. So it 
is also cold. And it brings fine weather here because 
it drives the clouds away ; but in the south it brings 
rain. Similarly the south wind brings fine weather 
in Libya. There is then a great deal of this substance 
in the rain which falls; and the rains of autumn are 
brackish because what is heaviest must fall first and 
so rain which contains any quantity of earth of this 
sort falls quickest. And this is the reason why the 
sea is warm. For everything which has been exposed 
to fire contains heat potentially. We can see this 
in ash, in cinders and in the excrement of animals, 
both sold and liquid. For the excrement of animals 
that have the hottest bellies is hottest. 

This cause is always operating to make the sea Salt is left 
more brackish. A certain amount of the salt water BY evapora 
is always drawn up with the sweet, but this amount 
is always the less in the same proportion as the salt 

@ It is difficult to make sense of these words, which the 
O.T. omits. Alex. (84. 32) does not appear to have had them 
in his text. 
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and brackish element is less than the sweet in rain 
water, so that on the whole equality 1s preserved.2 I 
have proved by experiment that salt water evaporated 
forms fresh and the vapour does not when it con- 
denses condense into sea water again. The same is 
true in other cases. For wine ® and all other tasting 
hquids which can be evaporated and subsequently 
condensed to liquid again become water on condensa- 
tion. For the qualities they have other than those 
of water are due to admixture, and the taste vanes 
according to what is mixed with the water. But we 
must investigate these subjects on another and more 
suitable opportunity. For the present let us confine 
ourselves to saying that a certain amount of the 
existing sea water is always being drawn up and 
becoming fresh; and that it subsequently falls down 
in rain in a different form °* to that in which it was 
drawn up, and because of its weight sinks below the 
fresh water. So the sea like the rivers never dries 
up, except locally (as both sea and rivers alike must on 
occasion) ; nor do the same parts always remain sea, 
the same land, though the whole bulk of each remains 
constant (for we must suppose that the same thing 
is true of land as of the sea). For part of the sea rises 
up, part of it falls again, and both that which rises and 
that which falls change their positions. 

That saltness consists in an admixture is evident Saltness an 
admixture ! 
Examples. 

¢ Because of the inclusion of dry exhalation, 358 a 33. 
@ Cf. 358 b 25-27: it seems to make better sense to take 

To pev . .. 76 8¢, ll. 31-82, as meaning the water of the sea 
and as referring to 358b 25-27, with Saint-Hilaire, than to 
take them with the preceding sentence xai ydp . . . twohaBelv 
with the O.T. I have repunctuated Fobes’ text accordingly. 
Ideler i. p. 83 punctuates as Fobes does, but translates in the 
same sense as Saint-Hilaire, 
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@ Cf. Hist sin. vui. 2. 2, 590 a 24. As the O.T. notes, 
facts do not bear éut Aristotle’s statement, which makes it 
appeai that he has not tried the experiment, but was taking 
it on hearsay. Pliny xxi. 37 and Aelian ix. 64 repeat Aris- 
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not only from what has now been said but also from 
the following experiment. Make a jar of wax and 
put it into the sea, having fastened its mouth in such 
a way as to prevent the sea getting m. It will be 
found that the water which gets through the wax 
walls is fresh, for the earthy substance whose admix- 
ture caused the saltness is separated off as though 
by a filter.* This substance is also the cause of its 
weight (for salt water weighs more than fresh) and 
of its density. For there is so great a difference in 
density between salt and fresh water that vessels 
laden with cargoes of the same weight almost sink in 
rivers, but ride quite easily at sea and are quite sea- 
worthy And an ignorance of this has sometimes 
cost people dear who load their ships in rnvers. The 
following is a proof that the density of a fluidis greater 
when a substance is mixed withit. If you make water 
very salt by mixing salt in with it eggs will float on 
it, even when unblown, for the water becomes like 
mud. The sea contains a like quantity of earthy 
substance. The same thing is done in salting fish.? 

If there were any truth in the stories they tell 
about the lake in Palestine * it would further bear 
out what I say. For they say if you bind a man or 
beast and throw him into it he floats and does not sink 
beneath the surface ; and that the lake is so bitter 
and salty that there are no fish in it, and that if you 

totle’s statement. «xepdyiwov (“earthenware”) has been 
conjectured for xjpivor (cf. O.T. note on Hist. An. loc, cit.) : 
but there is no ms. support for this and Pliny and Aelian have 
** wax.” 

> Alex (88. 5) connects this with the statement about eggs, 
saying that the salt solution in which fish were salted was 
tested by floating an egg in 1t: when the egg floated the 
solution was strong enough. ¢ The Dead Sea. 
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dé iudria pumrew, edv Tis Siaceion Bogfas. ori 
dé Kal Ta Towadra onpela mavrTa THY elpyuevu, 
6Tt TO GAuUpOY motel Opa TL, Kal yew@dds eorw 
TO évuTTapxov: ev Te yap TH Kaovia Kpnyy ris eorw 
vdaTos mharurépov, amroppet 3° avrn eis TOTALOP 
mAnotov yAvioy peV, iy@is 8 ode Eéxovra: ethovro 
yap 87}, ws ol é€ket pvboroyotouw, _efovoias dofetons 
5770 Tob “HpaxdAdous, or” dev 4 dywv éx Tis "Epv- 
Jetas Tas Bobs, dAas avri Trav ivyOvev, ot yeyvovras 
abrois €k THs pans: ToUTOU yap Tod voarTos 
dpepovres TL péepos TiWéacr, Kal yiyverat wpuy bev, 
6rayv amatrpion TO bypov ua TH Dep, anes, ot 
xovdpot ana, yatvor Kat Aemrol Bomep XLV. 
clay Te Thy Te SUvapLy dobevéorepor Tay aww 
Kat mAeious HOvVvoUaLW euBAnbevres, Kat TH Xpovdy 
ovx opoiws AevKoi. Tovodrov 8° Erepov yiyveras 
Kat év ’OpBpixois: éore yap Tis TOTOS éV ¢ e~ 
gicace KdAapot Kal oxotvos: ToUTaV KATAKGOVOL, 
Ka THY Téppay euBaddovres Els VOwp apepovow: 
OTav Be Aimwoi Te pépos Tob Vdaros, Totro puybev 
aAaY yiyverau mTARGos. 
“Oca 5° doriv dAuupa pevpara troTapdav 1 Kpyvar, 

7a, metora. Bepud more elvas def vopilerv, elra THY 
pev _apxny arreoBeoVar TOU arupes, ou Hs dé bu 
nOodvrar yijs, ETL peverv odoay olov Koviay Kab 
Téppav. eiot dé tohaxob Kal Kpivae Kat pevpara 
moray mavrobamovs € éxovra yupovs, dv mavrTwyv 
arvaréov 7hV evoboay 7 eyyeyvouerny™ Sdvapw 
qupos* KaoLEevy yap 7 YR TO paMov KL irTov 
mavrodamas Aor det Hop ds Kal Xpeas xypav 
orumTnpias yap Kal Kovias Kat TOV aww Tay 
TowovTwy yiyvera. mAjpyns Suvdpewr, du” adv Ta 
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wet clothes in it and shake them out it cleans them. 
The following facts also all support our contention 
that it 1s the presence of a substance that makes 
water salt, and that the substance present is earthy. 
In Chaonia there is a spring of brackish water 
which flows into a neighbouring river that 1s sweet 
but contains no fish. For the inhabitants have a 
story that when Heracles, on his way through with 
the oxen from Erytheia, gave them the choice, they 
chose to get salt instead of fish from the spring. For 
they boil off some water from it and let the rest 
stand ; and when it has cooled and the moisture has 
evaporated with the heat salt 1s left, not m lumps 
but m a loose powder like snow. It is also rather 
weaker than other salt and more of it must be used 
for seasoning, nor 1s it quite so white. Something of 
a similar sort happens also in Umbria. There is a 
place there where reeds and rushes grow : these they 
burn and throw their ashes into water and boil it till 
there is only a httle left, and this when allowed to 
coo] produces quite a quantity of salt. 

Most salt rivers and springs must be considered to 
have once been hot; subsequently the fiery prin- 
ciple in them was extinguished, but the earth through 
which they filter retains qualities like those of ash 
and cinders. And there are in various places many 
springs and streams with many different tastes, the 
cause of which is always a fiery element inherent or 
produced in them. For the earth when subject to 
combustion takes on to a greater or lesser degree all 
kinds and shades of taste. For it becomes full of alum 
and ash and substances of like qualities, and sweet 

1 évyevoperny J O.T. 
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359 b Bee x 5 : ; 

nOovueva vOaTra dvTa yAvKda peraBddAe, Kal rd 
15 pev fa ylyverar, Kafamep ev rH Lindvn ris 

LuKeAias: exet yap d€dAun yiyvera, Kal ypavra 
Kabdrep of. mpos ena Tdv eeoudrwv adrd, 
gots 5é Kal wept Avyxov Kpihvn tis vdatos b€é0s, 
mept Se THY Lvov mpd: to 8 asroppéov adrijs 
Tov morapov eis dv eiaBdAder covet muxpov ddov. 

20 ai S¢ duadopal rovTwy éxetVev SHAat, motor yupol 
éx Trolwy yiyvovrar Kpdcewv: elpntat dé mrept adrav 
xwpis év dAdois. 

Ilepit pev obv vdatos Kal Oadarrns, 8’ ds airias 
aiel Te Guvexds cio Kat mas petaBdAdovor Kat tis 
 pvots adTayv, ér. 8° Goa 7dby Kara duvow adrois 

25 ovpPaiver moviv 4 mdoxew, etpnTar oyedov Hulv 
méepl Tov TAEioTWY. 

¢ Cf. Erchholz in C.Q. xhii (July-Oct. 1949), p. 145 on 
this passage. 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT 

The causes of winds. There are, as we have sard, two kinds 
of exhalation from the earth, dry and mowt. These are 
caused by the sun, whose movement in the ecliptic guves rise 
to seasonal changes. The moist exhalation produces rain, 
the dry exhalation wind (859 b 27—360 a 17). So rain and 
wind differ in substance : and we cannot regard wind as air 
an motion (860 a 17-21, 27-83). Arr then is made up of two 
exhalations, one morst and cold, one hat and dry, and 1s itself 
in consequence moist and hot. The predominance of one or 

p27 [lepi 5é rvevpdrwv Adywuev, AaBdvres dpyny rHy 
eipnuevyv yyiv dn apdétepov. éor. yap dv «dy 
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water changes when filtered through them.* Some- 
times it becomes acid, as in Sicania in Sialy: for 
there it becomes both salt and acid and they use it 
as vinegar on some of their dishes And there is an 
acid spring also at Lyncus, and a bitter one in Seythia 
the water from which makes the whole river into 
which it flows bitter.o These differences are clear 
from a knowledge of the different tastes produced by 
different mixtures, a subject which has been dealt 
with separately elsewhere.° 
We have now dealt with the causes of the continued 

existence of water and the sea and of their changes, 
with their nature, and with most of their various 
natural characteristics active and passive. 

» Of. Herod. iv. 52, 81. 
¢ De Sensu, ch. 4; or a lost work. 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

other exhalation accounis for variations in ramfall from 
year to year (860 a 21-27, 33-b 26). Why wind occurs after 
rainfall, rainfall when wind drops (360 b 26—861 a 4). 
Why the prevailing winds are northerly or southerly (861 a 4- 
22). Winds originate from the earth (as exhalation), but 
their movement 18 determined by that of the celestial region. 
The exhalation of which they are composed collects gradually 
(361 a 22—b 8). 

(With chs. 4-6 cf, Problems xvvz.) 

Let us now give an account of winds, on the lines we Two kinds 
have already laid down. For we have said ¢ that there (oonale, 

« ('¥. Book I. ch. 4, 341 b 6 ff 
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359 b 

Ths avabuysaceus, as paper, u) pev dypa H O€ 
30 Enpa Kadetrar 0° 7 pev aris, wy) é€ TO ev ohov 

dvwvupos, TQ O° emt Lépous avdyKn ¥pwpLeévous 
Kabdrov Tpocayopevew avery ofov KamVvou" éore 
8 OvTE TO by pov dvev Too Enpob ore TO Enpov 
dvev Too bypod, aMAa wdvra Tadra A€yerar Kara 
THY DrrEpoXyy. 

Epopevov 67 Tob HAiov KUKAW, ka Gray pev 
35 mAnovdty, 7 Th Deppornre dydyovros TO bypov, Trop 

60a pwrépw dé yuyvomevov bia TH pdEev OUVLOTAPLEVNS 
maAu THS dvaxGetons dr pibos els vOwp (610 xeu~ 
UBvos TE padrov yiyvera Ta voara, Kab vdKTWp 
7H pel” Tpepav: aAd’ ov Ooxel, bud TO AavOdvew Ta 

5 VUKTEpLWa TOV pel TBEpay dMov), TO 8H Kar Lov 
vdwp diadidorar adv els TI YHV, dndpyet 0° ev TH 
14) Tord wip Kat TONAT Fepyorns, kal 6 nALos ov 
povov TO emTrohdov THs ys bypov EeAKen, aAAd. 
Kal THY yh avrny Enpaiver Deppaive: Ths 8 dva- 
Gupsdcews, womeEp Elpnras, OumAfjs ovons, TAs pev 

10 dr pu8wdous THs be KOTO) ous, Gi oTepas avay- 
Katov ylyvecbar. tovtwv d° 4 pev typod aA€ov 
Exovoa mqGos avatupiacts apxn Too VOMEVOV 
vdards ear, aamep elpnrat mpoTeEpov, 7 O¢ Enpa 
TOV TVEVLaT OV apyn Kat vows TavTwY. Tatra 
dé OTL Tobrov TOV TpoTrov avayKatov oupBaivew, 

1B Kal e€€ alTav TOV epyov dfjAov: Kal yap TI ava 
Fupiacw Svagepew cvayKatov, KQL TOV TALov ka 
THY év TH yh Deppornra. Tatra moeiy o} pdvov 
vvarov adn’ cvayratoy coTU. 
"Ezresd1) 8° ETEpOV exarépas TO eldos, pavepov 6 OTL 

Staheper, Kat ody 7 atry dorw % Te avépou dvots 
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are two kinds of exhalation—one moist and one dry : caused 
of these the first 1s called vapour, the second has no by 
name that apples to 1t as a whole, and we are com- 
pelled to apply to the whole a name which belongs 
to a part only and callit a kind of smoke The moist 
exhalation does not exist without the dry nor the dry 
without the moist, but we speak of them as dry or 
moist according as erther quality predominates. 

When, therefore, the sun in its circular course 
approaches the earth, its heat draws up the moist 
exhalation; when it recedes the vapour thus drawn 
up 1s condensed again by the resulting cold into 
water (This is why there is more ram m the winter, 
and more at mght than by day—though this 1s not 
commonly supposed to be so because rainfall at night 
more often passes unnoticed than by day.) The water 
thus formed falls and 1s all distributed over the earth. 
Now there 1s in the earth a large amount of fire and 
heat, and the sun not only draws up the moisture on 
the earth’s surface but also heats and so dries the 
earth itself; and this must produce exhalations 
which are of the two kinds we have described, namely 
vaporous and smoky. The exhalation containing the 
greater amount of moisture is, as we have said before, 
the origin of rain water: the dry exhalation is the 
origin and natural substance of winds. That this 
must be the case is evident from the facts. For the 
exhalations that produce rain and wind must differ 
and it is not only possible but necessary that the sun 
and the warmth in the earth should produce the 
exhalations. 

Since the two exhalations differ in kind, it is clear Rain and 
that the substance of wind and of rain water also oe 

@ Book I. ch. 9. 
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360 a 

20 kal n Tob Sopevov vdarTos, Kabarrep Tuves Adyovow: 
Tov yap avrov dépa Kuvovjmevov pev d-ve pov elvas, 
oUVLaTapEvov d¢ mad Ddwp. Kal yap d:romov ei 

28 6 mept EKAOTOUS TE pLKEXUELEVOS dnp obtos yiyverau 
29 KLvoUpEvos mvetua, Kat dbev ay TUXN xumbeis, 

dvewos €oTat, add’ od Kabdaep TOUS TOTApLOdS vTr0~ 
30 AauBdvopev ody OTwaodY Tot vdaTos eivas péov~ 
si tos, ovo dy éyn ARGOS, GAAG Set mnyaiov elvar 
32 TO péov: otrw yap Kat mepi Tay dive pov exXee* KwvT- 
33 Dein yap av moAd 7AGos aépos v7r6 TWOS peyaans 

TTUTEDS, ovK eYov apxny ovde my HY. 
2a ‘O pev ody anp,; Ka darep ev Tots 7po TOUTE 
22 Adyous elpyKaper, yiyverar €K TOUTWV" 7 jeev yap 
23 dirs bypov Kab wuxpov (eddpiorov pev yap as 
24 Dypov, bud dé TO vdaros elvan bux pov Th olxeta, 
25 pucel, domep dowp By Geppaviév), 6 Sé Kamvos 
26 Depyov Kat Enpov: dore Kabdarep eK cup Bdrey, 
27 cuviorarro dy 6 6 dnp vy pos Kal Deppos. Haprupel 
34 O€ TA yuyvomeEva Tots Elpnuevois: dia yap TO CUV- 
ss exds pev pdddrov S€ Kal Frrov Kal mAciw Kal 

360 b eAdrrw ylyveoBar THY dvalupiacw, Gel ved TE Kal 
TVEvLATG ylyverau Kara, THY copay EKaOTIV as 
mépukev’ dua dé TO eviore pev THY dr8ebSn yi~ 
yveoOat mroMaraciay ore dé THY Enpav kat Ka 
mH5n, 0 OTE Lev errouBpa Ta, er) yiyverau Kat dypd, 

5 ore dé dvenasdn kal avyLol. OTE pev ovv ovpBatver 
Kal TOUS atixpovs Kal Tas érropy| plas troMovds a, cpio. 
Kal Kara ovveyh yiyveoPar xwpav, oré Sé Kara 
pépn: toAAdKis yap 9 pwev KvKAw ywpa AapBdver 

6 pev oby dp 1.21... . Bepuds 1. 27 post mnyifv |. 33 coll. 
Thurot 
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differ and are not the same, as some” maintain: for 
they say that the same substance, air, 1s wmd when 
in motion, water when condensed again. Yet it 1s 
absurd to suppose that the air which surrounds us 
becomes wind simply by bemg in motion, and will be 
wind whatever the source of 1ts motion; for we do not 
call a volume of water, however large, ariver whatever 
its flow but only ifit flows from a source, and the same 
thing is true of the winds, for a considerable volume 
of air might be set in motion by some large falling 
body, and have no origin or source. 

Air then, as we have said before,* is made up of Variations 
these two components, vapour which is moist and cold infil. 
(it 1s unresistant because it 1s moist, and 1s naturally 
cold because derived from water, which is cold unless 
heated) and smoke which is hot and dry ; so that air, 
being composed, as 1t were, of complementary factors, 
is moist and hot. The facts confirm this view. For 
because the exhalation continually increases and de- 
creases, expands and contracts, clouds and winds are 
always being produced in their natural season ; and 
because it 1s sometimes the vaporous exhalation that 
predominates, at other times the dry and smoky one, 
years are sometimes rainy and wet, at others windy 
and dry. And sometimes drought or rain is wide- 
spread and covers a large area of country, sometimes 
it is only local; for often in the country at large the 

¢ Metrodorus of Chios (Diels 70 A 19). 
» The first sentence fromthe next paragraph follows here 

in the accepted Greek text: I have transposed it, following 
Thurot (see critical note), as the transposition seems to make 
better sense of the passage. 

° Cf. Book J. ch. 3, 340 b 14-32 and note a on p. 20, ch. 
4, 341 b 6 ff.3; also De Gen. et Corr. u. 4, and Joachim’s 
note on 331 a 24. 
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360 b 
TOUS wpaious ouBpous n Kal mhetous, év b€ TWe 

10 WEpeEt TAUTNS adxpuos core: 6Té 6€ Tobvavriov Tis 
KvKAQ@ maons 7 juerplous Xpwperns voaow 7H Kal 
pa Nov avYLWOnNS, év Tl pdpov Udaros apbovoy 
Aap Paver mAHGos alirvov 6° ort ws pev Ta mroAna 
TO abo maQos emt mAciw Senxew etkos Xwpay, 
bua TO TrapamAnatws Ketabau _mpos TOV WAvov Ta 

15 ouveyyus, eav pa Tt Siddopov ¢ EXWOW iOtov* od pry 
dW’ éviore KaTa TOOL pev TO yépos 7 Enpa dvabu- 
pias eyeveTo mretwv, Kara dé TO GANo y atTmL- 
dvds, ore O€ TouvavTiov Kal adrob dé TOUTOU 
alreov TO éxarépay peramimre els THY THS exopevyns 
xwpas dvabupiacw, ofov i] pev Enpe. KaTa THY 

20 olKelav pet xapar, % 8° dypa mpos THY yeurvidioay, 
) Kal eis Tov mwoppw Tid ToTwY amewabn tro 
amveupdatwv: oTé O€ aUTn pev Euewvev, 7) 8° evavria 
Tabrov erroingey. Kal oupBaiver TovTo Toads, 
wore emt Tob TWpLATOS, eav 7) ava Kowa Enpa 7 iE 
THY KaTW evarTiws Sraxetoan, Kal Tavrns mpas 

23 ovens Uypav elvat THY avw Kat duypdv, oUTw Kal 
mept Tovs TéTOUS avTiTepLicTacIaL Kal pweraBdANev 
Tas avalupuidaoets. 

"Ere 5€ perd Te Tovs OuBpovs dvewos ws Ta ToAAG 
yiyverat év éxelvos Tots Témois Kal” ods av oup- 
méon yevéobar tovs opBpovs, Kal 7a TrvEdMaT, 

30 7aveTat vVOaTOS YEVOpEvov Tadra yap dvdyrn 
oupBatvery dua Tas etpnuevas dpyds: Voavros TE 
yap u) vA Enpauvopevn dd Te Tov év avre Jeppot 
Kal vm TOU dvatev dvaPuprdira., Tobro O° Hy 
dvéuov oO: Kal 6rav TowavTn dmroxpwoes Hh Kab 
dvepot Karéywot, Tavoudvov dia 7d daroKpivecbar 
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seasonal rainfall 1s normal or even above the normal, 
while in some districts of it there 1s a drought ; at other 
times, on the other hand, the rainfall in the country 
at large is meagre, or there is even a tendency to 

drought, while in a single district the rainfall is 
abundant in quantity. The reason 1s that as a rule 
a considerable area may be expected to be similarly 
affected, because neighbouring places he in a similar 
relation to the sun, unless they have some local 
peculiarity : at the same time it may happen that 
at times the dry exhalation predominates m one 
district, the vaporous in another, while at times the 
opposite 1s the case. And the reason for this again 
is the movement of either of the two exhalations 
across to join that of the neighbouring district ; the 
dry, for instance, may circulate in its own, the moist 
flow to a neighbouring district or be driven by winds 
still farther afield, while on other occasions the moist 
exhalation may remain and the dry retire. Thus it 
often happens that just as in the human body if the 
upper belly is dry the lower is in the opposite con- 
dition, and if the lower is dry the upper is cold and 
wet, so the exhalations undergo reciprocal replace- 
ment ? and change of place. 

Moreover, wind as a rule occurs after rain in those wind 
places in which the rain has happened to fall, and “llow: 
when rain falls the wind drops. These are necessary 
consequences of the principles we have stated. For 
after rain the earth is dried by its own internal heat 
and the heat from above and gives off exhalations 
which are the substance of wind. And when this 
separation is in process winds prevail; when they 
drop, because the hot element 1s constantly being 

@ See Book I. ch. 12, note 6 on p. 82. 
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sr 76 Oeppov del Kat avapépecbar eis Tov dyw TdéToV 
ovvicrara: % arpis yvyouevn Kal ylyverar vdup- 
Kal érav €is TravTov ovvwobdor. Ta védyn Kal avri- 

aia meplory eis adra 7 YvEis, VOwp ylyveTat Kal KaTa- 
wdyer thy Enpav avabupiacw. mavovai te odv Ta 
voaTa yryvopeva TOUS avémous, Kal mavouevwy 
attra yiyverar dia Tavras Tas airias. 

5 "Er. 0€ tod yiyvecOor pdAvora mvedpara amd re 
Tis dpKrov kat weonBpias TO adTo airtov: mhetorou 
yop Bopéa, Kal vorot ylyvovTa, TOV avéuav: 6 yap 
HAvos ToUTOUS jLOvoUS OvK E7répxEeTaL TOvS TOTOUS, 
GAG mpos TovTous Kal do TovTwy, émi Sucpuds 
dé kal ém dvarodas det péperar’ bid 7a védy 

10 cuvioraras év Tois mAayio, Kal yiyverae mpoc- 
Lovros pe 7 dvaBupiacs tod dypot, amdvros dé 
mpos TOV évavTiov Témov VOaTa Kai xeuudves. did 
pev obv Thy hopayv Thy émlt TpoTas Kal amo TpoTav 
Bépos yiyverar Kal xeyswv, Kat dvdyerai Te dvw 

1570 Dowp Kal yiyveras maAw: eet de mAEtoTOV pev 
Karapaives vOwp €v TovTos Tois TdmToLs &d’ ods 
TpémeTat Kal ap wv, odror bé eiow 6 TE mpds 
apKTov Kat peonuBpiav, omou bé mAetorov ddwp 
) yh Séxerar, evradda mAeiornv avayxaiov yi- 
yvecGar tHv avafupiaow mapamAnciws olov éx 
yAwpdv EvAwy Kamvov, 4 8 avabvpiacis adrn 

20 dveuds €or, evAdyws av odv evred0ev yiyvoiro ra 
mActora Kal KUpLOTaTa TOV TVevpdTwWY. Kadobyrat 
8° ot pev amd tis apKrov Bopéa, ot S€ ad THs 
peonpBpias voror. 

"H d€ dopa Aoén adr&v eorw: wept yap thy yy 
mvéovow ets opfov yuyvoneyvns THs avabupacews, 

25 Ort 7s 6 KUKAm anp ouverretas TH Popa. 816 Kal 
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separated out and msing to the upper region,* the 
vaporous exhalation 1s cooled and condenses and 
becomes water. And when the clouds are driven 
together and the cold is compressed within them,> 
water is formed and cools the dry exhalation. For 
these reasons, therefore, when rain falls the wind 
drops, and when the wind drops the rain falls. 

The same cause again accounts for the prevalence Prevalence 
of winds from north and south ‘—for most winds are °f Bortherly 
in fact erther northerly or southerly. For over these southerly, 
regions alone the sun does not pass, but only ap-~ 
proaches them or recedes from them; but rts course 
always passes over the east and west. So clouds form 
in these regions bordering on 1ts couse, and when it 
approaches it causes exhalation of moisture, whenit re- 
cedes to the opposite side, rain and storms. Thesun’s 
movement in the ecliptic is thus the cause of summer 
and winter, and the water 1s drawn up and falls again. 
Now the largest amount of rain falls in the regions 
beyond the tropics, that 1s, the regions north and south 
of them; and where the earth receives the most rain- 
fall the exhalation must be correspondingly greatest, 
like the smoke from green sticks, and this exhalation 
is wind; so itis only to be expected that the majority 
of winds and the most considerable should come from 
these quarters. Those that come from the north are 
called Boreae, those that come from the south Notoi. 

Winds blow horizontally ; for though the exhala- Celestial 
tion rises vertically, the winds blow round the earth fen ine 
because the whole body of air surrounding the earth cause of 
follows the motion of the heavens. So one might “” 

@ Of. 341 a 4 and Book I. ch. 3, note a on p. 29. 
’ See Book I. ch. 12, note 8 on p. 82. 

© Of. ch. 5, 363 a 2-20, 
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diropHoevev dv tis Trot epwGev  apxXn TOV mMVEv- 
drwy éoti, TOT EpOV dvobev  Karwiev- 4h ev yap 
Kivnots dvwbev rad mpiv mvetv 6 [0'] anp eridmAos, 
Kav } végos i dixAds: onuaiver yap Kuvoupevyy 
mevpatos apyny mpiv pavepas eAnduBevar TOV 
GvELoV, as avwlev adrdv EXOvTonv THY Opx7jy. 
émet 8° eoriv dvepos mARIds Tue THS Enpas ek yas 
avabupudoews Kivovpevov mept THY yiv, SiAov Ort 
Ths pev Kivioews apy avwHev, THs Se vANs Kai 
Ths yevéoews Kdtrwhev- F wev yap pevoeirar ro 
dvidv, éxetOev TO aitiov’ 4 yap Popa THy Toppwrépw 
Kupia THS yiss Kal dua Kdrwhev pev eis dpbov 
dvadhéperat, Kat av ioxver paGAdov éyyds, 7) 8€ Tis 
yevécews apyn ShAov ws ex THS ys eorw. 

"Ort 8 ex 7odMAdv dvabupsdoewv ovviovedv Kara 
piKpov, WoTep at TOY ToTaydv apyal ylyvorrar 
vorilovens THs ys, SHAov Kal emi rOv Epywv: dbev 
yap éxdorote mvéovow, éAdxyioTo. mdvres ici, 
mpotovres 5é Kal 7oppw Aapmpol mvdovow. Eri dé 
Kal Ta Tepl THY GPKTOY ev TH Yemwdu vyveya Kal 
aivoa, Kar avTov eKeivov Tov rémov: GAAd 76 
Kata. puKpov daromvéov Kat AavOdvov é€w mpotdv 
707 media. yiyverat Aapmpov. 

Tis pév ody dorw 7 Tod dvépiou pvors Kal mas 
yiyverat, ére dé adxpey TE mWépt Kal ewouBpias, 
Kat dia. tiv” airiay ka TavovTat Kat yiyvovran [LET O. 
TOUS ouBpovs, dia ti re Bopéat Kai vorot aAEtoror 
T&y avépwy elotv, elpyrar: mpos Sé rovrow Kat 
wept THS hopas avrav. 

* om. Joon O.T 
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raise the question whether winds originate from above 
or below, for their movement is derived from above, 
and even before they actually start to blow the air 
reveals their approach, even if there is cloud or mist ; 
for these show that a wind has started to blow even 
before its arrival is perceptible, which seems to 
indicate that winds originate from above. But since 
a wind is a body of dry exhalation moving about the 
earth, it is clear that though their motion takes its 
origin from above the material from which they are 
roduced comes from below ‘Thus the direction of 

flow of the rising exhalation is determined from above, 
as the motion of the heavens controls things whose 
distance from the earth is considerable: at the same 
time the exhalation rises vertically from below, since 
any cause operates more strongly on its effect the 
nearer it is to it and the exhalation is clearly produced 
originally from the earth. 

The facts also make it clear that winds are formed 
by the gradual collection of small quantities of 
exhalation, in the same way that rivers form when 
the earth is wet. For they are all least strong at 
their place of origin, but blow strongly as they travel 
farther from it. Besides, the north, that is the region 
immediately about the pole, is calm and windless in 
winter ; but the wind which blows so gently there 
that it passes unnoticed becomes strong as it moves 
farther afield. 
We have thus given an account of the nature and 

origin of the wind, and of drought and rainfall. We 
have given the reason why winds fall and rise after 
rain and why the prevailing winds are northerly 
and southerly : finally we have dealt with the motion 
of the winds. 
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CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT 

Extreme heat and cold prevent the rise of winds, which 
occur when the seasons are changing (861 b 14-35). This 8 
shown by the Etesian winds and the fair weather winds which 
correspond to them (861 b 35—-362 a 31). The south wind 
blows, not from the pole, but from the torrid zone. This rs 

361b14 ‘OQ 8 yAtos Kal waver Kat ovveEopud Ta mvev- 
a / 15 para: aoGeveis prev yap Kat dAlyas ovcas tds ava- 

Avpidcers papaiver TH mAciov Oepu@ ro & rH 
> 4 4 bd ‘ / ” A 

avabupidoe. éAarrov ov, Kat SvaKpiver. eri de 
~ , 

adrny thy yhv pbdver Enpaivwy api yevéoboas Ex- 
? ~ Kpiow GOpdav, womep «is moAd mip éav dAlyov 

éuméon oméexkavpa, Pldver moAAdKis mplv KaTVvdv 
20 Towjoa. Katakaviév. Sia pev ody tavras tds 

airias Karamave. Te TA TVEdMaTA Kal e€ apyts 
yiyvecOar KwAvet, TH ev wapavoe KaTaTavwr, TO 
dé rdye. THS Enpdrntos yiyvecfa. Kwrtwv: Sed 
mept “Opiwvos avaroAny pddwora yiyveras vnvepia, 
Kal péxpt TOV ernotwy Kai mpodpouwy. OAws Se 

? e / } \ 5 43 >? aA \ A 25 ylyvovrar at vyvepiay did, 80° airias: 7} yap did 
“~ / “~ pdyos amooPevyvuperns Tis dvabupidoews, olov drav 

7 3 

yevnrat mayos taxupos, 7 Karapapatvopévns tid 
Tov mviyous. at dé mActorar Kat év Talis dva pécov 
e aN “~ 7 3 @ ant Q a “~ + > 

wpats, 7 T@ pnw avaluyrdcbar, 4 TH Hdyn e&- 
30 eAnAvbévar tHv avabupiacw Kat ddAdAnv parw 

emuppetv. 
oe \ ‘ \ a Axpiros 6€ kat yadetos 6 ’Opiwv efvas Soxe?, 
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CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

shown by a consideration of the two habstable zones of the 
earth ; one, in which we live, lres wn the northern hemisphere, 
the other in the southern, and each has an analogous dispom- 
tion of winds. The prevailing winds in our hemesphere are 
northerly or southerly (362 a 31—363 a 20). 

Tue sun both hinders and encourages the rise of Extreme 
winds. For when the exhalations are feeble and few 2% — 
its greater heat scorches up the lesser heat of the ex- vent the 
halation and disperses it. Also it dries up even the a 
earth too quickly to allow the exhalation to gather in 
any quantity, just as a small amount of fuel thrown 
into a large fire is burnt up before it can produce any 
smoke. For these reasons, then, the sun hinders the 
rise of winds or prevents it altogether . it hinders it 
by scorching up the exhalation’s heat; it prevents it 
by the speed with which it dries the earth. Therefore 
the period from about the rise of Orion* to the coming 
of the Etesian winds ® and their precursors is gener- 
ally calm. There are two general causes of calm 
weather: either the exhalation is quenched by cold, 
as in a hard frost, or it is scorched up and stifled by 
the heat. Calm weather in the intervening periods ¢ 
is mostly caused by lack of exhalation or by the 
exhalation having passed away and not yet being 
replaced. 

The reason why Onon is commonly regarded as a 
constellation which brings uncertain and stormy 

¢ Karly July: the morning rising. 
> Cf. 361 b 35 below. 

i.e, between the cold of winter and the heat of summer. 
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361 b 
kat Suva Kat émTeMwv, bua TO ev wetaBoAq cipas 
oupBaivery THY vow Kal THY dvarohyy, Depous 4 
XEyLdvos, Kat d1a TO péyebos* Tod doTpov huepav 
yiyverau mABos at be petaBodat TaVvTWY TApa~ 

85 xeders bud THY dopioriay etowv. 
Oi & ernotat mvéouct pera Tpomas Kal KUVOSs 

emurohny, Kal ovre THviKabra OTE padvora mAnovates 
362 6 TAwos, ovre OTe TOppw* Kat Tas wey Tepas 

TMvEeover, Tas b€ vuxras TravovrTa. airvov S° ort 
mAnatov bev adv pldver Enpaivwy mpiv yeveodau 
THY dvadupiaow orav dS amédOn puxpov, oup- 
HeTpos 78 yiyverau » dvabupiacis Kal 7° Depporns, 

b WOTE TA menmnyora voara, THKEOOAL, Kal THS vis 
Enpauvopevns bd TE Tis olketas Jeppornros Kal 
bro THs Tob HAiov ofov TUpecau Kat Oupdobas. 
Ths 5é€ vuKros Awpaor did TO Ta, TmemnyOro, 7™HKO- 
jeeva. TraveoFau dua THY uxpornra rOv vuxrav. 
Audra. 5 ovre TO mennyOS ovTe TO under & éxov 

10 Enpdv, add’ orav éyn To Enpov bypdoTyTa, Tobro 
Depparvopevov Ouprarac. 
‘Amopodot dé tives Sia TL Bopéar pe yeyvovrar 

ouvexeis, ods kahodpev ernaias, peTa TAS Depwvas 
TpoTrds, vOToL dé odTws od yéyvovras pera Tas 
Xetpepwvds. éyes 5 odK dAdyws: yiyvovras pev 

15 yap ob Kadovpevor Aevxdvoror THY GyTuceyevny 
dpay, ody ovTws € yiyvovras ouvexeis’ dt0 Aay- 
dvovres: mrovodow emebyretv. aittov 8° ort 6 pev 

Bopéas amo Tay bro THY dpKrov mvet TOmwv, ot 
mAsjpets v8aros Kal yLdvos cio mods, dv TI KO- 
pévwv vd Tob 7AAiov pera tas Oepivds rpomds 

1“ seribe didr71 dia. 7d peyebos aut pro yiveras corrige yive- 
ofa” (Ideler). * dvabupiacis cal j om. E Y& Ap O} Ideler. 
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weather when 1t rises and sets is that its rising and 
setting ® occur at a change of season (summer or 
winter), and, owing to the size of the constellation, 
last many days: and all changes are uncertain and 
so unsettled. 

The Etesian winds blow after the summer solstice The 
and the rise of the Dog-star®; they do not blow when *esian 
the sun is at its nearest nor when it is far off. They 
blow in the day-time and drop at night. The reason 
for this is that when the sun is closer 1t dries the earth 
too quickly for the exhalation to form: when it with- 
draws a little, the balance between iis heat and the 
exhalation 1s restored, with the result that frozen 
water melts and the earth, dried by its own internal, 
heat and by that of the sun, gives off smoke and 
fumes.° These winds cease at night because the 
coldness of the nights stops frozen water melting. 
Moisture that is frozen or that contains no dry con- 
stituent does not give off fumes ; but a dry substance 
that contains moisture does so when heated 

Some people find it difficult to see why the north The far 
winds which we call Etesian blow continuously after 7633, 
the summer solstice, but there are no corresponding winds. 
south winds after the winter solstice. But this is 
not without reason. For the so-called fair weather 
winds do blow from the south at the corresponding 
time in winter, but as they do not blow so continu- 
ously, they escape notice; and thus the difficulty 
arises. The reason for this is that the north wind 
blows from the polar regions, which are full of water 
and large quantities of snow; so the Etesian winds 
blow when the sun melts these, which it does just 

@ Mid-November: the morning setting. 
® Late July. ¢ Cf. 362 a 16-22 below. 
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kal ra miyn ylyverar, odx Orav padiora mAnodly 
apos dpkrov, GAN’ Grav TAciwy pev 7} Xpovos Jeppat- 
vovrt, ert 5é éyyds. Opoiws Se Kal peTa Yetpepivas 
Tpomas mvéovaw of dpviBiau: Kal yap odror ernoias 
cioly aobevels: eAdrrovs 5é Kal divairepo. todv 
érnoiwy mvéovoww: éBdounKoorh yap apyovras mvetv 
Sud, 76 Oppw ovra Tov TAtov eviaxvew Frrov. ob 
ouvexeis 8° Guoiws mvéovor, Sidre Ta pev emimodA¥s 
kal aobevi tore amoxpiverar, Ta 5é waAAov ze- 
anydra mAelovos Sefrar Oepudryntos. 810 Sdianrei- 
movres obToL TVéoVaWW, Ews av emt TpoTrais maAw 
tails Gepwais mvevowow ot érynoiat, émei Dérer ye 
éru udAwora cuvexds evred0ev aet mvetv dveuos. 

°O 3€ véros amo Tis Gepwwis tpomis mvei, Kal ovK 
amo THS érépas GpKTov. bo yap ovray THN ATO 
Ths Suvaris oixetofar ywpas, THs pev mpos Tov 
dvw moAov, Kal? quds, Tis 5€ mpos TOV Erepov Kal 
mpos peonuPpiay, Kat ovons olov Tupmavov (rovob- 
TOV yap oxhpa Tis yijs exréuvovow at ex Too 
Kévrpov abriis dydpevar, Kal movobor Sto. Kebvous, 
Tov pev éxovTa Baow Tov tpomiKdv, Tov dé Tov Sia 
mavTos pavepov, THv dé Kopupny emt Tod péoov 

@ Alex. 99. 11 identifies these with the Aevxdvoro. “* fair 
weather winds” of a 14 above. Thus the whole passage 
362 a 12-31 deals with the winds which blow after the winter 
solstice and correspond to the Etesian winds. They must be 
southerly winds, and are called “ feeble Etesian ’ winds not 
because they are northerly but because they correspond to 
the Etesians. The name Bird wind seems to indicate a 
southerly wind, with which the migrant birds return in early 
spring. Yet De Mundo 395 a 4 refers to the Bird winds as 
northerly. 
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after the solstice to a greater extent than at it. In 
the same way the most stifling heats occur not when 
the sun 1s at its most northerly point, but when it 
has had longer to make its heat felt and is still fairly 
close. Simularly after the winter solstice the Bird 
winds® blow. These are feeble Etesian winds, 
blowing later and with less force than the Etesian 
winds proper. They do not begin to blow till the 
seventieth day after the solstice, because the sun is 
then farther off and so has less power. They do not 
blow so continuously because at that time evapora- 
tion is confined to surface substances easily evapo- 
rated, and what is frozen to a greater degree requnes 
a greater degree of heat. So they blow intermittently 
until the Etesian winds rise again at the summer 
solstice ; for from then onwards the wind tends to 
blow almost constantly. 

But the south wind blows from the summer tropic The habi- 
and not from the south pole. For there are two ‘able zone 
habitable sectors of the earth’s surface, one, in which 
we live, towards the upper pole,’ the other towards 
the other, that is the south pole. These sectors are 
drum-shaped—for lines running from the centre of 
the earth cut out this shaped figure on its surface : 
they form two cones, one having the tropic as its 
base, the other the ever-visible circle,* while their 
vertex is the centre of the earth; and two cones 

> But cf. De Caelo ii. 2, 285 b 15. 
¢ Strictly, this should mean the circumpolar stars, which, 

as the O.T. points out, and as Aristotle must surely have 
known (cf. De Caelo u. 14, 297 b 30 ff.), vary with latitude, 
and therefore do not ‘ serve the a of delineating zones 
at all well.” Aristotle probably means the Arctic circle 
(Ideler 1i. p. 562), though this way of referring to itis con- 
fusing. 
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5 

10 

15 

ARISTOTLE 

“~ “~ A ] A A ld \ A } *\ 

Tis ys’ Tov adrov bé Tpomov mpos Tov KaTw mToAoV 

~ ~ ~ ? 4 “A 
Erepot S00 KBvotw THS ys éexTUNnara Trovodo.. 

“ A 4 + 3 Taira 8 oixetofa pdva Svvarov, Kal ovr’ éré- 

“~ ~ 4 ‘\ 3 “A S \ Ed Kea TOV TpOTAV (CKLa yap OUK av HV mpoS ApKToY, 

~ 3 2 7? , 4 e 4 ry 

vov 8 dolkntos mpdTepov yiyvovrTat ot TOTOL mpiv 

A \ \ 
 wrodeimev 4 peraBaddAev THY oKLaY mpos peE- 

\ 

onuppiav) ta 8 tro rHv apKrov tro ddyous 

> 64 Godknra. 

f \ ‘ e ; A ~ A [Dgpera: 5é Kal 6 orédavos Kata Tobrov rév 
\ 4 ~ / ¢ -m Tomov: daiverar yap virép Kepadrts yuyvomevos nuty, 

Py > \ \ sot 
érav 4 KaTa Tov peonpBpuvov.| 

\ A Xr 4 / Pad \ id 

Awd Kai yedoiws ypddovar viv ras trepiddous 

onl o ‘4 4 >) ~ 4 ? / Tis yijs* ypadovot yap KuKAoTeph THV oikoupevny, 

“~ tr) 4 ) ? / 4 4 ‘ rotro 8 éoriv advvaroy Kara Te Ta hawdpeva Kal 

Kata Tov Adyov. 6 Te yap Adyos Seikvvaw sre emi 

1 seclusit O.T. 

@ Jt is difficult to give sense or point to this remark, which 
the O.T. brackets as a “ learned interpolation”: ef. Heidel, 
op. cit. p. 96, note 204. 

’ Cf. Thomson, Ancient Geography, pp. 97-99. 
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constructed in the same way towards the lower pole 
cut out corresponding segments on the earth’s 
surface. 

N Pole 

BE ver-visible (arctic) 
circle 

D Tropic 

Drum-shaped 

Cones AXB 

S Pole CXD 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

These are the only habitable regions ; for the lands 
beyond the tropics are uninhabitable, as there the 
shadow would not fall towards the north, and we 
know that the earth ceases to be habitable before 
the shadow disappears or falls towards the south, 
while the lands beneath the Bear are uninhabitable 
because of the cold. 

(The Crown too passes over this region, for it 
appears to us to be directly overhead when it is on 
our meridian. | @ 

The way in which present maps of the world are The dimen- 
drawn is therefore absurd. For they represent the #0n80% 
inhabited earth as circular,? which is impossible both 
on factual and theoretical grounds. For theoretical 
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862 b ? a e 4 A 4 / 5 , 

mAdrTos ev wpioTat, TO Oé KUKAW ovvamrew evde- 
a A ld ‘ , 

yerat Sia tiv Kpaow,—od yap drepBadre ta Kav- 
~ “a 2 > > \ / 

para Kal To Yoyos Kara phos, GAA’ emt mAaros, 
“~ tf 

wor ef ph mov KwAver Baddrrns mARGos, azmav 
/ 

elva. mopevoimov,—Kal Kata Ta Paivdpeva, rrepi TE 
~~ , 4 A A cal 

20 rods mAods Kal Tas Topelas’ TOAD yap TO pKos 
, “~ / A \ > Li °“H r / Suadepes Too wAdrous. To yap amo “HpaxdAciwv 
“~ , “ *T Sy ~ a 9 Aié / \ arnrdv péxpe tas "Ivduxts tod é€€ AtBtomias mpos 

“~ / “A 

thv Madrw Kal rods éoxatevovras ris LUkvbias 
Tomous mAdov 7 mévTe TmpOs Tpia TO péyeOds eo, 
37 4 A “~ / \ \ e / ¢ 

édv ré Tus Tovs TAODS Aoyilnra: Kal Tas ddovs, WS 

25 evdexerat AapBdve THv TowvTwv ras axptBeias. 
Kairos émt mAdTOS bev mexpl TOV dokiyrwy towev 

Ly \ \ ~ THV oikovperny: evla pev yap dia Yiyos ovKér 
~ af oe 5 4 \ LAE A \ ~ Katotkotow, ev0a dé dia THY ahéav. Ta dE Tis 

"Ilvducjs Ew Kal trav orndAdv tadv “HpaxdAciwv dua 
\ “~ oo tyv Oddatrrav od daiverat ovveipew TQ cuveyds 

30 etvas m&cav olKoupevyy). 
ia 5 ‘ 3° ¢e ? ” > / 4 \ 4 met 8 dpoiws exew avayKn TOTOV TIWa pds 

¢ “ “~ Tov éerepov moAov womep Ov Huts oltkotmev ampos 
‘ ~ ~ 

Tov virEep Hud, S7Aov Ws avddoyov ee. rd 7 dAAa 
Kal TOV avevpdTwr 4 oTdots: Wore Kaldrep év- 
ra00a Bopéas doriv, kaKeivois aro THs exe? dpKrov 

of 4 ” 

85 Tis dvewos otTrws wy, év ovdeyv Svvarov duéxew 
Py o~ ? \ O° ¢ 4 e ? 4 > “~ eGpo, eet 006’ 6 Bopéas otros eis riv evraibea 

3 / fal lA > 3 ” A if 3 / 368a olkouperny maodv [éorw]” eorw yap womep darré- 
yetov 76 arvedua TO Bope: 1 [Cws 6 Bopéas odros els 

1 ouvetpew, T@ Fobes. * dorw om. E, O.T. 
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calculation shows that 1t 1s lmited im breadth but 
could, as far as climate 1s concerned, extend round the 
earth in a continuous belt for it is not difference of 
longitude but of latitude that brings great variations 
of temperature, and if it were not for the ocean which 
prevents it, the complete circuit could be made. And 
the facts known to us from journeys by sea and land 
also confirm the conclusion that its length 1s much 
greater than its breadth. For 1f one reckons up these 
voyages and journeys, so far as they are capable of 
yielding any accurate information, the distance from 
the Pillars of Heracles to India exceeds that from 
Aethiopia to Lake Maeotis and the farthest parts of 
Scythia by a ratio greater than that of 5to 3. Yet 
we know the whole breadth of the habitable world up 
to the unhabitable regions which bound it, where 
habitation ceases on the one side because of the cold, 
on the other because of the heat; while beyond India 
and the Pillars of Heracles it is the ocean which 
severs the habitable land and prevents it forming a 
continuous belt round the globe. 

Since, then, there must be a region which bears to winds in 
the other pole the same relation as that which we ewe 
inhabit bears to our pole, it is clear that this region correspond. 
will be analogous to ours in the disposition of winds 
as well as in other respects. Thus, just as we have a 
north wind here, so they have a similar wind which 
blows from their pole, and which cannot possibly 
reach us; for our own north wind does not blow 
right across the region in which we live,’ being in 

* So the disproportion of length and breadth may be still 
greater: cf. De Caelo 11. 14, 298 a 9. 

> Omit dorw and understand d:éyee from b 35: it seems 
unnecessary to alter Sxéyew (b 35) to Sujxew with the O.T. as 
d:éxerv can bear the meaning required, to reach to, 
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363 a 

~ a \ A A Thy évrat0a olkovpevynv met]. dada bua TO THY 
a ‘ ~ olknow Kelofa. ratvtnv mpos apKTov, mActoTou 

, / 74 \ \ 3 ~ 3 f 4 Bopéat mvéovow. duws 5é Kal éevradéa €Aretren Kat 
? 3 \ A tA 500 dvvarar TOppw SujKew, émel mept Thy e&w 

? / \ ; a > “a e AuBins @dAarrav tHv votiav, womep evratla ot 
s “a 5. ‘ 

Bopéat kat of vdérou mvéovow, ovTws EeKet Edpor Kal 
“~ / Cédupot Siadeydpevor ovuveyets ael mvéovow. 

4 \ Oy e 4 3 La €¢€ 3 \ a ¢ ?- Ori pév ody 6 véros odK EoTW 6 amo TOD ETépov 
/ 4 + “ > \ > *¥ 3 “ moAov mvéewy dvepwos, SfAov. emet 6° ovr’ Exeivos, 

10 OUTE 6 ATO yELpLepwvS Tpomrs (Séor yap av aAdov 
“~ “ A \ ao Oepwijs elvas tpoTjs: ovTws yap TO avdAoyov 

? ~ 

dmodwoe. viv 8 ox éorw: els yap movos daiverat 
Fd] “~ “a 3 mew eK TOV exeiPev Témwv) wot avdyKn TOV 

3 ‘ a“ 

amo Too KaTaKekavévou TéT0v TVvéovTA dvELoV 
/ ? “a > ¢ / \ A om ys elvan votov. eKeivos 8 6 Témos 81a THY TOO HAiov 

; ? oF Hs) \ / 2 a \ \ 15 yertviaow odK exer VOaTa Kal vouds,® al did THV 
ag 3 / ? t 3 \ \ \ \ / THEW® moujcovow érynoias: adda bua TO TOV Tér0v 

\ } a“ elvat TroAv TrAciw exeivoy Kal dvamenrapévov, wetlwv 
A r i“ \ a td A # ¢ / Kat mAciwy Kat padAdov adecwos dvemwos 6 voTos 

? \ ~ 4 \ / Fan) ‘an “n e 

éoTt rot Bopéov, Kal SunKxer wGAAov Setipo 7 obros 
eKEl. 
Ti 4 iy > # V4 >? A ~ of \ is ev ovdVv aiTia TOUTWY éoTi TOV avéwwr, Kal 
~ ” A bd la * 20 7s Exovor pos aAArjAovs, eipyrat. 

1 secl. Fobes. 
2 yiovas O.T : cf. 362 a 18, 364 a 8-10. 

3 aigv Ap Ol Fobes: raw eodd. 
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this hke a land wind. But because our region of 
habitation hes towards the north, most of our winds 
are north winds.* Yet even in our region they fal 
and are not strong enough to travel far; for in the 
sea south of Libya east and west winds ® alternate 
with each other continuously, just as here it is north 
and south winds that blow. 

This proves that our south wind 1s not the wind 
that blows from the south pole. But it does not blow 
from the winter tropic any more than from the south 
pole. For there would have to be a wind from the 
summer tropic ° if the correspondence is to be com- 
plete ; but im fact there is no such wind, but one wind 
only that blows from this region. The south wind 
must therefore be the wind that blows from the torrid 
zone. This region because of 1ts proximity to the sun 
has no streams or pasture land to produce Etesian 
winds by thawing @; but because the region is greater 
in extent and open, the south wind 1s greater, stronger 
and warmer than the north and reaches farther 
northwards than the north wind southwards.’ 

So much for the cause and mutual relations of these 
winds. 

2 Cf. 361 a 5. 
» Perhaps the Trade Winds in the Indian Ocean. 
¢ Blowing southwards. 
¢ The O.T.’s r#éw is supported by 362 a 18 and 364 a 8-10, 

and has ms. authority: but though the parallel passages 
also suggest yiovas for vopds, ms. authority fo. this change 
is lacking. 

¢ Cf. 361 a 5 ff. ; and contrast 364 a 5-10. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT 

The different winds and their directions are enumerated 
uwth the aid of a diagram (868 a 21—3864 a 4). Why most 
winds are northerly (864 a 4-13). A more general classifica- 

sega2t llept d¢ Cécews adrav, Kat tives evavrios rian, 
Kat Toious apa mvety évddéxyerar Kai molous ov, Et 
dé Kal Tives Kal TéCOL TUYYdVOVOL bYTES, KAL TPOS 
TovTots trept TOV GAAwY wabyudrwrv doa un ovp- 

25 BéBnxev év trots mpoPAjpaocw cipfolat trois Kara 
pepos, viv Adywuev. 
Sete WT nenintiel tae TEP senetrnece 

® With this chapter cf. De Afundo, ch. 4 and Vent. Sit, et 
“[pp.; and see D’Arcy Thompson, “‘ The Greek Winds,” in 
C.R. xxii (1918), pp. 49-56. 

®’ Cf. Problems xxv. passim. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

tion of the winds by the main pownis of the compass (864 a 
18-27). Miscellaneous characteristics of the winds described 
(364 a 27—365 a 13). 

Ler us go on to the positions of the winds * and their 
mutual relations of opposition, and describe which Dugram- 
kinds can blow simultaneously and which cannot and Sumerton, 
what are their names and numbers, besides deahng 
with any other of their characteristics that have not 
already been treated as separate “ problems,” ° 

Boreas 
Aparciias 

Meses Th er cy 

Argestes 
Olympias 
Sciron 

M 
No wind 363633 Phoen:eias 
rd 

Notos 

The Vent, Sit. supplies at M Leuconotos, the De Mundo 
Libonotos. while for the doubtful (cf. 364 a 3) Phoemecias 
De Mundo 393 b 33 has Euronotos, which should also 
probably be read in Vent. Sit. 973 b 7 (O.T. note ad loc.). 
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363 a 

Act 5€é wept Tis Oécews OpL0. Tovs Aoyous éx THS 
dmoypapfs Dewpeiv. yeypamrat ev ovv, TOU WGA- 
ov EvOHULwWS Exel, O TOO opilovros KdKAos: dtd 

Kal otpoyytdos. Set bé voety adrov* ro érepov 
éxTunua TO Ud Audv oiKovmevov: EoTar yap Ka~ 

30 Ketvo SteAeiy tov avdrov Tpdmov. troKxeiobw sé 
mp@rov pev évavria Kata Témov elvar Ta tTA€cioTov 
améyovra KaTa TOmov, Womep KaT Eidos evavTia 
Ta WAetorov améyovtra Kara TO «dos: mAcicTov 8 
Gméyes KaTa TOTOV Ta Keieva mpos GAAnAa Kare 
OudeTpov. 
"Eotw otv ro pev eb @ A Svopy ionmepwn, 

363 b evavtios dé TovTw ToTos, éd’ ob vo B, avarody) 
lonwepu adn Se Sidperpos ToUTaY Tp0S ophiy 
Téuvouga, is TO ep od H éo7w dpxtos: tovrw 8° 
évavriov €€ évavrias, TO ép’ ob ©, peonp pia” TO 

55° ed od Z dvarroAn Gepw7H, 76 8 &f’ @ E 8 Buoy) 
Gepwh, To & éf od A avarodAy yerpepwn, To 8 
ed od I dvopy xewepivy amo 5€ trod Z 7ydw 
Sudpetpos emi To I’, kat amo tod A évi ro E. ézet 
otv 7a pev mAclorov améyovTa KaTa TOTOV évavrTia 
Kata Tomo, TAEtoTov O améye. TA KATA Sudperpov, 

10 dvayKatov Kal TOV mvevpaTtwv Tatra aAArAous év- 
avria elvat, Goa Kara didperpdéy éori. 

KaAeiras 5€ Kata thy Odow rdv réorwy ra 
TED LATO, ade: Cépupos fev TO amo Tob A Tobro 
yap Svopn) lonpepw. evavrios d€ Toure darn 
Mans aro Tob B: rotro yap dvaroay % tonjpepw}. 

15 Bopéas 5é (Kal)® amapkrias amd rot H- a&raifa 

1 adrov Fy HN O.T.: adrod cett. Fobes. 
2 «at habent Erec. YB: 6 cai Frec,: om. cett. 
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The treatment of their position must be followed 
with the help of the diagram. For the sake of clarity 
we have drawn the circle of the horizon ; that is why 
our figure is round. And it must be supposed to 
represent the section of the earth’s surface in which 
we live; for the other section could be divided in a 
similar way. Let us first define things as spatially 
opposite when they are farthest removed from each 
other in space (just as things formally opposite are 
things farthest removed from each other in form) ; 
and things are farthest removed from each other in 
space when they lie at opposite ends of the same 
diameter. 

Let the point A be the equinoctial sunset, and the 
point B its opposite, the equinoctial sunrise. Let 
another diameter cut this at right angles, and let 
the point H on this be the north and its diametrical 
opposite 6 be the south. Let the point Z be the 
summer sunrise, the point E the summer sunset, the 
point A the winter sunrise, the point I‘ the winter 
sunset. And from Z let the diameter be drawn to I, 
from A to E. Since, then, things spatially farthest 
removed from each other are spatially opposite, and 
things diametrically opposed are farthest removed, 
those winds must be mutually opposite which are 
opposed diametrically. 

The names of the winds corresponding to these 
positions are as follows : Zephyros blows from A, for 
this is the equinoctial sunset. Its opposite is Apehotes 
which blows from B, the equinoctial sunrise. Boreas 
or * Aparctias blows from H, the north. Its opposite 

¢ Omutting «af the O.T. translates ‘‘ the true north wind 
called Aparctias.” 
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363 b 

yap % apKTos. evavrios 8é rovr@ voros dre rob 
@: pconpBpia TE yap avTn ad’ 7s met, Kal To @ 
T@ H evaytiov® Kara, Sider pov yap. dir be Too 
Z KauKias” avrn yap dvaroAn alk evavrios 5° 
ovx 6 dro Tob E avéwv, add’ 6 azo Tob D Auf 

20 obros yap ammo Svopis xeneporfs, evayrios dé 
Toure (kara Sudwerpov yap Keira). amo dé rob 
A et pos: obros yap ar" dvatolfs YXelwepwvis vel, 
yervidy 7H vor@ 610 Kal mroAAdxus evpdvorot 
Adyovrau mveiv. evayrlos de ToUr® ovy 6 dro TOD 
D Aub, GAN 6 aad rod EH, év Kadodow ob ev 

25 dpyeorny, of 8 dAvpmiav, of be oKipova: otros 
yap aro Svopiis Gepwijs mvet, Kat Kard Sudprerpov 
aura Ketrau HOvos. 

Odrou pev obv ob kara Sudperpov Té Kelpevo 
dye pot Kal ols: etow evayriou ETEpoL O° eioly Kal 
ous ovK éoTw évartTia TELAT O.. amo pay yep Tod 
Ié év xahovor Opacktay: odTos yap pécos apyéarou 

30 Kal drapKtiou” amo be Tod K6é ov Kadodouy peony: 
ovTos yap péoos KaLKiOU Kat amapKriou. 7 O¢€ Tob 
IK dude pos BovAerac pev Kara TOV bua TraVvT os 
elvau POULVOEVOV, ovK acprBot dé. evavria d€ TOU- 
Tous ovK €oTt Tots mvedpaory, ovTE TH béon (eves 

864 a yap ay Tis ep” od To M: roiro yap Kara Oudyuerpoy) 
ovre 7H I, tH Gpackig (Enver yap av aro Tob N: 
ToUTO yap kara, SudeTpov TO onpeiov, ef pe) aa 
abrod kal én odtyov mel Tis avepos, Ov KaAotow 
ot Tmrept TOV _Tomov exetvov powrxiay). » 

5 Ta yey obv kupustara, Kal Suwmpiopeva medparo 
Tair” éorl Kal Tobrov TéeraKrau TOV TpoTrov: rob 8 
elvat Aeious avépous amd Tav mpos apKTov TémTWwY 
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is Notos which blows from 0, the south, 9 and H 

being diametrically opposed. From Z blows Caecias, 
that is, from the summer sunrise. Its opposite is not 
the wind blowing from E, but the wind from I, Lips, 
which blows from the winter sunset, and so is opposite 
to Caecias, being diametrically opposed to it. From 
A blows Eurus, for it blows from the winter sunnse 
and is the neighbour of Notos ; so people often speak 
of the Euronotoi blowing. Its opposite is not Lips, 
the wind from I, but the wind from E called some- 
times Argestes, sometimes Olympias, sometimes 
Sciron. For it blows from the summer sunset and 
is the only diametrical opposite to Eurus. 

These, then, are the winds which have diametrical Most winds 
opposites ; but there are others which have no winds " ee 
opposite them. From I blows the wind they call 
Thrascias, which lies between Argestes and Aparctias : 
from K the wind they call Meses, which lies between 
Caecias and Aparctias. The chord IK nearly corre- 
sponds to the ever-visible circle * but fails to do so 
exactly. There are no opposites to those winds: 
neither to Meses, otherwise there would be a wind 
from the point M diametrically opposite, nor to 
Thrascias at I, otherwise there would be a wind from 

N, the point diametrically opposite, which there is 
not, except perhaps a local wind called by the inhabi- 
tants Phoenicias. 

These, then, are the most important different winds 
and their positions. There are two reasons for there 
being more winds from the northerly than from the 

@ Of. ch. 5, note ¢ on p. 179. 
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364 a 

) TV 7mpos eon Bptav airvov 70 TE TY olicov- 

pevnv drroKeiobat mpos ToOrov TOV TOTTOV, Kal ort 
OMG méov vdwp Kal Xia dmrenbetrat eis TobTo 

10 76 pepos Sid TO exelva bro Tov HALov Elva Kat THV 
® 4 ~ ‘ éxeivov gopdv, av THKOpevwHY eis THV yy Kat 

“A ~ “~ > Beppaivopevwy b76d Tod HAiov Kal THs ys avay- 
“~ \ Katov mAciw Kat él mAciw romov yiyvecbar THY 

dvabupiacw dud tavrny TH airiav. 
"Hor. 5é€ r&v eipnuévwv mvevydrwv Bopéas pev 

6 7 dmapktias Kupiwirara, Kal OpacKias Kai 
/ ¢ 4 ; \ b) / \ ? 15 péons: 6 5é Kaikias Kowds dmrndidrov Kai Bopéovu: 
4 \ & 3 A ¢ 3 A / | / vétos bé 6 Te ayers 6 azo peonpPpias ‘Kai Aix- 

amnddryns b€ 6 TE am davaTodfs tonuepiis Kal 
6 eUpos: 6 be powiKias Kowds: Cédupos b€ 6 TE 
Payers Kal 6 apyeorns KaAovpevos. oho dé 7a. 
poev Bopera Tobra KaNetrat, Ta S€ voTIA TpOC- 

20 riferar 5é 7a pev Cedupixa tm Pope (puxporepa 
yap did TO azo Svopcv mei), vor d€ Ta amn- 
Awrikd (epudrepa yap dua To an’ dvarohfs avety). 
Siwpispévwy odv TH yYvyp@ Kal 7H Ocpu@ cat 
adcewv@ Tav TVevUaTwY ovTwWSs éexdAcoav. Pepyud- 

\ ~ “~ on 2 TEepa pevy TA GTO THs Ew TaV amd Svopts, dre 
; é/ e 4 4 Lc4 / 2 A > 9 3 ~ mAeiw xpdvov bio Tov HALoY é€oTt TA am’ avaroAfs: 

3 ~ ~ ta 8 amo dvopis aodeire: te OGrtov Kal mdn- 
ovale. TH TOmm Gyairepov. 
Oirw dé re 3 Dv ave, dfrov 6 Taypevov tev avéuwv, dhArov sort 

4 “ 4 

Gua wvety Tous pev evaytious oby ody Te (Kard. 
/ / 

Sidperpov yap: aTEpos ov mravoerau dsroPtacbeis), 
80 TOUS dé Ha) ovrws KELBEVOUS mpos adjAous ovdev 

Korver, ofov tov Z kat A. dua tobro dua avéovow 
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southerly regions ® First, our mhabited region lies 
towards the north ; second, far more rain and snow 
is pushed up into this region because the other lies 
beneath the sun and its course. These melt and are 
absorbed by the earth and when subsequently heated 
by the sun and the earth’s own heat cause a greater 
and more extensive exhalation ® 

Of the winds thus described the truest north Classifica- 
winds are Aparctias, Thrascias and Meses. Caecias eden 
is pait east and part north. South are the winds that compass 
come from due south and Lips. East are the winds 
that come from the equinoctial sunrise and Eurus. 
Phoenicias 1s part south, part east. West is the wind 
from due west and also the wind called Argestes. 
There is a general classification of these winds into 
northerly and southerly : westerly winds are counted 
as northerly, being colder because they blow from 
the sunset ; easterly winds are counted as southerly, 
bemg warmer because they blow from the sunrise. 
Winds are thus called northerly and southerly accord- 
ing to this division into cold and hot or warm. Winds 
from the sunrise are warmer than winds from the 
sunset, because those from the sunrise are exposed 
to the sun for longer; while those from the sunset 
are reached by the sun later and it soon leaves them.° 

This being the arrangement of the winds, itis clear Mnsceliane- 
that opposite winds cannot blow at the same time, ous char 
for one or other would be overpowered and stop " 
blowing ; but there 1s nothing to prevent two winds 
not so related blowing at once, as, for instance, the 
winds from Z and A. So two winds may sometimes 

* Of, 361 a 4, 363 a 2. 
» Cf. 361 a 6 ff., 362 a 3,a17- contrast 363 a 15, 
e “A poor argument even for a flat-earth man ; and for 

Aristotle with his round earth lamentable. Perhaps the 
sentence should be condemned ” (O.T.). 
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be favourable to ships making for the same point, 
though they are not blowing from the same quarter 
and are not the same wind. 

As a rule, opposite winds blow in opposite seasons: 
for instance, at the time of the vernal equinox Caecias 
and winds from north of the summer sunrise prevail ; 
in the autumn Lips ; at the summer solstice Zephyros, 
at the winter Eurus. 

Aparctias, Thrascias and Argestes are the winds 
that most often mterrupt and stop others. For be- 
cause their source is nearest to us they blow with 
the greatest frequency and strength of all winds. 
They therefore bring the fairest weather of all, for 
blowing from near at hand they force other winds 
away and stop them, and by blowing away any 
clouds that have formed make fair weather. If, 
however, they happen also to be very cold they do 
not bring fair weather ; for if they are cold rather 
than strong they freeze the clouds before they can 
drive them away. Caecias is not a fair-weather wind 
because it turns back on itself *—hence the proverb 
‘* Drawing it to himself as Caecias clouds.’ 
When a wind drops it is succeeded by its neighbour 

in the direction of the sun’s movement; for what 
les next to the source of a movement 1s set in motion 
first and the source of the winds moves round with 
the sun.? 

Opposite winds produce either the same or opposite 
effects: for instance, Lips and Caecias (which some 

* Of. Probléms xxvi. 1and 29. Caecias, “‘descending from 
above, sweeps in a circular course up into the sky, and thence 
returns to the point from which it started” (O.T. note ad 
Problems xxvi. 1). 

® Presumably because the sun 1s the controlling cause 
of the exhalation which produces wind. 
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864 b N 5 a 5) , 1 \ \ 
20 KaAotow [Kal edpos, dv amndiwrnv]” Enpot dé 

5 > “A A e 

apyéorns Kal edpos: an’ apyis dé odros Enpés, 
reAcuTav b€ tdaTwdns. 

, \ 4 A 2 / / Niderwons 5€ péons Kal amapKrias pddora: 
odTot yap wuypdraTroe. yadalwoes 5é amapKrias 
Kal Opackias Kal apyéoTyns. Kavpataddns dé vdéros 
Kat Cédupos Kat etpos. vedeor Sé aruKvodou Tov 

3 \ / A 45 rt A b] / 

25 ovpavov Katkias prev opddpa, Aus dé apaorépors, 
Katkias ev Oud TE TO GvaKdprrew mpos adTov Kal 
dua TO Kowds elvyas Bopéov Kat evpou, Wore did pev 
To wvypos elvat mnyvds Tov dtpilovra dépa our- 
iornot, Sia 6€ TO TH TOT arndiwrikos elvar exer 

A ¢ \ > / “A Cal ” A ToAAny vAnv Kat arpida hv mpowbe?t. alPpior dé 
/ 

30 amrapKrias, Opackias, apyéorns: 4h 8° airia elpyras 
mpdtepov. aorpamds 5é movotow pddcora obrod 
TE Kat 6 péons: Sud pev yap ro éyytlev aviv 
yuypoi ciow, da Sé TO Yuypov dorpamh yiyverat’ 
éxxpivera. yap ovuidvrwy T&v vepadv. 810 Kal 

865a €vion THY avTav TovTwv yadalwdes eloiy: Tayd 
yap mnyvvovow. 

? / A f ‘A \ / Exvedia: d€ yiyvovtar perommpou péev uddora, 
elra €apos, Kal padtora amapKtias Kal ApacKias 
Kal apyeorns. airiov & ore ot éxvedias yiyvovrat 
pdduota 6rav TOV aAdAwy avedvrwv éurintwow 

5 €repot, otro. 5é pedAvora épminrovow tois aAAois 
> J 

mveovow: 4 8 airta elpyrat Kat TovTou mpdrepov. 
Oi & éernoia: weptioravrat Tots pev meplt Sucuds 

oixotow é€k ta&v aapxriwy eis QpacKkias kat 

+ seclusit O.T. 
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call Hellespontias) are both wet winds. Dry are 
Argestes and Eurus—the latter, however, though it 
starts by being dry, ends up by being rainy. 

Meses and Aparctias are the most snowy, because 
they are the coldest. Aparctias, Thrasaas and 
Argestes bring hail. Notos, Zephyros and Eurus 
bring heat. Caecias fills the sky with thick clouds, 
Lips with thinner. Caecias does this because it turns 
back on itself, and because it is part north and part 
east and so, being cold, collects and freezes the vapo- 
rized air, and being easterly in position has a great 
deal of vapour as material which 1t drives before it 
Aparctias, Thrascias and Argestes are fair-weather 
winds for the reason we have given before. They 
and Meses most often produce lightning. For they 
are cold because their origin is near, and lightning 
is produced by cold, bemg driven out by the con- 
densation of the clouds * For this reason some of 
these same winds sometimes bring hail, for they 
freeze quickly. 

Hurricanes occur most often in autumn, and next 
in spring: and Aparctias, Thrascias and Argestes 
most often cause them. The reason for this is that 
hurricanes are usually the result of one wind falling 
on another while it is still blowing, and these are the 
winds that do this most often. Why they do it we 
have already explained.4 

The Etesian winds veer round, for people hving 
in the west, from Aparctias to Thrascias, Argestes 

@ T omit the words kai edpos, év darndudryy with the O.T., 
since the argument requires that paers of contrary winds 
should be named and the introduction of a third wind makes 
nonsense. 

> 364 b 7. 
¢ Of. below, ch. 9. 4 364 b 3. 
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365 a > é \ , € A) 3 , dpyeoras Kat Cepdpouvs [(6 yap amapKrias 
Cédupds éorwv),]' apydpevot pev amo THS apkTov, 

10 TeAeuT@vres 8° eis Tods moppw: Tois Sé mpds ew 
TepiotavTas pméxpt Tod dmndAwrov. 

Tlept prev obv avéuwrv, ths te &€€ apyns adrav 
yevécews Kal ovoias Kal TOV ovpPawdvTwv Kowh 
Tre Trabnpdtwrv Kal mept éxaorov, Ttooatl’ Huty 
eipjobw. 

CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT 

Earthquakes. The views of Anaxagoras (865 a 18-35), 

3e5a14 Ilept 5é€ cevopod Kal Kuijoews yhs peta Tatra 
15 Aextéov: 7) yap aitia Tot mdBous éyouevn TovTov 

Tov yévous é€oriv. 
"Hort 5€ ta mrapecAnupéva péxpt ye Tod viv 

ypovov tpia Kal 7rapa Tpidv. “Avakaydpas Te yap 
6 Kraloudnos Kat mpdérepov “Avatiuévns 6 MiAy- 
altos amrepivavro, Kal tovTwy vorepoy AnudKpitos 
6 ’APédnpirns. 

2 *Avafaydpas pev ody dyot Tov aiépa meduKdra 
pépectat avw, euminrovra 8 eis Ta KaTW TIS ys 
Kat KotAa kueiy abriv: Ta prev yap avw ovvadn- 
reidbar Sia rods SuBpous (ézrel ddcee ye dracav 
dpoiws elvat coud), ws dvros Tod pev dvw Tod 
dé KaTw Tis dAns odaipas, Kal dvw péev Tovrov 

® Diels 56 A 1 (9), 42 (12), 89. _ 
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and Zephyros, beginning from north and ending 
farther south ; for people living in the east, they veer 
from the north to Apelotes. 

This completes our account of winds, their original 
genesis, their substance, and the attributes common 
to all and peculiar to each. 

1 seclusit O.T. 

CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT (conismued) 

Democritus (865 b 1-6), and Anazxtmenes (865 b 6-20) are 
stated and criticized. 

We must next deal with earthquakes and earth 
tremors, a subject which follows naturally on our last, 
as the cause of these phenomena is akin to that of 
wind. 
Up to the present three theories have been put Three 

forward by three separate men. For Anaxagoras of ¥*¥S* 
Clazomenae and before him Anaximenes of Miletus 
both published views on the subject, and after them 
Democritus of Abdera. 

Anaxagoras* says that the air, whose natural Anaxa- 
motion is upwards, causes earthquakes when it is 8°: 
trapped in hollows beneath the earth, which happens 
when the upper parts of the earth get clogged by 
rain, all earth being naturally porous. For he regards 
the globe ® as having an upper and a lower part, the 

» odaipa presumably means the earth: but Anaxagoras 
thought the earth was flat: Diels 59 A 42 (3). 
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25 6vros Tot popiou éd’ od TUyYdvoLEV otkotYTes, 
Kkatw dé barépov. 

II pds ev odv ravrny tiv aitiay oddév tows det 
Adyew ws Alay dmAds cipnuevyv: rd Te yap dvw 
Kal TO KdTw vouilew ovTws exew Wore pr) pds 
pev THY yy mavTn dépecOar ta Bapos exyovra rav 
owudTwy, dvw Sé Ta Koida Kal To Tip, einfes, 

30 Kal Tall’ opdvras rov opilovta rHv oikoupevny 
donv Hucis topev, Erepov adel yuyvopevoy pefiora~ 
pevwv, ws otons Kuptis Kal odatpoetdots’ Kal To 
A€yew ev cos bud TO péyebos ert Tot dépos pévery, 
celeoOa S¢ ddoKe turronevnv Kdtwhev dvw bv 
dAns. mpos dé TrovTots ovdev a7rodidwor THV aup~ 

33 Bawdvrwy mept Trovs cetopovs' ovTre yap y@pas 
oUTE Wpat ai Tuyodoa: peTéxovar TovToU Tob mWd- 
Bous. 

365b Anpoxpitos d€ dyno wAnpy THY yi vdaTos otcar, 
Kat TOAD Seyouevnv Erepov Oufprov vdwp, bird ToOvU- 
Tov KwetcGa’ mrActovds Te yap yuyvomevou dia 70 
un Svvacbar SéyeoGar Tas Kotdias arroPialopevov 

B ToLely TOV Getopdv, Kal Enpatvoevyy EAKovear «is 
Tovs Kevovs TéTOUS €K THY TANPEOTEepwY TO pLETA~ 
BdaAdov éurinrov Kuveiv. 

"Avakimsévns 5€ dynow Bpeyowevny thy yhv Kat 
Enpawvoperny phyvvcbas, Kal bd TOUTWY TMV a7rop~ 
pyyvupevwy Kodwvdv éeumuntovtTmv oeieoPar- 8:6 
Kat yiyveotas tovs cerapovs év Te Tole abypols Kal 

10 waAw ev Tais émopBpias: év Te yap Tols adypmots, 

@ Aristotle is here criticizing Anaxagoras for a mistake of 
which he himself has often in turn been accused, that of 
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part on which we live being the upper part, the other 
the lower. 

It is perhaps hardly necessary to say anythmg to 
refute this very elementary account. For it is very 
silly to think of up and down as if heavy bodies 
did not fall down to the earth from all directions and 
light ones (e.g. fire) rise up from it, especially when 
we see that throughout the known world the horizon 
always changes as we move, which indicates that we 
live on the convex surface of a sphere? It is silly, 
too, to think that the earth rests on the air because 
of its size, and that it is jarred nght through by a 
shock from below. Besides, he fails to account for 
any of the peculiar features of earthquakes, which 
do not occur in any district or at any time indis- 
criminately. 

Democritus © says the earth 1s full of water and Demo- 
that earthquakes are caused when a large amount of 
rain water falls besides this ; for when there is too 
much for the existing cavities in the earth to contain, 
it causes an earthquake by forcing its way out. 
Similarly, when the earth gets dried up water is drawn 
to the empty places from the fuller and causes earth- 
quakes by the impact of its passage. 

Anaximenes ° says that when the earthis in process Anazxi- 
of becoming wet or dry it breaks, and 1s shaken by ™ 
the high ground breaking and falling. Which is why 
earthquakes occur in droughts and again m heavy 
rains : for in droughts the earth is dried and so, as 

supposing’ that up and down are absolute and not relative 
terms. The absoluteness in Aristotle’s own use of the terms 
is due to his belief that the centre of the earth is the absolute 
centre of the universe 

> Diels 68 A 97, 98. 
¢ Diels 18 A 7 (8), 21. 
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womep elpnra, Enpavouerny priyvcbat, Kal dro 
Tov vodTrwv drepvypatvomervyy Svarrimrew 

"Eder $€ rovtou cupPaivovros tmovootobcay TroA- 
“ ro \ ~ ty 4 \ \ 7? er 

AayjR daivecbar thy yhv. ere é dia tiv’ airiay 
é ~ 

mept Tomous Twas mwoAAaKis ylyvetat TotTo TO 
15 7a00s obdeutd Stadepovras brrepBoAH ToradTn mapa. 

rovs dAdous; Kairo. éxyphv. dAws b€ tots otrws 
droAapBdavovow dvayKatov Arrov del Tovs cELapLovs 
ddva yiyvecOor, Kat téAos TravoacGai more ceto- 
pevnv' TO yap sarTopevov tTovatryy eye. pvow. 
wor ¢. totr advvarov, SiAov ori advvarov Kal 

A 

20 ravTyv elvar THY aiTiav. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT 

Earthquakes (continued). The cause of earthquakes 1s wind 
(i.e. dry exhalation) when it gets trapped in the earth (865 
b 21—366 a5). So most earthquakes occur an calm weather, 
hawng exhausted all the available wind - tf an earthquake 18 
accompanied by a wind rt 18s likely to be less violent as the 
motive cause is divided (866 a 5-23). Harthquakes are severest 
in places where the earth is hollow (866 a 23—b 1) ; and most 
Frequent wn spring and autumn and during rains and 
droughts, since exhalation is produced in the greatest quan- 
trtres at these times (866 b 1-14). Analogues from the human 
body and confirmatory examples (866 b 14—867 a 20). 
Various concomitants and signs of earthquakes all confirm 
our theory (867 a 20-b 19). Harthquakes and eclipses (867 
b 19-33). After a severe earthquake the shocks may last for 
some time (367 b 33—368 a 14). Wand the cause of sub- 
terranean nowses (868 a 14-25). Earthquakes are sometimes 
accompanied by an outbreak of water. but thew cause is 
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just explained, breaks, and when the rains make it 
excessively wet it falls apart 

But (i) 1f this 1s so the earth ought to be sinking 
obviously in many places, (1) and why do earthquakes 
occur often in some places which, compared with 
others, are by no means conspicuous for any such 
excess of drought or rain, as on this theory they 
should be? (ii) Besides, on this theory it must be 
maintamed that earthquakes are getting progres- 
sively fewer, and will some day cease altogether. For 
this would be the natural result of the packing down 
process it describes. But if this is impossible, then 
this account of their cause must be impossible too. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

nevertheless arr (868 a 26-33). Why tidal waves accompany 
earthquakes (868 a 33-—b 12). Why earthquakes are confined 
to one locality, while winds are more general (868 b 12-22). 
Two types of earthquake shock (868 b 22-32). EHarthquahes 
rare wn wiands at a distance from the marnland (368 b 32— 
369 a 7). Conclusion (869 a 7-9). 

Note.—In this chapter the word normally translated 
“wind ” 18 avetua: but on occasion dvepos 18 wsed as an 
alternative, and twice, apparenily, djp (867 a 11, 20). Ifore 
strictly, ayp 1s atmospheric air, a combination of the dry 
and mowst exhalations. avedua and dvenos, both translated 
wind,” and both composed of dry exhalatcon, are closely 

similar : but aveuos 1s the narrower term, meaning wind im 
the stract sense, whereas wvedpa, both in thts and the following 
chapters (it. 8, 9, i1. 1), 78 used in a wider sense to mean the 
dry exhalation in so far as it 1s the material which manifests 
itself not only in wind in the strict sense, but in earthquakes, 
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thunder, lightning, etc. Wath the parallel with the human 
body drawn in 366 b 14 ff compare Shakespeare, Henry IV, 
PE LIAS 

Diseased nature oftentimes breaks foith 
In strange eruptions ; oft the teeming earth 

se5b21  “AAN’ erred) pave pov 6TL dvayKatov Kal amo 
bypob Kal dro Enpod yiyvecda dvafupiacw, Borep 
elope év tots mporepov, avayan TovTwv drap~ 
Xovrew yiyveodar Tous CELopLOUS. dmdpyet yap 7 

25 Yh Kal’ atrny pev Enod, dia Se TOUS ouBpous 
eyovoa ev avr eh vorida mrohAyy, wad’ td Te Tob 
jAtov Kat Tod &v airs qupos Geppauvowerys Todd 
pev ese mond 5° €vTOs yeyveotou TO med a Kal 
TobTo ore pev cuveyes €w pel wav, dté 8° elow 7rav, 
éviore Oe Kad pepilerau. 
Ei 8 Toor’ aduvarov aAAws & EXEW, TO pera TodTo 

80 oKenTéov av Ein Trotov KWITUKWTATOV ein TOV Ow- 
pudtwv davdyKn yap To éml amAciordv Te TrEPUKOS 
igvat Kal apodperaroy Hadvora towbrov elva., 
opodpdrarov jmev oy €€ avayKns TO TAXLOTO, PEpo- 
pevov: mAjoce yap pddora dua TO TaXOS" emt 
mAetorov dé mépuxe duevat TO Sia qravros lévat 

35 udAtora Suvdpevov, rotodrov b€ TO AemrTdTaToV. 
66a WOT elirep % TOO mvevpaTos gvois TOLAUTN, pdAvora, 

TOV CwpLaToy TO medpa Kun TUKoy" Kal yap 70 
aip orav pera met paros ts yiyverat PASE Kal 
Peperau TaxXEews. ovK av ody dap ovode ya alirvov 
ein, dAAG mvedua THs KWwihoews, GTaR elow TUYD 

5 puev TO eg dvabupraspevov. 
Avo yiyvovrat vnvepias ot metorou Kal peytoroL 

T&Y oevopav: avvexns yap otoa 7 avalupiacis 
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Is with a kind of colic pinch’d and vex’d 
By the imprisoning of unruly wind 
Within her womb , which, for enlargement striving, 
Shakes the old beldam earth, and topples down 
Steeples and moss-grown towels. 

Now it is clear, as we have already said,* that there The cause 
must be exhalation both from moist and dry, and Oicen'. 
earthquakes are a necessary 1esult of the existence wind, pro- 
of these exhalations. For the earth is m itself dry exhalahon 
but contains much moisture because of the rain that 
falls on 1t ; with the result that when it is heated by 
the sun and its own internal fire, a considerable 
amount of wind is generated both outside it and 
inside, and this sometimes all flows out, sometimes 
all flows in, while sometimes it is split up. 

This process is inevitable. Our next step should 
therefore be to consider what substance has the 
greatest motive power. This must necessarily be 
the substance whose natural motion is most pro- 
longed and whose action 1s most violent. The sub- 
stance most violent in action must be that which has 
the greatest velocity, as its velocity makes its impact 
most forcible. The farthest mover must be the most 
penetrating, that is, the finest. If, therefore, the 
natural constitution of wind is of this land, it must 
be the substance whose motive power is the greatest. 
For even fire when conjoined with wind is blown to 
flame and moves quickly. So the cause of earth 
tremors is neither water nor earth but wind, which 
causes them when the external exhalation flows 
inwards. 

This is why the majority of earthquakes and the Earth. 
greatest occur in calm weather. For the exhalation commonest 

n ¢aim 

* Book I. ch. 4, 341 b 6. weather 
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dicodovdet ws él TO Todd Th SpLA Tis dpyiis, 
WOTE T EOW Gta. H &€ sppa mdoa. to 8 evious 
yiyverBou Kal TVEVPATOS dvTos oudev dAoyov" opa- 

10 pev yap eviore dua metous mVEovTas dvépous, av 
oray els Thy yay opLyon Odrepov, é éorau mVEvLATOS 
évTos 6 GELOULOS. éAdtrovs 8 od70u 70 peyeBos 
yiyvovrat dud TO Sinphoar THY apyYnVY Kal Thy 
aitiavy adrayv. vuKros & ob mA«cious Kab peiLous 
yiyvovTat TOV ceLopnav, ob be THs TLepas qrept 

15 peonpBpiay: nvepararov yap éoTw as éari TO TOAD 
THs 7epas 7 peonuBpto. (6 yap AALos 6 orav padvora 
Kpary}, KaTaKAeles Thy dvabvpiaow eis THY viv: 
Kparet dé pddvora rept THY eonuBpiay), Kal at 
VUKTES be TOV HLEpav nveposrepa la THY drrou- 
otay Thy Tob HAiov: wor éow yiyvera mad 4 

20 pvois, WoTrEp dyurrenr es, eis tobdvayriov THs ef 
mAnppupibos, Kal mpos dpOpov pdAora: THVKadTa 
yap Ka TO. TVEULATO, mépuKev dpxyecFae mety. 
Edy ody ciow TUYN peraBdMovoa v1) apxn adray 
womep Evpitros, 56a To wAnVos iayxuporepov motet 
TOV CELOLOV. 
nE d€ wept To7roOv TowodToU ot ioyupdraro Th Pp $ S Xvup a 

25 yiyvovrat TOY ceLopLey, 67r0U Oddarra powdns 7 
7 xopa cougn Kal vrravTpos* 610 Kat qepl ‘EMyjo- 
MOVTOV Kab mept ‘Axatay Kad Luxediay, Kal Tijs 
EdBoias mept ToUTOUS Tous romrovs’ Soxel yap 
dtavrwvilew imo THY yhv 4 Oddrarra: 610 Kal Td 
Depa Ta rept Aldnysov amo TOLAUTNS abrias veyove. 

80 7repl O€ TOUS elpn}evous TOmous of CELopol ylyvovras 
pdhiora dua TI OTEVOTIT OL” TO yap metua yt 
yvopevov apodpov Kat 81a To AROS rijs Gaddrrns 
moAAfs mpoodepopervns amwbeira, mddw els rip 
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being continuous in general follows its initial impulse 
and tends either all to flow mwards at once or all 
outwards. There is, however, nothing inexplicable in 
the fact that some earthquakes occur when a wind 
is blowing; for we sometimes see several winds 
blowing at the same time, and when one of these 
plunges into the earth the resultant earthquake is 
accompanied by wind. But these earthquakes are 
less violent, because the energy of their original cause 
is divided Most major earthquakes occur at night, 
and those that occur in daytime at midday, this being 
as a rule the calmest time of day, because when the 
sun is at 1ts strongest 1t confines the exhalation within 
the earth, and it 1s at its strongest about midday ; 
and the night again is calmer than the day because 
of the sun’s absence. So at these times the flow turns 
inwards again, like an ebb as opposed to the out- 
ward flood. This happens especially towards dawn, 
for it is then that winds normally begin to blow. If, 
then, the original impulse of the exhalation changes 
direction, like the Euripus, and turns inwards, it 
causes a more violent earthquake because of its 
quantity. 

Again, the severest earthquakes occur in places Wher 
where the sea is full of currents or the earth 1s porous @zthauates 
and hollow. So they occur in the Hellespont and 
Achaea and Sicily, and in the districts in Euboea where 
the sea is supposed to run in channels beneath the 
earth. The hot springs at Aedepsus * are due to a 
similar cause. In the places mentioned earthquakes 
occur mostly because of the constricted space. For 
when a violent wind arises the volume of the inflowing 
sea drives it back into the earth, when it would 

@ In Euboea. 
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yi, TO mepuos daromvety eK THS ys at re xOpau 
866b OCAL cougous € éyouot TOs KaTW TOToOUS, TOAD Sexd- 

pevat mrvebpa Gelovrar paMov. 
Kai éapos Oe Kab peToraipou pddvora Kal ev 

émouBpiaus Kal év avxpois yiyvovrat Oa THY adrhy 
airiay: ai Te yap Gpau adrat TVEVLATWBEGTAT AL” 

5 TO yap Dépos Kal o Xenon, TO pev Oud TOV mayor, 
TO de ua. THY dAéayv movel THY d.cwnotay: TO bev yap 
dyav puxpov, To 0 dyav Enpov €OTL’ KL eV peev 
Tots avy nots mvevparodns 6 a.np TooTo yap adr 
éorw ) avxyds, é érav theiwy 9 a avabupiacis % Enpa 
ylyvyos Tis bypas: ev 6€ rats drrepouBpiaus metw 

10 TE Trovet TH €vTos dvadupiacw, kat T@ evarrodap- 
Baveobas év OTEVOTEpoLs TOTroLs Kat dmoBudleoba 
els ehdttw Témov THY Tovavrny aroKptowy, m\npov- 
peeve TOV Kowesy vdaTos, ray dpénrau Kparety 
dud. 70 Toxo eis oAtyov mdnOvar TOTOV, loxupas 

15 Kuve pewy 6 avepos Kal mpooTimtwy: Set yap voeiv 
6TL woTTEp ev TH OWLAaTL HUdV Kal Tpdpuwy Kal 
oduypav airidv éorw 7 Tod mvedparos evatroAap- 
Bavopevyn Sivamis, ovTw Kal ev TH yh TO mvebpa 
TapamAjovov Troveiv, Kal TOV prev TaV ceLopLdv olov 
Tpoov elvoa. tov 8° ofov odvypdv, Kai Kabdrep 

20 ovpBaive. modAdKis petra Thy ovpynow (dua Tod 
GwuaTos yap ylyverat womEp Tpdmos TIS avTLwED- 
LoTapLevov Too mvevpaTos efwber etow afpdov), 
Towabra [yap] _viyveoBar KQL Tepl THY yi. Cony 

exes TO TEA Bvapuy, ov pLovov eke TOV ev TO 
aépt def Oewpetv yryvouevwy (évradla péev yap Sud 
TO péyelos drroAdBor Tus ay rowadra Sddvacba 

25 Trovety) adda. Kal éy Tots CUOUact toils TaV Sq 
of re yap Téravou Kal of omacpol mvedpwaros pev 
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naturally be exhaled from it. And places whose sub- 
soil is porous are shaken more because of the large 
amount of wind they absorb. 

For the same reason earthquakes occur most often when 
in spring and autumn and during rains and droughts, cazthauakes 
since these periods produce most wind. For summer frequent, 
and winter both bring calm weather, the one because 
of its frosts, the other because of iis warmth, the one 
thus being too cold, the other being too dry to pro- 
duce winds. But in times of drought the air is full 
of wind, drought simply bemg an excess of dry over 
moist exhalation. In times of rain the exhalation is 
produced within the earth in greater quantity,* and 
when what has been so produced 1s caught in a con- 
stricted space and forcibly compressed as the hollows 
within the earth fill with water, the umpact of the 
stream of the wind on the earth causes a severe shock, 
once the compression of a large quantity of it into a 
small space begins to have its effect. For we must Anslognes 
suppose that the wind in the earth has effects similar {70™ the 
to those of the wind in our bodies whose force when body 
it is pent up inside us can cause tremors and throb- 
bings, some earthquakes being like a tremor, some 
hke a throbbing. We must suppose, again, that the 
earth is affected as we often are after making water, 
when a sort of tremor runs through the body as a body 
of wind turns inwards again from without® For the 
force that wind has can be seen not only by studying 
its effects in the air, when one would expect it to be 
able to prodyce them because of 1ts volume, but also 
in the bodies of living things. Tetanus and spasms 

* Of. 361 a 1%. 
> Cf. Problems vin. 8, 13, xxxiii. 16. 

1 yap seclusit Fobes. 
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elow KWIOELS, Tooaryy dé éyovow ioydy wore 
moAAods Gyuc. TELPWLEVOUS dmoBualeoFau pa Ou- 
vacOa, Kpareiv THs Kujoews Tov dppworovvrey, 
TowobToOVv 57) bet voetv TO VuyVoOLEVoV Kal ev TH Yh, 

80 WS eikadoaL mpos pitK pov peilov. 
Lunpeta de TOUTMY Kab Tos: THY TpeT épay aichy- 

ow _ToMaxh yeyovev: 70 yap CELoLOs év Témo.s 
TLoly ‘yuyvepevos ov “Mporepov EXn€e mpl exprpgas 
eis TOV b7ép THs yis TOTov avepas Carrep eK 

se7Ta vedias e€fA0ev 6 Kivioas dvepos, ofov Kal mepl 
“HpdkAcav éyevero thy ev 7@ IIdvrw vewori, 
Kat mporepov mept tHv ‘lepav vicov (avrn 8° éativ 
pia r&v Aiddov KaAovpévwv viowr): év ratty yap 
dvw@oe TL TIS vis. Kal dvqjee olov Aodwdns OyKos 

5 Mero. popou: tédos bé payevros esfAvev med 0 
mond Kat tov peadov Kat Thy Téppay 4 aviv Kat 
THY TE Avrapaioy mod ovoav ov méppw macav 
KaTETEpPWoE Kal els évias tov év “Iraria mrohewy 
HAGev* Kal viv Omr0v TO dvaptanpa TobTo evevero, 
OfjAov €orw. Kal yap 57 Tod yeyvopevov qupos 

10 ev TH YD TavTyy ointéov elvar Thy airiay, oTay 
KOTITOMEVOV exmpnoOh mMp@Tov eis pikpa Kepya- 
tiabévros Tot cépos. 
Texprptov & €ori Tob petv a0 viv TO TVEUPATA, 

kal TO yuyvomevoy iept Tavras Tas vicous: Gray 
yap dvejos Hen mvevoetoban voTos, mpoonpaiver 
mMpoTEepov’ HYovaL yap ot Tomo. €€ wy yiyverat Ta 

15 dvagvojpara, bua TO THY Oddarrav peverpowbetobar 
707 moppwbev, dro 8€ TavTys TO cK THS vijs ava- 
pvodevov dmebetabat TaAw €ica, imp emepNeTa 
9 Gadarra ravrn. ove? dé dior dvev ceopod 
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are movements caused by wind, and are so strong 
that the combined strength and efforts of a number 
of men is unable to master the movements of their 
victims. And if we may compare great things with 
small, we must suppose that the same sort of thing 
happens to the earth. 

As evidence we may cite occurrences which have Con- 
been observed in many places. For in some places Smatery 
there has been an earthquake which has not ceased 
until the wind which was its motive force has broken 
out like a hurricane and risen mto the uppei region. 
This happened recently, for instance, in Heracleia in 
Pontus, and before that in Hiera, one of the so-called 
Aeolian islands. For in this island part of the earth 
swelled up and rose with a noise in a crest-shaped 
lump ; this finally exploded and a large quantity of 
wind broke out, blowing up cinders and ash which 
smothered the neighbouring city of Lipara, and even 
reached as far as some of the cities in Italy The 
place where this eruption took place can still be seen. 
(This too must be regarded as the cause of the fire 
that there is in the earth; for when the air is broken 
up into small particles, percussion then causes 1 to 
catch fire ) @ 

And there 1s a proof that winds circulate beneath 
the earth in something else that happens in these 
islands. For when a south wind is going to blow 
it is heralded by noises from the places from which 
eruptions occur. This is because the sea, which 1s 
being driven forward from far off, thrusts the wind 
that is erupting out of the earth back again when it 
meets it. This causes a noise but no earthquake 

¢ The warm and dry (and so inflammable) exhalation 1s 
one of the constituents of aur. 
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Sid. Te THY evpuxwpiayv Trav TOmwy (vTEpyeEtrat yap 
> A 2 \ 4 A > 5A / a 3 @ 

eis TO dyaves €£w) Kal bu’ oduydrnra Tod amwlov- 
> / pévov Gépos. 

"i \ / @ \ AA > iT) \ 3 } TuTO ylyveobas Tov HALov axyAuwdy Kal apaupd- 
Tepov dvev véedous, Kal mpd Ta&V dpUpiwy ceopav 

- 4 “ a 

éviore vnvemiav TE Kat Kpvos loxupor, onpetov THs 
etpnuevns airias éoTiv. Tov TE yap mAvov dxdvdidn 
Kal duaupov dvayratov elvan daovoorety dpxojevov 
Tod mvevparos eis THY yhv ToD diadvovTos TOV dépa 
Kal Siaxpivorros, Kal mpos THY ew Kal mrepl TOUS 
épUpous vqvepiov Te Kal poxos. THY Lev yap vyve- 
play dvaryratov dbs emt TO TOAD oupBaivew, Kabdarep 
elpnrat Kal mpdTepov, olov peTappoias claw yt- 

“ 4 ~ “~ yvouevns tov mvetpmaros, Kat paAdov mpo Tav 
“~ \ peldvwrv cerop@v: un Stacmapmevov yap TO pev 

tl \ 3° 3 / 1AA? i0 f / b ~ é£w 7d 8 évrds, GAN’ abpdws dhepdpevov dvayKatov 
3 / ~ 4 4 “~ / ‘ A ioyveww padddov. ro bé€ Pdyos ovpBaiver dia TO 
Tv avabupiaow «iow tpéreofar, dio Oepynv 
ovoay Kal” atitiv. ov doxodor 8 ot avepor elvar 

tal / ~ Beppot dua. TO Kuvelv Tov aépa mAypy TOAAHS OvTa 
Kai wvypas atpidos, womep TO mvetua <To) dia 
Tod ordparos gdvowpevov’ Kal yap Totro éyyvbev 

4 3 / 4 4 Lg A bd) ‘ pév éot. Oepudv, womep Kal orav ddlwpuev, adda 
bY 2 5A / 3 e ? > f/f ? \ u’ dAvydrynta ovx dpoiws EemidnAov, méppwhev dé 
yuypov oud ay abray aitiay tots avepors. ék- 
Aewrovons ody els vy viv vis rowatrns Suvdwews, 
ovriodoa be dypornra: 7 armiddaddns a améppo.a moet 
TO wdyos, év ols ovuPaiver Toros ylyveoGat tobro 
To mafos. to 8 adro airwov Kal Tod eiwhdros 
eviore yiyvecbat onueiou mpd Ta cevoudv. } yap 
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because there is plenty of room for the wind, of which 
there is only a small quantity and which can overflow 
into the void outside 

Further evidence that our account of the cause of Further 
earthquakes 1s correct 1s afforded by the facts that pga 
before them the sun becomes misty and dimmer dence. 
though there 1s no cloud, and that before earthquakes 
that occur at dawn there is often a calm and a hard 
frost The sun is necessarily misty and dim when the 
wind which dissolves and breaks up the air begins to 
retreat into the earth Calm and cold towards sun- 
rise and dawn are also necessary concomitants. Calm 
must usually fall, as we have explained,® because the 
wind drains back as it were into the earth, and the 
greater the earthquake the more this happens ; for 
the earthquake is bound to be more severe if the 
wind is not dispersed, some outside and some in, 
but moves in amass. The reason for the cold is that 
the exhalation, which is by nature essentially warm, 
is directed inwards. (Winds are not usually supposed 
to be warm because they set the air in motion and 
the air contains large quantities of cold vapour This 
can be seen when wind is blown out of the mouth 
close by it is warm, as when we breathe with open 
mouth, though there is too little of it to be very 
noticeable, while farther off it is cool for the same 
reason as the winds.) So the warm element dis- 
appears into the earth, and wherever this happens, 
the vaporous exhalation being moist condenses and 
causes cold . The cause of a sign which often heralds 
earthquakes is the same. In clear weather, either 

* 366 a5 ff. 

1 8.’ typdéryra om. O.T. 
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pel” Hwepav 7) prxpov pera, Svopds, aipias ovons, 
10 vepedvov Aerrov daiveras Suareivov Kat paxpor, 

olov YPALAs pAKos evdirnre SunxpBwpevor, Tob 
TVEULLATOS dro paparvouevov dud. THY perdoraow. 
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20 Ava radra dé Kal mept TOS exdeiipers eviore Tis 
oeAnvns ovpBaiver yiyveobat CELopLov" Gray yap 
70 mAnoiov Hh 7 dvrippagis, Kal paren bev H 
meray drroheAourros 70 Gs Kal TO dro Tob HAiov 
Deppov eK Tob aépos, 767 O° dzropapaLvopevoy, 
vnvepsia yiyverau dvrieOioToevov Tob TMVEYMATOS 

as cis THY iv, 6 moet Tov cevopov 7po Tov ékXel- 
wewv. ylyvovra: yap Kal dvejou mpo Tay exAetibewv 
moAAakis, dcpovuxov peev 7po TOV pecovunriov 
exrcipewr, pecovdncriov dé wpo TeV Edav. + ovp~ 
Baiver d€ TodTo dt 70 apuavpotabat To Deppov TO 
amo THs oehyvns, Gray mAnotov 707 ylyvyta n 

30 Popa. ev @ VEVOMEVOY eorau 7 exheupis. cylewevou 
obv @ KaTelXeTo 6 anp Kal TPEMEL, maAw Kwetrat 
Kal ylyverau mvedpa THs oxiairepoy exAcipews 
dypiatrepov. 
"Oray 8 ioxupds yévnras cevopds, obK edOds 005 

16a... éxxptow seclusit O.T. 

* Into the earth, cf. 367 a 26, 
Ce eaeananad 
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by day or a little after sunset, a fine long streak of 
cloud appears, like a long straight line carefully 
drawn, the reason being that the wind is dying down 
and running away.” Something like it happens on the 
seashore too [or when the sea runs high the breakers 
are large and uneven, but when there is a calm 
they are fine and straight [because the amount of 
exhalation is small].2 The wind produces the same 
effects on the cloud in the sky as the sea on the shore, 
so that when there is a calm the clouds that are left 
are all straight and fine like breakers in the air. 

For the same reason an earthquake sometimes Earth- 
occurs at an eclipse of the moon. For when the dates and 
interposition is approaching but the light and warmth 
from the sun,° though already fading, have not 
entirely disappeared from the air, a calm falls when 
the wind runs back into the earth. And this causes 
the earthquake before the eclipse. For there are 
often winds also before eclipses, at nightfall before 
a midnight eclipse, at midmght before an eclipse at 
dawn. The reason for this is the failure of the heat 
from the moon when its course approaches the point 
at which ¢ the eclipse will take place. Thus when the 
cause which held it quiet ceases to operate the aur is 
set in motion again and a wind rises, and the later 
the eclipse, the later this happens.¢ 
When an earthquake 1s severe the shocks do not Shocks con- 

$ . ° a Severe 
>’ The O.T. omits these words as ‘‘ a misguided gloss on earthquake. 

have got there’ ’ (O.T.) 
¢ With this somewhat obscure paragraph ef. Problems 

xxvi. 18, 942 a 99, 
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elodmag TroveT ar celoas, GAA TO TP@ToV pev HeXpl 
TeEpt TETTOPAKOVTO mpoear mrohAdes Hyeepas, v vore- 

368 a pov dé Kal ep év Kab emt dvo éry emonpiaivel Kard 
Tous aurovs TOToUs. airvov dé Tob pev peyelous 
TO TARV0s Too TVEUULATOS kal Trav TOTO TO. oxn- 
prara ou otwy av pun FH yap av avrirumnon Kal pn) 
padtws bed, padsoTa TE ceEeier Kal eyraranet- 

5 meodau avayKatov év tats Svoywpias, ofov tdwp 
év oKever ov Suvduevov dreLeAGetv. 840 Kabdrep 
ev odpare ot opuypol ovK eSaipvns TAVvovTat OvdéE 
Taxews, GAN? ék mpocayuy is dpa, KoTapapavo- 
Hevov Tob mabous, Kal uy dpx7) ad’ As 7 dvaBupiaces 
eyevero KaL 7) open Too med LaTos dfjAov ore otk 

10 edOds dmacav _dumdwoev THY DAnv, e€ Ws eroinge 
TOV divewov, év xahodpev ceopoy. ews av oby 
dvadwOh TO bmdAoura TOUTWY, dvdyKn celew, Tpe- 
}aLoTepov dé Kat expe TOUTOV ews av éarrov H 
TO dvabupiwpevov 7 WoTe SUvacbar Kweiv ém- 
d7jAws. 

Tlovet 5€ Kat tovs Yddovs tods bro THY Yyhy 
15 yuyvopLevous TO TVEtUA, Kal TOUS TPO TOV CELopLav’ 

Kab avev be ceopav 707 Tov yeyovacw bio yh 
woTep yap Kal pamlouevos 6 anp Travrodamovs 
apinar ogous, ovTws Kal TUTTwv adrds: obdev 
yap Sade per TO ‘yap TUmrov cya, Kal avTo TUmTEToL 
wav. mpoépyerar dé 6 ogos TIS KWTOEWS: Sud TO 

20 Aemropepeorepov elvat Kal Gov Ld. TAVTOS devon 
Tob mvedparos TOV pogov. 6rav O° Aarrov 7 ” 7 
WOTE KIWhoaL THY viv dua Aenréryra, dud, ev TO 
pgdins dinGetoGar ob SvvaTat KLVeELD, Suc dé 70 
T@pooTinre oTEpEois OyKoLs Kal KolAoLS Kal TavTO- 
darois oxrpace travrodarny adino. dwriv, aor 
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cease immediately or at once, but frequently go on 
for forty days or so in the first stance, and symptoms 
appear subsequently for one or two years in the same 
district The cause of the severity is the amount of 
the wind and the shape of the passages through 
which 1t has to flow. When it meets with resistance 
and cannot easily get through, the shocks are severest 
and air is bound to be left in the narrow places, hke 
water that cannot get out of a vessel. Therefore, 
just as throbbings 1n the body do not stop at once or 
quickly, but gradually as the affliction which is ther 
cause dies away, so the originating cause of the ex- 

halation and the source of the wind clearly do not 
expend all at once the material which produces the 
wind which we call an earthquake. Until, therefore, 
the rest of it is expended shocks must continue, their 
force decreasing until there is too little exhalation 
to cause a shock that is noticeable. 
Wind 1s also the cause of noises beneath the earth, Wind the 

among them the noises that precede earthquakes, Saber. 
though they have also been known to occur without raisan 
an earthquake following. For as the air when struck 
gives out all sorts of noises, so also it does when it 
is 1tself the striker ; the effect 1s the same in either 
case, since every striker is itself also struck. The 
sound precedes the shock because the sound 15 of 
finer texture and so more penetrating than the wind 
itself When the wind is too fine to communicate any 
impulse to the earth, being unable to do so because 
of the ease with which it filters through it, neverthe- 
less when it strikes hard or hollow masses of all shapes 
it gives out all sorts of noises, so that sometimes the 
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25 eviore Soxelv Gmep Aéyovow ot Teparodoyoivtes, 
puKdobar THY yay. 

"H6dn bé Kai ddara a dveppayn Yeyvopeveny GELopciy™ 
GAN’ od bcd ToUTO aiTLov 70 vowp THs KUVITEWS, 
GAN dv H e& émitodqs 4 KaTrwhev Bidlnra ro 
mvebua, exeivo TO KivodY éoTIV, WoTEp THY KUpd~ 

30 TwY ol dvenot GAN’ od Ta KUaTa TOV aveuwv eiow 
airia, eel Kal THY yy oUTwS av TIS aiTiTo Tot 
malous- Gvarpeémeran yap CELouern, Kabdmrep vdwp 
(7) yap exxvors dvdr pexpis tis €or). dA aia 
Tatra pe dude WS DAN (mdoxer yap, ard’ od 
Towel), TO be med pL, ws d.px7. 
“Orrov e° dpa Kopa cero yéyovev, atriov, 6rav 

35 evavTia ylyynra: Ta mvedaTa. TotTo 5é yiyveras 
868 b érav TO o¢iov Thy yi med. PEpoperny on dAAou 

avedpatos THY OdAarrav am@oa pev ohuns By 
duvnTraL, mpowDodby Oé Kaul avoréhhov eis TAUTOV 
cuvabpoion moAAjv: TéTe yap avayKatov ATTnOévTos 

5 TovTov Tod mvedwaTtos GOpdav WHovpérvny v0 Tob 
évavtiou mvetparos éexpyyvucba, Kal zrovety TOV 
Karakhvopov. evevero 6€ TobTo Kal TeEpi “Ayatay 
exe” pev yap Hv voros, e€w" dé Bopeas, vnvepias 
be yevoperns kal _Pvévros elow TOU avépou eyeveTo 
70 Te Kipa Kal 6 CELPLOS GUA, Kat paddov oud TO 

10 THY OdAarray pe Sibdvat Svamrvony TH v0 Thy yy 
wpynpery TVEVLATL, GAA’ dvridpdrrew: amoBua- 
Coueva yap adAnAa TO pev media. TOV _ ELC HOV 
eroinoev, 7 8 vrdeTacis Too KYpaTos TOV KaTaA- 
KAvopov. 

1 dcci—éfw O.T.: ea—éne? Fobes. 

@ Of. 1. 34 below. > Cf. 343 b 2 and note. 
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earth seems to bellow as they say it does m fairy 
stories. 

Water has sometimes burst out of the earth when water 
there has been an earthquake. But this does not produced 
mean that the water was the cause of the shock. It quakes. 
is the wind which is the cause, whether it exerts its 
force on the surface * or from beneath—just as the 
winds are the cause of waves and not the waves of 
winds. Indeed one might as well suppose that the 
earth is the cause of the shock as that the water is : 
for in an earthquake it is overturned hke waiter, and 
upsetting water is a form of overturning. But in fact 
both earth and water are material causes, bemg 
passive not active, but wind the motive cause. 
When a tidal wave coincides with an earthquake marth- 

the cause is an opposition of winds. This happens {uses and 
when the wind which is causing the earthquake is 
unable quite to drive out the sea which is being 
driven in by another wind, but pushes it back and 
piles it together till a large mass has collected. Then 
if the first wind gives way the whole mass is driven 
in by the opposing wind and breaks on the land and 
causes a flood. This is what happened in Achaea.? 
For in Achaea there was a south wind, outside a 
north wind’; this was followed by a calm when the 
wind plunged into the earth, and so there was a tidal 
wave at the same time as the earthquake—an earth- 
quake which was all the more violent because the 
sea gave no vent to the wind that had run into the 
earth, but blocked its passage. So in their mutual 
struggle the’ wind caused the earthquake, the wave 
by its subsidence the flood. 

¢ * Transpose éw and éxei ll. 6, 7. The map makes it 
clear that the received text is umpossible ” (O.T.). 
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Kara pépos 8€ yiyvovras of cetopol THs ys, Kat 
moAAdKis él uuKpov Tomov, ot 8 avemot ov Kara 

15 épos pev, OTav at avabupidoes at Kara TOV TéTOV 
adrov Kal TOV yerTruidvTa ovveAPwou eis ev, WorTtep 
Kal Tovs avypuovs Edapev yiyveobar Kal Tas brepop- 
Bptas Tas Kara pwépos. Kal of wey cecopol yiyvorra 
bua" Tobrov TOV TpOoTrov, ot 5° dvepor ov 74 bev 
yap ev TH VR THY apxyy eXel, wor ed ev dmdoas 

20 oppav: 6 8 nAvos {00x opoiws Swvarat, Tas 5é€ 
[erewpous padov, WOTE pelv, OTAV apxny AdBwow 
Giro THs Too nAiov dopads non Kara tas d.adopas 
TOV Toma, ép ev. 
"Orav pev obv 7 moAd TO mvedua, KWwel THY yh, 

womep dé 6 Tpdmos, emt mAdTOS: piyverat 8 dhuydxes 
25 KL KATA Twas TOTrOUS, olov opuyLOS, avw KdTwHeV- 

810 Kal éAarrovaKis oelet TovTov Tov TpOmov ov 
yap [SiSwow pdd.ov ovTw TrohAny ouvelGeiv a dpxnv: 
em UnKOS yap 7oMamhacta. THS amo ToD Badous 
% SwdKptois. d7rov 8” ay yevnr au TOLOUTOS ceLopos, 
émimoAaler mARG0s Aibwv, aoTep TOV ev Tots | 

30 Atkvois avaBpatropevwv: todrov yap Tov Tpdzoyv 
yevouevov ceiapod Tad TE TEpL LimrvAov averpamy 
Kai to Dieypatov Kadovpevov mediov Kal TA TreEpi 
THY Auyvoruchy ywpay. 

Ev 8€ tats vio rats movriaus Hrrov yiyvovras 
GELauol THY wrpocyeiwv: TO yap TAHVosS THs Oadar- 

857Ns KaTrabdyes Tas avalupidoers Kal KwAveL TA 

x kare YW. 
2 dppav 6 AAs O.T. 

5 seclusit Fobes. 

« Cf. 360 b 17. 
> The O.T., following Thurot, regards the text of Il. 17-22 
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Earthquakes are confined to one locality, often why earth- 
quite a small one, but winds are not. They are quakes are 
localized when the exhalations of a particular locality 
and its neighbour combine, which was what we said @ 
happens in local droughts and rainy seasons. Earth- 
quakes are produced in this way, but not winds. For 
rains, droughts and earthquakes originate in the 
earth, and so their constituent exhalations tend to 
move all in one direction ; the sun has less power over 
them than it has with the exhalations in the air which 
therefore flow on in one direction when the sun’s 
movement gives them an impulse, differmg according 
to the difference of its position.? 

So then, when the quantity of winds large it causes Honzontal 
an earthquake shock which runs horizontally, like a 2nd vertical 
shudder . occasionally in some places the shock runs up 
from below, hke a throb. The latter type of shock is 
therefore the rarer, for sufficient force to cause 1t does 
not easily collect since there is many times as much 
of the exhalation that causes shocks horizontally as of 
that which causes them from below. But whenever 
this type of earthquake does occur, large quantities 
of stones come to the surface, like the chaff in a 
winnowing sieve. This kind of earthquake it was 
that devastated the country round Sipylos, the so- 
called Phlegraean plain and the districts of Liguria. 

Earthquakes are rarer in islands that are far out Earth- 
at sea than in those close to the mamland. For the Waves and 
quantity of the sea cools the exhalations and its 

as corrupt. In*my attempt to make sense of 1 I follow Alex.’s 
explanation (124. 28 ff.), taking 7d pe 1, 18 to mean rains, 
etc., and understanding rds dvaduysdoers with dndoas |. 19. 
The general point of the paragraph, as the O.T. remarks, is 
to contrast the local nature of earthquakes with the wide 
range of winds. 
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868 b / ‘ 3 A 4 A cia ‘ 3 / Bdper Kat amoBidleras Ere 5é pet Kai od celera 
369a KpaTouevyn U70 TOV TvevpLaTwy: Kat dia TO TroAUD 

eméxew ToTov ovK eis Tavrnv GAN’ ék Tavrns al 
dvabvpudcers ylyvovrar, kal Tavrais axohovfotow 
aul eK THis yas. at 3 eyyus THS HrTEtpov He pid 

5 eloL THS ‘Hrretpou: TO yap peTald dud puKpornra 
ovoeniav exes SUvayw: Tas 5€ movTias ovK éoTW 
Kwhoa. dvev THs Oaddtryns oAns, bd’ Hs mepvexd- 
[Leva Tuyxdvovor. 

epi pev obv cetopay, Kal ris 7 goons, Kal O10 
tiva aitiav yiyvovrat, Kal mrepl tov GAAwy Tay 
ovpBawevrwy mepi advrovs, eipnrar oyedov mept 
TaV weyloTwY. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARGUMENT 

Thunder is due to the forcible ejection of the dry exhalation 
trapped in the clouds tn the process of condensation (369 a 10- 
b 3). The ejected exhalation usually catches fire, and this 
produces lightning (which thus occurs, in spite of appearances, 

ge9a10 ITept de cor pais Kal Bpovris, ers O€ mepl 
Tupaivos Kal mpnorhpos Kat Kepavvdv Aéywpev: 
Kal yap Tovtwy Thy avTny apynv tdrodaBely Set 
TAvTwy. 
THs yap dvafupidcews, eon elmopev, ovens 

Ourrijs, Tijs pev dypas THs de Enpds, Kat Tis ovy- 
15 Kpicews éxovons dudw Tabra Suvd er Kal ouv- 

LOTA LEVIS els vegos, domep elpnrau MPOTEPOV, ETL 
€ muKvoTépas THs svoTdcews TOV veddv yuyvo- 
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weight crushes them and prevents ther forming; 
and the force of the winds causes waves and not 
shocks in the sea. Again, its extent is so great that 
the exhalations do not run into 1t but aie produced 
from it and joined by those from the land. On the 
other hand, islands close to the mainland are for all 
practical purposes part of it, the interval between 
them being too small to be effective. And islands 
out at sea can feel no shock that is not felt by the 
whole of the sea by which they are surrounded. 

This completes our explanation of the nature and 
cause of earthquakes, and of their most important 
attendant circumstances. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

after thunder) (869 b 3-11). Theorres of Empedocles and 
Anaxagoras stated and criticized (869 bh 11—370 a 10). 
Theory of Cleedemus and others (870 a 10-21). Summary and 
conclusion (870 a 21-34). 

Let us now explain lightning and thunder, and then Thunder 
whirlwinds, firewinds and thunderbolts: for the (ued) 
eause of all of them must be assumed to be the same. dlechon of 

As we have said,@ there are two kinds of exhalation, Hoaton 
moist and dyy ; and their combination (air) contams “oud. 
both potentially. It condenses into cloud, as we have 
explained before,? and the condensation of clouds 

@ Of. 341 b 6 ff. 
> Of, 346 b 23 ff, 359 b 34 ff. 
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wevns pos TO EoxXaToV mépas (H yap éxAcimet To 
Bepuov Staxpwomevov eis Tov avw TOTOV, Toury 
TMUKVOTEpAY Kal ybux porepay avayKatov «vat Thy 

20 ovoTaot" 510 Kal of Kepavvot Kal ot éxvedpias Kal 
TavTa Ta ToLAtTa héperat KdTW, KaiToL TE~uKdTOS 
dvw rob Oeppod pepeoau mavros: GAA’ eis TOU 
vavriov Ths TUKVOTHTOS dvayKatov yiyveobat Thy 
exOAusiv, otov ol mrupives ob €K Tov SaKTvAwy 
EKTNO@VTES* KAL yap Tatra Bapos éyovra déperat 

25 mroMaus ave) h pev ovv EK pLvoLeVy) Gepporns 
eis TOV avw Siaoretperas TOTov" 607m epmrept- 
AapBaverar THs Enpas avabupidacews ev TH pera 
oAn yvyouévou tot ai auTy OUVLovT eV TOY 

vepav exkpiverat, Big 6 € Pepopern Kat mpoomi- 
mrovod. Tots TE PLE XOLLEVOLS vegpeor qrovel TAny iV Hs 

80 6 Yodos KaAetrat Bpovr7. yiyverau 4 aAny 
TOV avTov Tpomrov, ws Traperkacan peiLovs puueepov 
mabos, To év TH Proyt yuyvomevyp pope, ov Ka 
Aosow ot pay Tov “H aLorov yeAav, ot be Thy 
‘Eotiav, of 8° ameiAnv tovtwrv. yiyverat 8° drav 
n dvabupiacis — eis THY brdya. CUVETT PO LEvT dé- 

85 pyras, pynyvu_pevwy Kal Enpawvopevay TOV sido: 
ovrws yap Kal ev Tois ve EOL u) yeyvopevy Too 
TVEVLATOS EKKPLOLS POS THY TUKVOTHTA TOV ve~av 

389b Eurrimrovoa mrovet THY BpovTiv. mavrodamol é 
popor dtd, THY avapadiav TE ylyvovrat TOV vepav 
Kat 01a Tas peradd Kotrdias, } TO ovveyes éxdcimer 
THS TUKVOTNTOS. 

‘H yey obv Bpovrn Tovr €o7L, Kal yiyveras Ota 
5 Tavryy THY airiay: TO b€ mvetua TO ex OA.Bopevov 
TO mrohha per exmupotrat Aerrij Kab doBevel Trupa- 
Get, Kat TOOT’ €orw fv Kadoduev dorpamyy, f av 
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is thicker towards their farther limit. (Condensation 
must be denser and colder where the heat gives out 
as it radiates into the upper region. This is the 
reason why thunderbolts and hurricanes and all such 
phenomena move downwards ; for although all heat 
naturally rises, they must be projected away from the 
dense formation. Analogously, when we make fruit 
stones jump from between our fingers, they often 
move upwards in spite of their weight.) Heat when 
radiated disperses into the upper region. But any of 
the dry exhalation that gets trapped when the air is in 
process of cooling 1s forcibly ejected as the clouds con- 
dense and in its course strikes the surrounding clouds, 
and the noise caused by the impact is what we call 
thunder. The impact is produced in the same way 
(to compare small things with great) as the noise you 
get in a flame, which some people call Hephaestus’s 
or Hestia’s laugh, some their threat. This noise 
occurs when the exhalation is hurled bodily against 
the flame as the logs crack and dry; similarly the 
windy exhalation in the clouds produces thunder 
when it strikes a dense cloud formation. Different 
kinds of sound are produced because of the lack of 
uniformity in the clouds and because hollows occur 
where their density is not continuous. 

This, ther, 1s what thunder is and this is its cause. Lightning 

As a rule, the ejected wind burns with a fine and same eaten: 

gentle fire, and it is then what we call lightning, 

@ i.e. the dry, warm exhalation. 
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C4 +] “~ A “~ \ 3 ~ 

womep éxnimrov to mvetua xpwyariobey p07. 
ylyveran 8€ pera THY TAnynVY Kal doTEpov ris 

Eon) ? \ / / A \ A wv 

Bpovrfs: aGAAd paiverat mpdrepov bia TO THY dibw 
10 mporepeivy THS aKojns. SyAot O° emi rhs cipecias 

TOV tpiipwv 7dn yap avapepovrwy mdAw Tas Ka- 
mas 6 mp@rtos adixvetrar wopos Ths KwinAacias. 
Kairos twes Adyovow ws & tots védeow éyyi- 

- ~ A > 9 “~ ; % yverat mip: robro 8° *EumedoxAjs pev pynow elvar 
TO éumeptAapBavopevov Tav Tot HAiov axKTivwn, 

15 Avagaydpas d¢ tod dvwlev aifdpos, 6 57 éxeivos 
Kavi mip Karevexbev dvwlev Kdtrw. TiHv peév odv 
didAapiiy aorpamny elvas tTHhv Tovrov rod mupds, 

4 s / 3 ? A \ / rov 6€ Yddov evarrooBervupevov Kat THY otfwv Bpov- 
THY, Ws Kabdqep haiverat Kal yuyvdmevoy ovTws 

4 ~ ~*~ Kal mpotepov THY aoTpamiv oboav THs Bpovris. 
"AA \ 4 e ~ A 3 ir 3 oyos S€ Kai 7» Tot Tupds éeurrepidniis, apdo- 

20 Tépws pev, ppGAAov 0° 7 KaTdoTacts Tod dvwley 
aifépos. Tod Te yap Karw dépec§ar TO medhvKos 
+ “A / \ > ff \ A / ~ dvw det AdyeoOar rHv airiav, Kal dia Ti moTE TobTO 
piyverat Kara, Tov ovpavoy Grav émiwvéedeAov 7 dvor, 
? ? 3 “A # > / \ A ? ? GAN’ od ovvexds ovTws atOpias Sé ovans od yi- 
yveTat. TodTo yap tTavrdwacw éouxev eipnoba 

25 mpoxeipws. opoiws bé Kal 76 THY amo TOV aKrivwy 
?, “~ Geppdrnta pavat rHv atrodapBavonevny ev ois 

végeow elvat Trovtwy airiav od miBavdv: Kal yap 
& ¢ f / 

odros 6 Adyos ampaypdovws etpnrat iav- droKeKpt- 
Pévov Te yap avayKatov elvat ro atruov del Kal 

/ r4 ~ ~ ~ ~ wpiapevov, To Te THs Bpovrijs Kat Tis dotpamis 
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which occurs when the falling wind appears to us as 
it were coloured. Lightning is produced after the 
impact and so later than thunder, but appears to us 
to precede it because we see the flash before we hear 
the noise. You can see this by watching the rowing 
of a trireme ; for the oars are already drawing back 
again when the sound of the stroke which they have 
made first reaches us. 

Some, however, say that there is fire in the clouds. Views of 
This Empedocles * supposes to be some of the sun’s Empedocies 
rays trapped in the clouds, Anaxagoras ® to be a part gos 
of the upper aether which he calls fire and which has ~~ 
descended into the lower atmosphere. Lightning 
they then suppose to be this fire flashing through 
the clouds, thunder the noise of it hissing when 
quenched ; so the apparent order of the two is the 
real order and lightning precedes thunder. 

The enclosure of the fire is difficult to account for ana crit- 
on both views. The difficulty is gieater on the view °4- 
that it is drawn down from the upper aether. For 
we should be told the reason for the downward move- 
ment of something whose natural movement is up- 
wards, and further why this happens only when the 
sky 1s cloudy and not all the time, since it does not 
happen in clear weather. The theory seems alto- 
gether too hasty. Itis, however, equally unconvincing 
to say that the cause is the heat of the sun’s rays cut 
off in the clouds, and this theory too must be pro- 
nounced to be ill-considered. For there must be a 
separate ang distinct cause of the occurrence of each 
phenomenon, whether thunder or lightning or any- 

@ Diels 31 A 62. 
® Diels 59 A 1 (9), 42 (11), 84: ef. 339 b 21 (Book I. ch, 3) 

for Anaxagoras on the aether. 
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30 Kal TOV dAAwy THY ToLloUTWY, Kal ovTW yiyveobaL, 
TobTo dé Svapéper mAciorov: Gpmotov yap KQV €b TIS 
olouro TO VOWp Kal THY yLOVa Kab THY xaralay 
evuTdpxovra mpOrepov UorTepoy exkpiveodar kal 
) yiyveobas, ofov b70 Xeipa TrOLOUONS del Tijs 
ovyKpicews éxaorov avrav: woavTws yap exelva 

5 TE ouyKpicers Kab Tatra Svaxpicess droAnmréoy 
elvan, wor ét Odrepa TOUTWY Py yiyveras aAN’ eoT4, 

870. 7rEpl dpor Epo 6 avTos apudcer Aoyos. Thy T 
evarroAnifv Tt dy ddAowdrepov A€you Tis Kabdmep 
éy trois TUKVOTEPOLS ; Kal yap TO vdwp bmd Too 
ipAiov Kal Too Trupos yiyverat Geppov: GAN’ Guws 
oTay mdAw ovvin Kal bvynrar TO Vdwp mIyvUpEvon, 

5 ovdepiay oupBaiver yiyvecbas Tovadray EKTTMOW 
olay éxetvoe Adyovow: Kalrou y expr Kara Adyoy 
Too Heyeous. TH dé cow mrovetv TO éyytyvo- 
jevoy mveb ia. b7r0 Tob TUpOs, iy ovTe Suvarov 
evuTrapyew mpoTEpor, ovr’ €xelvot Tov popov Ceo 
movovow a.AAd. aig €ore O€ Kal 7 cigis pupa 

10 Céous: ‘yap To mpoorimrov Kparel oPevvipevor, 
ravTn Céov trovet TOV opov. 

Kict éé TIVES of THY aoTparHv, womep Kal 
Kreidnpos, odk elvat pacw aAAa paiver bar, TapeL- 
Kalovres WS TO maGos 6povov ov Kab oray THY 
Oddarray Tis papdep TUnTy paiverat yap TO wowp 
‘dmrootiABov Tis vuKTos* ovTws év TH vedéAn pamt- 

A€youat, Kairou Fobes. 
2 ueyéous. rhv interpunxit O.T.: 8¢ E 3; F, O.T., om, 

Fobes. 

* I have followed the O.T. readings in ll. 5, 6, though 
Fobes’s text is that which Alex. had. On the readings I have 
adopted Aristotle seems to be making two points in 370 a 1-10: 
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thing else. But the cause proposed 1s far from ful- 
filing this requirement. It is rather as 1f one sup- 
posed that water and snow and hail emerged ready- 
made, and did not have to be formed because the 
atmosphere has a stock ready to hand for each occa- 
sion For we must suppose that the same is true of 
products of condensation, hke water, snow and hail, 
and of products of ejection like thunder and lightning; 
so that if 1t is true of either that they are not formed 
but exist ready made, the same argument will apply 
to both Again, how are we to say that interception 
by cloud differs from interception by denser bodies ? 
I‘or water too 1s warmed by the sun and by fire. Yet 
when 1t contracts again and is cooled still further and 
freezes there 1s no ejection such as they describe, 
though on their theory there should be to a duly pro- 
portionate extent. And boiling is caused by the wind 
produced in water by fire and cannot exist in the 
water beforehand: and though they do not call the 
noise boilmg but hissing, yet hissing is boiling in 
miniature (for when the fire on impact is quenched 
yet masters the moisture, 1t boils and causes the 
noise).4 

There are some, for instance Cleidemus,? who say View of 
that hghtning has no objective existence but 15 an Cledemus 
appearance only. They compare it to the visual stated and 
experience one has when the sea is struck with a 
stick at night and the water seems to flash, and say 

(1) Fire ought also to be intercepted by water when heated and 
a noise analogous to lightning therefore be produced when it 
is cooled. (2) We know that boiling is not produced by fire 
already in water ; yet hissing, to which thunder 1s compared, 
1s merely boilmg m miniature (and so hissing cannot be 
produced by fire already mm water either). 

> Diels 62. 1. 
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370 a 

15 Copévov tot bypod TH pavracw Tis Aapmpornros 
elva THY dorparny. obrot ev odv ovr ouvnders 
Hoav Tats mepl Tijs dvarAdcews ddfais, Omep aitiov 
dokel To TovovTou mabous elvau: paiverat yap TO 
Bdwp otiABew TUTTOMEVOV dvakdwpevns am abrod 
Ths Obews mpds TL TaV Aapmpav. 50 Kat yi- 

20 yVETal waMov Tobro veKTwp’ Ths yap TeEpas ov 
paiverat dia TO TAdov ov TO Péyyos TO THs Hugpas 
apavilerv. 
Ta yey ouv Acyopeva mept Bpovrijs Te Kal dorpa- 

THs Tapa Tov dAAcwy Taor’ éort, TOV pev ory 
dvdkAaous n dopa, Trav 8° 6rt TUpOS: bev 7 
dorpamn Sudhapubes, % Se Bpovrr oBéors, ovK éyyt- 

25 yvouevov Trop: Exaorov mdalos Tob Tupos aan’ ép- 
uTrdpXovTos. Tpets dé Payuev THY adray elvas puow 
emt per Tis yas aveyov, ev € Th vii celopor, év 
be rots vepect Bpovryv: mdavra yap elvan Tadro, 7Hv 
ovotay TaUTOV, dvabupiaow Enpav, vf) péovoa Hey 
TWS divepos éoTw, wot dé rovet ods cewp.ous, ev 

30 5é€ Tots vépeot petaBadAovor’ éxxpwopern,” ovr- 
LovT@nY Kal OVYKpLVvopevanv atrady els UOwDp, Bpovras 
TE KOL dorparas Kal Tos ToUToUS TaAAa, Ta Ths 
avris puoews TouTols OvTa. Kai Trepi ev Boovris 
elpnTas Kal aorpamis. 

1 weraBdAdove. cl. Thurot: peraBddAdovea Fobes codd.: 
om. J F Mt. 

2 éxxpwopern EY (Ap): Ssiaxpiwvouern Fobes. 
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that lightning is a similar appearance of brightness 
produced when the moisture in the cloud is struck. 
These people had no acquaintance with theories of 
reflection, which is now generally recogmzed as the 

cause of this kind of phenomenon The water seems 

to flash when struck because our line of vision 1s 
reflected from 1t to some bright object. This happens 
more often at night, for the greater brightness of the 
daylight prevents it being observed 

These are the views held by others about thunder Conclusion 
and lightning : some think lightning 1s a reflection, 
others that lightning 1s fire flashing through the 
clouds, thunder the noise of its quenching, and that 
the fire does not come into being on each occasion 
but exists already. Our own view is that the same 
natural substance causes wind on the earth’s surface, 

earthquakes beneath it, and thunder in the clouds ; 
for all these have the same substance, the dry exhala- 
tion. If it flows in one way it is wind, in another it 
causes earthquakes ; and when the clouds change 

in the process of contracting and condensing into 
water, it is ejected and causes thunder and lightning, 

and all other phenomena of the same nature. So 
much for thunder and lightning. 
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BOOK III 

CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT (contsnued) 

typhoon (870 b17—-371 415). A firewind 1s a whirlwind that 
has caught fire (871 a 15-17). Thunderbolts, of two kinds, 
are similarly due to wind ; as can be seen from their effects 
and hoe analogies (871 a 17-h 14). Conclusion (871 b 
14-17). 

Ler us deal now with the remaining effects of this Thunder, 
process of exhalation, proceeding on the method we Bekins. 
have before adopted. ey 

The windy exhalation causes thunder and lightmmng exhalation 
when it 1s produced in small quantities, widely dis- 
persed, and at frequent intervals, and when it spreads 
quickly and is of extreme rarity. But when 1t is pro- 
duced in a compact mass and is denser, the result is 
a hurricane, which owes its violence to the force 
which the speed of its separation gives 1t. 
When there is an abundant and constant flow of 

exhalation the process is similar to the opposite pro- 
cess which *produces rain and large quantities of 
water. Both possibilities are latent in the material, 

@ Alex (134 15) thinks the ‘“ material”? 1s cloud, which 
contains exhalations of both kinds, ¢f, 358 a 21: but so also 
does air, cf. 340 b 14-32, 341 b 6, 
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$70 b / ~ A \ 4 vd 4 3 \ 4 

duvduer Tatra Kara THY VAnv: orav Oe apyn yéevnrat 
15 7Hs Suvdpews dmotepacoty, axoAovde? ovyKpwo- 

pevov ex THS VAns OmroTépov av 7 TAHVos evuTdpyov 
mA€ov, Kal yiyverar TO pev OuBpos, TO Se THs 
érépas avabuudcews exvedgias. 
“Orav d€ TO ek Kpwvo[Levov medua. TO éVv TO vege 

eTepy dyrurumnon odTws wamep Orav € etpeos eis 
OTEVOV Bragyras 6 divepos ev mAaus 7 Odots (oup- 

20 Baiver yap qmoAAdKis év Tots Tovovrous amwalevros 
Tob TMpoTov popiov Too Péovros ob .a:T0S dua, TO 
Le) Umeikew, H dua orevornra 4 bud. TO avrumvely, 
KUKAOV Kal Sivnv yiyveoba. Tod mvedparos’ TO [meV 
yap eis TO mpdobev KwAver mporevar, TO 5° Gmobev 
emwGel, wore dvayndlerat els TO mAdyiov, 4H ov 

25 KwAveran, pepeodan, Kal odrws del TO exouevor, 
ews av év yernrar, Tobto & éorl KUKAoS" 0b yap 
pia dopa OXNLATOS, Tobro KQL avTo avdynn év 
elvas)* emi Te Tis yijs obv 61a, Tabra yeyvovras ol 
dtivou, kal év Tots vepeow Opoiws Kard THY apxyy, 
wAnv Ott, worrEep, oray exvepias yiyvarat, del Too 

30 vepous® exkpiverat kal viyveTat ouvEexns AVE LOS, 
otUTws évratda det Td (végos)" ouvExes axorovbet 
[rod vegous }*: did, SE TVKVOTNTO: ot duvdpevov eK 
Kp Fvas 70 meta eK Tob vepous orpéderat pev 
KUKA@ TO TPATov da THY EipNnuevyY airiav, KaTw 

BTia de héeperar dia TO del Ta védy muKvotcba, F 
éxmimre: TO Oeppov. Kadetras 5°, dv aypwydariorov 

1 rod vépous B var. Hor, m 1 YW Ap (ut videur) O.T.: rd 
végos Fobes cett. 

> védos ci. Thurot. 
8 rod végous del. Thurot. 

@ The text of Il. 28-31 (aAjv drt . . . védous) and the mean- 
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and when an impulse 1s given which may lead to the 
development of either, the one of which there is the 
greater quantity latent in the matenal 1 forthwith 
formed from it, and either rain, or, if it 15 the other 
exhalation that predominates, a hurricane 1s produced. 
When the wind produced 1n the cloud runs against Whrlwinds 

another the result is similar to that produced when 
the wind is forced from a wide into a narrow place in a 
gateway orroad. In such circumstances the first part 
of the stream is thrust aside by the resistance either of 
the narrow entrance or of the contrary wind and as a 
result forms a circular eddy of wind For its forward 
part prevents it from going forward, while 1ts hinder 
part pushes 1t from behind, and so 11 is forced to flow 
sideways where there 1s no resistance. This happens 
to each succeeding part of the stream, till finally it 
forms a single body whose shape 1s circular ; for any 
figure that 1s formed by a single motion must itself be 
single. This, then, is the cause of wind eddies on the 
earth, and they start in a similar way in the clouds. 
There, however, just as when a hurricane is produced, 
the wind is in continuous process of separation from 
the cloud, so in a whirlwind the cloud follows the 
windstream continuously *; and because of the cloud’s 
density the wind is unable to separate itself from it 
and so is forced round in a circle at first (for the reason 
given above), and then descends because the clouds 
always condense where the heat leaves them.’ The 

ing of the passage are uncertain. With the text as printed the 
point appears fo be a comparison of hurricane and whirlwind ; 
in both these 1s a constant production of wind from cloud, 
but in the whirlwind the cloud follows the wind. This com-~ 
parison 1s incidental to the main compatison in 370 b 17— 
371 a 2 of the wind eddy on land and the wind eddy 1n the air. 

> Cf. 369 a 16. 
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371 a 

qh TovTo To 7a0os tuddyv dvepos, @v olov’ exvedias 
admemros.  Bopeiou 8 od yiyverau Tupar, ovde 
vigerar® ovTewy exvedias, dud. TO mavra Tabr elvas 

5 veda, TO O€ media, Enpav elvas Kal Peppy 
dvabupiacw. 6 obv mdayos Kal TO poxos dua, 70 
Kparety oBevvuow evOvs yuyvoperny € ETL THY apyny, 
ore Sé Kparel, Ofjdov- ovde yap av jv viperos, ovde 
Bopeva Ta vypa: Tavra yap CULL aiver Kparovans 
elvau THs puxpoTntos. ylyveras pev ovv Tuddar, 

10 6ray éKVE tas yuyVvomevos Hea) Svvyrat exnpiO var 
Tob vepous: EoTt dé dud, THY avTikpovow Tis divys, 
Grav én yhv dhépyra 7 edt ovykaTdayovoa TO 
vépos, od Suvapevn aoAv Fvan. fh bé Kar’ ed- 
duwpiav exmvel, TavTy T@ TVEDLATL Kivel, Kal TH 
KUKA® KiVICEL orpédet kat avaddepes @ av mpooréon 

15 Bralduevov. 
“Orav 8€ Karacmwmpevov éexmrupwOh (Toito 8’ 

éotly éav AemTOTEpov TO Tvej Ua yevnrar), KaAEtras 
MPHNOTHP* CVVEKTIILTIPNOL yap TOV aépa TH mupwaet 
Xpwparilov. 

"Kav 8° ev atta TH vege TOAD Kat Aemrov eK- 
OAuphA mvedpa, TooTo yiyverat KEepavvos, ey pev 

20 avy Aerrrov, ovK emiKawY oud Aerrornra, ov ot 
TounTal apyhra Kadotow, éay 8 Artov, émiKdwv, 
a“ / ~ ¢ \ 4 \ ‘\ / év boddevra Kadotow: 6 pév yap dud THY AewToryra 
déperat, dia 5€ TO Tayxos Pbaver Suav mpiv H éx- 
muphoa. kat émudtatpixas perdvar: 6 6é Boaddrepos 
éypwoe pev, exavoe 8° ov, GAA’ Edborre. 81d Kal 

1 ruddiv, & divepos wv, olov Fobes. 
2 nderdv dvrev Beorr WEB FH N Ol: vurrendiv éxdvrev U3: 

aut MeATUKOS exovTewr aut vearixay exdvrwv Ey; vurrikds éxdvroy 
odes. 
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resulting phenomenon, when colourless, is called a 
whirlwind, bemg a kind of unripe hurricane. Whurl- 
winds do not occur when the wind 1s in the north, nor 
hurricanes when there is snow. For all these pheno- 
mena are wind, and wind 1s dry and warm exhalation ; 
frost and cold therefore master and smother this at 
the outset. It is clear that they do master it, other- 
wise there would be no snow nor would rains come 
from the north, which can only happen when the cold 
has the mastery. A whirlwind thus arises when a 
hurricane that has been produced 1s unable to free 
itself from the cloud: it is caused by the resistance of 
the eddy, and occurs when the spiral sinks to the earth 
and carries with it the cloud from which it is unable 
to free itself. Its blast overturns anything that lies 
in its path, and its circular motion whirls away and 
carries off by force anything it meets. 
When the wind that is drawn down catches fire— Firewinds 

which happens when it is finer in texture—it is called 
a firewind ; for its conflagration sets on fire and so 
colours the neighbouring air. 

If alarge quantity of wind of fine texture is squeezed Thunder- 
out in the cloud itself, the result is a thunderbolt ; °° 
if the wind is very fine 1n texture and in consequence 
does not scorch, the bolt 1s of the kind called by the 
poets gleaming; if the wind is less fine textured and 
so scorches, the bolt is of the kind they call smoky. 
For the one kind moves rapidly * because of its fine- 
ness, and because of its rapidity passes through the 
object before it can burn it or remain long enough to 
blacken it ; while the other kind, moving more slowly, 
blackens the object but still moves too fast to burn 

@ The sense demands a complement to ¢épera:: Thurot 
suggests da rdyovs. 
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371 a 

27a “ev avriTuTycavTa mdaoyer TL, TA SE pur) ovder, 
olov domidos 75n TO pev ydAkwpya eTrdkn, TO bé 
EvArov oddev Erralev’ 614 yap pavdrnra édOace 76 
avedpa Sinby bev: Kat dteAPor* Kai 8” tuariwv 
Guoiws od KaTéKavoev, GAA’ olov Tpbyos émoincey. 

30 “Oore ore ye mvetpa Tatra mdavra, dHAov Kal ék 
TY TOLOUTUWD. gore 6° éviore Kat Tots Oppacw 
Jewpeiv, olov Kab vov eGewpodpev mept Tov é 
"Edéow vaov Kaopevov" Trohhax yap 7 PAE ege- 
pero TUVEXTS, drogmaLevy xwpis. ore jev yap 

371 b O TE Kamvos mea Kab Kderau 6 Kanves, avepor, 
Kal elpnra év érépois mporepov: Grav 5° abpoov 
XH TOTE pavepas Soke? mvetpa elvac. Omep 
obv év Tals pexpats TupKaiats paiverau, tobTo Kat 
Tore TmoAAjs dAns KaoLEvns eylyvero TOM loxv- 

5 porepov. pyyvupevev obv Tov EvAwyr, SBev H apy) 
Tob mvedparos 7y, TOAD é exaiper aopoov, 7} 4 egemvet, 
Kal epépero avw TETUPWLEVOY. WoT EPaiveTo 7 
POs dhépec0at Kai elominrew eis Tas oiKias. det 
yap olecBat def emraxorovbety Tois Kepavvois mvedpa 
Kab mpotevar GAA’ oux oparat, Sua To dx pwpd- 

10 TUTOV elvau. 610 KL Hy) peeAAee marrage, Kwetrat 
amply mAnyhvat, aire ™pOTEpov mpoommrovons THs 
axis Too TVEVHLATOS. Kal ai Bpovrat dé Suordow 
ov TO pode, GAN’ ore Giisc. ouvexkpiveral To THY 
mnyhy trovhoay Kal TOV popov mvedpa. 6 éay 
mardéy, duarnoev, éeméxavae 8° ov. 

1 SinOnOév xal dveA0dv> Fobes: 8un0név xaiieAGov Thurot 

2 So Alex. 138. 8. 
> 356 B.c. 

° 341 b 21, cf. 888 a2; De Gen. et Corr. 331 b 25. 
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it. So objects which offer resistance suffer, those 
which offer none do not—for instance, the bronze 
head of a spear has been known to melt while the 
wooden handle was unaffected, the reason being that 
the wind percolated through the wood without 
affecting 1t because of the rareness of its texture. 
Similarly 1t has passed through garments without 
burning them, but leaving them threadbare. 

Such instances are in themselves conclusive evi- 
dence that all these phenomena are due to wind. But 
sometimes we get ocular evidence too, the burmng 
of the temple of Ephesus ® being a recent example ; 
for it was observed then that sheets of flame were 
torn off from the main conflagration and carried in 
all directions It is evident, and we have already 
demonstrated elsewhere,’ that smoke is wind and 
that smoke burns; and when the flame moves in a 
body, then it can be seen clearly that itis wind. Thus 
what is obvious in small conflagrations took place on 
that occasion with considerably more violence owing 
to the quantity of material that was being burned 
For when the beams in which the wind originated 
cracked, it issued in a body at the place where it burst 
out and went up in flames. So the flame was seen 
moving through the air and falling on the neighbour- 
ing houses. We must, indeed, suppose that wind 
always follows and precedes thunderbolts, but re- 
mains invisible because colourless. So a place that 
is going to be struck moves before the blow falls, 
because the*wind in which the bolt originates strikes 
the object first. Thunder also splits things, not by 
its noise, but because a single wind is produced which 
deals the blow and causes the noise ; this if it strikes 
an object splits 1t but does not burn it. 
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371 

15 ITept pev ob Bpovrfs Kal aorpamis Kal exvediou, 
ert de TpnoTnpeov TE Kal Tupavay Kal KEpavveny, 
elpyray, Kal OTL TavTO TaVTA, Kat Tis 1 SLapopd, 
Tavrev adTaov. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT 

Haloes, rainbows, mock suns and rods are our next sub- 
ject : and the characteristics a. each must first be described 
(871 b 18-22). Haloes (871 b 22-26). Raznbows (871 b 
26—872 210). Mock suns and rods (8372 a 10-16). All are 

871 b 18 Tepi be dA Kal tpidos, Ti TE exaTEpov Kat 81d 
Toy aitiay ylyverat, A€ywper, Kal mept mrapyAtuy 

20 Kad paBowr: Kal yap Tatra yiyvera: mavra dia Tas 
adras airias adAjAors. 
Hp@rov dé de? NaBelv Ta 7a0n Kal Ta ovpPai- 

VOVTG TEpL EKAOTOV AUTOV. 
Tis: pev ovv d.dw paiverar moAAdKes KiKhos OAos, 

Kat ylyverau Tmepl 7Avov Kab oehnvgy Kal mepl 70 
25 Aapmpa Tov dotpwy, ert O° ovdev 7) HTTOV VUKTOS 

Hpepas Kat mepl HeonyuBpiav n SeitAnv: ewlev 8 
éNatrovakis Kal mepi Svow. 
Tis 8° ipidos oddémore yiyverar Kiros oddé 

petbov nuiKkuKdAiov THA. Kal Svvovros pev Kat 
dvarédAovros edaxiorov pev KvKAoDv, peyiorn o 7 
dubis, a.ipopevov dé paMov KdKAov joey HeiLovos, 

30 eAdrreny S° uy) dupis- Kal pera peev THY peroTmpurny 
ionucpiav, ev vrais paxvTepais Tpepass, mcav 
@pav ylyverar THs nuépas, ev be Tais Depivais ot 
yiyveras trept peonpPpiav. oddé 37 Suvoiy mAcious 
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This concludes our treatment of thunder, lightning Conelusion. 
and hurricanes, of firewinds, whirlwinds and thunder- 
bolts ; we have shown that they are all materially 
the same and deseribed the differences between them. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

caused by reflection (372 a 16-21). Rainbows occur both by 
day and night (872 a 21-29). We must refer to the scrence 
of optics for the explanation of reflections. Reflecting sur- 
faces Tiel reflect shape, sometimes colour only (872 a 
29—b 11). 

We must now deal with haloes, rainbows, mock suns 
and rods, explaiming what they are and what are their 
causes ; for the same causes account for all of them. 

First we must deseribe what the actual character- 
istics of each of these phenomena are. 

The complete circle of a halo is often visible, round Halo. 
the sun and moon and round bright stars, and as 
frequently by mght as by day, that is, at midday or 
in the afternoon ; for they occur more rarely at dawn 
and sunset. 

The rainbow never forms a complete circle, nor a Rainbow. 
segment of a circle larger than a semicircle. At 
sunrise and sunset the circle is smallest and the seg- 
ment largest; when the sun is higher the circle is 
larger, the segment smaller. After the autumn 
equinox, during the shorter days, 1t occurs at all hours 
of the day ; but in summer it does not occur round 
about midday. Nor do more than two rambows oecur 

« The size of the circle does not in fact vary. 
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371 b 

ov 5 ) / 4 4 oe f \ iptoes od piyvovTar dua. TovTwy de Tpixpws pev 
872a EKaTEepa, Kal Ta ypwuaTa TavTa Kal toa Tov 

3 A ” 2 / 3 / ? ? ~ 

dpibucv éyovow dAArjAas, auvdpdrepa 8 ev rH 
éxTos Kat €€ évavTias Keipeva Kata THY Oéow- 7 
pev yap évros Thy mpwrny exer mepibeperay Thy 
peyiorny dowiiav, 4 8 éEwlev tiv éAaxiorny pev 

> +} 

5 éyytrata 6€ mpos TavTnv, Kai Tas GAXNas avadoyor. 
govt 5€ TA Ypwpara rabra amep pova oyedov od 
dUvavras movety ot ypadeis: Evia yap adrou Kepay- 

“~ ‘ yvouat, TO 5é dowiKody Kai mpdowov Kai dAovpyov 
om 3 od yiyverat Kepavvdpevov: 7 Sé tps ratr’ exer Ta 

10 ypwpara. To Sé perakd Tod gowiKkod Kal mpa- 
/ civov daiverat modAdKis Eavbov. 

/ \ ‘ e? / 3 f IlapyAvon b€ Kai pdBdo. yiyvovras ex mAayias 
aieL Kal ovr avwlhev ove mpos THS ys ovr’ e& 
3 f Lae 4 / > > 3 \ A \ 4 évavtias, o86€ 57) vuKTwp, aA’ del mept Tov FALoV, 

> A “~ ére 5€ 7 aipopevov 7 Karapepopevov: Ta AcioTa 
dé mpos Suvouds: wecoupavodvros Sé omdvov et Te 

15 yéyovev, olov ev Boomdpw moré ovverece: bu” GAns 
yap Ths Huepas ovvavacydvres S¥o TrapyALor Sdue~ 
TéAcoay péxpt duopdv. 
Ta pev ody mepi Exaorov avTa@v oavpPatvorta 

Tatr é€oriv: TO 8 aitwov TrovTwy amdvrwy tadte- 
é ‘ td / ~ 9 > ; / \ mwavra yap avakdaoi tadr’ é€ori. Staddpovor $é 

Trois Tpdmos Kal ad” wv, Kal ws oupBaiver yi- 
— 

@ The colours of the rainbow are six: red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, violet. Aristotle reduces them to three by group- 
ing deny Ybor and blue-violet. But*he notes that 
a yellow ban SUG Renee rey) is often seen between 
the red and the gieen. The painters’ primary colours are red, 
yellow, and blue; not red, green, and blue as Aristotle says. 
Green can be produced by mrxing yellow and blue, but yellow 
cannot be produced by any mixture of red, green and blue. 
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at the same time. Of two such simultaneous rainbows 
each is three-coloured, the colours beg the same 
in each and equal im number, but dimmer in the outer 
bow and placed in the reverse order. For in the inner 
bow it is the first and largest band that is red, in the 
outer it 1s the smallest and closest to the red band of 
the inner. And the other bands correspond similarly. 
These colours are almost the only ones that painters 
cannot manufacture ; for they produce some colours 
by a mixture of others, but red, green and blue cannot 
be produced in this way, and these are the colours of 
the rainbow—though between the red and green 
band there often appears a yellow one.* 

Mock suns and rods always appear beside the sun, Mock sua, 
and not either above or below it or opposite it ® ; nor 
of course do they appear at night, but always in the 
neighbourhood of the sun and either when it is rising 
or setting, and mostly towards sunset. They rarely 
if ever occur when the sun is high, though this did 
happen once-in the Bosporus, where two mock suns 
rose with the sun and continued all day till sunset. 

These, then, are the characteristics of these pheno- ani due to 
mena. The cause of all is the same, for they are all #40 
phenomena of reflection.® They differ in the manner 
of the reflection and in the reflecting surface, and 

® Of. 877 b 97 ff. 
¢ Here as elsewhere in the Meteorologica (eg. Book I. 

ch. 6, 343 a 2 and note) Aristotle speaks as if our sight were 
reflected fo the object and not the object (or rays therefrom) 
reflected to qur sight. Alex. (141) connects this with the 
view that mm sight rays are projected from the eye to the object, 
for which cf. Plato, Timaeus 45 8 ff., a view which Aristotle 
himself rejects (De Anima u.7). But so far as the mathe- 
matics of the matter are concerned, which 1s all that is at issue 
here, it makes (as Alex. also remarks 141. 90) little difference 
which view 1s taken of reflection. Cf. Ideler it. pp. 273-274. 
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372 a 

\ 3 / r b) A 5A aN \ XAA 20 yveoOar THY dvdKAacw mpos Tov HALov 7 mpds Go 
Te TOV AauTpav. 

\ > € i \ > ? é > Kai pel” hucpay pev lps yiyverar, vwyerTwp § 
amd ceAnvns, Ws pév ol apyaiot @ovTo, odK éyi- 

~ > »* \ \ f *\ 7 

yveto' TodTo 8 émabov bia To omdvov: eAdvbave 
4 

yap abrovs: ylyverau pev yap, oAtydnus de yiyverar. 
“~ ; 

2370 0 alriov oT. T ev TH oKdrer AavOaver TA ypw- 
para, Kat dAAa wroAAa be? ovprecety, Kal raira 
mdyra év Huépa wid Tod pnves: év TH mavoedjvy 
yap yevéobar avdyKn Tro péAAov éoeoOor, Kai TdTe 
dvateAAovons 4 Suvovons: Sidmep & ereow trép 
To TevTHKoVTA Sis eveTUXYoMEV jLOvoV. 

@ \ on e Lg > ~ ¢ \ 3 4 

80 “Oru prev ody 4 Oris avaxAGrar, Womep Kal dd 
BOatos, odTwW Kal amd dépos Kal mdvTwy TdV éxdv- 
Twv Thy emipdvecav Aciav, é€x THY wept thy duu 

“A / / 

Serxvupevwy det AapBdave riHv miorw, Kal dude 
Ta&v évortpwy ev éviors pev Kal TA OxhpaTa éudat- 
verat, ev eviots 5€ Ta Ypwpara pdvor Tro1atra 8° 

12b €oTiy 600 pLKpa TOV EvoTTTpY, Kat UNndepiav aicby- 
rHv exer Staipeow: ev yap rovrois TO prev oxfya 
2 4 > / ‘4 A > / advvatov éeudaivestas (ddfe. yap elvas diaiperdv: 
may yap oynua aua Soxel oyjud 7 elvar Kal b- 

5 aipeow exyew), eves 8° eudaiveobat rt avayxaiov, 
tobro bé ddvvarov, eimerat TO ypd@ya pdvov éeu- 
paiveobar. ro d€ yp@ua ore wev Aapmpov daivera 

~ ~ e \ ~ “~ ~ 

Tov Aapmpav, ore Sé, 7 TO petyvvada Td rod 
> + ba % \ > 4 ~ of yy 

eévérrpov } Sia thy dobdveray THs spews, dAAov 
YPWPMaTos eptrovel Pavraciav. 

@ * Since divisibility 1s involved in the notion of figure” 
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according as the reflection 1s to the sun or some other 
bright object. 

The rainbow occurs by day, and also at night, when Rambows 
it is due to the moon, though early thinkers did not PY,¢#y 4¢ ‘ . 2 ght. 
think this ever happened. Their opinion was due to 
the rarity of the phenomenon, which thus escaped 
their observation for though it does occur, it only 
does so rarely And the reason for this is that the 
darkness hides the colours, and a conjunction of many 
other circumstances is necessary, all of which must 
coincide upon a single day of the month, the day of 
the full moon For it is on that day that the pheno- 
menon must occur if it is to occur at all, and occur 

then only at the moon’s nising or setting So we have 
only met with two instances of it over a period of 
more than fifty years. 
We must refer to what has been demonstrated by optes pro- 

the science of optics as our ground for believing that Macs Tee 
our vision is reflected from the air and other substances tion 
which have a smooth surface, just as it is from water, 
and. to the fact that in some mirrors shapes are re- 
flected, in others colours only. Colours only are 
reflected in mirrors that are small and incapable of 
subdivision by our sense of sight. In these shape 
cannot be reflected. If 1t could be, it would be 
capable of subdivision, as all shape has the character- 
istics both of shape and of divisibility.* Since, then, 
something must necessarily be reflected, but shape 
cannot be, the only remaining possibility is that 
colour should be. The colour of bright objects some- 
times appears bright in the reflection, but sometimes, 
either owing to contamination by the colour of the 
mirror or owing to the feebleness of our sight, pro- 
duces an appearance of another colour. : 
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ore ? ” \ \ 4 « Aa ‘4 ? A 

Eorw 6€ mept rovTwy july refewpnuevov év rots 
\ A 3 / id \ ‘ \ / 10 mept Tas aicOyoes Secxvupevots> dLd0 TA pEev Aeyw- 

pev, Tots 8° ws dadpyovct ypnowpela adrav. 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT 

The shape of the halo. Reflection takes place in certan 
conditions of cloud formation, and is a sign of various 
weather conditions (872 b 12-34). The corcularity of the halo 

s7ap12 Ipdrov dé mepi tis dAw Tot oynpatos eimwpev, 
OudTL TE KUKAOS yiyverat, Kat SudTL wept TOV HALOV 

Thy cedjvnv, omoiws b€ Kal mepi TL TOV GAAwY 
15 doTpwv 6 yap avros émi mdvrwv apudce. Adyos 

Tiyverar pev obtv % dvdkdaots ris dbews ouv~ 
\aTapévou Tov dépos Kail THS atptdos eis védos, 
dav ouadrs Kal piKpopepns cuuorapevyn TUxN. 810 
Kal onueiov 7 wev ovoTaaLs VdaTOs EoTIV, at évToL 
duacmaces 7 papdvoes, adrar pev edddv, al Se 

20 Siacmdoels TvEvWATOS. EGY [LEY Yap p7TE KaTApa~ 
pavln pnre Siaotac8H, add’ eal thy dvow azo- 
AapPdvew tHV abrhs, vdaros eikétws aneidv éort: 
dnrot yap Hon yiyvecbar rovatrnv riv otoraow, 
e ts TO ovvexyes AapBavovons Tis. wuKvmcews 

25 avaryKatov eis Dowp eADeiv: S16 Kal péAaiva yi- 

eS 

¢ The rest of this paragraph deals mainly with the halo 
as a weather-sign. But Aristotle’s wording at the outset 1s 
confusing because ovoraors |. 18, after ovrorayévy in I. 17, at 
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But let us in these matters accept the results of 
our mvestigation of sensation, and mention some 
points only while taking the rest for granted. 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

geometrically explained (372 b 834—373 a 19). Further char- 
acteristics of the reflecting cloud (873 a 19-27) Haloes more 
Frequent round the moon than the sun They also form round 
the stars (873 a 27-31). 

Let us first deal with the shape of the halo and explain The shape 
why it 1s round and why it appears round the sun or % the hale 
moon or similarly round one of the other stars. For 
the same explanation will fit all these cases. 

The reflection of our vision takes place when the Conditions 
air and vapour are condensed into cloud, if the con- {rete 
densation is uniform and its constituent particles halo asa 
small, This formation @ 1s therefore a sign of rain, es 
while if it is broken 1t is a sign of wind, if it fades, of 
fine weather. For rf 1t neither fades nor breaks, but 
is allowed to reach its full development, it 1s reason~ 
able to regard it as a sign of rain, since it shows that 
a condensation is taking place of the kind, which, if 
the condensing process continues, will necessarily 
lead to rain, And for this reason these haloes are 

first sight seems to refer to the cloud formation and not to 
the halo, But1t seems clear from what he says later (e.g. 1. 25) 
that it is of the halo he is thinking: and the parallels quoted 
by Ideler (u. p. 277) confirm this. A full halo 1s a sign of rain, 
a broken halo of wind, a fading, dum halo of fine weather. 
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yvovr a Thv ypoav adras padiora tev dMaw, 
oray 6€ Siaorrachh, mvedpaTros onpelov’ oT) yap 
Ouaipeous 70 /TVEUpaTOS yéyovev 718% juev ovros, 
ovmw be TO,POVTOS « onpetov be TOUTOU duore éy- 
Ted0ev yiyverau 6 avEjos, dbev 6 av 1 Kupio. yeynyra 

30 Sidomaos. |Grropapaivopevn dé evdias: et yap pn 
éyes ws oUTWS 6 anp WwoTE KpaTely TOO jevarto- 
Aap Pavopévov Deppod pe epxeoda eis mUKVwWOW 
ddarwdy, SHAov ws ovrw 7 aTpIs dmoKéK pura Tits 
dvabupidcews [amo]}’ ris Enpas Kat mupwdous: 
rotro dé evdtas airiov. 

Ilds pev obv eyovros tot ddpos yiyverar 7 avd- 
373 a KAaors, elpnrar. dvaKrdrau & amo Tis ovviora- 

pens dxAvos rept Tov HAtov 7) THY oeAnvyy 4 dys: 
810 ouK e€ évavrias worep ipis paiverar. mavrobev 
dé opotws dvaxAwperns dvayKatov KUKhov elvas 7 y 
KUKAov _BEpos’ azo yap Tod avrov onpetou POs 

5 TO avTo onpetov at toot Khacbjoovrat emt KvKAoU 
YpappAs: det. éoTw yap amo Too onetou ep @ 
To A mpos To B KeKAaopern 7 q TE TO ADB Kal } TO 
AZB kal 4 70 AAB: 1 toae be avrat te ai AT AZ 
AA dAAjAais, Kal GL ITpos TO B GAA AALS, otov aut 

10 IB ZB AB: Kal érrelevy Ow » AEB, wore 7a tpi- 
ywva toa Kal yap em tons THs AEB. nxIwoar 
37 Kaderou emt THY AEB ék Tov yovdsy, amo pev 
THs L 7 a TO TE, amo be ais Zn uy 7o LE, amo be TIS 
A 470 AE. toa 67) attra: &v iors Yap Tpuydvors 

15 Kal ev evi emumédw moat’ mpos dpa yap maou 
TH AEB, Kat ep €év onpuetov Tro E ouvamrovet. 
KdKhos cpa eorar a ypagouern, KEVT pov be ro E, 
eort 01) TO prev B 6 yAtos, To O€ A 7 dxus, 4 S€ rept 

? seclusit Fobes, 
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the darkest of all in colour. But when it is bioken 
itis a sign of wind ; for its break up is due to a wind 
that 1s already in being but has not yet anived An 
indication that this is so is that the wind springs from 
the quarter in which the maim break occurs. When 
it fades it 1s a sign of fine weather. For if the aur is 
not yet in a state to overcome the heat contained in 
it and to develop into a watery condensation, it1s clear 
that the vapour has not yet separated from the dry 
and fiery exhalation which causes fine weather. 

These, then, are the atmospheric conditions in which 
reflection takes place. Our vision 1s 1eflected from 
the mist which condenses round the sun and moon ; 
which is why a halo does not appear opposite the sun 
like arambow And as the reflection 1s symmetrical 
on all sides, the result is bound to be a circle or a 
segment of a circle. For when lines drawn from the 
same point and to the same point are equal, the pomts 
at which they form an angle will always lie on a 
eircle.? For let the lines AI'B, AZB and AAB be 
drawn from the point A to the point B, each forming 
an angle: let the lines AT, AZ, AA be equal to each 
other, and the lines drawn to B, that is I'B, ZB, AB, 
also equal to each other. Let the line AEB be drawn 
and the triangles so formed will be equal as they 
stand on the equal base AEB. Let perpendiculars 
be dropped from the angles to AEB, TE from I’, ZE 
from Z, AH from A. These perpendiculars aie then 
equal, being in equal triangles and m one plane. 
For all meef AEB at mght angles and at the single 
point E. The figure thus drawn will be a circle with 
centre E. B is of course the sun, A the eye, and the 

@ Here Aristotle in effect assumes what he is setting out 
to prove. 
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To TZA mepidépera to védos ad’ od avard€ru 7 
dys mpos Tov 7ALov. 

Aci dé voety ovvexf Ta evormtpa aAAd bid puxpe- 
207TnTa EKacTov pev adparov, To 8 e€ amdvrwy & 

elvat Sone? dia TO epe€ts. aiverar 5€ Td py 
Aeuvkdv, 6 HAtos, KUKAW ovvexd@s ev ExdoTrw daie- 
pevos TOY évorrpwv, Kal undeniay Exwv aicOnrny 
Suaipecty, mpos O€ TH yA waAAov 81a TO vyveuedrepoy 

25 elvas’ mveduaTtos yap avros ovK «lvat ordow da- 
vepov. mapa dé Todro péAawwa 7 éxopwevn mept- 
hépera, ia rHv éexeivns AevKdryTa Soxodoa elva 
peAavrépa. 

TlAcovdxes 8€ yiyvovrat at dAw mepi rHv aeAnvyp 
dud, TO TOV HAvov Gepudrepov ovTa OaGrrov Siadvew 
Tas ovaTdoes Tob aépos. epi bé Tods dorépas 

30 ylyvovrat ev bia Tas adras aitias, od onpercddets 
0 dpolws, OTL puKpas mapmay émidnAoto. tds 
ovoTdces Kal ovmw yovimous. 

® Each particle thus reflecting colou: only and not shape; 
372 a 32. 

® The O.T. would transpose these words, inserting them 
after the next sentence. It is not clea: exactly whee Anistotle 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT 

The physical basis of reflection. Our vision 18 reflected 
From all smooth surfaces. Avr reflects when condensed (some- 
tomes even when not condensed): water reflects stl better, 
and especially water in process of formation by condensation 
Strom air. Hach particle of vt forms a murror, which reflects 
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circumference drawn through "ZA the cloud from 
which the vision 1s reflected to the sun. 

The reflecting particles must be thought of as being character- 
continuous. Hach individually is so small as to be Sictof the 
invisible, but because they are continuous they appear cloud. 
in aggregate as a single surface. The bright light, 
that 1s, the sun, thus appears as a continuous ring, 
being mirrored in each of the reflecting particles as 
a point of ight indivisible by sense* It appears in 
closer proximity to the earth because it is calmer 
there, and if there is a wind the halo cannot main- 
tain 1ts position ® Next to the bright ring of the halo 
is a dark ring, which appears still darker beside the 
brightness of the halo 

Haloes round the moon are more frequent than Haloes 
those round the sun because the sun bemg hotter 7und the 
more quickly dissolves the condensations of the air. stars 
They are formed round the stars from the same 
causes, but are not weather signs in the same way, 
because they indicate condensations that are in- 
significant and so not productive of weather changes. 

does suppose that haloes form. ef. note on Aristotle’s views of 
the stratification of the atmosphere at end of Book I. ch. 3. 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

colour only, not shape: an agglomeration of particles forns 
a continuous mirror in whach the colours mirrored by the 
constituent particles appear. So when sun and cloud are 
suitably related a rainbow 1s formed (873 a 32—b 32). The 
rainbow is coloured, the halo not coloured because the rainbow 
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1s a reflection from water, the halo from aw, and arr (being 
loght) cannot reflect colours, water (being dark) can Examples 
(378 b 82—874 b 7). The colours of the rainbow are due to 
the weakening of our sight by reflection Ths tahes place wm 
three stages + at the first the bright light of the sun, reflected 
in the dark medtum of water, turns red further weakening 
of the sight produces green and then blue. These are the 

3 3 ? v 

s73a32 ‘H 8° fous dre ev eorw avardaors, eipyrat mpo- 
\ ~ A 4 

Tepov’ Tota Sé Tis avaKAaois, Kal mas Kat boa Tiy’ 
“~ / 

airiavy é€xaoTa yiyveras THv ovpBawovrwv epi 
TauTnv, Aéywpev viv. 

€ + ? ‘\ / 

35 “AvakAwpevn pev obv 7 ois amo mdvTwy dal- 
on > ‘ a4 

873 b verat TOV Aciwv, TOUTWY 8 EoTIV Kal aNp Kai Dow). 
“ 4 ylyveras dé a7ro prev dépos, OTayv TUYN TUVLOTA[LEVOS. 

‘ \ \ ~ 4 > é 4 \ » dua 5é THY THs sews dobéverav mroAAdKis Kai dvev 
a“ 4 auoTdoews moet avakdactw, oldv more ovveBawe 

10 > 4 \ ? Ie N\ rNé > \ \ btu mddos Hpeua Kai odk od BArérovre: del yap 
eldwArov éddKer mponyetoba Badilovr. aired, é& 
> , ? \ 2 7 oe > + \ 
évavtias PAérov mpos adrov. otro 8” éracye but 

ov ~ 

To THY Oy avaKkAdofat ampos atrdov: otrw yap 
/ a 

doberns Hv Kat Aenr?) mdurav bro THS dppwarias, 
WoT evoTTpov eyiyveTo Kal 6 TAnaiov arp, Kal ov 

10 €dvvaro amwieiv—ws 6 TOppw Kal muKvds: SidzeEp 
ai’ axpor aveorracpevar daivovrat év 7H Oaddrry, 

‘ t \ Nn , > 
Kat peilw Ta weyéOn mavrwy, Grav edpor Trvéwo, 

\ 3 “a 3 
kal Ta ev Tais aydvow, olov Kai HAtos Kal dorpa 
> ~ 9 ~ 

avioxovra Kat SvvovTa waAAov 7 pecoupavodyra. 
7A 4 5 \ i) tA > Va 4 >  \ mo d€ vdaTos pddtora avaKAGrat, Kat dad 

> / / ~ 9 

15 apxopevov yiyveoBar wGAdrov ert H am’ dépos: exa- 
A ~ ff > e / 

oTov yap T&v popiwy €€ dy yiyverat ovvcrapevwv 
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three colours of the rainbow (874 b 7-375 a7). The yellow 
an the rarnbow due to contrast of colours and not to reflection 
(375 a 7-28) The same causes account for the double rain- 
bow ; an the outer of the two the order of colours 18 reversed. 
More than two rainbows are not seen at a tume (75 a 28~ 
b 15). 

Ir has already been stated that the rainbow is a 
reflection. We must now proceed to explain what 
kind of a reflection it 1s, how its various character- 
istics arise, and to what cause they are due. 

Our vision, then, is reflected from all smooth sur- How the 
faces, among them air and water. Aur reflects when P2M™ 
it is condensed ; but even when not condensed 1t can reflection. 
produce a reflection when the sight is weak. An 
example of this 1s what used to happen to a man 
whose sight was weak and unclear: he always used 
to see an image going before him as he walked, 
and facing towards him. And the reason why this 
used to happen to him was that his vision was re- 
flected back to him ; for its enfeebled state made it 
so weak and faint that even the neighbouring air be- 
came a mirror and it was unable to thrust it aside. 
Distant and dense air does of course normally act as 
a mirror in this way, which is why when there is 
an east wind promontories on the sea appear to be 
elevated above it and everything appears abnormally 
large 7; the same is true of objects seen in a mist, or 
twilight—for mstance the sun and stars which at their 
rising and setting appear larger than at their meridian. 

But reflect?on takes place chiefly from watei, and 
still better from water in process of formation than 
from air: for each of the particles which when con- 

¢ Tt is not clear exactly how Anstotle supposed this effect 
to be produced: ef, Problems xxvi. 53. 
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% waxas évomTpov dvayKatov eiva. paAdov ris 
dyAvos. ézet 5é Kai Sfdov Kal eipnras mpdrepov 
éTe év tots ToLlovTois evomTpois TO ypwpa pdvov 
éudaiverar, TO S€ oxfua ddndov, avayKailov, Grav 

20 dpynra: vew Kal 7On pev oumoryrar eis parddas 
€- -3 “a / > / A 4‘ « >A ? ? id 6 év Tois védeow anp, wimw dé Un, dav €€ évavtias 
> eo  o»” ? 1 7) , 
4 6 HAvos 7 GAA Tt OUTW AapTpoV Wore yiyvecBa 
évomtpov TO védos, Kal THY avdKAaow yiyveobar 
ampos TO Aapmpov é€€ evavrias, yiyveofar eudacw 

25 ypwpatos, ov oxyparos. éxdorov 8 dvros Tav 
~ ~ ¢ évomtpwv puKpod Kal dopdtov, THs 8° é€ amdvrwy 

aitayv cuvexeias Tot peyébous cpwyéevns, avayrn 
ovveyes péeyefos tot atrot daivecfat ypwparos: 
éxacTov yap T&v évoTTpwv TO adTo amodidwor 

“~ “ a <4 m3) xpapa T@ ovveyel. wor eel tadr’ evddyeras 
“ ” 30 oupPaivew, dtrav ToTov éxn Tov TpdTroV 6 TE HALOS 

Kal ro védos Kal Hpets Duev petald adrdv, gorau 
‘ \ > / bd , 2 A 4 4 

dua THY avaKkdacw Eeugdacis tis. adda pH Kal 
paiverat Tore Kal odK GAAws éydvTwY yuyvopéevy 
co n tpis. 

7 \ iw > / ¢ 9 ~ Lad 4 Ori pev odv avdkdAacis 7 tpis ris oews mpds 
\ 4 / 3 / i 4 3 ? ‘4 > | Tov Hruby é€ort, davepov: S10 Kat é€€ evarTias del 
é e 3 LA A 3. f av >) Ff 85 yiyverar, 7) 6 aAws mepi adrov’ Katror apidw avd- 

3 s ¢ ~ ‘4 / 4 

874a KAaots: GAA’ 7 ye TOV XpwudTwv sroiKidria Siadépet: 
% pev yap ad vdaTos Kat péAavos yiyverau avd- 

4 ‘4 e > 3 7 4 3 4 37 KAaows Kal méppwhev, 7 8° éyydlev Kal dd dépos 
Aevxotépov thy dvouw. 

f 5 b s 4 ~ / ze! 3 Daiverar d€ To Aaprpdv Sid rod pdAavos H ev 
5T@ peda (dtadeper yap ovddv) powikoby (dpav 8 

* 372 a 32, 
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densed forms a raindrop will necessanly be a better 
mirror than mist. Now it is clear, and has already ® 
been stated, that in mirrors of this kind colour only 
is reflected and shape does not appear When, there- 
fore, it is about to ram and the air in the clouds is 
already condensing into raindrops but the rain is not 
yet falling, if there is, opposite the cloud, the sun 
or any other object so bight that the cloud mirrors 
it and reflection takes place from the cloud to the 
bright object opposite, an image of colour but noi of 
shape must be produced. Each of the reflectng 
particles is invisibly small, and the continuous magni- 
tude formed by them allis what we see ; what appears 
to us 1s therefore necessarily a continuous magnitude 
of a single colour, since each of the reflecting particles 
gives off a colour the same as that of the continuous 
whole. Since, therefore, these conditions are theo- 
retically possible, we may suppose that when the sun 
and the cloud stand in this relation and we are situated 
between them, the process of reflection will give nse 
to an image. And it is under these conditions and 
no others that the rainbow in fact appears. 

It is clear, then, that the rainbow is a reflection of 
our sight to the sun. And so the rainbow is always 
opposite the sun, the halo round it. Both are reflec- 
tions, but the variety of its colours distinguishes the 
rainbow, which is a reflection from a distance and 
from water that is dark, while the halo is a reflec- 
tion from near by and from air which is naturally 
lighter. 

Bright light shining through a dark medium or 
reflected in a dark surface (Qt makes no difference 
which) looks red.’ Thus one can see how the flames 

>’ De Sensu 440 a 10, De Col. ch. 2, 792 a 8 ff. 
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eSeore TO ye TOV xAwpay fvhwy mp, ws épvlpav 
éxet THY Prdya bud, TO TO Karrv@ TOMG preety Oar 
TO Top a, pov dv Kal AevKdv): Kat 80° dxAvos 
Kal Kamrvod 6 nALos paiverar powvixods. S10 7 pev 
THs tpioos dvdxhacus Y pev TpwTy ToLaUT AY exe 

10 paiverau THY Xpoav (azo pavidwy yap puKpay yi- 
yvEeTaL 7 dvdxdaors), 7 dé Tis dAw ov. Trept dé Tay 
dco Xpwparay Dorepov épodmev. err b€ rept 
adrov peev TOV TAvov ov ylyverau Siarpu Br) Tovavrns 
avordcews, adr’ 7 veo om Siadverar. €k O€ Ta&v 
évavriny év TH petaéd THS Tod vdaTos yevéoews 

15 ylyveral Tis xpdvos: TovTov yap py ovpBalvovTos 
¢ ¢ ¢ 

hoav av Kexpwpatiopévat at ddws womep 7 Epis. 
vov & dda pev od yiyverar rovadrnv EyovTa THY 
eupaow, ovde KUKAw, pupa de Kal Kara. HOptov, 
au kahobyrat pa p8ou, Emel et ouvioTaTo ToOLAUTY 
ayArds ota yévour’ av BdaTos 7 q TIvOS aAAov jeAavos, 

20 xabdzrep A€yopev, epaivero dy h pus ohn, WOTrEp 
4 TEpt TOUS AvyvoUS. TEP yap TOvTOUS TA TAEioTA 
votiwy ovTey ipus yiyverat ToD xendvos, paAvora 
de 8iAn ylyverat rots dypovs éxouar Tovs obfad- 
povs. ToUTW yap i] opus Taxy bu aoBeverav dvaxré- 
TAL. yiyverat 6° amo Te THs TOO dé pos dypornros 

25 Kal amo Avyvios Tijs dard Tis Pphoyos amroppeovons 
Kal pevyveperns: TOTE yap ylyveras evomTpoy,” Kal 
dua THY peAaviay: Kamvadns yap % Avyvus: TO Se 
Tod Avxvou POS od AevKov adda sroppupoby pai- 
verat KUKAW Kal ipiddes, Pouikodv” 8’ ov: gore 

1 tére¢ . €&vorrpov Interclusionem distinguit Thurot. 

And water is dark. 
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of a fire made of green wood are red, because the 
fire-light which 1s bright and clear 1s mixed with a 
great deal of smoke; and the sun looks red when 
seen through mist or smoke. The reflection which 
is the rainbow therefore has its outermost circum- 
ference of this colour, since the reflection 1s from 
minute water-drops *; but in the halo this colour does 
not appear. With the other colours we will deal later, 
Further, a condensation of this kind does not linger 
long round the sun itself, but erther turns to rain or 
disperses . but during the formation of water opposite 
the sun some time elapses. If this were not so haloes 
would be coloured like the rainbow. As it is, no 
complete or circular halo presents this appearance, 
but only the small, partial formations called “rods ”’ ; 
for if a formation of the kind of mist which arises from 
water or any other dark substance in the way we 
maintain ? were present, we should see a complete 
rainbow, like the one we see round lamps. For a 
rainbow does form round lamps in the winter, 
especially when there is a south wind, and 1s most 
clearly visible to those whose eyes are watery, for 
their sight is weak and so easily reflected. The rain- 
bow 1s due to the moisture of the air and to the soot 
which is given off by and mixed with the flame, and 
so forms a mirror owing to the dark colour denved 
from the smokiness of the soot’: and the light of 
the lamp appears not white but purple, and forms a 
ring like a rainbow, except that the colour red is 

> a L above: the rainbow is a reflection in a dark medium. 
¢ Or take rdére yap yiveras &vorrpov (1. 25) as a parenthesis, 

and the meaning is that the rambow 1s due to moisture, to 
soot and the dark colour derived from the soot, which be- 
tween them constitute the mirror. But Alex. seems to have 
had a text punctuated as that printed here. 
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yap n TE dyfus ohiyn v7] dvaxhupevn, Kal wéeAav 7d 
80 EVOTITpOV. 9 8 dao Tav Koay Trav dvadepopeveny 

4 eK THs Gadarrns Ipus TH pev Décer TOV avrov ye 
yveTar TpoTov TH &v TH otpavd, To dé ypopa 
Omovorépa TH mepl Tovs Adyvous: od yap powiKqy 
aAAd, moppupay € éxovca paiverar THV ypcav. 7 O° 
dvdxAaces amo TOV puxpordray bev ovveyav de 

35 yiyverau pavidwy: otras 5° sdwp dTOKEKplLevov 
874b eloty 7On mavTeAds. yiyverar dé Kav tis AerTals 

paivy paviow eis TL Towobroy Xwpiov 6 TH Oéow 
Tpos TOV qALov coTpaypevoy orl Kal TH wey 6 Twos 
avexy TH dé oxide’ év TH TovovTH yap, éav elow 
Tus pain, 7@ EOTOTL éxros, i) éraAdrrovow at 

saKrives Kal totovo. THv oKidv, daiverar tpis. 6 
de Tpomos Kal 7 xpea opoia Kab TO atrvov TO aUvTO 
TH dro TaVY KwWTaV' TH yap yYEeipl KWAN xpHTat 
6 paivey. 

"Ort 5€ 7d yp@pa rovotrov, dua bHAov eorat Kat 
mept TOV dMwv Xpwparav Tis pavracias, ex 
Tavde. Sel yap vonoavras, dorrep elpnrau, Kat 

10 dmrobeuevovs mp@Tov pev 6TL TO Aapmpov év TO 
pérave H Sua rob pédavos YpOpa moet dowixody, 
Sedrepov S° dre 4 oxus exTetvouevy dobeveorépa 
yiyverat Kal edarrun, Tpitov & ort TO pedav olov 
amddacis é cor’ TB yap exAcimew TH di paiveras 
pérav: 800 Ta mTdppw TaVvTa peAdvTepa aiveras, 

15 Ola TO pL SuKvetofa. Thy dw. Dewpeicbw pév 
ovv Tatr éx Tav epi Tas aicOyces ctpPavdvtTwr’ 
éxelvwv yap tdvot of wept TovTwY Adyou: viv 8 dcov 

‘It is bound to be weak by lamplight ” (O.T.). 
> 372 a 1, ch. 2 above. 
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missing, as the reflected vision 1s weak’ and the 
mirror dark. The rainbow produced by oars brealang 
water 1s the outcome of the same relative positions 
as a rainbow in the sky but is more hke the rainbow 
round a lamp in colour, since it appears purple and 
not red The reflection takes place from a number 
of minute water-drops which form between them a 
continuous surface, and which are of course water 
already fully formed. A rainbow is also produced 
when someone sprinkles a fine spray into a room so 
placed that it faces the sun and 1s partly illuninated 
by it, partly inshadow. When anyone sprinkles water 
inside a room so placed a rainbow appears, to anyone 
standing outside, at the pomt where the sun’s rays 
stop and the shadow begins. It arises mm the same 
way as the rainbow produced by the oars, is simular 
to it in colour and due to the same cause, for the 
sprinkler uses his hand like an oar. 

The following considerations will make clear both 
that the colours of the rainbow are such as we have’ 
described ° and how the other colours appear in it. 
We must, as has been said,° bear in mind and assume 
the following principles. (1) White light reflected on 
a dark surface or passing through a dark coloured 
medium produces red ; (2) our vision becomes weaker 
and less effective with distance; (3) dark colour is a 
land of negation of vision, the appearance of darkness 
being due to the failure of our sight ; hence objects 
seen at a distance appear darker because our sight 
fals to reagh them. These principles should be 
examined in the light of the processes of sensation, 
and the discussion of them properly belongs to the 
theory of sensation ; here let us say no more about 

Cf. 373 b 9, 8744 3. 
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ARISTOTLE 

avayKn, Toaobrov mept avr dy Aéyuer. paiveras 
3° obv O10. Tavrny TH airiay TG TE Troppw peAdvrepa 
Kal eddrrw Kal AevdTEpa, Kal Ta ev Tots évdrrpais, 
Kal Ta védyn pweAdvrepa Pr€movow eis TO VOwp 7 
eis avr, Ta védn. Kal TotTo mdvu émtdyjAws: dia 
yap THY avaKAacw (ohiyy TH Ober Dewpodyrar. bea 
déper 8° oddev TO Opwpevov peraBaAhewv 7 THY 
ousiv: duporépws yap eorau TavTOV. 7mpOs be TOv- 
Tous Set pn AcAnOevan Kat T00e- ovpBatver yap orav 
9 Tod HAlov vépos wAnciov, eis pev adro BAézrovre 
pndev paivectat KEY PWLATLOLLEVOY arn’ elvat Aeuxdy, 
ev d€ T@ VOaTe avTo Totro Dewpodvrs ypa@ua tt 
exew Tis iptoos. SHAov Tovey ori 4 difis WorrEep 
Kal TO pédav KAwpery bu’ aobéverav peAdvrepov 
move daiveoBar, Kat ro evKdv Hrrov AevKdy, Kal 
mpoodyer mpos TO pédav. bev oby loxuporépa 
dius els powiKody Xp@wa pereBadev, 7 no eXoMery 
cis TO mpaowor, 7 dé ert doGeveorépa eis TO 
dAoupyov. em Ge TO mAéov ovKEeTL paiverar, aan’ 
év tots Tpuoly, womep Kal TOV dAdwy Ta mActora, 
Kal TovTwy éavev téhos: rey 5° dAdo avais8yros 
y) peraBohn. _ 8:0 Kal 7 Epis TpPIXpwrs Paiverar, 
exarépa per, evavrins OE.  pev ody mpuTN rhy 
efw owiKhy exe: amo peylorns yap TTEpL epelas 
ata mpoorimrer oubis Tpos Tov HALov, peylory 

" €&w° uy) 5° _EXOMEVT kal n Tpirn avadoyov. wor’ 
Et on TEept TAY Xpwpareny THs pavracias elpnrar 
KaAds, dvaykn tpixpwv re elvar adriyiKal tovrois 

@ “*y.e. whether the object is actually further from the eye 
in space or whether (owing to reflection) the sight travels to 
it by a longer route ”’ (O.T.). 2 Cf. De Caelo 268 a 9 ff. 

2.é. inner, cf. 375 b 6, @ 374 b 9. 
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them than is necessary for our present purpose. At 
any rate, they give the reason why distant objects 
appear darker and smaller and less irregular, as do 
also objects seen in mirrors, and why too the clouds 
appear darker when one looks at their reflection in 
water than directly at them. This last example isa 
particularly clear one. for we view them with a vision 
diminished by the reflection. And it makes no differ- 
ence whether the change is in the object or in our 
vision @ ; the result 1s the same in either case. The 
following fact also must not be overlooked ; when a 
cloud is close to the sun, when we look directly at it, 
1t appears to have no colour but to be white, but when 
we look at its reflection in water it seems to be par- 
tially rainbow-coloured. The reason 1s clearly that, 
just as our vision when reflected through an angle and 
so weakened makes a dark colour appear still daiker, 
so also it makes white appear less white and approach 
nearer to black. When the sight is fairly strong the 
colour changes to red, when it 1s less strong to green, 
and when it is weaker still to blue. There is no 
further change of colour, the complete process con- 
sisting, like most others,? of three stages ; any further 
change is imperceptible. This is why the rainbow 
is three-coloured, and why, when there are two of 
them, each is three-coloured, but the colours are in 
the reverse order in each. In the primary ° rainbow 
the outermost band is red. For the vision 1s reflected 
most strongly on to the sun from the largest circum- 
ference, andgthe outermost band is the largest : and 
corresponding remarks apply to the second and third 
bands. So if our assumptions ¢ about the appearance 
of colours are correct, the rainbow must be three- 
coloured and its only colours must be these three. 
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tois ypwuac. Kexyp@ola povois. ro de EavOov 
daiverar dud TO Trap’ GAAnAa daiveobar. To yap 
dhowtKoby mapa TO mpdowov AevKov gaivetar. o7- 
petov dé tovTouv: ev yap T@ pedAavrarw vede 

10 udALoTa dKparos yiyverat tpis ovpBaiver de TdTE 
EavOdrepov elvar Soxelvy To howrxotv. Eort b€é Td 
Eaviov év TH ipids yp@ua petakd rot te powixod 
Kal mpacivov ypwuaros. Sia THY pwedaviay ody 
Tob KUKAw védous Aov abrod daiverat TO PowviKody 
NevKdv: gore yap mpos éxeiva® AevKdv. Kal mddw 

15 dmropapawvonerns THS tpidos [éyydrata],’ orav Avn- 
Tal TO powiKodv: 7 yap vepéAn AevKT odoa, Tpoc~ 
qimtovoa mapa TO mpdaowov, perabddrAe «is TO 
EavOdv. peytorov bé€ onetov TovTwY 4 amo THs 
ceAnvns ipis: paiveras yap AeuK mapTav. Yyiyverat 
dé rodro ore & te TH vehar Cofep@ datverar Kat 

20 €v vuKTi. worep ody mip emi mip, pédav mapa 
péAav move To Hpeua AevKov TavteAds paivecPa 
Aevkdv: Tobro 8” éoriv 7o dowikoty. yiyverar dé 
totTo To mdaGos KaTapaves Kai emi trav avOdv- &v 
yap Tots Udaopacw Kat ToiKiAwaow apvenrov d.0- 

25 heper TH havracia dAAa map’ adda Tibdueva TaV 
1 gore... » xpwparos post daiveras |, 8 fortasse trauciendum : 

post pdvos 1. 7 coll. Thurot, et pro 76 8¢€ favOdv daiverar ci. 
daiverar dé. exelvo Eoorr Neec 

3 éyydrara seclusi: om. E, Ap O] O.T. 

@ In what follows (ll. 7-17), Aristotle 1s trying to account 
for the orange colour in the rainbow. This he regards as due 
not to reflection, like 1ts other three colours, “out to the con- 
tiast of two colours in juxtaposition. The argument of the 
passage 1s not easy to follow in detail. What seems certain 
is that Aristotle 1s trying to explain two things: (i) the occur- 
rence of a yellow band between the red and the green; this 
he has already noticed (372 a 9) and refers to here (ll. 11-12) ; 
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The yellow colour® that appears in the rainbow is 
due to the contrast of two others; for red in contrast 
to green appears light. (And the yellow colour in 
the rainbow lies between the red and green.)* An 
example of such contrast 1s the fact that the rainbow 
1s purest when the cloud is blackest, and that in these 
circumstances the red appears more yellow. So the 
whole of the red appears light because of the contrast 
with the blackness of the surrounding cloud; for 
compared with the cloud it 1s hght-coloured. The 
same thing happens when the rainbow is fading and 
the red dissolving for the cloud, which 1s white, 
changes to yellow when brought next to the green.? 
But the best illustration of colour contrast is afforded 
by the moon rabow. This appears entirely white, 
simply because it appears in dark cloud and at mght. 
For as fire increases fire,* so dark placed by dark 
makes a dim light (like red) appear clear and bright. 
The same effect can also be seen in dyes: for there 
is an indescribable difference in the appearance of 
the colours in woven or embroidered materials when 

(11) the replacement of the red band by a yellow, which is 
apparently what he has in mind in Il. 10-14 and certainly 
what he has in mind in Il. 14-16 (see note 6). As Thurot 
pointed out, the sentence éo7t S€. . . xpepearos (Il. 11-12) 
in 1ts present position breaks the sequence of thought. I have 
suggested that 1t would come more naturally after ¢aiveras 
(1. 8) and translated accordingly. Aristotle thus starts by 
accounting for the yellow between green and red by colour 
contrast, and then goes on (1. 9 onpetov S¢ rodrov, sc. rod aap" 
dAAnAa daiveoGar) to give further examples of such contrast in 
which the whole of the red 1s replaced by yellow. éxetvo should 
then be read for éxeiva in] 14, 

> When the rainbow fades the red disappears first. It 1s 
to this that Aristotle refers here when he speaks of a yellow 
band replacing the 1ed as a result of colour contrast. 

° Proverbial. 
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ypwudrwv, olov Kal Ta moppupa ev Aevxois 
péAaow épiows, ere 8° ev adyh Towgdl 7 Towgdé- B10 
Kat of qroutATat daor Stapaptrdavew epyalouevor 
mpos TOV AvdyVvov TrOAAdKIs TOV GVOdV, AapUBavovTes 
érepa avi? érépwv. 
Auére pev otv tpiypws te, Kal OTe €K ToUTwY 

30 dalveras TOV ypwparwav pdvwv 7 tpus, elpnrar. 
OimAy Sé Kal auavpotépa Tois xypwyacw  aTept-~ 
éyovoa, Kal TH Géoer Tas ypdas €€ evavrias exes 
Keynevas Ova THY avTnY aiTiav: pmaKpoTépa yap 
amorewopevn 7 dYsis WoTEP TO TOPpwTEpOV Opa, Kal 
76 évraida tov adrov tpdémov. daobeveorépa obdv 

s75b amo THS e€wlev y avaKdAacis ylyverat dua TO Top- 
pwrepov moretoba tHv avdkdaow, war éAdrrwy 
mpoominTovca Ta YpWpLaTa Trovel auaupdrepa dai- 
veo$ar. Kal dvreotpappéevas 81) dud TO TActw amd 
Ths éAdrTovos Kat THs evTos Tepibepeias mpoc- 

5 TinTEL mpOS TOV HALov: eyyuTépw yap THS dybews 
ovoa avakAarat amo Tis éyyuTarw mepibepeias THs 
mpwrns ipioos. éeyyuTarw dé ev rH eEwlev iprds 7 
edaxiorn mepupepera, woTe arn e€et TO ypapa. 
gpowiKotv: 7 8° éxouevyn Kal 4 Tpirn Kara Adyov. 

1 SirAqjs ci. Thurot. 

A) 
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they are differently arranged, for mstance, purple 
is quite different on a white or a black background, 
and variations of hght can make a similar difference. 
So embroiderers say they often make mistakes in 
their colours when they work by lamphght, picking 
out one colour in mistake for anothe1. 

This, then, 1s why the rainbow 1s three-coloured and 
why the rainbow is made up of these three colours 
only. The same cause accounts for the double rain- 
bow and for the colours in the outer bow being 
dimmer and in the reverse order. For the effects 
here are the same as those produced by an increase 
in the distance of vision on our perception of distant 
objects. The reflection from the outer rainbow 1s 
weaker because it has farther to travel; its impulse 
is therefore feebler, which makes the colours seem 
dimmer. The colours are in the reverse order because 
the impulse reaching the sun 1s greater from the 
smaller and inner band; for the reflection that 1s 
closer to our sight is the one reflected from the band 
that is closest to the primary rainbow, that 1s, the 
smallest band in the outer rainbow, which will cou- 
sequently be coloured red. And the second and thiid 
bands are to be explained analogously. 

a Of, 3749 ff. 
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‘i ef Epus ep @ TO > Bf é 3 

10 TO A TO xpdpara 8 *,&p 
e 

@ 

n é€ éow, mary, éd @ 
@ 70 I, powrixody, é¢’ 
E, Sue: To Eavdy @ vo A, mpacwov, € éd’ 

d€ datverat ép’ od To Z. 

B 

Z Zz Z 

Tpeés S° ovKert yiyvovTat, ovoe mAeious ipides, 
bud TO Kat THY SevTépay yeyveodau davporépay, 
WOTE Kal Thy TpiTny avaKracu, mauTray dobevif yiy- 

15 veoOar Kal ddvvareiv adixvetabar mpos Tov HALov. 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT 

(I) Demonstration that when the sun ts on the horizon the 
raunbow cannot be greater than a semicircle (375 b 16—876 
b 22). (II) Demonstration that when the sun rs above the 
horizon the rainbow must be less than a semicircle (876 b 
28—377 a 11). (III) The differences an the size of the sun’s 
arc above the horizon account for the fact that racnbows do not 
occur at midday in the summer months (877 a 11-28). 
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Let B be the outer and A the inner, pnmary 
rainbow : and to symbolize the colours, let us use 
for red, A for green, E for purple. Yellow will appear 
at Z. 

Three or more rainbows are never seen, because 
even the second is dimmer than the first, and so the 
third reflection is altogether too feeble to reach the 
sun. 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT (contenued) 

Note.—The general intention of these geometrical demon-~ 
strations is chear. In the first the eye ws imagined to be at the 
centre K of the horizon (Fig. 1): the lines of vision form a 
cone with apex K and base the circle MMM. The sun or other 
heavenly body is imagined to be rising on the horizon at H. 
Then MMM rs the raanbow. It is evident at once that in the 
limiting case represented by the figure the rainbow will be a 
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figure can be drawn for other seasons unth the sun’s course 
shown as a segnient greater or less than a semicircle. And 
this vartation of the are accounts for the fact that whereas 
in the shorter days rainbows occur at any time of day, during 
the longer days they cannot occur at mdday. 

It will be clear from a study of the diagram that the 
rainbow can never be a complete circle or a segment 
of a circle greater than a semicircle ; the diagram 
will also make clear its other properties. 

(I) (1) Let A be a hemisphere resting on the circle Demon- 
of the horizon whose centre is K: let H be another #42 @. 
point rising on the horizon. If the lines that fall in 
a cone from K rotate about HK as an awis, and if lines 

Fig 1 
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To M emlevxJeioa dvaxdaobaou amo Tob The 
odaipiov émi to H emi ryv peihen ywviar, ™pos 

25 KUxdov mepipeperay mpoomecobvrar at aio 708 K: 
Kal éav ev em avatoAns 7 emt Svaews Tod dorpov 
4 avdKdaots yevnrat, HpuxdKdvov arroanponaerat 
Tob Ktihov bird Too opilovros TO vmép yy yuyvo- 
LLevov, av 6 emdven, det éAarrov TuucvKdiov: eAd- 
xorov dé, drav emt rod peonuBpwod yerntas ro 
dorpov. 

30 “EKorw yap én’ dvarodfs mpOrov, ob ro H, xal 
avakexAdoOw 74 KM émi ro H, kal ro ézisedov 

peed aan n ——, 

aes Pa M 

rd 
A 

Fig. 2 
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drawn joining K and M are reflected (at M) from the 
surface of the hemisphere back to H over the obtuse 
angle (HKM), the hnes from K fall on the circum- 
ference of a circle. If the reflection takes place at 
the rising or setting of a heavenly body, the segment 
of the circle cut off above the earth by the horizon 
will be a semicircle ; if the body has risen higher, 
the segment will be less than a semucircle, and it 
will be smallest when the body reaches its meridian. 

(2) For let the heavenly body be just rising at the 
point H, and let the line KM be reflected to H, and 
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* &ePeBdrfoben [ev & y A,} 70 aro rob _Tpuyesvov év 
@* 70 HKM. KUKAos obv 7 TOLLT) gorau Ths 
odaipas 6 6 péytoros. éoTw 6 ep @ A: Siotcer yap 
oddev ay drroLovoby Tov én Tis HK Kara TO 

376 a Tplywvov TO KMH éxBan Of TO emimedov. at ob 
amo trav H K avaydpevat ypoppal ev ToOUTW TH 
Ady ov ovoradncovrat Tob Ep @ A fpavicdion 
mpos GAAo Kat dAdo onptov’ mel yap Td, TE K H 

b onpeta dédorar kat 7 HK, dedopevy av ein Kal 7 
MH, wore Kat Adyos THs MH mpos MK. 8edo- 
pevns obv mepupepetas epaerar To M. éorw 81 
atrn ed’ Hs 7a, N M: wore 7 TOL) TOV tmepipeperav 
dédorau. mpos adn dé ye a 7h MN Tepupepeia. 
amo TOV adrav onpetonv 6 adros Adyos &v TH ado 
émimédw od ovviorarar. 

10 Exxeiobw oby Tis ypappn 7» AB, kal TeTHHOO 
ws 7 MH Tpos MK 4 Y A apos B. peilov dé 7 MH 
Tijs KM, emretmep emt THY peilw ywviav 7 dvdchaois 
Tov Kwvouv' bd yap THY pein yeoviay drroreives 
tod KMH Tpryw@vov. [peice & dpa Kat 7 A Tis B J 

15 mpoorremropiot obv mpos ry B, &@ AS TO ZL: aor’ 
elvas Orep tHV A wpos THY B, rHv BZ apos rh A. 
elra Grrep 7 Z mpos THY KH, 7 TO B apds aAAnv 
memounoten THY KIT, cai dao rot Il emi vo M éze- 
CevyOw 4 70 MIL. €orae ody 76 II wédos rod KU- 

2 seclusi: scilicet A posuit hemisphaerium supra ll, 19, 20. 
2 ed? & ci. O.T. 

3 peilov . .. tHS B secl Fobes: habent Feit Bion GN. 

@ | have omitted the words év é 4 A since A has so far only 
occurred as a hemisphere (11. 19-20), and so to speak of it lymg 
on a plane is nonsense. Sense can only be made of the words 
by supposing that A refers here to something else (e.g. “a 
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let the plane of the triangle HKM be produced? It 
will cut the sphere in a great circle: let this be 
called A. (It makes no difference which of the planes 
passing through HK and determined by the tnangle 
KMH is produced) Then lines drawn from the 
points H and K to any point on the semicircle A other 
than M will not bear the same relation to each other 
(as HM and KM). For if the points K and H and the 
line HK are given, the line MH will be given too, and 
so the ratio of MH to MK. The point on M thus 
touches a given circumference, which we will call NM, 
and so the intersection of the two circumferences ® 
is given. But the same ratio will not hold between 
lines drawn from the same pomts H and K and in the 
same plane to any circumference othe: than MN. 

(3) Draw a line AB outside the figure, and divide 

A B Z 
Dee ie cata et ae Ry 

Fig, 3 

it into two parts A and B in the ratio MH: MK. 
MH is greater than MK since the reflection of the 
cone is over the greater angle, subtending the greater 
angle of the triangle KMH. [Ais therefore greater 
than B.] Produce the hne B to form a hme Z, so that 
B+Z has the same ratio to A as A has to B. Produce 
HK to II so that B has the same ratio to KII as Z 
to KH. Join II and M to form the line MIL II will 

* 

great circle of the whole sphere’’ (O.T.)). But Alex. does not 
seem to have had the words, and the passage makes better 
sense without them. 

> 4.e, of the great cucle formed by producing the plane of 
the triangle HKM and called A (1, 375 b 33) and the circle 
forming the base of the cone (MMM Fig. 1). 
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ARISTOTLE 

KAov, ™mpos év at dar Too K ypappat mpoomimrovow" 
éoTae yap Omep n Z mpos KH, Kat 7 B re KM, 
Kal 4 A mpos TIM. pa yap €oTw, aan’ 1 mpos 
Sree u) pos pethen TAs ITM- oddév yap dioicer, 
géorw mpos ILP. TOV avrov dpa Adyov at HK Kaul 
KIT «at 4 ITP pds dMijAas eSovow Ovmep ai 
Z B A? ai dé Z B A a dvd Adyov 7 Hoav, ovirep uy) A 
T™pos B, 4 ZB T™pOs: A: wore O7rep a NH m™pos Thy 
TIP, 7 70 ITP mpos TY ITK. av obv azo Tay 
K H af HP kat KP eri TO P emLevxbGouw, al 
embevyetoau obras TOV avrov efouat Adyov 6 oviep 
y HII apos rv ITP: mepl yap TV avray yoviay 
ayy Il dvdAoyov aul te Tob HITP Tprydvou Kal 708 
KPII. wore Kal ] {IP mpos THY KP tov adrov 
egeu Adyov, kal 4 7o HIT mpos anv ITIP. eyes be 
Kal 7 MH T™pos KM roérov rov Adyov: ¢ Gvirep yap 
y To A mpos THY B duporepan. Wore GTO ThHY 
H K onpetwv od pévov mpos mnv MN Trepipepevay 
ovoralncovrat TOV avTOV éXovoat Adsyov, dana Kal 
dob: Orep advvarov. < émrel ov 7 A ovre mpos 
édarrov rod MII ovre mpos peeilen (opotws yap 
devxOnoerau), dfov 6 ort mpos adrhy ay ely THY Ep 
4 M Il. wor’ €orat orep 7 MU TTpos IIK, 7 » IIH 
m™pos THY MII [xai Aoury 4 To MH ™pos MK}. 
“Bay otv TO Ep’ @ To Il wéoAw Xpasevos, d.a- 

& OTnpOrL dé 7D eb @ M IT, KbKAos ypadh, 6 amacdy 
& 

10 eparperat TO yovidy as divaue Acbpeva qowodow ai 
amo TOD H xai K*- e¢ dé LH, Omolws SetyOjoovras 
TOV avroVv éxyoucat Adyov ai aMobe Kat aAAo Tob 
HpLuxvxAtov ouvioTdevan, O7rEp iy dduvaror, edy 
ov preg TO HLLKUKALOV TO Ep @To A mept 
av ep 7 HK II Sidperpov, ai dard rod HK dva- 
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then be the pole of the circle on which the lines from 
K fall: for the ratio of Z to KH and B to KIT is the 
same as that of A to ITM. For suppose it is not so, 
and A bears this ratio to a line greater or less than 
IIM (at does not matter which). Let this line be IIP. 
Then HK and KII and IIP will stand in the same 
ratio to each other as Z, B and A. But Z,B and A 
stood in ratios such that A was to B as Z+BtoA: so 
that ITH is to IP as ITIP to IIK. If, therefore, from 
the points K and H the lines HP and KP are drawn 
to P, the lines so drawn will bear the same ratio to 
each other as HIT to IIP, for the triangles HIIP and 
KPII are homologous about the angle IJ. So IIP will 
bear the same ratio to KP as HIT to TIP. But MH 
and KM also stand in this ratio, as the ratio of both 
HII to TIP and MK to MH is the same as that of 
A to B. Therefore, from the points H and K lines 
standing m the same ratio to each other will have 
been drawn both to the circumference MN and to 
another point. Which is impossible. Since, therefore, 
A cannot bear the ratio in question to a line either 
less or greater than MII (the proof in either case is 
the same), it follows that 1t must bear that ratio to 
MII itself. So the ratio of MII to IIK is the same as 
that of ITH to MII [and finally MH to MK}. 

(4) If, then, a circle is drawn with IT as pole and 
distance MII, it will touch all the angles made by the 
reflection of the lines from H and K. If not, rt can 
be shown as before that lines drawn to different 
points on tke semicircle A bear the same relation 
to each other, which is an impossibility. If, then, you 
revolve the semicircle A about HKII as diameter, the 

1ZBAE, @ Ap O.T.: ABZ Fobes. 2 secl. Fobes. 
8 H xa Kc. O.T., ef. Ap: MA xuxAov Fobes. 
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876 b , 4 5 > 79 &e \ 3 ~ A +) 

15 KAmpevat mpos TO ep @ TO M ev maou tots ém- 
médois dpolws e€ovor, Kal tonv moujoovor ywviar 
anv KMH: kat qv aowjoovor $é ywriay at HII 

\ > \ La 2°. + ” } a kat MII ési ris HIT, det ton eorar. tpiywva obv 
émt ths HII xai KII toa r@ HMIT KMII ow- 
eoTyKact. Tovtrwy dé at Kdbero. emt TO adro 

20 onpetov recobvTa: THS HII Kal toast eoovrar. m- 
arérwoav emt TO O. Kévtpov apa Tod KvKAov 76 

e , 4 4 , oA 1 >yP ¢\2 O, jyxdedov 6é To wept THY MN? adjpnras dao 
Tod opilovtos. 

~ \ b) Ly \ a ? “ ~ \ (Tar pev yap dvw tov yAtov od Kparety, trav Oé 
tapoonrepilopévwvt Kparetv, kat diayely Tov dépa: 

\ 4 lo ‘ ? 7 i / Kai 61a totro thy pi od ovpBdAdew tov KUKAov. 
25 ylyvecbas O€ Kal viKTWp amo Ths ceAnVns OduydKis’ 

ovre yap det awAypns, aobeveorépa re thy dvow 
(ny wore Kparety Tod ddpos: udAvora 8° toracbar 
tiv tpw, 6rov padtora Kpareirat 6 Atos: mAEiorTn 
yap ev avTh ikuas évéwewwer. |* 

Wdduw gorw dpifwy pev ed’ od ro AKT, éezava- 
80 reraAkérw dé To H, 6 8 déwv éotw viv éd’ of 7 

HII. 7a pév ody adda wavra cpoiws detxOyoerau 
¢ \ t € ay / on F) ¢ 379 @ ws Kal mpdrepov, 6 bé méAos Tod KUKAov 6 éd’ & 
I] xdrw é€orat rot opilovros rot é€¢ w@ 76 AT, 

e 8772 aplevros tod ef @ TO H onpelov. emi dé ris 
t 

2 ~ [4 5A ay A Ud A 4 r \ atrijs 6 te moAos Kat TO KévTpov Tod KUKAoV Kal 
TO TOD opilovTos viv THv dvaroAny: EoTt yap obTos 

e 

1 +00 mept tv MN (se. Kdedov) ci. O.T. 
2 S76 Mt Broo Foor m 1H N O.T.: dad Fobes. 
sac. OT. 
4 caiv pev 1, 22... &vduewev 1, 28 damnaverunt O.T. 

Ideler: om. Ap. 
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hnes reflected from H and K to the point M will bear 
the same ratio to each other inall planes, and the augle 
KMH will remain constant, as will also the angle made 
by HII and MIT upon HII. So the triangles on HII 
and KII.are equal to the triangles HMI and KMII. 
Their perpendiculars will fall on the same pomt in 
HII and all be equal Let the point on which they 
fallbeO Then O 1s the centre of the circle, of which 
a semicircle MN is cut off by the horizon.@ 

{For the sun does not master the parts above, but 
does master those near the earth and dissolve the 
air. And that is why the circle of the rainbow is not 
complete. A rainbow at night, due to the moon, 1s 
rare or the moon is not always full, and is naturally 
too feeble to master the air. The rainbow stands 
most firmly when the sun is most mastered : for then 
most moisture remains in it |? 

(II) Again, let the horizon be AKT, and let H be Demonstra 
raised some way above the horizon. And let the axis #" @)- 
now be HII. The proof will be the same in most 
respects as the one above, but the pole of the circle 
IT will be below the horizon AT, since the point H 
has risen above it. The pole, and the centre of the 
circle (O),° and the centre (K) of the circle on whose 
are the sun rises (that is, the circle HIT) are all in 

® This seems to assume that the great circle A (ef 375 
b 33: MPNH of Fig. 2) is the circle of the horizon, which 
1s not what the earlier parts of the demonstration would lead 
one to suppose, ¢7. 375 b 30 ff. But Aristotle may be speaking 
carelessly, or the words may be a gloss(O.T.: thereis no trace 
of them in Alex.). The O.T.’s conjecture, “a semicircle of 
the circle about MN,” would avoid the difficulty. 

» As Ideler and O.T. remark, this passage 1s certainly out 
ot place here: and I agree with the O.T. that “it 1 inco- 
herent 1n itself and certainly an interpolation ” 

¢ 4.¢, the circle which is the base of the cone, 
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ARISTOTLE 
7a 

éd? @ To HII. emrel de Tis Svaperpou tis AT 70 
5 KH emaven, 70 KEVTpOV elm dv dmoKaTw Tob opi- 
Covros _Tporepov Too ep wo To AT, emi rijs Kil 
ypapps, € od ro OF aor 2arrov cor at 70 
erdved TUAW TpaKuKAton To €p @ ¥ Y* +6 yap 
YO? TypacdeAvov mV, viv dé Amor eT uUNT aL bro 
tot AT cpifovros. 70 67 YO? ddaves orar adrod, 

10 emaplevros Tou HAiov: eAdxvorov 6°, orav ent peo~ 
npBpias: dcov yap dvesTepov TO H, KaTUTEpov 6 
T€ TAOS Kal TO KevTpov Tou ebichov ¢ éoTau. 

"Ore 8 év wey tats eAdrroow Huépais Tails per’ 
lonuepiay THv peToTMpuny evdexeras adel yiyveobar 

1 B Op Fobes: O Eyec Bree Fron m 1 Bekker O.T. 
2 FLO, OY Fobes. 

3 amr Fobes : do Basis Pee H N O.T. 

* Though Fobes’ readings, YYO and OY, have good 
shithority. it is clear from Fig. 4 that the sense of the passage 
demands the readings given here, which are those adopted by 
Bekker and the O.T. 
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the same straight lme But since KH is above the 
diameter AI, the centre will be below the former 
horizon AT’ on the line KIT at the point 0. The seg- 

re) 
Fig. 4 

ment YY above the horizon will thus be less than a 
hemisphere: for YYQ is a semicircle and is now cut 
off by the horizon AT’. So part of it, Y0,% will be in- 
visible when the sun has risen above the horizon, and 
the visible geoment will be the smallest when the 
sun is on its meridian. For the higher H is, the lower 
will be the pole and the centre of the circle 

(III) The reason why, during the shorter days after (III) The 
the autumn equinox, it is possible for a rambow to a oad 
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377 a 

ip, ev 5é Tats jLa.kporépous Tpepacs rais dard lonpe- 
plas THs eTepas emi THY ionpepiay Ty erepav rep 

15 weonuBpiav ov yiyverau ipis, alTLov OTL Ta eV mpos 
dipKrov TpHaTA TavTO peilen mpucuKdion Kal del 
emt poeila Tpuxvcdiov, TOO agaves peepar, Ta be 
TOs psonuBpiay THI para Tod lonuepwwod, 73 pe 
av TWHLa puKpov, To 8 dro viv peya, Kab det 

20 87) peta Ta TroppuirE po.” aor év pev Tais Tpos 
Gepwas Tpomas Tipépous dua TO péyebos Tob THN 
paros, mpi émi TO peor eAdetv Too TULAULATOS Kal 
emt TOV peonuBpivov THY 70 H, xara Hbn terEws 
yiyveran 70 II, da TO Toppw ddeordvas Tis yijs 
THY peony Bplay Sua 78 pdyebos 700 THA MATOS. év 

25 dé Tats aTpOs Tas Xerpepuvas TpOTTAS Tepas, dud. 
TO py TOAD Brép ys elvar Ta TUHaTa THY KU- 
KAwv, Todvayriov dvayKatov yiyveodas fpaxd yap 
dpbeions ris ed @ ro H, émi tis peonuBpias 
ylyveTas 6 Atos. 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT 

(1) Mock suns and rods. Rods are due to the reflection 
of our seght to the sun from clouds of uneven consistency 
(877 a 29-b 15). Mock suns are due to reflection from even 
and dense cloud. Mock suns as signs of rain (877 b 15-277). 
Why mock suns and rods appear only ai the s*de of the sun, 
and not above or beneath wt (877 b 27—878 a 14). (2) We 

s77a29 0 Tas 3° obras aitias dmodnnréov KQL TEpL Tap- 
80 nAiwy Kal papdav Tats eipnuévass. 
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occur at any time of day, but during the longer days in the sun’s 
between the spring and autumn equinoxes no rainbow ® 
occurs about midday, 1s as follows: When the sun’s 
orbit is north of the equator the visible segment of 
it is greater than a semicircle and continues to m- 
crease, While the segment that is invisible 1s small ; 
when it 1s south of the equator the upper, visible 
segment 1s small, while the segment below the earth 
is large, and increases as the sun recedes. In the 
days of the summer solstice, therefore, the size of the 
segment is so large that before the point H reaches 
the middle of the segment, that is, the mendian, the 
point IT is already well below the horizon, because 
the segment 1s large and therefore the distance of the 
meridian from the earth great. But in the days of 
the winter solstice the opposite result must follow, 
because the segments of the sun’s orbit above the 
earth are not large: for the sun reaches its meridian 
when the point H has risen only a small distance. 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

have stil to study the effects produced by the two forms of 
exhalation within the earth. They give rise to two types of 
substance, minerals and metals (878 a15-b 6). 

With 378 a 15 ff. cf. Hichholz, ‘‘ Arvistotle’s Theory of 
the Formation of Metals and Minerals,” C.Q. ahit VJuly- 
Oct. 1949). 

(1) Mock suns and rods must again be supposed to (1) Mock 
be produced by the same causes. Sade als 
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377 a 

Déyverat yap mra,pijAvos juev dvardwperns Tijs 
dews mpos TOV jAvov, papdou dé bud TO mpoomimrew 
TovavTaV otcav THY oxy, olay elzrouev del yiyve- 
ofa. sorav mAnotov ovTwy Too WAtou vepay amd 
TWoSs dvarraobA Tv vypa@v mpos TO védos: pai- 

87Th VETAL yap avTa jLeV dxpupdriora, Ta védn Kat 
edfuwpiay eioBr€rrovew, €v be T@ voatt paBdwy 
eorov TO vepos” TAH Tore yer €v TH VOaTL Soxel 
TO Xp@pa tod védous elvan, év b€ Talis paPsous € em 
avrod Too vepous. ylyveran dé robro érav dyai- 

5 uados 7 7 Too vépous 7} 7 ovoTaats, Kal TH wev TuKVd- 
TEpov TH dé pavov, Kal TH pev v8arwbéorepov 7h 
8° rrov: dvaxAacbetons yap THs oi ews m™pos TOV 
Tuov, TO oxfua peev [Tod jAiov] ovx _Opara [dca 
paKpornra Tav évortpwr], To oe XpGpya- did. bé 
TO €V dvenpucrcy paivecOat Aapmpov Kab AevKov Tov 

10 7)ALov, Tos év dvexAdadn u) dys, TO ev powtKody 
paiverat, TO be mpdowvov y Eavdov. diadéper yap 
ovdev did, ToLoUTwY opav ato TOLOUTWY dvakde- 
pevny: auporepwrs yap paiverar THY xpdav Gpo.ov, 
wor el KaKxeivws gowikotv, Kal ovTws. 
A‘ poev ovy paBoor yiyvovra: ov” aveopadtay 708 

15 evomTpou ov TO oXnBaTe aAAa TH Xpopare: } be 
TrapipAvos, éray rt pddora spadds 7 6 ap Ka 
MUKVOS Opoiws” B10 paiverar AcuKés. % pev yap 
opadarns | tod évomrpou trove? xpoav poiav Tis ep 
pacews: 7 3 dvdxhacus abpeas THis. opews, Sud TO 
Gyo. mpoominrew m™pos TOV WAvov a aro mKVAS ovons 

20 THs dxAvos, Kal odmw pev otans ddap* éyyds 8° 

: secl. Fobes. 
* wSwp Fobes codd.: sdaros ci. Thurot qui v8wp non con- 

strui posse censet: cf. Ap d8aradous. 
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A mock sun is caused by the reflection of our sight due to 
to the sun. Rods are caused when our sight reaches Te 
the sun in the condition in which we have said @ it ™* 
does when 1t 1s 1eflected from some liquid surface to 
a cloud, when there are clouds near the sun: for the 
clouds when we look directly at them appear colour- 
less, but their reflection 1n water is full of rods. The 
only difference is that 1t is the reflection of the cloud 
in water that appears coloured, while the colours of 
the rod appear on the cloud itself This takes place 
when the consistency of the cloud 1s uneven, and part 
of it is dense and part rare, part more and part less, 
watery. For when the sight 1s reflected to the sun 
its shape is not seen owing to the smallness of the 
reflecting particles,’ but its colour 1s‘ and the clear, 
bright light of the sun to which our sight 1s reflected, 
seen on an uneven reflecting surface, appears partly 
red, partly green or yellow.* It makes no difference 
whether sight passes through a medium or 1s 1eflected 
from a surface of this kind: in erther case a similar 
colour appears, and if it is red in the one case it will 
be in the other. 

The colour, therefore, of rods, though not their Mock suns 
shape, is caused by the unevenness of the reflecting 
surface. A mock sun appears when the air is very 
even and at the same time dense. Hence its bright 
colour. For the evenness of the reflecting surface 
produces an image of a single colour; and our sight 
is reflected as a whole and projected all at once to 
the sun from the mist, which is dense and very nearly 
water though not yet quite, and this reflection causes 

¢374b9 ff. Cf esp. 374 b 20. 
> 372 a 32, 873 b 17. 

© Of. 374 b 30. 
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vdatos, [d:a]’ To drdpyov 7TH HAiw eudaivecba 
~ “~ @ “~ 

XpOwa moet, womep amo xaAkod Aciov KAwpevyv 
¢? ~ “A 

dua THY TUKVOTHTA. WoT émel TO Yp@pya Tob 
ey 7 4 \ ¢ / , / \ HAtov AevKdy, Kat 6 maprALos Paivera AevKds. Sid 
S€ To adro Totro paAdov Bdaros onpctov 6 TaprALos 

~ e? “ A / \ 3 

2 Toy pdBdwy: padAov yap ocupPaives tov dépa 
evepyas eyew mpos yéveow vodatos. 6 dé vorwos 

~ f “~ Lf on ¢ 4 74 > tot. Bopeiou waAdov, dre pGdAov 6 vorios atp eis 
bdwp peraBdAde Tod mpdos dpKrov. 

Tiyvovrar 8°, womep eimopev, mepi re Svopds 
Kal TWepl Tas avaroAds, Kat otre dvwlev ot're Kdtw- 

30 Oev, GAN’ éx THv tmAayiwv Kai paBdor Kal mrap7jALou 
Kal oT éyyds Tot HAlov Aiav ovrTe méppw TavTEAds: 
éyyvs pev yap ovoav o Atos Svadver THY cvoTacw, 

/ b ” ¢ ? ? ? 3 \ aéppw 8° ovens 7 dius odk dvakAaoOyceTat- dao 
yap [LKpoU evomrTpou téppw amorewopevyn aaberrys 
yiyverat: 810 Kal at dAws od yiyvovras €€ évavrias 

ey \ \ / 878a TOD HAiov. avw pev ody eav yiyvnTar Kal éyyus, 
é e id 3A \ é *\ 7 € oP duaAdvaes 6 TnAvos: eav dé mrdppw, edatTwy 7 oyss 

otoa  worTe movely dvakAacw ov mpoomecetrat. 
? \ a f e \ \ id g 3? \ los ev 5€ 7 mAayiw [imo tov jAov]’ éori Tooodrov 
dmoorhvas TO évoTTpov, wore pire Tov HALov dia- 

~ ? ot bd 4 > a \ \ \ ~ 5 Adoat, THv Te Orv abpoay EdPeiv, dia TO Tpds TH 
vp depopévyy py dtacmaGcbar worep 50 ayavodis 
dhepowevynv. dio dé tov FAvov ov yiyveras dia TO 

; \ ~ “~ ? v\ € \ a ty? mAnotov pev THs ys StadveoGar dv bio Tob HAiov, 
ey 

dvw dé wecoupaviov Cyryvomevns ovoracews)* riv 
wv on \ @ 9O> 9 / Shw SwaomGobar. Kat dws obd° ex mAayiov peo~ 

1 secl. Fobes. 2 secl. Fobes, 
8 ci yf O.T ri yiv Fobes. 
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the sun’s real colour to appear, as it does when our 
sight is reflected by the density of a polished copper 
surface As the colour of the sunis bright, so, there- 
fore, is the colour of the mock sun. For this same 
reason the mock sun is more a sign of rain than of 
rods, the air being in a more favourable condition 
for the production of water And a mock sun in the 
south is more of a sign of rain than one in the north, 
because the air in the south is more liable to change 
to water than the air towards the north. 

Both rods and mock suns occur, as we said,* at sun- 
set and sunrise, and neither above nor below the sun, 
but beside it. Nor do they occur very close to the 
sun, nor very far off. For 1f the condensation is close 
the sun dissolves 1t, and if it is far off the sight 1s not 
reflected. For when the reflecting surface is small 
the sight grows progressively weaker as the distance 
increases, which is why haloes do not occur opposite 
the sun If, then, the condensation is close to the sun 
and above 1t, the sun will dissolve it: if it is far at a 
distance from it, the sight is too weak to produce a 
reflection and does not reach it. But at the side of 
the sun the reflecting material can be far enough 
away for the sun not to dissolve it, yet near enough 
for sight to reach it as a whole, because its course is 
near the earth and 1t is not, as it were, dissipated on 
its journey through space. Reflection does not take 
place below the sun because close to the earth the 
sun would dissolve the reflecting material, whereas 
when it fornes high in the heavens the sight is dis- 
sipated. Indeed it does not take place even at the 

@ 372 a 10. 

4 wwywvonevns svordcews C1. Fobes, cf. Ap: Gyros E Oe, 
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378 a : 

10 oupaviov yiyverat H yap orbs ov T™pos Th yp 
epeTar, wore dAlyyn agixveirat mpos TO EvOTITpOP, 

Kal 7 dvarchapern ylyverar mdptrav aobevis. 
"Oca jue oov épya ovpBaiver Trapexeatau THY 

ExK plow év Tots TOToLs tois Umep Tis ys, axedov 
15 €oTt TOoavTa Kat ToLatTa. doa o° év abt TH Yh, 

éyKaTakAecomern Tois THS yHs mepeow, amrepyale- 
TQ, Aexréov. 

Tove? yap duo Svagopas owparev dua TO Suraj 
TEPUIKEVOL Kab aurh, Kaamep Kal év T@ HeTecipey 
Svo ev yap af dvabvyudces, } wer drpudaddns dé 

20 Kanvesons, ws Paper, etoty duo dé Kal Ta elon TOV 
ev TH yh YeyvopEeveny, TO bev OpuKTa 7, dé perad- 
Acura.  peev oby enpa dvabupiacis €orw 4 TU 
exmrupodoa movel Ta, OpvKTG mavra, olov Aibeov TE 
yer” Ta, drnkra Kat cavdapdiny | Kal Bypav Kal pia- 
TOV Kal etov Kal 7rdAha 7a Towabra. 7a de mhetora 

25 TOV opvKrayv éorw Ta pev Kovia KeXpwpariopevn, 
7a 5é AiBos éx tovatrns yeyovws ovardcews, olov rd 
KivaBapr. tis 8° dvabvpidoews THs aTpuLdw@dovs, 
doa peTaAdeverar, Kal éorw 7 xuTa H eAaTd, olov 
aidnpos, xpvoes, yaAkos. ove? 5€ Tad7Ta Tovrea, 
7 dvatupiacis H aTLLOWONS eyKarakActouern, Kal 

30 pdAvora, €v Tots AiBors, dud Enporyra els év ovvbAr- 
Bopevn Kal TyyVUEV], oloy Y Spdoos " maxvn, 
Gray dmoKpOf. evra a é mpl aaroK piO iva 
yewarar rabra. 510 éore pev ws vOWp Tatra, 
éorw 5° ws ov: Suvduer bev yap 7 Be voaros Hv, 
ort 8° odkért, 08d" €€ vdaTos yevopévouv Sid tt 

1 apes TH yh Ap: do bid yiv Fobes codd. 

“The ‘fossiles’ include not ate certain minerals aa as 
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side of the sun when it is high: for our sight is not 
then travelling close to the earth, and so when it 
reaches the reflecting surface 1t 1s already weak and 
its reflection lacks force entirely. 

(2) This, then, completes our enumeration of the (2) The two 
kind of effects produced by exhalation in the regions ms 0 
above the earth’s surface . we have still to describe within the 
those which it produces when enclosed in the parts le 
of the earth 

It produces two different kinds of body, being itself 
twofold just as 1t is in the upper regions For there 
are, we maintain, two exhalations, one vaporous and 
one smoky ; and there are two corresponding kinds 
of body produced within the earth, “ fossiles ” and 
metals.* The dry exhalation by the action of 1ts heat 
produces all the “ fossiles,” for example, all kinds of 
stones that are infusible—realgar, ochre, ruddle, 
sulphur and all other substances of this kind. Most 
‘* fossiles ’’ are coloured dust or stone formed of a 
similar composition, for instance cinnabar. Metals 
are the product of the vaporous exhalation, and are 
all fusible or ductile, for example, iron, gold, copper. 
These are all produced by the enclosure of the vapo- 
rous exhalation, particularly within stones, whose 
dryness compresses it together and solidifies it, just 
as dew and frost ® sohdify when they have been 
separated—only metals are produced before separa- 
tion has taken place. So they are in a sense water 
and in another sense not: it was possible for their 
material to turn into water, but it can no longer do so, 
nor are they, hke tastes, the result of some change of 

realgar, ochre, ruddle, sulphur and cinnabar, but also those 
stones which cannot be melted ” (Eichholz, loc. cit ). 

> Book I. ch. 10. 
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/ ¢ e , 304 4 ¢ , 
378b 7a00s, wWomep of yupot oddE yap ovTW yiyveraL 

5 

TO bev xaAKds TO 5€ xpvods, GAAA mpl yeverbu 
mayelons THs avalupidcews Exacta ToUTwY éoTiv. 
610 Kal mupodrar mavra Kal yhv exeu Enpav yap 
éyet dvalupiacw: 6 d€ ypvods pdvos ov Fupotras. 
Kowf pév obv eipyrat wept adtav amdvrwyr, idia 

d€ oxeTTTéov mpoxerpiCopevors TEpl EKAOTOV YevOS. 
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quality in water that has already formed. For this 
is not the way in which copper or gold 1s produced, 
but each is the result of the solidification of the ex- 
halation before 1t turns to water. So all metals are 
affected by fire and contain earth, for they contain 
dry exhalation The only exception is gold, which 
is not affected by fire. 

So much for a general account of these bodies ; 
we must now take each kind separately and examine 
it in detail. 
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CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT 

Of the four constituent qualitres of the four elements, two, 
heat and cold, are actwe, two, moist and dry, are passive 
(878 b 10-26). These factors, active and passive, give rise to 
generation, change and destruction (378 b 26—379a11). De- 
struction is due to the failure of the active factors in a thing 
to master the passive. Decay 1s due to the destruction of a 
moist body’s natural heat by external heat, and so may be 
sad to be due to enternal cold or external heat. Confirmatory 
examples (379 a 11—b 9). 

378 b 10 "Erret dé TéTTOpa aire Biedproras TOV oTouxeloy, 
Tovrwy dé Kara, ovluyias KQL TA OTOLYELO TerTapa 
oupBeBnxev elvan, av ra peev Svo ToUnTLUKG., TO 
Deppov Kal 70 ux pov, 7a oé dvo mrabyricd., TO Enpov 
Kal TO dypov" y dé mioris TOUTOOY éK THs emaywyhs: 

15 paiverar yap ev Gow 7 wev Depporns Kat puxporns 
opiLovoa Kal ovppvovoa KOL _HeraBdAAovoar Ta 
” uoyevij Kal Td py Opoyery), Kal dypaivovoas 
Kal Enpaivovoas kal oxnpdvovoa Kal haAddrroveat, 
7a. 5é Enpa Kai dypd dpilopeva Kai rdAAa 7a €ipy- 

aiden 

¢ Cf. Book I. ch. 2. For the general doctrine of the four 
elements, each of which is composed of prime matter and a 
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BOOK IV 

CHAPTER I 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

Note.—The word translated “generation” in this 
chapter (yéveots) covers all processes of comarng into existence 
of whatever kind ; “‘ destruction ”’ (P8opa), correspondingly, 
covers all kinds of passing out of emstence; ‘decay ”’ 
(ofjus) is a particular, but very common, type of “ destruc- 
tron ’’ (PPopa), coverrng generally casts in which a thing 
decays, disintegrates or perishes in the ordinary course of 
nature (cf. 379 a3), ts literal meaning being “ putrefaction.”’ 

We have distinguished in the elements four causal The active 
factors whose combinations yield four elements ® : two {0G nessve 
of the factors are active, the hot and the cold, two are 
passive, the moist and the dry. This can be confirmed 
by considering some examples. (1) It is always heat 
and cold that are observed to determine, combine and 
change things both of the same and of different kinds, 
as well as moistening, drying, hardening and soften- 
ing: things dry and moist, on the other hand, are the 
subjects of determination and the other changes just 

pair of the prime contrarieties (fire =hot-dry, air = moist-hot, 
water = moist-cold, earth =d1y-cold), see De C'aelo in-rv, De 
Gen. et Corr.u 1-6. For the view that hot and cold are active, 
moist and dry passive, cf. in particular De Gen. et Corr. u. 2, 
329 b 20-33, and Joachim’s note ad 329 b 24-26, 
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378 b : 

peva, mdOn mdoxovra aura Te Kal? adrd Kat 6a 
20 Kowa €& apoy CWLATO. ouveotnker: ért 8 ek 7By 

Adywr SiArov, ols dpildpuela ras dvoes atradv: 76 
peev yap Geppov kal yypov ws TOUTURG A€yopev 
(ro yap ouykKpuruKoy WomTrep TOUNTUKCOY Tt ‘€ort), TO 
dé bypov Kal Enpov mabyrucov (TO yap evoplorov 

25 Kal SvadpioToy TH madoyew Te Adyeras thy pvow 
avTay). 
"Ore év OOV TO [eV TOL TUCO, 7a. 5é 7a Tuc ga- rr pev sown nruKd, 

vepov. Siwpiopeveny dé ToUTWY Anmréov & av ein Tas 
epyacias avray, ais epyalovras TO. TrOLNTUKd, Kal 
Tov mabyrixdy Ta eidn. a@p@rov ev odv KabdAov 
7 am Aq yeveots Kal 7] puorKy per aBodn TOUTWY TOV 

80 Suvdpuedy €or epyov, Kal 7 ayrucepern plopa, 
Kara. pvou. avras Hey ovv Tos TE purois trap 
xovar Kal Leors Kal Tots jLépeotv avrdy, éoru om 
7 anh Kal 9 puotK?) yevears peraBodn & dar0 ToUTw 
Tov Suvdpewy, Grav éywor yor, eK Tis brroKet- 
pers DAns exdorn dvoe adrar 8” «ioly ai elpn- 

879 a pevar Suvdpers malyruKa. yervdou bé 70 Deppov 
Kal puxpov Kparodvra Tis dAns: 6Tav be va) Kparh, 
KaTa [Lépos pe pdrvvors Kai asrerpia. yiyveras, 7h 
5° aaAy yeveoet évayriov padiora, Kowov onus: 
moa yap y Kara pvow Popa eis tot" o0ds € €OTLY, 

6 olov yipas Kab avavots. Téhos be mavrev [rdv 
drwy todrwr]' oamporns, ea pay To Big poapf,* 
Tov pice ouveoTarTay eorw yap Kal odpKa Kat 
doroby Kal oriiv Karaxaigat, dv 6 Tédos THs 

1 seclusi. TOUTWY ardvrev O.T. yap rdv dey dardvrewy E; : 
yap rovrew drdvrav Evo US: enim horum cunctorum Hen- 
ricus: 3é¢ rdv dAwy dadvrwy Bekker. 

2 post d@ap# virgulam ponunt Thurot O.T. 
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enumerated, both in isolation and in combination 
with each other. (2) We can see the same thing by 
examining the terms of the definitions we give of the 
natures of these factors. For we speak of the hot 
and the cold as active (for what causes combination 
is in a sense active) and the moist and the dry as 
passive (for what is unresistant or resistant is so de- 
scribed 1n virtue of being affected in a certain way). 

It is clear, therefore, that of the four factors two ther 
are active, two passive. Having established this, we Butual | 
must describe the operations of the active factors and cause 
the forms taken by the passive. First, then, simple S2neuig, 
generation and natural change are the result of these destruction. 
properties, as well as the coiresponding natural 
destruction : and these processes occur both in plants 
and in animals and their constituent parts. Simple, 
natural generation is a change effected by these 
properties, when present in the right proportions, in 
the matter underlying a particular natural thing, this 
matter being the passive properties of which we have: 
spoken. The hot and the cold produce change by 
mastering the matter: when they fail to master it 
the result is half-cooked* and undigested. But the 
most general contrary to simple generation is decay. 
For all natural destruction leads to decay, for instance 
old age and withering, and all compound natural 
bodies rot in the end,’ unless they are destroyed by 
violence : for it is of course quite possible to destroy 
by burning either flesh, bone or anything else which 
in the ordinary course of nature is finally destroyed bv 

@ Cf 381 a 12 and ch 3, note 6 on p. 306. 
’ The omission of ray dAwr tovrwy gives the sense that 

seems to be required, though there 1s no ms. justification for 
the omission; the passage is clearly corrupt and the words 
may be a gloss on wdvrwy. 
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aie A / ~ a pt > , ¢ A ~ 

Kata puow Pbopas ofbis €or. 810 dypa mpadroyv, 
elra Enpa Tédos ylyverar TA ONTromeva’ eK TOUTU 

‘ > f£ ‘ ¢ of ~ ¢ ~ A \ > 10 yap eyévero, Kat wpic0n TH byp@ To Enpov épya- 
? ~ “~ 

Comevey TOV TOLNTLKOV. 
t 2 ¢€ 1, 9 a na, f ? 

Divveras 8° % Pbopa orav Kparh rot opilovtos 
A e f \ A 4 ? \ 3 > 37 To Optlduevov Sua TO trepteyov. (od pv GAA’ idiws 

“~ b] ~ 

ve Aé€yeras otis emt TOY Kata pépos PUetpopévan, 
oTav ywpiobh THs dvoews.) 816 Kal onmerat Tava. 

> A , \ \ ~ \ @ 4 2\ 15 TaAAa mAnv Tupds* Kal yap yH Kat Bdwp Kal arp 
4 / al ~ 

onmera.: mavTa yap vAn 7@ mupi éor. Tatra, 
an) 3 3 t \ on ? ¢ ‘4 ¢ ~ > / onus 8° éoriv Pbopa THs év ExdoTtw vyp@ oixeias 

\ 4 / / € 3 > / 4 Kal Kata pvow Oepudrntos tm’ addorpias Pepud- 
‘ ~ 

TnTos’ avTn O° e€oTiv % TOU meEpiéyovTos. Wore 
3 A > ” / ~*~ ? ‘\ A a) émel Kar evdetav maoyer Oepuod, évdeés dé dv 

/ ~ 

20 TovavTns Suvduews wuypov wav, dudw av airia 
A ~ ein, Kal Kowov To mafos 7 ofiis, puypdorntdés Te 

oixelas Kai Oepuornros aAAorpias ia Todro yap 
Kat Enpdrepa ylyverar Ta oONTOMEVA TaVTA, Kal 
téAos yh Kal KOdmpos: e€udvros yap Tod oiKetov 
Geppotd ovveEatpuilerar TO Kara pvow vypdv, Kal 

276 omy THY bypdoTnTa ovK EoTLW' émayer yap 
\ ” 

éAxovoa 7 oikeia Depuorns. Kat év rots uyeot 0 
HTTov onmeTa, H év Tats ad€aus (€v pev yap TA 
xeyudve ddiyov ev 7H mepéyovTe aépr Kal voari 

4 4 @ > 3Q\ > é > A ~ 4 / 

76 Oepuov, war’ oddev ioxver, év de TH Géeper TrA€ov): 
a“ 4 \ \ e 

30 Kal oUTe TO Tremynydos (UaAAoV yap Yuxpov 7 O arp 
“a A ~ ~ 

Beppdv: ovKovv Kparetrar, To dé Kuvodd Kparel) ove 

@ Cf. Joachim, loc. cit : for the importance of odudurov 
Oeppdv of. Jaeger, Hermes xlvui. pp. 43-55, and Joachim, 
Journal of Philology, xxix (1903), pp. 72-86, and De Part. wn. 
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decay. ‘Things, therefore, that are decaymg become 
first moist and then in the end dry: for 1t was from 
these properties that they originated, the moist beng 
determined by the dry through the operation of the 
active properties 

Destruction takes place when what is being deter- Destruc- 
mined gets the better of what is determining it with aon ase 
the help of its environment (though there is a special caused. 
sense in which decay is used of things which are 
partially destroyed, when they have departed from 
their true nature) So everything else decays except 
fire - for earth, water and air all decay, since all are 
matter in relation to fire. Decay 1s the destruction 
of a moist body’s own natural heat by heat external 
to it, that is, the heat of its environment.? Since, 
therefore, a thing is so affected because of lack of 
heat, and as everything that lacks this property is 
cold, decay is caused by and is the common result 
alike of internal coldness and external heat. That 
is why everything that decays gets drier, until it ends 
as earth or dung: for as its own heat leaves it its 
natural moisture evaporates, and there is nothing to 
suck moisture into it (this being the function of its 
own heat, which attracts and draws moisture in). 
And there is less decay in cold than in warm weather : 
for in winter the amount of heat in the surrounding 
air and water is so small as to be meffective, while 
in summer it is greater. Again, what 1s frozen does 
not decay, as its cold is greater than the air’s heat, 
and therefore is not mastered by1t but what causes 
change in a “thing does master it. Nor does any- 

ii. 8, 650 a 2 fF, De Gen. An. 736 b 33 ff., 742 a 14, 784 a 
B34 ff., De Vit. et Mort 469 b 7-20, with Book II. ch. 2,355b9 
above. 
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379 a 

TO Céov 7 i Beppov (eAdrrey yap 7 év TO cept Be ppo- 
THS THS ev TH mpaypart, aor’ od Kparet ovde Tove! 
peraBoAjy obdepiar). opolws S€ Kal TO KivoUpEvoY 
Kal péov ATTOV ONTET AL 70d ascent iLovTos aobeve- 

85 OTEPA yap ylyveras 4) D710 Tis ev TO dépe Jepuo- 
379 b T7TOS Kivnots Tijs év TO mpdyware mpobTapxovons, 

WOTE oudev Tovet peraBddrev. 4 8 adrh atria, Kat 
Tob TO TOAD Hrrov Tob dAiyou onmecOar- ev yap 
T@ mAdou mAdov éoriv mip oixetov Kat duypov 7 
WOTE Kparely Tas év THD TEepieoTaHr Suvdpers. 416 

5% OdAdaTra Kara pépos pev Staipovpevy Tayd o7- 
WeTal, aTaca © ov, Kat TaAAa vdaTa woavrws. 
Kat Ca eyyiyveras tots onmopmevors 81a TO THY 
dmokexpiysevnv Oepudtnra dvaikyy ovtoay ovvt- 
ordva Ta éexxpilévra. 

Ti peév obv dors yéveois Kal ri dOopd, cipnras. 

« Of. 389 b 5: Aristotle believed that elas! things 
(e.g. maggots) are produced spontaneously fiom decaying 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT 

Chapter I has dealt unth heat and cold as causes of growth 
and decay in general, the processes which produce or destroy 
natural bodies: Chapter II goes on to deal with their effects 
on bodies so produced. The effect of heat on bodies 18 con- 

379 b 10 Aourov 8° eimetvy Ta eyoueva etm, doa at elon 
pévas Suvdpers epydlovra, e€ trroxedvwy trav 
gvces cvveorwrwy Hon. 
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thing boiling or hot decay, because the heat in the 
surrounding air 1s less than that in the object. and 
so does not master 1t or cause any change. Similarly, 
what is in motion or flowing decays less easily than 
what is static. For the motive force of the heat in 
the air is less than that of the heat residing in the 
object, and so causes no change. For the same reason 
large quantities decay less than small ones for the 
larger quantity has too much native heat and cold 
in 1t for the properties of 1ts envnonment to master. 
Therefore sea water in small quantities decays rapidly, 
but in bulk it does not and the same is true of other 
kinds of water. Living things are generated in 
decaying matter because the natural heat which 1s 
expelled compounds them out of the maternal thrown 
off with 1t 4 

This completes our desenption of generation and 
destruction. 

matter> ¢f. Hast. fn. v. 2 and Bonitz, Index, 124 b 3-22, for 
further references. 

CHAPTER II 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

coction, of which there are three species, ripening, boiling and 
roasting : the effect of cold 1s inconcoction. whose speries are 
rawness, scalding and scorching (879 b 10-18). Concaetion 
and inconcoction. Concoctron rs maturity, produced by heat . 
enconcoction 28 opposite (879 b 18—380 a 10). 

We must next describe the kind of effect which the 
properties in question pioduce when operating on 
already constituted natural bodies as their material. 
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379 b 

"Eore 61 Geppod pev wébis, wepews 5€ méravais, 
Ednous, ere Omryous’ puypdrntos Oé amepia, Tavrns 
d€ wydrys, poAvvais, aTdrevaors. Set dé trroAap- 

15 Bavew pa Kupiws Tatra AéyeoPar Ta dvépara Tois 
apdypacw, aad’ od Ketrat KaboAou Tots duoiots, 
wore ov Tabta GAAd Tovatira Sel vopilew elvar ra 
elpnjeva. €tdn. 

EKizwpev 8° atra@v éxaorov ti éorww. 
Tlédus ev otv dorw redeiwos t16 Tod dvauot 

Kal oikelou Oepuot éx Trav avrikepevwy tmaly- 
20 TLK@VY: Tadra 6 é€oTiv 4 oiKkeia éxdorw DAN. sTav 

yap mwed0j, TereAeiwrai re Kal yéyovev. Kal 7 
dpyy Ths teAcwoews taro Oeppdrntos THs oikelas 
ovpBaiver, Kav dud tevos THY extos Bonfeias ovv- 
emureAco0, olov 7) Tpod7) oumérterat Kat dud Aov- 
Tpav Kat dv dAAwv rotovTwr: GAN’ 7 ye apy) % év 

2,a0T@ Oepudrns €oriv. ro be tédos Tots pev 7 
duos eotiv, divas 5é Hv Adyowev ws eldos Kai 
ovaiav: rots 5é ets droKkeyevnv Twa popdyy Tod 
tédos eori Tis mépews, Gray Tovovdl yévyTra Kal 
Tooovel TO Vypov } OmTmpEvov H Edpevov 7) on- 
mopevoyv 7) GAdws awws Oepuawouevov: Tore yap 

80 ypyjownovy éoTe Kal memédfa. dayéev, Womrep TO 
yAcdKos Kal Ta €v Tots PUpacw ovviordueva, Gray 
yévnTo. mvov, Kal TO SaKpvov, oTayv yevnras Anun- 
duolws dé Kal TAAAa. 6 

1 seratyduevov (in O glossam) ci. Thurot. 

@ Notice that Aristotle assimilates chemical change of all 
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The effect of heat 1s concoction, and there are three Concocton, 

species of concoction, ripening, boiling and roasting . Weoncor 
the effect of cold is inconcoction, whose species are their 
rawness, scalding and scorching. It must, however, be ene 
understood that these terms do not properly describe 
the subject-matter under discussion, nor cover all 
the phenomena which should be classed together as 
similar. the terms just mentioned must therefore 
be interpreted to cover all phenomena which should 
be classed with them and not only those covered by 
their normal meaning.@ 

Let us deal with them in order. 
Concoction is maturity, produced from the opposite, Concoction. 

passive characteristics by a thing’s own natural heat, 
these passive characteristics being the matter proper 
to the particular thing. For when a thing has been 
concocted it has become fully mature And the 
maturing process 1s initiated by the thing’s own heat, 
even though external aids may contribute to it . as, 
for instance, baths and the like may aid digestion, 
but it 1s initiated by the body’s own heat. In some 
cases the end of the process is a thing’s nature, in 
the sense of its form and essence. In others the end 
of concoction is the realization of some latent form, 
as when moisture takes on a certain quality and 
quantity when cooked or boiled or rotted? or other- 
wise heated ; for then it is useful for something and 
we say it has been concocted. Examples are must, 
the pus that gathers in boils, and tears when they 
become rheym ; and so on. 

kinds (for this is, in our terms, what he 1s trying to explain) 
to the two easily observable processes of cooking food and 
ripening fruit: cf. 380 a 16, 381 a 10, b 3 below. 

> The sense given by Thurot’s alternative reading, 
** ripened,”’ is better. 
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379 b 

Lup Batver be TOOTO mdoxew dmraow, oTrav _Kpa- 
Ton 7 vAn Kal 7 dyporns: auTn yap éorw i) Opt 

35 Copevy bo ris ev Th pvoes Deppornros. EWS ‘Yap 
380 a av evi év avTh o Adyos, vous Toor eoriv. 510 

Kab dyteias onueta Te. Towora, Kal ovpa reat b70- 
Ywprnoers Kal CAws TO TEPITTUATE. Kal Aéyerat 
mremépan, ore SnAoi Kparely Tv Deppornra TV 
oikelav Tod dopiorov. arvdyKn dé Ta meTTOMEVE 

5 mayvTepa Kat Oepudrepa elvas Tovotrov yap a7ro- 
TeAet TO Depuov, evoyKdrepov Kal TayvTEpov Kal 
EnporTepov. 

eps ev ody robro eoTiv: amedbia de aréAca 
du €vdecav THs olKxeias Depuornros (7 dé evdera 
Tis Bepudrnros ux porns éoTiv): 7 e° dréreud 
cor Tov avrikeevwy mabyntiKav, Hep éoriv 
éKdoTw gucer vAn. 

10 Tébus ev ovv Kat atresia Siwpicbw rotrov Tov 
TpOTov. 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT 

The species af concoction and wneoncoctron. Ripening 
(880 a 11-27), rawness (880 a 2'7-b 11), bowleng (880 b 12— 

880 a 11 Ileémavous 8° é€oriv médus Tus" n yap Ths év Tois 
mepicaprions Tpopys meus meTavous Aéwerar. erel 
8 7 metus Tehéwors, Tore 7 TrETTOVOS red€a eorly 
érav Ta &v TH Tepixapmiy Omep Lara Suvyrat a dqro- 

15 TeAciv Towobrov ETEpov olov adTo* Kal yap emt Tov 
dAdwy TO TéAcov otrw héyomev. Trepikapmiou ev 
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Concoction, in fact, is what happens to everything 
when its constituent moisture is mastered; for this 
is the material that 1s determined by a thing’s natural 
heat, and as long as the determining proportion holds 
a, thing’s nature 1s maintained. So urine and excreta 
and the waste products of the body in general are a 
sign of health, and we say they have been concocted 
because they show that its own inherent heat has 
mastered the indeterminate matter. Things con- 
cocted are necessarily denser and hotter, for the effect 
of heat is to make things compacter, denser and 
drier. 

So much for concoction. Inconcoction is a failure Inconcoo- 
to reach maturity owing to a deficiency m natural" 
heat, and lack of heat 1s of course cold. This imma- 
turity 1s one of the opposite passive qualities which 
are the natural matter of all things. 

This completes our description of concoction and 
inconcoction. 

CHAPTER III 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

381 a 12), scalding (381 a 12-23), roasting (881 a 23-b 18) 
and its opposite (381 b 18-20). 

Ripening is a sort of concoction. For the concoction Ripening. 
of the nouri$hing element in fruit is called ripening, 
and since concoction is maturity, the process of ripen- 
ing is complete when the seeds in the fruit are capable 
of producing another frwt of the same kind : for this 
is what we mean by mature in other cases also. This, 
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880 a > ° 4 / \ \ ” 

ody avrtn mmémavois, AéyeTat be Kal dna ToAKd 
mémova, TOV TrETELLLevey, Kara pev thy adrhy 
iéav, perapopats dé, bud 70 BY Kelobae, Kabdzrep 
elpyTray Kal mporepov, dvd para, Kal? éxdorny re- 

20 Aetwow epi Ta dpildpeva bro THs dvois Gepyd- 
TYHTOS Kal puxpornros. gor Oe 7 puydrov Kal 
dréyparos Kat TOV ToLoUTWY mémavois 4 B10 Too 
guard Oeppot Tod évdvros dypob mews aovvarov 
yap Opilew pur) Kparoby. ék pev odv TOV mTVEU La 
TUC@Y Baran, éx dé rdv Towovrwy Ta ‘Yyenpa 

25 ovvioTaTaL, Kal eK Aenrav atel TraxvTEpa yiyveras 
TETALVOLEVO, TavTA. Kal Ta pev eis adi 7 dvois 
dye. Kata TodTo, Ta be exBadren. 

Ilévavois pév otv elpnra: ti €orw. wydrns 9° 
eoTiv TO. évavriov: evayriov dé memdvaet dre 
pia Tis ev TO mepiKapmin Tpopyjs: arn & éoriv 
7 ddpicros bypérns. 10 7 TMVEULAT UCT) u) bda- 

30 THdNS 7 ij Tav €& dudoiv cor 7) aporns. evel 3° 
y) memavats Tehewois tis €oTw 7 WydoTns arér«a 
éorar. yiyverar & x dré)evo, bu evdevay 708 gu- 
o.oo Deppob Kal dovpper play ™pos 70 Dy pov 70 
meTratvopevov. ovoev de dvypov aro Kal’? adro 
TETPALVET GL dvev Enpod: vdwp yap ov mraxvver at 

880b uovoy TdV vypdv. ovpBaiver 6€ TodTo } TH TO 
Deppov odtyov elvar 7 T@ TO opilouevov mod: 810 
Kat Aerrot ot Yvpol THY amar, Kal wvypol aor 
7 Deppol, Kal dBpurroe Ka dmoro.. Aéyerat 5€ Kal 
% dporns womep Kal 7 mémavors, TroMexds. obey 

5 Kal obpa Kal Umoywproes Kal KaTdppo. wot Aé- 

1 gauriv YS O.T.: adriy cett. Fobes. 

¢ This sentence breaks the sequence of thought and seems 
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then, is what ripening is in the case of frutt, but many 
other things that have been concocted are said 
to be ripe ; the process 1s specifically the same but 
the term used metaphorically, since, as we remarked 
earlier, there are no specific names for each type of 
maturity that occurs when matter is determined by 
natural heat and cold. In the case of boils and phlegm 
and the like ripening 1s the concoction of the moisture 
in them by their natural heat, for that which does 
not master material cannot determine it. So when 
things are ripened, if the material 1s of an airy nature, 
the product 1s watery ; if the material is watery, the 
product is earthy, and generally what 1s rare becomes 
denser. In this process nature assimilates some of 
the material to itself, and some it rejects 

So much for mpening Rawness is its opposite, Rawness 
which means that it 1s an inconcoction of the nourish- 
ing element in fruit, that is to say, of the undeter- 
mined moisture. So rawness is either of an airy or 
watery nature or a mixture of both: and as ripening 
is maturity, rawness will be immaturity. Immaturity 
results from a deficiency of natural heat and its lack 
of proportion to the moisture that 1s being npened. 
(Nothing moist ripens of 1tself without the admixture 
of something dry: for water is the only liquid that 
does not thicken.") This disproportion occurs either 
because the amount of heat is small or else because 
the amount of material bemg determined is large : 
hence the juice of raw things is thin, cold rather than 
hot, and ur®it for food or drink. Rawness too, like 
ripeness, has many senses. Thus urine and excreta 
and catarrhs are all called raw, the reason for the 

out of place here. For what Aristotle says about water ef. 
383 a 12 and note. 
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YovTaL 61 TO avTO alTiov' TH yap py kexparfoba, 
oT THS Jepuorntos pNndé ovveoravar aop.d ndvra 
mpooayopeverar. Topp S€ mpoLdvTwv Kal KE paios 
Wwos Kat ydAa wuov Kal GAAa 7oAAd A€yerat, édv 

10 Suvdpeva, peTaBddAew Kal ovvioracbar bm6 Oeppo- 
TnTos amalh H. 610 TO Ddwp EdOov pev Aéyeran, 
wyov 8° ov, dtu od Tmayvdverat. 

Ildmavois pev odv Kal Wudrns elpyrar Ti éorw, 
Kal dua Ti eorw éxdrepov adrOv. 
“Eybyous 8° €oriy ro pev GAov médus dao Depuc- 

THTOS typas Tod évumdpyovTos doptorou ev TO 
15 Byp@, Adyerar Se TODVOLA, Kupiws pdvov éml TOV 

eropevenv. Todro 5° av ein, WOTTEp elpyrau, mVEV- 
parades qj ddarddes. 7 be méipes ylyverau amo 
ToB ev TH Syp@ tTupos* To yap emi Tadv THydvev 
omrarat (sd yap Too elev Jepuod mdoyxet, ev 
@ 8° gotiy byp@, rovet éxeivo paAov Enpov, eis 

20 adro dvadapyBdvor) , TO 8 eyopevov TobvavTiov rove 
(Exnpiverat yap €€ avtod ro bypov tro Tis ev TH 
Efe Byp@ Feppacias): 510 Enporepa 7a, epia Tov 
émTaév: ov yap dvaoma eis €avTa TO dy pov 7a 
epopevar Kparet yap 4 ewer Gepporns THs evTos: 
ei 8° éxpdrer uy evros, efAxev av eis eQuriy. 

25 "Eorw 8° od may oG@pa ébyrov- ovre yap ev @ 
unde € €or dypov, olov ev Aifois, ovr’ év ols EVEOTI 
pev, adr’ advvatrov KparnOfva. 8a muKvornta, 
olov ev trois EvAors: aN’ doa TOV owparey exer 
bypéryra mabyrixny d b1r0 THs év TH dyp TpwHoEws. 
Aéyerar Sé Kai ypvads Sbeobar Kal EvAov Kal dAAa 

@ 380 a 29. 
> i.e, the water in which the thing 1s boiled. 
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term being applied to them being the same in each 
case, namely, that the material has not been mastered 
by the heat or acquired consistency. And if we go 
farther, brick and milk and many other things also are 
called raw if they have remained unaffected by heat, 
though they normally change and acquire consistency 
when subjected toit. That is why we speak of water 
being boiled, but not raw, because 1t does not thicken. 

This completes our description of ripening and 
rawness and of their several causes. 

Boiling, as a general term, is concoction by moist Boiling, 

heat of the undetermined material present in the 
moisture of a thing, but the term is properly appli- 
cable only to things cooked by boiling. This material, 
as we have said,* is either of an airy or watery nature 
The concoction arises from the fire in the moisture.? 
For what is cooked in a pan is roasted, being acted 
upon by the external heat, and in turn acting upon 
the moisture which contains it, by drymg it up and 
absorbing it into itself: what is boiled, on the other 
hand, produces the opposite effect, its moisture being 
drawn out of it by the heat of the moisture surround- 
ing it. Thisis why boiled food is drier than roast : for 
things boiled do not draw moisture into themselves, 
because the external heat is stronger than their own 
internal heat—if their internal heat were the stronger 
they would draw it in. 

Not every body can be boiled. Bodies which con- 
tain no moisture, like stones, cannot, nor can bodies 
which contajn moisture but which are too solid for 
it to be mastered, like wood. Bodies which can are 
those which contain moisture which ‘is subject to 
action by the heat in moisture outside them. Of 
course, gold and wood and many other things are 
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commonly said to be boiled, but it is not the same 
kind of process, and is only so called metaphoneally 
as there are no separate words to mark the difference. 
We also speak of liquids like milk and must being 
boiled, when the flavour of the liquid undergoes some 
form of change when heated by the fire surrounding 
it externally, which thus has an effect on it somewhat 
similar to boiling as we have defined it. (The end 
for which things are boiled or concocted is not the 
same in all cases; in some it is for eating, in others for 
drinking, in others, again, for some other purpose, as, 
for instance, we speak of drugs being boiled.) * Every- 
thing, then, can be boiled which can become denser 
and smaller and heavier, or of which part can so 
behave while the remainder behaves in the opposite 
way, in which case the parts divide, and part thickens, 
part grows thinner, as milk divides into whey and 
curds. Olive oil, because it cannot be affected in any 
of these ways, will not boil by itself. This, then, is 
what is called concoction by boiling: and it makes 
no difference whether it takes place in an artificial 
or a natural vessel, for the cause is the same in all 
cases. 

Scalding ® is the species of inconcoction opposite Scalding. 
to boiling : and the opposite to boiling, and so the 
primary sense of scalding, will be an inconcoction of 
the undetermined matter due to a lack of heat in 
the surrounding liquid. (It has already been stated ° 
that lack of heat means presence of cold.) This is 
caused by anpther kind of motion, which takes place 
when the concocting heat is driven out, the lack of 
heat being due to the amount of cold either m the 
surrounding liquid or in the thing to be boiled: for 

& 379 a 19. 
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~ e ~ 6 / r f \ bh at @ \ 7t® byp@ Yepydrynta mAciw pev elvar H wore pr) 
“~ h) A \ 20 Kwhoat, eldtTw bé } Wore Guahdvar Kat cuprepas, 

/ n 510 okAnpdrepa pev TA peuwAdvopeva ylyverat Tav 
e AG A 5° e 4 5 ; TAA edb dv, ra 8° typa Suwpiopéeva paAdov. 
"Exbnois ev ody Kab pddvvats elpyrac, Kat Ti 

€or Kat dia Ti €or. 
"Onrnots 8 doriv médus tad Oepuorynros Enpas 

Kat dAXotpias. Sia TobTo Kav &fwv Tis Trovy pera- 
25 BdaAAew Kal rérrecban, py) dd THS TOO Dypod Gepys- 

TnTos GAN’ bro ris Too Tupds, Grav TeAcoOF, Omrov 
/ A > ¢ / \ ma ¢ ~ yiyveras Kal odx eplor, Kat TH dre pBodf Tpooke- 

Katobas Aéyeras: dao Enpds dé Gepuornros yiyveras 
érav Enpdrepov yiyvyras emureAecbev. 81d Kai 7a 
? A ? a > 4 X ? ¢ A +] / s0 exros Enpdrepa Ttav évrés: Ta 8 EfOA TodvarTior. 
Kal épyov éml trav yepoxpyrwy To omrrioat petlov 

~ 3 H epoca: yademov yap Ta éxTOs Kal TA EVTOS Opa- 
ADs Geppaive. del yap Ta eyydrepov rod mupos 

s81b Eypaivera Oarrov, wore Kal padAov. avudvrwy 
obv tTav e€w mépwv od ddvarar éxxpivecOar 7d 
> , e 4 ? 3 3 ; Ld e évumdpyov vypdv, GA’ éyxarakdelerot, Orav of 
qmépo. pvowow. OomTyos pev ody Kal ebyois yi- 
yvovra, ev Téxvyn, Eotiv 8, womep A€yopev, Ta. 
io Agr >» A \ 4 va A A ] 

5 elon KabdAou Tatra Kal doer Guowa yap Ta ‘yuyve~ 
peva m7a0n, GAN’ avdvupa prpetrar yap  réxvn 

4 / A ~ ~~ ~ Thy pvow, eel Kal  THS Tpophs &v TH odhpare 
! ¢ rf eyes ae ae \ \ 2 e¢ \ 

médis duota efjoes eorivy Kal yap ev vyp®@ Kal 

@ So we speak of burning porndge, which we boil. 
® Anistotle’s habit of explaining natural processes in terms 

of artificial comes out very clearly in this passage: ef. ch, 2, 
note a on p. 298, and 379 b 14, 380 a 16, 381 a 10, 
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in these circumstances the heat in the hquid is too 
great to cause no change ai all but too small to produce 
uniform concoction So things scalded are harder 
than things boiled and the moisture in them more 
discrete. _ 

This completes our account of boiling and scalding, 
their nature and causes. 

Roasting is concoction by extrinsic dry heat. So, 
even if you cause a thing to change and be concocted 
by boiling it, yet if the change is due to the heat of 
the fire and not to the heat in the liquid, when the pro- 
cess 18 complete the thing is roasted and not boiled, 
while 1f it is overdone we say it 1s burnt*: but the 
cause 1s dry heat if at the end the thing 1sdner This 
is why the outside is drier than the mside of things 
that have been roasted, while the opposite 1s true of 
things that have been boiled And when done arti- 
ficially, roasting is more difficult than boiling. as 1t 
is difficult to heat both outside and inside evenly ; 
for the parts nearer the fire dry faster and so more 
thoroughly. When, therefore, the outer pores con- 
tract, the moisture contained in the thing cannot 
escape, but 1s trapped inside when the pores shut. 
Roasting and boiling are of course artificial processes, 
but, as we have said, in nature too there are processes 
specifically the same ; for the phenomena are similar 
though we have no terms for them For human 
operations imitate natural.2 So the digestion ® of 
food in the body is similar to boiling, for it takes 

¢ I have trdnslated wéhs by the narrower term “ diges- 
tion” here, rather than the wider term “‘ concoction” used 
to translate it elsewhere, as Aristotle 1s m fact talking of 
digestion. But the fact that he uses the same word for both 
shows that he thinks that digestion is to be explained as a 
form of cooking. 
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Depu@ 570 Tis Tob \oosparos Depuornros ylyverat. 
Kal amrefio Evia Gpovat TH podvyvoer Kat EGov 

10 oUK eyylyverar év TH mébe, Bomep Tues daow, 
adn’ ev TH dmoKpice. onmopevy év TH KaTO Kowhig, 
elr’ emravepxerau devon * TETTET OL yev yap ev TH dvw 
Kowa, onmerau 5° ev Th KETO To amoxpibev: br 
nv 5° airtay, ElpnTa. ev er€pots. 
‘H pev obv poduvais TH eynoer evayTiov" 7h be 

15 ws dnrTjTEL Acyouery meer é éort pev Tt dyTUcetLevov 
omoiws, dVWVULLWTEPOV d€. etn 5° av olov ef yevoito 
ordrevots dard. yen omrnats ou évderav Depuornros, 
h ovpBaln av iY bu" dhuyornra. Tob é&w Trupos 7) bud 
mAHGos Tob év TO Orr enLevep voaros: Tore yap 
metwv pev é€oTiv 7) wore py) Khoa, eAdtrrwr Sé 

20 7) wore meta. 
Te pey ouv €or mréyis Kal d.mrerpia, Kat memavous 

Kab aporns, Kal édnows Kat omrnoi Kal ravavria 
TOUTOLS, ELpNTAL. 

@ The reference 1s uncertain. 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT 

The passive factors, moist and dry (i.e. in practice water 
and earth asthe elements in which these qualities predoimmnate), 
are necessary constituents of all physical bodtts, whose char- 
acteristics vary according to the predominance of one or the 

ssibes «‘Taév de mabnrinay, tod dypot Kat tot Enpod, 
Aextéov Ta €t67. 
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place under the influence of the heat of the body in 
a hot and moist medium. And some forms of in- 
digestion are like scalding. And it 1s not true that 
worms are generated in the process of digestion as 
some say; they are generated in the excrement 
which decays in the lower belly, and subsequently 
make their way upwards. For digestion takes place 
in the upper belly and the excrement decays in the 
lower. The reason for this we have explained else- 
where.* 
Now scalding 1s the opposite to boiling, and there the 

is a process similarly opposed to the form of con- Sppaste 
coction we have called roasting, but it is less easy 
to find a term for 1t. It 1s the sort of thing you will 
find happening when a thing gets scorched and not 
properly roasted, as a result of lack of heat caused 
either through a deficiency of the external fire or an 
undue amount of water in the thing to be roasted : 
for then the amount of heat is too great to give nse 
to no change but too small to concoct properly. 

So much for concoction and inconcoction, for ripe- 
ness and rawness, and for boiling and roasting and 
their opposites. 

CHAPTER IV 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

other (881 b 28-382 a 8). So hardness and softness are the 
primary qualitres, anything whose surface does not yield being 
hard, anything whose surface does yield being soft (882 a 
8-21). 

We must now describe the forms taken by the passive 
factors, moist and dry. 
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> 4 rd) € A ? \ ~ / € a \ Hiotv 8° at pev apyat TOY owpatrwv at TalynTiKat 

e A \ , A > + A \ ? ; 25 bypov Kal Enpdv, Ta 8° GAAa peikTa Ev EK TOUTWY, 
e / de LAA ‘4 sAA ‘\ , 

OmoTépov dé paAdov, TovTov pGAdov rHv vow 
~ ~ ? ¢ “~ 

éoriv, olov ra pev Enpotd paddAov ra 8° dypod. 
3 ? Cal 

mavra dé Ta pev evredcyeia Cora, Ta 8° ev TH 
~ \ \ 4 

avrukeevm eye. 8° ovTws THES mpos TO THKTOY. 
A A 

émet 8° early TO pev vypov evdptoTov, TO de Enpov 
, ~ “A e 

30 SugdptaTov, GuoLov TL TH Gsm Kal Tots Hdvopacr 
mpos GAAnAa mdcyovor’ To yap vypov Te Enea 
aittov Tot opilecOar, Kat éxdrepov éxarépw olov 

/ / 4 \ 3 ~ ? 4 82a KdAAa yiyverar, womep Kal “KurredoxAns éroinoev 
? aw a té W Wa / a) \ év tots gduatkots “‘ dAdutov dati KoAAjoas.”” Kal 
dua Ttotro €€ audoty é€oTw TO wWpLtouevov capa. 

4 ~ “~ om 

Aéyerar 5€ THY oToLyeiwy idtairata Enpod pev yi, 
dypod Sé vowp. ba rodro amavrd Te Ta WpLopeva. 

~ ~ ¢ 

5 owpata evratla odK avev ys Kal vdaros (d70- 
tépov dé tAdov, Kata Thy SUvapv TovToU eKacToV 
daiverat)* Kal ev yH Kat év vdaT. CHa povov ecru, 
év dépe 5€ Kal mrupt ovK éoTW, 6TL TOV CwWUaTwWY 
vAn TadTa. TH d€ cwpatiKOv Talnudrwr tadra 
TpOTa avaykyn vTadpye TH Wotowevw, oKANpdTTa 

la ? ~ “~ 

10) padaKkoTnra: avayKn yap To €€ bypod Kal Enpod 
7) oKAnpov elvar 4 padakdv. €or. 5€ oKAnpov pev 

“ ? 

TO poy vielKov els a’TO KaTA TO éemimedov, UadaKov 
4 Cal ~ 

de TO UmElKOY TH LH avriTreptioracOas: TO yap Vowp 
+ , ? \ € / os / 4 3 ‘4 

od padakov: od yap vireikes TH OAtbes TO éximedov 

@ Of. De Gen. eé Corr. ii. 2, 329 b 30-32 “and Joachim, 
ad loc. » Diels 31 B 34. 

¢ De Gen. et Corr. un. 3, 331 a 3-6, says that air 1s character- 
istically moist (dypév), water characteristically cold: yet 
De Gen. et Corr. u. 8, 334 b 34, implies that water 1s character- 
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The passive elements of physical bodies are mvist 
and dry and all boches a1e compounds of them, the 
nature of the body varying according as to which 
predominates, dry doing so in some cases, moist in 
others. And all will exist either actually or in the 
opposite-sense, potentially: this, for example, is 
the relationship borne by the process of melting to the 
capacity for being melted. The moist is unresistant, 
the dry resistant,* and their” mutual relationship 1s 
therefore something hke that of a dish and its season- 
ing : for the moist causes the dry to take shape, and 
each serves as a kind of glue to the other. as Em- 
pedocles says, in his poem On Nature, “‘ gluing meal 
together with water” ® So the body formed is a 
compound of both. And of the four elements earth 
is regarded as having the most specific characteristics 
of dry, water of moist.° It is for this reason that all 
definite physical bodies in our world require earth 
and water for their composition (and each body mani- 
fests the properties of the one which predominates 
in it), and that animals exist only on land and in water, 
which are the matter from which their bodies are 
compounded, but not in air or fire. Of the qualities 
of body hardness or softness are those which must 
primarily belong to a determinate thing, for anything 
compounded of moist and dry must be either hard 
or soft. Hard is anything whose surface does not 
yield inwards, soft is anything whose surface yields 
but not by displacement; for water is not soft, and 
its surface does not yield downwards to pressure, but 
istically moist, and this is certainly the doctrine of the 
Meteorologica as a whole. Perhaps too much stress should 
not be laid on what Aristotle says n De Gen et Corr 331 a 
3-6 when he 1s speaking from a particular point of view. ef. 
Joachim, ad loc., and above, Introduction, pp. xix-ax. 
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ets BdBos, GAA’ avrimeptioratay. amAds pev odv 
15 okAnpov % padakov TO amAds Towbror, TpOs 

ETEPOV be 70 ™mpos exelvo TovodTov mpos pev ody 
dAnha ddpord eoTL To HaMov Kal Hrrov: eel 
dé ™pos THY aicOnow mavTa. Kptvouev Ta aicbnrd, 
dijov ort Kal TO ox)npov Kal TO padardy dméds 
mpos THY adnv wWpikapev, WS pEGoTNTL YpwWpeEvoL 

207TH adj: 610 ro ev brepBdaAAov adryy oKAnpdv, TO 
5° €Adeirov padakov elvat dapev. 

@ Cf. Book I. ch. 12, note bon p 82. 
> Cf. De Anima u. 11, 423 b 27 ff. 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT 

Any self-contained body must be hard or soft : whatever 
1s hard or soft rs a solid, s0 we must discuss solidification. 
This also we shall find to be due to the two active properties, 

882 a 22 ‘AvdyKn dé oKhnpov 7 padarov elvau 70 eipio- 
jLévov oda oiKelw épw (7 yap drreiker 7 Bm)” ETL 
meT™YOS elvan (rovr@ yap dpilerat): aor’ emrel méy 

25 ev TO apopevov KQL ouveoros v7 padaxov y 
okAnpov, rabra de mse early, dmavr’ av ein TO 
CW LATO. Ta ovviera Kal wpiopeva ovdk avev mEews. 
mEews obv Tmépt puréov. 
"Eoru 87 Ta airia Ta Tapa THY vAny duo, 76 Te 

mrovoby Kal To ma0os (ro juev odv rowdy ds ‘Sev % a) 
30 Kivynois, TO O€ mafos ws «l8os)* WOTE Kal mE ECS 

Kat Siayvoews, Kal Tob EnpaiveoOau Kat Too 
bypaiveoGas. ove S€ To mototy dSvoi duvapect, 
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is merely displaced.* Things which possess these 
characteristics without qualification are hard and soft 
absolutely ; things which possess them im relation to 
something else are hard and soft relatively Degrees 
of hardness and softness are indefinable with relation 
to each other ; but since we judge all sensible quali- 
ties by sensation, it is clear that both hard and soft 
are defined absolutely with reference to touch, which 
we use as a mean saying that what exceeds 1 1s hard 
and what falls short of it is soft ® 

CHAPTER V 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

heat and cold (882 a 22-1). Drying 2s a form of solvdifica- 
tron, and is due to heat or cold (882 b 1-27). 

A sopy defined by its own limit must be either hard Sohdifica- 
or soft, for it either yields or does not. Further, it °° 
must be solid; for this gives 1t 1ts definite limits. So, 
since every definite and formed body is either soft 
or hard, and softness and hardness aie the result of 
solidification, no composite and definite thing can 
exist without solidification. We must therefore dis- 
cuss solidification. 
Now there are two causes besides matter, the 

efficient and the qualitative, the efficient being the 
source of movement or change, the qualitative being 
the formal element. This will apply to solidification 
and dispersal and to drying and moistening. The 
efficient cause acts through two properties and the 
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Kal maoxer Tabnuacw Svoiv, WomEp ElpNnTas’ motel 
jev Jepud Kal buxp@, To d€ aBos 7 arrovoia 7 

882 b TOpovdLe, Feppod H wvypod. 
"Ere be TO myyvooda, EnpatveoBat Ts coTw, 

rept TOUTOV elrrwpev m™p@rov. + ro 87° mdoyov 7 
vy pov 7 Enpov  é€k TovUTwY. 7iHépeba de bypod 
cae ddwp, Enpod db¢ yihv: tabra yap TOV by pav 

5 Kal TOV Enpdv TrabnriKd. 610 Kal 70 pruxpov TOV 
mrabnTiKcay paMov- év Tovrous yap €orw* Kat yep 
7 vA Kai TO ddwp puypa DmoKerat, TounTiKov Oé 
TO yuxpov os Dapruxov 7 ws KaTG oupBeBnxes, 
Kabdmep elpnrau mpore pov eviore yap Kaul Kaew 
Adyerat Kat Depuaiveu To wuypov, ody ws 70 Oepuor, 

10 GAAa TH ouvayewv q dvrimepuordvat TO Oeppov. 
énpaiveras be bo eorly Bdwp Kat vdaTos «€lOn, 7) 
éyer vowp eit ema.kTOv cite ovpdves (Aéyen be 
émaKkTov pev olov év epiw, avuduTov 8° olov év 
ydAakrt). voaros 6° edn Ta Toudde, olvos, odpor, 
Opos, Kal dhws doa pndepiay y) Ppaxetav EXEL 

15 dnOoTAOW, | pn dua Loxpornra. evious yap airvov 
Too mad dplioracGar pndev 4 yAvoxporns, WOTrEp 
edaiw i witty Enpaiverar b€ mavTa 7 Vepyavo- 
Hevo. a) puxopeva, dpupdrepa de Dep, Kal v7ro 
Ths evros Bepuorntos 7 This egw kal yep Th TH 
pote Enpouvopeva, @orrep t tudriov, éav 7 Kexwpt- 

20 auévoyv avto Kal” aro TO bypov, bo TOO evTos 
Geppod ouvefarpilovros TO by pov Enpaiverat, av 
ohiyov H TO _bypov, eEvovons THS Gepuptynros tro 
Tou mepieotm@Tos wuypod. 

1 émel . . . ampdrov ene a 30 transponit O.T. 
dé O.T. 

~ @ Ch. 1, 378 b Q. > ¢.g. 347 b 2-7, 348 b 2-8. 
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thing acted on is affected in virtue of two properties 
as has been explained*: the two properties b 
which action takes place are heat and cold. and the 
qualitative effect is produced either by the absence 
or presence of heat and cold. 

Since solidification is a form of drying, let us deal Drymg. 
with drying first. The thing acted on 1s either moist 
or dry or a mixture of both. Water we regard as 
a largely moist substance, earth as largely dry : for 
among substances that can be moist or dry these are 
passive. And so cold is more on the side of the 
passive qualities, since it is contained in water and 
earth, both of which we assume to be cold. But cold 
is an active property either because 1t disrupts or 
incidentally, as explained before ®; for sometimes 
cold is said both to burn and heat, not in the way that 
heat does, but by concentrating and compressing 
heat © Water and all kinds of watery liquids are 
affected by drying, as well as all things containing 
water either extraneous or natural (by extraneous 
I mean like the water in wool, by natural like the 
water in milk). The watery hquids are, for example, 
wine, urine, whey, and generally those which have 
either no sediment or very little, and yet are not 
viscous ; for some liquids have little sediment because 
they are viscous, like olive oil and pitch. Things are 
dried either by being heated or by being cooled, heat 
internal or external being the active cause in either 
ease. For even things which are dried by cooling, 
like wet clotkes, and in which the water has a separate 
existence, are dried by their internal heat which, 
when driven out by the surrounding cold, evaporates 
the moisture if the amount of it is small. 

¢ Of. Book I. ch. 12, note 6 on p 82. 
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882 b 

Enpaiveras yee ovv, @amep clpnrar, dmrayra i 
Jeppouvopeva 7 7H bux opera, Kal mayTO. Feppd, 7 TO 

25 EvTOS 7 TO exTOs ouvegarpilovre TO vypov (Adyeo 
8° éxros pev Bomep Ta eddueva, evTos Se Crap 
adaipefevros bh Hs exer Oepydrynros dvakwlF dmo- 

: aveovons). 
Ilepi ev odv rod EnpaiveoBar cipnra. 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT 

Ingquefaction and solidification. Liquefaction vs the result 
either of condensation or of meliing * solids are formed erther 
(1) from watery liquids or (2) from water and earth by the 
action of heat or of cold ; they are liquefied agarn by the actron 

ssab28 To 3° dypaiveoOai € éorw Ev ev TO vowp yiyveobar 
GUYOT GHEVOY, ev Oe TO THKEo8a TO Tmemnyos. ToU- 

30 Twv Se ovvioTaraL pev puxopevov TO meta TEpL 
be THEEWS do. Kal ‘qepl mtews eora ofjhov. 
myyvuras de doa TIHYVUT a  vdoaTos ovra ) is 
Kat ddaros, Kab Tatra a Depue Enp@ 7) puxp@. 

83a OL0 Kal Avera Trois evayTiows, 6oa Averau Tov b70 
Qepuod mayévrwy y bm0 yuxpod- Th jev yap 770 
Enpod Deppod TrayevTo. bo vdaTos Aderar, 6 6 cory 
By pov ybux pov, Ta dé U0 YvyYpod Tayevra bad Tupds 
vera, 6 €or Oeppov. amiyvucba: S'aevia Sdfecev 

a * Aristotle does not distinguish in this or the next chapter 
between solution (AvecGac) and melting (rf&s): they ve 
treated indifferently as the correlate of wféis ’’ (O.T.). 
exception 1s 383 b 7, 12, when a distinction is assumed ee 
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Drying, then, as we have said, 1s always due to 
heat or cold, heat internal or external always being 
the active cause and evaporating the moisture. By 
external heat I mean, for example, what happens in 
boiling, by internal what happens when the moisture 
is removed and consumed by the action of the thing’s 
own heat as 1t leaves it. 

So much for drying. 

CHAPTER VI 

ARGUMENT (contznued) 

of the opposite of these two properties to that which caused 
solidification (382 b 28-383 a 6). (1) Watery hquds (888 
a 6-18). (2) Compounds of earth and water, (a) 1n which 
earth predominates (383 a 13-b 17). 

LiqueFacTiIoNn takes two forms: the one is condensa~ Liquefac- 
tion into water, the other the melting of a solid. Of #9uand 
these, condensation takes place when air is cooled, tion due 
while melting will be explamed at the same time ,g** 
as solidification. Everything that solidifies is (1) a 
watery liquid or (2) a compound of water and earth, 
and the cause is either dry heat or cold. So of things 
which solidify owing to hot or cold, those that dis- 
solve * are dissolved by the opposite property: for 
those that sohdify owing to dry heat are dissolved 
by water, tRat is, by moist cold, while those that 
solidify owing to cold are dissolved by fire, that is, 
by heat. (Some things would appear indeed to be 

notecon p 323). In chs. 8 and 9, again, solution and meling 
are not clearly distinguished : ef. ch. 8, note a on p. 343. 
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$88 a A e A ia e A / A e ld / 

5 av bid VdaTos, ws TO péAL TO EPOOv: mHyyvuTar Be 
oux bd Tob vdatos, aAX’ bmo Too &v adrt@ wW- 
xpod. 
"Oca pev ody eoTw vdaros, ov mayver au did 

mupos: Avera yap b770 TUPOS, TO bé adro* T@ arg 
Kara TAUro ovK coTaL alrvov Tob évavriou. ere Te 
dimevaut TO Oepuov TPYVUTaL, WOTE BHAov 6TL TH 

10 eloveva AvOjoera’ wore mrovobyros ‘Tob uy pod 
TIYVUTOL. 810 Kal od TaxvveTar Ta Touabra. ayve- 
peeve.” H yap mayvvots bypob ev amdvTos yiyveran, 
tot Enpot S€ cumotrapévou: vdwp Sé Tdv dypdv od 
mayvverat povov.” 
"Ooa dé Kowa, ys Kal Waros, Kal bm70 TUpOS 

15 mHyYVUT OL Kal bo puxpod, mraxXdver au dé B on audoty 
EoTL ev ws TOV avr ov Tpomov, €OTL 5’ ws dAdws, 
770 pev Deppob TO /bypov efdyovros (€Sarpicovros 
yap Tod dypod maxdverau To Enpov Kal ovvicrarai) 
bro 8é puxpob 70 Jeppov ex0AiBovros,, pe” 0d 70 
By pov ovvarrépyerat jouvetarpilov. 60a pev ouv 

20 padaKka adda pe dy pa, ov mraxvverar aAAd mayyveran 
efdvros Tob dypob, olov 6 Grrr ch uevos Kepapos* 
doa dé bypa TOV werKTOv, Kat Taydveras, olov ydda. 
moAAa S€ Kal bypaiverat mpdirov, doa % mayéa 7 
oKAnpa did bvypod mpovmApyev dvrTa, wormep Kal 

25 6 Képauos TO TpPBrTov omrwpevos arpiler Kal pa- 
Aaxwrepos yiyverat: 510 Kal SiacTpéderar ev Tais 
KapLivots. 

1 $8wp . . . pdvor alio quo traiciendum censet Thurot. 

¢ These words seem to be a parenthesis. Contrast ch. 8, 
385 b 1 ff. and ef. Hist. An. v. 22, 354 a 6. 

> If any sense is to be made of this sentence, ddwp must be 
taken (as by the O.T.) as=74 tdaros. Aristotle is distinguish- 
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solidified by water, for instance, boiled honey: but 
in fact it 1s not the water but the cold im the water 
which causes 1t to solidify.) ¢ 

(1) Watery liquids, then, are not solidified by fire, (1) watery 
for they are dissolved by fire, and the same cause !™4s- 
operating on the same substance im the same way 
cannot produce opposite effects. Besides, it is de- 
crease of heat that solidifies them, and so, clearly, 
increase of heat will liquefy them ; it follows, therefore, 
that cold is what causes solidification This is why 
watery liquids when they sohdify do not merease in 
density, for mcrease in density takes place when 
the moisture in a thing evaporates and its dry con- 
stituents are packed closer, and only watery fluids 
do not increase in density.° 

(2) Compounds of earth and water are solidified (2) com- 
both by fire and by cold, and are also increased 1n Pounds of 
density by both, their mode of operation being 1n water: 
some respects the same, in others different. Heat 
draws out the moisture, and when the moisture 
evaporates the dry constituents increase in density 
and pack closer; cold expels the heat and the 
moisture evaporates and passes off with it. So things 
that are soft but not moist do not increase m density 
when moisture leaves them but solidify, lke clay 
when baked: but compounds that are moist, hke 
milk, do increase in density. And bodies which have 
been made dense or hard by cold often become moist 
at first when heated, like clay again, which when 
baked steamg at first and becomes softer (which is 
why it sometimes becomes distorted in the kiln). 

ing between solidification and thickening or increase in den- 
sity, and says that watery liquids are hable to the fist but not 
to the second. 
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383 a 

Yd A Ss € \ ~ 4 a ~ 

Ooa pév ody td buypod miyvuTas TOV Kowdy 
~ . on - yijs Kal datos, wAéov Se exdvTwr yis, TA pev TH 

TO Oeppuov eeAndvbdvan myyvipeva, Tatra THKeraL 
Bepu@ eiovdvros mdAw tot Beppo’, otov 6 mndds 
4 ~ 4 A ‘ 4 \ “~ a 

80 6rav mayh: doa Sé bia ww, Kal Tod Depsuod avv- 
eLarpioavros amavros, Tatra 5é€ addura pr brep- 
Badrovon Peppornre, aAAd paddrrerat, olov oidnpos 
Kaul Kepas. THhKETAL O€ Kat 6 eipyacpévos aiSnpos, 
mote vypos ylyveobar Kai méAw myyrvobat. Kat 
Th OTOMWMLATA ToLovoLW ovTwWS* BhioTara: yap Kal 

383b droKabaiperas KdTw 7% oKwpla: Stay dé modAdKis 
adOyn Kat Kafapos yévynrat, TotTo oTéuwpa yt- 
yverat. ov morotor dé woAAdKis atro Sid TO dzrov- 

é / 4 \ \ 4 3. / 

ciav yiyveobar todAjv Kat tov orabwov éAdtTw 
amokaba:poyevov. éarw 6° dpeivwy oidnpos 6 

3y\ 7 wv 3 ; ? X A ¢ / 6 eAdTTW exw amoKdfapow. TiHKeTaL 5é Kal 6 AiBos 
7 A 

6 mupiayos wore ordlew Kai petv: To S€ myy- 
4 “ 

pevov oTav pun, maAw yiyverar oxAnpov. Kai at 
pvAat THKOVTAL Wore peiv: TO Sé péov mHyVdpEVoV 
TO pev xp@wa weAav, Spo.ov S€ yiyvera: TH Tirdvy. 
THKETaL S€ Kal 6 THAdS Kal H YH. 

v 3 e 4 “~ ~ / \ \ 10 “Ooa 9° tro Enpod Oeppot miyyvuTar, Ta pev 
dAvra, 7a dé Auta typd. Képapos pev ody Kal 
Aibwv éviwy yévyn, Soot bd TUpos THs yis ovyKav- 
Beions yiyvovrat, olov ot pvAta, dAuTa, virpov Sé 
KaL LA r A e “~ ? \ de LAAG ob a 8 A L ddes Aura dypG, ot mavri 8€ dAdd puxpG- Bu 

1 rixerat . . . yy del. Thurot O.T. 

¢ See Note on Ancient Iron Making at the end of this 
chapter. 
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Now, of the compounds of earth and water in which (a) m which 
earth predominates and which are solidified by cold, Gt” Bt . 
those that solidify because the heat has left them 
melt when the heat returns to them again, like 
frozen mud ; but those that solidify because of cold 
and the evaporation of all their heat are indissoluble 
save by excessive heat, but can be softened, hike iron 
and horn. Wrought iron indeed will melt and grow 
soft, and then solidify again And this is the way in 
which steel 1s made.* For the dross sinks to the 
bottom and is removed from below, and by repeated 
subjection to this treatment the metal is purified and 
steel produced. They do not repeat the process often, 
however, because of the great wastage and loss of 
weight in the iron that is purified But the better 
the quality of the iron the smaller the amount of m- 
purity. Pyrimachus stone will also melt and form 
drops and become fluid : when it solidifies after having 
been fluid it regains its former hardness. Millstones ® 
too melt and become fluid: and when they solidify 
again afterwards they are black in colour but like 
lime in texture. [Mud and earth also melt.] 

Things solidified by dry heat are some of them 
altogether insoluble, some of them soluble by liquid. 
EKarthenware and some kinds of stone which are 
made of earth calcined by fire, like millstones, are 
insoluble *: but soda@ and salt are soluble in liquid, 
not in all liquid but only incold. So they melt in water 

> Millstones were often made of various kinds of lava. 
¢ There is Ro prima facie contradiction between this and 

1 7 above. Mullstones can be melted by fire but aie insoluble 
in water. Yet the pvdda of 383 b 12, having been solidified 
by heat (383 b 10), can hardly be the same as the pvAa of 
383 b 7 which have solidified by cold (883 a 26). 

4 yirpov =sodium carbonate, 
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383 b 4 A Lig 4 au / ? / ? voaTL Kat doa voaTos €ldn THKETAL, <Aaiw 8 od 
isTHKera TO yap Enp@ Gepu@ evavtiov puypov 

dypov. et obv Exnfev Odrepov, Darepov AvceL ovTw 
yap Tavavria éora. aria TOV evavTiwy. 

NOTE ON ANCIENT IRON MAKING 24 

383 a 32~B 5 

In order to understand this passage, an interesting and 
apparently neglected one in the history of ancient metallurgy, 
it 1s necessary to know something of the method by which 
iron was produced in the ancient world. 

In what follows, I have been guided especially by the 
following articles: H.C. Richardson, “‘ Iron, Prehistoric and 
Ancient,” -{merican Journal of <irchaeology, xxxviu (1984) , 
R. J. Forbes, ‘‘ The Coming of Iron,”’ Jaarbericht No. 9 van 
het voraziatischegyptisch gezelschap “‘ex Oriente Lue”; 
Campbell and Thum, “‘ Ancient Iron,” Metal Progress, vol. 
20 (1931); Rudolf Schaur, “‘ Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Hochofen in Steiermark,” Stahl und Eisen, xlix (April 1929) ; 
article s.v. “ ferrum ”’ in Daremberg-Sagho, Dictzonnasre des 
antiquités grecques et romaines. An exhaustive bibhography 
can be found in R. J. Forbes, Bibliographia Antiqua, Philo- 
sophia Naturalis w, part J (Leiden, 1942).? 

To-day «ron is produced in the blast furnace, in which the 
fuel 1s coke and the ore 1s completely liquefied. The pioduct 
of the blast furnace 1s pig-iron, which has a gh carbon con- 
tent and 1s therefore very brittle. Steel is produced by a 
further process in which the pig-iron is again made molten 
and its carbon content reduced, steel being, in fact, iron with 
a particular range of carbon content (approximately 0:25% 
to 15%). The two steel-making processes now in common 
use are the Bessemer process and the Siemens open-hearth 
process ; it is unnecessary to enter here into details of either 
process, the purpose of both being to reduce the carbon 

« J am very grateful to Mr. Herbert Maryon of the British Museum 
for advice and help m writing this note 
“ “li, 4980) should now be added his Metallwgy wn Antiquity (Leiden, 

rill, ; 
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and the watery hquids but not in olive oil. For moist 
cold 1s opposite to dry heat. and what one solidifies 
the other will dissolve ; for opposite causes will thus 
produce opposite effects. 

content of the 1aw material (pig-iron o1 pig-1ron and scrap 
iron) sufficiently to make steel. In the blast furnace (and 
in the Siemens furnace) certain mpurities 1n the charge also 
liquefy to form a molten “ slag ” or “‘ gangue ’’ which floats 
on top of the metal and can be run off separately from it. 

The method of making iron 1n the ancient would was en- 
tirely different. The fuel used was charcoal; and in the 
charcoal furnaces of the ancient world 1t was impossible to 
reach the temperature at which non melts (1600° C.). The 
blast furnace, which can 1each this temperature, was not 
developed until the end of the Middle Ages, and even after its 
invention the possibilities of the new method were limited 
so long as charcoal 1emained the fuel; it was not until 1735 
that Abraham Darby of Colebrooke in Shropshire perfected 
the coke blast furnace which made iron production on a large 
scale possible. The ancient chaicoal furnace was, by com- 
parison, a very simple affan. It consisted of a shallow 
excavation, perhaps two feet deep, whose sides were built up 
with turf and stone to a height of two o1 three feet above 
mound level and lined with some sort of refractory clay. 
There was a channel which ran into the bottom of the excava- 
tion and through which air could reach the furnace, which 
to facilitate the construction was commonly built on the side 
of a hill facing the prevailing wind. The ore was broken up 
small and charged into the furnace with the charcoal. Bellows 
were somelimes used to raise the heat, but the furnace was 
often allowed to burn with a natural draught only. The ore 
did not become molten but did become pasty and gradually 
coagulate This process took some 8-12 hours. At the end 
of it the furn&ce was broken open, and the iron ‘‘ bloom ” 
which had formed as a result of the smelting process was 
removed. This bloom still contained many impurities, the 
dross, gangue or slag. The saree tt pane of the slag is lower 
than that of the ore, and can be still further reduced by the 
addition of suitable fluxes, which the ancients may have used. 
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It would therefore liquefy first, and find its way to the lower 
part of the furnace. Next the heavier non would trickle 
down, sink through the slag and gradually form a bloom at 
the bottom of the furnace, with the slag next above 1t and the 
infusible remainder of the ore on top When the furnace was 
opened, the bloom would be raked from its position at the 
bottom and the slag would run or fall or be knocked off it. 
But much of the slag would, nevertheless, remain adhering 
to or included in the bloom, and this would be, so far as 
ossible, forced out or knocked off by hammering or forging. 
n order to remove it more completely the bloom would be 
reheated and reforged a number of times, but complete 
removal would hardly be possible, and specimens of ancient 
1ron that have been analysed still contain much slag. 

The iron bloom that was finally produced after hammering 
would, if the iron remained pure, be wrought iron. But 
wrought iron has a very low carbon content and 1s therefore 
soft and unsuitable for tools. The problem of the ancient 
iron-wol ker was thus the opposite of that of the modern steel- 
maker: the modern steel-maker has to take the carbon out 
of his raw material (pig-1 on) 1n order to toughen it; the ancient 
1ron-worker had to get carbon nto his 1ron so that it could be 
hardened for tools and weapons. This carburization was 
effected in the process of repeated reheating ; for the iron 
bloom would pick up cai:bon from the charcoal fuel, and 
specimens of ancient iron in fact show a carbon content 
equivalent to that of mild steel, But the process of carburiza- 
tion was a tricky one, and its results uncertain : and it seems 
unlikely that the ancient iron-workers really understood it, 
though they knew quite empincally that repeated reheating 
did produce an iron or mild steel that could be used for tools 
and weapons. Hence the quality of the ore was an important 
factor as some ores, especially those containing manganese, 
more easily pioduced iron of the requisite quality when 
treated by this method than others. The ores of Noricum 
were especially suited to produce a good quality metal by 
ancient methods, and that area (the seat of the Halstatt civili- 
zation) remained celebrated for its iron tfiroughout the 
Greco-Roman period. 

To render the iron or mild steel so produced hard enough 
for too) purposes, 1t was necessary to quench it in water from 
a white heat. This process was certainly known to the 
Greeks, and passing reference to it 1s not uncommon. It 1s 
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effective only when the iron has a certain minimum carbon 
content. hence the importance of the carburization process 
without which iron will not harden enough to use for tools 
and weapons. Theie aie, therefore, two main stages in 
ancient 110n-working: (a) the smelting of the ore and the 
production of a bloom of forgeable iron; (0) the forging of the 
iron bloonrso produced into a tool or weapon with the quench- 
ing as its final stage. (Tempering may have been known to 
the Romans, but can be ignored for our present purpose.) 

It remains to interpret the present passage (383 a 39-b 5) in 
terms of ancient methods By eipyacueévos oidnpos (‘* wrought 
iron "’), Aristotle presumably refers to the produce of the iron 
furnace, the bloom that has been forged or “ wrought.’’ It 
1s doubtful 1f any ancient furnace could have melted this 
(even though its melting-point would be less than that of pure 
iron), and no ancient smith would have wished to do so, for the 
casting of iron was unknown 1n the ancient world. Though, 
therefore, Aristotle speaks of the iron “melting” (r7jcerat 1. 32), 
he probably does not mean complete liquefaction. In the 
previous line he speaks of iron as softening (yoAdrreras 1. 81), 
and dypds (1. 33) can be used of substances that aie soft and 
phant as well as of those that are liquid Aristotle should 
therefore be understood to mean that ‘* wrought iron ” when 
heated will become soft and pliable rather than that it will 
become Jiquid. 

It is not ummediately obvious to which of the two main 
stages of the iron-making process defined above the remainder 
of the passage refers. The critical word is orduwpa (‘* steel *’). 
The word is not common 1n classical authors, as reference to 
L&S® and Stephanus will show.* Basically it seems to 
mean the capacity of steel to take an edge (ef. Latin aczeg) : 
so ordua 1s used (e.g. by Homer, il. xv. 389) of the edge or 
pout of a weapon. But ancient iron would only take an 
edge when it had been hardened by quenching: so L&S® 
give “ hardened iron,’’ “ steel,” as the meaning, L&S® 
“iron haidened to take a sharp edge,” and we find the 
connexion of oréywwya with quenching explicitly made by 
Plutarch, Mofalia 78 c: domep 6 ofdnpos ruKvodrat TH zepe- 
weer kal déyerar tiv orduwow dvebeis mpdrov vad Jepudryros 
Kal padaKxds yevdpevos, ovrw Trois didots SiaKxexuwevors Kat 

« The only occurrence before the 4th century 1s m a fragment of Cra- 
tinus. fr 247 Kock, Pollux 10 186 Aristophanes has cropéw (Nub. 
1108, 1110). 
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Beppots odor bro ta&v éeraivwr worep Babyy atpépa tHv zap- 
pnoiay érayew. Other passages in Plutarch bear this out 
(z6ed. 156 B, 943 £, Lye. 9), and so also does a passage fiom 
Aetius quoted by Stephanus. Metaphouically oréuwya 1s 
used either with 1eference to its hardness or to its cutting 
power (Plutarch, Wor. 625 s, 693 a; Arrian, Tact. 12. 2, of. 
Ael. Tact. 13. 2: compare Aiistophanes’ use of eropsw “to 
harden” 1n the sense of “to train” Vub. 1108, 1110). orduwpya 
then means the non-steel product of the ancient furnace after 
rt has been hardened by quenching and made capable of 
taking a cutting edge. 

At first sight, therefore, one would expect our passage to 
refer to the second main stage of ancient 1ron making. The 
smith when making a tool would start with the eipyacpévos 
oidnpos, the iron bloom, and would heat it in his charcoal 
furnace. He would have to 1eheat 1t a number of times, since 
1t would not remain long at a workable heat when taken out 
of the furnace. But his bloom would, as we have seen, stil] 
contain many impurities, and these would mielt (as in the 
iron-fuilnace, stage (a@)) and drop off the bloom and be 1aked 
away with the ash of the furnace (u¢iorarat . . . Kal do- 
Kadatpera: kadrw 383 a 34). Too frequent reheating would lead 
to loss of weight, and would be avoided: and the better the 
iron the less the impurity and the less the loss. Also, though 
Aristotle could not know this, the bloom would pick up 
carhon from the charcoal furnace, and so become more surt- 
able fo. quenching. 

But Aristotle makes no mention of quenching, and he 
may be thinking of the former of the two stages, and using 
orduwpa as a general term for 1on, which becomes hard after 
quenching. We must then suppose that he 1s reminded b 
his reference to wrought iron of the smelting process hich 
also (xai 383 a 33) depends on the reaction of iron ore to heat. 
The words tgiorara: . . . Kat daoxabaiperas Kérw 4 oxwpia 
383 a 34 refer to the slag sinking to the bottom of the furnace 
and being raked away. Ideler and the O.T. find the words 
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puzzling because both think in terms of the blast furnace in 
which the metal leqguefies and the melted slag floats on top 
of it. Butin the ancient furnace the slag would “ sink to the 
bottom ’” with the non Several reheatings and reforging's 
are necessary before the impurities are sufficiently 1emoved 
(woAAdKts 7007 383 b 1), and the purer the ore (o/dypos covering 
the ore as well as the product) the smaller the amount of 
impurity to be1 emoved. Too frequent reheating was avoided 
because of the loss of weight consequent upon it (383 b 2). 

The translation of od owotor 8é woMdxs atrd (883 b 2) as 
‘they do not repeat the process often ”’ follows Ideler, St.~ 
Hilaire and O.T. (and is supported by Alex. 207.23). There 
1s at first sight a contradiction with moAAdks wad ‘ frequent 
subjection to this treatment ” (383 b 1), since both contexts 
refer to the process of reheating. The contradiction can be re- 
solved by supposing that what Aristotle means is that while 
reheating was necessary (woAAdx«is 383 b 1), 1t inevitably en- 
tailed some loss of metal and so was not 1epeated unduly often 
(rroAAdis 383 b 2), not more often, we may suppose, than was 
absolutely necessary. St.-Hilaire makes the point by trans- 
lating woAAdxis “‘ plusieurs fois” and “ souvent ” in the two 
contexts. 

Either interpretation of the passage is consistent with 
ancient practice : hut Aristotle’s characteristic brevity makes 
a decision between them difficult. Nor 1s there niuch evidence 
elsewhere in ancient literature to throw hght on the subject. 
[Arist ] De Morab. cluse, 48 tells us very little, though it 
perhaps suggests that the pyrimachus stone (mentioned also 
here 383 b 5) was used asa flux. Idoubt whether, as Richard- 
son suggests, 1t is evidence for the use of a crucible process. 
Hippocrates, wepi Avairns 1. 13, refers briefly to the process 
of forging and quenching (possibly to smelting also). And 
Phny, Wat. Hist. xxxiv, has a numbei of miscellaneous and 
not very Ulumimating remarks. But in the main we must 
rely on non-literary evidence. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT 

Inquefaction and solidrficatron (contenued.). Compounds 
of earth and water, (b) 1n which water predominates: the 

4, \ > € 4 4 tA ¢ ¢ 

333b18 Ilaydverar pév ovy varo mupos povov, dca BoaTes 
> , ” “A “~ , 5) 3, er A“ 5 \ N ‘ 

ar€ov exer H ys, THyvuTas Sé, Goa ys. 810 Kal Td 
r + oe 2) i > Pv ‘ rb \ 

20 virpov Kat ot GAes yiis eiow paAdov, Kat AiBos Kal 

Képaj.os. 
4 “~ - 

"Amropwrara dé Eyer Tod éAaiov dvows. ef prev 
4 35 £5 , 9 ¢ 4 ~ +) de ~ yap voaTos, ede. THyvvEbaL bao Yuypod, ei SE ys 

4 ¢€ \ , ~ 4 4 \ ¢ ) 4 mAéov, bd TUpds* vov Se mrHyyvuTas ev dm’ ovdde~ 
, 4 > 3 a 

Tépov, mayvverar b€ dm audoiv. airiov 8° éoriv 
3 ~ 4 . ? ~ 

25 Ort dépos éoriv wAfpes. S10 Kal év 7G Vdare éem- 
4 \ s € 3A , Ed 4 A iy 

moAdle* Kai yap 6 anp déperar avw. TO ev odv 
~ > ~ 

uuypov eK TOU evovTos mvedpaTos vowp moLoby 
7 + oe | tA ¢ ~ id 4 yA maxvver’ ael yap, orav pewyOA vdwp Kal Edatov, 

dudoty yiyverat mayvrepov. vio dé updos Kal 

xpovov mayvveras Kal AevKaiverat, AevKaiveras pev 
9 i + 9 «= @ 4 4 Q 30 e€arpilovros et Tu evnv vdaros, mayvverar Sé did. 

Fon) ~ ~ > 

TO papatvouevov Tob Geppot éx rod dépos yiyveobas 
e 3 od A > A > 4 ld é 

Bdwp. dpdotépws ev odv To avro yiyverar mdbos, 
4 4A A 3 f bd 5 3 e f 7 4 

Kal dua 70 add, GAA’ ody Woatrws. TAYUVETOL [EV 
> ¢ 39 3 - 3 ? > ¢ 3 > tA obv bm’ apdorépwr, od Enpaiverar 8 bm’ odderépov- 
of 4 € “oT td 4 “~ f 4 f 

ore yap 6 HALos ovTe TO Biyos Enpaiver: ob udvov 
fa > 

84a SuoTs yAicypov, adda Kal Side aépos éariv. ov 
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CHAPTER VII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

special case of olive oul (883 b 18—384a1). Lnquefaction and 
solidification of varrous particular compounds of earth and 
water discussed (884 a 2—b 23). 

Compounps which contain more water than earth are (6) 1n which 
only increased in density by fire, but those that con- Jomunates. 
tain more earth than water are solidified. Soda and 
salt, therefore, contain more earth, and also stone and 
clay. 
The nature of olive oil is the most difficult to de- 

termine. For if it contained more water, cold 
should solidify 1t, 1f more earth, fire should do so. 
In fact, however, its density is increased by both, 
while it is solidified by neither. The reason is that 
it is full of air, which 1s why it floats on water, since 
air naturally moves upwards. Cold therefore in- 
creases its density by turning the air in it to water, 
for when oil and water are mixed the density of the 
compound is greater than that of either constituent. 
Oil is also increased in density and turned white by 
fire and by age: it is turned white because of the 
evaporation of any water it contained; its density 
is increased because as its heat fades the air in it is 
turned to water. The effect, therefore, is the same 
in either case, and so also is the cause, but it operates 
in a different way. But while its density is increased 
both by heat and cold, it is not dried by either (for 
neither sun nor frost dries it), not only because it is 
viscous but because it contains air ; for it is not dried 

a Cf. De Gen. An. ii. 2, 735 b 13 ff. 
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384 a / 4 4 4 1 oO A € \ / Enpaivera, dé [TO Vdwp] odd’ eberar bd Tupés, 
/ éTt ovK armies dua yAioypoTyTa. 

¢ \ \ & \ ~ ‘ \ eal 

Ooa dé pexra vdaTos Kal yis, Kata TO TARBos 
? \ 

éxarépov aftov A€yeoOas: olvos yap Tis Kai THyvuTaL 
e “~ 3 / 

5 Kat ewerat, olov To yAcdKos. armrépyerau 8 dad 
“~ , ‘ 

mdvrav tev Towvrwyv Enpawopevwv To vVdwp. 
“A € € \ > / 

onuectov § 6Tt TO UOwp* 7 yap aTpis ovvioraras ets 
if) 27 nN Mé _ e 
Bdwp, edv tis BovAnrar ovdAdéyew: Wore doors 

“~ aA Y 

Nelmerai tt, ToOTO ys. évia b€ TovTwy Kal to 
“a \ uuypot, Worep elpnrar, maxvverar Kal Enpalverat: 

\ 

1070 yap wuypov od povoy miyvucw, adda Enpaiver 
pev Uowp, Taxyvver S€ TOY aépa Bdwp ToLobv: H Sé 
meus etipnrar Enpacia Tis odca. doa pev ody pr 

“ \ 

maxvverat bo ToD wuypot GAAG mHyvuTa, DdaTds 
€oTt padAdov, olov olvos Kat otpov Kai d€os Kat 

> / \ 

Kovia Kal pds: doa d€ mayvverat py) eCarpilovra 
~ \ \ 

15070 updos, TA ev yas, TA dé Kowa VdaTos Kal 
> 4 4 A onl v7 ? 37 ” A ‘ dépos, weds ev yas, EAaov 8° adpos. éorw dé Kal 
TO yada Kai TO alua audotv wév Kowa Kal ddaTos 

\ on a ‘ \ 4 ~ 4 \ 3 Kal ys, waAdAov bé Ta moAAd ys, Womep Kai é& 
id e “~ / 4 \ a \ 4 3 cow vypav vitpov yiyveras Kat dAes (Kai AiBor 5 
EK TWwY ovvioTravrat ToLoUTwY). 610 éav Bn XW 

20 poly 6 opds, exKdeTas Bird Tob mrupds éfsopevos. 
~ } “A ~ 

TO b€ ye@des ovviorara, Kal do Tod oot, édv 
mws evn Tis, olov ot tarpol dmilovres. otrw dé 

/ e 3 A 4 ¢ / ¢ de § \ > 4 ywpileras 6 pds Kal 6 Tupds. 6 5é ywpiabels dpds 
oe 

1 del. O.T. 7d Aasov FH N. 

* And so are a compound of earth and water, and not 
*“ watery liquids,’’ the heading under which wine in general 
is classified at 382 b 13. 
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up or boiled off by fire because its viscous character 
prevents evaporation. 
Compounds of water and earth should be classified various 

according to which predommates For some kinds S@mples 
of wine, for example must, solidify when boiled.* In 
all such eases 1t is the water that 1s driven off m the 
process of drying. This is shown by the fact that if 
you collect the vapour it condenses into water ®: and 
so where there 1s any sediment left it must be earthy. 
But some of these compounds, as we have said,° are 
also increased in density and dried by cold. For cold 
not only solidifies, but also dries water and increases 
density by turning air to water; and solidification 
we have already” described as a kind of drying. 
Things, therefore, which cold solidifies but does not 
increase in density, contain more water, hke wine, 
urine, vinegar, lye and whey ®: and of things which 
it increases in density (but which are not evaporated 
by fire), some contain more earth while others are a 
compound of water and air—honey, for example, 
contains more earth, oil contains air. Milk and blood 
are both compounds of earth and water, containing 
for the most part more earth, as also are the hquids 
from which soda and salt are formed. Stones are 
also formed from some liquids of the same kind. So 
whey, if it has not been separated, will boil away on 
a fire. The earthy constituent in milk can also be 
coagulated by rennet, if you boil 1t in the way doctors 
do when they curdle it: and this is the way in which 
the whey awd the cheese are commonly separated. 

> Cf. Book II. ch. 3, note 6 on p. 156. 
° 383 a 13. 4 382 b 1. 
¢ Yet at 382 b 13 wine, urme and whey were classified as 

“ watery liquids ” (séaros ci8y), which should imply that they 
have no admixture of earth: cf. also 384 a 4, 385 b 1. 
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OUKETL Taxuverar, an’ exkderau domep vowp. 
dé TL py exer Tupov ydAa 7 ohiyov, todTo HaMov 

25 wdaros Kal drpo ov. Kat TO alua dé Cpolws: 
myyverat yap T@ EnpaivecGar | Or aaa doa de 
Ln wihyvuTa, olov To Tis é€ Adgou, TO Tovabra 
ddaros LaAov, Kat puxpa. Tabra. 810 kal ovK 
éyes vas: ai yap twés elow yis Kal orepedv: wore 
Kal eEarpeferodv ov mwHyvurau TobTo o €otly ort 

30 od Enpaiverar ddwp yap TO Aourev, as TO yada To8 
Tupod ef aupel évtos. onpetov dé ra. voowdy yap 
OiLara ov BeAev anyvuoba- ixwpoedh yap, Tobro 
b¢ preypa Kal dowp," dua TO Garemrov elvan Kal 
dcparnrov bro Ths picews. éru dé 76. jeev durd 

884 b cor, olov vitpor, 7a O€ GAvTa, olov KEPOpLos, al 
TOUTWY 70 pev padarrd, olov KEpas, Ta O06 ae 
Aacra, olov Képayios Kat AiBos. atriov & 
Tavavria TéVv evavTiav aria, dor’ ei mfyvera 
Suoiv, puxyp@ Kat énpd, Aveoba a dvdyten Oepud Kal 

5 Uyp@ 510 Tupi ead var (rabra yap évavria), dare 
pev doa Tupt pova), Trupl dé Goa Puxyp@ Hovey wor’ 
et Te OT dupoty ovpPaiver ayyvucdas, Tatra GAvra, 
pddvora. yiyverat be To.adTa ooa Deppavbevra. 
emrevra, T@ euyp@ THYVUT AL oupBaiver yap, oray 
76 Deppdv eucpaon efvov TO mAciorov bypov,” ow 

10 OAiBecOan madi dad Tob buypod, wore unde bypd 
dtddvar Siodov. Kat ua Taira ovre Td Depyov Aveu- 

1 interpunx. 
2 interpunxit O.T.: é&idv, ro aAeiorov Fobes. 

@ Cf. De Part. An. ii. 4: and for the deer in particular 
De Part. An. ii, 4,650 b 15, Hest. An. m. 6, 515 b 34, 

> Adopting the O.T.’s punctuation, and taking éfixpdoy 
b 9 as transitive: there is indeed no real authority for its use 
as intransitive, for the only instance, apart from this passage, 
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Whey when separated will no longer increase in 
density but boil away like water: and if milk con- 
tains little or no cheese, then water predominates in 
its composition and it is not nutritious. Blood @ 
behaves ,simularly, for it solidifies when dried by 
cooling. But in kinds of blood that do not solidify, 
hke that of the deer, water predominates and the 
temperature is cold. Hence they do not contain 
fibres, fibres being composed of earth and sold. So 
blood from which fibres have been removed does not 
solidify, because it will not dry, the residuum being 
watery, which is what happens to milk when the 
cheese is removed A proof of this is that diseased 
blood will not solidify, being serous, that is, made up 
of phlegm and water, nature having failed to control 
and concoct it. Again, some compounds are soluble, 
like soda, others are insoluble, like earthenware, and 
of these some can be softened, like horn, others cannot, 
like earthenware and stone. The reason is that 
opposite causes produce opposite effects, so if the two 
properties cold and dry cause solidification, it follows 
that hot and moist cause dissolution. So fire and 
water are dissolving agents (being opposites), water 
dissolving what fire alone solidifies, fire what cold 
alone solidifies, while anything that is solidified by 
both is least liable to dissolution. For when the heat 
as it leaves them vaporizes most of their moisture, 
they become compressed again by the cold and so 
afford no entrance even to moisture.® And for this 
reason ever heat will not dissolve them, for it dis- 

given by L&S?® (Prodlems 930 b 84) may be corrupt (Stepha- 
nus suggests that ééjrpixe is the. correct reading). Fobes’ 
punctuation (following Ideler and Bekker) does not yield the 
sense clearly required: for, as 383 a 12 shows, 1t is not ré dypdv 
that is compressed, but ro Enpdv. 
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384 b 
a A ¢€ A ~ 4 4 ~ / 6ca yap b70 dvypod miyvuTar wovov, Taira Ave: 

\ “~ 

ov tao vdoaros: doa yap dro duypod mHyvurat, 
9 4 > > e \ “~ ~ 4 ec \ 

od Avet, GAA’ Goa bd Gepuod Enpod povov. 6 dé 
~ \ 4 

15 atdnpos raxels dd Deppod wuybeis mHyvuTAL. Ta 
a \ 

dé EvAa éoriv ys Kal ddpos: 616 KavoTd Kal od 
? ~ “A 

TNKTA Ovde padaKTa, Kal emt TH VOaTL emimdel, 
‘A 2ODf 4 ? 4 4 \ ‘\ Ld 37 

many éBévov: avrn 8 ov: Ta pev yap adda dépos 
éyer awAdov, ex dé ris €Bévov Tis pedaivns dua- 
menvevKev 6 ap, Kal €or. mAéov ev atrh yis. 

“~ 4 \ , “~ 

20 Képaysos 8é ys povov bua To Enpawopevos mayhvas 
b] 

Kard puKpov' ovTe yap TO Bowp eioddous Eyer, bu 
a ~ ~ ~ if 

dv povov mvetua e&GAVev, ovre mip: ennke yap 
ature. 

5S Eanl 4 o~ 

Ti pev obv dor. més Kat THE, Kal da md0a 
> i 

Kal ev Wooos €oTiv, etpyrat. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT 

Differentrating qualitres of bodves. All bodies thus contain 
the four primary qualitres of heat, cold, wet and dry. They 
are also differentiated by the ways in which they affect our 
senses and by certain intrinsee properties (884 b 24—-385 a 
10). Eighteen such properires, each grouped with its con- 
trary, are enumerated (885 a 10-20). The first two pars 
dealt with (885 a 20-b 5). - 
Note.—The compounds with which Aristotle is primarily 

concerned in the remaining chapters (even when he does not 
mention them specifically, as in ch. 11) are the “ homoe- 
omerous’” bodies. A substance is homoeomerous of rt is 
homogeneous in the sense of beng a chemical compound 
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solves only such things as are solidified by cold: nor 
will water, which will not dissolve things solidified 
by cold but only those solidified by dry heat. But 
iron is melted by heat and solidifies when cooled. 
Wood is composed of earth and air and so is com- 
bustible, but not meltable or softenable, and (except 
for ebony) floats. Ebony does not, for while in other 
woods there 1s a greater proportion of air, in black 
ebony it has been exhaled and the proportion of 
earth is greater. Earthenware is composed of earth 
only because when dried it solidifies gradually ; 
neither can water gain entry through pores from 
which only vapour could escape, nor can fire, which 
was the solidifying agent. 

This completes our account of solidification and 
melting, their causes and the substances in which 
they occur. 

CHAPTER VIII 

ARGUMENT (coniznued) 

(uikts), as opposed to a mechanical mixture (otvdeos) : cf. 
De Gen. et Corr. i. 10, esp. 328 a 10 dapev 8¢ Seiv, elrep 
Héucerar, 7d px0ev duoopepés elvar. The homoeomerous sub- 
stances thus play an important part wn Aristotle's theory of 
the physical world. The sumplest physical substances are the 
Sour elements, enalysableintheory but not in fact into combina- 
tions of the four prime contraries and prime maiter (De Caelo 
iu-tv, De Gen. et Corr. 21. 1-6). From the four elements the 
homoeomerous substances are made, comprising all simple 
homogeneous substances, animal and mineral: from the 
homoeomerous substances in turn are composed more complex 
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(anhoimocomerous) organte and .norganie bodies: cf 388 a 
18 #., 889 b 27 #., and De Part. An. w 1, 646 a 8-21, De 
Gen. An. 715a 8-11. The distinction between homoeomerous 

saab2a EK de TOUTWY pavepov OTL wv7r0 Peppod kat 
25 yuxpod ouviorara Ta Cwpara,, Tabra dé maxbvovra 

Kal TYVUVTO. qoutra, THY épyaciay abrév. Oud. 
dé TO b7r0 TOUTW SnusoupyeioGar € EV aTracLy éveort 
Oepyorns, Tuo dé Kal puxporns i) exheimet, wor 
émel TAUTO. peev omdpyet 51a TO Tovey, bypov be Kal 

30 Enpov Sud TO mdoxew, perévet avray Ta kouwd may- 
TOV. eK pev oby 8aros Kai ys To Opotopeph 
ooh para cuvioTaTal, Kal éV purois Kal ev _ Seats, 
Kat 76, peraAAevopeva, ofov Xpuaes Kal dpyupos 
Kat ooa aAAa Toabra, ef adtav Tre Kal éx THs 
dvaPupudcews ais éKaTepou eycararcheroperns, 

885 a WOTTEP elpnrat év dMots. radra dé Siapeper aAn- 
Awv tots Te mpos Tas aloOjoets iBious a: dmavra, rT 
qmouety Te Svvaclau (Aeuxcov yap Kal ed@bes Kal 
bopntuKov Kal yrurd Kat Beppov Kai puxpov TO 
movely Te dvvacGas THY wiabnotv €or), Kat dAdous 

Bolkeorépos mabeow, Goa TH maoyew Héyovras, 
déeyw 8 ofov ro rnKrOov Kal mynKTOV Kal KapmToV 
Kat 600 dAda Toratra: mavra yap Ta Torabra Taln- 
TiKd, Womrep TO Bypov Kal To Enpdov. Tovrois 8° 
70n Siadéper doToty Kal oapE Kat vebpov Kai Evdov 

10 Kat drovds Kal Aifos Kal Tov ddAdAwy exacrov rdv 
Gpotopmep@v prev guaotkdy 5€ owparwv. 

Urwuev Se mp@rov Tov ap.Ouov avrdiv, 60a Kara 
dvvayw Kal advvayiay Aéyerar. €or 5é rdde: 

IInerov darnkrov. 
Tyxrov dryKrov. 
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and anhomoeomerous 1s particularly emportant in brology, 
where you have the homoeomerous parts (blood, bone, sinew, 
flesh), the anhonioeomerous parts composed of them (hands, 
feet, eyes) and finally the complete creature (man, horse). 

From this it is clear that bodies are formed by heat The _ 
and cold, which operate by increasing density and apaites 
solidifying. And because they are manufactured by classified 
them, all bodies contain heat and some contain cold 
in so far as they lack heat. So, since heat and cold 
are present as active constituents, moist and dry as 
passive, compound bodies contain them all The 
homoeomerous bodies, therefore, vegetable and ani- 
mal, and also the metals,* such as gold, silver and the 
like, are composed of water and earth and of their 
exhalations when, as has been explained elsewhere,” 
they are enclosed underground. All these bodies 
differ from each other, firstly, in the particular ways in 
which they can act on the senses (for a thing is white, 
fragrant, resonant, sweet, hot or cold in virtue of the 
way it acts on sensation), and, secondly, in other more 
intrinsic qualities commonly classed as passive—I 
mean solubility, solidification, flexibility and the hke, 
all of which, like moist and dry, are passive qualities. 
It is by these passive qualities that bone, flesh, 
sinew, wood, bark, stone and all the other natural 
homoeomerous bodies are differentiated. 

Let us begin by enumerating them, grouping each and 
property with its converse. They are as follows: {> vare°* 

1. Capable or incapable of solidification. 
2. Meltéble or unmeltable. 

@ +a peraAAevdpeva are said to be a species of cuotopepf at 
388 a 13. 

> Book III. ch. 6, 378 a 15 ff. 
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Madaxrov apadaxrov. 
Teyxrov areyxrov. 
Kaparov akapmrov. 
Karaxrov aKdaraKkrov. 
®pavorov abpavorov. 

15 dAaorov abAaortov. 
TlAaorov arrdacrov. 
Ilveorov dicorov. 
"EAkrov dveAKTov. 
"EAarov avijAarov. 
Lytorov doyvorov. 
Tunrov arpnrov. 
TAloypov wafupdr. 
TliAnrov daiAnrov. 
Kavorov axavorov. 
@Ouvpiarov dbupiarov. 

Ta pev odv mrelora oxyedov THY cwydrwr rov- 
20 Tos Stadepes Tots aPeow: Tiva 8° Exacrov ToUTWY 

Exe. OUVapLV, ElTrWEV. 
Ilepi ev odv aykrod Kal amyKrou Kal rnKTOD Kal 

aTyKTov «ipyrar pev KalddAov mpdrepov, Guws 8 
érravehOwpev Kal vov. T&v yap cwydrwy doa 
THyvuTa, Kal oKAnpverat, Ta pev Uo Oeppod 
mdoxe. Totro Ta 8 Umo yYuypot, bro pev TOO 

25 Gepod Enpaivovros To vypov, did bé Tod wuypob 
exBriPovros 76 Geppov. wore Ta pev akypodrovoig 
7 dé Vepuod Tobro mdove, doa pev BdaTos, Deppod, 
daa b€ yijs, bypod. Ta pev obv bypod daovoaig to 
bypod SivariKerar, av uy ovTws ovvedOn wore édAdr- 

30 TOUS TOUS mopovs AadOHvoar THv Tod Bdaros dyKwv, 
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3. Softenable or unsoftenable by heat. 
4, Softenable or unsoftenable by water. 
5. Flexible or flexible. 
6. Breakable or unbreakable. 
7. Capable or incapable of fragmentation. 
8. Capable or incapable of taking an impression. 
9. Plastic or non-plastic. 

10. Capable or incapable of being squeezed. 
11. Ductile or non-ductile. 
12. Malleable or non-malleable. 
13. Fissile or non-fissile. 
14. Cuttable or uncuttable. 
15. Viscous or friable. 
16. Compressible or incompressible. 
17. Combustible or incombustible 
18. Capable or incapable of giving off fumes. 

The great majouity of bodies are differentiated by 
these qualities, whose nature we will therefore go 
on to describe. 
We have already * given a general description of (1 and 2) 

the first two pairs of qualities, but let us return to fon mal 
them again now. Bodies which sohdify and harden mg and 
do so under the influence of cold or heat, heat drying fees 
their moisture and cold expelling their heat: they 
are so affected, in fact, either by lack of moisture or 
of heat, those in which water predominates by lack 
of heat, those in which earth predominates by lack of 
moisture. Bodies so affected by lack of moisture 
are melted by TROIStOSe; unless their composition is 
such that their pores ® are too small for the particles 
of water to enter, as, for instance, earthenware ; but 

¢ Chs. 6 and 7. 
> On Aristotle’s use of ‘‘ pores” in this and the following 

passages see Introd. p. xvii. 
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olov 6 Képaios: doa O€ LL obTw, Tara dypD TH 
KeTat, olov virpov, dAes, vit €K mndod: “ra Bé 
Oepuod orepjoe. do Oepyod THKETAL, olov Kpv- 
oraAnos, joAuBd0s, xaAkos. Trova pev ob THKTO, 

885 b Kab THKTO, elpnTau, Kal mola arnkra. dankra dé 
doa p47) Exes VypoTnTa ddarwon, pnde ddards € e€oTL, 
aAAd, A€ov Pepuob Kal ys, olov pear Kal yredkos 
(worep Céovra yap €or), Kab doa voaros pev EXEL, 
€or be meov d€pos, domrep To €Xavov Kal 6 dp- 

5 yupos 6 yvTos, Kal el Tr yAtoypov, olov <rirra 
Kal» i&ds. 

1 wirra Kot om. codd.: habent Al Ol. 

CHAPTER IX 

ARGUMENT 

The remaining sixteen properties and their contrarres are 
dealt with in order. 

385 b 6 Mahara & dort trav mernyorwv doa, ty) ef 
vdaTos, olov KpdoraAnos vbaros, adn’ 600 vis 
pador, Kal pyr efixuaorar 7av TO dypov doTep 
ev viTpw 7 dAoi, par Exel avWpEdAwS domep 6 Ke~ 

10 papos, ‘GA 7 eAnra py) ovra Siavrd, 7 n éeAaTa Bh 
evra, voaTos, Kal padaKTa trupi, olov aidnpos Kal 
Képas [kat &vAa.} 

x” A a} “ “~ A *~ " 4 4 Kore 8€ Kat trav tTHKTOv Kal TOY aryiKrwv ra 
peev TeyKTa Ta dé dreyKra, olov xadkos dreyKrov, 
THKTOV év, eplov dé Kal yf TeykTov" _Bpexerat yap. 

15 KQL yodicos pev 87 THKTOV, OvY bad UoaTos dé 
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METEOROLOGICA, IV. vitr-1x 

unless this is so they are all melted by moisture, like 
soda, salt and dried mud__ Bodies solidified by de- 
ficiency of heat are melted by heat, for instance ice, 
lead or bronze? This deals with bodies capable of 
solidification and with bodies that will and will not 
melt. Incapable of solidification are bodies which 
contain no watery moisture and are not watery, and 
in which heat and earth predominate rather than 
water, like honey and must (for they are in a kind of 
ferment), and also bodies in which, though they 
contain water, air predominates, like oil, quicksilver 
and viscous liquids such as pitch and birdlime. 

¢ Aristotle uses the same word (ryxrév), both of substances 
that can be dissolved in water (e.g. salt) and melted by fire. 

CHAPTER Ix 

Soutp bodies can be softened by heat if they are not (8) Soften- 
composed of water (as ice is) but are predominantly foe” 
earthy: their moisture must not have been all 
evaporated (as in soda or salt) nor be disproportion- 
ately small in quantity (as in potter’s clay), and if they 
are either tensile but not absorbent or ductile without 
a preponderance of moisture, fire will soften them. 
Examples are iron and horn. 

Of bodies that can and cannot be melted some can (4) Soften- 
n able by 

be softened in water, some cannot; thus bronze, water. 
which will ntelt, cannot, but wool and earth can, for 
they can be soaked. Bronze, of course, though it can 
be melted, cannot be melted in water: but some 

1 gecl. O.T., cf. 384 b 15-16. 
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things also which can be melted in water cannot be 
softened, like soda and salt. for nothing is softened 
in water which does not become softer when soaked. 
On the other hand, some thmgs which water softens 
do not melt, ike wool and grain. Anything which 
is earthy’and has pores larger than the particles of 
water and harder than water can be softened by 
water But bodies that can be melted by watcr are 
porous throughout. But why is earth melted and 
softened by moisture while soda 1s melted but 1s 
not softened? Because soda 1s porous throughout 
and so its parts are dispersed at once by water; but 
in earth the pores alternate and the effect differs 
according to which set the water enters. 
Some bodies can be bent and straightened. lke (5) Mesble 

reeds and withies; some cannot be bent, like eaithen- rsa 
ware and stone. Things which cannot be bent and 
straightened are those which when curved cannot 
be bent straight and when straight cannot be bent 
into a curve, bending and straightening being the 
motion of bending straight or into a curve, for a thing 
is bent whether it is bent in or out. Bending, there- 
fore, is alteration of shape to convex or concave, length 
remaining unchanged. If we were to add “or to 
straight,”” it would imply that a thing could be 
simultaneously bent and straight, and it is of course 
impossible for what is bent to be straight. And if 
everything that is bent is bent either in or out, and 

@ Ifthe pores remain intact the body 1s softenable : 1f they 
yield the body melts. The latter alternative is expressed 
rather obscurely in the words ryxra . . . d’ Grow (I. 21), with 
which we must presumably supply eye: wépous from I]. 19-20. 

2 Sa ri l. BL... rd wdGos secludendum censent O.T. 
eler. 
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ARISTOTLE 

3 4 4 4 5° 3 ‘ tA é 3 eis TO KUpToV TO 8° eis TO KOtAOY pucrdBacts, odk 
a ” 9 \ 2D\ , 9V\> »” ne 
dv ein Kal els ro edOd Kapifis, GAA’ Eor kdpalis 
Kat evOvvors aAAo Kal dAdo. Kat radra éorw 
Kapnra Kal evOurvTd, Kal akaprra Kat avevOuvra, 
Kai ra perv karaxta Kat Opavora dua.) ywpis, 

2 4 \ , 4 ? 4 , 

olov EvAov pev Karaxrdv, Opavorov 8’ od, xpvora- 
A A ; 4 \ 3 ” 4 

Aos 5€é Kat AiBos Epavordv, Karakrov 8° ot, Képatos 
dé Kal Opavorov Kat Katraxrov. Siadeper 8, dr 
KaTragis péev eotw eis peydda pépn Sialpeors Kal 
ywpows, Opatots 5é eis TA TUYdvTA Kal TAEiw Suotv. 
doa pev ody ovTw mémnyev woTEe ToAAOds eyew 
TmapadAdTrovras mépous, Ipavord (wexpe yap Tovrov 

é Lid 5” > A / ; ov > »” 

duloTatat), doa 8° ets wroAv, Katara, doa 8° dudw, 
Gpporepa.. 
Kai 7a pev OAaord, olov yadkos Kat xnpds, 

\ 7a 8° dOAaora, olov Képapos Kal vdwp. éarw 8é 
> 

OAdo.s émmédov Kata pépos eis Bdbos perdoraois 
”+ a’ ~ \ > @ CJA La \ ‘ A woe. tAnyn, TO 8° GAov aby. Eeorw dé Ta Tovabra 
Kal padaKkd,’ olov Knpos pévovtos tod aAAov ém- 
qwésov Kata pepos peOioratar, Kat oxAnpd, olov 

, 1 4g 70 \ r f @ , yaAKkds. Kal Ta" dBAaora Kal oxAnpd, ofov Képapos 
b] \ € id > / \ > / \ ¢ / (od yap drreiker eis Bablos ro emizredov), Kat dypd, 

* ¢ 1, ov. eo , 2\\> 2 \ olov vowp (To yap Vdwp drreixes wév, GAA’ ov Kara 
Ld tAA° 2 Gi. ~ de Ar on ¢ pepos, GAN’ dvripeBiorara). trdv dé GAacrav doa 

pev pevet GAacbévra Kat evOAacTta yepi, Tadra, pev 
, A} pe \ Ll 4 ¢ / \ / mAaorda, Ta de 7 7) EUOAacTA, Worep AiBos 7 EdAov, 

bh) + A 4 4 A ¢ a ¢ > 7 H evOAaora pev, un wéver 5é 7 AAdows, Worrep Eplov 

2 podaxd E O.T. Thurot: padanra Fobes cett. 
2 yaAkds. Kal rd GPAacra O.T. Thurot: yards, xal dbAaora 

Fobes: @Aaora alu. 
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if this means an alteration of shape either to convex 
or to concave, there is no such process as bending 
straight, but two different processes, bending and 
straightening. These, then, are the things that 
ean and cannot be bent and can and cannot be 
straightened. 

Some things can be both broken and fragmented, (6, 7) 
others only one or the other. Thus wood can be mane 
broken but not fragmented, ice and stone can be mentation 
fragmented but not broken, while earthenware can 
be both fragmented and broken The difference is 
that breaking is division and separation into large 
parts, fragmentation into any number of parts 
greater than two. Things, therefore, that solidify in 
such a way as to have many alternating pores frag- 
ment (the pores allowing this degree of dispersion), 
and things that have long continuous pores break, 
while things that have pores of both kinds do both. 
Some things will take an impression, like bronze (8) Capable 

and wax, some things cannot, like earthenware and {fans an 
water. An impression is an indentation of part of 
a thing’s surface by pressure or impact, or, generally 
speaking, by contact; and such things are either 
soft,* like wax, part of whose surface only is indented, 
or hard, like bronze. Things that cannot take an 
impression are either hard, hke earthenware (for its 
surface will not yield inwards), or moist, like water 
(for water yields not by any part of it being indented, 
but by displacement). Of things that take an im- 
pression, those that retain it and are easily moulded 
by hand are plastic ; while those not easily moulded, (9) Pias- 
like stone or wood, or easily moulded but mceapable 9“: 

? uadtaxd must be the right reading, for the contrast is 
with oxAnpa: of. 382 a 10. 
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886 a a / ’ , 2 M4 \ a> 9 +? 
 onmdyyou, od mAaoTa, adda mueoTa Tad7’ éoriv, 
v \ A Lid > , > € A } 30 €oTt O€ mueoTa Goa WHovmEVaA Ets adTa ovVLEVAL 

? 3 6 am 9 3) dA / 

dvvara, els Bdbos Tot émrédov tapaddAdrrovtos, 
‘) / A \ 8 4 LAA od Statpoupevouv, Kal Cun) peGrorapevou aAdov 

af / @ \ oo an “~ e A > 

dAAw popiov, olov To Vdwp moet: TodTO yap avri~ 
¢ , \ “~ 

peBiorara.. ors b€ Wows N KWWyoLs dO TOD Kt- 
“ a / 3 A o~ 4 \ ,/ see 

386 b VoOVToS, 7) ylyveras amo THs abews: tAnyn Sé, drav 
a “~ \ @¢ / 4 

amo THs hopds. méCerat d€ daa mdpous eyes Kevovs 
“~ \ “~ , 4 cuyyevots oWpatos’ Kat mueoTa Tabra doa dSvvarat 

~ A \ 3 ‘ ¢ ~ 

els TO €auT@v Keva ovvidvar H els Tovs éauTayv 
/ bd “A / 

TOopous* evioTE Yap OU KEVOL EloL Els OUS OVVEpyeTat,’ 
/ / A ‘ “A 

5 otov 6 BeBpeypevos amdyyos (mAjpes yap adrod 
e / SAA? ® nv ¢e / yy ? > r ot mopot), add’ dv ay ot mépor TAHpELs Wor padakw- 

A / 3 Tépwv 1) avTd TO mTEpuKos ouMEevar eis atrd. 
S ? f / / 

meoTa pev ovv €oTiv olov omdyyos, Knpos, odpé. 
dmtcora b€ TA pn TepuKdTa auvidvas woe eis 

~ la \ \ A # A 

TOvS EavTmVv TOpovs Oia TO H py ExEW 1} OKAnpo- 
; 10 Tépwv eyewy TAHpELs* 6 yap oldnpos ar7ricoTOS Kal 

~ / AiBos Kai vdwp Kat wav dypov. 
€ A 4 a 3 A Lia 5 4 3 A A fa EAxra 6° é€oTiv Gowy duvarov eis To mAdyiov 

f { 9 # A A 74 4 3 \ peBioracba To émimedov: TO yap EAKeoOai ear ro 
emt TO Kivodv peBicracbat TO émimedov ovveyés Ov. 
v A \ 4 e ? e / € / ~ eoTty b€ Ta pev EAKTa, olov Opi€, tuds, vedpov, 

15 orais, ids, Ta 8° dveAkra, ofov Bdwp Kal AiGos. ra 
a , P / 

fev odv TavTa e€oTw EAKTa Kal meord, olov Epiov, 
\ 5 9 > 2 e \2 \ ‘ 3 Ta. ov tavTa, olov drdéyua meorov péev ovK 

v e A 4 4 eoriv, éAkrov S€, Kat 6 omdyyos mieaTOV péV, OvY 
éAxrov 8é. 
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of retaining an impression, like wool or sponge, are 
non-plastic but can be squeezed. Now things that (10) Squeez- 
can be squeezed are those that can contract into * 
themselves on pressure, their surface sinkmg in with- 
out bemg broken and without displacement of one 
part by another such as occurs in water. Pressure 
is action by a moving force which remains in contact 
with its object: impact is action by impulse. And 
things can be squeezed which have pores empty of 
their own material and which can therefore contract 
under pressure into the empty space within them, 
that is, into their own pores ; for sometimes the pores 
into which they contract are not empty, as, for instance, 
in a wet sponge, whose pores are full, but in that case 
the material filling the pores must be softer than the 
body which is to contract on itself. Sponges, wax 
and flesh can therefore all be squeezed: things that 
cannot be squeezed are those which are not con- 
stituted to contract on pressure into their own pores 
either because they have none or because they are 
full of a maternal harder than themselves. So iron 
cannot be squeezed, or stone, or water, or any liquid 

Ductile are things whose surface will extend in the (11) Due 
same plane, for to be drawn out is to have the surface “" 
extended in the direction of the motive force without 
breaking. And some things are ductile, like hair, 
leather, sinew, dough and birdlime, some are not, 
like water and stone. And some things are both 
ductile and squeezable, like wool, some are not, like 
phlegm, which is not squeezable but is ductile, or 
sponge, which is squeezable but is not ductile. 

1 gviore . . . cvvépyera: secl. Fobes: om. J It 8, H. 
2 atréd O.T.: at7é Keay YN: atrd Bree : €av7rd Jy B, HH: 

faurd Jrec ¢ aura Fobes. 
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886 b 4 \ ‘ A ‘ > ? 3) ? 

Eorw d€ Kal Ta, pev éAard, olov xadkds, 7a S 
dvydara, ofov AiBos Kat EvAov. eorw 6° edara wep 

20 doa TH abr wAnyh Svvarat apa Kal ets TAdros 
Kal eis Babos TO é7imedov peBioraotar Kara, L€pos, 
dvjAaro, bé 6 ofexer advvara. gory dé Ta wev edard 
dave Kal Oraord, TA be Dhacra ov mavra éAard, 
olov EvAov: ws pevrou emimayv eireiy, dvrvatpéden, 

25 TOV Sé mueoTay Ta PRY eAard 7a 8 ov, knpos yey 
Kal anAds edard, Epiov 5° ob [ovd" Sep] 
*Eori be Kal Th [ev oxloTd., olov Eviov, Ta Oe 

doyioTa, olov Képaptos.. éorw be oxytorov To Suva- 
[LEVvOV Suarpetotau emt mA€ov 1 7) TO Suaipody Suaupel: 
oxiterar yap, Gray emt mAéov Svarpiran 7 TO 51- 

80 arpoby Suaupel, Kal mponyetras 7 Svaipeccs: ev be 
Th TuHoE OvK eor Toor. doxiora, dé doa, pa) 
vvavrat TobTo mdoxev. éoTw O€ ove padaucdy 

oddev aXLoT ov (Adyeo d¢€ TOV amas podardy Kal 
pn) pos GAAnAa ovTW pev yap Kat aidypos & eorat 

887 8 padaxds) ovre Ta oKAnpG mdvra, aan’ doa _ bare 
bypa eorw unre Ddaore. ware Upavora: Tovadra o 
€otiy 60a KaTa piKos exer Tovs mOpous, Kal” ovs 
mpoogverar adAHAois, GAAG pH} Kara mAdros. 
Tyyra 8° éoriv Tov OUVEOTWTOY oKAnpav 7 

5 Hodardy 6 60a. Svvaras par’ é€& avayeys mponyetobas 
THs Staupecews pare Opaveobas Ovarpovpeva. doa 
b€ BY vypa qs Ta rowatra arpnra. evia, 0 early 
Tabra Kal THLNTA Kal oxiord, olov §dhov aan’ ws 
emt 70 mohd oxXLoTOv pev Kara, TO pijKes, TpPNTOV be 
Kata TO adros" érrel yap Svaupetrau EKQOTOV eis 

10 TOAAG, F perv pnen TmoAAd TO ev, oyloToyv TavTy, 7 
dé mdr ToAAd TO EV, TUNTOV TAvTY. 

1 del. Thurot Fobes. 
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Similarly some things are malleable, hke bronze. 

some ate not, hke stone and wood. And things are 

malleable part of whose surface will y1eld and extend 

simultaneously under the same blow, while things 

with which this is impossible are non-malleable. All 
malleable’things will take an impression, but not all 
things that will take an impression are malleable, 
wood for example: but, generally speaking, the two 
terms areconvertible. Ofthings that can be squeezed 
some are malleable, some are not, wax and mud being 
malleable, wool not. 
Some things are fissile, like wood, some non-fissile, 

like earthenware. Fissile are things in which division 
can continue beyond the dividmg agent : for a thing 
is split when it is divided to a point beyond that 
reached by the dividing agent and the division runs 
in advance of it, whereas in cutting this is not so. 
Non-fissile are things which have not this property. 
Nothing soft is fissile (I mean absolutely and not 
relatively soft, for iron can be relatively soft), nor 
are all hard things, but only things which are not 
liquid or impressible or fragmentable, that is to say, 
in which the pores along which they cohere run 
lengthwise and not crosswise. 

Cuttable are hard or soft solid bodies which when 
divided do not necessarily split in advance of the too 
or break into fragments; and everything that is 
not moist is uncuttable. Some things, like wood, 
can both be cut and split, but, generally speaking, 
things split Igngthwise and cut crosswise ; for things 
are divisible into many parts, and if the parts making 
up the unit run lengthwise it is fissile, of they run 
crosswise it is cuttable. 

2 7 dyed 7 Bekker O.T. 
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sal a / > 39 ‘ big e A ey © ‘ aN aN TD Aioypov 6° éoriy éray €AKrov 7) bypov ov 7 pa- 
/ fon ‘ / “A > f ¢ Aakov. tototrov 6é yiyvera. rH émaddd€er doa 

womep at advoes ovyKewTat TOV cwyaTwY Tadra 
4 > A t / 3 ? \ / yap émt woAd dtvara. exTeivecbar Kai, ovvidvar. 

15 doa 5é pun ToLtatra, wabupda. 
\ > 4 ~ ~ / v \ TliAnra 8’ doa Trav meoradv pwovupov eyes Thy 

, 3 / \ @ nv 2 a a\ A ; 

micow, amiAnra 5é doa 7) GAws amieoTa H pt) ovi~ 

Lov exes THY Trieow. 
\ \ \ 3 X \ Py Kai ra pev xavord eorw ra 8é dxavota, olov 

/ 4 A \ ow \ > ~ / \ EvAov wév Kavaorov Kal épiov Kal doTotv, AiBos Sé 
8 / Ad vf \ A Wa 

Kal Kptoraddos dkavorov. éoTw bé€ KavoTa 6oa 
14 a 20 €xer opous SextTrKods mupos Kal vyporyTa ev Tos 

Kar’ ev0uwpiav mépois aofeveotépay mupds. 600 
\ \ “\ 2 / e / \ 4 dé py exer H loyupoTrépay, olov KpvoraAdos Kal 7a 

? ; 3 aopddpa xAwpa, aKavora. 
\ 3 3 \ ~ 4 Ld ¢€ 7 ” 

@Ovprara 8 eoTi TOV cwydrwv doa bypdérynta exer 
‘4 ¢ 3: 4 A > ? / péev, ovtw 5° exer wore py eEarpiley mupovpevwy 

cd A > \ e h ~ ~ 25 ywpiss €oTw yap arpis 7 b7d Gepyod KavoriKob 
~ # a 

eis dépa Kal mvetpa exkpiois €€ dypod Siavricy. 
\ \ , 1 ? > >? 2 t ‘ Ta 5€ Guysdwara* ypdvm eis aépa exxpiverar, Kal 
4 \ ? 4 / \ 4 ~ / 

Ta prev adavilopeva Enpa, Ta S€ yh yiyveras. 
; > 4 e¢ ¢ # - * Siadépes 8° avry 4 ExKpiois, OTe ore Stalver ovTE 

al 
~ v ~ avetwa yiyverat. eorw S€ mveiua piows ovveyrs 

“~ ? “ 30 dépos émi pos: Oupiacis 8 éoriv 4 bad Oepyod 
“ bd ~ “~ KavoTiKod Koi) Eexkpiois Enpod Kal bypod dbpdws: 
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A thing is viscous when 1t is ductile as well as being (15) vis- 
liquid ‘or soft. And this characteristic belongs to all Sous ot 
bodies with interlocking parts, whose composition is 
hike that of chains; for they admut of considerable 
extension and contraction. Bodies which have not 
this characteristic are friable. 

Compressible bodies are those which can be (16) Com- 
squeezed and retain the shape into which they have Prs#bty 
been squeezed: incompressible are either those 
which cannot be squeezed at all or those which 
when squeezed do not retam the shape into which 
they have been squeezed. 

Some things are combustible, some incombustible; (17) com- 
for example, wood is combustible and wool and bone, Pustbility 
while stone and ice are incombustible. All things are 
combustible which have pores which fire can pene- 
trate and which contain in their longitudinal pores 
too little moisture to overcome the fire. But things 
which have no pores or contain enough moisture to 
master the fire are incombustible, as, for example, 
ice and very green matter. 

Fumes are given off by bodies which contain 
moisture, but in such a way that it does not evaporate 
separately when they are exposed to fire. For vapour 
is a moist exhalation into air and wind, given off by 
moisture in a body when exposed to burning heat ; 
but fumes can be exhaled into the air in course of 
time, and cither dry up and vanish or turn into earth, 
being a different form of exhalation which is not 
moist and dpes not become wind. (Wind is a con- 
tinuous current of air in a given direction.) But 
fuming is the exhalation of dry and moist together 
due to burning heat: hence it does not wet, but 

1 @upidpara Ey: Ovysara Fobes. 
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387 a 
Sidzrep ov Siaiver, GAAG ypwpariler padAov. €or 

387 bh 0° 1) ev EvAwdous odpatos Oupiacis Kamtvds. A€éyw 
yap Kal doTd Kal Tpixas Kat mv TO ToLOvTov éy 
ravt@: od yap Keira, dvona Kowdv, aGAdd Kar’ 
dvaroyiav Guws ev TadTa@ mdvT eoriv, womep Kal 
"EutredokAjs pnow 

5 TavTa tpiyes Kal PUAAG Kal oiwrdv mrepa TuKVG 
Kat Aomides yiyvovra émi ortBapoto. péAecouv. 

% Sé miovos Buvpiacis Avyvis, 7 Sé Avrapod Kvioa. 
dua ToOTo TO EAauov oby exerat ovdE TayVvVETaL, OTL 
Oupiardy éorw add’ ovK atporov: vdwp 8 od Ov- 
puarov GAN’ atptordv. olvos 8 6 ev yAvKds Bupwa- 

10 Tal. miwy yap, Kal TavTa movel TH eAaiw: ovreE 
yap b70 pixous miyyvurar, jKalerat TE. eorw dé 
dvopars olvos, Epyw 8 odk €or: od yap oivddns 6 
yupos: 80 od} pelvoKer, 6 Tuxwv 8° olvos (uiKpay 
& éyer Oupiacw: 10 avinow dAdya). 
Kavora 5é Soxet elvar doa «is tédpav Suadverat 

15 TOY cwpdtwv. macye dé TodTo mdvTa doa Teé- 
anyev } bo Veppod 7 ba audotv, dvypod Kal 
Geppod: ratra yap paiverar Kparovpeva to rob 
mupos’ nKiora o€ TOV AiOwy 7 aodpayis, 6 Kadov- 
pevos avOpaé. trav dé KavoTdyv ta pev droprord 
éorw 7a 5 addoyora: TovTwr 8° ena avOpaxevrd. 

20 ddoytord pev odv Goa PAdya Svvarat wapéyecOat: 
doa dé ddvvara, ddAdyiora. Eo dé dAoyioTa doa 

¢ The text and meaning of 387 a 24 gorw Pdp . . . 31-32 
xpwparile. padAov is uncertain. I follow Fobes’s text, with 
the substitution of Qupsdpara for @vsard in 1. 26, and take 
the argument to be as follows: Fumes are given off by bodies 
containing moisture when the moisiure does not evaporate 
separately (@uuard, @upidpara, Puplacrs contrasted with 
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rather discolours things.* The fumes of woody 
material are smoke. And I include in this designa- 
tion bones and hair and all such things: for there 
is no common term for them but they are analogous 
and so .classified together. So Empedocles says: 
‘The same are hair and leaves and birds’ thick 
feathers and scales upon strong limbs.” ® The fumes 
of fat are sooty, of oily substances steamy. ‘The 
reason why oil does not boil or thicken is that it 
gives off fumes but does not evaporate: water, on 
the other hand, evaporates but doesnot fume Sweet 
wine fumes, being fat and behaving in the same way 
as oil, for cold does not sohdify it and it will burn. 
And though called wine, it has not the effect of wine, 
for it does not taste like wine and does not intoxicate 
like ordinary wine. It gives off few fumes and so 1s 
inflammable. 

Combustible bodies are those which dissolve into 
ash. And all bodies do this which have been solidified 
by heat or by both heat and cold, for we find them 
mastered by fire. Least affected by fire is the gem 
commonly called carbuncle. Of combustible ° bodies 
some are inflammable, some are not, and some of the 
former can be carbonized. Inflammable bodies are 
those which can produce flame ; those which cannot 
are uninflammable. Bodies which are not moist but 

azpis, atpilew : of. the contrast between dvyuerdy and arpiordy 
in b 7-8). Evaporation (dérpis) is also a moist exhalation, but 
fuming differs from it in that evaporation takes moisture off 
and is moist? fuming takes moist and dry off together and 
does not moisten but diseolours. Cf. also the moist and dry 
exhalations of Book II. ch. 4. > Diels 31 B 82. 

° Aristotle returns to combustibility ((17) above) and con- 
siders certain forms it takes (¢.g. inflammabilty) and its rela- 
tion to fuming. 
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vy) dy pa ovra Ouyuara ear’ TiTTO. Be 7 €Aquov %} 
KNpos pGAAov per dAAwy Ri) kal’ atta proyord: 
pddora 8 Goa Kamvov avinow. avOpaxevta 5 
60a TV ToLovTwY ys mAdov Eyer 7) KamVvod. ert 

25 0° éua THKTA OvTa ov droyoTa eaTwv, olovryadkés, 
Kat droytora ov THKTA, olov EVAoV, Ta 8 dudw, 
olov uBavwrds. airiov 8 d6te Ta pev EVAa aOpdov 
éyer TO bypdv, Kal bu’ dAov ouvexds eoTw, Wore 
diaxdeobar, 6 dé yaAKos wap’ exacTov pev pépos, 

30 od cuveyées dé, Kal EAarTov H Wore dAdya ToLHoat: 
6 5¢ AiBavwrds TH pev odTws TH SB exeivws Exen. 
droyiora 8 éoriv Trav Oupuar diy doa [7 THKTd 
eorw dua TO pGAAov elvau yas. TO Enpov yap exel 

S88a KOLVOV TO mrupt tobr’ oby Depyov ay glee TO 
Enpov, mrp yiyverat. 81a TodTo 7 Prog mvedpa 
q KQTVOS KAOLEVOS éoTiv. evAwy pev ovv 7 u- 
ptacis Kamvos, Knpod bé Kal ABavwrot Kal Tdv 
ToLOUTWY Kal miTT NS 5 Kal doa €xe, wirTav 7 Tovabra,, 

5 Auyvis, eAaiov de a doa eAaucidn, xvioa, Kab Soa. 
nKioTA KateTat pova, 6Tt oAtyov Enpod € EXEL, 4 Se 
perdBaors bud Tourou, peta 8 érépov TAXLOTOL" 
toiro yap €orw 7d triov, Enpov Aurapor. TO, pep 
obv exupucipeva [7dv dypav]? bypod parAdov, ws 
€Xatov Kal wirra, Ta 5é Kadpeva Enpod. 

vo énpov 1. 32 . . . éorw interclusionem distinxit Thurot, 
habe Fobes. 

2 seclusi: del. O.T. 
Se nermneaieiosadiaenmmelenanene’ od 

® Cf. 387 b 22. 
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contain fumes are inflammable. Pitch, oil and wax 
are more inflammable when mixed with other things 
than by themselves. Most inflammable of all are 
things which produce smoke. All materials of this 
sort which contain more earth than smoke can be 
carbonized. Some bodies that can be melted are 
not inflammable, like bronze, and some inflammable 
bodies will not melt, like wood, while some bodies 
melt and burn like frankincense. The reason 1s that 
the moisture in wood is concentrated and distnbuted 
evenly so that it can be burnt out, while m bronze 
it is dispersed into each part and not continuous and 
is not sufficient in quantity to give rise to flame, 
whereas in frankincense both conditions obtain. 
Bodies which fume and do not melt because earth 
preponderates in them are inflammable. For im their 
dryness they have a factor in common with fixe, and 
when this dryness becomes hot, fire is produced : 
flame, therefore, is burning wind or smoke. The 
fumes, then, of wood are smoke, the fumes of wax and 
frankincense and the lke, of pitch and materials 
containing pitch or similar constituents, are sooty, and 
the fumes of oil and oily substances are steamy, as 
are also those of substances which do not burn readily 
by themselves, having little dryness (by which the 
transition to fire 1s effected) but do burn readily with 
other things @ ; for fat is a combination of dry and oily. 
And bodies which give off fumes are predominantly 
moist (e.g. oil and pitch), bodies which burn are pre- 
dominantly gry. 
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CHAPTER X 

ARGUMENT 

Dry and moist in homoeomerous bodies Having thus 
described the properties which distinguish homoeomerous 
bodies, we must determine wn what proportion dry and morst, 
ie. earth and water, ther material cause, are present in them 
(888 a 10-25). All bodtes are either liquid or solid, and there 

388 a 10 Tovrous be Tots maOnjpaow Kal Tatras Tas dta- 
popais Ta, Suowope phy TOV owpdrey, dorep elpyray, 
Svapéper addy Kara THY agiy, Kal ert xu pois 
Kal dopats Kal ypwpaou: Aéyun 5° OpoLoMEpT olov 
Td. TE peTadAcvopeva—ya KOv, xXpvody, dpyupov, 

15 Karrirepov, oiSnpor, AiBor, Kaul TaMa, TO Touabra, 
Kal Goa é€k ToUTWV ylyverau exxpuopueva—Kal Ta 
ev Tots wows Kal gutots, olov odpxes, cord, vebpov, 
bépya, omAdyxvoy, TPLXES, ives, preBes, e€ dv 78% 
oUveoTnKE TO. dvojwo.opeph, otov Tpoowmov, xetp, 
mous, Kal TGAAG Ta TOLADTA, Kal ev duTois EvAov, 

20 ddowds, PUAAOV, pila, Kai doa Tovabra. ézret Se 
Tatra pev om’ adAns airias ovvéornKev, €€ dv bé 
Tatra vAn péev TO Enpov Kat by pov, dore Bowp Kal 
YA (raéra yap mpopaveotarny evet THY Sdvopuy 
éKGTEpOV Exar pov), "70, be TOLOOVTA TO Oeppov Kab 

25 uypov (radra yap ovviornow Kal mpyvuow ef 

@ 385 a 8. 
> If we take & gurois . . . Touaira, (ll. 19-20) as parallel 

to the whole clause cal ra, év rots Cais Kat durois . . . rdAAa Ta 
rovabra (ll. 16-19) with the O.T., ‘wood, bark, etc., are given 
as examples of homoeomerous hodies . if we take them as 
part of the clause beginning ¢é dv (I. 18) they are examples 
of anhomoeomerous soon In fact, wood and bark are 
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CHAPTER X 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

are various principles by which the proportion can be deter- 
mined for’ liquids and solids (888 a 25—889 a 7). The 
proportions for homoeomerous bodes are determined and these 
bodies classified accordingly (389 a 7-28). 

Turse are the different characteristics which, as we The homoe- 
have said,* distinguish homoeomerous bodies from Pogies 
each other to touch; and they are further distin- what pro- 

‘ portions of 
guished by taste,smell and colour. By homoeomerous earth and 
bodies I mean, for example, metallic substances (e.g. ae 
bronze, gold, silver, tin, iron, stone and simlar ma- tain? 
terials and their by-products) and animal and vege- 
table tissues (e.g. flesh, bone, sinew, skin, mtestine, 
hair, fibre, veins) from which in turn the anhomoeomer- 
ous bodies, face, hand, foot and the like, are composed ; 
in plants, examples are wood, bark, leaf, root and the 
hke.® The non-homoeomerous * bodies owe their 
constitution to another cause; the material cause of 
the homoeomerous bodies which make them up 1s 
dry and moist, that 1s, water and earth, which display 
most clearly these two characteristics ; their efficzent 
cause is heat and cold, which produce concrete 
clearly homoeomerous, leaf and root pretty clearly not 
homoeomerous (De An, 412 b 2-3: though at 389 a 13 below 
dvAda are listed among homoeomerous substances). I suggest 
that Aristotle 1s writing loosely and that the phrase is added 
on to the end of the sentence to give examples from plants 
arallel to those given for animals, and that examples of both 
inds of substance are therefore included. 

° rata (1. 20) must refer to the last-named, 2.e. anhomoe- 
omerous bodies (Alex. 219. 20), and not to the homoeomerous 
(O.T., Ideler); ¢ dv . . . dAy (1 21), 1f expanded, would be 
exeivey O¢, e€ dy rabra cuvéornKer, tdAy (Alex. 219. 91-22). 
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388 a 
? / ; ~ e ~ a“ ~ + éxeivwv), AdBwywev TOV opmotomepav Tota yijs ey 

~ “n / Kal mota voaTos Kal Tota Kowd. 
“a ~ / "Eott 87) TOV cwudtwv Tdv dSednuovpynevwv 

Ta ev Dypa, Ta 5é padakd, Ta 5€ oxAnpa: TovTwr 
\ ¢ f 1 oo” N er 1 / > Ff 5é 6700a oKAnpa 7 padaKa CéTL)* mG eoriv, 

ELPNTAL TPOTEPOV. 
“~ \ > e ~ 4 4 9 / sO 30 Tdv pev odv typdv ooa péev e€arpilera, vdaros, 

“~ o~ e ? doa 5€ UA, H YAS H Kowa yHs Kal daTos, olov yada, 
“A ~ 1 o>? ® , aN 12° H Ys Kat aépos, olov EvAov,” 7 vdaTros Kat aépos, 

i on ? 
otov éAaov. Kat doa pev tro Oepuot mayvdvera., 
Kowd (dmopycee 8° dv tis wept olov TaV bypar 

lo) Ld 388b TOOTO yap Kal é€armiolein dv, Kal maxvveras Worrep 
e 4 wv > of ? ey ay 4 ¢ 6 véos: aitiov 8° Gre obre ev Evi elder A€yeras 6 olvos, 

4 « af 4 e A / ~ a a\ ¢ Kal oT GAAos dAAws: 6 yap véos waAAov yfs 7 6 
\ a ~ maAatos* 810 Kal taxydverar TH Gcpu@ puadora Kal 

STHyvuTaL ATTOV UTO Too yuypod- exer yap Kal 
“~ LA > Gepudv oAd Kal yijs, worrep 6 év “Apxadia otrus 

amoEnpaiverat tarép TOU Katvod ev Tols aGoKols Wore 
Evdpevos mivecBar: ei 87 amas iddy Exet, ovTUs 

4 ~ b) 

EKaTEpov €oTiv, H ys 7 VOaTos, ws ravrns Exel 
“~ 4 “~ ~ mAHQos): 60a Se dro Yuypod waydverar, ys doa 

3 ¢ 5 9 ~ A 4 @ a 3 / 108° dm’ auotv, Kowa mAciovwr, olov édXaLov Kal WEA 
Kal © yAukds olvos. 

gk ~ é \ 7 ¢ \ , € 4 lo av dé ovveotaitwy doa péev mEemnyev bro wuypod, 
v0 ti jor aAA ‘ iA Lyvn* voatos, olov Kpvoraddos, xiwv, yddAala, wayvyn 
id > \ “A a“ doa, 5° bo Vepuot, yiis, ofov Képauos, tupds, 

1 ére ci. O.T. 2 wéAc c1. Vicomercatus, 
eee 

@ 389 a 25. 
® Idele: accepts Vicomercato’s conjecture ‘‘ honey.” 

° Cf. 380 b 32, 384 a 5, 387 b 9. 
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homoeomerous bodies out of water and earth. Let 
us therefore consider which of the homoeomerous 
bodies are composed of earth, which of water, and 
which of both 

Bodies which are finished products are either Bodes 
liquid or*soft or hard : and those which are soft or “##stled 4s 
hard are, as has been explained, the result of solidi- 
fication.* 

Liquids which evaporate are made of water ; those (1) Liquid 
which do not are made of earth or are a mixture of 
earth and water, like milk, or of earth and an, like 
wood,® or of water and aii, hke ol. Liquids whose 
density heat increases are a mixture. (Among the 
hquids, wine ° presents a difficulty, for it evaporates 
and also thickens, as new wine does. The reason 1s 
that there is more than one kind of liquid called wine 
and that different kinds behave differently. For new 
wine contains more earth than old, and so thickens 
most under the influence of heat, but solidifies less 
under the influence of cold; for it contains con-~ 
siderable quantities of heat and earth, as in Arcadia 
where the smoke dries 1t up in the skins to such an 
extent that it must be scraped off before 1t is drunk. 
If, then, all wine has some sediment, whether earth or 
water predominates 1n 1t will depend on the amount 
of sediment present) Liquids whose density cold 
increases are earthy: bodies whose density is m- 
creased both by heat and cold are compounded of 
more than one element, like oil and honey and sweet 
wine. 

(a) Solids which solidify as a result of cold are com- (2) Sokd 
posed of water, for example, ice, snow, hail and frost ; 
(6) those which solidify as a result of heat are com- 
posed of earth, for example, earthenware, cheese, 
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@ A ? A 4 o~ e 4 > ¢ 

epuov e€iov womep Tod épouevov péAiTos, Gray 
9 @ 3 “ > la \ ¢ é o~ ld 

eis owp adeOH, eLaruile: To dypov), Tatra mdvra 
2 yns. Kal Ta pev aryKTa Kai dyddAaxra, olov rd 

14 td ~ a nrektpov Kab AiBor Evior, Womrep of TApor oF ev Trois 
omnAatows: Kal yap odTOL Guoiws yiyvovras ToUvrots, 

\ > e e 4 \ 1AN° e e 4 “~ ro! Kat ovx ws vio mupos aA ws bro Tod Yvypod 
SueEvdvtos Tot Bepyot ovveEdpyeras TO dypov ro 

o~ ~ 3 , lo a 

tod €€ adbtot éfivros Gepuot: év S€ rots érépois 
a / on 30 070 TOU EEwlev mupds. soa dé un GAa, vhs pev 

2 any Aakra dé, ofov oid L Ké éoTt pGAAov, padaxra 5€, olov otdnpos Kal Képas. 
(ABavwrot §€ Kat Ta ToLabra mwapamAnciws ois 

/ 3 A 

EvAows arpiter.)’ eel obv THKTEA ye Oeréov Kal Goa 
om 9 

ThKeTaL b7O TUpds, TAaUT é€oTl ddaTweéoTEpa, Evia 
4 on 

ss9a dé Kal Kowwd, oloy Knpos* Goa bé bd voaros, Tatra 

1 MPavwrot ... arpife. fortasse post xéuus 1. 20 supra 
traiciendum. 
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soda, salt ; (c) those which solidify as a result of both ¢ 
are composed of both and so are solidified by both 
causes and contain both constituents. (Into this last 
category fall things solidified by cooling, that is by 
deprivatiqn both of heat and moisture, the moisture 
escaping with the heat : for salt and things composed 
purely of earth solidify when deprived of moisture 
only, while ice, on the other hand, does so when 
deprived of heat only) (d) Solids from which all 
moisture has been evaporated, as e.g. earthenware 
or amber, are composed of earth. (For both amber 
and substances called tears are formed by cooling, 
for example myrrh, frankincense and gum: and 
amber appears to belong to this class, as the insects 
trapped in it show that it has formed by solidification. 
The heat expelled by the cold of the river evaporates 
the moisture in it, as it does in boiled honey when it 
is dropped into water.) And some of these solids 
eannot be melted or softened, like amber and some 
kinds of stone, for example stalactites in caves; for 
these too are formed in the same way, being solidified 
not by fire but because their heat is driven out by 
cold and their moisture accompanies the heat when 
it retires In the others” the cause 1s external fire. 
(e) Solids from which the moisture has not wholly 
evaporated contain a preponderance of earth but can 
be softened by heat like iron and horn. (Frankin- 
cense and similar bodies give off vapour rather as 
wood does.) (/) Finally, since things that are melted 
by fire mustebe included in the class of things that 
melt, they will in general be composed largely of 
water, though some, like wax, will be composed of 
both water and earth on the other hand, things that 

@ Of. 383 a 13. > 2.6. that can be melted, e.g. salt. 
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are melted by water will be composed of earth, and 
things melted by neither of earth or both. 

If, then, all things are either hquid or solid, and 
if the things qualified by the charactenstics we have 
described are covered by this alternative, and there 
is no intermediate possibility, 1t follows that we have 
enumerated all the criteria whereby we can dis- 
tinguish whether a thing is composed of earth or of 
water or of more than one element, and whether it 
is formed by fire, by cold or by both. 

The following are therefore composed of water : The propor- 
gold, silver, bronze, tin, lead, glass and many kinds Lea sl 
of stone which have no name, for all of these are ous bodes 
melted by heat; in addition, some wines, wine, ceermined 
vinegar, lye, whey and serum, for all of these are 
solidified by cold. Earth preponderates in the 
followmg: iron, horn, nail, bone, sinew, wood, hair, 
leaves and bark, besides amber, myrrh, frankincense, 
the drop-like substances, stalactites, and produce 
such as vegetables and corn (in these the proportion 
of earth varies but all are earthy, for some can be 
softened by fire, others give off fumes and are pro- 
duced by cooling); in addition there are soda, salt, 
and those kinds of stone that are neither formed by 
cooling nor able to be melted. Blood and semen, on 
the other hand, are composed of earth, water and air, 
blood which contains fibres having a preponderance 
of earth (and so being solidified by cooling and melted 
by liquid), blood which contains no fibres having 
a preponderagce of water (and so not solidifying) ; 
semen is solidified by cooling when its moisture leaves 
it at the same time as its heat. 
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CHAPTER XI 

ARGUMENT 

Hot and cold 1n solids and laquids. (1) Bodies gomposed of 
water are, generally speaking, cold, (2) bodies composed of 
earth hot, though bodies composed of evther alone tend to be 
cold. (8) Bodies composed of more than one element tend to 

389224 Ilota dé Jepud 7% bvypa TeV TemnyoTw 7 TAV 
25 bypa@v, ex Ta&v elpnucvwy Set peradidKew. doa 
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5% eAdrrwy, Tois temupwpevois: 510 Kal év Tois 
campois Cia éeyyiyveras: eveots ya Oeppdryns 7 
Pcipaca tiv éxdorov oikelav Gepuornra. 

ef 4 é tl f a A Oca 5é Kowd, exer Oepudryra: cuvéornke yap 
\ a e / ? id 4 Ta wAeiora td Oepudrntos mepdons. eva dé 
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CHAPTER XI 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

be hot, though those that contain a predominance of waier 
tend to be cold. 

Note.—Ch. 11 28 complementary to ch. 10; ch. 10 deals 
with the proportions of dry and moist in homoeomerous 
bodies, ch. 11 with the proportions of hot and cold. 

We must proceed to examine on the basis of what 
has been said which solids and which liquids are hot 
or cold. (1) Those composed of water are, generally 
speaking, cold, unless they have some external source 
of heat (as have lye, urine and wine) ; (2) those com- 
posed of earth are generally hot, having been manu- 
factured by heat, like lime and ash. 

It must be understood that cold is in a sense the 
material factor. For as dry and moist are matter 
(being passive), and find their principal embodiments 
in earth and water which have cold as a defining 
characteristic, it is clear that all bodies that are made 
of either element alone tend to be cold unless they 
have an external source of heat like boiling water or 
water strained through ash, which contains the heat 
from the ash; for everything that has been burned 
contains heat to a greater or lesser degree. The 
presence of heat is the reason why worms are gener- 
ated in rotten material, the presence, that is, of the, 
heat which has destroyed the material’s own natural 
heat. 

(3) Things composed of more than one element 
contain heat, having most of them been formed by 
concoction by heat, though some are the products 

Cf. 379 b 6, ch. 1, note aon p 296. 
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1 or 

1 ouvrpypara VW Vt Bre. Ap: covvryxrd Fobes: cf. L&S%, s.v. 

¢ Of, De Gen, An. 1. 18, 724 b 21 ff. 

CHAPTER XII 

ARGUMENT 

The next step 1s to deal in detail with the homoeomerous 
bodwes, which we are now tn a position to classify according 
to their material constituents, and which are in their turn 
the material of anhomoeomerous bodies (889 b 28-28) In 
all cases the formal element rs even more important than the 
material, though the more elementary the body the less obvious 
this 18. Even the elements have their final cause, whach rs 
still more obvious in the parts of the body, each of which has 
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of decay like the waste products ® of the body. So 
as long as blood, semen, marrow, rennet and the like 
keep their proper nature they are warm, but once they 
perish and lose their proper nature they lose their 
warmth, for all that is left is thew material factors, 
earth and water. So there are two views about them, 
and some regard them as cold, some as hot, seeing 
that as long as they retain their nature they aie hot, 
but when they depart from it they solidify. This 
is true. Nevertheless, as we have laid down, things in 
which the material factor is mainly water are cold 
(for water is the extreme opposite of fire), things in 
which 1t is mainly earth or air contain more heat. 

It sometimes happens that bodies which are ex- 
cessively cold become excessively hot under the 
influence of external heat—for the most solid and 
rigid bodies are also the coldest if deprived of heat, 
but they give the most heat after exposure to fire : 
thus water gives more heat than smoke and stone 
than water. 

> Of, 389 a 20-21, 

CHAPTER XII 

ARGUMENT (continued) 

ats specific function. So we may lay it down in general that 
things are what they are because of their ability to perform 
some functiog. And though heat and cold and their effects 
may be sufficient to account for the production of homoe- 
omerous substances, it is clear that they are not sufficient to 
account for bodies made from those substances ; for in ther 
production human craftsmanship or nature is also a factor 
(889 b 28—390 b 14). In dealing with the homoeomerous 
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bodves we should therefore, f possible, look for formal, 
material and efficient causes. We can then proceed to an- 
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homoeomerous bodies and, finally, to things made up of them 
(890 b 14-22). 

Havine dealt with these matters, let us proceed to 
give separate accounts of flesh and bone and the other 
homoeomerous bodies. We can tell from their 
generation what is the constitution of the homoeo- 
merous bodies, what are the classes into which they 

‘ fall and to which class each belongs ; for the homoeo- 
merous bodies are composed of the elements, and 
serve in turn as material for all the works of nature. 

But while the material of all the homoeomerous 
bodies is the elements we have mentioned. their 
essential reality is comprised in their formal defini- 
tion. This is always clearer in the higher products 
of nature and, generally speaking, in things which 
are instrumental and serve a particular end. Thus 
it is only too clear that a corpse is a man in name only 
So also the hand of a dead man is a hand in name only, 
just as a sculptured flute might still be called a flute, 
for it also is an instrument of a kind. The distinction 
is less clear in the case of flesh and bone, and less 
clear again in the case of fire and water. For the 
final cause is least obvious where matter predominates. 
For just as, to take the two extremes, matter is 
simply matter, essential reality is simply formal 
definition, so things intermediate are related to these 
two extremes according to their proximity to each ; 
for each of them has some final cause, and is not just 
water or fire, nor just flesh and intestines. And the 
same is evén truer of face andhand. All these things, 
in fact, are determined by their function, and the true 
being of each consists in its ability to perform its par- 
ticular function, of the eye, for instance, in 1ts ability 
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to see,; while if 1t cannot perform its function it is 
that thing in name only, hke a dead man or a stone 
figure of a man. Nor 1s a wooden saw, properly 
speaking, a saw but merely a representation of one. 
This is a]l equally true of flesh, but its function 1s less 
obvious than that of, eg , the tongue; itis true of 
fire, but its natural function is even less obvious than 
that of flesh. Itis equally true of plants and inorganic 
bodies hke bronze and silver, for they are all what 
they are because of their ability to perform some 
active or passive function, like flesh and sinew, but 
their precise formal definitions are not apparent, and 
so it is difficult to perceive when they are operative 
and when they are not, unless the particular body 
is very decayed and retains few of its properties 
but its outward appearance. Tor example, ancient 
corpses sometimes suddenly turn to dust in their 
tombs, and some fruits when they get very old retain 
only their appearance and not their other sensible 
qualities, as do also solids formed from milk. 

Heat and cold and the motions set up by them are 
therefore, since solidification 1s due to heat and cold, 
sufficient to produce all parts of this sort,* that is to 
say, all homoeomerous parts like flesh, bone, hair, 
sinew and the like: for these are all distinguished 
by the differentia we have already described (tension, 
ductility, fragmentability, hardness, softness and the 
rest) which are produced by heat and cold and the 
combination of their motions. But no one would 
suppose thet this was the case with the anhomoeo- 
merous bodies which they m turn compose (for 
example, head, hand or foot), for though cold and 
heat and their motion will account for the production 

@ Cf. Introduction, pp. xv-xvi. 
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of bronze or silver, they will not account for the pro- 
duction of a saw or a cup or a box. Here human 
craftsmanship is the cause, while in other cases it 
is nature or some other cause. 

Knowing, therefore, into which class each of the 
homoeonterous bodies fall, we should proceed to 
describe each of them, giving the definition of blood, 
flesh, semen and all the rest. For we know the cause 
and nature of a thing when we understand either the 
material or formal factor in its generation and de- 
struction, or best of all if we know both, and also its 
efficient cause. When we have thus explained the 
homoeomerous bodies we must similarly examine 
the anhomoeomerous, and finally the bodies composed. 
from them, such as men, plants and the hke.* 
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grateful to Professor Fobes for permission to use his Index in this way. 
The references are to pages and hnes of the Bekke: edition. 
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Atowros, 356 b 11 
airia, 338 a 20 (7, b 26, 339 

a 24, 340 a 21, 25, b 18, 31, 
341 a 15, 29, b 1, 4, 342 
b 14 (*), 24, 344 a 2, b 18, 
345 a 11, 346 a 26, 30) b 2, 
90, 23 (*), 347 a 30, b 15, 
348 b 26, 30, 349 a 7, 10, 
b 21, 352 a 12, 17, 25, 353 
a 26, 33, b 14, 354 a 33, 
b 2, 3, 355 b 20, 356 a 30, 
34, b 17, 19, 38, 357 a 14, 
358 a 3, b 18, 359 b 22, 
861 a 4, b 10, 20, 25, 363 
a 18, 8364 a 13, b 30, 365 
a 5, 15, 25, b 18, 20, 366 
a 12, 29, b 3, 367 a 10, 22, 
b 4, 369 a 8, b 4, 22, 26 (°), 
370 b 33, 371 b 19, 20, 373 
a 30, 33, 374 b 18, 375 
a 32, 377 a 29, 8379 b 2, 
381 a 11, b 13, 388 a 21, 
390 b 12, 14 

aividopat, 357 a 15, 368 a 30 
aircaréov, 339 a 32, 359 b 9 
airtos, 338 a 20 (?), 339 a 29, 

31, 342 a 28, 36, b 14 (?), 
345 a 6, 9, 19, 346 b 23 (°), 
347 b 1, 19, 32, 348 a 15, 
31, 351 a 3, 26, 352 a 28, 
b 6, 354 b 21, 357 a 32, 
b 7, 22, 359 a 5, 360 b 12, 
1%, 361 a 67°34, 362 a 2, 16, 
364 a 7, 365 a 3, 366 a 3, 
b 16, 367 b 7, 368 a 1, 27, 
30, 32, 34, 369 b 26 (*), 28, 
370 a 17, 372 a 17, 24, 
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b 33, 374 b 6, 377 a 15, 
378 b 40, 379 a 20, 380 b 6, 
381 b 31, 382 a 27, b 15, 
383 a 8, b 16, 24, 384 b 2, 
8, 387 b 27, 388 b 1 

dxapmros, 385 a 14, b 28, 29, 
386 a8 " 

axapatos, 352 a 26 
axarakros, 385 a 14 
dxavoros, 385 a 18, 387 a 18, 

19, 22 
dxuwnota, 340 b 18, 366 b 6 
dauvytifa, 379 a 34 
dxpatlw, 351 a 29 
ax}, 351" 28 
axon, 369 b 9 
dxoAovbéw, 340 b 17, 366 a 7, 

369 a 3, 370 b 14, 31 
dkovw, 348 a 25 
dxpa, 373 b 10 
axparnros, 384 a 33 
ad«patos, 375 a 10 
dxpipera, 362 b 25 
dicprBifs, 390 a 19 
dxpipow, 363 b 32 
axpipas, 341 a t+ 
axpiros, 361 b 30 
axpévuxoy, 367 b 26 
axpos, 350 a 32 
axis, 340 a 29, 32, 345 a 29, 

b 6, 346 b 24, 348 a 17, 
369 b 14, 25, 874 b + 

adrda, 341 a 19, 347 a 20, 348 
b 4, 362 b 27, 366 b 5, 379 
a 27 

aAeewds, 348 a 19, b 4, 9, 349 
ad, 8, 363417, 364.a 23 

aAcewdoraros, 398 a 30 
dAeewdrepos, S47 a 21, 348 b 6 
aAjGea, 356 b 17 
aAnOjs, 343 a 35, 352 a 21, 22, 

358 a 16 

dAnbdis, 390 a 11 
dAwa, 343 b 23 
dAuupis, 357 b & 
dAuupds, 353 a 33, b 18 (bis), 

15, 16, 354 b 18, 21, 355 
a 33, b 4, 9, 357 a 6, 12, 18, 
19, 22, 29, 34, 358 a 6, 27, 
b 14, 34, 359 a 6, 13, 21, 
23, b 4 

dAuupdrns, 353 b 13, 354 b 9, 
356 b 4, 357 a 5, 16, b 4%, 
29, 358 a 4, 359 a 5 

dAoyos, 355 a 21, 35, 366 a 9, 
369 b 19 

GAdyus, 362 a 14 
dAoupyés, 372 a 8, 374 b 33, 

375 b 11 
dAs, 359 a 18, 29, 32, b 4, 383 
b 18, 20, 384 a 18, 885 a 31, 
b 9, 16, 388 b 13, 15, 389 
a 18 

dAvats, 387 a 13 
dAvros, 383 a 30, b 10, 12, 

384 a 34, b 7 
dAdirov, 382 a 1 
dAws, 344 b 2, 6, 18, 18, 346 

a 5, 371 b 18, 22, 37:2 b 12, 
373 a 27, b 34, 874a 10, 15, 
377 b 34 

duddaxros, 384 b 1, 385 a 13, 
388 b 25 

dyaupds, 343 b 12, 367 a 23 
duaupdtepos, 344 b 29, 367 

a 21, 375 a 30, b 3, 13 
auaupow, 387 b 28 
"Appovios, 352 b 32 
dururis, 366 a 19 
dpvdpds, 343 b 13 
duudipdrepos, 372 a 2 
apvbnrov, 375 a 23 
dvapaivw, 344 a 20 
avaprérw, 346 a 34 

385 
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dvaPparrw, 368 b 29 
dvayragw, 370 b 24 
avayKaios, 340 b 34, 341 b 7, 

17, 344 b 22, 348 a 30, 351 
a 30, b 6, 352 a 4, 3544 10, 
b 93, 355 a 2, 356 a 21, 
b 20, 23, 357 a 2, b 27, 358 
a 23, 360 a 10, 14, 15, 17, 
861 a 18, 363 b9, 3644 11, 
365 b 16, 21, 367 a 23, 27, 
31, 368 a 5, b 3, 369 a 
19, 22, b 28, 372 b 4, 24, 
373 a 3, b 16, 19, 377 a 
26 

dvayKn, 339 a 21, 340 a 11,15, 
344 b 9, 345 b 8, 351 a 36, 
352 b 16, 17, 353 a 7, 13, 
21, 354 b 11, 357 a 11, 358 
b 4, 29, 359 b 31, 360 b 30, 
$62 b 30, 363 a 12, 365 
b 23, 30, 32, 368 a 12, 370 
b 27, 372 a 27, 373 b 26, 
374 b 17, 375 a 5, 380 a 3, 
382 a 9, 10, 22, 381 b 4, 
387 a 5 

avaypagw, 350 a 17 
dvdyu, 344 a 6, 346 b 26, 347 

a 8, 14, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, 
32, 349 b 3, 354 b 29, 355 
a 6, 26, 33, b 5, 356 a 20, 
b 22, 24, 80, 357 a 7, 14, 
358 b 13, 25, 26, 359 b 35, 
360 a 1, 361 a 13, 376 a 1 

dvaywyh, 355 a 15 
dvablBcopst, 351 a 15, 17, 356 

as 

avadtvew, 356 a 25 
dvabupians, 340 b 26, 27, 29, 

341 b 7, 33, 35, 342 a 4, 18, 
19, 22, 28, 344.4 10, 20, b I, 
24, 346 b 32, 347 b 8, 11, 
357 b 24, 358 a 20, 22, 34, 

386 

359 b 28, 360 a 8, 11, 15, 
b 1, 16, 18, 26, 364 a3, 11, 
18, 19, 24, 31, b I, 15, 16, 
26, 29, 362 a 3, bt, 3644 19, 
365 b 22, 366 a 6, 16, b 8, 
10, 367 a 32, 368 a 8, b 15, 
34, 369 a 2, 12,°26, 33, 370 
a 28, b 16, 871 a 5, 379 
b 32, 378 a 18, 21, 26, 29, 
b 2, 4, 384 b 33 

dvabuyidw, 341 a 7, 3444 21, 
360 b 32, 361 b 28, 366 a 5, 
868 a 13 

dvalaOnros, 374 b 35 
dvakdunrw, 364 b 19, 25, 385 

b 33 
dvaxauitis, 386 a5 
avakraois, 342 b 6, 11, 343 

a 26, 344 b 7, 13, 345 b 10, 
90, 29, 346 a 5, 348 a 1%, 
370 a 16, 93, 872 a 18, 20, 
b 15, 34, 373 a 32, 33, b 3, 
23, 31, 33, 35, 374 a 2, 8, 
10, 88, b 22, 375 b 1 (bi), 
14, 26, 376 a 12, 377 b 18, 
378 a 2 

avakAdw, 340 a 28, 343 a 3, 
b 7, 345 b 27, 370 a 18, 372 
a 30, b 34, 373 a 3, 18, 35, 
b %, 14, 374 a 23, 29, 375 
b 5, 23, 30, 376 b 9, 14, 
377 a 31, 33, b 6, 10, 12, 
32, 378 a 11 

dvaxukAéw, 339 b 29 
dvaAapBavw, 339 a 33, 345 

b 31, 380 b 19 
dvadioxw, 368 a 10, 11, 382 

b 26 a 
dvadoyia, 340 a 4, 387 b 3 
dvadoyilouar, 353 a 4 
dvdAoyov, 339 a 18, 347 b 14, 

351 b 4, 362 b 32, 363 a 
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11 (°), 372 a 5, 375 a 4, 376 
a 29, 390 a 6 

dvdAoyos, 363 a 11 (*) 
avartvw, 339 b 2 
avayrns, 356 a 12 
’Avagaydpas, 339 b 22, 312 

b 27, $45 a 25, 348 b 19, 
365 a 17, 19, 369 b 14 

avaéypaivw, 355 b 26, 32 
"Avatiévns, 365 a 18, b 6 
avureravvupt, 363 a 16 
dvdpiOpos, 355 b 22 
dvappyyvu, 342 b I4, 368 

a 26 
dvappodew, 356 b 13 
dvaordaw, 373 b 10, 380 b 22 
avaréAdw, 371 b 27, 372 a 28, 

875 b 20 
dvatoAy, 345 a 4, 361 a9, b 23, 

2,363 b1, 4, 5, 14, 18, 24, 
364 a 17, 22, 25, 375 b 26, 
30, 377 a 3, b 28 

dvarpérw, 368 a 31, b 31 
dvdrpeyfs, 368 a 32 
dvadépw, 355 b 19, 360 b 34, 

361 a 35, 369 b 10, 371 
a 14, 374 a 30 

avadvodw, 367 a 16 
avadtaonua, 367 a 8, 15 
avaxwpéw, 356 b 30 
dveyut, 350 a 13, 361 a 33, 

367 a 4 
dveAcros, 385 a 16, 386 b 14 
dvepos, 340 b 36, 347 a 27, 

349 a 12, 17, 20, 21 (bis), 
32, 34, 358 a 30, 360 a 19, 
20, 29, 32, b 27, 32, 33, 
361 a3, 7% 19, 29, 30, b 9, 
12, 362 a 81, b 34, 363 a9, 
13, 17, 19, b 27, 364 a 3, 6, 
27,b 7, 365 a 11, 366 a 10, 
b 14, 33, 367 a 18, 33, b 4, 

INDEX 

95, 368 a 10, 29, 30, b 8, 
14, 18, 370 a 26, 99, b 8, 
19, 30, 371 a2, 372 b 28 

aveuwdns, 360 b 5 
avépyouat, 358 b 82 
dvev@urros, 385 h 29, 386 a 

8 
dvéxyw, 343 b 8, 374 b 2 
avyAdaros, 885 a 16, 386 b 19, 

YY 

avOos, 375 a 23, 28 
avOpaxeutds, 387 b 19, 23 
avOpagé, 387 b 18 
dvOpwmuvos, 353 b 6 
avOpwos, 339 b 21, 29, 343 

a 13, 20, 352 b 20, 359 a 18, 
389 b 31, 390 b 2] 

dvinus, 367 a 6, b 30, 387 b 13, 
23 

avicxw, 342 b 10, 373 b 13 
dvodos, 355 a 6 
avoidéw, 367 a 3 
dvopotomepis, 388 a 18, 390 

b 10, 20 
avramodiowut, 847 b 32 
avreatpappevars, 375 b 3 
dvrixepat, 354 b 18, 362 a 14, 

378 b 30, 379 b 19, 380 a 8, 
381 b 15, 28, 389 b 16 

avrixpovais, 371 a 11 
dvrysebiornur, 366 b 20, 367 

b 24, 386 a 25, 32 
avrimeptiornut, 347 b 6, 348 

b 6, 16, 360 b 25, 361 a 1, 
382 a 12, 14, b 10 

avrimepioraos, 348 b 2, 349 
8 a 

avrinvew, 870 b 22 
avriotpépw, 386 b 2-4 
avrirvTéw, 368 a 8, 370 b 18, 

871 a 95 
dvridpagis, 367 b 21 

387 
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dyrippdtrw, 345 a 29, b 9, 
368 b 10 

dvwbéw, 348 a 20 
dvoparia, 369 b 1, 877 b 14 
dvaparos, 377 b 4, 8 
dvudrws, 385 b 9 
dvayvupos, 341 b 15, 359 b 30, 

381 b 6, 389 a 8 
dvwrvupwrepos, 881 b 15 
agia, 357 a 4 
aéos, 384 a 4 
aéwv, 375 b 22, 376 
doixnros, 362 b 7, 9, 
ddparos, 373 a 20, b 
doptoria, 361 b 34 
adptoros, 380 a 3, 29, b 14, 

381 a 14, 382 a 16 
amabys, 380 b 10 
a7ravrdw, 353 b 22 
dmapxrias, 363 b 14, 29, 31, 

364 a 14, b 4, 81, 22, 29, 
365 a 2,7, 8 

amaprifw, 340 b 35 
dmarpifw, 359 a 31 
azretAy}, 369 a 32 
Grey (eft), 350 b 26, 351 

b 6, 361 a 11, 388 a 9, 12 
drreipdxis, 339 b 29 
ameipos, 351 a 12 
arentos, 371 a 8, 384a 33 
anerrroraros, 358 a 6, 7 
dmepydlopat, 378 a 16 . 
dwrépyouat, 357 a 30, b 19, 

362 a 3, 384a5 
dréxw, 345 b 21, 363 a 31, 32, 

33, b 8, 9 
drepia, 357 b 9, 379 a 2, b 13, 

380 a 6, 9, 28, 381 a 19, 13, 
b 9, 20 

aanKros, 385 a 12, 21, b 1 
dandidrns, 363 b 13, 3644 15, 

16, b 19, 365 a 10 

388 

b 30 
26 
25 

adnnhwwrikds, 364 a 21, b 28 
dmieoros, 885 a 15, 386 b 8, 

10, 387 a 16 
dmiAntos, 385 a 17, 387 a 16 
amioros, 348 a 27 
dzrAavys, 343 b 9, 29, 344. a 36 
airAacros, 885a15 ° 
amaAeros, 355 b 23 
amAots, 339 b 34, 341 b 7, 

378 b 28, 32, 379 a8 
amaAds, 365 a 26, 382 a 14, 15, 

19, 386 b 32, 389 a 32 
amvous, 354 a 22, 361 b 6 
dmoBialoua, 351 a 6, 364 

a 29, b 8, 365 b 4, 366 b 11, 
27, 368 b 10, 35 

améyetos, 363 a 1 
amodeiKvup, 344 a 6 
dzrodéxopar, 346 b 1 
drodidwut, 339 a 7, 355 a 27, 

98, 358 a 3, 363 a 11, 365 
a 34, 373 b 28 

amoxabaipw, 383 a 3t,b 3 
amoxd§apois, 383 b 4 
amoxpivw, 340 b 20, 345 b 34, 

346 b 8 (bis), 349 b 26, 29, 
359 a +, 360 b 34, 362 a 27, 
369 b 28, 372 b 32, 374 
a 35, 378 a 31, 32, 379 b 7, 
381 b 13 

anroxptots, 360 b 33, 366 b 12, 
381 b 11 

aToAop dave, 369 b 26, 372 
b 21, 375 b 27 

dtrovcinw, 346 b 26, 353 a 22, 
364 a 26, 367 b 29 

dnédXeufis, 346 b 30, 351 a 21, 
b 19 * 

aroAvw, 371 a 12 
amopapaivopat, 343 b 16, 367 

b 11, 23, 372 b 29, 375 a 14 
dmofnpaivw, 388 b 6 
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amonvew, 361 b 7, 366 a 33, 
382°b 26 

amopéw, 339 a 2,b 3, 340 b 4, 
342 a 3, 355 a 35, b 24, 
357 b 26, 361 a 25, 362 
a 11, 388 a 33 

daropia, S54 b 15, 19, 22, 355 
b 21 

dzroppéw, 359 a 25, b 18, 374 
a 25 

drroppnyvupt, 365 b 8 
dardppo.a, 367 b 6 
dmdpputos, 353 b 32 
amopwitgra, 383 b 20 
drroocBevvupt, 344 a 18, 359 

b 6, 361 b 25 
droomdaw, 371 a 32 
drroomwOnpilw, 341 b 30 
amdarnua, 345 b 16 
drroariABu, 370 a 1k 
arocxilw, 350 a 24 
arroreivw, 343 b 22, 375 a 33, 

377 b 33 
amroreAéw, 380 a 5, 14 
arotépvw, 877 a 8 
amoros, 380 b 3 
arrovoia, 366 a 18, 382 a 33, 

383 b 3, 385 a 26, 28 
arodaivw, 343 a 1, 365 a 18 
amégacis, 374 b 18 
dmog¢ucdw, 364 b 8 
dmpayporws, 369 b 27 
anro, 342 a 4, 343 b 35 
arwtéw, 342 a 18, 20, 348 

a15,b 1,358 b 1, 360 b 21, 
364 a 9, 366 a 32, 367 a 16, 
=a 868 b 2. 370 b 20, 373 

9 
amwdea, 351 b 11 
"ApaBia, 349 a 5 
dpadrepos, 364 b 25 
"Apdéns, 350 a 2b 

INDEX 

"Apyelos, 359 a 9, 10 
apyéearns, 363 b 24, 29, S64 

a 18, b 5, 20, 23, 30, 365 
a 3, 8 

dpyjs, 371 a 20 
dpytAwdns, 352 b 10 
dpyés, 352 a 13, 14 
dpyupos, 384 b 32, 385 b 4, 

388 a 14, 389 a 7, 390 a 17, 
b 12 

"Apyupoby (dpos), 350 b 14 
dpBuds, 357 b 28, 379 a 1, 385 

a lil 
*Apxadia, 351 a 3, 388 b6 
dpxros, 343 a 8, 36, b 5, 350 

b 4, 7, 354 a 25, 28, 32, 
361 a 5, 16, 21, b 5, 362 
a 17, 21, 32, b7, 9, 34, 363 
a 3, b 3, 15, 8364 a 6, 365 
a9, 377 a 15, b 27 

"Apxdvios, 350 b 5 
apyorrw, 353 a 19, 356 b 16, 

369 b 36, 872 b 15 
apoupa, 341 b 26 
appworew, 366 b 28 
appworia, 373 b 8 
apxyatov (adverbium), 351 b 34 
apxatos, 339 b 20, 352 a 35, 

353 a 34, 354 a 29, 355 
b 20, 372 a 22 

dpyaidraros, 352 b 20 
dpx7, 339 a 9, 11, 14, 24, 31, 

33, 840 b 18, 341 b 5, 31, 
344 a 17, 27, 31, 33, 34, 
345 b 32, 346 b 19, 21, 3.49 
a 28, 33, b 1, 28, 34, 350 
b 93, 351 a 26, b 12, 32, 
353 a 34, b 1, 5, 354 b 4, 
6, 15, 20, 355 b 35, 356 a 4, 
8, 22, 33, b 1, 357 b 23, 25, 
359 b 6, 27, 360 a 11, 18, 
33, b 30, 361 a 25, 28, 30, 

389 
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32, 36, b 2, 21, 364 b 16 
(bis), 20, 365 a 11, 366 a 7, 
12, 22, 368 a 8, 34, b 19,21, 
27, 369 a 12, 370 b It, 28, 
371 a7, b 5, 11, 379 bY, 
24, 381 b 24, 390 b 19 

dpyw, 339 a 9, 340 b 14, 356 
a 8, 10, 358 a 32, 362 a 25, 
365 a 9, 366 a 21, b 13, 
367 a 24, 373 b 14, 19 

dpxwyv, 343 b 4, 20, 345 a 2 
aobdvera, 372 b 8, 373 b 3, 374 

a 23, b 29 
aabevéatepos, 359 a 33, 374 

b 12, 32, 375 a 34, 376 b 26, 
379 a 34, 387 a 21 

dobevis, 344 a 18, 361 b 15, 
362 a 23, 27, 369 b 5, 373 
b 7, 375 b 14, 377 b 33, 378 
a ll 

*Aota, 350 a 18, 353 a 9 
aos, 349 a 35, 388 b 6 
aomis, 371 a 25 
*Acreios, 343 b 19 
dotHp, 341 a 33, b 3, 28, 34, 

342 a 27, b 4, 21, 28, 81, 
33, 343 a 23, 28, 31, b 5, 
12, 17, 18, 26, 30, 33, 344 
a 15, 20, 24 (bis), 28, 32, 
33, b 8, 10, 14, 17, 34 (bis), 
345 a 7, 15, b 12, 35, 346 
a 6, 30, 36, 373 a 29 

derpany, 364 b 30, 32, 369 
a 10, b 6, 16, 18, 29, 370 
a 11, 15, 22, 23 (bis), 31, 
33, b 7, 371 b 14 

datpoAcyia, 345 b 1 
dorpodoyixds, 339 b 8 
dotpov, 338 a 22, b 22, 339 

b 9, 14, 32, 340 a 921, 28, 
341 a 11, 22, 342 a 33, b 10, 
843 a 6, 344 a 35, b 2, 6, 

390 

INDEX 

345 a 26, 27, 33, b 4, 7, 8, 
20, 29, 346 a Y, 8, T1, 19, 
95, 87, 28, 31, b 12, 355 
a 19, 361 b 33, 371 b 24, 
372 b LL, 373 b 12, 375 
b 96, 29 

doupperpia, 380 a 32 
dox.oros, 385 a 16, 386 b 26, 

30 
araxrorepos, 338 b 20 
dreyxros, 385 a 13, b 13 (bis), 

16 
aréAea, 380 a 6, 8, 31 (bis) 
arevilw, 343 b 12 
drnxros, 378 a 23, 385 a 12, 

21, b 1, 12, 388 b 24 
atuntos, 385 a 17, 387 a 6 
arpuddopa, 346 b 25 
atpidwdéorepos, 341 b 8 
aru.dwdns, 358 a 22, 35, 360 

a 9, b 2, 16, 367 b 6, 378 
a 19, 27, 29 

arpilew, 340 b 25, 347 a 18, 
b 7, 8, 29, 349 b 23, 354 
b 30, 358 b 16, (7. 19, 364 
b 27, 383 a 24, 384a 2, 388 
b 32 

druis, 340 a 34, 35, b 3, 27, 
98, 341 b 10, 3146 b 29, 32, 
347 a 4, 17, 19, Bl, V4, 29, 
b 5, 18, 24, 350 a 18, 358 
a 31, 359 b 30, 360 a 2, 93, 
b 35, 364 b 29, 367 a 34, 
372 b 16, 32, 384 a 6, 387 
a 25 

arptorés, 387 b 8 (bis) 
aro7mos, 342 b 4, 345 a 18, 348 

a 4, 349 b 21,350 b 31, 355 
a 18, b 12, 94, 357 a 18, 358 
a 15, 360 a 27 

arpogos, 384 a 25 
avavo.s, 379 a 5 
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aby}, 375 a 26 
avAds, 389 b 32 
avéw, 351 a 31, 355 a 2 
avroparos, 353 bh 28, 3t 
avronrns, 350 a 17 
avxypdaw, 360 b 11 
adyuds, 34% b 20, 360 b 5 

(bis), 9, 361 b 9, 365 b 9, 
10, 366 b 3, 7, 8, 368 b 16 

dpapéw, 351 b 32, 376 b 21, 
382 b 26 

adavys, S44.a 5, 377 a 8, 17 
adavitw, 343 b 15, 31,351 b 1, 

4, 354 a 31, 355 b 13, 29, 
356 a 24, 370 a 21, 387 a 27 

adésw, 359 a 30, b 3 
ddj, 382 a 19, 20, 386 a 20, 

388 a 12 
ddBovos, 360 b 11 
adinus, 347 a 33, 349 a 35, b 2, 

356 b 30, 368 a 17, 24, 388 
b 93 

adiuxvéopa, 341 a 29, 343 a 20, 
355 a 5, b 31, 369 b 11, 375 
b 14, 378 a 10 

ddiornut, 347 a 4, 377 a 23, 
378 a 4 

adAdytoros, 387 b 18, 20 
ddopia, 351 b 14 
ddopitw, 339 b 10, 350 b 28 
*Axaia, 343 b 2, 366 a 26, 

368 b 6 
adyavys, 340 a 32, 355 b Sl, 

367 a 19, 378 a 6 
’AyxedAdos, 350 b 15, 352 a 35 
ayAuds, 361 a 28, 367 b 17, 373 

al, b 12, 17, 874 a 7, 18, 
377 bid © 

axduwdns, 367 a 20, 23 
dypwudarioros, 371 a 2, b 9, 

377 b 1 
axvpov, 344 a 26 

f 

Giubis, 386 b I 
axis, 371 b 28, 29 
dibvyos, 390 a 17 

Baditw, 357 a 2, 373 b 5 
Bdbos, 339 b 12, 341 b 34, 342 

a #23, b 15, 350 a 31, 351 
a 6, 13, 354 a 18, 368 b 28, 
382 a 14, 386 a 19, 23, 30, 
b 20 

Babds, 351 a 12, 354. 27 (bis) 
Babvraros, 3544 21 
Babvrepos, 354 a 19 
Baxrpos, 350 a 23 
Bdpos, 341 b 12, 355a 3h, b 5, 

356 b 18, 358 b 26, 359 a6, 
8, 365 a 98, 368 b 35, 369 
a 23 

Bapivw, 341 a 5 
Baptraros, 340 b 20, 358 b 5 
Bapurepos, 381 a5 
Baotrevs, 352 b 24 
Baows, 362 b 2 
BéAriov, 349 a 26 
Bia, 341 a 26, 31, 342 a 25, 

369 a 28, 379 a 6 
Bialw, 368 a 28,370 b 19, 371 

ald 
Biowos, 870 b 9 
Buooropat, 351 a 35 
BAérw, 352 a 17, 373 b 4, 6, 

374 b 20, 26 
Bo7beva, 379 b 23 
BoéGuvos, 342 a 36 
Bopéas, 343 a 17, 345 a 1, 347 

b 2, 6, 358 a 35, 361 a6, 22, 
b 11, 362 a 11, 16, b 38, 35, 
363 a [2], 4, 6, 17, b 14, 
364 a 13, 15, 20, b 26, 368 
b7 

Bopeos, 344 b 35, 847 a 36, 
37, b 9 (bis), 363 a 2, 364 

391 
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a 19, 371 a 3, 8, 377 b 
26 

Béoropos, 353 a 7, 372 a 15 
BovAopa, 348 b 33, 349 a 20, 

b 15, 354 b 32, 363 b 31, 
384 a 7 

Bods, 359 a 29 
Bpadds, 341 a 23 
Bpadd’rara, 343 a 5 
Bpaddrepos, 371 a 23 
Bpadurys, 357 b 34 
Bpaxv, 377 a 26 
Boats, 347 b 22, 348 b 24, 

354 a 22, 382 b 14 
Bpaxtrepos, 371 b 30 
Bpaxvrns, 354 a 18 
Bpéxw, 359 a 22, 365 b 6, 385 

b 14, 18, 386 b 5 
Bpovr7}, 369 a 10, 29, b 1, 3, 8, 

17, 19, 29, 370 a 29, 24, 27, 
31, 33, b 7, 371 b 11, 14 

yada, 338 b 22, 339 a 34, 34Y 
b 25, 345 a 9, 12, 20, 25, 
26, 31, 32, 36, b 11, 19, 23, 
26, 346 a 17, b 2, 5, 138, 380 
b 8, 32, 381 a 7, 382 b 14, 
383 a 22, 384 a 16, 24, 30, 
388 a 31, 390 b 2 

yadivn, 367 b 15 
Tapnrudv, 343 b 5 
yenpos, 380 a 24 
yertviaots, 363 a 14 
yervidw, 338 b 21, 350 a 5, 

360 b 20, 363 b 22, 368 b 15 
yeAdw, 369 a 32 
yeAoios, 352 a 26, 354 b 33, 

357 a 24 
yedoiws, 362 b 12 
yepilw, 359 a 11 
yéveois, 338 a 24, 340 b 37, 342 

a 14, 346 b 19, 23, 347 b 
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29, 34, 348 a 15, 349 b Q, 
351 a 20, b 9, 352 a YS, 
b 17, 353. a 34, b 6; 354 1, 
28, 355 a 30, 356 b 8, 35, 
357 b 17, 358 a 2, 27, 361 
a 32, 36, 365 a 11, 374 14, 
377 b 25, 378 b*28, 32, 379 
a 3, b 8, 389 b 26, 390 b 19 

yevvew, 341 b 36, 357 a 5, 6, 
378 a 32, 379 a 1 : 

yévos, 353 b 32, 365 a 15° 37 
a 22, b 6, 383 b 11, 388 
b 21, 389 a 18, b 25, 26, 
390 b 15 

yedsns, 359 a 4, 24, 384 a 20 
vi, 338 b 25, 339 a 16, 17, 19 

(bis), 28, 37, b 4, 6, 11, 13, 
31, 340 a 6, 7, 22, 27, 28, 
29, 34, b 3, 10, 21, 25, 26, 
35, 37, 341 a 11, b 6, 9 (bis), 
10, 20, 342 a 10, 343 a 12, 
344.a 9, 12, b 12, 345 a 27, 
30, b 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 346 
b 11, 17, 24, 29, 31, 347 
a 8, 10, b 27, 29, 3148 a 9, 
17, 20, 24, 29, 34, b 4, 349 
b 4, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 29, 
31, 33, 34, 350 a 2 16, 
b 24, 36, 351 a 2, 11, 14, 
19, 22, 25, 27, 30, 33, b 9, 
359 a 27, b 6, 28, 353. a 21, 
23, 25, b 1, 7, 12, 14, 16, 
18, 354.0 7, 10, 12, 25, 28, 
30 (bis), 32, b 9, 23, 31, 
355 a 22, 23, b 18, 35, 356 
a 14, 24, 357 a 7, 10, 13, 
20, 25, b 6, 9, 12, 13, 18, 
358 a 15, f9, b 6, 30, 3l, 
359 b 7, 10, 360 a 5, 6, 7, 8, 
16, b $1, 361 a 17, 23, 31 
(bis), 34, b 1, 3, 17, 362 a 5, 
35, b 4, 5, 18, 364 a 10, 11, 
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365 a 14, 21, 27, b 1, 7, 18, 
94, 366 a 3, 10, 16, 28, 32, 
33, b 17, 29, 29, 32, 367 
a 3,9, 12, 16, 24, b 5, 16, 
24, 368 a 14, 16, 21, 25, 30, 
b 1, 10, 13, 19, 23, 369 a 3, 
370 a B6 (bis), b 27, 371 
a 11, 372 a 12, 373 a 28, 
375 b 28, 377 a 19, 23, 25, 
378 a 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 16, 
20, b 3, 379 a 15, 23, 382 
a3, 5,6, b 3, 6, 32, 383 a 13, 
26, 27, b 9, 12, 19 (bis), 20, 
22, 384 a 3, 8, 15 (bis), 17 
(bis), 28, b 16, 19, 20, 30, 
385 a 27, 31, b 2, 8, 14, 19, 
92, 25, 387 a 27, b 24, 32, 
388 a 22, 25, 30 (bis), 31, 
b 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 16, 24, 30, 
389 a 2 (bis), 5, 13, 16, 19, 
20, 27, 31, b 12, 17 

ynpas, 351 a 28, 379 a 5 
yynpdoxw, 351 a 34 
yuyvmboKw, 357 a 28 
yAetxos, 379 b 30, 380 b 32, 

384.a 5,385 b 3 
yAicxpos, 383 b 34, 385 a 17, 

b 5, 387 a 11 
yAoxporns, 382 b 14, 16, 384 

2 a 
yaAukis, 355 a 33, b 5, 7, 9, 

357 a 9, 29, b 1, 358 b 13, 
15, 359 a 26, b 14, 385 a 8, 
387 b 9, 388 b 10 

yAuKvratos, 354 b 29, 357 a 30 
yAdrra, 390 a 15 
yor, 389 a 19, 22, b 10 
yoryos, 373 2 31 
Tpasxés, 352 b 2 
ypopuyn, 367 b 10, 373 a 5, 

375 b 21, 376 a 2, 10, 19, 
377 a5 
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ypagpevs, 349 b 1,372 a 7 
ypadw, 349 b 1, 355 b 33, 362 

b 12, 13, 363 a 26, 373 a 16, 
376 b 9 

ywria, 373 a 12, 375 b 94, 376 
b 12, 13, 29, b 9, 16 (bis) 

daxpuov, 379 b 31, 388 b 19. 
389 a 14 

Sdxrvros, 342 a 10, 369 a 23 
dadds, 341 b 3, 28, 32, 342 b 3, 

16, 344. a 26 
Aapeios, 352 b 28 
daviAca, 343 a 10 
Seixvupt, 339 b 32, 345 Dd 1, 

362 b 15, 372 a 32, b 10, 
376 b 5, 10, 31 

deiAn, 371 b 25 
dexrixds, 387 a 20 
SeAdis, 345 b 22 
d€pua, 388 a 17 
Aevradlwv, 352 a 32 
Séyouat, 342 b 6, 13, 349 b 18, 

350 a 9, 352 b 8, 356 a 26, 
361217, 365 b2,3,366b 1, 
385 b 26 

déw, absum, 340 b 14, 94, 341 
a 10, 21, b 18, 342 b Yb, 343 
a 28, b 10, 27, 345 a 19, 35, 
b 24, 36, 346 a 7, 347 a 2, 
b 34, 348 a 22, b 5, 349 
a 34, b 25, 350 b 92, 25, 
352 a 15, b 11, 353 b 18, 
91, 27, 356 b 295, 357 b 11, 
358 a 18, b 31, 359 b 5, 360 
a 31, 362 a 28, 363 2 10, 25, 
28, 365 a 26, b 12, 366 b 14, 
23, 29, 369 a 12, b 21, 871 
b 7, 21, 372 a 25, 32, 373 
a 19, 374 b 9, 24, 379 b 14, 
17, 383 b 22, 389 a 95, 29 

dios, 344 a 4, b 20, 345 a 22, 
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346 a 35, 347 a 24, b 33, 
348 a 13, 32, b 2, 349 a 30, 
b 19, 350 a 15, 22, 352 b 23, 
33, 354 b 10, 355 a 18, 356 
b 8, 20, 357 a 21, 29, b 6, 
25, 358 b 34, 359 b 20, 360 
a 15, 361 a 31, 36, b 3, 362 
b 32, 363 a 9, 364 a 27, 
365 b 19, 367 a 8, 368 a 9, 
871 a 7, 29, 372 b 32, 373 
b 17, 374 a 29, b 7, 28, 375 
b 19, 376 b 5, 378 b 21, 382 
a 18, b 31, 383 a 9, 389 
a 32, b 29, 31, 390 a 2, 4, 
14, 16 

dnAdw, 347 b 21, 349 b 35, 
351 a 1, b 35, 352 b 19, 369 
b 9, 372 b 22, 380 a 2, 390 
b 19 

Snuscoupyéw, 384 b 26, 388 a 27 
Syusoupyia, 389 a 28 
Anpéxpiros, 342 b 27, 343 
As 25, 345 a 25, 356 b 10, 
365 a 18, b 1 

SuayeyvpwoKw, 389 a 5 
Sidypappa, 375 b 18 
diadéyouat, 363 a 7 
diadidwut, 344 a 29, 350 b 29, 

360 a 5 
diadpouy, 341 a 33, 342 a 7, 
S44 a 15, 28, 82 (bis), 346 

12 
drabéw, 341 b 2, 342 a 27, b 21 
dtaivw, 387 a 28, 31 
dtaipecis, 372 b 1, 4, 26, 373 

a 23, 386 a 13, b 29, 387 a5 
Scatperdés, 372 b 3 
dvatpéw, 363 a 29, 366 a 12, 

379 b 5, 385 b 24, 386 a 8l, 
b 27, 28 (ter), 29 (bis), 387 
a6, 9 

diaxaiw, 345 a 17 
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dtaxdw, 387 b 28 
didKkenpat, 360 b 24 
dtako77w, 348 b 36 
dtaxoopéew, 338 a 29 
SiaxptBdw, 367 b 11 
duaxpivw, 340 a 10, 29, b 18, 

841 a 17, 28, 344% 22, 345 
a 8, b 34, 346 a 9, 15, b 29, 
354 b 30, 361 b 17, 367 
a 25, 369 a 17, 370 a 30,, 
381 a6 ‘ 

diudxpiois, 340 b 3, 841 b 15, 
368 b 28, 369 b 35 

SidAauthis, 369 b 15, 370 a 24 
StaAreirw, 346 a 36, $62 a 28 
dradver, 343 b 25, 26, 344 b 23, 

346 a 18, 347 a 35, 355 
a 31, 367 a 94, 373 a 28, 
374 a 13, 377 b 31, 378 a 1, 
4,7, 387 b 14 

Siapapravw, 375 a 27 
dtvapevw, 351 a 34, 355 a 11, 

h 2%, 356 b 20, 357 b 27, 
358 b 30 

dudperpos, 342 a 26, 363 a 34, 
b 2, 6, 9, 10, 17, 20, 26 
(bis), 31, 34, 364 a 2, 28, 
376b 14, 377 a3 

Stavogopar, 355 b 29 
duavora, 356 b 31 
dtavriros, 387 a 26 
dtavrés, 385 b 10 
dtamtdaw, 350 a 8 
dtariarw, 365 b 12 
dtarrvéw, 370 b 6, 384 b 18 
Siamrvo7}, 368 b 9 
Starropew, 340 a 19, 342 b 26, 

349 a 13 ¢ 
Sivapxéw, 349 b 11, 352 b 4 
dvappaivoua, 341 a 30 
Staceiw, 359 a 22 
Siackeddvvuys, 346 b 27 
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Sudoraots, 372 b 19, 20, 29 
Stacrdw, 367 a 29, 372 b YI, 

26, 378 a 6,8 
Siacreipw, 341 b 33, S69 a V5 
didoracts, 350 b 36 
Sidornua, 340 a 1, 37, 345 b 3, 

17, 376 b'8 
Siacrpéedw, 383 a 25 
Siareivw, 355 b 26, 367 b 10 
dsareAew, 341 a 8, 351 a 23, 

372 a 16 
SuaTiKw, 385 a 28 
Siarpilw, 344 b 23, 353 b 8, 

357 a Il 
SiarpB}, 974 a 19 
StarpiBw, 353 a 35 
Starr, 341 b 35 
Stavdwvilw, 366 a 27 
Siadairw, 34Y b 6 
Siadépw, 340 a 13, 341 b 5, 24, 

347 b 15, 349 a 23 (bis), 
350 a 10, 351 a 33, 353 b 25, 
355 b 27, 356 b 12, 26, 357 
a 29, b 34, 359 a 7, 360 
a 15, 18, 362 b 20, 365 b 15, 
368 a 18, 369 b 30, 372.219, 
374.a 1, 4, b 29, 375 a 24, 
b 33, 376 a 22, 377 b 11, 
381 a 10, 385 a 1, 8, 19, 
b 26, 386 a 12, 387 a 28, 
388 a 11, 390 b 6 

diadedyw, 357 b 22 
diadbeipw, 352 b 29 
Siadopa, 340 b 9, 347 a 10, 

353 b 29, 359 b 20, 368 
b 22, 871 b 16, 378 a 16, 
380 b 31, 388 a 10, 390 b 7 

Siddopos, 360 b*14 
diaxéw, 370 b 5, 376 b 23 
duvayxvors, 382 a 30 
didupos, 343 b 31 

didwyt, 359 a 27, 368 b 9, 

[26], 376 a 4 (bis), 5, 7, 
384 b 10 

dle (ef), 365 b 34, 371 
a 22 

dr€Eer, 388 b 28 
dreE<pyouar, 368 a 6 
di€pyouat, 339 a 5, 344.a 30, 

368 a 4, 871 a 27 
dieyw, 362 b 35 
Sunbéo, 354 b 17, 359 b 7, 368 

a 29%, 371 a OT 
dijxw, 360 b 13, 363 a 5, 18 
duxvéeouat, 874 b 15 
Stiornut, 339 a 27, 871 b 12, 

14, 386 a 16 
Sim, 370 b 22, 871 a 11 
dtvos, 370 b 28 
diodos, 351 a 6, 884b 10 
diovopdlor, 350 b 12 
Siopdw, 390 a 20 
dtopilw, 339 a 11, b 15, 26, 

340 b 5, 341 b 1, 353 b 30, 
364 a 4, 22, 378 b 10, 26, 
380 a 10, 381 a 21, 389 
b 15, 23 

diopiopos, 339 a 34 
Scoptrrw, 352 b 25, 29 
du7rAods, 339 a 14, 341 b 8, 

357 b 2-4, 360 a 9, 375 a 30, 
378 al? 

SizrAwpa, 346 a 2h 
dis, 839 b 28, 356 b 13, 372 

a 29 
ditrés, 369 a 13 
drdpuvé, 350 a 1 
doxéw, 339 b 23, 340 a 36, S41 

a 35, b 34, 342 a 32, b 3, 
16, 18, 29, 343 b 34, 344 
a 9d, 25, 347 b 35, 3-48 a 14, 
349 a 23, b 3, 354 b 4, 15, 
360 a 3, 361 b 30, 366 a 97, 
367 a 33, 368 a 24, 370 
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a 17, 371 b 2, 372 b 2, 3, 
373 a 20, 26,b 5, 375 a 11, 
377 b 3, 383 a +, 387 b 13, 
389 b 12, 390 b 10 

d0€a, 339 b 19, 29, 34, 343 
b 25, 354 b 19, 370 a 17 

Spdw, 359 a 16 
Sodas, 347 a 16, 18, 22, 36, 

b 17, 20, 31, 349 a 9, 378 
a 31 

dvvayzat, 339 a 6, 341 a 17, 343 
a 13, 347 a 27, 32, 351 a 13, 
34, b 18, 352 a 11, 355 a 2, 
363 a 5, 365 b 3, 34, 366 
b 24, 28, 368 a 5, 18, 29, 
b 2, 20, 370 b 31, 371 a 10, 
12, 372 a 6, 373 b 9, 380 
a 14,b 9, 381 a 4, b 2, 385 
a 2, 4, b 30, 386 a 30, b 3, 
20, 27, 30, 387 a 4, 14, 
b 20, 390 a 10, 12 

duvayer, 339 b 1, 340 b 15, 28, 
29, 358 b 8, 369 a 14, 370 
b 13, 378 a 33, 390 a 18 

dvvauis, 339 a 23, 32, b 17, 
24, 340 a 14, 16, 345 b 33, 
347 a 8, 351 a 33, 357 b 3, 
358 a 24, 359 a 33, b 10, 18, 
366 b 16, 22, 367 b 5, 369 
a 5, 370 b 14, 378 b 29, 33, 
34, 379 220, b 4,11, 382 a 
5, 31, 385 a 11, 20, 388 a 23 

duvaros, 344 a 6, 345 b 28, 348 
a5, 357 a 19, 360 a 17, 362 
a 33, b 6, 34, 370 a 7, 386 
b 11 

dvve, 361 b 31, 371 b 27, 372 
a 28, 373 b 13 

dvots, 343 b 15, 361 b 32, 371 
b 26, 375 b 26 

dvouy, 343 b 3, 350 b 1, 361 
a9, 363 a 34, b 5, 6, 12, 19, 
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25, 364 a 21, 24, 26, 365 
a 7, 367 b 9, 372°a 14, 16, 
377 b 28 

duvadptaTos, 378 b 24, 381 b 29 
dvoywpia, 368 a 5 
duw (verbum), 342 b 10, 343 

b 92 : 
Awdavn, 352 a 35 

éap, 347 b 37, 348 b 26, 98, 
365 a 2, 366 b 2 

éapivds, 36-4 b 1 
édw, 347 b 10, 356 b 28, 372 

b 21 ° 
EBdounKoords, 362 a 24 
éBevos, 384 b 17, 18 
“EBpos, 350 b 17 
éyyiyvouat, 359 a 21, b 10, 

369 b 12, 370 a 6, 24, 379 
b 6, 381 b 10, 389 b 5 

éyxarakieiw, 378 a 15, 29, 
381 b 2, 384 b 34 

éyxaradcirw, 368 a 4 
éyxvxAcos, 339 a 4, 341 b 14, 

344 a 9 
éyeukriws, 339 a 12 
eyxerpéw, 352 b 27 
éyywos, 352 b 34 
Gdeopa, 359 b 16 
édpa, 350 a 34, 35, 356 a 4 
€6wdy, 381 a2 
eBéAvAw, 347 a 5 
ébvos, 350 a 34, 351 b 11, 16, 

23 
€0w, 367 b 7 
eldos, 338 b 25, 339 a 29, 357 

b 28, 31, 359 b 28, 360 
a 18, 363 & 32 (bis), 378 
a 20, b 28, 379 b 10, 17, 26, 
380 b 32, 381 b 4, 24, 382 
a 29, b 11, 13, 383 b 14, 
388 a 26, b 2 
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eldwdAov, 373 b 5 
eixalw, 366 b 29 
eixdrws, 372 b 22 
eixay, 390 a 13 
etiéw, 356 a 5 
eiAtKpevjs, 340 b 8, 388 b 16 
elut, 365 b 31, 34, 368 a 20 
eipecia, 369 b 10 
elaBdAdAw, 351 a 10, 356 a 11, 
859 b 19 

ela Brgrrw, 377 b 1 
etoenpt, 359 a 2, 383 a 9, 28 
eicépyopat, 355 b 7 
etcooos, 384 b 21 
eloouxile, $51 b 31 
eiorinzra, 371 b 7 
elomAdw, 350 a 31, 353 a3 
etopew, 356 a 16 
éxpddrAw, 367 b 13, 375 b 31, 

376 a 1, 380 a 96 
éxdidwpyt, 351 a L1 
exOAiBw, 341 a 5, 342 a 1, 9, 

369 b 5, 371 a 18, 383 a 18, 
385 a 25 

ExOAufis, 342 a 15, 369 a 22 
éxOupidw, 388 a 8 
éexxaiw, 341 b 16, 20, 36, 342 

al7, 344a18 
éxkavots, 342 a 2, 15 
exxaw, 341 b 23, 384.4 20, 23 
éxxeat, 376 a 10 
exkpivw, 342 a 1, 18, 345 a 7, 

357 b 11, 364 b 32, 369 
a 24, 27, b 32, 370 b 5, 8, 
17, 29, 32, 371 a 10, 379 
b 8, 380 b 20, 381 b 2, 387 
a 26, 388 a 15 

exxpiois, 342 a@5, 344 b 21, 
346 a 1, b 6, 361 b 18, 367 
b 15, 369 a 36, 370 b 8, 9, 
11, 378 a 12, 387 a 25, 28, 
30 

exxpovw, 381 a 16 
exAeirw, 342 b 34, 347 b 29, 

367 b 4, 369 a 17, b 3, 374 
b 13, 384 b 28 

Echeufis, 367 b 20, 25, 26, 27, 
30, 31 

exvedias, 365 a 1, 3, 366 b 33, 
369 a 19, 370 b 8, 17, 29, 
371 a 3, 4, 10, b 15 

exanddaw, 369 a 23 
exmipmpnut, 346 b 12, 367 
a10 

éxrimra, 342 b 17, 344 b 33, 
345 a 14, 369 b 7, 371 a 1, 
375 b 22 

éxmvéew, 371 a 18, b 5 
éxrtwots, 370 a 5 
éxmupdw, 338 b 23, 340 b 13, 

341 a 18, 32, 34, 342 b 2, 
22, 344 a 14, 369 b 5, 371 
a 15, 28, 378 a 21 

exmupwors, 342 b 2 
expew, 356 a 16 
expnyvupt, 366 b 32, 368 b 5 
éxpirifa, 346 a 9 
expo}, 351 a bt, 356 a 10 
expous, 351 a 10 
expvois, 351 a 5 
exreivw, ST46 11, 387 a 14 
exTépved, 362 a 35 
éxtpnua, 362 b 5, 363 a 29 
exxva.s, 354 a 26, 368 a 32 
EAaov, 381 a 8, 382 b 16, 383 

b 14, 21, 28, 384.4 16, 385 
b 4, 387 b 7, 10, 22, 388 a 5 
9, 32, b 10 

eAawddns, 388 a 5 
édatés, 378 a 27, 385 a 16, 

b 10, 386 b 18, 19, 22, 23, 
24, 25 

edagos, 384 a 27 
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é\xrés, 385 a 16, b 10, 386 
b 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 387 
all 

eAxw, 343 a 3, 9, 355 b 10, 3.59 
a 6, 360 a 7, 364 b 13, 365 
b 5, 379 a 25, 380 b 24, 386 
b 12 

‘HAAds, 351 a 7, 352 a 9, St 
édcimw, 319 b 18, 363 a 4, 382 

a 20 
"EAAny, 352 b 3 
*EAAnvixds, 850 b 15, 352 a 33 
éAAnorrovrias, 364 b 19 
*EAAjozovros, 366 a 26 
ér£cs, 390 b 7 
édos, 350 b 20, 21, 351 b 31 
éAddns, 351 b 24, 352 a 3, 10 
eupdraAw, 344 a 27, 356 a 31, 

359 a 18, 34, b 2 
eupetyvunt, 357 a 16 
eupevo, 376 b 28 
"HysredoxAfs, 857 a 26, 369 

b 12, 381 b 32, 387 b4 , 
eurrepiAauBavw, 358 a 23, 369 

a 25, b 13, 388 b 21 
eurrepiAnysis, 369 b 19 
éutinta, 344 a 16, 361 b 19, 

365 a 4+, 5, 20, b 6, 8, 369 
a 36 

éusraréw, 372 b 8 
eudairw, 345 b 26, 372 a 33, 

b 2, 4, 5, 373 b 18, 377 b 21 
éudaois, 345 b 15, 18, 24, 

373 b 24, 31, 374.a 16, 377 
bi7 

éudutos, 355 h 9 
évavtiwos, 344 b 36 
évarroAap Pave, 366 b 10, 16, 

372 b 30 
évarroAeirw, 352 b 35 
evarroAnyus, 370 a 1 
évaTrooBévvupn, 369 b 16 
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évderns, 379 a 19 
évdera, 379 a 19, 380 a 6, 7, 32, 

381 a 14, 15, 16, b 17 
evdedexys, SAT a 5 
évdéyouat, 339 b 10, 343 b 91, 

348 a 12, 358 a 26, 362 
b 16, 24, 363 a 22, 373 
b 29, 377 a 12, 390 b3 

evdéw, 346 a 2 
evdtaTpibw, 348 a 8, 357 a 4 
éverut, 340 b 31, 347 b 25, 26, 

358 a 27, b 5, 359 b 9, 379 
b 35, 380 a 22, b 26, 383 
b 26, 30, 384 b 27, 389 b 5 

éviauTés, 344 b 29% 349 b 19, 
352 a 30, 355 a 27 

enoyte, 362 a 25 
évorrrpov, 842 b 12, 345 b 13, 

14, 15, 19, 26, 372 a 33, b 1, 
7, 373 a 19, 29, b 8, 16, 18, 
22, 25, 27, 374 a 95, 29, 
b 19, 377 b [8], 14, 17, 33, 
378 a 4, 11 

évreAexeia, 381 b 27 
evruyxaven, 372 a 29 
evuypos, 351 a 19 
évvdpos, 351 a 34, 35, b 25, 

352 a 29, 353 a 21 
évuTrdpyw, 357 a 8, 359 a 24, 

369 b 32, 370 a 7, 25, b 15, 
380 b 14, 381 b 2 

efdyw, 383 a 16 
éfarpéw, 384 a 29, 31 
deaipw, 356 a 20 
éLaidvns, 368 a 6, 390 a 22 
éEarpilw, 347 b 27, 355 a 18, 

383 a 16, b 29, 384 a 14, 
387 a 24, 368 a 29, b 1, 24 

Gfespt (elu), 356 a 29, 357 
b 6, 379 a 23, 382 b 21, 383 
a 20, 384 b 9, 388 b 23, 29, 
389 a 22 
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é&épyouat, 361 b 29, 366 b 33, 
367 a 5, 383 a 27, 381 b 21 

Eeors, 358 b 8, 374.0 5 
éfnxoaros, 353 a 4 
éixpalw, 384 b 9, 385 b 8, 

388 b I8 
é€iornus, 889 b 11 
éEirnAos, 390 a 21 
é€fovaia, 359 a 27 
éfwhéw, 351 b 5 
Zotxa, 339 b 26, 342 a 2, 8, 

346 a 30, 351 b 19, 352 a 2, 
355 a 7, 17, 356 b 6, 12, 
357 b 19, 360 b 18, 369 
b 24, 388 b 21, 390 a2 

emdyw, 379 a 25 
eraywyh, 378 b It 
éraipw, 377 a 9 
érraxodovbdw, 871 b 7 
érraxros, 382 b 11, 12 
éerdAdagis, 387 a 12 
éradrdrrw, 374 b 4 
éravapaivw, 342 b 34 
éeravaré\Aw, 376 b 29 
eravépyonat, 343 b Q4, 348 

b 13, 381 b 11, 385 a 22 
Errewpt (elt), 351 a 6, 353 a 22 
érépyouwat, 349 b 11, 14, 352 

a 24, 361 a 7, 367 a 17 
éxéyw, 354 a 10, 355 b 18, 

369 a 1 
emuBréru, 355 b 24 
émidnAos, 357 a 20, 361 a 27, 

367 b 3 
emdyAcw, 373 a 31 
emdynAws, 344 b 28, 354 a 15, 

368 a 13, 374 b 21 
emdiarpipu, 871 a 23 
emdidwpt, 353 a 2 
ezidoois, 351 b 26 
éemletyvup, 373 a 10, 375 

b 23, 376 a 17, 27 (bis) 
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émlnréew, 362 a 16 
émxatw, 371 b 1+ 
emKkaw, 371 a 19, 21 
émxKparéw, 347 b 26 
ém«pepapar, 350 a 8, 352 b 9 
émAavidvopa, 351 b 21 
émtAeimu, 358 b 27 
emivédedos, 369 b 23 
emizredov, 373 a 14, 375 b 31, 

376 a 1,9, b 15, 382 a 12, 
14, 386 a 19, 21, 28, 31, 
b 12, 13, 21 

éniminra, 364b 3 
émumAéw, 348 29, 359 213, 18, 

384 b 17 
émumoAdlw, 339 a 17, 341 b11, 

358 b 33, 360 a 7, 368 b 29, 
383 b 25 

émimoAfs, 362 a 27, 368 a 27 
emimpoabyjots, 342 b 9 
émippéw, 361 b 30 
emippvots, 356 a 3 
éemonuaivw, 368 a 1 
emitedéw, 381 a 28 
emirélAw, 345 b 23, 361 b 31 
emroly, 361 b 35 
emmdvera, 372 a 31 
érixvois, 356 a G6 
éropfpia, 360 b 6, 361 b 10, 

365 b 10, 366 b3 
érouppos, 360 b 4 
érwbéw, 370 b 23 
epyd.fopat, 353 b 99, 375 a 27, 

378 b 27, 379 a 10, b 11, 
383 a 32 

épyacia, 353 a 4, 378 h 27, 
8384 b 26 

Eoyor, 349 b 35, 352 b 22, 359 
a 6, 17, 360 a 15, 361 b 8, 
870 b 3, 378 a 12, b 29, 
381 a 30, 387 b 11, 389 
b 27, 390 a 10, 11, 14, 16 
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épiov, 375 a 26, 382 b 12, 385 
b 14, 18, 386 a 28, b 16, 25, 
387 a 18 

‘Epps, 342 b 33 
"Epv0ea, 359 a 28 
épulpds, 352 b 23, 354 a 2, 

37T4a 8 
éovrépa, 343 b 19, 344 b 34, 

345 a 3, 350 a 33 
‘Eoria, 369 a 32 
éoxarevw, 362 b 22 
écxyaros, 339 b 2, 14, 341 b 20, 

845 b 33, 350 a 36, b 7, 352 
a 5, 354 b 25, 369 a 17, 
390 a 5 

érnoiat, 361 b 24, 35, 362 
a 12, 19, 23, 24, 30, 363 
a 15,365 a6 

éros, 353 a 4, 360 b 4, 368 a 1, 
372 a 28 

HuBo.a, 366 a 27 
evdia, 346 b 34, 347 a 22, b 1, 

2, 5, 372 b 19, 29, 33 
evdewdrepos, 347 a 23, 348 a3 
evepyds, 377 b 25 
ev7Ons, 365 a 29 
evdevéw, 352 a 6 
evdAacros, 386 a 26, 27, 28 
evOuvors, 386 a 7 
ev@urros, 385 b 27, 386 a 8 
evOdvew, 385 b 32 
ebdérns, 367 b 11, 385 b 30, 

31, 32 
evOvwpia, 8371 a 13, 377 b 1, 

387 a 20 
evxaipws, 341 b 22 
BvxAjs, 343 b 4 
evxpars, 352 a 7 
evxpatos, 344 a 14, 20 
evAoyos, 341 a 24, 346 a 8, 354 

b 5, 357 a 2 
ebAdyans, 341 a 27, 361 a 20 
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Evgevos, 350 b 3, 354.4 17 
evoyxdrepos, 380 a 5 
evdpiaros, 360 a 23, 378 b 24, 

381 b 29 
Kupuos, 366 a 23 
edpioxw, 350 b 19, 351 a 5, 138, 

852 a 24, b 97 
eupdvoTos, 363 b 22 
edpos (6), 363 a 7, b 21, 364 

a 17, b 3, 19, 20, 24, 26, | 
373 b 11 

etpts, 370 b 18 
evpuywpia, 367 a 18 
Kuper, 350 b 3 
evonuws, 363 a 27 
evduia, 34-4 a 28 
euddns, 385 a 2 
édanrw, 339 a 2, 376 a 6, b 9 
edeffs, 373 a 21 
"Edeoos, 371 a 31 
édjuepos, 347 b 21 
ébGes, 380 b 10, 21, 381 a 21, 

Q7, 29, 883 a 5 
épodos, 343 b 3 
edopdu, 343 b 11 
edvdpos, 347 a 31, 352 b 14 
enors, 379 b 12, 380 b 13, 34, 

38129, 12,29, b3,7, 14, 21 
rds, 380 b 24, 381.07 
dew, 879 b 28, 380 b 15, 19, 

92, 29, 31, 381 a1, 4, 8, 18, 
94, 31, 382 b 25, 3844 2, 4, 
20, 21, 387 b 7, 388 b 23 

éwbev, 345 b 23, 871 b 25 
épos, 367 b 27 
éws (substantivum), 350 a 21, 

99, 33, 364 a 24, 365 a 10, 
367 a 25 

law, 355 a 4 
béats, 340 b 23, 341 b 22, 370 

a 6, 8, 9 
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Zevds, 343 b 30 
Ledupixds, 36-4 a 20 
Lédupos, 363 a 7, b 12, 364 

2 18, b 3, 23, 365 a 8 (bis) 
féw, 370 a 10, 379 a 31, 385 

b 3, 389 b 2 
Lnprdw, 359 a 1h 
Cnréw, 354 b 11, 355 b 20, 356 
b17 

tjrnows, 349 a 27 (bis) 
Codepds, 375 a 19 
Lebdcov, 343 a 24, 345 a 20, 

846 a 12 
Len}, 351 b 10 
Lavy, 849 b 24 
Foor, 339 a 7, 351 a 28, 355 

b 6, 358 b 9, L1, 366 b 25, 
378 b 31, 379 b 6, 381 b 9, 
382 a 6, 384 b 31, 388 a 16, 
b 22, 389 b 5 

Hyéopat, 339 b 22 
dvve, 359 a 34 

ndvopa, 381 b 30 
70éw, 353 b 15, 357 a 31, bl, 

359 b 13, 389 b 2 
7Ouds, 359 a 4 
qu, 356 b 22 
qAexrpov, 388 b 18, 19, 20, 25, 

389 a 13 
HAdopa, 350 a 31 
Aros, S41 a 13, 20, 23, 24, 35, 

b 7, 342 a 33, b 19, 843 a 4, 
10, 14, 15, 20, 34, 36, b 6, 
21, 344 b 3, 5, 15, 345 a 7, 
16, 22, 27, 99, 30, 34, 35, 
b 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 20, 27, 
346 a 4, 1@, 14, b 21, 36, 
347 a 4, 348 b 33, 349 b 8, 
351 a 32, 353 b 7, 8, 12, 
354 a 29, b 27, 34, 355 a 6, 
8, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 

b 19, 356 b 22, 98, 357 a 8, 
h 20, 359 b 34, 360 a7, 16, 
b 14, 361 a 7, b [4, 36, 362 
a 6, 18, 25, 363 a I4, 36-4 
a 9, 11, 25, b 15, 17, 365 
b 25, 366 a 15, 18, 367 a 20, 
23, b 29, 368 b 20, 21, 369 
b 14, 370 a 3, 871 b 23, 372 
a 13, 20, b 13, 873 a1, 17, 
19, 21, 28, b 12, 21, 30, 33, 
874 a 7, 12, b 2 (bis), 95, 
375 a 3, b 5, 15, 376 b 22, 
28, 377 a 9, 28, 31, 38, b 7, 
[7],9, 19, 21, 22, 30,31, 34, 
378 a 1, [3], 4 6, 7, 383 
b 34 

Hpepa, 342 a 12, b 19, Sth 
b 33, 345 a 2, 347 a 13, 348 
b 9, 349 a 7, b 16, 28, 354 
b 14, 29, 355 b 22, 28, 360 
a 3, 4, 361 b 38, 362 a 1, 
366 a 14, 15, 18, 367 b 9, 
3+, 370 a 20, 21, 371 b 25, 
31 (bis), 372 a 15, 21, 26, 
377 a 12, 13, 20, 25 

"MED, 355 a 14 

Hpérepos, 343 a 3, 345 b 11, 
351 b 10, 366 h 30 

HtKvdKAcor, 845 a 23, 346 a 24, 
371 b 27, 375 b 17, 27, 28, 
376 a 3, b 12, 18, 21, 377 
a 6, 7, 16 (bis) 

Hyscpaiptov, 375 b 19, 2+ 
qmerpos, 35] a 21, 353 a 24, 

369 a 4 (bis) 
“TIpaxdeta, 367 a | 
‘“HpdxAewos, 354 a 12, 

b 21, 28 
“Hpdx«Aectos, 355 a 14 
“HpaxdAjjs, 359 a 28 
#péua, S43 b 14, 373 b 4, 875 

a 21 

362 
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Hpepadrepov, 368 a 12 
npenew, 345 b 13, 16, 349 a Q, 

367 b 30 
nrrdonat, 368 b 4 
"Heatoros, 369 a 32 
hyéw, 367 a 14 
jwv, 353 a 10, 11 

@dAarra, 339 b 12, 342 a 11, 
349 a 18, 350 a 22, b 18, 
351 a 4, 9, 19, 29, 23, 24 
(bis), b 5, 352 a 19, 24, 
b 19, 28, 28, 30 (bis), 353 
a 21, 29, 23, 32, b 1, 9, 17, 
31, 35, 354.a 3, 5, 9, 19, 23, 
32, b 8, 18, 16, 22, 355 b 2, 
3, 4, 18, 23, 33, 356 a 7, 93, 
29, 32, 34, b 1, 9, 94, 3], 
357 a 8, 21, 25, b 6, 20, 27, 
358 a 14, b 7, 16, 24, 30, 
359 a 1, 2, 9, 15, b 22, 362 
b 18, 29, 368 a 5, 366 a 25, 
98, 31, 367 a 15, 17, b 12, 
16, 368 b 2, 9, 34, 369 a 6, 
370 a 18, 373 b 11, 374 
a 30, 879 b 4 

Gavpaords, 342 a 5 
Gedopat, 850 a 15 
Gciov, 378 a 23 
Getos, 339 b 25 
béAw, 362 a 30, 384 a 31 
Geodoyia, 353 a 35 
Gepwos, 343 a 15, b 1, 350 

a 29, 362 a 12, 19, 29, 31, 
363 a 10, b 4, 5, 18, 25, 364 
b 2, 3, 371 b 31, 377 a 20 

Geppaivw, 341 b 6, 353 b 11, 
355 a 16, 18, 23, 357 b 11, 

" 360 a 8, 25, 362 a 10, 21, 
364 a 11, 365 b 26, 379 
b 29, 380 b 33, 381 a 32, 
382 b 8, 17, 23, 384 b 7 
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Beppacia, 380 b 21 
Gepuds, 340 a 28, b 16,,93, 95, 

96, 27, 28, 341 a 6, 15, 27, 
32, 36, b 11, 14, 342 a 1, 
16, 21, 344 a 10, b 24, 345 
a 8, 346 b 30, 347 a 8, b 6, 
27, 348 a 20, b 38, 14, 16, 
36, 349 a 3, 358 a 13, 81 
(bis), 34, b 7, 359 a 39, b 5, 
360 a 25, 27, b 31, 34, 361 
b 16, 364 a 23, 366 a 28," 
367 a 32, 33, b 2, 28, 28, 
369 a 17, 21, 370 a 3, 371 
a 1, 5, 372 b 31, 378 b 12, 
21, 379 a 1, 19, 24, 28, 30, 
31, b 12, 19, 380 a 5, 92, 
32, b 1, 3, 18, 381 b 8, 382 
a 32, 33, b 9, 10, 17, 20, 24, 
33, 383 a 1, 2, 4, 9, 16, 18, 
27, 28, 29, 30, b 10, 15, 30, 
384 b 4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 24, 
385 a 3, 23, 24, 26 (bis), 27, 
31, 32, b 2, 387 a 25, 30, 
b 15, 16, 388 a 1, 24, 32, 
b 4, 5, 12, 14, 15, 16, 22, 
28, 29, 389 a 9, 23, 24, 27, 
28, b 9, 18, 14, 390 b 4, 8 

Nees: 358 b 10, 11, 389 
19 

Beppdrepos, 347 a 24, 364 
a2], 24, 373 a 28, 380 a 4, 
389 b 17 

fepporys, 340 a 21, 30, b 13, 
341 a 13, 19, 24, 30, 346 
b 25, 26, 347 a 39, b 4, 25, 
348 b 7, 351 a 31, 355 b 10, 
358 b 8, 359 b 35, 360 a 6, 
16, 362 a 4, 6@28, 369 a 25, 
b 25, 378 b 15, 379 a 1%, 
18, 21, 26, 38, 35, b 7, 21, 
24, 34, 380 a 3, 7 (bis), 20, 
b 6, 10, 13, 23, 381 a 14, 
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19, 23, 25, 28, b 8, 17, 382 
b 28, 21, 26, 383 4a 31, 384 
b 27, 389 a 26, b 2, 3, 4, 6 
(bis), 7, 8,19, 21, 390 b3, 12 

béoos, 348 a 18, b 26, 28, 349 
a 5,b 8, 361 a 13, b 32, 366 
b 4, 379 a 29 

bgos, 339 a 33, 340 a 20, S41 
b 24, 312 a 29, 346 a L8, 
84, b 16, 356 a 10, 36321, 
25, b 11, 372 a3, 374.4 30, 
b 1, 375 a 31 

beréov, 388 b 32 
béw, 339 b 25 
Gewpéw? 338 a 25, b 26, 339 

a 6, b 32, 35, 345 b 27, 346 
a 31, 353 b 18, 363 a 26, 
366 b 23, 371 a 30, 31, 372 
b 9, 374 b 15, 22, 27, 375 
b 18 

Gecbpnpa, 339 b 8, 37, 345 b 2 
bewpnréov, 390 b 20 
@FBar, 351 b 34 
O4xn, 390 a 23 
Onpev, 34h a 26 
Ojpa, 348 b 35 
Onpedw, 348 b 35 
fuyydvew, 342 b 29 
AAdors, 386 a 18, 28 
OAaords, 385 a 15, 386 a 17, 

25, b 22, 93, 387 a L 
GAdw, 386 a 26 
bts, 382 a 13 
Ovijoxw, 390 a 12 
Opackias, 363 b 29, 364 a 1, 

14, b 4, 22, 29, 365 a 3, 7 
Apators, 386 a 13, 390 b 7 
@pavords, 395 a 14, 386 a 9, 

10, 11 (bis), 15, 387 a l 
Gpatw, 387 a 5 
Opié, 886 b 14, 387 b 1, 4, 388 

a 17, 389 a 12,390b5 

INDEX 

Gupiaors, 387 a 30, 32, b 6, 13, 
388 a3 

Oupiards, 385 a 18, 387 a 23, 
26, b 7, 8, 21, 31, 389 a 17 

Gupide, 362 a 7,9, 11,387 bd 

larpds, 384 a 21 
iséa, 380 a 17, b 30 
i8la, 378 b 5 
iscairaros, 382 a8 
tozos, 360 b 15, 374 b 16, 385 

al 
idiew, 350 a 1,357 b 14, 18, 2) 
idtws, 379 a 12 
idptw, 339 b 11 
Spdis, 353 b 12, 18, 357 a 25, 

29, b 4, 14, 358 a 10 
‘lepé (vijoos), 367 a 2 
iBayevjs, 364a 16, 18 
ixuds, 376 b 28 
iAvs, 388 b 7 
iuds, 386 b 14 
indriov, 359 a 

382 b 19 
“Tvaxos, 350 b 16 
"Trdiuxy, 862 b 21, 28 
*Ivdos, 350 a 25 

ids, 385 b 5, 386 b 14 
‘Ianoxparyns, 342 b 36, 343 

a 98, 844b 15 

Ipts, 371 b 18, 26, 32, 372 a 9, 
21, 373 a 2, 32, b 32, 33, 
374 a 8, 15, 20, 21, 30, b 5, 
28, 375 a1, 10, 11, 15, 18, 
30, b 6, 7, 9, 12, 16, 376 
b 24, 27, 877 a 13, 15 

ippadys, 374 a 28 
is, 384 a 28 (bis), 388 a 17, 

389 a 20, 21 
iodlw, 358 b 15 
ionpepia, 364 b 1, 371 b 30, 

377 a 12, 14 (bis) 

wi) 
od et § 371 a 28, 
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boa pines (adiectivum), 343 
3, 345 a 3, 350 b 1, 363 

a 34, b 1, 12, 14 364 a 17 
ionwepwvos (substantivum), 377 

al18 
igoraxds, 345 b 17 
icdrns, 310 a 4, 15 
iornut, 374 b 4, 376 b 27 
"Iotpos, 350 b 2, 3, 9, 356 a 28 
icxiov, 343 b 11 
icyupés, 361 b 27, 364 b 6, 

367 a 29, b 32 
ioyupdraros, 366 a 24 
icyupérepos, 366 a 23, 371 

4, 374 b 31, 387 a 21 
ioxupdis, 349 a 9, 366 b 14 
ioyds, 366 b 27, 370 b 10 
Fagus 361 a 35, 367 a 31, 379 

a 28 
Yoyw, 343 a 27, 30, 356 a 13 
*IraAla, 367 a 7 
*Iradukos, 342 b 30 
iets, 348 b 35, 359 a 21, 26, 

ixodp, 389 a 10 
ixwpoedys, 384 a 32 

Kabapds, 339 b 30, 344 b 14, 
383 b 1 

Kabapwrepos, 340 b § 
KdaGeos, 356 a 11 
kaberos, 373 a 11, 876 b 19 
KaGinut, 351 a 13 
Kafddov, 339 a 7, 359 b 81, 

378 b 28, 379 b 16, 381 b 4, 
385 a 21 

kaxias, 363 b 17, 30, 364 
a 15, b 1, 12, 14, 18, 24, 25 

Kaipos, 344 b 26, 358 b 23 
kaiw, 341 b 2, 26, 27, 30, 342 
b 3, 343 a 9, 371 a 24, 387 
b 10, 388 a 6, 389 b 22 
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KaAdun, 341 b 27 
KdAapos, 349 a 1, 3, 359 b 1, 

385 b 27 
xdpwvos, 383 a 25 
Kxaprros, 385 a 6, 13, b 27, 

386 a8 
kdparw, 385 b 31, 386 a |, 3, 

4 (bis) 
Kdpuhis, 386 a 2, 7 (bis) 
KavwBixds, 351 b 33 
Kanvos, 341 b 21, 342 b Ib, 

19, 359 b 32, 360 a 25, 361 
a 19, b 19, 371 a 33 (bis), 
374. a 6, 7, 387 b 1, 23, 24, 
388 a 2, 3, b 6, 3889%b 22 

Kkanvwons, 341 b 10, 15, 360 
210, b 3, 874a 26, 378 a 19 

Kaprros, 385 b 19, 389 a 15, 
390 a 23 

Kdomus, 354 a 3 
KataBaivw, 349 b 32, 355 a 26, 

356 b 96, 361 a 15 
karaBor}, 352 b 15 
Karadvvw, 359 a 9 
Kkaraotew, 359 a 19 
KaTraKxaiw, 358 a 14, 361 b 20, 

363 a 13, 371 a 28, 379 a 
7 

KaraxdpntTw, 386 a 1 
KaraKayiis, 386 a 5 
KaTraKaw, 359 b 2 
ckatakAeiw, 366 a 16 
KataKxdvopuds, 352 a 33, 368 b 5, 

12 
karaxros, 385 a 14, 386 a 9, 

10, 11 (bis), 16 
KataAdetrw, 367 b 18 
KataAnyw, 340 b Op 
Kkarapapaivw, 344 a 30, 361 

b 27, 368 a 7, 372 b 20 
Katagnpaivw, 340 b 1 
karagis, 386 a 12 
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xaratavw, 361 b 20, 22, S64 
14 

xarativw, 351 a 1, 16 
caratAvvw, 357 b 3 
KaramuKvow, 316 a 29 
Kardppops, 380 bs 
Kcaraotaots, 369 b 20 
caracrayw, 871 a 15 
karatedpow, 367 a 7 
Karaparns, 375 a 22 
carabépw, 347 a 15, 348 a 11, 

354 b 31, 358 b 8, 369 b 15, 
372 a 18 

Katakiyw, 361 a 2, 368 b 34 
Karey, 350 a 9, 358 b 33, 

360 a 5 
Karépxopnat, 348 b 15, 358 

b 26 
karéxye, 345 a 1, 355 b 2, 360 

b 33, 367 b 30 
karouxew, 350 a 34, 363 b 27 
Karouxtopos, 351 b 29 
Karrirepos, 388 a 14, 389 a 8 
Kavxaoos, 350 a 26, 28, 351 

a8 
Katya, 342 b 10, 362 b 17 
Kavparwdns, 364 b 23 
KavoriKos, 387 a 25, 30 
Kxavords, 884 b 16, 385 a 18, 

387 a 17, 18, 19, b 18, 18 
xadw, 358 a 12, 14, 359 b 10, 

871 a 31, 33, b 3, 382 b 8, 
388 a 2, 9, 389 b V1 

Keipat, 842 a 29, 346 a 18, 28, 
347 a 10, 350 b 21, 354. b 9, 
12, 357 b 24, 360 b 14, 363 
a 3, 33,.b 20, 26, 27, 364 
a 30, 372 2, 875 a 32, 379 
b 15, 380 a 18, b 30, 387 b 2 

Kedrix7}, 350 b 2 
kevés, 365 b 5, 386 b 2, 3, [4] 
kevow, 349 a 35,6 15 

Kévtpov, 362 b 1, 373 a 16, 
375 b 20, 376 b 20, 377 a, 
4, 11 

Képanos, 380 b 8, 383 a 21, 
24, b 11, 20, 38-44 34, b 2, 
19, 385 a 30, b 9, 28, 386 

18, 98, b 26,388 b 12, 

Kepavvupt, 846 a 6, 372 a8 
Kepavvtw, 372 a? 
képas, 383 a 32, 884 b 1, 385 

b 11, 388 b 31, 389 all 
Kepavrds, 339 a 3, 342 a 13, 
on al11,19,371a19, b 8, 
1 

keppatilw, 367 a 11 
kegad7, 362 b 11, 390 b 11 
KHpwos, 359 a 1, 3 
xnpés, 386 a 17, 21, b 8, 25, 

387 b 22, 388 a 3, 389 a 1 
KiBwrds, 390 b 13 
Kweéw, 338 b 23, 339 a 32, 341 

a 34, b 28, 342 a 28, 344 
a 13, b 10, 345 b 15, 20, 
346 b 20, 349 a 17, 22, 32, 
352 a 27, 356 a 5, 360 a 20, 
28 (bis), 32, 361 a 28, 31, 
364 b 16, 17, 365 a 21, b 9, 
6, 366 b 14, 33, 367 a 34, 
b 31, 368 a 18, 21, 22, 28, 
b 23, 369 a 5, 371 a 13, 
b 10, 379 a 30, 83, 381 a 19, 
b 19, 385 b 33, 386 a 33, 
b13 

kivnows, 338 a 21, 339 a 1, 14, 
23, 25, 31, 340 b 13, 18, 
341 a 4, 17, 28, 31, b 20, 
35, 344 a 12,17, 36, 345 a 
7, b 34, 346 a 8, 349 a 
20, 361 a 26, 32, 365 a 14, 
366 a 4, b 26, 28, 368 a 19, 
27, 371 a 14, 379 a 35, 381 
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a 16, 382 a 29, 386 a 2, 33, 
390 b 3, 9, 12, 19 

KivnTiKos, 366 a 1 
KwyTindratos, 365 b 30 
KwvaBapt, 378 a 26 
KAalopénos, 365 a 17 
Khaw, frango, 343 a 14, 373 

a 5, 6, 374 b 29, 377 b 
22 

KAeiSnpos, 370 a 11 
kvica, 387 b 6, 888 a 5 
KotAla, 349 b 4, 10, 350 b 23, 

355 b 18, 358 b 11, 360 
b 23, 365 b 3, 366 b 12, 369 
b 2, 381 b 11, 12 

kotAos, 347 a 30, 350 a 10, 351 
a 4, 354 a 23, 356 a 96, 365 
a 21, 368 a 23, 386 26 

kotAdraros, 355 b 17 
KowAdrepos, 352 b 33 
Kowddrns, 354 a 12, 386 a 2 
Kole 343 a 21, 365 a 12, 378 

xowves, 338 a 24, b 24, 340 a 4, 
341 b 15, 343 b 8, 346 b 17, 
347 a 3, 364 a 15, 17, b 26, 
378 b 20, 379 a 3, 20, 383 
a 18, 26, 384 a 15, 17, b 30, 
387 a 30, b 2, 32, 388 a 26, 
30, 33, b 9, 389 a 1, 6, 19, 
b 7 

Kowwvew, 354 a 2 
KddAa, 381 b 32 
koAAdw, 382 a 1 
KoAros, 344 b 36 
KoAwves, 365 b 8 
Koun, 343 b 1, 17, 27, 28, 30, 

b 9, 12, 344 b 2, 6, 346 a 15, 

andar ), 342 Kounryns {adiectivum), 342 
b 28, 343 a 16, 24 (?), b 5, 
32, 344 a 21, 22, 32, 35, b 1, 
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16 (F), 33, 35, 345 b 12, 35, 
346 a 3 j 

xopyrns (substantivum), 338 
b 23, 339 a 35, 342 b 25, 
343 a 23, 24 (?), 34, 36, b 1, 
26, 344 b 10, 18, 16 (2), 
345 a 2, 6, 346 a 14, b I, 
8, 13 

KOpft, 388 b 20 
Képyevpa, 349 a 30 P 
Kovia, 357 b 1, 358 b 9, 359 

b 7, 12, 378 a 25, 384 a 13, 
389 a 10, 27 

Kompos, 379 a 23 
Konrra, 367 a 10 
Kopaéoi, 351 a 11 
Képu@os, 345 a 4 
Kopud7, 350 a 36, 362 b 8 
Koopew, 341 b 18 
Koopos, 339 a 20, b 4, 18, 340 

b 10, 12, 344.4 9, b 12, 346 
b 11, 352 a 25, 355 a 23, 
356 b 7 

Kod@os, 365 a 29 
Kougédrns, 355 a 33, b 5 
Kpaots, 359 b 21, 362 b 16 
Kparéw, 358 a 12, 366 a 16, 

17, b 18, 28, 369 a 1, 370 
a9, 871 a 6, 7, 9, 372 b 30, 
376 b 22, 23, 26, 27, 379 a 1, 
2, 11, 30, 31, 32, b 4, 33, 
380 a 3, 23, b 6, 23 (bis), 
26, 387 b 16 

Kpnvatos, 353 b 28 
Kpivn, 350 a 5, b 34, 359 a 25, 

30, b 5, 8, 17 
Kpivw, 382 a 17 
Kpvos, 367 a 22 
KpvoraAdos, 347 b 36, 348 

a 32, b 34, 36, 349 a 2, 385 
a 32, b 7, 386 a 10, 387 
a 19, 22, 388 b 11, 16 
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xvabos, 355 b 29 
xvavoos, 342 b 15 
KuBepvaw, 339 a 23 
KvKAos, 343 a7, 12, 19, 24, 25, 

345 a 3,16 20, 22, 25, 33,b 
19, 346 a 16, 23, 27, 28, SI, 
35, b 4, 6, 21, 36 (bis), 357 
a 1, 363 a 28, 370 b 22, 26, 
371 b 23, 26, 28, 29, 372 b 
13, 373 a 3, 4, 5, 16, 375 b 
16, 19, 24, 27, 32, 376 a 18, 
b 8, 10, 21, 24, 31, 377 a 2, 
11, 26 

Kuxdrorepys, 362 b 13 
KUKAw, 340 b 11, 32, 34, 341 

a 2, S44a 13, 347 a 2, 7, 
848 b 7, 354 a 4, 356 a 8, 
359 b 34, 360 b 8, 10, 361 
a 24, 362 b 15, 370 b 39, 
371 a 14, 3738 a 29, 374 
a 17, 27, 375 a 13, 380 b 
33 

Koua, 343 b Y, 344 b 35, 368 
a 29 (his), 34, b 8, 12 

Kupaive), 356 a 17, 367 b 13 
Kuptos (adiectivum), 346 b 20, 

361 a 34, 372 b 29 
Kupiws, 379 b 14, 380 b 14 
Kupwdratos, 361 a 20, 364 a 4, 
4 

kupTés, 350 a 11, 365 a 31, 
386 a5 

Kuprérns, 386 a | 
Kvoris, 357 a 33, 358 a 9 
Kvwy, 343 b 12, 361 b 35 
KwAvw, 340 a 29, b 32, 38, 841 

a 4, 342 b 20, 345 a 29, 348 
b 20, 361 b 21, 23, 362 b 18, 
364 a 30, 368 b 34, 370 
b 23, 24 

Kavos, 345 b 6, 362 b Y, 5, 
375 b 29, 376 a 12 any | 

Kom, 369 b 10, 374.a 29, b6 
(bis) 

KamnAacta, 369 b 11 

AaBperepos, 348 b 10 (bis), 23 
AapBdrw, 339 b 4, 21, 340 

b 35, 341 a 10, 25, 343 a2, 
17, b 9, 346 a 7, S47 b 34, 
349 a 34, 351 a 33, 354 
b 29, 355 a 8, 29, 356 b 30, 
357 b 23, 359 b 11, 97, 
360 b 8, 11, 362 b 24, 368 
b 21, 371 b 21, 372 a 32, 
b 23, 375 a 28, 388 a 25, 
389 a 29, 390 a 5 

Aapurpes, 361 b 5, 8, 8370 a 19, 
371 b 24, 372 a 21, b 6, 7, 
373 b 22, 283, 374 a 3, 7; 
b 10, 377 b 9 

Aapmrpétaros, 346 a 20 
Aapmpderns, 870 a 15 
AavOdvw, 351 b 10, 15, 23, 354 

a 4, 360 a 4, 361 b 7, 362 
a 15, 372 a 93, 25, 374 b Wt 

Acios, 372 a 31, 373 a 35, 377 
b 21 . 

Aeidrepos, 374 b 19 
Acinw, 340 b 2, 351 b 17, 353 

b 9, 357 b 12, 20, 358 a 19, 
359 b 3, 372 b 5, 384 a 8, 
385 a 29, 389 b 11 

Aenropepéorepos, 368 a 19, 
370 b 6 

Aenras, 359 a 32, 367 b 9, 15, 
18, 369 b 5, 370 b 8, 371 
a 18, 19,373 b 8, 374 b 1, 
880 a 24, b 2 

Aenréraros, 3514 b 28, 358 a9, 
365 b 35 

Aenrorepos, 371 a 16 
Aenrérns, 368 a 21, B71 a 20, 
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Aerrivw, 381 a6 
Aevxaivw, 383 b 29 (bis) 
Aeukdvoros, 362 a 14 
Aevkos, 341 a 36, 342 b 9, 18, 

359 a 35, 373. a 21, 874a 7, 
27, b 27, 30 (bis), 375 a 8, 
17 (bis), 16, 18, 21 (bis), 25, 
377 b 9, 16, 23 (bis), 385 a 2 

Aevxdrepos, 374 a 3 
Aevxdrns, 373 a 26 
Ajyw, 340 a 31, 348 a 16, 366 

b 82 
Ajun, 379 b 32 
Anmréov, 339 a 21, 346 b 19, 

378 b 26, 390 b 15 
AiBavos, 389 a 14 
MBavwrds, 387 b 26, 30, 388 

a 3, b 20, 31 
Aubin, 350 b 11, 352 b 32, 358 

3, 363 a 5 
Auyvds, 374 a 24, 26, 387 b 6, 

388 a 4 
Auyuorixy, 351 a 16 
Awyvorixos, 368 b 32 
AiGwos, 390 a 1, 13 
Ai€os, 344 b 32, 368 b 29, 378 

a 22, 25, 30, 380 b 25, 383 
b 5, 11, 20, 384 a 18, b 2, 
385 a 9, b 29, 386 a 10, 27, 
b 10, 15, 19, 8387 a 18, b 17, 
388 a 14, b 25, 389 a 8, 18, 
b 22 

Aixvov, 368 b 29 
Avdlw, 340 b 37, 351 b 8, 

352 a 5, 14, b 35, 356 a 
7 

Ayn, 349 b 29, 350 a 25, 31, 
35, b 31, 351 a 8, 352 b 34, 
353 a 2, 5,10, 12, 359 a 17, 
21 

Aysvwdys, 353 b 24 
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Aumapatos, 367 a 6 
hurapés, 387 b 6, 388'a 8 
Ath, 363 b 19, 23, 364 a 16, 

b 2, 18, 25 
Aoyilouar, 362 b 24 
Advos, 339 b 37, 340 a 11, 343 

b 32, 344 a 6, 350 b 8, 352 
b 33, 354 b 10, 356 a 15, 
357 a 4, b 22, 34, 360 a 22, 
362 b 14, 15, 363 a 26, 369 
b 27, 370 a 1, 6, 372 b 15, 
874 b 17, 375 b 9, 376 a 2, 
5, 9, 23, 24, 28, 31, 32, b 8, 
11, 378 b 20, 33,379 b 35, 
389 b 29, 390 a 6, 19, b 18 

Aourds, 338 a 25, 340 a 19, 353 
b 4, 356 a 12, b 21, 379 
b 10, 384 a 30, 390 a 21 

doéds, 342 a 27, 361 a 23 
doris, 387 b 5 
Aourpdv, 379 b 23 
AogwHéns, 367 a 4 
Avyxos, 359 b 17 
Avyos, 385 b 28 
Advats, 354 b 29, 355 b 2 
Au7és, 383 b 10, 18, 384 a 34 
Adyxvos, 342 a 3, 5, 9, 374. a 20, 

27, 3%, 375 a 27 
dw, 375 a 15, 382 b 33, 383 

a1, %, 4, 7, 10, b 16, 384 
b 4, 11, 12, 13 

hoddw, 362 a7 

pdbnpa, 339 b 33 
pabyris, 342 b 36 
Madris, 350 a 25, 353 a I, 

354 a 13, 17, 20, 362 b 22 
paxpay, 348 a 55, 356 a 25 
papos, 351 b 20, 367 b 10 
paxporepos, 375 a 32, 377 a 18 
padaKds, 382 a 11, 12, 13, 15, 

18, 21, 22, 95, 388 a 19, 
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386 hb 31, 32, 33, 387 a 4, 
12, 388 a 27, 28 

padrakdtns, 382 a 9, 390 b 7 
padaxres, 384 b 1, 16, 385 

a 13, b 6, 11, 386 a 20, 388 
b 30, 389 a 17 

padaxdrepos, 383 a 25, 385 
b 17, 386 b 6 

padarrw, 378 b 17, 383 a 31 
_ paves, 377 b 5 
pavorns, 371 a 27 
papaivw, 361 b 15, 383 b 30 
pdpavots, 361 b 21, 372 b 19 
paprupéw, 350 b 28, 360 a 33 
paprvpior, 350 b 19, 359 a 19 
peyebos, 339 b 7, 34, 340 a 8, 

9, 16, 343 b 35, S4h a 1, 
b 29, 31, 345 b 2, 346 a 29, 
348 a 27, 36, 349 b 9, 18, 
350 a 28, b 8, 352 a 27, b 6, 
7, 353 a 3, 3546 13, 355 a 
21, b 23, 358 a 29, 361 b 
33, 362 b 23, 365 a 32, 366 
a 11, b 24, 368 a 2, 370 a 
6, 873 b 11, 26 (bis), 377 a 
20, 24 

peClornut, 344 b 4, 345 a 35 
(bis), 351 b 3, 365 a 81, 385 
b 32, 386 a 22, 31, b 12, 13, 
21 

péAodos, 338 a 25 
peddoxw, 387 b 12 
peiyvu, 342 b 9, 353 b 16, 

354 b 7, 358 a 21, 359 a 12, 
13, 372 b 7, 374 a 6, 25, 
383 b 27, 390 b 9 

pexros, 381 b 25, 383 a 21, 
384a3 % 

petéts, 357 a 18, 20, 358 b 34 
peipouar, 352 a 99 
pedaivw, 371 a 23 
pedavia, 374 a 26, 375 a 12 

pedavraros, 375 a9 
peAdvrepos, 873 a 26, 374 

b 14, 19, 20, 29 
pédas, 342 b 15, 18, 372 bh 25, 

373 a 25, 374.4 1,3, 4,19, 
29, b 10 (bis), 12, 14, 28, 
30, 375 a 20 (bis), 26, 383 
b 8, 384 b 18 

peAr, 383 a 5, 384 a 15, 385 
b 2, 388 b 10, 23 

pédos, membrun, 387 b 5 
Méudis, 352 a 1 
pévey, 342 b 18, 344 a 29, S45 

a 35, b 20, 24, 346 b 23, 
348 a 6, 14, 352 b 17, 355 
a 29, 356 b 18, 357 b 31, 
8359 b 7, 360 b 21, 365 a 32, 
386 a 21, 26, 28 

pepilw, 354 b 7, 365 b 28 
pépos, 338 a 25, b 25 (bis), 

341 a 6, 343 a 19, b 23, 344 
a 10, 345 b 14, 18, 350 a 25, 
32, 351 a 28, 30, 33, 36, 
854 a 24, 355 b 11, 357 
b 19, 29, 358 b 13, 29, 359 
a 80, b 3, 31, 360 b 7, 9, 15, 
363 a 25, 364.49, 368 b 12, 
14, 17, 378 a 4, 378 a 16, 
b 31, 379 a 2, 13, b 5, 386 
a 18, 19, 21, 25, b 21, 387 
b 29 

peonuBpia, 361 a 6, 16, 22, 
362 a 34, b 8, 363 b 3, 16, 
364 a 7, 16, 366 a 14, 15, 
17, 371 b 25, 82, 377 a 10, 
15, 17, 23, 27 

peonpBpwes, 362 b 11, 375 
b 29, 377 a 22 

péons, 363 b 30, 34, 364 a 15, 
b 21, 31 

pecovurriov, 367 b 27 
pecovixrios, 367 b 26 
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péoos, 339 a 15 (bis), 340 
b 19, 20, 345 b 292, 356 a 1, 
5, 11, 15, 361 b 28, 362 b 3, 
363 b 29, 30, 377 a 21 

peadrys, 382 a 19 
peoovpavéw, 372 a 14, 373 

b 18 
pecoupanos, 378 a 8, 9 
peords, 377 b 2 
peraBaddw, 347 a1, 351 a 20, 

21, b 4, 94, 352 a 5, b 1, 
353 a 21, 24, 354 b 6, 355 
a9, 357 a 3, b 28, 358 b 33, 
359 b 14, 23, 360 b 26, 362 
b 8, 365 b 5, 366 a 22, 370 
a 30, 374 b 23, 31, 375 a17, 
377 b 27, 378 b 16, 379 b 1, 
380 b 9, 33, 381 a 24, 385 
b 31 

peraPaots, 386 a 6, 388 a 6 
peeraBoAy}, 338 a 23, 351 b 12, 

36, 352 a 18, 26, b 16, 354 
b 27, 358 a 1, 361 b 31, 34, 
369 a 26, 374 b 35, 378 
b 29, 32, 379 a 33 

peradidKw, 389 a 25 
petaAXevrés, 378 a 21 
peraMedw, 378 a 27, 384 b 32, 

388 a 13 
peravdoraois, 351 b 16 
peraninrw, 360 b 18 
perdppo.a, 367 a 28 
perdoracis, 364 b 15, 367 

b 12, 386 a 19 
perapopa, 357 a 27, 380 a 18, 

b 30 
ueréyw, 358 a 26, 365 a 35, 

384 b 29 
perewpifo, 346 b 28, 347 

a 18, 29, 32, 357 b 20 
perewporoyia, 338 a 26 
pmerewporoyos, 354 a 99 
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petéwpos, 343 a 31, 348 a 6, 
b 20, 368 b 20, 378-a 18 

peromrwpuds, 358 a 29, 364 
b 2, 371 b 30, 377 a 12 

peroTwpoy, 348 a 1, b 27, 28, 
358 b 4, 365 a Y%, 366 b 2 

pérpios, 360 b 10 - 
perpins, 346 b 2, 359 a 9 
ufos, B41 b 28, 27, 29, 32, 

344 a 23, 29, 351 b 32, 356. 
a 27, 362 b 17, 20, 367 b 10, 
368 b 27, 385 b 30, 386 a 9, 
387 a 2, 8, 10, 30 

pnviw, 344 b 13 
puxpopepera, 348 a 9 ~ 
pxpouepys, 372 b 17 
puxporns, 348 a 8, 369 a 5, 373 

a 19, (377 b 8] 
MiAjowos, 365 a 18 
piAdros, 378 a 23 
pipéouat, 346 b 36, 381 b 6 
pLpvynoKopat, 343 b 18 
pveia, 352 a | 
prvnpovetw, 351 b 12, 20, 26 
podvPdos, 349 a 2, 385 a 32, 

389 a 8 
podvvos, 379 a 2, b 14, 381 

a 12, 22,b9, 14 
ModAwr, 343 b 5 
pov}, 3th a 24, 25 
povisos, 387 a 15, 17 
poptov, 8340 a 6, 341 a 5, 345 

a 24, b 23, S47 a 12, 353 
b 3, 356 b 35, 357 b 28, 
360 b 11, 365 a 24, 369 a 4, 
370 b 20, 373 b 15, 374 
a 17, 385 b 25, 386 a 32, 
390 b 3 

uopd?, 359 b 11, 379 b 27 
pvedds, 389 b 10 
pvodcyéw, 356 b 12, 359 

a 17, 27 
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pibos, 356 b 11, 17 
pubadns, 850 b 8 
puKdopat, 368 a 25 
Muxnvatos, 352 a 9, 11 
pvAy, 385 b 7 
yurias, 383 b 12 
ptw, 881 b § 
pwddve, 381 a 21 

vads, 371 a 31 
vavovréparos, 35f a 18 
Netios, 350 b 14, 351 b 30, 

353 a 16, 356 a 28 
vexpdés, 889 b 31, 390 a 22 
véos, 355 a4 (bis), 388 b 1, 3 
Néaaos, 350 b 16 
vetpov, 385 a 8, 886 b 14, 388 

a 17,389 a 12,390a19,b5 
vedéedAn, 346 b 33, 35, 348 a 20, 

367 b 19, 370 a 14, 375 a 16 
vehéAtov, 367 b 9 
végos, 340 a 25, 31, b 30, 33, 

341 a 10, 346 b 33, 347 
b 12, 23, 26, 348 a 16, 23, 
26, b 8, 349 a 18, 350 b 25, 
358 a 23, 360 b 1, 361 a 1, 
9, 27, 364 b 9, 14, 24, 33, 
367 a 21, 369 a 15, 16, 27, 
98, 35, 36, b 2, 12, 26, 370 
a 27, 29, b 18, 28, 29, 31, 
32, 871 a 1, 10, 12, 18, 372 
b 17, 373 a 18, b 20, 22, 30, 
374 b 20, 21, 25, 375 a 9, 
13, 19, 377 a 33, 34, b 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5 

vnvepia, 347 a 26, 361 b 93, 
25, 366 a 5, 367 a 29, 26 
(bis), b 18, 28, 368 b 7 

vyvepnos, 361 b 6 
vyvenwraros, 366 a 14 
vyvenwrepos, 366 a 18, 373 

a 24 

INDEX 

vijcos, 356 b 14, 367 a 2, 8, 13, 
368 h 32 

Nexopayos, 845 a 2 
arias, 371 a ft 
virpov, 383 b 12, 19, 384a 18, 

34, 385 a 31, b 9, 16, 23 
(bis), 388 b 13, 389 a 18 

videros, 349 09, 871 a 8 
viperodys, 364 b 21 
voéw, 340 b 14, 24, 341 b 18, 

345 b 36, 347 a 2,349 b 17, 
353 b 21, 358 a 18, 368 
a 28, 366 b 15, 29,373 a 19, 
374 b 9 

vou, 363 a LL 
vopifa, 339 a 29, b 24, 25, 3 

30s 

Loe 2 , 
344 a 5, b 19, 348 b 5 
b 21, 25, 350 b 22, 35 
a 25, b 29, 352 a 16 
355 b 12, 356 b 9, 35 
365 a 27, 379 b 17 

vouioréov, 339 a 24, b 14 
vooos, 351 b 14 
voowdns, 384 a 31 
vorifw, 361 b 2 
vorios, 347 a 36, 37, b 9, 10, 

358 a 28, 363 a 6, 364a 19, 
374 a 21, 377 b 26, 27 

voris, 343 a 11, 350 b 29, 365 
b 25 

voros, 343 a 8, 10, b 3, 345 a 1, 
347 b 2, 5, 358 a 29, b Q, 
361 a 6, 92, b 11, 362a 19, 
31, 363 a 6, 8,13, 17, b 15, 
22, 364 a 15, 21, b 23, 367 
a 13, 368 b 7 

vuxrepeves, 360 a 4 
vixrwp, 342 a 11, 34, 345 

b 25, 347 a 15, 360 a 3, 370 
a 20, 372 a 12, 21, 376 b 25 

wie, 342 b 20, 345 a 23, b 8, 
29, 350 a 32, 3544 31, 362 
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a 1,7, 9, 366 a 13, 17, 370 
a 14, 371 b 24, 375 a 20 

Nvons, 350 b 19 

EavOos, 872 a 10, 875 a7, 11, 
17,b 11, 377 b Ll 

EavOdrepos, 375 a 10 
Enpaivw, 347 a 20, 349 b 14, 

351 a 31, b 7, 30, 352 a 6, 
20, b 14, 35, 353 a 11, b 8, 
10, 356 b 25, 28, 357 a 1, 
b 10, 13, 18, 360 a 8, b 31, 

361 b 17, 362 a 2, 5, 365 
b 4, 7, 11, 369 a 34, 378 
b 17, 381 a 32, 382 a 30, 
b 1, 10, 16, 19, 21, 22, 27, 
383 b 33, 34, 384 a 1, 5, 9, 
10, 26, 30, b 20, 385 a 25 

Enpaoia, 384 a 11 
Enpos, 340 b 16, 27, 28, 341 

b 10, 14, 22, 344 a 10, b 27, 
35, 351 a 20, b 3, 6, 24, 
352 a 13, b 19, 353 a 7, 14, 
17, b 11, 355 a 9, 356 b 15, 
357 b 16, 25, 358 a 19, 22, 
31, 34, b 10, 359 b 29, 39 
(bis), 360 a 12, 25, b 3, 16, 
19, 23, 24, 361 a 2, 30, 362 
a 9, 10, 364 b 19, 20, 365 
b 22, 24, 366 b 6, 9, 369 
a 14, 26, 370 a 28, 371 a 5, 
372 b 33, 378 a 21, b 3, 13, 
18, 283, 379 a 9, 10, 380 

a 34, b 19, 381 a 23, 28, 
b 23, 25, 26, 29, 31, 382 a 3, 
10, b 2, 3, 4, 338, 383 a 2, 
12, 17, b 9, 15, 384 b 3, 13, 
29, 385 a 8, 387 a 27, 31, 
b 32, 388 a 1, 6, 7, 9, 22, 
389 a 30 

Enporepos, S44 b 22, 348 b Y7, 
351 a 36, b 28, 356 b 32, 
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INDEX 

379 a 22, 380 a 5, b 21, 381 
a 28, 29 

Enporns, 361 b 22, 378 a 30 
EvAwos, 390 a 13 
Evdov, 361 a 19, 3609 a 35, 371 

a 26, b 4, 374.a 5, 380 b 97, 
99, 384 b 15, 385 a 9, b 19, 
386 a 10, 27, b 19, 23, 26, 
387 a 7, 18, b 26, 27, 388 
a 2, 19, 31, b 32, 389 a 12 

EvAwddys, 387 a 32 
évw, 388 b 7 

dyxos, 339 b 6, 340 a 7, 9, 349 
b 18, 350 a 12, 352 a 24, 
354 b 6, 358 b 31, 359 a 12, 
367 a 4, 368 a 93, 385 a 30, 
b 20 

680s, 343 b 23, 345 a 14, b 28, 
356 a 27, 362 b 24, 370 
b 19, 379 a 4 

iar on b 26, 365 a 30, 390 
1 

oinréov, 855 a 35, 357 b 25, 
367 a 9 

olxetos, 345 a 30, 355 a 34, 
360 a 24, b 19, 362 a 6, 379 
a 17, 21, 24, 26, b 3, 19, 
20, 22, 380 a3, 7, 382 a 23, 
389 b 6 

oikeroTaTos, 346 a 30 
oixedrepos, 358 b 23, 385 a 4 
olkeiws, 3147 a 10 
oixéw, 352 b 1, 362 a 33, b 5, 

30, 31, 363 a 29, 365.4 7,25 
otxnots, 363 a 3 
olxia, 871 b 7 
oixilw, 352 aS 
oixoupern, 362 b 13, 26, 363 

al, [2], 364 a 7, 365 a 30 
olvos, 358 b 19, 382 b 13, 384 

a 4, 13, 387 b 9, 11, 19, 
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888 a 33, b 2, 10, 389 a9, 
QY 

oivwdns, 387 b 11 
olouat, 341 b 8, 349 a 25, 350 

b 33, 352 a 17, 25, b 
353 b 10, 354 b 3, 356 
357 a 25, $69 b 81, 371 
372 a 22 

oiwvds, 387 b 4 
édyydxs, 339 b 28, 348 a Q, 
368 b 24, 372 a Y4, 376 b 25 

dAiyos, 345 a 2, 347 b 18, 20, 
350 a 6, b 28, 352 a 11, 354 
a 10, 358. a 31, 359 a 9, 361 
b 15, 18,364 a 3, 366 b 13, 
374 a 98, b 88, 378 a 10, 
379 a 27, b 2, 380 b 1, 382 
b Y1, 384 a 24, 388 a 6 

dAvyorns, 347 a L4, b 16, 349 
b 18, 353 b 25, 367 a 19, 
b 3, 3881 b 17 

6Aov, 359 b 30, 380 b 13, 386 
a 20 

6Aos, 339 a 20, 341 a 2, 343 
a 7, 346 a 7, 350 b 3, 351 
b 11, 352 a 17, 18, 28, b 16, 
353 a 15, b 4, 354 a 95, 355 
a 24, b 27, 356 a 21, 357 
a 3, 358 a 17, 359 b 19, 
365 a 28, 38, 369 a 6, 371 
b 23, 372 a 15, 374 a 16, 
20, 375 a 13, 385 b 21, 24, 
387 b 28, 388 b 30, 389 b 27 

dAuptrias, 363 b 24 
oAws, 342 b 18, 348 a 2, 352 

a 1, 357 a 6, b 10, 361 b 24, 
364a 19, b 1, 365 b 16, 368 
b 2, 378 a 9,9380 a 2, 382 
b 13, 8387 a 16, 889 b 30 

duadis, 372 b 17 
ouanrds, 377 b 16 
éuaddrns, 377 b 17 

INDEX 

épadtvw, 381 a 20 
épardis, 381 a 31 
"Op Bpixds, 359 a 35 
6uBptos, 349 b 11, 365 bY 
épuBpos, 352 431, b 3, 360 b 8, 

27, 28, 8361 b 11, 365 a 22, 
b 24, 370 b 16 

“Opnpos, 351 b 35 
dulxAn, 346 b 33, 35 
dupa, 346 a 21, 349 b 16, 353 

a 8, 371 a 30 
duoyerys, 378 b 16 (bis) 
dpoltopepys, 384 b 30, 385 

a 10, 388 a 11, 13, 25, 389 
b 24, 25, 27, 390 b 5, 15 

dpodroyéw, 350 a 20, 356 b 6 
dudxpota, 342 b 20 
duwrvtpes, 389 b 31, 32, 390 

a lz 
ovoua, 341 b 17, 347 a 10, 379 
b 15, 380 a 19, b 14, 30, 
387 b 2, 11 

dvondlw, 339 bh 26 
évu€, 389 a 12 
ofdAun, 359 b 15 

dfos, 359 b 16, 384 a 13, 389 
a 10 

of, 373 b 4 
ofts, 359 b 14, 18 
orrilw, 384 a 22 
dds, 384a 21, 389 b 10 
éntdw, 379 b 28, 380 b 17, 

381 a 30, b 18, 8383a 21, Qt 
émrynos. 379 b 13, 381 a 23, 

b 3, 14, 16, 21 
én7ds, 380 b 22, 381 a 26 
dmiupa, 348 a 1, b 30 
épdw, 339 b 8, 10, 340 a 8, 

341 a 17, b 26, 343 a YS, 
30, b 15, 20, 21, 26, 30, 345 
a 27, 30, 34, b 13 (bis), 15, 
16, 29, 346 a 17, 21, 347 
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b 8, 348 a 29, 23, 25, 26, 
b 2, 350 a 30, 352 b 23, 353 
a9, b 35, 355 a 26, bY, Lt, 
25, 356 b 19, 358 b 8, 365 
a 29, 366 a 9, 369 b 7, 371 
b 9, 373 b 26, 3874a 4, b 23, 
375 a 33, 377 b 7, 11, 389 
b 13, 390 a 12 

épyavov, 381 a 10, 389 b 30, 
390 a 1 

épyilw, 356 b 16 
dpewvds, 350 a7, 351 a3 
6907, 363 b 2, 3783 a 14 
ép0ds, 361 a 23, 35 
épOp.os, 367 a 21 
éphpos, 366 a 20, 367 a 96 
éphds, 339 b 25, 354 b 23 
dpilw, 344 b 17, 346 b 6, 362 

b 15, 369 b 29, 375 b 19, 
377 a2, 5, 378 b 15, 18, 21, 
8379 a 10, 11, 12, b 34, 380 
a 19, 22, b 1, 381 b 31, 382 
a 2, 4, 9, 19, 29, 24 (bis), 
26, 389 a 32, 390 a 10 

cpilwy, 343 a 18, 32, b 16, 
363 a 27, 365 a 29, 375 
b 27, 376 b 29, 29, 32, 377 
as 

Gppdw, 366 a 8, 10, 368 b 10, 
19, 370 b 12 

oppy, 364 b 5, 366 a 7, 368 a 9 
épvidias, 362 a 23 
Gpos, 341 a 1, 347 a 29, 350 

a3, 4, 5, 15, 19, 20, 29, b 1, 
5, 11, 14, 21, 27, 352 b 10, 
356 b 14 

dpos, 381 a 7, 382 b 13, 384 
a 14, 20, 29, 93, 389 a 10 

dpos, 382 a 23 
dpuxrds, 378 a 20, 22, 24 
dopy, 388 a 12 
ovpavds, 340 a 6, 341 b 2, 342 
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INDEX 

a 35, 343 b 93, 346 a 7, 34, 
349 b 14, 352 a 19, 28, 353 
b 4, 355 a 24, 357 a 8, 364 
b 94, 369 b 22, 874£a 31 

ovpyats, 366 b 19 
ouptos, 364 a 31 
otpov, urina, 357 b 2, 380 a 1, 

b 5, 382 b 13, 3844 13, 389 
a 10, 27 

ovoia, 365 a 11, 370 a 28, 379 
b 26, 389 b 99, 390 4 6 

6d0adyes, 374 a 22, 390 a 11 
dxéw, 348 a 7 
dyuairepor, 36-4 a 27, 367 b 31, 

32 ‘ 
dxairepos, 362 a 24 
djus, 343 a 3, 13, 19, b 14, 

345 b 11, 27, 369 b 9, 370 
a 19, 372 a 29, 32, b 8, 16, 
373 a 2, 17, 18, 35, b 2, 7, 
33, 374 a 93, 28, b LI, 13, 
15, 22, 23, 28, 31, 375 a 3, 
83, b 5, 377 a 31, 32, b 7, 
10, 18, 32, 378 a 2, 5, 8, 10 

Sdov, 381 b 30 

néyos, 313 b 19, 318 b 4, 361 
b 26, 366 b 5, 371 a 6 

mabnpa, 352 a 18, 363 a 24, 
365 a 19, 382 a 8, 32, 388 
a 10 

mabyrixds, 378 b 13, 28, 25, 
28, 34, 379 b 19, 380 a 8, 
b 27, 381 b 23, 24, 382 b 4, 
5, 385 a 7, 389 a 30 

mdaBos, 338 b 24, 25, 339 a 5, 
21,340 b 17, 341 a 15, b 33, 
344 b 5, 25 345 a 18, b 25, 
346 a 31, b 4, 14, 347 a 10, 
348 a 14, 356 b 34, 358 
b 20, 359 b 24, 360 b 13, 
865 a 15, 35, b 14, 367 b 7, 
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368 a 8, 31, 369 a 31, 370 
a 12,°17, 25, 871 a 2, b 21, 
373 b-4, 375.a 22, 378 a Sh, 
b 19, 379 a 21, 381 b 5, 38Y 
a 28, 29, 33, 383 b 32, 385 
a 5, 19, b 26, 389 a 4 

madixes, 339 b 33 
maAdaids, 339 b 21, 352 b 27, 

388 b 3 
radatdw, 390 a 22, bi 
TlaAaorivn, 359 a 17 
rappyKns, 351 b 10 
mavaéAnvos, 372 a V7 
mavratacw, 369 b 24 
mapaprdrw, 343 b 13 
mapadiowpt, 345 b 30 
mapaKodovbew, S44 b 3, 346.43 
mapaAdapBarw, 349 a 15, 365 

a 16 
maparrd€é, 385 b 25 
mwapaAAdrra, 342 a 33, 386 

a 15, 31 
maparoyos, 347 b 35 
qapamAyjowos, S44 a 25, 366 

b 17, 380 b 34 
mapattAnciws, 342 b 35, 319 

a 25, 360 b 13, 361 a 18, 
388 b 31 

mapackevdlw, 341 a 20, 355 
a2 

mapeyxéw, 359 a 2 
mapecxdtw, 369 a 30, 370 a 19 
mapexmrupow, 341 b 30 
mapéxw, 341 a 13, 355 a 25, 

358 a 20, 378 a 12, 387 b 20 
mapyAtos, 371 b 19, 372 a 10, 

16, 377 a 29, 30, b 15, 23, 
24,30 ~ 

TIapvacads, 350 a 19 
mapouia, 364 h 18 
mapopaw, 355 a 20 
rapoucta, 382 a 33 

o 

| macye, 339 a 30, 345 a 18, 23, 
348 b 14, 351a 99,3529 a1, 
353 b 34, 357 a 15, b 17, 
358 b 18, 359 b 95, 368 
a 33, 371 a 95, 26, 372 a 23, 
373 b 6, 878 b 19, 24, 379 
a 19, b 33, 380 b 18, 381 
a9, b 30, 382 a 31, bY, 383 
b 1, 384 b 29, 385 a 5, Q4, 
26, 886 b 31, 387 b 14, 390 
a 18 

mardoow, 371 b 9, 13 
mavw, 339 b 33, 352 b 29, 356 

b 28, 360 b 29, 33, 361 a3, 
4, b 10, 14, 862 a 2, 8, 364 
a29,b &, 8, 365 b 17, 367 
b 33, 368 a 7 

mayvn, 347 a 16 (bis), 23, 30, 
b 16, 23, 24, 30, 349 a 10, 
378 a 31, 388 b 12 

maxos, 359 a 7 (bis) 
maxuvois, 383 a 11 
maxvvar, 380 a 34, b 11, 381 

a 6, 383 a 11, 13, 14, 17, 
20, 22, b 18, 24, 27, 29, 30, 
32, 384a9, 10, 12, 14, 23, 
b 25, 387 b 7, 388 a 32, 
bi, 4, 9 

mays, 367 b 14, 383 a 23 
nmaxyvrepos, 359 a 12, 380 a 4, 

5, 25, 381 a 4, 383 b 28 
mediov, 350 a 6, 868 b 31 
melbw, 354 a 29, 356 b 12 
meiparéov, 358 a3 
meipaw 352 b 24, 358 b 18, 

366 b 27 
médayos, 354 a 7, 10, 15, 27 
Tledomwdvyvnaos, 351 a 2 
rerraive, 380 a 25, 33 (bis) 
réeravors, 379 b 12,380 a Il, 

12, 138, 16, 21, 26, 28, 30, 
b 4, 11, 381 b 20 
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arérav, 380 a 17 
mepaivw, 339 a 26 
aepas (substantivum), 34+ 

a 33, 350 a 22, 351 a 13, 
353 a 18, 369 a 17 

mepiayw, 356 a 8, 376 b 12 
meproew, 359 a | 
mepréxw, 339 b 4, 7, 30, 340 

a 8, 341 a 30, 354 a 6, 369 
a 6, 28, 375 a 31, 379 a 19, 
18, 28 

mepOpavw, 348 a 35 
mepiiornut, 365 a 6, 10, 379 

b 4, 382 b 22 
nepuxapmioy, 380 a 11, 14, 16, 

28 
mepilappdve, 350 a 12 
mepiodos, 346 b 9, 350 a 16, 

351 a 26, 352 a 30, b 15, 
362 b 12 

meprorkéw, 354 a 4 
mepropdw, 345 a 28, b 8 
mepioracis, 364 b 14 
meptteive, 3841 b 19, 354 b 24, 

355 b 28 
mepitrwpa, 346 b 33, 355 b 8, 

13, 356 b 2, 35% a 33, 358 
a 7, 380 a 2 

mepitTwors, 358 a 13 
mepipépera, 340 b 35, 343 

a 18, 350 a 11, 372 a 3, 
373 a 18, 25, 875 a 2, b 4, 
6, 7, 25, 376 a 6, 7, 8, b 2, 
385 b 30, 31, 32 

mepipepys, 348 a 36 
mepipopd, 340 b 15, S41 a 2, 

b 23, 351 a 32, 356 b 29 
mepixéw, 348 b 36, 360 a 27 
avérrw, 358 a 10, 379 b 20, 30, 

380 a 2, 4, 17, 381 a 1, 16, 
25, b 12, 20, 389 b 8 

wéyus, 379 b 12 (bis), 18, 27, 
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380 a 6, 9, 11, 12 (bis), 22, 
b 13, 16, 381 a 9, 23, b 7, 
10, 15, 20 

myyatos, 353 b 20, 25, 33, 35, 
360 a 31 

any, 850 b 28, 30, 33, 351 
b 1, 353 a 35, b 17, 20, 22, 
27, 31, 354 a 5, 32, 355 
b 35, 356 a 29, 360 a 33 

ayyvupt, 347 a 17, 20, 26, 
b 11, 23, 25, 36, 348 a 4, 5, 
13, 14, 18, 34, b 17, 20 
(bis), 349 a 1, 362 a 5, 8, 9, 
27, 364 b 11, 27, 365 a 1, 
370 a 4, 378 a 30, b 2, 379 
a 29, 382 a 23, b 1, 29, 31 
(bis), 383 a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
9, 10, 11, 14, 20, 26, 28, 
29, 33, b 6, 7, 10, 15, 19, 
22, 23, 384 a 4, 10, 12, 25, 
26, 29, 32, b 3, 6, 8, 12, 13, 
14, 20, 22, 25, 385 a 28, 
b 6, 386 a 14, 387 b 10, 15, 
388 a 85, b 4, 11, 16, 21, 
389 a 3, 11, 91, 22 (bis), 24, 
b 14, 19, 390 b 8, 4 

ankros, 385 a 6, 19, 20, 33 
mnAixos, 339 b 6 
mmaAds, 354 a 229, 359 a 14, 383 

a 29,b9, 385 a 31, 386 b25 
anes, 339 a 4, 342 a 30, 348 

a 29, 31, b 1, 18, 21, 28, 31, 
363 a 15, 382 a 25, 27, 
(bis), 29, b 31, 384 a II, 
b 22, 388 a 28 

moaw, 849 b 34 
mélw, 386 b 1 
mieois, 387 a 16, 17 
mueaTos, 385 a 15, 386 a 29 

(bis), b 3, 7, 16 (bis), 17, 
24, 387 a 15 

mbaves, 357 b 33, 369 b 27 
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muxpos, 355 b 8, 357 a 33, b 2, 
It, 338 a 6, 359 a 20, b 18, 
19 

muxpoTns, 35-4 b 2 
miAéw, 366 b 13 
wmidnros, 385 a 17, 387 a 15 
Tiddos, 356 b 15 
nivw, 357 a 34, 388 b 7 
minrw, 342 a 11, 14, 344 b 32, 
» 348 b 25, 376 b 19, 20 
muoretw, 343 b 10 
mioris, 372 a 32, 378 b 14 
mirra, 382 b 16, (385 b 5), 

387 b 22, 388 a 4 (bis), 9 
rviwyv, 387 b 6, 9, 388 a 7 
mAdytos, 342 a 24 (bis), 347 

a 1, 361 a 10, 370 b 24, 372 
a 11, 377 b 29, 378 a 3, 9, 
386 b 11 

qwAavaw, 343 a 2, 22, 23, 345 
a 21, 346 a 2, 347 b 35 

aAdvns, 342 b 28, 31, 343 b 29, 
344 a 36, 345 b 28 

mAavyrns, 346 a 12 
mAaaTos, 385 a 15, 386 a 27, 

29 
miraros, 341 b 25, 29, 34, 342 

a 23, 355 b 95, 362 b 15, 
18, 20, 25, 368 b 24, 386 
b 20, 387 a 3, 9, 10 

mAdrrw, 359 a 1 
maarus, 355 b 31, 358 b 4, 15 
mAardrepos, 358 a 28, b 12, 

359 a 25 
mAcovalw, 351 b 6 
mAevorixds, 359 a 10 
aAnyy, 369 a 29, 30, b 8, 371 

b 13, 386 a 20, b 1, 20 
mARG0s, 340 a 8, 341 b 25, B44 

a 26, b 23, 346 a 29, 347 
b 10, 16, 22, 349 b 7, 17, 
32, 350 a 10, 27, 29, 33, 

b 6, 31, 351 b 18, 22, 353 
a 33, b 24, 34, 354 4 9, 18, 
16, b 6, 8, 355 a 20, b 21, 
95, 356 a1,b 10, 357 a 11, 
19, b 10, 31, 358 a 21, 23, 
b 6, 359 a 15,b 4, 360 all, 
31, 32, b 12, 361 a 30, b 33, 
362 b 18, 366 a 23, 31, 368 
a 2, b 29, 33, 370 b 12, 15, 
381 a 17, 18, b 18, 384 a3, 
388 b 8 

wAnddw, 351 b 7 
mAnupupis, 366 a 20 
aAnpéorepos, 365 b 5 
wAnpns, 339 b 18, 23, 340 al, 

3, 5, 37, 341 a 8, 12, 346 
a 19, 36, 359 a 14, b 13, 
362 a 17, 365 b 1, 367 a 34, 
o 26, 383 b 25, 386 b 5, 
6, 1 

wAnpéw, 351 a 4, 366 b 12 
mAnordtw, 341 a 26, 343 a 14, 

356 b 29, 359 b 35, 361 
b 36, 362 a 20, 364 a 26 

mAjoow, 365 b 33, 371 b 10 
madoiov, 353 a 3, 359 a 8 
mots, 362 b 19, 24 
mAwrds, 352 b 25, 353 a 26 
mvetjua, 338 b 26, 341 a 1, 

b 22, 344 b 20, 26, 31, 32, 
36, 345 a 4, 349 a 19, 19, 
28, 353 b 8, 355 a 25, 358 
a 30, 359 b 27, 360 a 13, 
28, b 1, 21, 29, 361 a 5, 21, 
26, 28, b 8, 14, 21, 362 b 32, 
363%a 1, b 9, 11, 28, 33, 364 
a 5, 13, 93, 32, b 8, 17, 365 
b 27, 35, 366 a 1, 2, 4, 8, 
11, 21, 31, b 1, 16, 17, 21, 
29, 26, 367 a 5, 12, 24, 28, 
b 1, 11, 17, 24, 31, 368 a2, 
9, 15, 20, 28, 33, 35, b 1 
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(bis), 4, 5, 10, 11, 28, 369 
a1,35,b4, 7, 370 a7, b 4, 
17, 22, 32, 871 a 4, 5, 13, 
16, 18, 27, 29, 33, b 2, 5, 8, 
11, 18, 372 b 20, 96, 27, 
373 a 24, 382 b 30, 383 
b 26, 884 b 21, 387 a 25, 
99 (bis), 388 a 2 

mvevpatikds, 380 a 23, 29 
mvevpatwoéoraros, 366 b 4 
mvevpatwodéorepos, S41 b 9 
mvevpatw@dns, 341 b 11, S44 

b 27, 366 b 7, 380 b 16 
mvéw, S45 a 1, 347 a 28, 358 

a 30, 32, 861 a 23, 27, b 4, 
5, 35, 362 a 1, 17, 19, 23, 
94, 25, 26, 29 (bis), 31 (bis), 
363 a [3], 4, 6, 8 (bis), 12, 
13, 22, b 16, 18, 21, 23, 25, 
34, 364 a 1, 3, 21, 22, 28, 31, 
33, b 6, 7, 31, 365 a 4, 5, 
366 a LO, 21, 367 a 13, 373 
b 12 

mviyos, 361 b 27, 362 a 20 
movew, 340 b 13, 342 a 21, 

b 7, 11, 15, 18, 28, 343 
b 35, 345 a 3, 346 a 9, 
347 b 2, 5, 348 b 8, 17, 
349 b 16, 35, 351 b 6, 352 
al, b 9, 12, 353 a 10, 35, 
b 6, 9, 354 a 15, 31, b 3, 
32, 355 a 1, 25, 356 a 3, 6, 
b 8, 14, 15, 357 a 6, 18, 20, 
358 a 11, b 22, 359 a 4, 18, 
24, b 19, 25, 360 a 17, b 22, 
361 b 19, 362 a 16, b 2, 5, 
363 a 15, 364 b 9, 18, 30, 
365 b 4, 366 a 23, b 5, 10, 
17, 25, 367 a L7, b 6, 15, 
16, 24, 368 a 10, 14, 33, b 5, 
11, 369 a 29, b 1, 33, 370 
a 6, 8, 10, 29, b 7, 9, 371 

418 

a 29, b 13, 372 a 6, 373 b 3, 
374 b 4, 11, 29, 375 a 20, 
b 1, 2, 92, 376 a 17, b 10, 
15, 16, 377 b 17, 21, 378 
a 2, 16, 22, 28, 379 a 32, 
b 1, 380 b 18, 20, 381 a 1, 
24, 382 a 1, 28 (bis), 31 
(bis), 32, 383 a 10, 34, b 2, 
27, 384.4 11, b 26, 28, 385 
a2, 4, 386 a 32, 387 b 10, 
30, 388 a 23, 390 a 11, 18 

moinots, 357 a 26 
montéov, 358 b 23 
noutys, 371420 
mountexds, 357 a V7, 378 b 12, 

22, 23, 25, 27, 379 a 1], 
382 b 6 

mouktAia, 342 b 18, 373 b 35 
moikiApua, 375 a 23 
movkiArhs, 875 a 27 
mdrenos, 351 b Lt 
mods, 367 a 6, 7 
moAos, 362 a 33, b 4, 31, 363 

a 8, 376 a 18, b 8, 31, 377 
a1, 10 

mopa, 357 a 29 
movrios, 368 b 33, 369 a 5 
movros, 350 b + 
IIdvros, 347 a 36, b 4, 348 

b 84, 351 a 19, 354 a 14, 
20, 367 a 1 

mopeia, 344 b 5, 362 b 20 
mropevoutos, 362 b 19 
mopOpeus, 356 b 16 
mopos, 381 b 1, 3, 385 a 29, 
b 20, 24, 25, 386 a 15, b 2, 
4, 5,6, 9, 387 a2, 19, 21 

moppupots, 342%n 8, 374 a 27, 
32, 375 a 25 

mordptos, 353 bh 28, 357 a 29 
morapos (vide etiam Alyés 

motapol), 339 b 12, 3L7 a 2, 
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4, 7, 349 a 12, 25, 26, b 2, 
7, 29, 34, 350 a 2, 4, 6, 14, 
20, 23, 26, b 4, 10, 19, 23, 
30, 33, 351 a 1, 9, 17, 18, 
20, b 2, 3, 6, 29, 84, 352 
b 5, 19, 22, 30, 3583 a 2, 6, 
14, 19 (bis), 27, 354 a 13, 
16, 17, 24, b 13, 16, 335 
b 16, 22, 30, 38, 356 a 14, 
19, 92, 25, 26, 28, 30, 357 
"a 17, 18, 23, 358 b 28, 359 
a 9, 10, 26, b 5, 8, 19, 360 
a 29, 361 b 2, 388 b 22 

méTiyos,, 351 a 14, 854 b 18, 
20, 385 a 32, b 5, 9, 19, 356 
a 34, b 25, 29, 357 b 29, 
358 b 16, 25, 27, 359 a 
3, 6 

movs, 388 a 19, 390 b 11 
apaypa, 379 a 32, b 1,15 
mpaowos, 372 a 8, 10, 374 

b 32, 375 a 8, 12, 16, b 10, 
377 b 10 

mpyvis, 350 a I1 
apnorip, 339 a 4, 369 a 11, 

371 a 16, b 15 
nplov, 390 a 13, b 13 
mpoaipects, 339 a 9 
mpoavaNioxw, 349 b 11 
mpoavepxyouat, 356 b 26 
mpoarroAcinw, 352 b 11 
mpoPAnpa, 363 a 24 
apodsépxopat, 345 a 12 
mpodpopos, 361 b 24 
mpodtw, 343 b 20 
apoep (ele), 353 a 18, 358 

a 33, 361 b 4, 8, 367 b 34, 
370 b 23,°371 b 8, 380 b 8 

mpoeipyxa, 352 a 12 
mpoépyouat, 368 a 19 
mponyéona, 373 b 5, 386 b 99, 

387 a 5 

INDEX 

mpobepuaivw, 348 b 32 
ampocayopeiw, 339 a 30, 359 

b 31, 380 b 7 
mpoodyw, 374 b 30 
mpocaywyy, 350 b 22, 351b 9, 

368 a 7 
apoayeos, 368 b 33 
mpocexys, 340 b 12 
mpoonyopia, 339 b 22 
mpoonkdrvTws, 355 a 35 
mpoonkw, 340 a 26, 341 a 14, 

S49 a 31 
mpoonuaivw, 367 a 13 
apdater, 370 b 23 
mpockaiw, 381 a 27 
mpoonirTrw, 366 b 14, 368 

a 23, 369 a 28, 370 a 9, 371 
a 14, b 10,375 a 3, 16, b 2, 
4, 25, 376 a 19, 377 a 32, 
b 19, 878 a3 

apoaropilw, 376 a 14 
mpoomrrepilopevenr, 376 b 23 
apoorTiOnut, 364 a 19 
apéogparos, 351 b 35 
npoopéepw, 366 a 32 
mpoogiAovexéw, 343 b 25 
mpooptw, 387 a 3 
npocysw, 351 b 7, 353. a 8 
mpocywots, 351 b 30, 352 a 4, 

353 a 2 
mpocwrrov, 388 a 18, 390 a 9 
mporepéw, 369 b 9 
mpouTapxyw, 379 b 1, 383 a 23 
mpopavéararos, 388 a 22 
apoxepifa, 378 b 6 
apoxeipos, 356 b 19 
mpoxsipws, 369 b 24 
mpowléw, 364 b 11, 29, 367 

a 15, 368 b 2 
atcpov, 387 b 5 
ara@ats, 339 a 3, 360 a 33 
queria, 381 a7 
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366 a 4, b 114, 8367 a 11, 368 
a 3; b 7, 21, 35, 370 a 98, 
b 21, 379 a 33, 383 b 6 
(bis), 7 (bis) 

énypiv, 367 b 14, 19 
pnyvumt, 365 b 7, 11, 367 a 4, 

369 a B4, 371 b + 
pyréov, 382 a 27 
pila, 353 b 1, 388 a 20 
‘Pirat, 350 b 7 
purréw, 342 a 9, 12, 32 
Aidus, 342 a 2, 6, 7, UI 
‘Podaves, 351 a 16, 18 
*Poddrn, 350 b 18 

a 19, 387 a 29 
purés, 353 b 19 (bis) 

cadedw, 356 a 3 
cavdapakn, 378 a 23 
campos, 389 b 5 
campoTns, 879 a 6 
Mapdounds, 35h a 91 
adpé, 355 b 10, 357 b 3, 379 

a 7, 385 a 8, 386 b 8, 388 
a 16, 389 b 94, 390 a 2, 8, 
14, 16, 19, b 5, 16 

caTTw, 365 b 18 
sapeotepor, 344 b 25 
cadys, 357 a 25 
oBevvun, 346 b 28, 347 b 4, 

10, 370a 10, 371 a6 
oBéows, 370 @ 24 
ceconos, 388 b 26, 343 b 2, 

365 a 14, 34, b 4, 9, 17, 23, 
366 a 6, 11, 13, 23, 24, 30, 
b 18, 31, 367 a 18, 21, 29, 

INDEX 

b 8, 20, 95, 32, 368 a 11, 
15 (bis), 26, 34, b 8, 11, 13, 
18, 28, 30, 33, 369 a 7, 370 
a 27, 29 

ceiw, 365 a 32,b 8, 18, 366 b i, 
367 b 33, 368 a 4, 12, 31, 
b 1, 26, 35 

acAjvn, 340 b 6, 341 a 29, 342 
a 30, 38, 344 b 3, 345 b 5, 
346 a 15, 353 b 9, 367 b 20, 
28, 371 b 23, 372 a 22, b 13, 
373 a 2%, 97, 375 a 18, 376 
b 25 

meAAds, 352 b 2 
oeuvorepos, 353 b 2 
Léoworpis, 352 b 26 
onpaivw, 339 b 23, 34-4 b 19, 

361 a 28 
onpetov, 341 a 31, 342 a 30, 

345 b 14, 346 a 23, b 34, 
347 a 28, b 24, 348 a 33, 
350 a 30, 354.4 28, 358 a 4, 
9, 359 a 23, 364 a 2, 31, 366 
b 30, 367 a 92, b 8, 372 
b 18, 92, 26, 28, 373 a4, 5, 
6, 15, 375 a 9, 17, b 21, 376 
a 3, 4,8, b 1,19, 377 a 1, 
b 24, 380 a 1, 384 a 6, 31 

onweddns, 373 a 30 
onmw, 379 a9, 14, 15, 22, 26, 

34, b 2, 5, 7, 28, 381 b 1], 
12 

ofdss, 379 a 3, 8, 13, 16, 21, 
389 b 8 

aldnpos, 378 a 28, 383 a 31, 
32, b 4, 384 b 14, 385 b 11, 
386 b 10, 33, 388 a 14, b 31, 
389 a 11 

LuKdvyn, 359 b 15 
LuxeAia, 359 b 15, 366 a 96 
LuKedtds, 354 a 21 
aigéts, 369 b 17, 370 a 8, 9 
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Limvdos, 368 b 31 
otros, 389 a 15 
oxerrréov, 365 b 29, 878 b 5 
akevos, 368 a 5 
oxddis, 349 a 31, 358 b 23 
oxnvotrotew, 348 bh 35 
oe 345 b 7, 362 b 6, 8, 374 

5 
oxidlw, 874b 3 
oxipwrv, 363 b 25 
oxAnpos, 382 a 10, 11, 15, 18, 

20, 22, 95, 383 a 23, b 7, 
386 a 22, 93, b 33, 387 a 1, 
388 a 28 (his) 

oxAnpotepos, 381 a 20, 385 
b 20, 386 b 9 

axAnpdrys, 382 a 9, 390 b 7 
okAnpive, 378 b 17, 385 a 23 
aKxoAds, 367 b I+ 
LxouBpos, 350 b 17 
oKxoTréw, 352 a VA 
axétos (76), 372 a 25 
Sxvbia, 350 b 7, 362 b 22 
M«vOinyj, 359 b 18 
oxwpia, 383 b | 
opvpva, 388 b 20, 389 a 18 
coudds, 352 b 10, 365 a 23, 

366 a 25, 33 
copia, 353 b 6 
copds, 349 a 20 
coputepos, 353 b 5 
oravios, 372 a 14, 23 
orraviwrepos, 344 b 28 
oracpos, 366 b 26 
ondaw, 379 a 25 
orépua, 380 a 14, 390 b 16 
om7jAaov, 388 b 26 
omAdayxvov, 388 a 17, 390 a 9 
omdyyos, 350 a 7, 386 a 98, 

b 5, 7,17 
omopadnv, 370 b 5 
omopds, 3440 15, 346 a 20, 32 
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INDEX 

orao.ov, 351 a 14 
oralw, 383 b 5 
orabucs, 883 b 3 
arais, 386 b 14 
ordowos, 353 b 19, 23, 34, 

354 b 14 
ordéous, 362 b 33, 379 a 25 
orarevots, 379 b 14, 381 b 16 
oréyw, 352 b 9 
orevos, 370 b 19 
orevorepos, 366 b 11 
orevorns, 354a 6, 9, 366 a 30, 

370 b 21 
orepeds, 34] a 28, 398 a 23, 

384 a 28 
orepéew, 389 b 20 
orepewtepos, 389 b 20 
orépjos, 385 a 32, 388 b 14, 

15 
orépavos, 362 b 10 
ornAai, 350 b 3, 354a 3, 12, 

22, 362 bh 21, 28 
o7tBapds, 387 b 5 
o7iABw, 370 a 18 
orotxeiov, 338 a 22, b 21, 339 

b 5, 17, 340 a 3, 5, b 11, 
341 a3, 354b 5, 12,355 b 1, 
378 b 10, 11, 382 a 3, 389 
b 1, 27 

ordua, 351 b 82, 359. 1, 307 
1 

oTopnwpua, 383 a 33, b 2 
orpéow, 370 b 32, 371 a 14, 

874 b 2 
orpoyytaAos, 348 a 28, 33, 363 

a 28 
Urpupwv, 350 b 16 
orunrnpia, 359 b°1Y2 
ses i 339 a 28, 36, 386 

2 
ovyKaiw, 383 b 12 
ovyKxaraBaivew, 358 b 32 
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ovyKoTayw, 371 a 12 
ovykarapioyw, 357 b 7 
ovyxaragépw, 357 a 17, b 2, 

358 a 24 

ovyKepat, 387 a 13 
ovyxpivw, S41 a 4, 342 a 29, 

b 17, 346 b 22, 347 a 17, 
19, 350 a 13, 358 b 17, 370 
a 30, b 15 

avyxKptots, S41 a 10, 344 b 9, 
316 a 4, 16, 23, b 34, 369 
a 14, b 33, 34 

ovyxpiTiKds, 378 b 22 
ouévyla, 378 b 11 
avAdapBarvw, 3-40 a 7 
ovdréyw, 347 b 20, 349 b 6, 

10, 357 a 33, 384.47 
ovAdciBw, 349 b 33, 350 a 9 
avdMoyyaios, 353 b 23 
oupPaivew, 338 b 20, 339 a 5, 

21, 27, 341 a 27, 342 b 33, 
344 a 8, 346 a 6, b 4, 18, 
347 b 34, 348 a 20, b 2, 17, 
349 b 20, 25, 350 a 17, 
b 21, 32, 351 a 1, 29, b I, 
27, 352 a 2, 8, 15, 16, 353 
a9, 12, 26, 354 a 16, 355 
a 3, 12, 21, b 30, 356 a 14, 
18, 32, 357 b 16, 358 a Q, 
b 11, 29, 359 b 24, 360 a 14, 
b 5, 22, 30, 361 b 39, 363 
a 24, 365 a 12, 34, b 12, 
366 b 19, 367 a 27, 31, b 6, 
12, 20, 27, 369 a 8, 370 a 4, 
b 19, 371 a 8, b 21, 379 
a 17, 19, 373 a 34, b 4, 29, 
874 a 14, b 26,24, 375 a 10, 
b 17, 877 b 25, 878 a 12, 
b 11, 379 b 22, 32, 380 
a 34, 381 a 18, b 17, 382 
b 7, 384 b 6, 8, 389 b 18 

oupBarrw, 345 b 6, 348 b 30, 
358 b 3, 376 b 24 

atpBodor, 360 a 26 
ovppeyriw, 352 b 30, 854a 1, 

357 a 10, 30, 358 b 92 
ouB ee: 358 a 5, b 21, 359 

a 

ovpperpos, 362 a 4 
cuurrepiayw, 844 a 12 
ouprreptAapBavw, 358 a 33 
ouprértw, 379 b 23, 381 a 20 
cuptintw, 343 a 21, 344 a 20, 

345 a 5, 349 a 22, 360 b 28, 
372 a 15, 25 

cuurAnpow, 340 a 18 
ouudacis, 342 b 28 
aupdvys, 382 b 11 
avpdvtos, 382 b 12 
ouppvw, 348 a 12, 378 b 15 
wail 350 a 1, 354 a 7, 382 

ouvabpoile, 368 b 3 
ouvaxodovbéw, 370 b 10 
ouvadcibu, 365 a 91 
ouvavadépa, 341 a7 
cuvavéyw, 872 a 15 
cuvarrépyopat, 383 a 19 
ouvarrw, 345 a 24, 362 b 16, 

373 a 15 
ovvaris, 343 b 8 
cuvdew, 359 a 18 
cuveyt (ety), 342 a 19, 20, 

b 17, 361 b 1, 364 b 33, 367 
b 5, 369 a 27, 370 a4, 30, 
381 b 1, 386 a 30, b 3, 7, 8, 
387 a It 

ovveipw, 362 b 29 
ouvexxpive, 357 b 4,358 a IL, 

371 b 12 
cuvexmipmpnpt, 371 a 17 
cuvefarpilw, 379 a 24, 382 

b 20, 24, 383 a 19, 30 
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ouvegerpt, 388 b 14 
cuve£epyoual, 388 b Y8 
ovve£oppdw, 361 b 14 
avvemiTeAgw, 379 b 93 
ouvéropat, 361 a 24 
ovvépyouat, 343 b 31, 344 a L, 

348 a 10, 368 b 16, 27, 385 
a 28, 386 b 4 

ovvedddkw, 341 a 2 
ouvéxera, 373 b 26 
ouvexyns, 339 a 29, 341 a 3, 

344 a 11, 346 b 11, 351 
a 15, 352 b 31, 355 a 9, 
360 b 6, 362 a 11, 15, 26, 
363 a 7, 365 b 27, 366 a 6, 
369 b 3, 370 b 10, 30 (bis), 
371 a 32, 372 b 23, 373 a 19, 
b 26, 28, 374 a 34, 386 b 13, 
387 a 29, b 28, 29 

ouvex@s, 341 a 7, 346 a YY, 
b 8, 349 b 17, 27, 355 a 15, 
b 30, 359 b 23, 360 a 34, 
362 a 30, b 29, 369 b 23, 
373 a 22 

ovvyAdera, 340 b 22 
auv7nOns, 370 a 16 
ovvleros, 382 a 26 
avvOAiBw, 378 a 30, 384 b 9 
cuviornut, 339 a 12, 20, b 9, 

340 a 2, 25, 29, 34, b 30, 
33, 342 a 1, 17, 34, b L, 5, 
344 a 36, b 11, 24, 345 a 8, 
346 a 16, b 29, 347 a 27, 
b 10, 13, 349 a 3, 18, b 23, 
31, 353 b 4, 354 b 20, 31, 
355 a 32, 358 a 10, 29, b 17, 
20, 360 a 1, 21, 26, b 35, 
361 a 10, 364 b 9, 27, 369 
a 15, 372 b 16, 17, 373 a 1, 
b 2, 16, 20, 374 a 18, 376 
a 2,9, b 2, 12, 18, 378 b 20, 
379 a 6, b 8, 11, 31, 380 
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a2i,b 7, 9, 382 a 25, b 28, 
29, 3838 a 12, 17, SR4 a 7, 
19, 20, b 25, 31, .387 a 4, 
388 a 18, 21, 24, b 10, 389 
a 6, b 7, 25, 390 b 10, 24 

curvvoéw, 345 a 19 
atvooos, 343 b 30 
ovvraéis, 355 b 10 
ovvTynKros, 389 b 8 
suvTitpdw, 355 b 34 
ouvwléw, 361 a 1 
cuppéew, 350 b 28, 353 b 22 
avoraois, 340 a 30, 341 b 28, 

342 b 14, 344 a 34, b 18, 
345 b 34, 346 a 13, b 10, 
347 a 35, b 21, 352 b 10, 
869 a 16, 19, 372 b 18, 23, 
373 a 28, 31,b 3, 374.4 12, 
377 b 5, 32, 378 a 8, 26 

ovoTéAAw, 368 b 8 
avatorxos, 340 a 5 
ovoTpépw, 369 a St 
odaipa, 341 b 20, 346 a 33, 

354 b 94, 365 a 23, 375 b 33 
oparpoadys, 340 b 36, 365 

a 31 
oppayis, 387 b 17 
opuypes, 366 b 15, 18, 368 

a 6, b 25 
oxjpa, 342 b 12, 348 a 28, 33, 

36, 362 a 35, 368 a 3, 24, 
370 b 26, 372 a 33, b 2, 3 
(bis), 12, 373 b 19, 24, 377 
b 7, 14, 390 a 21, 23 

oxnpatilw, 344a 21 
oyitw, 340 a 31, 386 b 28 
oxtoTés, 385 a 16, 386 b 26, 

27, 31, 387 a7, 8, 10 
sxotvos, 359 b 1 
oolw, 351 b 21, 356 a 21, 386 

2 a 

odpa, 338 b 21, 339 a 5, 12 
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(bis), 13, 20, 26, b 6, 11, L4, 
18, 25, 31, 340 a 1, 5, 20, 
b 1,7, 11, 12, 15, 341 a 12, 
b 17, 342 a 7, 343 .b 17, 347 
b 13, 350 a 12, b 35, 351 
a 27, 354 b 4, 9, 11, 355 b 6, 
356 b 9, 357 b 5, 8, 358 a 6, 
11, 18, 359 a 24, 360 b 28, 
32. 365 a 28, b 30, 366 a 1, 
b 15, 20, 25, 368 a 6, 370 
b 21, 378 a 17, b 20, 380 
b 24, 27, 381 a 13, b 7, 8, 
24, 382 a2, 4, 7, 23, 26, b 3, 
384 b,25, 31, 385 a 10, 19, 
93, b°27, 28, 29, 386 b 2, 
387 a 13, 23, 32, b 14, 388 
a 11, 26, 389 a 31, 32, 390 
a 22 

owparixés, 338 a 23, 382 a 8 
owpaTrwdns, 359 a 15 
owrnpia, 355 a 20 

TaAavrevw, 354 a 8 
vadavrwois, 354 a 1] 
rapievw, 350 b 27, 353 b ¥1 
Tava, 350 a 24, 353 a 16 
ragis, 339 b 5, 347 a 6, 351 

a 25, 358 a 25, 26 
Tamewdrepos, 352 b 32 
rapaxwodys, 361 b 34 
raptxyeia, 359 a 16 
Taprapos, 356 a 1, 18 
Taprnaces, 350 b 2 
raors, 390 b 7 
rarre, 340 a 19, 346 a 33, 

355 a 28, 364 a 5, 27 
raxos, 342 a 33, 348 b 11, 361 

b 22, 36% b 33, 370 b 9, 
371 a 22 

téyyo, 385 b 22, 23 
reyxros, 385 a 13, b 13, 14, 

17, 18, 19 

INDEX 

rexpyprov, 344 b 19, 352 b 24, 
359 a 11, 367 a 1] 

TeAciow, 379 b 20 
téAciwars, 379 b 18, 21, 380 

al19 
rédeos, 380 a 13, 15 
réAevraiov, 353 a 6, 356 b L5 
reAcutaw, 356 a 23, 364 b 20, 

365 a9, 389 b 32 
reAeurh, 34-44 31, 356 a 35 
reAéw, 381 a 26 
reAéws, 377 a 29 
reAéwous, 380 a 13, 30 
reAuariaios, 353 b 24 
réXos (substantivum), 339 a 8, 

25, 26, 346 a 33, 349 b 12, 
351 b 13, 374 b 35, 379 
a 5, 8, b 25, 27, 381 al 

réuvw, 363 b 2, 376 a 10 
reparoroyéw, 368 a 25 
reraypevws, 358 a 2 
réravos, 366 b 26 
tédpa, 353 b 15, 357 a 31, 358 

a 14, b 9, 359 b 9, 7, 367 
a 5,387 b 14, 389 a 28, b Y, 
3, 390 a 23 

Téxvyn, 353 b 28, 381 b 4, 6, 
390 b 1h 

rexvixds, 381 a 10 
THyavor, 380 b 17 
tyxTos, 381 b 28, 384 b 16, 

385 a 6, 12, 21, 33, b 12, 
13, 15 (bis), 16, 18, 21, 387 
b 25, 26, 31, 388 b 32, 389 
a 19 

THKw, 341 a 18, 362 a5, 8, 18, 
364 a 10, 371 a 26, 382 
b 29, 383 a 28, 32, b 5, 7, 
9, 14 (bis), 384 b 14, 385 
a 30, 32, b 22, 28, 388 b 33, 
389 a 9, 21 

tyAtkotros, 350 b 32, 352 a 1 
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Tnvixadra, 361 b 36, 366 a 20 
rhéis, 381 b 28, 382 b 30, 384 

b 92 
7iOnut, 338 b 24, 342 a 4, 348 

b 34, 359 a 1, 30, 375 a 24, 
382 b 3 

Tyuwraros, 358 b 5 
tiravos, 383 b 8, 389 a 28 
Taha, 343 a 12, 362 a 32, 371 

b 27, 375 b 17, 377 a 6, 16, 
18 (bis), 21 (bis), 24, 25 

tpHow, 386 b 30 
tpnros, 385 a 17, 387 a 3, 7, 

8, 11 
Totyos, 359 a 83 
rou, 875 b 32, 376 a7 
romos, 338 b 22, 339 a 25, 27, 

b 16, 37, 340 a 6, 18, 22, 
25, 26, b 30, 33, 37, 341 
a 6, 11, 99, 32, 342 a 17, 
343 a 2, 8, 14, 16, 29, 36, 
b 16, 344 a 34, 345 a 17, 
35, b 95, 346 a 10, 19, b 9, 
14, 16, 18, 27, 30, 347 a 18, 
21, 23, 31, 33, b 8, 12, 19, 
Qt, 348 a 3, 5, 16, b 1, 5, 
25, 319 a 24, b 31, 350 a 5, 
7%, b 6, 15, 21, 24, 29, 31, 
35L a 5, 15, 17, 19, 35, 36, 
b 27, 28, 36, 352 a Y, 6, 15, 
16, 20, 3Y, 34, b 7, 18, 18, 
26, 353 a 17, 20, b 4, 7, 
354 a 1, 5, 10, 30, b 8, 9, 
30, 355 a 2, 34, b 1, 2, 12, 
15, 18, 82, 356 a 9, 27, 33, 
b 32, 357 a 23, 358 a 30, 34, 
35, b 28, 33, 359 b 1, 360 
b 20, 25, 28, 35, 361 a 8, 
11, 15, b 6, 362 a 17, b 7, 
10, 23, 30, 363 a 12, 13, 14, 
16, 31 (bis), 33, b 1, 8 (bis), 
1], 364 a 3, 6, 8, 12, 26, 
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b 28, 365 b 5, 1-4, 366 a 24, 
27, 30, b 1, 11 (bis), 13, 31, 
33, 367 a 14, 18, b 6, 368 
a1, 3, b 14, 15, 29, 94, 369 
a 2, 18, 295, 378 a 13 

Tpayixdrepos, 353 b 1 
tpdmela, 355 b 28‘ 
Tpérw, 361 a 15, 367 a 32 
tpébdw, 351 b 18, 352 a 1, 

354 b 34, 355 a 10, 12, 17, 
29 

tpiywrvov, 373 a 10, 14, 375 
b 32, 34, 376 a 13, 30, b 17 

tpippyns, 369 b 10 
tpixpws, 371 b 33, af 5al, 5, 

29 
tpduos, 366 b 15, 18, 20, 368 

b 23 
tpory, 343 a 15, b 1, 6, 358 

b 8, 355 a 1, 95, 361 a 12, 
13, b 35, 362 a 12, 19, 22, 
29, 31, b 6, 363 a 9, 10, 364 
b 2 (bis), 377 a 20, 25 

tpomixes (adiectivum), 
a 14 

tpom«os (substautivum), 343 
a9, 345 a 6, 346 a Lt, 18, 
362 b 2 

Tpomos, 339 a7, 340 a 15, 368 
b 18, 372 a 19, 874b 5 

zpodh, 355 a2, 4, 5, b 7 (bis), 
12, 356 b Y, 357 a 34, b 8, 
358 a 8, 379 b 23, 380 a 12, 
98, 381 b 7 

tpdxos, 371 a 28 
Tpwexds, 352 a 10 
Tuyxdve, 339 a 35, b 19, 341 

b 20, 342 a $2, 343 a4 17, 
344 a 3, 14, 21, b 33, 346 
a5,11,17,349 a 16, 94, 353 
b 19, 356 a 14, 357 b 18, 
360 a 28, 363 a 23, 364 
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b 10, 365 a 21, 35, 366 a 1, 
29, 369 a 6, 372 b 17, 378 
b 2, 386 a 13, 387 b 12 

tUpmavov, 362 a 35 
vunro, 365 a 33, 368 a 17, 18 

(bis), 370 a 13, 18 
rupos, 38-4 a 22, Qt, 

b 12 
Tuppyvixds, 354 a 21 
“vow, 362 a7 
Tuday, 339 a 3, 369 a 10, 371 

a2,3,9,b15 

vados, 38Q,a 8 
byiera, 380 a 1 
dypaivw, 348 b 29, 357 b 16, 

378 b 17, 882 a 30, b 28, 
383 a 29 

dypes, 340 b 16, 25, 27, 341 
b 9, 3h4 b 23, 346 b 2-4, 
347 a 8, b 28, 348 a 13, 
b 28, 352 b 12, 18, 353 b 7, 
354 b 15, 34, 355 a 5, 6, 9, 
15, 22, b 7, 356 b 3, 357 
a 7, 34, b 6, 7, 16, 18, 20, 
Ji, 25, 358 a 8, 35, b 10, 
20, 359 a 31, b 29, 32, 33, 
35, 360 a 7, 11, 93, 24, 26, 
b £, 20, 24, 361 a 11, 364 
b 18, 365 b 21, 366 b 9, 369 
a 13, 370 a 15, 371 a 8, 374 
a 22, 377 a 34, 378 b 13, 
18, 23, 379 a 8, 10, 17, 24, 
b 28, 380 a 22, 39, 33, 34, 
b 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 91, 22, 
25, 28, 31, 32, 381 a 14, 17, 
19, 21, 25, b 2, 8, 23, 24, 
27, 29, 31, $82 a 3, 10, b 2, 
3, 4, 20, 21 (bis), 25, 383 

30, 388 

| 
| 
| 

a 3, 11, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20 | 
(his), 21, 33, b 10, 13, 14, 
38 fk a 18, b i, 9, 10; 29, 385 

a7, 25, 96, 27, 28 (bis), 30, 
8, 22, 386.a Yt, b 11, 387 
1, 6, 12, 296, 31, bYI1, 27, 

388 a 8 (bis), 22, 27, 29. 
33, b 14, 15, 24, 28, 389 
a 3, 21, 93, 24, 30 

dypdrepos, 341 b 12, 
a 19 

b 
a 

342 

dypérns, 343 a 3, 352 b 13, 
357 b 14, 362 a 10, 367 b 5, 
374 a 24, 379 a 25, b 33. 
380 a 29, b 27, 385 b 1, 387 
a 20, 23 

vdaTrwoéorepos, 377 b 6, 388 
b 33 

sete 358 b 2, 364 b 21, 
372 b 31, 380 a 93, 29, 
b 16, 385 b 1 

vopaywyla, 349 b 35 
vdwp, 338 b 24, 339 a 16, 19, 

86, b 9, 340 a 8, 10, 12, 13, 
24 (bis), 33, 35, 37, b 3 
(bis), 21, 29, 341 a 4, 10, 
343 a9, 344 b 24, 345 b 26, 
346 b 17, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 
347 a 3, 5, 15, 17, 19, 24, 
b11, 13, 37, 348 a 4, 6 (b15), 
9, 10, 13, 18, b 7, 10, 16, 
18, 23, 39, 35, 36, 349 a 3, 
5, 18, 19, b 3, 5, 10, 14, 16, 
19, 22, 24, ¥6, 28, 32, 350 
a9, 10, 18, b 31, 35, 351 
a 7, 15, 352 b 8, 35, 353 
a 33, b 18, 30, 354 b 4, 11, 
16, 20, 21, 93, 355 a 16, 18, 
26, 31, 32, b 1, 3, 16, 17, 
21, 25, 29, 35, 356 a 1, 18, 
19, 33, b 1, 22, 34, 357 a 9, 
11, 20, 22, 32, b 1, 10, 30, 
32, 358 a 28, 27, 28, b 3, 4, 
20, 21, 359 a 3, 13, 19, 25, 
30, b 3 (bis), 18, 17, 22, 360 
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a 2, 3, 5, 19, 19, 21, 24, 95, 
30, b 10, 11, 29, 35, 361 a2, 
3, 12, 14, 15, 17, 362 a 5, 
17, 363 a 14, 364 a 8, 365 
b 1, 2, 11, 366 a 3, b 12, 
368 a 5, 26, 27, 31, 369 
b 31, 370 a 2, 4, 13, 18, 31, 
b 19, 372 a 30, b 18, 22, 24, 
373 b 1,14, 374. 1, 14, 18, 
35, b 20, 27, 377 b 2, 3, 20 
(bis), 24, 96, 27, 378 a 32, 
33, 34, 379 a 15, 28, b 6, 
380 a 34, b 10, 381 b 18, 
382 a 1, 4, 5, 6, 13, b 3, 6, 
10, 11 (bis), 13, 28, 32 (bis), 
383 a 2, 5, 6 (bis), 12, 13, 
07, b 14 (bis), 18, 21, 25, 
27 (bis), 30, 31, 384.a 1, 3, 
6 (bis), 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 
24, 95, 27, 30, 32, b 4, 5, 
12, 17, 21, 30, 385 a 27, 29, 
b 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16, 20, 
21 (bis), 24, 386 a 18, 24 
(bis), 32, b 10, 14, [25], 387 
b 8, 388 a 22, 26, 30 (bis), 
31, b 8, 11, 23, 389 a 1, 5, 
9, 10, 19, 22, 25, 31, b 2, 
12, 16, 21, 22, 390 a 3, 8 

veros, 347 a 12, b 17, 18, 31, 
349 a 9, 370 b 12 

vAn, 839 a 29, 340 b 15, 342 
a 28, 361 a 32, 364 b 28, 
368 a 10, 33, 370 b 138, 15, 
371 b 3, 378 a 33, b 33, 379 
al, 16, b 20, 33, 380 a 9, 
382 a 8, 28, 388 a 21, 389 
a 29, 30, b 12, 16, 27, 28, 
390 a 4, 5,b 18 

Uravrpos, 366 a 25 
trdpyw, 339 a 37, 340 a 16, 

17, 349 b 27, 353 b 17, 357 
b 9, 358 b 24, 360 a 5, 365 
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b 93, 24, 870 b 13, 379 
b 11, 377 b 20, 378 b 31, 
382 a 9, 384 b 28, 390 a 20 

vreikw, 370 b 21, 382 a 11, 12, 
13, 23, 386 a 23, 24 

bréxkaupa, 341 b 19, 4, 2S, 
29, 344 a 29, 315 b 14, 361 
b 19 

drepBaivw, 350 a 21 
brepBaddAw, 340 a 4, 36, S41. 

a1, 346 a 18, 349 b 17,350 
a 28, 362 b 16, 382 a 20, 
383 a 31 

SmepBoX}, 340 b 23, 342 b 32, 
344 b 30, 359 a 31, b 3, 356 
b 83, 365 b 15, 381 a 27 

virepEnpaivw, 352 a 7 
brepouBpia, 366 b 9, 368 b 17 
birepoxy, 340 a 9, 359 b Bk 
umepvypaivw, 365 b Ll 
brepxew, 367 a 19 
broypad7, 346 a 32, 363 a 26 
brodoxy, 319 b 7, 13, 16 
troluyior, 359 a 18 
trokaw, 355 a 17 
trroxeypat, 339 a 29, b 2, 3k4 

a 8, 345 b 32, 363 a 30, 364 
a7, 378 b 33, 379 b 11, 26, 
382 b 6 

vrroAapPave, 339 b 26, 342 
b 23, 344 a 7, 346 a 30, 353 
b 2, 354 b 38, 355 a 8, 18, 
b 14, 357 a 2, 358 b 31, 
360 a 29, 365 b 16, 366 
b 24, 369 a 12, 379 b 14 

broveirw, 343 a 4, 6, 7, 17, 
24, 29, b 17, 22, 344 b 11, 
353 a 15, 355 b 19, 356 b 5, 
11, 23, 357 a 8, 362 b 8 

trodnnréov, 340 b 30, 346 b 3, 
352 a 29, 356 b 9, 369 b 35, 
377 a 29 
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drdAnyis, 339 b 20, 345 b 10, 
354 b’ 23 

imoAouros, 347 b 27, 368 a It, 
370 b8 

dropévw, 351 b 17, 21, 355 
a 34, b 4, 14, 356 a 35 

brdvopos, 350 a 1 
drovooréw, 365 b 12, 367 a Qt 
ordotacs, 353 b 23, 355 b 8, 

357 b 8, 358 a 8, b 9, 12, 
368 b 12, 382 b 14 

droreiv, 376 a 13 
broreyuvn, 356 a 27 
daoriOnut, 340 a 23, 374 b9 
daoxwpnots, 380a1,b5 
vnrvos, 350 a 11 
‘Tpxdvios, 354 a 3 
tdacpa, 375 a 23 
idnyéopar, 339 a 6, 370 b 4 
tdiornur, 339 a 17, 341 b 12, 

357 b 8, 358 b 27, 382 b 15, 
383 a 34 

iymAds, 341 a 1, 847 a 35, 348 
a 21, 23, 350 a 2, 5, 7, b 22, 
352 b 7, 354. a 24, 28, 31 

SumAdrepos, 352 b 27, 354 025 
Bay 3417 a 33, 350 a 30 (bis), 

5 
tw, 349 b 4, 32, 358 a 25, 

b 14, 25, 360 a 12, 19, b 30, 
373 b 20, 21, 374 a 13 

Dadfav, 345 a 15 
Daidwyr, 355 b 32 
daivw, 339 b 20, 35, 340 b 36, 

341 a 18, 36, b 2, 342 a 11, 
31, 34, b 9, 11, 21, 35, 343 
a 5, 6, 28, 82, 33, 34, b 18, 
83, 36, 344 a 1, 7, 27, 35, 
b 3, 8, 9, 11, 27, 345 a 24, 
28, 33, 36, b 14, 346 a 3, 5, 
17, 29, b 1, 14, 350 a 3, 15, 

19, 21, 851 b 29, 32, 352 
a 20, b 21, 32, 354 a 2, 6, 
11, 19, 24, 33, b 11, 14, 
355 b 4, 8, 21, 356 a 23, 
b 82, 357 a 32, b 3, 15, 22, 
362 b 10, 14, 19, 29, 363 
a ll, b 32, 365 b 13, 367 
b 10, 369 b 8, 17, 8370 a 12, 
13, 17, 20, 871 b 3, 6, 22, 
372 a 10, b 6, 373 a 2, 21, 
22, 35, b 10, 27, 31, 37443, 
8, 9, 19, 27, 33, b 5, 18, 14, 
18, 26, 99, 33, 375 a 1, 7 
(bis), 8, 13, 18, 19, 21, 29, 
b 3, 11, 377 a 34, b 9, 10, 
12, 16, 23, 378 b 14, 382 
a 6, 387 b 16, 388 b 22, 
390 b | 

davepés, 339 b 12, 340 a 18, 
342 b 1, 343 a 32, b 82, 345 
a 23, 31, b 30, 346 a 21, 34, 
349 b 15, 350 a 36, b 24, 
33, 351 a 10, 352 b 30, 353 
a 14, 23, 355 a 4, 356 a 31, 
b 14, 357 b 32, 358 a 4, 360 
a 18, 362 b 3, 365 b 21, 
371 a 33, 373 a 25, b 33, 
378 b 26, 384 b 24 

davepas, 346 b 1, 21, 354 
b 10, 355 a 25, 361 a 29, 
866 b 33, 371 b 2 

davracia, 339 a 35, 342 b 23, 
82, 372 b 8, 374 b 8, 375 
a 5, 24 

pdvracis, 370 a15 
ddpayé, 350 b 36 
pdppaxoy, 381 a3 
pao, appariti, 342 b 34 
Daas, 350 a 28 
dacKw, 355 a 22, 365 a 33 
aaa 838 b 23, 342 a 35, 

22 
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déyyos, 348 b 18, 22, 846 a 26, | 
370 a 21 

dépw, 339 a 12, b 31, 35, 340 
b 10, 341 a 6, 18, 26, 31, 
342 a 16, 23, 25, 26, b 3, 
343 a 10, 18, 344 a 18, b 10, 
345 a 16, 21, 27, b 19, 346 
b 25, 31, 347 a 9, LI, 31, 
348 a 24, 34, 35, b 19, 24, 
354 a 29, b 26, 29, 358 b 
5, 359 b 34, 361 a 9, 362 
b 9, 365 a 20, 28, b 33, 366 
a 3, 867 a 30, 368 b 1, 369 
a 20, 21, 24, 28, 34, b 21, 
370 b 24, 33, 871 a 11, 29, 
32, b 6 (bis), 378 a 5, 6, 10, 
383 b 26 

pesados, 367 a 5 
dbdvw, 349 bh 14, 356 b 26, 

361 b 17, 19, 362 a 2, 364 
b 11, 371 a 92, 24, 27 

Pplaprixds, 382 b 7 
Pbeipw, 353 a 20, 355 a 3, 31, 

379 a 6, 13, 389 b 6, 10 
d0ivw, 351 a 30, 31 
Pbopd, 338 a 24, 345 a 16, 346 

b 28, 8351 b 12, 13,352 b 17, 
354 b 28, 358 a 1, 378 b 30, 
$79 a 4, 8, 11, 16, b 9, 390 
b 19 

giddy, 390 b 13 
prdypa, 380 a 21, 384 a 32, 
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J. L. Oulton. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 8rd Jmp., Vol. IT 4th 
imp.) * 

Gian Ow roe Naturat Facurtizs. A.J. Brock. (4th Tp.) 
Tae Greex Antootocy. W. R. Paton. 5 Vols. (Vol. I 

5th Imp., Vol. II 4th Imp., Vols. III-V 3rd Imp. 
THE GREEK Bucoxic Ports (Turocritus, Bron, Moscuus). 

J. M. Edmonds. (7th Imp. revised.) 
Grerex Execy anp lamspus wira THE ANacrEonT&EA. J. M. 
Edmonds. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 2nd Imp.) 

Greek Matuematicat Works. Ivor Thomas. 2 Vols. 
(Qnd Imp.) 

Heroprs. Cf. Toropnrastus: CHARACTERS. 
Herropotus. A.D. Godley. 4 Vols. (Vols. I-III 42h Lmp., 

Vol. IV 3rd Imp.) 
Hesrop and THE Homertc Hymns. H. G. Evelyn White. 

(1th Imp. revised and enlarged.) 
HiprocraTEs AND THE FracmMents oF Heracierrus. W.H.S. 

Jones and E. T, Withington. 4 Vols. (Vols. I, II and 
IV 3rd Imnp., Vol. III 2nd Jmp.) 

Homer: Intap. A. T. Murray. 2 Vols. (6th Jmp.) 
Homer: Onyssry. A. T. Murray. 2 Vols. (7th Emp.) 
Isazrus. E.S. Forster. (2nd Imp.) 
Isocrares, George Norlin and LaRue Van Hook. 3 Vols. 
St. Jouw DamascenE: Barnaam AND Ioasary. Rev. G. R. 
Woodward and Harold Mattingly. (2nd Imp. revised.) 

Josepuus. H. St. J. Thackeray and Ralph Mareus. 9 Vols, 
Vols. I-VII. (Vol. V 38rd Imp, Vols. I and VI 2nd Imp.) 

Juxtan. Wilmer Cave Wright. 3 Vols. (Vol. I 2nd Imp., 
Vol. II 8rd Imp.) 

Loneus: Darpyis ann Cruoz. Thornley’s translation 
' revised by J. M. Edmonds; and Panrrnentus. S, Gaselee. 

(3rd Imp.) 
Lucian. A. M. Harmon. 8 Vols. Vols. I-V. (Vols. I, II 

and III 3rd Jmp., Vol. [V 2nd Imp.) 
LycopHron. Cf, CaLturmacuus. 
Lyra Grarca. J. M. Edmonds. 3 Vols. (Vol. I 4th Imp., 

Vols. II and III 3rd Imp.) 
Lystas. W.IF%. M. Lamb. (2nd Jmp.) 
Mayerno. W.G. Waddell; Provemy: Trrrasrsros. F. E. 

Robbins. (2nd Jmp.) 
Marcus Aursxius. C. R. Haines. (4th Imp. revised.) 
Menanper. F.G. Allinson. (3rd Jmp. revised.) 
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Minor Attic Orators. 2 Vols. Vol. I (Antiphon, Ando- 
cides). K.J. Maidment. (2nd Imp.) 

Nownnos: Dronysraca. W. H. D. Rouse. 3 Vols. (Vol. 
III 2nd Imp.) 

Orrran, Coxrtutaus, TryeuHioporvus. A. W. Maur. 
Papyri. Non-Lirenary Sexctions. A. S. Hunt and C.C, 

Edgar. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 9nd Imp.) Literary Setectrons. 
Vol. I (Poetry). aie L. Page. (3rd Imp.) 

Partrentus. Cf. Loneus. 
Pausanzas: Descriprion or Greece. W.H.S. Jones. 5 

Vols. and Companion Vol. arranged by R. E. Wycherley. 
(Vols. I and III 2nd Imp.) 

Purto. 10 Vols. Vols. I-V. F. H. Colson and Rey. G. H. 
Whitaker; Vols. VI-IX. F. H. Colson. (Yols. I-IIl, 
V-IX 2nd Imp., Vol. IV 3rd Imp.) 
Two Supplementary Vols. from the Armenian Text. 

Ralph Marcus. 
Puitostratus: Tue Lire or Arotionius oF Tyana. F.C 

Conybeare. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 4¢h Imp., Vol. Il 8rd Imp.) 
Purtosrratus: IMAGINES ; CaLtisTRATUs : DEscRIPTIONs. 

A. Fairbanks. 
Puitostratus AND Eunaprus: Lives or tHe Sopuists, 

Wilmer Cave Wnight. (2nd Imp. ) 
Pinpar. Sir J. E. Sandys. (7th Imp. revised.) 
Prato l: Eutsyruro, Aroxrocy, Crito, Poarno, Poarprus. 

H. N. Fowler. (9th Imp.) 
Prato II: Turartetus anp Sornist. H.N. Fowler. (4th 

Piste Ill: Sraresman, Painesus. H. N. Fowler; Ion, 
W.R.M. Lamb. (4th Lmp.) 

PLaTo IV: LACHES, Pier ou Meno, Eurnypemus. 
W.R.M. Lamb. (3rd Imp. revised.) 

Prato V: Lysrs, Symposrum, Gorcias. W. R. M. Lamb. 
(4th Imp. revised.) 

Prato Vi: Craryznus, Parnwenrpes, Greater Hyrrrias, 
Lesser Hrepras. H. N. Fowler. (4th Jmp.) 

Prato VII: Trmarvus, Cairras, CuiropHo, Menrxenus, Epr- 
stuLaE. Rev. R.G. Bury. (8rd Imp.) ° 

Prato VIIl: Crarurprs, Axcrsrapres, Hiprpancuus, Tre 
Lovers, Turaces, Mrvos anp Errnomis. W. R. M. Lamb. 
(22d Inip.) 

Prato: Laws. Rev. R. G. Bury. 2 Vols. (37d Imp.) 
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Prato: Rerusuic. Paul Shorey. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 4éh Jmp.. 
Vol: TI 8rd Imp.) 

Pruranca: Moraxzia. 14 Vols. Vols. I-V. F.C. Babbitt; 
Vol. VI. W.C.Helmbold, Vol.X. H.N. Fowler. (Vols. 
I, III and X 2nd Imp.) 

PrurarcH: Tue Pararyet Lives. B. Perrin. 11 Vols. 
(Vols. 1, II, III and VII 3rd Jmp., Vols. IV, VI, VIII-XI 
2nd Imp.) 

Potysius. W.R. Paton. 6 Vols. 
Procorrus: History or THE Wars. H.B. Dewing. 7 Vols. 

(Vol. I 2nd Imp.) 
Protemy: Terrasrsios. Of. Maneruo. 
Quivtus Smyrnarus. A.S. Way. (2nd Imp.) Verse trans. 
Sexrus Emprricus. Rev. R. G. Bury. 4 Vols. (Vols. I and 

III 2nd Imp.) 
Sornocres. F. Storr. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 9th Imp., Vol. II 6th 

imp.) Verse trans. 
Straso: Grocraruy. Horace L. Jones. 8 Vols. (Vols. | 

and VIII 8rd Imp., Vols. II, V and VI 2nd Imp.) 
Turoparastus: Caaracrers. J. M. Edmonds; Hrropss, 

etc. A.D. Knox. (2nd Jmp.) 
Turopurastus: Enaurry into Prayts. Sir Arthur Hort, 

2Vols. (2nd Imp.) 
Tuucypipes. C.F. Smith. 4 Vols. (3rd Imp.) 
‘Trypuioporus. Cf. Oppran. 
XENoPpHON: CyropaEpIa. Walter Miller. 2 Vols. (Vol. I 

2nd Imp., Vol. II 3rd Imp.) 
XENOPHON: Hettenica, ANaBasis, APoLOGY, anp Sympo- 

strum. C. L. Brownson and O. J. Todd. 3 Vols. (Vols. I 
and III 8rd Jmp., Vol. II 4th Imp.) 

XENoPpHON: Mermorasitia anD Oxrconomicus. E. C. Mar- 
chant. (2nd Imp.) 

XenorpHoN: Scripta Minorna. E.C. Marchant. (2nd Imp.) 

(Fo? Volumes in Preparation see next page.) 
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